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SPECIAL NOTICE
The abstract sections of the monthly supplements of Aerospace Medicine and Biology
can be bound Separately. Individual abstracts can be located readily by means of the page
numbers given at each entry, e.g., p0189 N77-20787. To assist the user in binding Supple-





A CONTINUING BIBLIOGRAPHY ON
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
AND BIOLOGY
This Cumulative Index supersedes the indexes
contained in supplements [SP-7011 (164)
through SP-7011 (175)], published by NASA
during 1977.
Scientific and Technical Information Office JANUARY 1978
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
Washington, D.C.
This Index is available from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS),
Springfield. Virginia 22161 for $9.00 domestic; $ 18.00 foreign.
INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7011(164) through
NASA SP-7011(175) of Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A Continuing Bibliography. NASA
SP-7011, by means of supplements, serves as a current abstracting and announcement journal
for references on bioscience and biotechnology. It has been compiled through the cooperative
efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Entries prepared by the two contributing
organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N77-10000 series)
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A77-10000 series)
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal author index, and a corporate source
index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid






2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same






In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow
further his quest for particular items, this is because subject terms can readily include more than
one class of document. For example:
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
Vibratory force effect upon
biological systems, particularly
human organism.
Biological effect of cosmic and
solar radiations on human
body at high altitudes.
illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject
term.
iii
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear
in the index. Differences in translation schemes may require multiple searching of the index for




HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the
abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary
(organizational component) does not appear in the index. For example:
v
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.. LAS CRUCES. DEPT. OF BIOLOGY. (Source citation entry)
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV., LAS CRUCES. (Source index entry)
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may
be found in the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears
on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the
selected accession number is located in the second column, the desired Supplement number will
be found in the first column. For example:
Page 191 will be found in Supplement 169.
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aerospace Medicine and






Personal Author Index B-1
Corporate Source Index C-1
SUBJECT INDEX
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY / a continuing bibliography
1977 Cumulative Index
JANUARY 1978
Typical Subject Index Listing
_L
[SUBJECT HEAPING I | TITLE EXTENSION |
PSrCHOACOOSTICS
I A review of methodological factors in performance





The title is used to provide a description of the subject matter. When the title is
insufficiently descriptive of the document content, a title extension is added,
separated from the title by three hyphens. The NASA or AIAA accession number
is included in each entry to assist the user in locating the abstract in the abstract
section of this supplement. If applicable, a report number is also included as an
aid in identifying the document.
ABEBBATIOH
Cytogenetic studies of blood, experiment B111
p0311 H77-3380U
ABIOGBHESIS
Formation of nacleoside 5'-polyphosphates under
potentially prebiological conditions
P00140 A77- 13517
Response to comments on thermal polypeptides
pOOilO A77-13518
Interactions between diverse prpteinoids and
microspheres in simulation of primordial evolution
p0075 A77-17598
Theoretical interstellar and prebiotic organic
chemistry - A tentative methodology
P0077 A77-17888
Vulcanism, mercury-sensitized photo-reactions and
abiogenetic synthesis - A theoretical treatment
p0077 A77-17889
Glycine and alanine synthesis from formaldehyde
and hydroxylamine in the field of ultrasound naves
abiogenesis mechanism
p0077 A77-17890
Formation of amino acids by cobalt-60 irradiation
of hydrogen cyanide solntions
p0077 A77-17891
Formation of biologically relevant carboxylic
acids during the gamma irradiation of acetic acid
p0077 A77-17892
Prebiotic condensation reactions in an agaeons
medium - A review of condensing agents
p0077 A77-17893
A cybernetic approach to the origin of the genetic
coding mechanism. I - Rethodological principles.
II - Formation of the code secies
p0078 A77-1789»
Chemical evolution and energetics of reactions in
aqueous solutions on the primitive earth .
pOOSO A77-18896
Cell-free systems of polypeptide biosynthesis and
approaches to the evolution of translation
apparatus
pOOSO A77-18897
Chemical evolution of photosynthesis •
pOOSO A77-18898
A hypothesis of the evolution of biological energy
transducers JDP DT photoexcitation and ATP
phosphorylation in primitive photosynthesis
pOOSO A77-18899
The possible role of solid surface area in
condensation reactions during chemical evolution
- Beevaluation
p0099 A77-19750
Stabilization of coacervate systems of products of
abiogenic oxidation of loir-molecular compounds
using gamma-radiation energy
p0102 A77-207H1
Trace elements and the pansperaia hypotheses
modal concentration comparison between
terrestrial organisms and sea rater
P0108 A77-22707
Synthesis of phospholipids and membranes in
prebiotic conditions
pOIOS A77-2B998
chemical evolution of the giant planets BOOK
PU167 A77-2665Q
Ion molecule plasma chemistry in reducing
planetary atmospheres
P0167 A77-26659
Life on the second sun thermophilic life
possibility on Jnpiter atmosphere
p0167 A77-26660
Origin of organic compounds on the primitive earth
and .in meteorites
p0168 A77-26911
Prebiotic molecules and interstellar grain clumps
p0169 A77-26980
Formation of anino acids from elemental carbon by
contact glow discharge electrolysis
p0169 A77-26983
Chemical evolution•- Effect of high energy radiation
p0175 A77-27770
Volcanic processes and synthesis of simple organic
compounds on primitive earth
p0175 A77-27771
clays as possible catalysts for peptide formation
in the prebiotic era
p0175 A77-27772
A speculation on the origin of protein synthesis
p0175 A77-27773
Prebiotic phosphorylation of nncleosides in
formamide
p0175 A77-27774
Has photoresolntion of amino acids the origin of
optical activity in life
p0180 A77-29925
(here life begins organic seeding of primitive
earth from interstellar and protostellar clouds
p0198 A77-31264
Hovel prebiotic systems - Hucleotlde
oligomerization in surfactant entrapped water
pools
p0221 A77-31151
Aspects of terrestrial and extraterrestrial
biogenesis
p02<»6 A77-38896
On the origin of biological chirality via natural
beta-decay . „,
p0273 A77-H3005
The role of mineral surfaces in the origin of life
p0273 A77-03006
Symbiosis and the origin of life
p0273 A77-43008
The role of sulphur in chemical evolution
P0300 A77-46399
Chlorophyll derivatives in modern soils in
relation to the problem of the chemical
evolution and origin of life on earth •
p0319 A77-»8034
ABHOBHALITIBS
HI FEAB OF FL1I8G
BT PSYCHOSES
iBSOHBBHIS




Aeronedical  e v a l a a t i o n  of t h e  army molecalar s i e v e  
oxygen genera tor  AMSOG Systems 
[ AD-A0398551 p0312 877-30754 
ABSORBERS (IIATERIALS) 
Development of a  p ro to type  regenerab le  carbon 
d ioxide  absorber f o r  p o r t a b l e  l i f e  support  systems 
--- f o r  a s t r o n a u t  EVA 
[A?ME PAPER 77-BAAS-541 . ~ 0 3 0 4  877-46895 
Development of a  p ro to type  regenerab le  carbon 
d ioxide  absorber 
[NASA-CB-1379191 PO034 877-11677 
Study of t h e  vapor s t e r i l i z a t i o n  process f o r  new 
f i l t e r i n g  m a t e r i a l s  
[UASA-TT-P-17516 ] pol20 -77-17694 
ABSOEPTIOII BAUDS 
U ABSOBPTIOB SPECTRA 
ABSORPTIOU SPECTRA 




Uonitoring complex trace-gas mixtures by long-path 
l a s e r  absorp t ion  spectrometry --- i n  long 
d u r a t i o n  manned mission c l o s e d  environments 
[ASFIE PAPER 76-EAAS-83 ~ 0 0 9 6  A77-19459 
ABOBDAIICE 
Var ia t ion  i n  s t a b l e  carbon i s o t o p e s  i n  organic  
mat te r  from t h e  Gunf l in t  I r o n  Pornation --- 
Precambrian rock a n a l y s i s  
pol43 A77-24618 
AC (cosaimr) 
U ALTEBAATIBG CURREBT 
ACCELERATIOB 
Bunan performance under acce le ra t ion :  Actuation 
of  e j e c t i o n  s e a t  lover  f i r i n g  c o n t r o l  
[ AD-A0253731 ~ 0 0 8 5  877-14706 
ACCELBRATIOU (PBYSICS) 
UT ANGULAR ACCBLERPTIOB 
UT BIGB ACCELERATIOB 
UT RIG8 GRAVITY EUVIRORMERTS 
BT IFIPACT ACCBLEBATIOB 
BT TBAUSVERSE ACCELBRATIOB 
V e n t r i c u l a r  pathology i n  swine a t  high sus ta ined  
+G sub  z 
PO029 877- 11646 
Coronary flow and myocardial biochemical responses 
t o  high s u s t a i n e d  +G sub  z a c c e l e r a t i o n  
p0030 877-11649 
Detec t ion  and prevention o f  G-induced r e g i o n a l  
a t e l e c t a s i s ,  edema, and hypoperfusion 
[AD-AO26238l ~ 0 0 8 9  R77-15628 
P r o t e c t i o n  of t h e  cardiopulmonary systems a g a i n s t  
t h e  i n j u r i o u s  e f f e c t s  of  a c c e l e r a t i o n  
[AD-a038014] ~ 0 3 1 3  877-31772 
A s e a t  cush ion  t o  provide r e a l i s t i c  a c c e l e r a t i o n  
cues  f o r  a i r c r a f t  s imula tor  p i l o t s  
[ NASA-CASE-LAB-12149-1 ] p0315 877-31787' 
ACCBLBEATIOU STRBSSBS (PBISIOLOGI) 
AT CEBTBIPUGIAG STRESS 
Prevent ion  of  experimental  motion s i c k n e s s  by 
scopolamine absorbed throng  t h e  s k i n  Y I pOO03 A77-10064 
Biophys ica l  a n a l y s i s  of t h e  a c t r o n  of  C o r i o l i s  
a c c e l e r a t i o n  on t h e  v e s t i b u l a r  ana lyzer  
pOO05 A77-10652 
Evalua t ion  o f  t h e  e f f e c t  of  impact a c c e l e r a t i o n s  
on t b e  organism from l a b o r a t o r y  da ta  
p0008 A77- 11352 
E f f e c t  of a c c e l e r a t i o n s ,  a d d i t i o n a l  v e i g b t  s t r e s s .  
and hypckinesia on p r o t e i n  metabolism i n  t h e  
Japanese q u a i l  /Cotornix c o t u r n i x  japonica/. I - 
E f f e c t  on muscle composition 
p0009 A77- 11 353 
Enman t o l e r a n c e  t o  +Gz a c c e l e r a t i o n s  during 
bea t ing  c f  t h e  body 
PO009 A77-11358 
Adaptat ion of t h e  card iovascular  system t o  
n e g a t i v e  s t r e s s f u l  a c c e l e r a t i o n  dur ing  repeated 
a n t i o r t h o s t a t i c  exposures 
pool0 A77-11361 
Dynamics of  t h e  motor components of t h e  
o p t o k i n e t i c  nystagmus dur ing  exposure of t h e  
v e s t i b u l a r  appara tus  t o  angular  a c c e l e r a t i o n s  
PO011 A77-11374 
I E f f e c t  of t r a n s v e r s e  a c c e l e r a t i o n s  on t h e  motor f u n c t i o n  of t h e  stomach 
p0011 A77-11376 
methods f o r  s tudying  t h e  t o l e r a n c e  o f  p i l o t s  t o  
i n f l i g h t  a c c e l e r a t i o n  
p0016 A77-11417 
Funct iona l  s t a t e  of t h e  l iver-pancreas system / during exposure t o  l o r  t r a n s v e r s e  a c c e l e r a t i o n s  
p0017 A77-11427 
Responses of e x t e r n a l  r e s p i r a t i o n  t o  +8 G I  
overload f o r  d i f f e r e n t  t r a l n i n g  l e v e l  of  t e s t e e s  
p0021 177-11465 
I n v e s t i g a t i o n  of t h e  audi tory  f m c t i o n  during 
t r a n s v e r s a l l y  d i r e c t e d  acceleration 
pOO4l A77-19153 
Instrumentat ion f o r  t h e  rhesns monkep a s  a  
card iovascular  analog f o r  san during air-combat 
manenrering a c c e l e r a t i o n  
p0046 177-14627 
Beart  biochemical responses 10 days a f t e r  +Gz 
a c c e l e r a t i o n  
p0046 A77-14631 
Perspec t ives  of using decompression o f  t h e  l o v e r  
half  of t h e  body i n  t h e  p r a c t i c e  o f  a v i a t i o n  
phys ica l  examination 
pOOP8 177-14679 
The e f f e c t  of  increased  a c c e l e r a t i o n  on t h e  
v i b r a t o r y  behavior of a  s i t t i n g  s u b j e c t  
[DGLR PAPER 76-2121 p0065 A77-16527 
Bye motion during whole-body v e r t i c a l  v i b r a t i o n  
p0061 177-16750 
Serum myocardial enzyaes a f t e r  *Gz a c c e l e r a t i o n  
pol02 A77-21164 ' B f f e c t s  of a c c e l e r a t i o n  on thermoregulatory 
responses of ananes the t ized  r a t s  
pol 30 177-23925 
Phys io logica l  e f f e c t s  of s u s t a i n e d  a c c e l e r a t i o n  
pol33 177-24137 
Phys io logica l  changes assoc ia ted  with long-term 
i n c r e a s e s  i n  acce le ra t ion  
pol33 A77-24138 
Buman t o l e r a n c e  t o  acce le ra t ion  a f t e r  exposure t o  
v e i g b t l e s s n e s s  
pol34 A77-24142 
Bypergravitat ion and sympatho-adrenergic r e a c t i v i t p  
pol38 A77-24171 
A s tudy  of t h e  cumnlative e f f e c t s  of  repeated 
exposures t o  r a d i a l  a c c e l e r a t i o n s  
pol38 A77-21172 
Visual  f i e l d  c o n t r a c t i o n  during G s t r e s s  a t  13, 
45, and 65  deg seatback angles  
pol11 177-29501 
Reversal  of  bedrest-induced o r t h o s t a t i c  
i n t o l e r a n c e  by lover  body negative pressure  and 
s a l i n e  
pol42 A77-29504 
Cardiovascular  responses of men and women t o  l w e r  
body negative pressure  
pol42 A77-29507 
Reduction i n  plasma vasopressin l e v e l s  of 
dehydrated r a t s  f o l l o v i n g  acu te  s t r e s s  
pol95 A77-25147 
Inf luence  of a c c e l e r a t i o n s ,  a d d i t i o n a l  .eight load 
and hypokinesia on p r o t e i n  catabolism i n  t h e  
Japanese q u a i l  /Coturnix c o t u r n i x  Japonica/ 
pol48 A77-26106 
Bemodynamics of heal thy i n d i v i d u a l s  under v a r i o u s  
regimes of l o v e r  body nega t ive  pressure  
PO148 A77-26111 
L i f e  s c i e n c e s  i n  space f l i g h t  roundtable - nov 
good is e x e r c i s e  f o r  a s t r o n a u t s  
PO169 A77-26936 
E f f e c t  of p o s i t i v e  a c c e l e r a t i o n  /+gz/ on 
electrocardiogram of s u b j e c t s  v i t h  
rasoregula tory  abnormali ty 
pol70 177-27009 
P r a c t u r e s  of  t h e  s p i n e  i n  f l i g h t  - The I o l e  of 
Gt/plus/ a c c e l e r a t i o n s  - Concerning two r e c e n t  
observa t ions  
p0203 A77-32372 
r r a i n i n g  of t h e  v e s t i b u l a r  ana lyzer  and ways of 
eva lua t ing  its e f f i c a c y  
p0204 177-32000 
Pneumothomx and a v i a t i o n  personnel  
pO220 A77-39079 
Pro to type  derelo.op.ent of  t h e  c a r d i a c  synchroniaed 
augmented pulsa t ion  pressure  concept --- 
modified s u i t  f o r  a c c e l e r a t i o n  p r o t e c t i o n  
PO241 A77-37318 
Psycho-phpsiological assessment of 
accelerat ion-induced changes in var ious  s e a t  
conf i g u r a t  i o n s  
p0293 177-38010 
SUBJECT ISDBI 4CBTATBS
Studies of the dynamics of the metabolism of
nucleic acids in the snpraoptic nucleus of
animals experiencing high-altitude hypoxia and
accelerations
p0245 A77-38893
Circulation studies daring 1BHP aboard the orbital
station Salyut-4
p0264 A77-41067
Alterations in brain electrolytes daring
acceleration in mice
p0296 177-45528
Body composition changes in monkeys daring
long-tern exposure to high acceleration fields
p0298 A77-45799
Disorienting effects of aircraft catapult
lannchings. Ill - Cockpit displays and piloting
performance
p0324 177-49826
The pathophysiology of high sustained »Gsub z
acceleration, limitation to air combat




assessment of acceleration induced changes in
humans positioned in various seatback angle
configurations
p0030 N77-11647
Effect of sustained +G sab z acceleration on
cardiac oatpat and fractioaation of cardiac
output in awake miniature swine
p0030 H77-11650
DEB Aviation Redical Research Onit reports.
Volume 5: 1974 - 1976 reflex movements of
the eye •
[DBB-DB-225] p0053 H77-12671
Subjective detection of vertical acceleration: 1
velocity dependent response?
p0054 H77-12678
Baman subjective and reflex responses to
sinusoidal vertical acceleration
p0054 H77-12679
Effects of acceleration on selected serum enzymes
[AD-A025965] P0056 N77-12691
Effects of high 6 on pilot muscle strength
available for aircraft control operation
[AD-A027802] p0126 H77-17738
Features of the speech signal during the
cumulative actions of coriolis accelerations
,[HAE-OB-,TBANS-1909] . p0235 N77-24770
The effects of increased oxygen concentrations and
acceleration forces on the mechanical properties
. of the lungs
. : p0256 H77-27686
• - The response of spine musculature daring +G sab z
acceleration . , - - " "
. - .. . p0307 H77-30713
Lover body negative pressure: Third manned Skylab
mission - . •
• : •. p0341 B77-33809
Vectorcardiographic results from Skylab medical
experiment B092: Lover body negative pressure
. . . . " . p0342 H77-33810
Benodynamic studies of the legs under weightlessness
. . p0342 H77-33811
Loner body negative pressure device
p0343 H77-33821
Yestibular-visual interactions in flight simulators
(NASA-CB-155200] p0346 N77-33847
ACCELSH1TIOH TOLBBANCB
Effect of hypovolemia, infusion, and oral
rehydration on gradual onset +Gz acceleration
tolerance
(IAF PAPER 76-039] p0007 A77-10888
Tolerance to +Gz acceleration of pilots vith a
tendency toward hypotensive responses under hot
climate, conditions
P0018 A77-11435
. ..Save responses of "man to prolonged centripetal
accelerations /»Gz/ of small valnes
pOOIS 477-11136
Functional state of the acoustic analyzer in nan
exposed to +Gx
P0049 A77-14808
, Estimate of capillary vessel performance daring
acceleration -—. cardiovascular system
centrifuging tests
pOOSI A77-14903
Effect of acceleration growth rate on the response
of the external respiratory system
p0149 A77-26121
Ose of the human centrifuge in training military
pilots to execute anti-G maneuvers
p0174 A77-27755
Tolerance of females to +Gz centrifugation before
and after nearest
p0196 A77-30881
Effect of hypovolemia, infusion, and oral
rehydration on plasma electrolytes, 1DH, renin
activity, and + G/z/ tolerance
p0295 A77-45526
Centrifuge assessment of a reclining seat
p0030 H77-11648
Utilization of human centrifuge for training
military pilots in the execution of protective
straining maneuvers
p0030 H77-11651
Test plot evaluation of a reclined cockpit seat as
an aid to G tolerance and performance
[AD-A025784] pOOSS S77-12703
Protection of the cardiopulmonary systems against
the injurious effects of acceleration
[AD-A027715] . pOOBS N77-15622
Experimental investigations*on motion sickness
susceptibility
p0159 1177-19734
Crewmans retention system for protection against
high speed ejection up to 600 knots
[AD-A036898] p0240 N77-25798
Effects of direct side force control on pilot
tracking performance
• [AD-4036083] p0254 N77-26812




HI AIRCRAFT ACCIDEST I»7ESTIGATIOH
A statistical analysis of seat belt effectiveness
in 1973-1975 aodel cars involved in towaway
crashes. Volume 1
[PB-258542/0] p0126 B77-17741




Human factors in man-machine systems
[DGLB PAPEB 76-160] p0066 A77-16580
The influence of 'biorhythm1 on accident
occurrence and performance
p0301 A77-46603
Crew behavior in accident causation pilot as
information processor
p0329 A77-50752
Previous disease in aircrew killed in flying
accidents
p0329 A77-50755
An evaluation of the 1974 and 1975 restraint systems
[PB-258585/9] p0157 877-1871(8
Design for crash survival of automobile occupants
[PB-261194/5] p0208 S77-22803
Performance evaluation of the SHISA advanced S
series 50th percentile anthropomorphic dummy.













Responses to temperate, cold, and hot environments
and the effect of physical training
p0173 A77-27563
ACCOBBODitlOI
NT TISOAL ACCOHRODATIONCoipaterlzed accommodated percentage evaluation -




The .biological,.evaluation of poly (vinyl





Self-rated moods of humans at 4300 m pretreated
Kith placebo or acetazolamide pins staging
p0103 A77-21168
ACETIC &CID
Formation of biologically relevant carbozjlic
acids daring the gamma irradiation of acetic acid
p0077 177-17892
ACBTYL COBPOOHDS





Roninvasive determination of cardiac output by a
modified acetylene rebreathing procedure
utilizing mass spectrometer measurements
p0172 A77-27555




Changes in the central and peripheral circulation
and acid-base nalarfce of blood in dogs daring
tilt tests
p0049 A77-14806
Acid-base equilibrium of rat blood daring the



















Effect of orotic acid on weight dynamics in rats
subjected to restrained motor activity
p0021 A77-11463
Protection from hyperbaric oxygen intoxication by
some derivatives of alpha-ketoglntaric acid
p0220~A77-34068
ACOUSTIC ATTBHO&TI01
Possibilities and limits concerning the
applicability of the intracocblear interference
effect for personal acoustic protection
p0181 A77-29970
Active noise reduction fcy Beans of aerial acoustic
interference within the framevork of personal
acoustic protection
00181 A77-29971
The attenuation efficiency score: A measure of




Some effects of infrasonnd on task performance
p0139 A77-24310










The acoustic reflex threshold for impulses
p0176 A77-27814
ACOOSTIC I1STABILITT
Features of the speech signal during the
cumulative actions of coriolis accelerations
[BAE-OB-TBAHS-1909] p0235 B77-2O770
ACOOSTIC BBASOBBBBBTS
Perception of binary acoustic events associated
with the first heart sound
p0106 A77-21752
An electrooptical sensor for cardiac sound and
vibrations
p0106 A77-21909
Aortic origin of innocent marmnrs
p0206 A77-33274
A ainiatnre.implantatale ultrasonic echosononeter
[HASA-CASE-ABC-11035-1] p0088 S77-15621
A real-ear field method for the measurement of the




Potential of real-time orthographic ultrasonic

























Ground-based dosimetry support for experiment AE002
[HASA-CB-1S12II5]
 o p0190 H77-21822
ACTIVATIOI AiALTSIS
HT HBOTBOH ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
ACTI?ATIOB E1EBGY




Investigation of reflex excitability of
ootonenrons for two types of cyclic human motion
pOO<m A77-14176
Formation of the cholinergic activity of blood in
the human body - Distant action of acetylcholine
pOOQ5 A77-14177
Benal electrolyte circadian rhythms - Independence
from feeding and activity patterns
p0151 A77-26582
The development of a portable non-invasive system
for analysing human movement
P0165 A77-26613
Effects of high 02 and H2-02 pressures on the
physical performance of deer mice. - Preliminary
studies
p0196 A77-30880
Functional relation between the spectrum of
atmospheric electrical discharges and biological
activity of living organisms
P0323 £77-49468
First results of an investigation of the effects
of microwave radiation with low power density on
the behavior of rats
[HBL-1974-15] p0025 H77-10778
Acquisition and activity in aged rats
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bibliography ot recently translated material, 9
CAD-A031092/2] p0116 H77-16726
Development of aviation accident pathology in the
Federal Republic of Germany
P0122 B77-17712
aircraft-accident autopsies: The medicolegal
background
P0123 H77-1771H
Procedures for identification of mass disaster
victims
P0123 B77-17717
Histology in aircraft accident reconstruction
P0123 B77-17718
The asymptomatic silent myocardial infarction and




0 A 1KB AFT COBPABTBBMS
AIBCBiPT CABBIBBS
lorth assessments of approach to landing . for
general aviation and air carrier pilots
p0199 A77-31588
AIBCBAPT COBBOBICATIOB
Characteristics of streams of speech information
in the internal and external communication
system of an airship
p0178 A77-28737
AIBCB&FT COHPABIBBITS
Human factors and flight deck design
pOOPI A77-13829
Cockpit thermal conditions and crew skin
temperatures measured in flight
p010« &77-2117U
Characteristics in the atmosphere of long-range




Fire injuries and the pathology and nenropathology
of single acute exposures to combustion products
- Pathology and nenropathology of aircraft fire
victims
P0263 A77-H09«
Cabin materials, their combustion properties and
the nature of noxious and toxic gases in fires -





the pilot and the airplane: Aviation ergonomics
Bussian book
p0131 H77-235H6
Human factors applications/ in airport air traffic
control
p0166 477-26606
Ban-machine control system with quasi-steady
guality of 'control of rapid periodic motion of a
modern airplane
p0178 A77-28733
Two principles for the design of aviation
man-machine control systems
p0178 A77-28739
A survey of piloting factors in fixed-wing v/STOL
aircraft
[AIAA 77-1147] p0274 A77-43177
Effects of high G on pilot muscle strength
available for aircraft control operation
[AD-A027802J p0126 B77-17738
SAIHT sinnlation of a remotely piloted '
vehicle/drone control facility: Model
Development and analysis
[AD-A031085] ' p0162 B77-19758
AIBCBAFT DBSIGB
BT BELICOPTEB DBSIGB
Computerized accommodated percentage evaluation -
Beview and prospectus Botte Carlo model for
aircraft design analysis
p0163 A77-26630
Human engineering design deficiencies and related
operator errors in naval air weapons systems
p0165 A77-26644
Bathematical simulation for crashworthy aircraft
seat design
tAIAA PAPBB 77-1250] p0291 A77-00338
Dynamic analysis environmental control systems the
•EAST.' way
[ASBB PAPBB 77-BBAS-6] p0301 A77-S68D7
Investigation of user generated cockpit
discrepancies in Baval aircraft
IAD-A03877H) ' p0260 B77-27710
A trade-off analysis design tool, aircraft
interior noise-motion/passenger satisfaction model
[BASA-CB-150807] p0311 177-30750
UBCBAFT DBtBCTIOB












SOBJBCT IHDEX 4IBCB4VT PILOTS
ilBCBJFT GOIDiBCB
Consideration of certain ergononic factors daring
the simulation of pilot behavior
IOHEB4, TP HO. 1976-83] p0102 477-20864
&IBCB4FT IHSTBOBBBTS
HI 4DTOB4TIC PILOTS
Presentation of information to pilots
p0101 477-20601
Glare recover; of various colors with respect to a
two-dimensional tracking task
p0230 477-36557
Disorienting effects of aircraft catapult
launchings. Ill - Cockpit displays and piloting
performance
p0321 477-49826
Effect of virtual image projection distance on the




Beadability of approach charts as a function of
visual acuity, luminance, and printing format
p0001 477-10051
Failure detection by pilots during automatic
landing - Rodels and experiments
p0101 477-20442
Critical 11 minutes safety precautions during
takeoff and approach/landing for S4C
p0177 477-28101
Synthesis of a functional model of homeostasis of
the pilot-aircraft system
p0177 477-28728
worth assessments of approach to landing for
general aviation and air carrier pilots
p0199 477-31588
Study of the variability of heart rhythm during a
piloting task on helicopter
p0203 S77-32367
lov visibility landing pilot modeling experiment
and data, phase 1
[4D-4025885] p0063 H77-13658
Statistical evaluation of control inputs and eye
movements in the use of instruments clusters
during aircraft landing
[N4S4-CB-149465] p0117 H77-16736
Pilot factors considerations in see-to-land
[40-4030789] pO162 H77-19759
1IBCB4FT 140ICBII6 DE7ICBS
Disorienting effects of aircraft catapult








Instrumentation for the rhesus monkey as a
cardiovascular analog for man during air-combat
maneuvering acceleration
p0046 477-14627
Use of the human centrifuge in training military
pilots to execute anti-G maneuvers
p017H 477-27755
Functional for evaluating performance of a
piloting task
p0178 477-28736
Stress responses of pilots flying high-performance
aircraft during aerial combat maneuvers
p0196 477-30876
The pathophysiology of high sustained +Gsab z
acceleration, limitation to air combat
maneuvering and the use .of centrifuges in
performance training
[4G4BD-CP-189] p0029 H77-11644
The use of a fixed base simulator aa a training
device for high sustained or 4CH (41r Combat
Baneuvering) *G sob z stress
p0031 H77-11652
Stress response and stress tolerance.in fighter
pilots during 6 G manoenvers
p0031 B77-11653
Retention of selected physiological indicators in




Effect of aircraft noise on the human organism
p0205 &77-32970
Effects of noise on sleep of babies prenatal
aircraft noise effects '
p0268 477r41875
irousal from sleep - The physiological and
subjective effects of a 15 dB/4/ reduction in
aircraft flyover noise
p0269 477-42134
Soise and vibration ride comfort criteria
p0291 477-44454
Subjective response to combined noise and
vibration during flight of a large twin-jet
airplane
[H4S4-TB-I-3406] p0027 "77-10790
4 review of methodological factors in performance
assessments of time-varying aircraft noise effects
with annotated bibliography
[H4S4-CB-2789] p0161 B77-19752
model of aircraft noise adaptation
[B4S4-TH-740S2] p0311 B77-307H7
4 trade-off analysis design tool, aircraft
interior noise-motion/passenger satisfaction model
[H4S4-C8-15«8Q7] p0311 H77-30750
4 review, of methods for estimation of aeroaconstic




Analysis of pilot-aircraft performance and




Psychomotor test performance and sleep patterns of
aircrew flying transmeridional routes
pOOOS 477-10600
Clinicophysiological studies of pilots with first
stage hypertension
p0014 477-11398
On the expert diagnostic value of physiological
parameters for objective monitoring of a pilot's
condition in flight
•p0015 477-11404
Tolerance to +Gz acceleration of pilots with a




Evaluation of the working capacity of a pilot
during flight duty
P0037 477-13072
On the possibility of using cephalography in
aviation medical examination --- pneumatic
pressure test of- vestibnlar equilibrium
p0037 477-13073
Postflight changes in heart rate and arterial
pressure in pilots
P0038 477-13075
The influence of mild hypoxia on the vestibular
system
P0067 477-16745
Hedical support during the period of retraining
for a new aviation technique
P0100 477-20222
Vestibnlar stability of flying personnel afflicted
with diseases of the gastrointestinal tract
p0101 477-20223
Direct and Indirect ophthalmoscopy for a more
accurate baseline evaluation in aircrew members
p0173 477-27566
The use of Pescador's 'third precordial lead1 in
monitoring latent cardiopathological attitudes
in air force personnel
P0174 477-27752
Operational fatigue.on the part of helicopter pilots
: p0174 477-27757
Bedical waivers - 4n extension of the pilot's career
P0197 477-30888
Botivation in light aviation pilots /results of an
logairy carried oat on 600 subjects/. I - Rature
of the motivation and causes of loss of motivation
P0202 477-323S6
motivation In light aviation pilots /results of an
inquiry carried out on 600 subjects/. II -
Belationships between motivation and types of
aeronautical activity
P0202 477-32357
On the selection of pilots for high-speed aircraft
. . p0203 477-32361
Study of the.variability of heart rhythm during a
piloting task on helicopter
4-11
1IBCB1FT POiBB SOOHCBS SUBJECT lion
p0203 177-32367
Fractures of the spice in flight - The role of
Gz/plns/ accelerations - Concerning tvo recent
observations
p0203 A77-32372
Physiological changes in the pilots of ship
helicopters
p0205 177-32971
Tolerance of pilots with nlcers to moderate
degrees of hypoxia
p0205 177-32972
Sabjective stress assessnent - 1 new, siaple
method to determine pilot workload
p02l(l> 177-38043
Psychological aspects of spatial orientation
probleos in pilots
p0261 177-10658
The next step toward total simulation for
transitioning air carrier pilots
[111* PIPES 77-1253] p0291 177-44341
Continuous ECG monitoring on civil air crews
daring flight operations
p0325 177-49838
Prevention of visual anxiety ana proficiency
problems in the senior air transport pi\ot
p0326 177-49839
The helmet protects the aviator's head - Or does it
p0328 177-50660
Evaluation and disposition of Any helicopter
aviators with finger ampntations
p0330 177-50756
Bound vindov tear in aviators middle ear
damage as aircraft accident cause
p0330 177-50762
Stress response and stress tolerance in fighter
pilots during 6 6 manoeuvers
p0031 877-11653
visual aids and eye protection for the aviator
[1GABD-CB-191] p0058 H77-12708
Integration of aviators eye protection and visual
aids
p0059 H77-12710
The interpertation of precentage 'saturation of
carbon monoxide in aircraft-accident fatalities
with thermal injury
p0123 H77-17721
Aviator's breathing oxygen purity
[1D-A030879] p0189 H77-20785
In-flight performance with night vision goggles
during reduced illumination
• [AD-A031991] p0208 H77-22805
Long-tern retention of flying skills: In
annotated bibliography
CAD-A036114] ' p0238 H77-25791
The psycho-pathology of the student pilot and






Analysis of pilot-aircraft performance and




Food sanitation and air safety
p0003 177-10066
Introduction to the study of a mathematical model
of a pilot
[ONEB1, TP HO. 1976-118] p0141 177-21425
Critical 11 minutes safety precautions during
takeoff and approach/landing for SIC
p0177 177-28101
Hew approaches in naval safety research
P0199 17(7-31800
numerical prediction of head/neck response to
shock-impact
p0272 177-42567
The objective evaluation of aircrew protective
breathing equipment. I - Oxygen mask/goggles
combinations. II - Fnllface masks and hoods
p0326 177-49927













Effects of rapid round trips against time
displacement on adrenal cortical-medullary.
circadian rhythms
P0003 177-10065
Food sanitation and air safety
. . pOOOS 177-10066
, Critical 11 minutes --- safety precautions daring
takeoff and approach/landing for SAC
p0177 177-28101
Iccepting passengers afflicted with communicable
diseases on passenger airlines
p0202 177-32360
Physicians and airline medical emergencies
p0219 177-34065
Inefficiency of sanitation measures aboard
commercial aircraft - Environmental pollution
and disease.
p0270 177-42142
Emergency medical kits aboard aircraft . -
P0326 177-49840
Influence of the journey's time .of day on the de-
and resynchronization of the 20-hour rhythm of
body temperature after transatlantic flights
[DLB-FB-77-10] . p0310 H77-30740
1IBPOBT PL1BBIBS







Glycine and alanlne synthesis from formaldehyde
and hydroxylamine in the field of ultrasound waves
--- abiogenesis mechanism
p0077 177-17890
Glycogen, lactate, and alanlne changes in muscle
fiber types during graded exercise
p0299 177-45912
ALBOBIIS












Arousing environmental stresses can improve
performance, whatever people say . .
p0047 177-14636
Dynamic control characteristics and brain-electric
regulation of the vigilance of man during the .
performance of control tasks --- German book
p0131 177-23547
Broadbent and Gregory revisited - vigilance and
statistical decision -- in human
auditory/visual tasks'
P0145 177-25073
Interaction of task amplitude with circadian
variation in auditory vigilance performance
p0201 177-32206
Stimulus presentation rate in vigilance
p0245 177-38307
1L81E
HT BLOB GBEEB 1LG1B
BT CHLOBELL1
Investigation of the physiological activity of
Chlorella vulgaris following an exposure to
space flight factors aboard the Salynt orbital
station
p0009 177-11355
Bodel of an ecological system closed relative to
gas exchange with a periodically operating




SUBJECT IBDBI ALTITUDE SICKH1SS
Dependence of the species composition of a nixed
culture of nicroalgae on illumination and supply
rate of nutrients
p0119' A77-26118
Slga growth potential of waste water effluents in
Hawaiian receiving waters
CPB-265172/7] . p0277 H77-28715
ALGAL BLOOH ' '
0 ALGAE
ALGBBBA
ST STOKES TBBOBEH (TBCTOB CALCULUS)
ALGOBITHHS
Algorithms for the stereotactic computer-atlas of
the brain
p0043 A77-14167
Learning algorithm using an adaptive net for
control of an unknown object
pOlOO 477-20161










































Bonocarboxylic acids from oxidation of acyclic





Histocompatibility antigens and the evolution of




Effect of alpha radiation on Chlorella vulgaris at





comparison of human information processing




A review of the literature on the legibility of
alph^numerlcs on electronic displays
[AD-J010625;) D03H8 H77-33656
U.TBBMTIRG COBBHV






Besponses of the autononic nervous system dating
acclimatization to high altitude in man
pOOOZ A77-10060
Borking capacity of man daring stay at high
altitudes
pOOiq 477-11361
The effect of different regimes of motor activity
on the adaptation of nan to high altitude
pOOII A77-11371
Human cardiovascular responses to ortbostatic
tests after highland adaptation
p0018 A77-11438
Periods of retainment of increased general
resistance of the organism under different
conditions of adaptation to oxygen deficiency
p0020 A77-11458
Hypokinetic tolerance of persons adapted to high
altitudes
p0049 A77-14803
Clinical course of radiation damage at high
altitudes
pOO"»9 A77-14810
Alterations.in the coronary circulation of man
following ascent to 3,100 m altitude
p0068 A77-16777
Effect of altitude exposure on thermoregnlatory
cespoase of man to cold
p0068 A77-16779
?entilatory control in peripheral
chemoreceptor-denervated ponies during chronic
hypoxemia
p0068 A77-16780
Becent advances on biometeorology and practical
applications of natural and sinnlated altitude
climate; International Congress, Ancona, Italy,
September 5-9, 1976, Preprints. Parts 182
p0102 A77-21136
Lung mast cell density and distribution in
chronically hypoxic animals
p0140 177-24360
Comparative .evaluation of studies of the effect of
bypoxla of different levels on imnunobiological
status in man
pOIIS A77-26108
Bey aspects of the study of the respiratory
function of the blood during adaptation to bypoxia
p0150 A77-26270
The role of cbemoreceptors in the adaptation of an
organism to hypoxia
pOISO A77-26271
Chemical thermoregnlation and onscnlar
thermogenesis during high-altitude adaptation
p020S 477-33000
Effect of high-altitude exposure for 10 days on
stroke volume and cardiac output
p0217 A77-34046
Urinary catecholamine.excretion on induction to
high altitude /3.6S8 m/ by air and road
p0217 A77-34047
Clinical-functional notes on the behavior of the
cardiocirculatory apparatus of members of a
high-altitude:mountain-climbing expedition
p0220 A77-3«070
Oxygen transport during early altitude
acclimatization - A perspective study
p0222 A77-3S411
Left ventricular function during lower body
negative pressure
p0243 A77-38036
Borphologlcal and histochemical indices of




Prevention of decompression sickness as related to
repeated extravehicular activities
pOOIS A77-11408
Dynamics of changes in the galvanic skin response
in man during altitude decompression
p0017 477-11429
Human coagulation abnormalities during acute
exposure to hypobaric hypoxia
P0040 A77-13702
Urinary catecholamine excretion on induction to
high altitude /3,6S8 m/ by air and road
p0217 477-34017
A-13
ALTHODB SIHDIATIOJ SUBJECT XIDBX
Aeromedical considerations for flight operations
from high-elevation airfields
p0244 A77-38044
Altitude decompression sickness - Hyperbaric
therapy results in 145 cases :
p0296 A77-45532
iLTITODB SIBULATIOH
Changes in the monosynaptic H-response of nan
during altitude decompression
p0015 A77-11407
Prevention of decompression sickness as related to
repeated extravehicular activities
P0015 A77-11408
Denitrogenation interrnptions vith air
resulting in decompression sickness
p0047 A77-14637
Recent advances on bioneteorology and practical
applications of natural and simnlated altitude
climate; International Congress, Anconn> Italy,
September 5-9, 1976, Preprints. Parts 162
p0102 A77-21136
Changes in Inng nechani.cs induced by acate
isocapnic hypoxia
p0176 A77-27929
changes in tissue.glycogen stores of rats under
acate and chronic hypozia and their relationship
to hypozia tolerance
P0197 A77-3088II
Altitude tolerance in rats in relation to
carbohydrates and fats in their diet
P0219 A77-34060
A case of spontaneous pnenoothoraz caused by rapid




Cardiac output during sleep at altitude
p0269 A77-42137
Ten-year survey of altitude chamber reactions
using the FAA training chamber flight profiles
p0296 A77-45531
Hematologic responses to carbon monoxide and
altitude - A comparative study
p0299 A77-45916
Hormonal changes under altitude stress
p0319 A77-47991
ALTITUDE TESTS
NT HIGH ALTITUDE TESTS
ALTITDDB TOIBBABCB
Urinary catecholamine excretion on acute induction
to high altitude /3.65S m/
p0040 A77-13701
Changes in orthostatic tolerance in nan at an
altitude of 3500 meters
p01<!2 A77-24505
Prevention of decompression sickness during
short-ten flights in a depressurized cabin at
high altitudes
p0149 A77-26114
Theoretical analysis of altitude tolerance and
hemoglobin function
P0218 &77-34054
Altitude tolerance in rats in relation to
carbohydrates and fats in their diet
P0219 A77-34060
Cold-induced vasodilatation and peripheral blood
flow under, local cold stress in man at altitude
p0242 A77-38032
Spironetric assessment of potential respiratory







Decomposition of some halogenated hydrocarbons
over a fixed bed of platinum-alumina, alumina or
molecular sieves .in nuclear submarine
atmospheric regeneration system
[ASHB 9APBB 76-BHAS-2J p0095 A77-19454
ILVBOLAB AIB
Cyclic bypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction induced
by concomitant carbon dioxide changes
pOOOB A77-11098
Hypozia and carbon dioxide as separate and
interactive depressants of ventilation
p0129 J77-23289
Separation of the inspiratory and expiratory
reflex effects of alternate-breath oscillation
of pA C02 during hypoxia alternate-breath
oscillation of alveolar C02
p0229 A77-36200
A device for sampling alveolar air
p029.9 A77-45921
Functional changes in the respirator; system of




Diaphragmatic contraction and the gradient of
alveolar expansion in the lateral posture
p0292 A77-44716
Age differences in human external respiration
response to hyperozic and hypoxic gas mixtures
p0323 A77-49440
ASBIEIT TEBPBBATOBB
Effect of ambient temperature on the thermal
profile of the human forearm, hand, and fingers
p0102 A77-20875
The effect of ambient temperature on metabolism







Health implications of the risks connected vith
the.use of americinm 241 for lightning protection












Badioprotective effect of mezaain and cystamin on
animals exposed to hypokinesia and ionizing
radiation
pOOlO A77-11366
Slycine and alanine synthesis from formaldehyde
and hydroxylamine in the field of ultrasound saves
abiogenesis mechanism • • .
p0077 A77-17890
Amine repletion in the reserpinized cat - Effect








Free amino acids in human blood plasma during
space flights
P0002 A77-10057
Diagnostic significance of free amino acid content
in the blood plasma during dietary protein
deficiency in nan
P0018 A77-11441
Besponse to comments on thermal polypeptides
p0040 177-13518
Serum urea and amino nitrogen changes with
exercise duration
p007» A77-17580
Formation of amino acids by cobalt-60 irradiation
of hydrogen cyanide solutions
P0077 A77-1T891
Amino acid spectrum of human blood plasma dating
space flight and in antiorthostatlc hypokinesia
P0136 177-24160
Origin of organic compounds on tgs primitive earth
and in meteorites
P0168 177-26911
Formation of amino acids from elemental carbon by
contact glo* discharge electrolysis .
p0169 A77-26983
Acid-labile amino acid precursors in the Burchison
meteorite. I - Cttromatographic fractionatlon. II
- A search for peptldes and amino acyl amides
pOIIS A77-Z1769
SUBJECT IBDEI ANATOHI
las photoresolntion of amino acids the origin of
optical activity in life
pOISO A77-29925
Hasan amino acid excretion daring and following an
extended airborne alert
p0218 A77-34051
nearest-neighbor doublets in protein-coding
regions of HS2 BBA • coliphage virus
p0221 A77-31452
Light-activated amino acid transport in
Balobacteriun halobina envelope vesicles
p02«7 177-38911
Higher plant metabolism and energetics in




The effect of gaaaa-radiation oo the aaoonia
excretion of white mice
p0265 A77-41081
Effect of ammonia on Swiss albino Bice
p0328 &77-50635
Study of removal of ammonia frog arine vapor by
dual catalyst
[HASA-CB-151930] p0083 H77-14732
Screening stud; to identify phase change coolants
for portable life sapport systems
[AD-A038504] p0280 B77-28737
AHPBETABIBBS











A preamplifier for electrophysiological
investigations
p0038 A77-13150










Tutorial: Developmental highlights and present
applications of cardiac ultrasound
p0112 B77-16686
iBABBOBES
Investigation of the biological properties of
type-A Cl. perfringens released in persons
placed in a. hermetic chamber
' p0016 A77-11419
Bespouse of selected microorganisms to
experimental planetary environments '
[BASA-CB-153912] p0255 B77-27682
HAL06 CIBCOITS
Analog enhancement of radiographic images
p0066 A77-16658
ABALOG COBPOTBBS
Analog processing of vestibnlar nystagmus for
on-line cross-correlation data analysis
p0172 A77-27556
ANALOG SIBOLATIOB
The design, construction, and implementation of a
simulated pilot's task to be used, in the study
of the effects of BEG biofeedback
tAD-»03588U] p0237 B77-25782
ABALOG TO DIGITAL COBVBBTBBS
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Abnormal henoglobins capable of inducing
pathological manifestations in hypoxia. I
p0202 A77-32353
Drepanocytosis and flight personnel
p0203 A77-32362
Abnormal hemoglobins that may produce pathological
nanifestations in hypozia. II
p020l( A77-32373
Treatise on aeromedical evacuation. I -
Administration and some medical considerations.
II - Some surgical considerations
p0243 477-38042
Collaborative US-OSSH study on the prevalence of
dyslipoproteinemias and ischemic heart disease
in American and Soviet populations
p.0275 A77-43724






Significance and treatment of nocturnal angina
preceding myocardial infarction
p0222 A77-34643
Clinical medicine revie* - Three unique
presentations of ischenic heart disease
p0243 A77-38041





Begional myocardial shape and dimensions of the
working isolated canine left ventricle
p0070 A77-17360
Seal-time detection and data acquisition system
for the left ventricular outline
p0070 477-17361
Digital image processing of vascular angiograms
p0071 477-17362
Clinical applications of a quantitative analysis
of regional left ventricular vail mot-ion
p0071 A77-17364
Clinical application of a light-pea computer
system for quantitative angiography
pOOTI A77-.17365
Quantitative analysis of regional myocardial




Three-dimensional imaging of the myocardium vith
isotopes
p0072 A77-17369
Assessment of left ventricular ejection fraction
by radionaclide angiography - Comparison to
echocardiography and serial measurements in
patients vith myocardial infarction
p0072 A77-17372
Quantitative analysis of exercise
electrocardiograms and.left ventricular
angiocardiograms in patients vith abnormal QBS
complexes at rest
p0079 A77-18546
4 comparison of real-time, tvo-dimensional
echocardiography and cineangiography in
detecting left ventricular asynergy
P0079 477-18548
Angiographic findings in asymptomatic aircrewmen
vitb electrocardiographic abnormalities
p0095 477-19365
Stereocarotid angiography of the ophthalmic artery
p0150 477-26267
Coronary heart disease: Clinical, angiographic,
and pathologic profiles Book
P0206 477-33574
Flnorescein angiography and light microscopy
studies of retinas irradiated by oxygen nuclei
p0218 477-34056
Diagnostic accuracy of noninvasive myocardial
imaging for coronary artery disease -An
electrocardiographic and angiographic correlation
p0262 477-40671
Polarcardiographic criteria for infarction
evaluated by angiocardiography
p0294 477-44920




Finite element stress analysis of the human left
ventricle whose irregular shape is developed
from single plane cineangiocardiogram
p0331 477-51260
Tutorial: angiocardiography, past and present
p0113 B77-16696
Single plane angiography: Current applications
and limitations .-•
p0113 H77.-O6698
Digital image processing of vascular angiograas -
p0114 H77-16702
Clinical application of a light-pen computer
system for quantitative angiography
p0114 N77-16708
Quantitative analysis of regional myocardial
performance in coronary artery disease
[BP-20] p0114 877-16709
Computer analysis of femoral angiograms for
evaluation of atherosclerosis in post-infarct
males-clinical correlates
pOIIS H77-16711
Huclear cardiograph and scintigraphy
pOIIS 877-16712
Assessment of left ventricular ejection fraction
by radionaclide angiography. Comparison to
echocardiography and serial measurements in
patients vith myocardial infarction
p0116 H77-16717
Contour detector and data acquisition system for
the left .ventricular outline
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10985-1] p0121 B77-17701
4HG0L4B ACCBIBBAHOB
Ihe effect of centrifugal force on the neck
nystagmus of pigeons
pOOII 477-11373
Dynamics of the motor components of the
optoXinetic nystagmus during exposure of the
vestibnlar apparatus to angular accelerations
pOO11 A77-11374
Effect of centrifugal force on nystagmus during
angular accelerations
pOOSI A77-19002
Analog processing of vestibnlar nystagmus for
on-line cross-correlation data analysis
p0172 477-27556
Some effects of sleep deprivation on tracking



























Comparison of animal responses to the cosbastion
products generated by two test procedures, the
DSF/NASA methodology and the FAA/CAHI system
p0328 177-50631
Variation in animal response to different toxicants
p0328 A77-50636
A review of available lc/50/ data on toxic
gases encountered in fires
p0328 A77-50638
aicrowave exposure facility: Haltiple aniaal
exposure at equal power density
[AD-A02U939] p0053 N77-12667
Betabolic rates in five animal populations after
long-term exposure to sangnine/sea-farer BLF
Electromagnetic fields in nature
[AD-A024955] . p0053 877-12668
Experimental study of vision dimming in an aniaal
p0059 H77-12716
Development and clinical evaluation of blood gas




Average latitudinal variation in ultraviolet
radiation at the earth's surface biological
sensitivity and dosage
p0007 A77-10991
Seasonal changes in the functional activity of
peripheral blood lymphocytes in can
p0043 A77-14165
ASOHiLIES
The anomaly data base of screw* or ID information
[NASA-CB-151333] p0207 877-22795
ANOOA








The contraction prolonging action of 9-anthroic
acid (ANCA) on the isolated rat diaphragm and
the effects of soman oa this phenomenon
[NBI-1975-25] p0025 H77-10779
ANTBBOPOLOGI




Estimation of body density and lean body weight
from body measurements at high altitude
p0107 A77-22366
Computerized accommodated percentage evaluation -
Beview and prospectus Bonte Carlo model for
aircraft design analysis
. p0163 A77-26630
Aerospace benefits to engineering anthropometry
applications
P0164 A77-26638
Functional anthropometry - The CC method and its
application human body landmark recording in
Cartesian coordinates
p0165 A77-26639
Anthropometric assessment of the mass distribution
characteristics of the living human body
p0165 A77-26641
Bechanics and performance of human motion
p02»9 A77-39912
Estimations of body composition by various methods
p0296 A77-15527
Effects of water immersion on lung volumes -
Implications for body composition analysis
p0299 A77-15911
Sampling and data gathering strategies for future
OSAF anthropometry
[AD-A0252401 p0057 N77-12697
Statistical concepts in design
[AD-A025750] p0057 877-12699
Legal aspects of flying accidents investigation
disaster victims identification
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An improved human display model for occupant crash
simulation programs
[AD-A026719] p0092 K77-15652
Effects of small doses of alcohol on driver
performance in emergency traffic situations
[VTI-68-A] p0125 B77-17731
Anthropometric test d u m m y , model 825-50 operation
and service manual
[PB-258384/7] p0126 H77-17740
A statistical analysis of seat belt effectiveness
in 1973-1975 model cars involved in towaway
crashes. Volume 1
[PB-2585t2/0] . p0126 H77-177U1
Design for crash survival of automobile occupants
[PB-261194/5] p0208 B77-22803
Dynamic analysis of the thoracic structore
subjected to impact loadings
P0256 B77-27690
Restraint systems evaluation program
[PB-265562/9] p0280 S77-28740
Tolerance and response of the.knee-femur-pelvis
complex to axial impact
[PB-269059/2] p0349 B77-33864
PBOHETHEDS 2: A user oriented program for human
crash dynamics
[PB-269305/9] . p0349 B77-33866
ADTOBOBIIES
A heuristic finite-state model of the human driver
in a car-following situation
p0199 A77-31729
Use of a nonvisual display'for improving the
manual control of an unstable system
p0244 A77-38122
The effects of driver comfort on vehicle speed
[AD-A026348] . p0090 B77-15664
An evaluation of the 1974 and 1975 restraint systems
[PB-258585/9] p0157 B77-18748
Development of a front passenger aspirator air bag
system for small cars
[PB-259008/1] p0162 B77-19757
Automobile consumer information crash test
program, volume 2
[PB-262411/2] p0208 B77-22802
Performance .decrement daring prolonged night driving
CIZF-1976-14J p021» B77-237SO
Performance evaluation of the BHTSA advanced S
series 50th percentile anthropomorphic dummy.
Volume 2: Accelerator sled test data
[PB-263650/4] p0215 877-23758
Analysis of comfort and convenience factors in
improved restraint systems
[PB-263157/0] p0235 B77-24774
Impact tests of a near-production air cushion
restraint
CPB-26S156/0] p0260 B77-27715
The human controller in car following
p028a B77-29753
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Cause of death in aircraft accidents - Drowning
vs. traumatic injuries
p0329 477-50753




Antoradiographic measurement of regional blood




Hodel of an ecological system closed relative to
gas exchange with a periodically operating















Human factors analysis of symbology for ECU display
p02<M A77-37464
Adjoint Bonte Carlo generated radiation response
functions for the B-1 aircraft
[AD-1025756] pOOSS B77-12687
BACILLOS
Effect of combined heat and radiation on microbial
destruction
P024S A77-38H50
Badiobiological results from toe bacillus subtilis




Fractures of the.spine in flight - The role of




Signal detection in psychoacoastics
p0201 A77-32188
The effect of continuous noise on short term •
memory performance tasks
[AJ>-A025<K)6] pOOSt B77-1269Q
The effect of the acoustic reflex on the











Honocarboxylic acids from oxidation of acyclic
isoprenoid alkanes by Rycobacteriaa fortuitua
p0006 A77-10705
Analytical notes - Electrochemical nethod for
earl; detection and aonitoring of coliforas
P0007 A77-10988
The metabolism of carbohydrates by extrenely
halophilic bacteria - Identification of
galactonic acid as a product of galactose .
metabolism
p0074 A77-17584
nicrobiological profiles of the viking spacecraft
p0242 &77-J7954
light energy transdaction by the pnrple membrane
of halophilic bacteria; Proceedings of the
Symposian, San Francisco, Calif., Jane 6, 1976
p0246 A77-38903
Light energy transdaction by the parple membrane
of halophilic bacteria - Introduction
p0246 A77-38904
The photochemical cycle of bacterlorhodopsin
p0246 A77-38906
Photochemical and chemical studies on the
chronophore of bacteriorhodopsin
p0246 A77-38907
Proton translocation by ATPase and bacteriorhodopsin
p0246 A77-38908
.Conformational changes in bacteriorhodopsin
accompanying ionophore activity
p0247 A77-38909
Light-dependent cation gradients and electrical
potential in Balobacteriam halobini cell
envelope vesicles
p0247 A77-38910
Light-activated aaino acid transport in
Halobacteriam halobinn envelope vesicles
p0247 A77-38911
Light energy conservation processes in
Halobacterinm halobian cells
p0247 A77-38912
Detection of aicrobial infection in blood and
antibiotic determinations
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12045-1 ] p0154 H77-18733
Intestinal aatoflora of test subjects in the
coarse of a 6-month bioengineering experiment
conducted in BIOS-3
p0212 H77-23732
The physiological bases for aicrobial barotolerance
[AD-A037840] p0312 H77-31764
BACTBBICIDES
Hygiene evaluation of experimental samples of the
antimicrobial underclothing containing
hexachlorophene for space flight
pOOSO A77-11816
Bactericidal effect of hydrogen peroxide on
spacecraft isolates •
p0074 A77-17571
An evaluation of a fuel-soluble organoboron
biocide for control of sulfate-reducing bacteria
in shipboard fuel tanks
[AD-A024017] p0029 S77-11643
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Light-induced membrane potential and pB gradient
in Halobacteriam halobinm envelope vesicles
pOOOS A77-10703
•Light-induced glntamate transport in Balobacterium
halobium envelope vesicles. II.- Evidence that
the driving force is a light-dependent sodium
gradient
p0006 A77-10704
Joint inflight biomedical experiments performed
during the ASTP spaceflight bacteriological
experiments
[IAF PAPEB 76-031] p0006 A77-10887
Investigation of the biological properties of
type-A Cl. perfringens released in persons
placed in a hermetic chamber
p0016 A77-11419
Existence of electrogenic hydrogen, ion/sodium ion
antiport in Halobacterinm halobiaa cell envelope
vesicles
p0067 A77-16674
Passive potassiam ion permeability of
Halobacteriam halobium cell envelope membranes
p007a A77-17569
Dormant and resistant stages of procaryotic cells
p0167 A77-26663
Analogies between respiration and a light-driven
proton pump as sources of energy for active
glutamate transport in Balobacteriam halobiaa
p0171 A77-27360
Structural studies on Balobacterinn halobium
bacteriorhodopsin
p0246 A77-38905
An ancient divergence among the bacteria
met hanogenie phylogeny
p0300 A77-Q6398
A comment on aethanogenic bacteria and the
primitive ecology
p0300 A77-46400
Several methods for concentrating bacteria in
fluid samples
[HASi-CB-144830] p0083 S77-14730
Bapid bacteriological diagnosis systems on
physical basis, noting splenic fever proof
[BHVG-FBST-76-15] p0153 B77-18726
Application of luciferase assay for ATP to
antimicrobial drug susceptibility
[HASA-C&SE-GSC-12039-1] p0207 S77-22794
Determination of antiaicrobial susceptibilities of
infected urines vithont isolation ~>
[HASA-CASB-GSC-12046-1] p0252 B77-26797
Aatomated single-slide staining device
[HASA-CASB-LAB-116<|9-1 ] p025« S77-27677
Application of firefly luciferase assay for
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ST segment distortions by high-side frequency
filtration in direct-writing ECG recorders
P0173 A77-27565
BAH1II CHUB
Vestibular responsiveness of flight personnel
daring investigation by the 8KOK method ---



















Bidge and Bayes identification for the guasilinear





Interrelationships between certain microorganisms
and some aspects of sediment-water nutrient
exchange in two bayou estuaries, phase 1 and 2
[PB-259538/7] pOISB H77-19730
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Effect of virtual image projection distance on the












Effect of orthostatic and antiorthostatic
hypokinesia on taste sensitivity in men
p0049 A77-14805
Cardiorespiratory deconditioning with static and
dynanic leg exercise daring bed rest
p0068 &77-16781
Plaid and electrolyte shifts daring bed rest with
isometric and isotonic exercise
,p0130 A77-23423
Body composition changes in «en and women after
2-3 weeks of bed rest
p0136 A77-24162
Hetabolic processes in hypokinetic and
rehabilitated men
p0137 477-24164
Effect of antiorthostatic bed rest on the human body
p0137 A77-24165
Renal osmoregalatory function daring simulated
space flight
p0138 A77-24169
Reversal of bedrest-indnced orthostatic
intolerance by lover body negative pressure and
saline
p0142 A77-24504
Tolerance of fenales to «Gz centrifngation before
and after bedrest
p0196 A77-30881
An evalaation of the effectiveness of muscle
electrostimulation in preventing
hypokinesia-indaced disorders in man
p0228 A77-35788
Effect of bedrest on circadian rhythms of plasma
renin, aldosterone, and cortisol
p0269 A77-42139
Effects of exercise on fluid exchange and body
composition in nan during 14-day bed rest
p0292 A77-44720
' Cardiorespiratory responses to exercise after bed
rest in men and voaen
p0328 A77-50444
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, Work on cardiovascular imaging supported by RASA
and Stanford University
p0072 A77-17375
A bibliography of published information on
combustion toxicology
p0225 A77-35674
Human factors engineering bibliographic series,
volume 5: 1967 literature
[AD-A025395] p0063 H77-13652
Aviation medicine translations: Annotated





Bibliography of reported biological phenomena
(effects) and clinical manifestations attributed
to microvave and radio-frequency radiation,
supplement no.-8
[AD-A029430] p0185 H77-20756
Bussian literature on aviation, space and
high-altitude biology and medicine: A
bibliography. Volume 2
tHASA-TT-F-16119] P0233 H77-24758
Long-term retention of flying skills: An
annotated bibliography
[AD-A036114] p0238 H77-25791.
Hunan factors topics, in flight simulation: An
annotated bibliography
[AGABD-B-656] p0312 S77-30757
Vestibular-visoal interactions in flight simalators
[RASA-CB- 1S5200] p0346. H77-33847
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Proprioceptive influence on auditory function
p0223 A77-35536
BIlOCnUB TISI08
An automated miniaturized Haploscope for testing
binocular visual function
p0004 A77-10147
Bivalrons texture stereograms binocular fusion
explained by spatial-fregnency-tuned channels
p0023 A77-11999
Characteristics of the nonocular estimation of the
orientation of a line by the rig&t and left eye
and their possible nenrophysiological mechanisms
p0039 A77-13189
slant perception and binocular brightness
differences - Some aftereffects of viewing
apparent and objective surface slants
. . p0065 A77-16359
Saccadic eye movements during changes in fixation
to stimuli at different distances
p0171 A77-27236
Contrast increment detection of the square-wave
third harmonic - Some support for the hypothesis
of independent spatial-frequency channels
p0171 A77-27237
Patterns of reflection of motionless spatial
objects on the retina: in binocular vision
p0224 A77-35595
Hysteresis binocular grating perception - Contrast
effects .
p0272 A77-42870
Stereopsis with and without monocular contours
p0305 A77-4787S
BIOACOUSTICS
Hunan recognition of different types of acoustic
signals emitted by monkeys /Cebns capacious/
p0042 A77-14161
A device for automatic input into a computer of
experimental data on acoustic signal recognition
p0043 A77-14168
Investigation of the throughput of the auditory
analyzer in persons of different age groups
p0044 A77-14173
Variation of the amplitude of auditory evoked
potentials daring prolonged acoustic stimulation
. p0076 A77-17882
The acoqstic reflex threshold for impulses
p0176 A77-27814
Theoretical aspects of some sensory-acoustical .and
bio-acoustical experiments
p0204 A77-3.2468
origination of Korotkov sounds at diastole
brachial artery mechanical model
p029S A77-45041
Loadness and the acoustic reflex .
p0087 B77-15615
BIOA3SAI .
Studies on the nature of plasma growth hormone
p0006 A77-10700
Cabin materials, their combustion properties and
the nature of noxious and toxic gases in fires.-
The assessment of the human survival response
during aircraft accidents
p0263 A77-40945
Automated clinical system for chromosome analysis
tIASA-CASE-SPO-13913-1] p0161 877-19750
Determination of antimicrobial susceptibilities of
infected urines without isolation
tBiSA-OkSE-GSC-12046-1] p0252 H77-26797
The isolation and purification of protein
fractions involved in E. Coll DBA replication
p0254 177-27678
Study on incubators and holding units for cells
and tissues, plants.and low vertebrates. Volume




[ESA-CR (P)-913-701-1] p0282 N77-29730
Study on incubators and holding units for cells
and tissues, plants and low vertebrates. Volume
2: Drawings
[ESA-CB(P)-943-VOl-2] p0282 H77-29731
The application of path analysis to the study of
interrelations among coaponents of the oxygen
transport system in nan
p0307 877-30711
BIO»StB0810lICS
Joint inflight bioaedical experiments performed
daring the ASTP spaceflight —— bacteriological
experiments
[IAF PAPEB 76-031] p0006 477-10887
Some responses of man to prolonged centripetal
accelerations /*6z/ of small values
p0018 A77-11436
The possibilities of Spacelab for solving medical
problems
p0022 A77-11589
Some problems of space medicine physiological
changes in weightless state
p0048 A77-14801
Excretion dynamics and conposition of human wastes
as derived from one-year experimental results
pOOSO A77-14812
Dependence of blood carboxyhemoglobin level and
expired carbon monoxide content in testees upon
the CO concentration in the sealed-chamber '
atmosphere
pOOSO A77-14813
The development of a biological specimen holding
facility for spaceflight
[ A S B E PAPEE 76-EHAS-16] p0097 A77-19467
Conceptual design of a biological specimen holding
facility Life Science Laboratory for Space
Shuttle
[ A S H E PAPER 76-ENAS-30] p0098 177-19479
Brief h u m a n vacuum exposure in relation to space
rescue operations
p0102 A77-20978
Comparison of susceptibility to motion sicKness
during rotation at 30 rpm in the
earth-horizontal, 10 deg head-up, and 10 deg
head-down positions
p0103 A77-21166
Life sciences and1 space research XIV; Proceedings
of the open Meeting of the Dorking Group on
Space Biology, Hay 29-June 7, 1975, and
Symposium on Gravitational Physiology, Varna,
Bulgaria, Hay 30, 31, 1975
p0132 177-24130
Biomedical results of the Skylab Program
p0132 177-24131
The prevention of motion sickness in orbital flight
p0133 A77-24140
Hineral and nitrogen metabolic studies on Skylab
flights and comparison with effects of earth
long-term recumbency
p0133 A77-24141
Results of medical investigations carried out on
board the Salynt orbital stations
P0134 177-24144
Spacelab and its utilization for bioaedical
experiments
p0134 177-24145
Long-term space flights and human habitat
p01<!7 A77-26102
Problems in the development .of human engineering
biological life support systems Russian book
P0177 A77-28267
Biological research in space
p0178 477-28763
Summary and outlook for collaboration in space
biology and medicine Intercosmos program
p0179 A77-28898
Biology and medicine space environment effects
on organisms
p0229 177-36182
Gravitation and the living organism Russian book
p0266 177-41652
Definition of a two-primate biological facility
for Spacelab
p0298 177-15796
Current problems in space biorhythmology
Russian book
p0329 177-50686
Problems of rehabilitation and recovery of altered
physiological functions after space flight
[I1F PAPEE 77-253] p0332 &77-51499
Space biology and aerospace medicine, no. 2, 1977
[JPBS-69045] p0210 877-23721
Current status of space biorhythmology
p0210 H77-23722
Biomedical research on the problem of artificial
gravity
p0210 H77-23723
Results of clinical examination of cosmonauts
following a 63-day flight
p0210 H77-23724
Electrographic examination of the crew on the
second expedition of Salyut-4
p0211 H77-23725
Changes.in hemodynamics and phasic structure of
the cardiac cycle in the crew on the second
expedition of Salynt-4
p0211 877-23726
Dynamics of venous circulation in cosmonauts on
the second expedition of Salynt-4
p0211 1177-23727
Evaluation of pulse' rate .dynamics in members of
the second crew of Salyat-4 at rest and daring
inflight performance of functional tests
p0211 B77-23728
Prediction and analysis of cosmonauts' pulse rate
by the method of extrapolation modeling in the
class of differential equations
p0211 H77-23729
Results of metabolic studies on the crew of the
second expedition of the Salynt-4 orbital station
p0211 877-23730
Effects of 22-day space flight on lymphatic organs
of rats
p0211 877-23731
Intestinal autoflora of test subjects in the
course of a 6-month bioengineering^ experiment
conducted in BIOS-3
p0212 H77-23732
Bheographic study of the human cardiovascular
system with, exposure to high pressure for many
days )
p0212 877-23733
Evaluation of effectiveness of muscular
electrostimnlation for the prevention of
disorders related to prolonged restriction of
motor activity in man
p0212 877-23734
Effect of dioxane on functional state of the rat's
central nervous system .
p0213 877-23740
Problems of space biology. Volume 33: Gravity
and the body
[H1S1-TT-F-17526] p0233 1177-24757
Bedical aspects of army aviation and airborne and
ground operations affecting health and
efficiency of the soldiers '
[1D-1039804] p0310 B77-30738
BIOCHEB1CAL OIIGE1 DEHASD
Energetics of.nerve cells and their oxygen supply
p0226 177-35768
Coronary flow and myocardial biochemical responses





Honocarboiylic acids from oxidation of acyclic
isoprenoid alkanes by Bycobacterium fortnitnm
p0006 A77-1070S
Effect of orotic acid on weight dynamics.in rats
subjected to restrained motor activity
p0021 A77-11463
Photoreceptor membrane carbohydrate on the
intradlscal surface of retinal rod disks
P0022 177-11476
Heart biochemical responses 14 days after +GZ
acceleration
p0046 177-14631
Bathematical models for the growth, dynamics and
diffusion of populations in biophysics,
biochemistry and microbiology
p0065 177-16394





Study of the biochemical indicators of chronic
irradiation in rats
p0135 A77-24'«0
Berverspecific proteins and their possible
physiological functions
p0222 A77-34631
& histochemical study of the digestive organs of
nice following flight aboard Cosnos-605
p0264 177-q 1070
Bncopolysaccharid'es and collagen.in tissues of
hypokinetic rats
p0264 A77-41071
Gravity and the cell: Intracellnlar structares
and Stokes sedimentation •
p0119 B77-17684
Bioprocessing: Prospects for space electrophoresis
p0119 S77-17685
Kosmos-782 post-flight biochemical studies of
various organs and tissues of rats
[BASA-TT-F-17237] p0209 N77-23712




Recent advances on bioneteorology and practical
applications of natural and simulated altitude
cliaate; International Congress, Ancona, Italy,
September 5-9, 1976, Preprints. Parts 1 & 2
p0102 &77-21136
BIOCOBIBOL SISTEHS
Cerebellar pressor response in the dog
pOOOS A77-11100
A model of the physiological thermoregnlation system
p0013 A77-11391
Cellular and molecular aspects of adaptation
p0017 A77-11430
A mathematical model of the human temperature
regulatory system - Transient cold exposure
response
, p0023 A77-12244
Investigating the mechanisms of neurohnmoral
regulation
: . p0038 A77-13152
A property of .the control system for the tracking
aoveaents of the hunan eye
• • : . . • p0041 A77-14152
The problem of adaptive bioregnlation of human
physiological .functions and its clinical
significance
p0043 A77-14166
The control of the conjugated horizontal eye
movements - Investigations concerning the
saccadic system and the fixation system of the
human oculomotor German book
p0067 A77-16725
Representation of functional hierarchies of
movement in the brain
p0073 A77-17438
A dynamic nodel for regulation of external
respiration under physical load
p0076 A77-17880
Thermal regulation in rats during combined heat
and cold adaptation
p0081 A77-19003
Automatic control of decompression on the basis of
the impedance signal of the body
p0146 A77-25418
Saccadic eye movements during changes in fixation
to stimuli at different distances
p0171 A77-27236
Cardiovascular, respiratory, and metabolic
adjustments to exercise in dogs
p0176 A77-27928
Bioelectric control of human novenents
p0204 A77-32879
Bow the brain organizes the fast responses of the
cardiovascular system
p0205 A77-32996
Effect of emotional stress on some self-regulatory
processes of higher nervous activity
p0223 A77-35534
Effect of stimulation of different regions of the
hypothalamns on the rhythm of cardiac activity
p0225 A77-35736
Regulation of hemodynaoics in the presence of
oxygen deficiency in blood and tissues
p0226 A77-35740
Study of the diurnal periodic characteristics of
the physiological functions for evaluating the
state of the regulatory systems of organisms
during extreme effects
p0265 A77-41151
Seural control of glycogen content and its diurnal
rhythm in mouse pineal cell
p0270 A77-42181
Control strategies in the eye-head coordination
system
p0300 A77-46446
anscnlar control during some voluntary motions
with one degree of freedom. II - Hnltiple motions
p0319 A77-48320
Hemodynamics in the case of combining nociceptive
stimulation with stimulation of the amygdaloid
complex after acting upon the sensorimotor
region of the cortex
p0329 A77-50746
Application of a postulate based control theory
for an artificial arm
p0288 H77-29783
BIODEGBADATIOH
Geomycology fungal biosolnbilization and
accumulation of metals
: p0139 A77-24179
Bio-gas production from alligator weeds
(BASA-CB-149809] p0158 877-19729
BIODIIAHICS
Ultrasonic Doppler cardiography in the medical
control system
p0014 A77-11399
Tvo-diaensional linear models of biped walking
pOOSO A77-14866
Dynamics of the eye and head daring an element of
visual search
p0073 A77-17439
Reflection of the biological significance of a
stimulus in the amplitude dynamics of evoked
potentials in man
p0076 A77-17884
Computerized X-ray reconstruction tomography in






Effects of simultaneous dynamic and static work on
heart-rate and oxygen consumption
p0166 A77-26651
Plane linear models of biped locomotion
p0181 A77-30066
Femur-bending properties as influenced by gravity.
I - Ultimate load and moment for 3-G rats
p0197 A77-30882
Bew approaches in naval safety research
p0199 A77-31800
Bioelectric control of human movements
p0201 A77-32879
flechaoics and performance of human notion
p0249 A77-39912
numerical prediction of head/neck response to
shock-impact
p0272 A77-42567
Hodeling of the thermophysical processes
accompanying muscle contraction in humans
p0275 A77-44001
Origination of Korotkov sounds at diastole
brachial artery mechanical model
p0295 A77-45041
Some results of an analysis of the rotation of the
human body in space
p0299 A77-46380
Some experiaeotal aspects of research on the
biomechanics of knees and forearms
p0300 477-46555
Biodynamics of delormable human body motion
p0025 B77-10260
Principles of biodynamics. Volume 3:
Physiological mechanisms in the mammal
underlying posture, locomotion, and orientation
in space
[AD-A023691] p0032 B77-11661
Topology in biology, the relationship of structure
to function
p0053 1177-12666
Dynamics of the eve and head when switching visual
attention between two tasks
[AD-A031825] p0193 B77-21849
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BIOELECTRIC POTBHTIAL SOBJECT IHDEI
Application of the response probability density
function techniqne to biodynamic models
predicting injuries from air blasts
[AD-IOII00201 p0257 1177-27695




Light-indnced meabrane potential and pB gradient
in Balobacteriam halobinm envelope vesicles
p0006 A77-10703
Electrophysiology of the hippocaapas
p0039 A77-13156
Quantitative value of skin thermoreceptor firing
in thermoregnlation mechanisms from data on
nnanestbetized animals
pOOII A77-13791
Bioelectrical activity of the brain daring
prolonged hypokinesia in the antiorthostatic
position
. p0042 A77-1U155
General and local changes in the bioelectrical
activity of the brain daring lental activity
p0012 A77-10158
Existence of electrogenic hydrogen ion/soditiB ion
antiport in Balobacterinm halobina cell envelope
vesicles
p0067 A77-1667I1
Aaine repletion in the reserpinized cat.- Effect
upon P60 waves and BEB sleep
Ponto-Genito-Occipital vaves
pOlOO A77-199IJH
The scalp topography of haman somatosensory and
aoditory evoked potentials
p0100 A77-1994S
Latency of the steady state visual evoked potential
P0100 A77-19906
origin of body surface QBS and T vave potentials
from epicardial potential distributions in the
intact chimpanzee
pOIOI A77-21300
The scalp topography of hanan visual evoked
potentials
pOIOS A77-21900
Cortical potentials associated with the detection
of visual events
p0170 A77-27056
Effect of hematocrit on electrocardiographic
potentials and dipole monent of the pig
p0198 A77-310H6
Bioelectric control of human movements
p020t A77-32879
Ron the brain organizes the fast responses of the
cardiovascular systen
p0205 A77-32996






Light-dependent cation gradients and electrical
potential in Balobacteriam halobina cell
envelope vesicles >
p02»7 A77-38910
Study of color vision by the method of recording
induced potentials
p0265 A77-H1152
Event-related brain potentials - Comparison
between children and adults
p0272 A77-42MO
visual evoked potentials and selective attention
to points in space
p0293 A77-aa7H6
Genesis of body surface potential distribution in
right bundle branch block
p0294 A77-«»922
Process for control of cell division
[HASA-CASB-LAB-10773-3] p0236 H77-25769
stress detection utilizing the electroencephalogram
[AD-A039168] p0310 H77-30741
BIOBLECTEICIIT
Beyond averaging - The use of discriminant
functions to recognize event related potentials
elicited by single auditory stimuli
p0023 A77-117H9
The problem of adaptive bipregnlation of human
physiological functions and its clinical
significance
p0003 A77-1H166
Callosal transfer of deep impulses from different
receptors
pOOOS A77-10120
Interhemisphere asymmetry of visual evoked
potentials under conditions of involuntary and
voluntary attention
p0076 A77-17881
Variation of the amplitude of auditory evoked
potentials during prolonged acoustic stimulation
p0076 A77-17882
spikes of spindle and beta naves in response to
significant signals in the BEG of individuals
with practically no alpha rhythm
p0076. A77-17883
Visual evoked potentials in right and left
cerebral hemispheres in response to presentation
of a staggered pattern at different sharpness
levels
p0077 ATJ-17885
Changes.in local brain tissue P02 and
electrocortical activity of unanesthetized
rabbits under high oxygen pressure
p0197 A77-30883
circulation of cortical and thalamic nenronal
activity in wakefillness and in sleep
p0295 A77-II5182
Duration of paradoxical sleep episodes - A
quantitative and pattern analysis of reticolar
multi-unit activity in the cat
p0295 A77-«St83
Benrotrophic control of mammalian skeletal mnscle:
The role of snbmechanical threshold bioelectric
activity
p0087 H77-15611
Ultrastructural and functional anatomy of the
vestibule
[HASA-TT-P-17I»05J ' pOISI B77-18731
The vocabulary of brain potentials: Inferring





















Tiro-dimensional linear models of biped valking
pOOSO &77-K1866
Stabilization of a biped walking machine
p0101 A77-20401
Procedural selection, construction, design, and
application possibility in the case of a
measuring device for the human physiological
study of the biomechanics of the lover extremity
German book
p0131 A77-23550
Botary notion of the body of an astronaut
p0132 A77-23833
A two-dimensional model for the cochlea. II - The
heuristic approach and numerical results
p01»5 A77-25170
An improved human display model for occupant crash
simulation programs
p0176 A77-2786Q
Plane linear models of biped locomotion-
P0181 A77-30066
Performance of an elastodynamic pump - cardiac model
. p0195 A77-30631
Fluid dynamics in bioengineering blood flow in
cardiovascular system
p0217 177-33916
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p0217 477-34043
Effects of plasma ascorbic acid levels on heat
acclimatization in man
. p0217 477-390115
Correction of water content and solute
concentration in blood during hemoconcentration
p0218 477-34048
Recurrent heat exposure - Effects on levels of
plasma and urinary sodium and potassium in
resting and exercising men
p0218 477-34052
Blood complement in response to experimental
ultrasonic irradiation
p0224 477-35591
Turnover of fibrinogen, plasminogen, and
prothrombin during exercise in man
p0267 477-41816
Prolonged weightlessness effect on postflight
plasma thyroid hormones
p0269 477-42132
Effect of bedrest on circadian rhythms of plasna
renin, aldosterone, and cprtisol
p0269 477-42139
Effect of hypovolenia, infusion, and oral
rebydration on plasma electrolytes, 4DB, renin
activity, and *G/z/ tolerance
P0295 477-45526
Effect of tracing on the response of plasma
glncagon to exercise
p0299 477-45914
Recurrent heat exposure - Enzymatic responses in
resting and exercising men
P0299 477-45915
Effect of hepacin-indoced fcee .fatty acid
elevation on myocardial oxygen consumption in man
p0320 477-i»8481
Acid-base eguilibrium of rat blood daring the .
combined action of hypercapnia, hypoxia and
cooling
p0329 477-50748
Plasma and tissue lipid changes in rats irradiated
in cosmic space „






Postflight changes in heart rate and arterial
.pressure in pilots
P0038 477-13075
Changes in the central and peripheral circulation
and acid-base balance of blood in dogs during
tilt tests
pOOIS 477-14806





Arterial pressure 'tracking* in the circulatory
system •
p0105 A77-21648
Changes in orthostatic tolerance in nan at an
altitude of 3500 meters
p0142 A77-24505
Bemodynamics of healthy individuals under various
regimes of lover body negative pressure
p0148 A77-26111
tlicrovascnlar pressure responses of .
second-generation rats chronically exposed to 2
g centrifngation
p0172 A77-27553
Thermal problems in plethysmography and
pressure/volume recording
p0196 A77-30877
Prototype development of the cardiac~synchronized
augmented pulsation pressure concept .
modified suit for acceleration protection
p0241 A77-37378
Ejection pressnre and the diastolic left
ventricular pressure-volume relation
p0270 A77-42182
Interaction of aortic pressure and left
ventricular end-diastolic pressnre in the dog
p0271 A77-42187
Renodynamics in the case of combining nociceptive
stimulation with stimulation of the amygdaloid
complex after acting upon the sensorimotor
region of the cortex
p0329 A77-50746
, A system theoretical analysis of blood pressnre
regulation in humans
p0191 N77-21831
Development and clinical evaluation of blood gas
sensors for continuous monitoring (adult and
neonate)
[PB-258798/8] p0192 H77-21839
Pulsatile pressure-flow dynamics in resting
skeletal muscle
p0256 H77-27691
Automatic blood pressnre measuring system (H092)
. p0343 N77-33823
BLOOD FOBPS







Age-related changes in the mncopolysaccharide
content in human coronary-artery.walls
p0324 A77-49472
BLOOD VOLDHE
Hev aspects of the study of the respiratory
function of the blood during adaptation to hypoxia
p0150 A77-26270
Thermal problems in plethysmography and
pressure/volume recording
p0196 A77-30877
Cardiovascular and renal effects of head-out vater
immersion in man - Application of the model in
the assessment of volume homeostasis
p0199 A77-31736
Characterization of regional circulation and
vasomotor regulation after a two-month space
flight !'
p0263 A77-41066
Effects of growth, diving .history, and high
altitude on blood oxygen capacity in harbor seals
p0267 A.77-41815
Ejection pressnre and the diastolic left
ventricular pressure-volume relation
P0270 A77-42182
. Baroreflex sensitivity and cardiopnlmonary blood
voluie in nornotensive and hypertensive patients
p0272 A77-42413
Pressure-volume relations, elastic modulus, and
contractile behaviour of the hypertrophied left '




Automatic blood pressnre measuring system (H091)
p03»3 H77-33822
BLOB 6BBBH ALGAE




Study on incubators and holding units for cells




D BONE BISEBAL CONTENT
BOATS
Personal flotation devices research, phase 1
[AD-A037221] p02S4 N77-26810
BOD
D BIOCBEHICAL OXYGEN DEHAND
BODI COHPOSITIOH (BIOLOGY)
Body composition changes in men and women after
2-3 weeks of bed rest
p0136 A77-24162
Adaptations to endurance training at three
intensities of exercise
P0218 A77-34049
Effects of growth, diving history, and high
altitude on blood oxygen capacity in harbor seals
p0267 A77-41815
Effects of exercise on fluid exchange and body
composition in man during 14-day bed rest
p0292 A77-44720
Estimations of body composition by various methods
p0296 A77-45527
Body composition changes in monkeys during
long-term exposure to high acceleration fields
P0298 A77-45799
Effects of water immersion on lung volumes -
Implications for body composition analysis
p0299 A77-4S911
Effects on body size and composition of chronic















NT BBITE BLOOD CELLS
Effects of head-down tilt on fluid and electrolyte
balance
P0002 A77-10058
Effect of hypovolemia, infusion, and oral
rehydration on gradual onset »Gz acceleration
tolerance
[IAF PAPBB 76-039] pOOOV A77-10888
Comparison of susceptibility to motion sickness
during rotation at 30 rpm in the
earth-horizontal, 10 deg head-up, and 10 deg
head-down positions
p0103 A77-21166
Fluid shifts during thermal stress with and
without fluid replacement
p0140 A77-24362
Labyrinth and cerebral-spinal fluid pressnre
changes in guinea pigs and monkeys during
simulated zero G
p0197 A77-3088S
Total body water and lean body mass estimated by*
ethanol dilution
p0267 A77-41813
Effects of exercise on fluid exchange and body
composition in man during 14-day bed rest
p0292 A77-44720
The collection, analysis, and comparison of human
sensible perspiration between sedentary and
conditioned male Caucasians as to the variation
in selected electrolyte composition
p0053 H77-12669
The effects of prolonged spaceflight on the
regional distribution of fluid, muscle and fat:
Biostereometric results-from Skylab
p01S9 B77-1973B
Biostereometric analysis of body form
p0341 N77-33802
A-35
BOOT KISEB4TICS SUBJECT IBDZI
BOOT KIHEHATICS
Dynamics of the motor components of the
optokinetic nystagmus during exposure of the
vestibular apparatus to angular accelerations
p0011 A77-11374
Individual variability in human response to
whole-body vibration
•p0073 477-174110
A critical assessment of studies relating
whole-body vibration to passenger comfort
p0073 477-17441
Rotary motion of the body of an astronaut
p0132 A77-23833
Anthropometric assessment of the mass distribution
characteristics of the living human body
p0165 477-26641
An improved human display model for occupant crash
simulation programs
p0176 477-2786(1
Parametric optimization in the problem of
two-legged walking
p0205 A77-33216
Evaluation of the motion of a mechanical arm
p0244 A77-38188
Parametric optimization in the problem of biped
locomotion
p0274 A77-43279
Rotational notion of an astronaut's trunk body
attitude change by arm and leg motions in
weightlessness
p0328 A77-50308
Principles of biodynamics. Volume 3:
Physiological mechanisms in the mammal
underlying posture, locomotion, and orientation
in space
[AD-A023691] p0032 H77-11661






Experimental study of nyocardial infarction
through the use of body surface isopotential
maps - Ligation of the anterior descending
branch of the left coronary•artery
p0099 A77-19549
Effects on body size and composition of chronic.
exposure to altered gravity centrifnging
stress in mammals
[HASA-CR-149804] p0161 H77-19749
Results of clinical examination of cosmonauts
following a 63-day, flight
p0210 H77-23724




Height and shape gravitational effects on
biological evolution
p0133 &77-211135




Central.nervous regulation of body temperature
during sleep
p0003 A77-10113
Human tolerance to +Gz accelerations during
heating of the body
p0009 A77-11358
A model of.'^the physiological thermoregulation system
p0013 477-11391
Effect of caloric stimulation of the vestibular
systea on body temperature
p0017 477-11423
Dependence of the biological effect of radiation
on the area of irradiated body surface
p0049 477-14809
Variations in evaporation and body temperatures
daring sleep in man
p0130 477-23421
Effects of acceleration on thermoreghlatory
responses of unanesthetized rats
p0130 477-23425
Bole of ketone bodies in nonshivering
thermogenesis in cold-acclimated rats
p0140 477-24358
Hypoxia-induced metabolic and core temperature
changes in the squirrel monkey
p0141 477-24365
Effective temperature scale useful for hypo- and
'hyperbaric environments
p01<»2 A77-2II502
Changes in orthostatic tolerance in man at an
altitude of 3500 meters
p01<42 477-24505
An experimental validation of mathematical
simulation of human thermoregulation
p0145 477-25217
Two mechanisms of rephasal of circadian rhythms in
response to a 180 deg phase shift /simulated
12-hr time zone change/
p0146 477-25300
Thermoregulatory responses in animals in a
helium-oxygen atmosphere under elevated pressure
p0146 477-25345
Effects of adaptation to work in heat on rectal
temperature evolution during recovery
p0180 477-29776





Effects of body temperature on ventilatory
response to hypoxia and breathing pattern in man
p0201 477-32177
The physiological significance of exercise
hyperthermia
p0205 A77-32999
Recurrent heat exposure - Effects on levels of
plasma and urinary sodium and potassium in
resting and exercising men
p0218 477-31052
Thermoregulatory behaviour after repetitive
cooling of the preoptic area and of the spinal
cord in the rat
p0221 477-34284
Thermoregulation during entrance into hibernation
p0221 477-34285
Changes in monoamine oxidase activity and in the
temperature dependence of oxidative disamination
of serotonin in the brain during hibernation
p0229 477-36093
The effect of acute hypothermia on the composition
of mitochondria lipids of the myocardia of
warm-blooded animals
p0229 477-36091
Convective and radiative heat transfer
coefficients for the human body
. p0267 477-417U8
Thermoregnlatory responses during competitive
marathon running
p0268 477-41819
Thermal data from helicopters operating in a
sub-arctic environment
p0270 A77-42140
Colonic heating patterns and the variation of
thermal resistance among rats
p0292 477-41718
Cholinergic systems in brain mediating
thermoregnlatory function: 4 review
[4D-4026948J p0089 H77-15627
Influence of the journey's tine of day on the de-
and resynchronization of the 24-hour rhythm of
body temperature after transatlantic flights
CDLB-FB-77-10] p0310 H77-30740





Biostereometric analysis of body form
p0341 H77-33802
BODI IBIGH1
Dependence of human body weight loss on space
flight duration
P0016 477-11415
comparative characterization of electrocardiograas
in flight personnel with normal and excessive
weight under moderate hypoxia
p0016 477-11416
Effect of a 22-day space flight on the metabolism




Effect of orotic acid on weight dynamics in rats
subjected to restrained motor activity
p0021 A77-11U63
Estimation of body density and lean body weight
from body measurements at high altitude
p0107 A77-22366
Bole of small mass in the interpretation of
maximum oxygen consumption
p0203 J77-32363
Total body water and lean body mass estimated by
ethanol dilation
p0267 A77-11813
The roles of body mass and gravity in determining
the energy requirements of homoiotherms
p0298 A77-45855







Study of phosphatase activity in the bone tissue
and blood seram daring 90-day hypokinesia
p0011 177-11370
Potassium and phosphorus content and Ca-45
inclusion in bones and 'teeth of rats after a
22-day space flight aboard the biosatellite
Cosmos 605
p01«8 A77-26105
Femur-bending properties as influenced by gravity.
I - Ultimate load and moment foe 3-6 rats
p0197 A77-30882
The microscopic and crystalline structure,
microhardness, and mineral saturation of the
bony tissue in man after prolonged space flight
p0263 A77-11065
Marginal alveolar bone loss in flying personnel -
A radiographical followop study
p0324 A77-49827
Bone mineral measurement: Experiment H078
p03<IO H77-33800
BORE HABBOf
[femopoiesis in dogs whose bone narrow was shielded
during administration of proton irradiation in
lethal doses
p0264 A77-41076
Reparative processes in spleen and peripheral
blood after the outset of continuous irradiation
[IAF PAPSB 77-266] p0333 A77-51506
BORE BINBBAI COSTEHT
Study of phosphatase activity in the bone tissue
and blood serum during 90-day hypokinesia
p0011 A77-11370
State of osseous tissue under conditions of
hypokinesia and weightlessness, and the effect
of thyrocalcitonin
p0012 A77-11387
Bodification of os calcis bone mineral profiles
during bedrest
[NASA-CR-151121] p0237 N77-25776
Investigate methods for measuring muscle and bone.
mass changes in astronauts and animals which






Effect of space flight on skeletal bones in rats
/light- and electron-microscopic, investigation/
p01B7 A77-26T03
Method and system for in vivo measurement of bone
tissue using a two level energy source
[HASA-CASE-BSC-14276-1] p0084 N77-14737
The diagnostics of bone and joint changes during
compressed air labor
[DLB-PB-76-53] p0213 R77-23745
Experimental investigations on changes of the bone
















A two-dimensional model for the cochlea. II - The
heuristic approach and numerical results
p0145 A77-25170






Evaluation of the state of the cardiovascular








Effect of hydrocortisone and adrenocorticotropin
on the conformational state of proteins in the
brain and muscles
pOOOS A77-10661
Bioelectrical activity of the brain dnring
prolonged hypokinesia in the antiorthostatic
position
p0042 A77-14155
General and local changes in the bioelectrical
activity of the brain dnring mental activity
p0012 A77-11158
Algorithms for the stereotactic computer-atlas of
the brain
p0043 A77-1<4167
Pulse technique for determining the
electroconductivity of brain tissue
pOOtl 477-11169
Representation of functional hierarchies of
movement in the brain
p0073 A77-17U38
Spikes-of spindle and beta waves in response to
significant signals in the EEC of individuals
with practically no alpha rhythm
p0076 A77-17883
Reflection of the biological significance of a
stimulus in the amplitude dynamics of evoked
potentials in man
p0076 A77-17884
Time parameters of simple motor reaction as
indicators of the functional state of the human
brain
pOO'l'l A77-17886
Effect of increased pressures of oxygen, nitrogen,
and helium on activity of a Na-K-Bg ATPase of
beef brain
pOIOI A77-21173
Effect of electrostimulation of the hypothalamns
and limbic structures on vestibnlo-somatic
reflexes
p01"19 A77-26117
Changes in EEG rhythms in man during switching on
and off of the current daring an
electrotherapentic sleep session
p0200 477-32002
Herre-specific proteins and their possible
physiological functions:
p0222 A77-3U631
Changes in monoamine oxidase activity and in the
temperature dependence of oxidative disamination
of serotonin in the brain dnring hibernation
p0229 A77-36093
The effect of decimeter waves on central cerebral
structures
p0263 A77-40882
Event-related brain potentials - Comparison
between children and adults
p0272 A77-424IIII
Alterations in brain electrolytes dnring
acceleration in mice
p0296 A77-15528
Local qxygen tension and spike activity of the
cerebral grey matter of the rat and 'its response
to short intervals of 02 deficiency or C02 excess
p030M A77-477SO
1-37
BBAIN CIPCOLSTIOH SUBJECT IIDEX
The effect of 1.6 GHz radiation on
neurotransmitters in discrete areas of the rat
brain
[AD-A023677] p0032 H77-11662
Nenrophysiology and road safety: Contribution of
the frontal lobes to visual orienting
p0053 H77-12672
Clearance and saturation of hydrogen gas in man
with special emphasis on the bra'in
[AD-A025952] p0056 H77-12692
An analysis of brain systems involved in
initiation of movement
p0086 H77-15612
Cholinetrgic systems* in brain mediating
thermoregnlatory function: A review
[AD-A0269I>81 p0089 1177-15627
The vocabulary of brain potentials: Inferring
cognitive events from brain potentials in
operational settings
[AD-A029152] p0155 N77-18737
Effect of the acquisition enhancing drug picacetao
on rat cerebral energy metabolism. Comparison
vith naftidrofuryl and methamphetanine
p0210 H77-23718
The design, construction, and implementation of a
simulated pilot's task to be used in the study
of the effects of BEG biofeedback
[AD-A035881] p0237 K77-25782
BHAIH CIBCOIATIOH
Intracerebral oxygen and carbon dioxide tensions
in the rhesns monkey
pOOOl A77-10055
Effect of prolonged hypokinesis on the P02
dynamics in the rat brain tissues daring
orthostatic and antiorthostatic tests
p0019 A77-11801
Functional topography of the dominant hemisphere
/from data on the' dynamics of regional cerebral
circulation/
p0075 A77-17876
Dependence of the vital staining of brain cortex
tissues on the nature of their blood supply
p0080 A77-18921
The role of brief hypocapnla in the ventilatory
response to C02 with hypoxia
p0129 A77-23288
The importance of topical rheoencephalography in
the study of the physiology and pathology of
blood circulation through various parts of the
brain
p0226 A77-35738
Dynamics of intracerebral blood flow in the course
of,work activities in workers at computer centers
^ ' p0226 A77-35739
Energetics of nerve cells and their oxygen supply
p0226 A77-35768
Efficiency of main physiological reactions of
brain adaptation to hypoxia
p02il1 A77-37591
Features of the cerebral and peripheral blood
circulation in healthy people of different ages
p0265 A77-U1151
Correlation between ventilatory and
cerebrovascnlar responses to inhalation of CO
p0321 A77-19262
BBAIB DABAGB
Memory and the functional state of the brain
p0012 A77-11160
Lesional effects of primary cosmic heavy ions on
rat brain
p0136 A77-2*155
Changes in local brain tissue P02 and
electrocortical activity of unanesthetized
rabbits under high oxygen pressure
p0197 A77-30883








Pathomorphological changes in rat organs in the
case of chronic inhalation of a
polyethylsiloxane fluid
p0020 A77-1H60
The relation between hypoxia and C02-induced




NT OHDEBBATEE BBEATBING APPARATOS
The preparation of calcium snperoxide for air
breathing and scrubbing applications
[ASBE PAPER 76-EHAS-13 p0095 A77-19453
Technology transfer from space to earth - The NASA
Firefighter's Breathing System
[ASBE PAPEH 76-ENAS-51] p0098 A77-19195
Physiological substantiation of the permissible
magnitudes of external resistance to breathing
p0223 A77-35537
Functional state and work capacity in man
breathing oxygen without excess pressure at
great heights
p022« A77-35S15
A device for sampling alveolar air
p0299 A77-15921
The use of n-pentane as a tracer gas for the
quantitative evaluation of aircrew protective
breathing equipment
p0326 A77-19929
Determination of faceplate carbon-dioxide
concentration levels of self-contained breathing
apparatus
[PB-252695/2J p0028 H77-10796
Procedure for testing strength of hose and couplings
[PB-252696/0] p0028 N77-10798
First article acceptance portable recompression
system Dixie Manufacturing Company
[AD-A028351] pOIIB N77-16713




HASi firefighters breathing system program report
[HASA-TN-D-8II97] p023S N77-21772
Optical properties and visual effects of face masks
[AD-A038197] p0280 N77-287<!2
Oxygen regulator performance during decompression
[AD-A038115] • p0289 H77-29793
BBEATBI1G VIBBAIIOB




NT LIGHT iATEB BBEEDEB BBACTOBS
BB1GBT1ESS
Perceived brightness as a function of flash
duration in the peripheral' visual field
p0293 A77-11717
BBIGHTSBSS DISCBIBIBAT1OS
Threshold vision and light quanta - A thread
through the history of visual science
p0170 A77-27061
The gap effect - Chromatic and achromatic visual
discrimination as affected by field separation
p0170 A77-27067
BBOBIDBS
Effect of cnpric bromide on the intensity of










Effects of exercise and encapnic hyperventilation





Stabilization of gas cavitation nuclei by
surface-active compounds decompression







Concepts for the generation, communication, and
evaluation of habitability criteria
[AD-A011187] p0337 S77-3272"!
1-38
SUBJECT IBDEX CAPILIABIES (ANATOBY)
BOOTJHCY
Neutral buoyancy: One possible tool for man's
training in a simulated zero-g environment.
p0159 N77-19736
BOREAOS (OBGABIZATXOIS)
The place and role of medical services in flight
safety study of the organization and means ased
in the French Air Forces
p0122 H77-17713
BOBHS (INJUBIES)
Dependence of the biological effect of radiation
on the area of irradiated body surface
pOO«9 A77-14809
Effect of evaporative surface cooling on
thermographic assessment of barn depth
p0271 A77-1I2239
Hedical investigation of fatalities from
aircraft-accident barns
p0330 A77-50760
The interpertation of precentage saturation of




Comparison of numeric keyboard and CRT .
line-labeled buttons for information access




NT SPACECRAFT CABIN ATBOSPHEBES
Bethod of calculating the excess pressure in human
lungs resulting from cabin decompression
p0020 A77-11159
Prevention of decompression sickness daring
short-term flights in a depressurized cabin at
high altitudes
p01«9 A77-26111
The Spacelab Environmental Control/Life 'Support
Subsystem
[A3BE PAPEB 77-ENAS-2«] p0302 A77-II6865
Problems of ecological psychology daring prolonged
stay in sealed chambers
[IAF PAPBB 77-211] p0332 A77-5119S







0 COBPOTEB ASSISTED IHSTROCTIOH
CALCIFEROL
The control of calcium metabolism by parathyroid
hormone, calcitc-1: and vitamin D
[NASA-CB-151325] p0190 N77-21826
CALCIFICATION
Clinical manifestations of mitral annalus











Potassium and phosphorus content and Ca-45
inclusion in bones and teeth of rats after a




Functions of selected biochemical systems from the
exercised-trained dog heart
P0176 H77-27931
The microscopic and crystalline structure,
microhardness, and mineral saturation of the
bony tissue in man after prolonged space flight
p0263 A77-41065
Calcium kinetics in the aorta of spontaneously
hypertensive rats
p0291 A77-1B121
The control of calcium metabolism by parathyroid
hormone, calcitonin and vitamin D
CH&SA-CR-151325] p0190 H77-21826
CALCIOB OXIDES
The preparation of calcium saperoxide for air
breathing and scrubbing applications









Calibration of a nultimode microwave exposure
chamber
pOOSI A77-15129
Direct calibration of a totally implantable pulsed
Doppler ultrasonic blood flowmeter
p0221 A77-31311
Distortion of non-invasive cardiac pulse curves -
A capillary-damped pick-up and a calibration
' unit for apex cardiograms and other pulse carves
p0320 A77-48118
CALOBIC SUB Oil
Effect of caloric stimulation of the vestibolar
system on body temperature
p0017 A77-11123
Effect of psychotropic drugs on some indices of
the vestibular function
p0017 A77-11128
Besponse of the vestibular apparatus to prolonged
caloric stimulation of the labyrinths
p0116 A77-2S116
The effect of alcoholic intoxication upon
calorically induced ocnlogyral illusion
p0198 A77-31021
CALOBIBBTEBS
Thermal conductance of space suit insulations,






Target acquisition performance with an airborne
television system. Part 1: Flight profile,
lens size, and visibility
[AD-A030050] p0189 877-20789
CABEBA TOBBS






Electron spin resonance of lyophilized blood sample
for cancer diagnosis
[ISS-P-75/17] pOOSS N77-12685
A cervix-to-rectum measuring device in a radiation






Computing internal cockpit reflections of external
point-light sources for the Bodel 209 Ah-1-S
helicopter flat-plate canopy design
[AD-A013120] p0338 N77-32727
Investigation of inside light reflection problem
on the Flat Plate Canopy (FPC) for model 209
AB-IS helicopter
[AD-AOD1332] p0318 N77-33858
CAPILLABIBS (A NATO BY)




The human coronary microcircnlation - An electron
microscopic study
p0180 A71-296SO
Byocardial Fenlgen-DHA levels and capillary
vascularization in hypoxia-exposed rats
p0201 A77-32178
Capillary supply of skeletal muscle fibers in
untrained and endurance-trained men
p0271 »77-«2188
A-39
CAPIM.ABT TOBBS SUBJECT IBDBI
Distortion of non-invasive cardiac poise carves -
A capillary-damped pick-up and a calibration
unit for apex cardiograms and other poise curves
p0320 177-118418
CAPIILABY TOBBS
Hollo" fiber membranes for advanced life support
systems permeable capillaries for medical
filtration









The diurnal variation of central hepatic fructose
1,6-diphospbatase in partially inbred
populations of rats and in outbred populations
of Hicrotus montanus
p0007 i77-10990
The metabolism of carbohydrates by extremely i
halophilic bacteria - Identification of
galactonic acid as a product of galactose
metabolism
p0074 477-1758(1
Indicators of nitrogen, carbohydrate and lipid ,
metabolisa in man during prolonged stay nnder
hyperbaric conditions
p0148 477-26110
Altitude tolerance in rats in relation to
carbohydrates and fats in their diet
p0219 A77-34060
Dynamics of carbohydrate metabolism in pilots
learning nev aviational techniques
p0224 A77-35546
Carbohydrate and fat metabolism of unaccliaatized
men during and after snbmazimal exercise in cool
and hot environments
p0262 A77-40662
Effect of space flight factors on glycogen
metabolic system and on ionic composition of rat.
skeletal muscle
[IAP PAPEB 77-264] p0333 477-51504
The effect of prolonged space flight on liver
enzyme activities and on lipogenesis in adipose
tissue of rats :












Photoreceptor membrane carbohydrate on the
intradiscal surface of retinal rod disks
p0022 477-11476
Utilization and restoration of energy sources





The pyrolytic. release experiment.- Heasnrement of
carbon assimilation on Viking Lander Rission
p0078 A77-17897
Formation of amino acids from elemental carbon by






Bole of P-C02 oscillations and cheaoreceptors in
ventilatory response to inhaled and infused C02
p0204j477-32600
The relation between hypoxia and C02-induced
reflex alternation of breathing in can
p0229 477-36199
Separation of the inspiratpry and expiratory
reflex effects of alternate-breath oscillation
of pA C02 daring Lypoiia -— alternate-breath
oscillation of alveolar C02
p0229 477-36200
The development and testing of a regenerable C02
and humidity control'system for Shuttle
IASHE PAPEB 77-ENAS-27] p0302 477-U6868
Determination of faceplate carbon-dioxide
concentration levels of self-contained breathing
apparatus
[PB-252695/2] p0028 N77-10796
Development of a prototype regenerable carbon
dioxide absorber
[NASA-CB-137919] p0034 H77-11677
Transient physiological responses to step changes
in work rate
p0061 H77-13643
Simulation of carbon dioxide concentrator
•p0214 N77-23752
Technology advancement of the electrochemical C02
concentrating process
[HAS4-CB-151995] p0279 N77-28736
Screening study to identify phase change coolants





Cyclic hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction induced
by concomitant carbon dioxide changes
pOOOB A77-11098
The role of brief hypocapnia in the ventilatory
response to CO2 vith hypoxia
p0129 A77-23288
Hypoxia and carbon dioxj.de as separate and
interactive depressants of ventilation
P0129 A77-23289
Dynamic control of space cabin environmental
parameters
P0264 A77-41073
Defensive reactions of the.organism when breathing
elevated C02 concentrations
p0265 A77-41080
Acid-base equilibrium of rat blood during the




The preparation of calcium superoxide for air
breathing and scrubbing applications
[4SHE P4PBB 76-EN4S-1] p0095 477-19453
C02 removal from submarines atmosphere by 18-15 -
Feasibility study
.[S3HE P4PBB 76-BN4S-4] p0096 477-19456
The effect of H20/H2 and CO2/CO ratios on the
reduction of carbon dioxide in the Bosch process
spacecraft'.oxygen regeneration
C4SBB P4PEB 76-EH4S-7] O0096 477-19458
A mature Bosch C02 redaction technology for
long-duration space missions
[ASHB PAPBE 76-EN4S-14] p0097 477-19465
Integrated testing of an electrochemical
depolarized CO2 concentrator /BDC/ and a Bosch
CO2 reauction subsystem /BBS/ in spaceborne
oxygen reclamation system
[ASHB PAPEB 76-BN4S-35] p0098 477-19483
C02 and humidity removal system for extended
Shuttle missions - CO2, B2O, and trace
contaminant equilibrium testing
[4SHE P4PBB 77-BN4S-4] p0301 477-46844
Development of a three-man preprototype C02
.collection subsystem for spacecraft application
[4SHE PAPEB 77-BI4S-19] p0301 477-46860
Development of a prototype regenerable carbon
dioxide absorber for portable life support systems
for astronaut EV4
[ASHB PAPBB 77-EH4S-54J p0304 477-46895
Begenerable device for scrubbing breathable air of






Intracerebral oxygen and carbon dioxide tensions





Bearing under stress. II - Effect of
hyperventilation and hypercapnia on speech
4-40
SUBJECT IIDBX C4BDI4C VBBTBICLBS
discrimination
p0103 477-21165
Heart rate and ventilation in relation to venous
potassium ion concentration, osmolality, pH,
PC02, F02, orthophosphate concentration, and
lactate concentration at transition from rest to
exercise in athletes and non-athletes
p0107 477-22365
Effects of bod; temperature on ventilator;
response to hypoxia and breathing pattern in nan
p0201 477-32177
Bole of carbon dioxide in humans undergoing
step-vise hypoxia and the character of the





Effects of three kinds of hypoxias on vigilance
perfornance
p02l|2 477-38031
Renatologic responses to carbon monoxide and
altitude - & comparative study
p0299 477-15916
Investigation of low temperature carbon monoxide
oxidation catalysts -— for Spacelab atmosphere
control
[4SHE P4PEB 77-BH4S-28] p0302 A77-16J69_,
Correlation between ventilator; and ' .
cerebrovascnlar responses to inhalation of CO
p0321 477-19262
Effects of atmospheric pollutants on haman
physiologic function
[PB-265816/6] p0278 H77-28729
Toxicological aspects of the Skylab program
p0339 H77-33790




Combined effect of hypokinesis and elevated oxygen
content on animal resistance to carbon monoxide
p0019 477-11116
Dependence of blood carboxyhemoglbbin level and
expired carbon monoxide content in testees upon
the CO concentration in the sealed-chamber
atmosphere
pOOSO 477-11813
Evaluation of the toxicity of combustion products
p0111 477-24153
Acute combined effects of BCD and CO, with special
reference to a.theoretical consideration of
acute combined effects on the basis of the blood
cyanide and COHb analyses
p0141 477-21155
Effect of carbon monoxide on Swiss albino mice
p0225 477-35670
Cabin materials, their combustion properties and
the nature of noxious and toxic gases in fires -
The.assessment of the human survival.response.
during aircraft accidents
p0263 477-10915
Studies on the relation between carbox;hemoglobin
concentration and toxicity for aircraft
accident victims
p0330 477-50761
4 study of the mechanism of the alteration of
carbon monoxide-induced lethality
p0060 H77-13636
The interpertation of precentage saturation of
carbon monoxide in aircraft-accident fatalities
with thermal injury
p0123 N77-17721
4 proposal for evaluating human exposure to carbon
monoxide contamination in military vehicles
[4D-4010799] p0313 B77-31767
C1BBOI 13
Variation in stable carbon isotopes in organic




Primitive grain clumps and organic compounds in
carbonaceous chondrites
p0023 477-11997
Acid-labile amino acid precursors in the Hurchison
meteorite. I - Chromatographic fractionation. II








Correlation between ventilator; and
cerebrovascular responses to Inhalation of CO
p0321 477-19262
Studies on the relation between carboxyhemoglobin




Dependence of blood carboxyhemoglobin level and
expired carbon monoxide content in testees upon









Honocarboxylic acids from oxidation of acyclic
isoprenoid alkanes b; Bycotaacterinm fortnitnm
p0006 477-10705
Belations of the hydroxyproline concentration in
the lungs to the lung weight, the silica and
aluminum concentrations, and the dust dose,,
after repeated intratracheal coal dust
application in a long-term test with rats
p0021 477-12288
Formation of biologically relevant carboxylic
t acids during the gamma irradiation of acetic acid
p0077 477-17892
The contraction prolonging action of 9-anthroic
acid (1HCA) on the isolated rat diaphragm and











Tutorial: angiocardiography, past and present
p0113 B77-16696
C4BDI4C.TEBTBICLBS
Effects of chronic hypoiia and dietary restriction
on myocardial enzyme activities
p0006 477-10800
Bchocardiographic measurement of cardiac output
using the mitral valve and aortic root echo
p0007 477-11018
The posterior aortic wall echocardiogram - Its
relationship to left atrial volume change
p0007 477-11019
Quantitative evaluation of ultrastrnctural changes
in the myocardium of the rat during prolonged
hypokinesia
p0018 477-11139
Left ventricular effects on right ventricular
developed pressure
p0068 477-16782
Ventricular dimensions measured noninvasively by
echocardiography in the awake dog
p0069 477-16781
Regional myocard'ial shape and dimensions of the
working isolated canine left ventricle
p0070 477-17360
Beal-time detection and data acquisition system
for the left ventricular outline
p0070 477-17361
Clinical applications of a quantitative analysis
of regional left ventricular wall motion
\ p0071 477-17361
Clinical application of a light-pen computer
system for quantitative angiography
p0071 477-17365
Dynamic radionncllde determination of regional





Assessment of left ventricular ejection fraction
by radionuclide angiography - Comparison to
echocardiography and serial measurements in
patients with ayocardial infarction
p0072 177-17372
Heart rate-left ventricular ejection time
relations - Variations daring postural change
and cardiovascular challenges
p0073 A77-17128
Quantitative analysis of exercise
electrocardiograms and left ventricular
angiocardiograms /in patients with abnormal QRS
' complexes at rest
p0079 A77-18516
A comparison of real-time, two-dimensional
echocardiography and cineangiography in
detecting left ventricular asynergy
p0079 A77-185U8
Mechanism of atrioventricalar conduction - Study
on an analogue
pOIOH A77-21583
Echocardiograpbic assessment of left ventricular
function in coronary arterial disease
p0108 A77-22747
Cardiac responses to moderate training in rats
' p01*0 A77-2U364
Experimental production of manifest and concealed
ventricular rbythns in man
p0195 A77-30300
Bole of P-C02 oscillations and chemoreceptors in
ventilatbry response to inhaled and infused CO2
p020<( &77-32600
Derangements of myocardial metabolism preceding
onset of ventricnlar fibrillation after coronary
occlusion
p0222 A77-35Q03
Hitral-septal separation - Den echocardiographic
index of left ventricnlar function
p0230 A77-36600
Left ventricular function during lover body
negative .pressure
p0243 A77-38036
Ultrasound study of dynamic behaviour of left
ventricle in genetic asymmetric septal hypertrophy
p02U7 A77-39301
Ejection pressure and the diastolic left
ventricular pressure-volume relation
p0270 A77-42182
Interaction of aortic pressure and left
ventricnlar end-diastolic pressure in the dog
p0271 A77-42187
Echocardiographic assessment of a normal adult
aging population
p0271 A77-I12396
Echocardiographic measurement of right ventricular
.wall thickness - A new application of sub xiphoid
echocardiography
p0271 A77-42397
Pressure-volume relations, elastic modulus, and
contractile behaviour of the hypertrophied left
ventricle of rats with Goldblatt II hypertension
p0273 A77-12993
Pitfalls and limitations of H-mode echocardiography
p0275 A77-H1175
Eight and left ventricnlar compliance in the
hereditary cardiomyopathy of the Syrian hamster
*• p0291 A77-14125
Genesis of body surface potential distribution in
right bundle branch block
p029H A77-1U922
Rultiple conduction defects with markedly
prolonged ventricnlar depolarization in
cardiomyopathy
p029« i77-«»923
A study of the human heart as a multiple dipole
source. IV - Left ventricnlar hypertrophy in the
presence of right -bundle branch block
p0300 A77-46549
Finite element stress analysis of the human left
.ventricle vhose irregular shape is developed
from single plane cineangiocardiogram
p0331 A77-51260
Ventricnlar pathology in swine at high sustained
+S sub z
p0029 H77-116B6
Dltrasondcardiographic norms of the left
ventricle, the mitral valve, and the
interchamber septum among children of special
age groups
pOOSH N77-11731
Implanted energy conversion system
[PB-257888/8] pOOSO H77-15636
Computer processing of echocardiographic images
p0112 N77-16691
Tutorial: angiocardiography, past and present
p0113 N77-166S6
Single plane angiography: Current applications
and limitations
pOJ13 N77-16698
Begional myocardial shape and dimensions of the
working isolated canine left ventricle
p0113 S77-166»y
Real-time detection and data acquisition system
for.the left ventricular outline
p0113 N77-16700
Computer measurement and representation of the
heart in two and three dimensions
pOIII N77-16700
clinical applications of a quantitative analysis
of regional lift ventricular vail motion
pOIKI N77-16707
Dynamic radionnclide determination of regional
left ventricnlar vail motion using a new digital
imaging device
p011b N77-1671U
Assessment of left ventricnlar ejection fraction
by radionuclide angiography. Comparison to
echocardiography and serial measurements in
patients with myocardial infarction
p0116 S7V-16717
Contour detector and data acguisition system for









Cardiac output during human sleep
pOUOl A77-1005U
Clinicophysiological studies of pilots with first
stage hypertension
pOOIIl A77-11398
Cardiovascular imaging and image processing:
Theory and practice - 1975; Proceedings of the
Conference, Stanford University, Stanford,
Calif., July 10-12, 1975
p0069 A77-17351
Real-time detection and data acquisition system
for the left ventricnlar outline
p0070 A77-17361
Three-dimensional reconstruction and display of
the heart, lungs and circulation by mnltiplanar
Z-ray scanning videodensitometry
p0071 A77-17363
Clinical applications of a quantitative analysis
of regional left ventricular wall motion
p0071 A77-1736H
Clinical application of a light-pen computer
system for quantitative angiography
p0071 A77-17365
nuclear cardiograph? and scintigraphj
p0071 A77-17368
Three-dimensional imaging of the myocardium with
isotopes
p0072 A77-17369
Positron emission reconstruction tomography for
the assessment of regional ayocardial metabolism
by the administration of substrates labeled with
cyclotron produced radionnclides
P0072 477-17371
The user's view of commercially available medical
technology
p0072 A77-1737*
lork on cardiovascular imaging supported by KASA
and Stanford University
p0072 A77-I7375




Cardiac output during sleep at altitude
p0269 A77-12137




SUBJECT JBDBI C4BDIOVASCOLAB SISIBH
Oltrasondcardiographic corns of the left
ventricle, the nitral valve, and the
interchamber septan among children of special
age groups
pOQ84 H77-14734
. Computer measurement and representation of the
heart In tvo and three dimensions
p011» 877-16704
Unclear cardiograph and scintigraphy
p0115 H77-16712
Systolic time interval data acgnisition systen.
Specialized cardiovascular studies[N4S4-CH-151213] p0161 N77-19747
CARDIOLOGY
Echocardiographic measurement of cardiac output
using the mitral valve and aortic root echo
p0007 477-11018
The posterior aortic wall echocardiogram - Its
relationship to left atrial volume change ,
p0007 477-11019
The heart in slow motion
p0039 477^13337
Heart biochemical responses 14 days after + Gz
acceleration
p0046 477-14631
Developmental highlights and present applications
of cardiac ultrasound
p0069 477-17352
Processing and display technigues for Doppler flov
signals in blood flon measurement
p0070 477-17358
Regional myocardial shape and dimensions of the
working isolated canine left ventricle
p0070 477-17360Quantitative analysis of regional myocardial
performance in coronary artery disease
P0071 477-17366
Effect of anxiety on human heart action under
reduced motor activity /hypokinesia/
p0075 477-17877
4rterial pressure 'tracking* in tJe circulatory
system
p0105 477-21648
Non-invasive mechanical methods in cardiology and
cardiovascular dynamics; Proceedings of the
Fourth World Congress on Ballistocardiography
and Cardiovascular Dynamics', Amsterdam,
Netherlands, 4pril 14-16, 1975
p0108 477-22857
The use of Pescador's 'third precordial lead' in
monitoring latent cardiopathological attitudes
in air force personnel
p0174 477-27752
Psychological aspects of cardiac arrhythmia
p0199 477-31550
The echocardiophone - 4 nev means for observing
spatial movement of the heart
p0204 477-32397
Sortie origin of innocent murmurs
p0206 477-33271
Nev practical treadmill protocol for clinical use
p0206 477^33275
Cardiac response to functional stress of rats
adapted to physical stress
p0224 477-35550
Cholinesterase histochemistry and the structural
organization of the heart conduction system
p0224 477-35600
Beviev of epidemiology in clinical cardiology
p0270 477-42143
Exercise testing in the diagnosis of coronary
heart disease - 4 perspective
p0275 477-43723
changes in clinical cardiologic measurements
associated with high +G sub z stress
p0029 H77-11645
The Stanford-Sues portable echocardioscope: 4
case study in technology transfer
p0116 H77-16718
Sviation medicine translations: Annotated
bibliography of recently translated material, 9[4D-4031192/2] p0116 H77-16726
Exercise stress testing
p0308 S77-30720





















Cardiac output during human sleep
pOOOl 477-10054
Cardiovascular and pulmonary dynamics by
quantitative imaging
p0006 477-10709
Cerebellar pressor response in the dog
pOOOB 477-11100
4daptation of the cardiovascular system to
negative stressful acceleration during repeated
antiorthostatic exposures
pOOlO 477-11361
State of vascular regulation and regional
heoodynamics in Soyuz-12 and Soyuz-13
crevmembers before and after flight
p0012 477-11388
Influence of hyperoxia on the characteristics of
external respiration, cardiovascular system, and
gas composition of blood
p0013 477-11393
Clinicophysiological studies of pilots with first
stage hypertension
pOOII 477-11398
Coronary vessels of the rabbit following single
irradiation of the heart area with a dose of
2100 rad
p0016 477-11420
Evaluation of the state of the cardiovascular
systems of helicopter flightcreus
p0016 477-11421
Morphological effects in rats after a 22-day space
flight
p0017 477-11433
Human cardiovascular responses to orthostatic
tests after highland adaptation
p0018 477-11438
Cardiorespiratory responses of cosmonauts to
graded physical »ork after 30- and 63-day
flights aboard the orbital base Salynt-4
p0019 477-11452
The possibilities of spacelab for solving medical
problems
p0022 &77-115B9
Cardiovascular responses in man to a stream of
cold air
pOO40 477-13508
Stressful mental activity and the regulatory state
in the cardiovascular system
P0043 477-1416*
Instrumentation for the rhesus nonkey as a
cardiovascular analog for man during air-combat
maneuvering acceleration
p0046 477-14627
The cardiovascular system daring hypokinesia of
varying duration and intensity
p0048 477-14802
Physical activity and coronary heart disease;
Proceedings of the Third Paavo Nurmi Symposium,
Helsinki, Finland, September 18-20, 1975
pOOSI 477-11958
Applications of Doppler ultrasound in clinical
vascular disease
p0070 477-17357
Quantitative three-dimensional dynamic imaging of
structure and function of the cardiopalmonary
and circulatory systems, in all regions of the body
p0070 477-17359
The user's view of commercially available medical
technology
p0072 477-17374





Ultrasonic detection of cardiovascalar flow
disturbances
p007<l A77-17512
Fluid mechanical effects in the cardiovascular
system due to vibrational stresses experienced
in spaceflight
[ A I A A P A P E H 77-319] . p0079 A77-18241
Non-invasive mechanical methods in cardiology and
cardiovascular dynamics; Proceedings of the
Fourth World Congress on Ballistocardiography
and Cardiovascular Dynamics, Amsterdam,
Netherlands, April 14-16, 1975
p0108 A77-22857
Physiological effects induced by antiorthostatic
hypokinesia
p0133 A77-24139
Antiorthastatic test as a model to study
antigravity mechanisms of the cardiovascular
system
p0137 A77-24163
Hetabolic and cardiovascalar responses to
norepinephrine in trained and nontcained human
subjects
p0140 A77-24359
Cardiovascular responses of men and women to lover
body negative pressure
p0112 A77-24507
Computerized X-ray reconstruction tomography in
stereometric analysis of cardiovascalar dynamics
p0144 A77-24737
Reaodynamics of healthy Individuals ander various
regimes of lover body negative pressure
p0118 A77-26111
Cardio-pnlnonary correlates of subjective fatigue
p0163 A77-26627
A study of systolic time intervals daring
uninterrupted exercise
pOl70 A77-270*8
Cardiovascular ailments as cause of grounding of
aviation personnel 7 Etiopathogenesis and
prevention
j>0174 A77-27751
Cardiovascular, respiratory, and metabolic
adjustments to exercise in dogs
p0176 A77-27928
Comparative study of cardiovascular function and
ventricular premature complexes in smokers and
nonsmokers during maximal treadmill exercise
p0180 A77-29649
Cardiovascular and renal effects of head-out water
immersion in man - Application of the model in
the assessment of volume homeostasls
p0199 A77-31736
Row the brain organizes the fast responses of the
cardiovascular system
p0205 A77-32996
Fluid dynamics in bioengineerlng blood flow in
cardiovascular system
p0217 A77-33916
Parameters for assessing vibration-induced
cardiovascular responses in awake dogs
p0217 A77-34042
Comparative orthostatic responses - Standing vs.
head-up tilt
p0219 A77-34058
Reserve capacity of the cardiovascular system
among hyperreactive people ander conditions of
hypoxia
p0223 A77-3S544
Prediction and analysis of the heart rate of
cosmonauts by the method of extrapolation
modelling in the class of differential equations
p0227 A77-35783
Bheographic study of the cardiovascular system of
man during a lengthy exposure to a hyperbaric
atmosphere
p0228 A77-35787
Cardiovascular reaction during orthostatic tests
' and resistance to vestihnlar stimuli in man
p0264 177-41072
Synthetic approach to evaluation of physiological,
prepathological, and pathological states of the
circulatory apparatus
p0265 A77-41225
Fastigial nucleus and orthostatic reflex in cat
and monkey
p0270 A77-42186
A model stady of stroke values calculated from
impedance and their relation to the waveform of
blood flow
p0322 A77-49275
The functional state of the cardiovascalar system
with sinocarotid reflex
p0323 A77-49445
Influence of water temperature on thermal,
circulatory and respiratory responses to
muscalar work
p0326 A77-49923
Cardiorespiratory responses to exercise after bed
rest in men and women
p0328 A77-50444
Effect of sustained »G sob z acceleration on
cardiac output and fractionation of cardiac
output in awake miniature swine
•p0030 B77-11650
Cardiovascalar, renal and respiratory effects of
high intensity, intermediate duration, low
frequency vibration
[AD-A025098] p0032 F77.-11664
Cardiovascular imaging and image processing:
Theory and practice, 1975
. .[HASArCB-149387] pOIII B77-16685
Potential of real-time orthographic ultrasonic
imaging for cardiovascalar diagnosis
p0112 B77-16690
Dynamic cardiac imaging using a phased-array
transducer system
p0112 B77-16692
Applications of Doppler ultrasound in clinical
vascular disease
p0113 B77-16694
Cardiovascular instrumentation for spaceflight
CRASA-CB-151935] p0154 B77-18730
Dynamics of venous circulation in cosmonauts on
the second expedition of Salynt-4
p0211 H77-23727
Evaluation of pulse rate dynamics in members of
the second crew of Salyut-4 at rest and daring
inflight performance of functional tests
p0211 B77-23728
Bheographic study of the human cardiovascular
system with exposure to high pressure for many
days
p0212 H77-23733
Circadian variations in responses of trained and
untrained men to submaximal exercise
p02S6 S77-27688
Development of high-resolution ultrasonic imaging
techniques for detection and clinical assessment
of cardiovascular disease
[PB-265728/6] p0279 H77-28730
The investigation of metabolic and cardiovascalar
responses to fatiguing static effort
[AD-A037975] p0313 H77-31769
Cardiovascular, renal and respiratory effects of
high intensity, intermediate duration, low
frequency vibration
CAD-A037978] p0313 H77-31770
Evaluation of the electromechanical properties of
the cardiovascular system after prolonged
weightlessness
p0342 S77-33814






Effect of elimination of carotid sinus receptors
on changes in efferent sympathetic activity
under acute hypoxic hypoxia
p022S A77-35737
CiSOTID SIBOS 8BFIBX
Fastigial nucleus and orthostatic reflex in cat
and monkey
p0270 A77-42186




Functional anthropometry - The CC method and its









SUBJECT IBDEX CEILS (BIOLOGi)
CASE BISIOBIES
Hnltiple conduction defects with markedly




Army Life-Support Power Source System (ALPSS) for






Influence of accelerations, additional weight load
and hypokinesia on protein catabolism in the
Japanese quail /Coturnix Cotnrnix Japonica/
pOUS A77-26106
CATALYSIS





Clays as possible catalysts for peptide formation
in the prebiotic era
p0175 A77-27772
Investigation of low temperature carbon nonoxide
oxidation catalysts for Spacelab atmosphere
control
[SSHE PAPEB 77-BHAS-28} p0302 A77-U6869
CATALYTIC ACTIVITY
Decomposition of some halogenated hydrocarbons
over a fixed bed of platinum-alumina, alumina or
molecular sieves in nuclear submarine
atmospheric regeneration system





HT EPIHEPBBIHE - . - •
Adrenal function in man during exposure to a
hyperbaric environment for many days /H2-02, S
atm/
,. p0015 A77-11410
Drinary catecholamine excretion on acute induction
to high altitude /3,658 •/ . .
pOO"IO A77-13701
Effects of beta blockade and atropinisation on
plasma catecholamine concentration during exercise
p0074 A77-17581
Circadian rhythms of the activity of the
sympatho-adrenal system in the healthy man
pOlOO A77-20126
Urinary catecholanine excretion on induction to
high altitude /3,658 m/ by air and road
p0217 A77-340*7
Catecholamine excretion in T-37 flight training
p0218 A77-34053
Character of catecholamine excretion by pilots
after completing simulator training flights
p022» A77-35547
The effect of some catecholamines on pulmonary
circulation
p0263 A77-I10883
Involvement of cARP-dependent protein kinase in
the regulation of heart contractile force
p030» A77-H7251
CATHBTBRIZATIOH
Angiographic findings in asymptoiatic aircrewmen
with electrocardiographic abnormalities
p0095 A77-19365
Development and clinical evaluation of blood gas
sensors for continuous monitoring (adult and
neonate)
[PB-258798/8] p0192 877-21839
CiTHODB BIT TOBBS .
A nethod and data for video monitor sizing
human CBT viewing requirements
p016« A77-26633
Comparison of numeric keyboard and CBT
line-labeled buttons for information access




Light-dependent cation gradients and electrical










Stabilization of gas cavitation nuclei by
surface-active compounds ~— decompression









Effect of alpha radiation on Chlorella vulgaris at
different stages of cellular cycle
p0017 A77-11M2


















Besnlts of exposure of mammalian cell cultures
aboard an earth satellite
p0013 A77-11395
Cellular and molecular aspects of adaptation
p0017,A77-11»30
Evidence of morphological and physiological
transformation of mammalian cells by strong
magnetic fields
p002il A77-12100
The palirrhotrophic origin of energy metabolism
chemiosmotic precursor to phototropism in
estuarine cellular organisms
p0078 A77-1789S
Lung mast cell density and distribution in
chronically hypoxic animals
p0140 A77-24360
natation and inactivation of mammalian cells by
various ionising radiations
P0229 A77-36189
Cell biology experiments conducted in space
p0242 A77-37953
Tuning properties of cochlear hair cells
p02»8 A77-39372
Effects of experimental hypogravity on peroxidase
and cell wall constituents in the dwarf marigold
p0298 A77-45839
Cerebellar dynamics - The mossy fiber inpnt ---
nenropnysiological model
p0321,A77-49272
lamnnological aspects in space experiments and the
possibilities of cell separation by
continuous-flow electrophoresis
p0083 R77-14081
Detailed results of ASIP experiment RA-011 —




Survey of cell biology experiments in reduced
gravity
p0119 H77-17683
Gravity and the cell: Intracellnlar structures
and Stokes sedimentation
p0119 H77-1768II
Electrophoretic separation of human kidney cells
at zero gravity
p0119 S77-176B6
Influence of zero-G on single-cell systems and
zero-G fermenter design concepts
A-«5
.CERTBAL HEEVOOS STSTEB StJBJBCT IBDBX
p0120 H77-17689
Isolation of antibody forming cells by asing
cluster formation in combination with velocity
sedimentation
[BBL-1976-6] p0251 H77-26790












Central nervous regulation of bod; temperature
during sleep
p0003 A77-10113
Some characteristics of the metabolism of proteins
and ribonncleic acids in the central nervous
system of cats in space flight aboard the Cosnos
605 satellite
p0017 A77-11432
Investigating the mechanisms of neurohumoral
regulation
p0038 A77-13152
Etiopathogenesis of motion sickness
pOOllO A77-13586
The problem of adaptive bioregulation of human
physiological functions and its clinical
significance
pOO<l3 A77-1*166
Thermoregolatory behaviour after repetitive
cooling of the preoptic area and of the spinal
cord in the rat
p0221 A77-3128U
Effect of emotional stress on some self-regulatory
processes of higher nervous activity
p0223 A77-35534
Effect of diozane on the functional condition of
the central nervous system of rats toxic
component of spacecraft cabin atmosphere
p0228 A77-35794
Effect of dioxane on functional state of the rat's
central nervous system
p0213 F77-23740
CBRTBAL HEB70DS STSTEB STIBDLAHTS
The sensitivity of animals to central nervous
system stimulants
p0228 A77-35790
Psychopharmacology in aviation and astronautics
p0263 A77-11060






Screvvorm Eradication Data System (SEDS)
preprocessor program documentation, pact 1
[RJSA-CF-147864] p0209 B77-23713
CBBTBIFOGAL FOBCB





Development of methodologies for vestibular
experimentation with Ban and animals
[HASA-CR-151440] p0255 R77-27680
CEHTBIPD6IRG
Limitation on the use of the horizontal clinostat




Effect of hypovolemia, infusion, and oral
rehydration on gradual onset »Gz acceleration
tolerance
[IAF PAPEB 76-039] p0007 A77-10888
Human tolerance to *Gz accelerations during
heating of the body
p0009 A77-11358
Effect of positive longitudinal accelecation on
the transmission properties of a human operator
p0009 A77-11359
Some responses of man to prolonged centripetal
accelerations /+Gz/ of small values
pOOIS A77-11036
Effect of systematic gravity exposures on external
respiration during prolonged immersion
pOOIS A77-11437
functional state of the acoustic analyzer in man
exposed to »Gi
p0049 A77-14808




aorphology of Arabidopsis grovn under chronic
centrifugation and on the clinostat
p0066 A77-16660
Effect of centrifugal force on nystagmus during
angular accelerations
pOOSi A77-19002
Fluid and electrolyte shifts in women during +Gz
acceleration after IS days' bed rest
p<M30 A77-23424
A study of the cumulative effects of repeated
exposures to radial accelerations
p0138 A77-21172
Effect of accelecation growth rate on the response
of the external cespicatocy system
p01H9 A77-26121
Bicrovascular pressure responses of
second-generation rats chronically exposed to 2
g centrifugation
p0172 A77-27553
Tolerance of females to *Gz centrifugation before
and after bedrest
p<M96 &77-30881
Femur-bending properties as influenced by gravity.
I - Ultimate load and moment for 3-G rats
p0197 A77-30882
The blood coagulation system during a 12-day
immersion in water and the prophylactic role of
rotation in a centrifuge
p0265 A77-41079
Effect of hypovolemia, infusion, and oral
rehydration on plasma electrolytes, ADB, renin
activity, and *G/z/ tolerance
p0295 A77-B5526
Femur-bending properties as influenced by gravity.
II - Ultimate load, moment, and stress for 3-G
mice
p0296 A77-B5531
Thermoregulatory responses of unanesthetized rats
exposed to gravitational fields of 1 to 4 G
p0298 A77-a5738
Ontogenetic features of the reaction of adrenergic
systems to hypergravity
p0320 A77-48479
Femoral development in chronically centrifnged cats
p0325 A77-09832
CEBABICS
Development of a helmet-mounted PLZT thermal/flash




Cerebellar pressoc response in the dog
pOOOS A77-11100
Responses of Purkinje cells in rabbit nodnlns and
uvula to natural.vestibular and visual.stimuli
p0072 A77-17399
Bystagmic modulation of nenronal activity in
rabbit cerebellar flocculus
P0072 &77-17400
Cerebellum and gravity Russian book on
neurophysiology
p0131 A77-23500
Afferent control of voluntary movements
Russian book on cerebellum function
p0179 A77-28900
Quantitative histochemistry of the vestibnlar
cerebellum of the fish Fundnlns heteroclitns
flown aboard the biosatellite Cosmos-782
P0324 A77-49828
Bemodynamics in the case of combining nociceptive
.stimulation vith stimulation of the amygdaloid
complex after acting upon toe sensorimotor
region of the cortex
P0329 A77-507U6
CBBEBBAL COBTEI
Activity of nenronal populations of human
A-«6
SUBJECT IBDBI CHBHICAL BLBBEBTS
subcortical structures during sleep
p0023 A77-11750
Data on the change of hnnan EEC rhythms under the
action of electric stinnli /electric sleep/
p0039 A77-13187
Slov electrical processes as indicator of the
dynamics of functional state in the deep
structures of the brain
pOOUH A77-1*170
Bight hemispheric sensitivity for the HcCollongh
effect false color illusion after fixation
on grating
p0075 A77-178II7
Functional topography of the dominant hemisphere
/from data on the dynamics of regional cerebral
circulation/
p0075 A77-17876
Interhemisphere asymmetry of visual evoked
potentials under conditions of involuntary and
voluntary attention
p0076 A77-17881
Visual evoked potentials in right and left
cerebral hemispheres in response to presentation
of a staggered pattern at different sharpness
levels
p0077 A77-17885
Dependence of the vital staining of brain cortex
tissues on the nature of their blood supply
pOOSO A77-1892*
Electrical activity of the layers of an isolated
cortex when falling asleep and in various stages
of sleep
p0149 A77-26221
Evoked responses of visual cortex under
stimulation of hypothalamic formations
p0150 A77-26569
Cortical potentials associated vith the detection
of visual events
p0170 A77-27056
Changes in local brain tissue P02 and
electrocortical activity of unanesthetized
rabbits under high oxygen pressure
p0197 A77-30883
"Reciprocal1 relations between spindles of sensory
and associative areas of the cerebral cortex
p022» A77-35599
Circulation of cortical and thalanic neuronal
activity in vakefillness and in sleep
p0295 A77-«5«82
Cerebellar dynamics - The mossy fiber input
nenrophysiological model
p0321 A77-H9272
An analysis of brain systems involved in
initiation of movement
p0086 H77-15612
The vocabulary of brain potentials: Inferring
cognitive events from brain potentials in
operational settings
[AD-A029H52] p0155 H77-18737
Protein metabolism in the rat cerebral cortex in




Correlation between ventilatory and
cerebrovascular responses to inhalation of CO
p0321 A77-»9262
CEBBBBOSPIBAL FLUID
Labyrinth and cerebral-spinal fluid pressure






Effects of snbfornical organ extracts on
salt-water balance.in the rat
p0075 A77-17586






Bole of Cerenkov radiation in the eye-flashes




























Beqnirements concerning biotelemetry systems with
examples regarding the application
[DGLB PAPEB 76-123] p0037 A77-12980
CBABACTBB BECO68ITIOB
The cost of categorization in visual search -
Incomplete processing of targets and field items
p0051 A77-15616
CHABACTBBIZATIOB
On characterological selection - Doctrinal,
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Experimental study of the constituents of space
»ash water
[ASBE PAPEB 76-BNAS-11] p0096 A77-19162




Aqueous artefacts: The riddle of bound water
[AD-A021613] p0032 N77-11663
CBEBICAl COBPOSITION
NT CABBOB DIOXIDE CONCEBTBATION
CHBBICAL COBPODBDS
Current aspects of occupational cnenieal
carcinogenesis
p0308 N77-30718
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CBBHICAL BBBBGY
Influence of piracetam on protein synthesis and
energy metabolism io the cat brain
[BBL-1976-3] p0209 N77-23716
Effect of the acquisition enhancing drug piracetam
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CHEMICAL BVOLOIION
Formation of nucleoside S'-polyphosphates under
potentially prebiological conditions
pOOM A77-13517
Response to comments on thermal polypeptides
pOOHO A77-13518
Interactions between diverse proteinoids and
aicrospheres in simulation of primordial evolution
p0075 A77-17598
Theoretical interstellar and prebiotic organic
chemistry - A tentative methodology
p0077 A77-17888
Formation of biologically relevant carboxylic
acids during the gamma irradiation of acetic acid
p0077 A77-17892
Prebiotic condensation reactions in an aqueous
nediun.- A review of condensing agents
p0077 A77-17893
A cybernetic approach to the origin of the genetic
coding mechanism. I - Bethodologlcal principles.
II - Formation of the code series
p0078 A77-1789«
Chemical evolution and energetics of reactions io
aqueous solutions on the primitive earth
p0080 A77-18896
Cell-free systems of polypeptide biosynthesis and
approaches to the evolution of translation
apparatus
.pOOSO A77-18897
Chemical evolution of photosynthesis
p0080 A77-18898
The possible role of solid surface area in
condensation reactions during chemical evolution
- Reevalnation
p0099 A77-19750
Chemical evolution of the giant planets Book
p0167 A77-26654
Organic synthesis in a simulated' Jovian atmosphere
of the planet Jupiter
p0168 A77-26670
Chemical evolution - Effect of high energy radiation
P0175 A77-27770
Volcanic processes and synthesis of simple organic
coapounds on primitive earth
p0175 A77-27771
Novel prebiotic systems - Nncleotide
ollgofflerlzation in surfactant entrapped »ater
pools
p0221 A77-34151
Nearest-neighbor doublets in protein-coding
regions of HS2 RNA coliphage virus
p0221 A77-31»52
The role of sulphur in chemical evolution
p0300 A77-46399
Chlorophyll derivatives In modern soils In
relation to the problem of the chemical





Acid-labile amino acid precursors In the Rurchlson
meteorite. I - Chromatographic fractionatlon. II






Physicochemical properties of a liquid ion


















Possible .surface reactions on Bars - Implications
for Viking biology results
p026b 477-11639




Preparation and evaluation of Immobilized single
and multiple enzyme systems
[PB-26U898/8) p0255 B77-27683
CBBMICAL STBBILIZATIO*
Search for a urine preservative as related to the
oxidative-catalytic method of water regeneration
p0019 A77-imi»«
The sterilizing action of a gaseous formol: Use












Kinetic chemolnminescence characteristics of
animal and human blood serum
P0226 A77-3S7H1
CHBBISORPTIPS
Decomposition of some halogenated hydrocarbons
over a fixed bed of platinum-alumina, alumina or
molecular sieves In nuclear submarine
atmospheric regeneration system




VentiJLatpry control In peripheral
chemofeceptor-denervated ponies during chronic
hypoxemia
p0068 A77-16T80
The role.of chemoreceptors In the adaptation of an
organism to hvppxla
pOISO A77-26271
SUBJECT IBDBX CIBC1DI1B BBITBHS
Bole of F-C02 oscillations and cbemoreceptors in
ventilator; response to inhaled and infused C02
p0204 177-32600
Separation of the inspirator; and expiratory
reflex effects of alternate-breath oscillation
of p* C02 daring hypoxia alternate-breath
oscillation of alveolar C02
p0229 177-36200
CBBBOTHBB1PI
Prevention of experimental notion sickness by
scopolamine absorbed through the skin
p0003 177-10064
Effect of nerobol on the fluid-electrolyte
metabolism and function of kidneys in nan during
120-day hypoklnesia
pOOIB 177-11440




intonated chest X-ray analysis
[IA-DB-77-532] p0347 N77-33851
CHILDBEB
Oltrasondcardiographic norms of the left
ventricle, the mitral valve, and the






Investigation of the physiological activity of
Chlorella vulgaris following an exposure to
space flight factors aboard the Salyut orbital
station
p0009 177-11355
Effect of alpha radiation on Chlorella vulgaris at
different stages of cellular cycle
P0017 A77-11422
CHLOBIBB COBBOOIDS
Rutagenicity testing of some nitrofaran
derivatives and soac chlorinated hydrocarbons
[BBL-1975-22] . . p0026 N77-10784




Criteria for a recommended standard: Occupational
exposure to allyl chloride
[PB-267071/9) P0314 H77-31778
CBWBOPBILLS
Chlorophyll derivatives in modern soils in
relation to the problem of the chemical
evolution and origin, of life on earth
--" " p0319 177-48034
Free radicals in biological energy conversion:
EPB studies of model systems
[COO-908-50] p0207 S77-22796
CHOLIBBB6ICS
Formation of the cholinergic activity of blood in
the human body - Distant action of acetylcholine
pOOIS I77-1«177
Actions of cholinergic agonist and antagonists on
the adrenocortical response of basal, hypoxic,
and hypercapnic rats
p0219 177-34062
Cholinergic systems in brain mediating
thermoregnlatory function: 1 revieir
[1D-1026948] p0089 H77-15627
CBOLIIBSTBBASB
. Change in state characteristics of the
parasympathetic nervous system during
hypokinesia in rabbits
p0014 177-11403
Cholinesterase histocheiistry and the structural










Effect of space flight factors and elevated
temperatures on seeds of diploid and tetraploid
buckwheat
p0146 177-25425
Automated clinical system for chromosome analysis
[N1SA-CASE-SPO-13913-1] p0161 H77-19750
Cytogenetic studies of blood, experiment 8111
p0341 H77-33804
CHHOB1II
Bicrointerval analysis of the interaction of a




Adaptation of the heart to increased load and
cardiac insufficiency ;— Russian book
p0065 A77-16100
Ventilation in conscious dogs during acute and
chronic hypercapnia
p0068 177-16778
Ventilatory control in peripheral
cbemoreceptor-denervated ponies during chronic
hypoxemia
p0068 A77-16780
physiological changes associated with long-term
increases in acceleration
p0133 177-24138
Body composition changes in monkeys during











Effects of rapid round trips against time
displacement on adrenal cortical-medullary •
circadian rhythms
p0003 A77-10065
Psychomotor test performance and sleep patterns of
aircrew flying transmeridional routes
pOOOS 177-10600
In attempt to disrupt the diurnal periodicity of
the excretion of potassium in the urine .
pOO12 177-11383
Adaptation to an 8-h shift in living routine by
members of a socially isolated community
pOOSI A77-155Z4
circadian rhythms of the activity of the
sympatho-adrenal system in the healthy man
pOlOO A77-20126
Transient circadian internal desynchronization
after light-dark phase shift in monkeys
p0104 177-21576
Circadian rhythms in step-input pursuit tracking
-^  p0109 A77-22859
Tiro mechanisms of rephasal of circadian rhythms in
response to a 180 deg phase shift /simulated
12-hr time zone change/
p0146 A77-25300
Benal electrolyte circadian rhythms - Independence
from feeding and activity patterns
p0151 177-26582
Circadian rhythms in aviation medicine
p0169 177-27000
Interaction of task amplitude with circadian
variation in auditory vigilance performance
p0201 177-32206
The current status of space biorhythmology
p0226 477-35776
Diurnal rhythms of visual accommodation and blink
responses - Implication for flight-deck visual
standards
p0243 S77-38039
Correlation of general aviation accidents with the
blorhythm theory
p0244 177-38306
Study of the diurnal periodic characteristics.of
the physiological functions for evaluating the
state of the regulatory systems of organisms
during extreme effects
p0265 177-41151
Effect of bedrest on circadian rhythms of plasma
renin, aldosterone, and cortisol
p0269 177-42139
Benral control of glycogen content and its diurnal
rhythm in mouse pineal cell
p0270 A77-42181
1-49
CIBCDIT DIAGBAMS SUBJECT IIDBX
Current problems in space biorhythmology
Russian book
p0329 A77-50686
Current status of space biorhythmology
. p0210 N77-23722
Circadian variations in responses of trained and
untrained men to snbnaxinal exercise
p0256 H77-27688
Influence of the Journey's time of day on the de-
and resynchronization of the 20-hour rhythm of
body temperature after transatlantic flights
[DLB-FB-77-10] p0310 N77-30740
CIBCOIT DIAGBSHS
Circuit for automatically zeroing aortic flow base






Has photoresolution of amino acids the origin of


















Clinical-functional notes on the behavior of the
cardiocirculatory apparatus of members of a
high-altitude mountain-climbing expedition
p0220 A77-34070
Quantitative three-dimensional dynamic imaging of
structure and function of the cardiopnlmonary
and circulatory systems in all regions of the body
P0113 B77-16697
The application of path analysis to the study of
interrelations among components of the oxygen
transport system in man
P0307 N77-30711
Civil AVIATION
• Transportation in commercial'aircraft of
passengers having contagious diseases
p0003 477-10067
Medical and physiological problems posed by
supersonic transport aircraft
P0175 A77-27760
Organization and operation of civil aviation
medicine in the Soviet Onion
p0270 A77-42144
Continuous ECG monitoring on civil air crews
during flight operations
p0325 A77-49838





Evolutionary biology. Volume 9 Book
p0226 A77-35742
CIAIS
Clays as possible catalysts for peptide formation






Clinicophysiological studies of pilots with first
stage hypertension
pOOU A77-U398
Abnormal patterns and physiological variations in
magnetocardiogtams
p0022 A77-11708
Magnetic field produced by a current dipole
for magnetocardiography
p0022 A77-11709
The problem of adaptive bioregnlation of human
physiological functions and its clinical
significance
p0043 A77-14166
Activity of the digestive system during 49-day
antiortbostatic hunan hypokinesia
p0045 A77-14179
Methods and new approaches to the calculation of
physiological parameters by videodensitometry
p0079 A77-18286
The response of healthy men to treadmill exercise
p0079 A77-18549
Perception of binary acoustic events associated
with the first heart sound
• . p0106 A77-21752
Computer analysis of arteriograms
pOIII A77T24738
On interposition of an inverted intestinal segment
in extensive resections of the small intestine
p0174 A77-27759
New practical treadmill protocol for clinical use
p0206 A77-33275
Coronary heart disease: Clinical, angiographic,
and pathologic profiles -•— Book
p0206 A77-33574
Pathology of the heart in sudden cardiac death
p0222 A77-35402
Clinical medicine review - Three unigne
presentations of ischemia heart disease
p02U3 A77-38041
Beview of epidemiology in clinical cardiology
p0270 A77-421U3
Hew trends in phonocardiograph modulators
v p027« 'A77-43325
Evaluation and interpretation of the EKG /2nd
revised edition/ -:— German book
p027b A77-43876
Echocardiographic features of combined membranous
subaortic stenosis and acguired calcific aortic
valvulopathy
p0300 A77-46595
Clinical manifestations of mitral annnlns
calcification, with emphasis on its
echocardiograpbic features
P0301 A77-46596
Some aspects of the clinical training of aviation
physicians
p0320 A77-48461
Local features in the lung of healthy subjects and
in pulmonary pathology
v p0322 A77-49438
changes in clinical cardiologic measurements
associated with high *G sub z stress
. p0029 B77-1164S
Bibliography of reported biological phenomena
(effects) and clinical manifestations attributed
to microwave and radio-freguency radiation,
supplement number 7
[AD-A025354] p0062 B77-136SO
Clinical applications of a quantitative analysis
of regional lift ventricular wall motion
p0114 N77-16707
Clinical application of a light-pen computer
system for quantitative angiography
p0114 H77-16708
Quantitative analysis of .regional avocardial
performance in coronary artery disease
[BP-20] . p011«t B77-16709
Computer analysis of femoral angiograas for
evaluation of atherosclerosis in post-infarct
•ales-clinical correlates
p0115 B77-16711
Head injury pathology and its clinical, safety and
administrative significance
p<)124 B77-17725
Automated clinical system for chromosome . analysis
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13913-1) p0161 S77-197SO
Besnlts of clinical examination of cosmonauts
following a 63-day' flight
p0210 N77-23724
A cervix-to-rectum measuring device in a radiation
applicator for use in the treatment of cervical
cancer
tBASA-CASB-GSC-12081-2] p0252 177-26796
A case study evaluation of a satellite'video
telemedicine project in rural Alaska
p0282 B77-29735





Proceedings of The Annual conference of HASA
Clinic Directors, Environmental Health
Officials, and medical program advisors
[NASA-TB-748118] • p0307 N77-30715
RASA occupational medicine programs: Oar
obligation to management
p0307 B77-30716
Review of health maintenance program findings,
1960-197*
p0308 B77-30721
Environmental Health concerns in natural and
man-made environments
p0308 N77-30724
NASA Lang ley physical examination prograa
p0308 B77-30726
Annual health examination program, Ames Research
Center
p0309 N77-30727








Bistocompatibility antigens and the evolution of
hypersensitivity lung diseases. (Aim and
methodology)
[PB-267133/7] p0311 S77-30746
The psycho-pathology of the student pilot and
medico-psychological monitoring in the flying
school
[AGABD-AG-227] • p0315 S77-31783
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL ST.STEBS
Control of mineral nutrition of higher plants in
biological life support systems
p0009 A77-11356
Model of an ecological system closed relative to
gas exchange with a periodically operating
autotrophic unit..II:- Stability of periodic
cycles
p0009 A77-11357
Investigating tie possibility of using the
transpiration moisture condensate of sweet
potato for plant cultivation in biological life
support systems
pOOSO A77-1U815
life support system vith autonomous control
employing plant photosynthesis
p0051 A77-15H90
Design, fabrication and testing of a spacecraft
vet oxidation system including trash
pulverization studies
[ASBE PAPBB 76-EHAS-15] p0097 A77-19466
Problems in the development of human engineering
biological life support systems Eossian book
p0177 A77-28267
Intestinal antoflora of test subjects during a
six-month bioengineering experiment
p0228 A77-35786
Hicroflora associated with beets during their
growth in prolonged hydroponic cultivation
p026» A77-B1077
Sustaining life in a space colony
p0295 A77-05229
A. closed life-support system for space colonies
[ASBE PAPBB 77-BBAS-18] P0301 A77-«6859
Begenerative Life Support Evaluation
[ASBE PAPEB 77-EBAS-35] p0303 A77-46876
Rater and waste water reclamation in a 21st
centnry space colony
[ASBE PAPEB 77-BNAS-47] p030<l A77-46888
Problems of ecological psychology during prolonged
stay in sealed chambers
[IAF PAPEB 77-21H] p0332 A77-51495
& statistical study of grab sampling in a closed
environment
[AD-A036666] p0281 B77-287U5
Begenerable device for scrubbing breathable air of






















Isolation of antibody forming cells by using
cluster formation -in combination with velocity
sedimentation






Belations of the hydroxyproline concentration in
the lungs to the .lung weight, the silica and
aluminum concentrations, and the dust dose,
after repeated intratracbeal coal dust
application in a long-term test with rats
p002<l A77-12288
Design, development, fabrication and testing of a












Formation of amino acids by cobalt-60 irradiation
of hydrogen cyanide solutions
p0077 A77-17891




A two-dimensional model for the cochlea. II - The
heuristic approach and numerical results
pOIHS A77-2S170
Possibilities and limits concerning the
applicability of the intracochlear interference
effect for personal acoustic protection
pfliai A77-29970
Tuning properties of cochlear hair cells
p0248 A77-39372
Response of guinea pig ears to pure tones, speech,
and other complex waveforms imparted




Test plot evaluation of a reclined cockpit seat as
an aid to G tolerance and performance
[AD-A02578U] p0058 H77-12703
International anthropometric variability and its
effects on aircraft cockpit design
[AD-A027801] p0125 B77-1773H
.COCKPITS
Human factors and flight deck design
pOOai A77-13829
Optimization of crew effectiveness in future
cockpit design - Biomedical implications
p0047 477-11630
Cockpit thermal conditions and crew skin
temperatures measured.in flight
polo* A77-21171
Heat stress in an aircraft cockpit during ground
standby
p02<t3 A77-38038
Pilot reported human factor cockpit discrepancies
in naval aircraft
[AD-A026326] p0086 B77-1«750
An apparatus for evaluating pilot preference of




A comparison of red and white cockpit lighting
under quasi-operational conditions
[AD-A031277] p0188 H77-20781
Investigation of nser generated cockpit
discrepancies in Naval aircraft
[AD-A03877U] p0260 H77-2771H
Methodology for identifying and quantifying the
criticality of human factors deficienci.es in
naval aircraft cockpits
[AD-AOU0201] p0317 B77-31795
Biomechanics and anthrofometry for cockpit and
equipment design N.
[AD-A037020] p0317 H77-31797
Computing internal cockpit reflections of external
point-light sources for the Hodel 209 Ah-1-S
helicopter flat-plate canopy design
[AD-AOB3120] p0338 877-32727
Investigation of inside light reflection problen
on the Flat Plate Canopy (FPC) for model 209
AH-IS helicopter
C»D-AOM1332] ' p03»8 H77-33858
CODIB6
HI SIGNAL EHCODIBG
Color coding of information on electronic displays
TV monitors
p016<t A77-26632
Some observations on temporal coding of color
vision.- Psychophysical results
p0305 A77-U7871I
Experiments with color coding on television
[AD-A040415] p0316 H77-31793
COBFFICIBHIS




Cognitive activity of man daring adaptation to
short-tern weightlessness
p0009 A77-11360
Time of recognition, threshold time of display,
and masking duration of patterns
pOOH* A77-1U171
Belation between the size of visual image and its
estimation
pOOIt A77-1U172
The cost of categorization in visual search -
Incomplete processing of targets and field items
pOOSI A77-15616
Head restraint enhances visual monitoring
performance
P0052 A77-15617
An indirect method of measuring perceived distance
from familiar size
p0099 A77-19673
Rodel for a three-dimensional optical illusion
p0099 A77-1967II
Visual conspicnity as an external determinant of
eye movements and selective attention Book
p0151 A77-26578
The analytical research -on apparent movement
perception - Psychophysical consideration. II
p0180 A77-28978
Coding systems and the comprehension of
instructional naterials
[AD-A026361], p0090 H77-15638





Intellectual performance under stress
CAD-A038196] P0280 H77-287H3
Development and validation of an equation for




Besponses of the antonomic nervous system during
acclimatization to high altitude in tan
p0002 A77-10060
cardiovascular responses in man to a streaa of
cold air
pOOlO A77-13508
Thermal regulation in rats during conblned heat
and cold adaptation
pOOSI A77-19003
Dorking capacity of skeletal muscles and
energetics of muscular work
p0105 A77-21649
Spinal cord thermosensitivity and sorting of
neural signals in cold-exposed rats
pOKIO A77-2U357
Bole of ketone bodies in nonshivering
thernogenesis in cold-acclimated rats
pOKIO A77-2U358
Increased responsiveness of heart rate to
B-adrenerglc stimulation in cold-adapted rats
p0218 AV7-3K055
Thermoregulatory behaviour after repetitive
cooling of the preoptic area and of the spinal
cord in the rat
p0221 A77-3H281
Tissue and cell resistance in rats adapted to
hypoxia, deep hypothermia, and hypercapnia
p022« 877-355*9
Cold-indnced vasodilatation and peripheral blood
flow under local cold stress in man at altitude
p02U2 A77-38032
Carbohydrate and fat metabolism of nnacclimatized
men during and after submaximal exercise in cool
and hot environments
p0262 477-<(0662
Thyroid cold acclimation inflnences on
norepinephrine metabolism in brown fat
p0270 A77-U2180
The thyroid and environmental stress in nainals
[HASA-CB-151462] p0255 H77-27681
COLO GAS
Bespiratory heat loss and pulmonary function
during cold-gas breathing at high pressures
[AD-A030315] pOIBS S77-20755
COLD TOLBBABCB
Effect of altitude exposure on thernoregulatory
response of man to cold
p0068 A77-16779
A role for glucose in hypothermia hamsters
p0069 A77-17300
Sffects of cold exposure and dehydration on renal
function in black-tailed prairie dogs
pOlttl A77-21367
Studies on heat output from the hands of frostbite
subjects
p0171 A77-27552
Thermoregulatory heat production in man -
Prediction equation based on skin and core
temperatures ' '
p0176 A77-27926
Changes in plasna glucose, PFA, corticosterone,
and thyroxine in He-02-induced hypothermia
• p0217 A77-3QOH3
Significance of vascular thernoreception in the
mechanisa of regulating cold-induced shivering
p022« A77-35518
Effect of cold and epinephrine on glucose kinetics
in dogs
p0299 A77-4S9U9
The Arctic personnel ambulatory anti-exposure system
p0327 A77-49939
Acid-base egailibrinn of rat blood daring the




Thermal data from helicopters operating in a
sub-arctic environment
p0270 A77-B2100
Low-temperature handwear with improved dexterity
[&D-A037535] p025Q B77-26811
COLLAGEIS
Besponse of the fibroblasts of granulation tissue
in regenerating skin to chronical hypoxia
P001H A77-11397
Bydroxjproline-containing protein adsorbed on to
cellular elements of whole human blood
p0221 A77-31399
Contracting polyner structures - New energy
converters
P0248 A77-39802




A.I.e. in-flight blood collection system
p03"m S77-33825
COLLISION ATOIDASCB
Performance evaluation of the' 8HTSA advanced S
series 50th percentile anthropovorpbic daily.
Volume 1: Technical report
A-52







A solid state digital data recorder for monitoring
anthropomorphic dummy impact environments
[PB-25II036/7] p0028 N77-10795
COLLOIDING
Electron spin resonance of lyophilized blood sample




Functional colloidal particles for immnnoresearch
p0066 A77-16660
COLOB
Analysis of color and its effectiveness in
display devices
p0108 177-22739
The effect of color on the localization of the
sources of the ha nan visual evoked response.
p0061 N77-13641






Color coding of information on. electronic displays
TV monitors.
p016U A77-26632
acquirements for color.in television displays
[AD-A026747] p0093 N77-15656
Experiments with color coding on television
[AD-A040415] p0316 B77-31793
COLOB TXSIOB
A portable filter anomaloscope for color
vision examination
p0004 A77-10149
Bight hemispheric sensitivity for the HcCollongh
effect false color illusion after fixation
on grating
p0075 A77-17847
The phasic character of color sensitivity of the
visual analyzer
pOOBI A77-19001
Color vision in the peripheral retina. I -
Spectral sensitivity. II - Bne and saturation
p0108 A77-22396
Colour-coding properties of sustained and
transient channels in human vision
p0169 A77-26982
The gap effect - Chromatic ani achromatic visual
discrimination as affected by field separation '
p0170 A77-27067
Color vision from rod and long-wave cone
interactions - Conditions in which rods
contribute to Multicolored iaages
p0171 A77-27234
A quanta! fluctuation model for foveal color
thresholds
p0198 A77-31123
Seasonal and daily rhythms of the color-perceiving
function of the.visual analyzer in healthy people
p0223 A77-35539
Glare recovery of various colors with respect to a
two-dimensional tracking task
p0230 A77-36557
Study of color vision by the Method of recording
induced potentials
p0265 A77-41152
Increment spectral sensitivities of the primate
late receptor potential and b-wave • in
' retinal color processing
p0272 A77-42866
visual capacities of the owl monkey /Abtns
trivirgatns/. I - Spectral sensitivity and color
vision. II - Spatial contrast sensitivity
p0272 A77-42867
Inhibition between channels selective tg contour
orientation and wavelength in the human visual
system
B0293 A77-44745
Tno-band model of heterochromatic flicker
p0295 177-45421
Lateral interactions and rod.intrusion in color
flicker
p0305 A77-47872
Some observations on temporal coding of color
vislpn - Psycbophyslcal results
p0305 A77-4787B
Evaluation of single-pigment shift model.of
anomalous trichronacy
p0322 A77-49308
Color inputs to orientation detectors in the human
visual system
p0053 N77-12673
Glare recovery of a two dimensional tracking task
vith respect to various colors
[AD-A026759] p0093 B77-15661
Color coding effects on human performance: An
annotated bibliography
[AD-A039318J . p0279 B77-28732
Digital color image processing and psychophysics





Stress responses of pilots flying high-performance
aircraft during aerial combat maneuvers
p0196 A77-30876
The pathbphyslology of nigh sustained +Gsub z
acceleration, limitation to air combat
maneuvering and the use of centrifuges in
performance training
[AGABD-CP-189] , p0029 B77-11644
The use of a fixed base simulator as a training
device for high sustained or ACS (Air combat
Haneavering) +G sub z stress
p0031 S77r1.1652
Stress response and stress tolerance in fighter
pilots during 6 G manoenvers
P0031 B77-11653
The peacetime evaluation of the pilot skill factor
in air-to-air coobat
[AD-A039880] p0289 877-29792
Feasibility study to predict combat effectiveness









A technique for extracting blood samples from mice
in fire toxicity tests
1 . p0095 A77-19371
Evaluation of the toxicity of combustion products
' pOIHI A77-24453
Acute combined effects of BCB and CO, with special
reference to.a theoretical consideration of
acute combined effects on the basis of the blood
cyanide and COBb analyses
p<)141 A77-24455
A method for comparative testing of smoke toxicity
p0225 &77-3S663
The possibility of flash fires in toxicity tests
p0225 A77-35669
Effect of carbon monoxide on Swiss albino mice
p0225 A77-35670
Effect of sulfur dioxide on Swiss albino mice :
p0225 A77-35672
Effect of nitrogen dioxide on Swiss albino mice
p0225 A77-35673
A bibliography of published information on
combustion toxicology
p0225 A77-3S674
Fire injuries and the pathology and nenropathology
of single acute exposures to combustion products
- Pathology and nenropathology of aircraft fire '
victims
- p0263 A77-40942
Cabin materials, their combustion properties and
the .nature of noxious and toxic gases.in fires -
The.assessment.of the :human survival response
during aircraft accidents
P0263 A77-S0945
Comparison of animal responses to the combustion
products generated by two test procedures, the.
OSF/HASA methodology and the FAA/CADI system
p0328 277-50631




ft review of available 1C/50/ data on toxic
gases encountered in fires
p0328 177-50638
Toxicity of plastic combustion products,
lexicological methodologies to assess the
relative hazards of thermal decomposition
products from polymeric materials
[PB-267233/S] p0310 N77-30743
COSFOBT
A critical assessment of studies relating
whole-body vibration to passenger comfort
p0073 A77-171141
Vibration ride comfort criteria
p0164 A77-26636
Hoise and vibration ride comfort criteria
p0291 ft77-11«54
Some influences of restraint harness design on
accident pathology
p0329 A77-50751
User evaluation of ride technology research
[N&SA-CB-27161 p0033 H77-11667
Investigation on a passenger ride-comfort
improvement system vitb limited control surface '
actuator performance for a flexible aircraft
[NLB-TB-75mo-U] P0156 N77-18715
ft brief experiment to compare the wearing
properties of two versions of the C3-mask
, [IZF-1976-13] P0215 B77-23755




Distribution of control decisions in remote
manipulation
p0020 A77-12427
Hunan command and control tasks: Description of
an investigation on four different command and
control tasks
p0063 B77-13656
Biocybernetic control in man-machine interaction
[AD-A026193] p009U N77-15662
COHHSSD-COFTBOL
0 COBBftND AND CONTROL
COBBEBCIiL AIBCB&FT
Transportation in commercial aircraft of
passengers having contagious diseases
P0003 A77-10067
Emergency medical kits.aboard aircraft
p0326 A77-U9840
Human factors in design of passenger seats for
commercial aircraft: A review
[BASA-CB-152627] p0188 N77-20775
Development of a proposed fla-mmability standard










Studies in interactive communication. II - The
. effects of four communication nodes on the










Apparatus for transmitting physiological data
p0150 A77-26570
Predictive model of the auditory process as
related to communication systems
[AD-A02I1300] p0031 N77-11656
Descriptive communication structure metrics: 1
preliminary logical and empirical analysis
[AD-A030512] p0155 H77-18738
Sources and biological effects of nonionizing
•electromagnetic radiation
[AD-A032367] ' p0192 B77-21841
COSBOHICATIOB SATELLITES














BT V A C O U B CBABBERS
COSPATIBILIII
Possible nays of solving the problem of
'biological compatibility' of crew members in
long term space flights
p0013 A77-11389
Interfacial biophysics of materials in contact
with blood
[PB-253117/6] p0026 S77-10787




Bidge and Bayes identification for the quasilinear
human controller in compensatory.tracking
pOOOU A77-10123
Effect of positive longitudinal acceleration on
the transmission properties of a human operator
p0009 877-11359
A maximum likelihood approach for identifying
hnnan operator remnant in a tracking task
p0021 ,A77-12449
The relationship between physiological parameters
and performance in a compensatory tracking test
to determine aptitude
p0326 677-199211
Time domain and time series models for human
activity in compensatory tracking experiments
[BAL-TB-50] p0085 »77-1«7«<l
Human pilot describing function, remnant and
associated information for pitch attitude
control: Besnlts from in-flight and
ground-based tracking experiments
[HLB-TB-75062-0] p0156 R77-18714
The development, maintenance, and mathematical
description of tracking behavior in man and. the
rhesus monkey
[AD-A038006] P0252 B77-26802




Beterophilic antibodies and supplementary activity




Dynamic analysis environmental control systems the
'EAST* way
[ASBE PAPBB 77-BSAS-6J p0301 A77-I168B7
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Biological effect of fire suppression by nitrogen
' pressnrization.in enclosed environments
p0328 A77-50630
COBPBBSSIO1 LOADS . . '
BT IBPACT LOADS
COBPOTATIOB
Botes on the computation of the generalized zeta
and digamma functions with programs and tables
A-51
SUBJECT IHDBI COBPOTEB TECH1IQOES
[AD-S02513H] pOOS8 N77-12707
COBPDTEB ASSISTED IHSTBUCTIOI
Advanced simulation in undergraduate pilot
training: An overview
[AD-A030221] , p0158 N77-18755
The effects of interactive graphics analogies on
recall of concepts in science
[AD-A031928] p0193 N77-218II3
Flexilevel adaptive testing paradigm: Validation
in technical training <
[AD-&OI12977] p0336 H77-32718
COBPOTBB DBSI6B
Clinical application of a light-pen computer
systen for gaantitative angiography
p011<l H77-16708
COBPOTEB GBiPBICS
The development of SABHIE for computer aided work
place and work task design System for Aiding
flan-Bachine Interaction Evaluation
p0161 A77-26637
An improved human display model for occupant crash
simulation programs
p0176 A77-2786*
The effects of interactive graphics analogies on
recall of concepts in science
[AD-A031928] p0193 H77-218II3
A dynamic interactive computer graphics package










Topics in programmable automation for
naterials handling, inspection, and assembly
p0287 H77-29779
Information and control issues of
adaptable-programmable assembly systems for
manufacturing and teleoperator applications
p0287 N77-29780
COBPOTEB PBOGEABS
NT COMPUTER SY.STEBS PEOGBABS
NT OPEBATING STSTEBS (COBPOTEHS)
Calculating relaxation length from measurement data
on biological shielding materials for
nuclear reactors
pOOOS A77-11309
A computer program for the localization of small
areas in roentgenological images
p0067 A77-16667
Numerical prediction of head/neck response to
shock-impact
p0272 A77-12567
An investigation of supervisory control of remote
manipulation
p027« A77-036U2
Finite element stress analysis of the human left
ventricle whose irregular shape is developed
from single plane cineangiocardiogram
p0331 A77-S1260
A computer program for the use of sensitivity
analysis in display evaluation
[NASA-CB-1U5060] p0027 1177-10793
notes on the computation of the generalized zeta
and digamma functions with programs and tables
[AD-A025134] pOOSB H77-12707
Development of a standardized measurement and EDP
evaluation program for ergonomic data and flight
data. Part 1: Technical principles. Part 2:
Evaluation computer program
[HBB-OFB-1231] p0125 N77-17732
Screwsorm Eradication Data System (SEDS)
preprocessor program documentation, part 1
[NASA-CR-1178611] . P0209 B77-23713
Screwworm Eradication Data System (SEDS)
applications program documentation, part 2
[SASA-CB-147865] p0209 B77-2371U
calculation of the deposition of polydisperse
aerosols in the glass models of the upper human
airways. Description of the computer program
noting deposition in trachea, mouth, and
oropharynz
[1HI-190-76-02] p0237 U77-25777
Analysis of languages for man-machine voice
communication
[AD-A03556Q] p0239 N77-2579U
NBL's central atmosphere monitor program
[AD-A03577U] p0239 B77-25795
Program documentation for the T4 EDO Crew Station
simulation programs
[AD-A0379K11] p0253 H77-26808
IIBED: A computer program for calculating
cumulated activity of a radionnclide in the
organs of the human body at a given time, t,
after deposition
[OSNl-CSD-TB-17] p0257 H77-27699






Computer storage and retrieval of coronary trees
p O I I Q 877-16706
Static evaluation of air cushion deployment
effects on the memory retention of the solid
state digital recorder system
IPB-259006/5] p0158 H77-18756
COBPOTBB SXSTBBS DESIGB
A system of remote utilization of a computer
during the processing of biological data
p0021 A77-12379
Bodels to aid user measurement of a computer network
p0051 A77-15203
Human perception of telecommunications
responsiveness
pOOSl A77-15201
Human factors applications in airport air traffic
control ,
p0166 A77-26646
Human-computer interaction in multitask situations
p0199 A77-31587
Automated chest x-ray analysis
[LA-OH-77-532] p0317 1177-33851
Interactive system design considerations
[P01E2/763 p03H9 H77-33863
COBPOTEB SISIEBS PBOGBABS
NT OPEBATIBG SISTBBS (COBPOTEBS)
Computer based electron beam treatment planning
p0060 877-13635
Computer measurement and representation of the
heart in two and three dimensions
pOllil N77-1670"!
Computer analysis of femoral angiograms for
evaluation of atherosclerosis in post-infarct
aales-clinical correlates
pOllb B77-16711
Survey of computer software for the human
engineering systems simulation facility
CAD-A028301] p0118 B77-167<11






Algorithms for the stereotactic computer-atlas of
the brain
P0013 A77-1<I167
A device for automatic input into a computer of
experimental data on acoustic signal recognition
p0013 A77-1Q168
Conpnter processing of echocardiographic images
P0070 A77-17355
Clinical application of a light-pen computer
system for quantitative angiography
p0071 A77-17365
Computerized i-ray reconstruction tomography in
stereometric analysis of cardiovascular dynamics
pom* A77-21737
Computer analysis of arteriograms
pOKIH A77-2«738
Semi-auto manipulator control systems and their
dynamic analysis with computer
p01<U A77-2«831
Computerized tomography using video recorded
fluoroscopic images
pOISO A77-2621Q
computer synthesis of high resolution electron
micrographs
P0200 A77-31912
A physical comparison of a fluoroscopic CAT system
and the BBI head scanner -— Computerized Axial
Tomograms
A-55
COHPOTBBIZBD COHTBOl SOBJBCI IIDBI
p0200 177-31914
Clinical value of quantitative analysis of si
slope daring exercise BCG
p0206 A77-33285
The provision and use of indorsation on Air
Traffic control displays. I
p0230 A77-36564
Data compression for storing and transmitting
ECG's/VCG«s
p0230 A77-36717
The detection and analysis of point processes in
biological signals
p0231 177-36720
A computerized technique to record new components
of the electrocardiogran
p0231 V77-36721
A new practical lead system for vector
magnetocardiography
p0231 A77-36723
Computer-based systen for analysis of respiratory
responses to exercise
p0268 A77-11821
Beviev of epideniology in clinical cardiology
p0270 A77-42143
Trends in computer-processed electrocardiograms;
Proceedings of the Dorking Conference,
Amsterdam, Netherlands, November 3-5, 1976
p0292 A77-44695
The controller and automation -— computerized air
traffic control
p0321 A77-49223
A computer controlled nethod for determining the
fields of visual system nenrons
p0321 177-49273
Continuing research in the development of
interactive man-compnter systems for
engineering-construction projects
[PB-252927/9] p0035 H77-11679
Pilot interaction with automated airborne decision
making systems
[HASA-CS-149240] p0056 N77-12695
Automated electroencephalography system and
electroencephalographic correlates of space
motion sickness, part 3
CNASA-CB-1S1210] p0160 N77-19746
Computer identification.of prenatare ventricular
contractions in electrocardiograms
[AD-1035285] p0237 S77-25779
Remote manipulator system steering capability for
SVDS
[SASA-CB-151438] p0253 N77-26804-
Computational techniques in visual systems. Part
1: The overall design
[AD-A0388II6] p0258 N77-2J703
Coapnter-alded differential diagnosis of
hypertension
p0283 N77-29737
location and acquisition of objects in
unpredictable locations a teleoperator
system with a computer for manipulator control
p0285 N77-29756
Development of a differential white cell count
system: Terminal progress report
[PB-268364/7] . p0310 877-307*1






Computerized accommodated percentage evaluation -
Beviev and prospectus Bonte Carlo model .for
aircraft design analysis
P0163 177-26630
The development of SA8RIE for computer aided work





Analysis and design of a proto-type
triple-axis-common-pivot-arm-wrist to be
evaluated on BS1R and P-PB1. Phase 1
manipulator development
(KASA-CB-i50375] ' p0315 R77-31784
COBPOTEBIZBD SIBOLATIOB
HT 1HALOG SIB01ATION
NT DIGITAL SI HOLM 10 H
Direct simulation of a radiobiologlcai survival
experiment
pOOIT A77-11426
Computer simulation of bralnstem respiratory
activity
p0068 177-16783
Learning algorithm using an adaptive net for
control of an unknown object
p0100 A77-20161
Stabilization of a biped walking machine
.pOIOI A77T20401
Consideration of certain ergonomic factors during
the simulation of pilot behavior
[ONBBA, It HO. 1976-83] p0102 177-20864
In experimental validation of mathematical
simulation of human thermoregulation
p0145 177-25217
1 computerized approach'for the assessment and
evaluation of job performance aids
p0166 177-26650
Bechanism of head and neck response to -G/i/
impact acceleration - 1 math modeling approach
p0172 177-27558
In improved hnman display model for occupant crash
simulation programs
p0176 177-27864
New approaches in naval safety research
p0199 177-31800
Stabilization of biped walking apparatus
p0244 177-38276
Dynamic analysis environmental control systens the
•EAST1 way
C1SBB PAPBB 77-BHAS-6] p0301 177-46847
A model study of stroke .values calculated from
impedance and their relation to the waveform of
blood flow
p0322 177-49275
SHUT II docnaentation oanoal
[1D-1024286] p003b N77-11689
Subjective detection of vertical acceleration: 1
velocity dependent response?
p0054 N77-12678
Statistical concepts in design
tlD-1025750) p0057 N77-12699
Discrete time modelling of human pilot behaviour
p0064 N77-13971
In improved hnman display model for occupant crash
simulation programs
[1D-1026719] p0092 R77-15652
Accident reconstruction from analysis of.injuries
P0124 N77-17724
Summary report of ABBL Bemotely Piloted Vehicle
(HP?) system simulation study 4 results
[1D-1028877] P0125 877-17735
Idvanced simulation in undergraduate pilot
training: in.overview
[1D-1030224] p0158 B77-18755
SHUT simulation of a remotely piloted
vehicle/drone control facility: Model
Development and analysis
[1D-A031085] p0162 H77-19758
The causal presentation and simulation of physical
mechanisms
[ID-loams'!} po2is 177-23759
Pcograo documentation for the T4 BOO Crew station
simulation programs
[10-1037944] p0253 N77-26806
Personal flotation devices research, phase 1
[1D-1037221] p0254 N77-26810
System modeling and simulation: Application of a
research.methodology, and teat
P0279 H77-2B733
A unit task simulator for the evaluation of
Interactive man-computer systems
[PB-265097/6] p0280 R77-28738
Computer modeling the nenrophysiology of vision
[ID-1039321] p0310 N77-30742
Pilot modeling for manned simulation. Volume 2:














»T CABBOS DIOXIDE COHCEHTRATIOH
HT BOISTDBE CONTEST
Effects of small doses of alcohol on driver
perfornance in emergency traffic situations
[VTI-68-A] p0125 H77-17731
COHCEHTBiTOBS
Integrated testing of an electrochemical
depolarized C02 concentrator /EDC/ and a Bosch
C02 redaction subsystem /BBS/ in spaceborne
oxygen reclamation system
[ASHB PAPBB 76-B8AS-35] p0098 A77-19483
Simulation of carbon dioxide concentrator
p0214 N77-23752
COBDBHSATIOR
Prebiotic condensation reactions in an aqueous
medium - A review of condensing agents
p0077 A77-17893
The possible role of solid surface area in






The development, maintenance, and mathenatical









Modeling of the theraophjsical processes




BT ION EXCBANGE BBBBBAHB ELECTBOLTTES
COBYEB8NCES
Physical activity and coronary heart disease;
Proceedings of the Third Paavo Burni symposium,
Helsinki, Finland, September 18-20, 1975
pOOSI A77-14958
Cardiovascular imaging and image processing:
Theory and practice - 1975; Proceedings of the
Conference, Stanford University, Stanford,
Calif., July 10-12, 1975
p0069 A77-17351
Theory and practice in flight simulation;
Proceedings of the Third Symposium, London,
England, April 8, 1976
p0101 A77-20722
Becent advances on biometeorology and practical
applications of natural and simulated altitude
climate; International Congress, Ancona, Italy,
September 5-9, 1976, Preprints. Parts 1 S 2
p0102 A77-21136
Ron-invasive mechanical methods in cardiology and
cardiovascular dynamics; Proceedings of the
Fourth florid Congress on Ballistocardiography
and Cardiovascular Dynamics, Amsterdam,
Netherlands, April 14-16, 1975
p0108 A77-22857
Life sciences and space research XIV; Proceedings
of the Open fleeting of the Dorking Group on
Space Biology, Hay 29-Jnne 7, 1975, and
Symposium on Gravitational Physiology; Varna,
Bulgaria, Bay 30, 31, 1975
p0132 A77-24130
International Ergonomics Association, Congress,
6th, and Human Factors Society, Annual Beating,
20th, University of.Haryland, College Park, Bd.,
July 11-16, 1976, Proceedings
p0163 A77-26626
Aerospace Medical Association, Annual Scientific
Heeting, 48th, Las- Vegas,"Bev., Ray 9-12, 1977,
Preprints
p0206 A77-33320
Light energy transdnctioa by the purple membrane
of halophllic bacteria; Proceedings of the
Symposium, San Francisco, Calif., June 6, 1976
p0246 A77-38903
Bobots and manipulator systems; Proceedings of the
Second Conference on Bemotely Banned Systems;
Los Angeles, Calif., Jane 9-11, 1975
p027« A77-43641
Trends in computer-processed electrocardiograms;
Proceedings of the Working Conference,
Amsterdam, Netherlands, November 3-5, 1976
p0292 A77-4469S
Twelfth Annual Conference on Bannal control
[BASA-TH-X-73170] p0085 N77-14745





Enzyme Technical and renewable resources
[PB-259615/3] pOiaa 877-20750
Occupational Exposure to Fibrous Glass: A Symposium
CPB-258869/7] p0185 B77-20758
Performance evaluation of programmable robots and
manipulators
[PB-259631/0] p0189 877-20786
School-seminar on CETI program (participants report)
tHASA-TT-F-17403) p0194 877-21852
Symposium on Biological Effects and Measurement of
Light Sources
[PB-261167/1] p0207 877-22797
Health effects of occupational lead and arsenic
exposure
[PB-266.213/8] , p0284 877-29746
The 2nd conference on Bemotely Banned Systems
(BBS): Technology and applications
[HASA-CB-148013] p0284 877-29759
'Proceedings of The Annual Conference of NASA
Clinic Directors, Environmental Health
Officials, and medical program advisors
[BASA-TB-74848] p0307 877-30715
Biological effects of electromagnetic waves.
Selected papers of the OSBC/UBSI annual.meeting,
volume 1
[PB-268094/0] p0335 877-32712
Biological effects of electromagnetic waves.




Coronary heart disease: Clinical, angiographic,
and pathologic profiles Book
p0206 A77-33574
Cross-sectional echocardiography in the diagnosis
of congenital heart disease - Identification of





Crew training and support activities
IGPO-75-984) p0034 877-11678
C08USBS .
Comparison of isocitrate dehydrogenase activity,
pyrnvate kinase activity, and polyphenol content
in physiologically different pine callus tissue
p0199 A77-31743
Hygrophorus (limaciom) hypothejns fr. in
oycorrhizal synthesis with pine (pinus












Improved seat, console, and workplace design:
Annotated bibliography,.integration of the








BT PEBCEPTOAL IIHE CO8STA8T
C08STBOCTI08
Continuing research in the development of
interactive man-computer systems for
engineering-construction projects
t*B-252927/9j ' p0035 877-11679
I-ST
CONSTROCTION INDUSTRY SUBJECT IBDBI
Guidebook on anthropomorphic test dummy usage
[PB-268901/0] p0349 N77-33865
CONSTBDCTIOS IBDDSTBY




Effects of CTR irradiation on the mechanical






A sorption method for the reclamation of water for
the personal hygiene of cosnonauts
p0012 A77-11382
Determination of the adhesion properties of
foodstuffs
P0012 477-11384
Conditioning of water regenerated froa
water-containing vastes during space flight
p0013 A77-11390
Evaluation of the quality of reclaimed water on







Flight fitness and pliant contact lenses
p0059 N77-1271H
CONTAIHEBS
Study on incubators and holding units for cells
and tissues, plants and low vertebrates, volume
1: Study report for Spacelab biological
experiments
[ESA-CH<P)-913-VOL-1] p0282 N77-29730
Study on incubators and holding units for cells






Relating spatial distributions of pollutants to
health effects
[COO-287H-1] p0257 B77-27698




Effects of contaminated supply air on parity of
breathing oxygen generated by flnomine
[AD-A0357I15] p0237 N77-25780
COHTBBT




Contour detector and data acquisition system for
the left ventricular outline
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10985-1] p0121 N77-17701
CONTBACTIOB
The contraction prolonging action of 9-anthroic
acid (ANCA) on the isolated rat diaphragm and





statistical evaluation of control inputs and eye









Optimization of ere* effectiveness in future
cockpit design - Biomedical implications
pOO»7 A77-14630
ODA pilot study 2: Selection of an interactive




Earth orbital teleoperator manipulator system
evaluation program
[BASi-CB-150286] p0238 B77-2S787
& dual-loop model of the human controller in
single-axis tracking tasks
[SaSi-TH-732<l9] p0259 B77-27708
Anthropomorphic master/slave manipulator system
[BASa-CASE-ABC-10756-1]. p0337 N77-32721
CONTROL STABILITI
Stability and stabilization of programmed motions
of a manipulator robot
p0199 A77-31137
Bse of a nonvisoal display for improving the
manual control of an unstable system
p02"»<» A77-38122
COHTHOL STICKS
A maximum likelihood approach for identifying
human operator remnant in a tracking task
p0021 A77-12»«9





Quantitative determination of the control capacity
of air traffic control working areas as a human
engineering problem
[DGLB PAPER 76-161] p0066 A77-165<I8
Learning algorithm using an adaptive net for
control of an unknown object
pOIOD A77-20161
Stabilization of a biped walking machine
pOIOI A77-20101
Dichotomy in the dynamics of.man-machine systems
p0177 A77-28726
Improving the .quality of man-machine control
systems by introducing an auxiliary signal
p0177 A77-28730
Adequacy of modeling the dynamics of flight
vehicle motion taking into account
human-operator characteristics
p0178 A77-28735
Constructing formal models of the activity of the
human operator in a control system loop
.p0178 A77-28738
Two principles for the design of aviation
man-machine control systems
• P0178 A77-28739
Some applications of the process approach to the
study of man-machine systems
p(M78 A77-287B1
Some new control theoretic models for human
operator display monitoring
p0179 A77-28807
Prediction and analysis of the heart rate of
cosmonauts by the method of extrapolation
modelling in the class of differential equations
p0227 A77-3S783
Stabilization of biped walking apparatus
p02Ul| A77-38276
Control theory measures of tracking as indices of
attention allocation strategies
p0291 A77-a«538
Hierarchical.'intelligent control of a prosthetic arn
[PB-258019/6] . p0121 B77-1770H
Current theories of man-machine systems
p028« B77-29751






BT SPACECBAFT CABIN ATBOSPBBBBS
C02 removal from submarines atmosphere by IE-US -
Feasibility study
[ASBE PAPEB 76-ESAS-0] p0096 £77-191*56
C02 and humidity removal system for extended
Shuttle missions - C02, H20, and trace
contaminant equilibrium testing
( (ASBB FAPBB 77-BNAS-4] . p0301 A77-46844






Application of a postulate based control theory
•for an artificial arm
1-58




COHVECIIVE HEAT TBABSFBB " , ,
Experimental stud; of convective heat transfer
coefficient for the hnnan body in water
p0130 A77-23126
Convective and radiative heat transfer





The effect of experimentally-induced generalized
convalsions on the cycle of wakefnlness and sleep
p0262 A77-10881
COOLAHIS
Screening study to identify phase change coolants
for portable life support systems
[AD-A038501] p0280 H77-28737
COOLEBS








A fusible heat sink concept for extravehicular
activity /EVA/ thermal control
[ASHE PAPBB 76-BBAS-61] p0098 A77-19505
A portable personal cooling system for nine rescue
operations
[ASHE PAPEB 77-EBAS-53] , p0301 A77-16891
Current approaches to resolving the physiological
heat stress problems imposed by chemical
protective clothing systems
[AD-A026003] P0085 B77-14711
An improved cooling system for removing metabolic
heat from an hermetically sealed spacesnit
[NASt-CASE-ABC-11059-1] p0085 S77-11713
Evaluation of 'a vortex tube cooler
[AD-4039708] p0312 1177-30755







Copper metabolism (compared to zinc metabolism)
[IBI-133-76-07] p0191 B77-21829
COBI01IS EFFECT
Biophysical analysis of the action of Coriolis
acceleration on the vestibnlar analyzer
pOOOS 177-10652
The ability to endure Coriolis force and some
questions of vestibnlar choice
p0331 A77-50923
Features ot the speech signal during the
cumulative actions of coriolis accelerations
[HAE-DB-TBABS-1909] p0235 B77-21770
COBBBA
Photokeratography nsing noire techniques
pOOS2 A77-16052
COBOHABT ABT1BI DISEASE
Coronary vessels of the rabbit following single
irradiation of the heart area with a dose of
2100 rad
p0016 A77-11120
Cardiovascular responses in man to a stream of
cold air
pOOlO A77-13508
Quantitative analysis of regional myocardial
performance in coronary artery disease
p0071 A77-17366
Thallium-201 myocardial perfnsion imaging at rest
and during exercise.- Comparative sensitivity to
electrocardiograph? in coronary artery disease
p0079 A77-18517
Angiographic findings in asymptomatic aircrewmen
with electrocardiographic abnormalities
p0095 A77-19365
Experimental study of myocardial infarction
through the use.of body surface isopotentlal
maps • Ligation of the anterior descending
branch of the left coronary artery
p0099 A77-19519
Echocardiographic assessment of left ventricular
function in coronary arterial disease
pOIOS A77-22717
Coronary risk factors in flying personnel - A
progress report
pOH3 A77-21510
Coronary heart disease: Clinical, angiographic,
and pathologic profiles Book
p0206 A77-33571
Derangements of myocardial metabolism preceding
onset of ventricular fibrillation after coronary
occlusion
p0222 A77-35103
Byocardial imaging w'ith thallium-201 at rest and
during exercise-- Comparison with coronary
arteriography and resting and stress
electrocardiography
p0215 A77-38539
Diagnostic accuracy of nonlnvasive myocardial
imaging fdrvcoronary artery disease - An
electrocardiographic and angiographic correlation
p0262 A77-10671
Echocardiographic diagnosis of left anterior
descending coronary artery disease
p0262 A77-10672
Exercise testing in the diagnosis of coronary
heart disease - A perspective
p0275 A77-13723
Coronary heart disease index based on longitudinal
electrocardiography
p0297 A77-4S538
Studies of correlation between progression of
coronary artery disease, as assessed by coronary
arteriography, left ventricular e&d-diastolic
pressure, ejection fraction, and employability
p0297 A77-15S91
Age-related changes in the mucopolysaccharide
content in human coronary-artery walls
p032Q A77-19172
Xschaeaic heart disease - A problem in aircraft
accident reconstruction
p0330 A77-50759
Clinical applications of a quantitative analysis .
of regional lift ventricular wall motion
pom B77-16707
Quantitative analysis of regional myocardial
performance in coronary artery disease
[BP-20] pOIII B77-16709
Dynamic radionnclide determination of regional
left ventricular wall motion nsing a new digital
imaging device
pOIIS B77-16711
Therapeutic and diagnostic capabilities of
ultrasound in ischemic and infarcted myocardium
[PB-262085/1] p0207 H77-22799
COBOBABT CIBCOLATIOB
Alterations in the coronary circulation ot man
following ascent to 3,100 m altitude
p0068 A77-16777
Byocardial blood flow - Boentgen videodensitometry '
techniques
p0071 A77-17367
The stimulation of cardiac prostaglandin
production by blood plasma and its relationship
to the regulation of coronary flow in isolated
isovolniic rabbit hearts
p0071 A77-17566
The human coronary microcirculation - An electron
microscopic study
pOIBO A77-29650
Aortic origin of innocent.murmurs
p0206 A77-33271
Belease of adenosine, inosine and hypoxanthine
from the isolated guinea pig heart during
hypoxia, flow-antoregulation and reactive
hyperemia
p0221 A77-31283
Bitral valve closure index - Echocardiographic
index of severity of mitral stenosis
p0297 A77-15593
Effect of heparin-indnced free fatty acid
elevation on myocardial oxygen consumption in man
p0320 177-484B1
Some problems in cardiac electrokymography
p0323 A77-19116
Coronary flow and myocardial biochemical responses
to high sustained.*6 sub i acceleration
p0030 B77-11619
1-59
COBPOSCDI1B BADIATION SUBJECT I1DEI
Computer storage and retrieval of coronary trees
p011« H77-16706
Hyocardial blood flow: Roentgen videodensitometry
techniques
p0115 H77-16710
The role of potassium in the control of the
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Adrenal function in nan during exposure to a
hyperbaric environment for many days /N2-02, 5
atm/
pOOIS A77-11410
Bole of the adrenocortical reaction to physical
load in increase in the working capacity of the
body , . „
[NASA-TH-75026] p0257 H77-27697
COBTIS01E
Effect of hydrocortisone and adrenocorticotropin






0 COSgIC BAYS , i
COSBIC RATS '
NT PBIHABT COSHIC BATS
NT SOLAS COSBIC BAYS
Study vith a.Haiti-threshold HZE-particle ' .
dosimeter using plastic detectors in Apollo
Biostack experiment
p0136 A77-2115*
Developnent anomalies in biological systems .of
animals due to heavy nuclei of cosmic radiation
p0169 A77-26937
Badiobiological results from the bacillus sabtilis
Biostack experiments within the Apollo and the
ASTP space flights
p0298 9.77-H5763
Cosmic radiation doses at aircraft altitudes
p0117 H77-16729
Biological studies of cosnic radiation
p0117 S77-16730
COSMONAUTS
Preliminary results of medical studies during the
flight of the second expedition of the Salyut U
orbital station
p0019 A77-11450
Orthostatic tolerance of cosmonauts after 30- and
63-day flights onboard the orbital base Salynt-4
p0019 A77-11B51
Theoretical aspects of the problem of predicting
the state of the human organism daring space
flight '
p0020 A77-11453
Behavioral control as a tool .in evaluating the
functional state of cosmonauts in flight
pOOIS A77-1H6HO
Second expedition of the Salynt-t orbital station.




Preliminary results of morphological and
cytochemical studies on animals after a stay of
22 days in space flight aboard the Cosmos 60S
satellite
pOOOS A77-10651
Bat experiment on a.22-day flight on the
' biosatellite Cosmos 60S /Objectives and methods/
pOOIS A77-11405
Irradiation of bio-objects aboard the cosmos 690
biosatellite
p013» A77-24116
Investigation of radiation sensitivity in mammals
under long duration weightlessness
P0135 A77-2»1<t7
Biochemical changes in rats flown on board the
Cosmos 690 biosatellite
p0135 A77-21TI9
Cytogenetic analysis of seeds of Crepis capillarls
/I/ Hallr. exposed on board the earth artificial
satellite Cosaos 613
' • • p013S A77-24152
Some results of biological investigations aboard
the biosatellite Cosmos-782
[IAF PAPEB 77-262] p0332 A77-S1S02
Kosmos-762 post-flight biochemical studies of
various organs and tissues of rats
tHASl-TT-F-17237] p0209 H77-23712
COSBOS 782 SATELLITE
Quantitative histochemistry of the vestibular
cerebellum of the fish Fundulus heteroclitus
flown aboard the biosatellite Cosmos-782
p0321 A77-99828
COST ANALYSIS
Impact of noise control at the workplace. Volumes
1 and 2, appendices A-G and volume 3, appendices
a and I (econometric simulation)
[PB-268231/8] p0336 N77-32716
COST EFFECTIVENESS
Biomedical technology transfer: A manufacturer's
viewpoint
p0116 S77-16720
















Speed-accuracy tradeoff In visual detection -
Applications of neural counting and timing
p0171 A77-27235
COUPLINGS
" Procedure for testing strength of hose and couplings
[PB-252696/0] p0028 B77-10798
COVERINGS
One-size slush-molded polyvinyl chloride cover for





Bechanisi of head and neck response to -G/x/
impact acceleration - A math modeling'approach.
p0172 A77-27558
dew approaches in naval safety research
p0199 A77-31800
cause of death in aircraft accidents - Drowning
vs. traumatic injuries
p0329 A77-50753
Bedical•investigation of fatalities from
aircraft-accident burns
p0330 A77-50760
Validation study of three-dimensional crash victim
simulator for pedestrian-vehicle impact
p0063 B77-136S3
An improved human display model for occupant crash
simulation programs
[AD-A026719] p0092 877-15652
fledico-legal problems of flight accidents
investigation
p0123 B77-17715
Legal aspects of flying accidents investigation
disaster victims identification
P0123 N77-17716





Accident reconstruction from analysis of injnries
p012« H77-17724
Read injury pathology and its clinical, safety and
administrative significance
p012« H77-17725
Automobile consumer information crash test
program, volume 2
[PB-262411/2]' p0208 H77-22802
Design for crash survival of automobile occupants
[PB-261194/5] p0208 N77-22803
Dynamic analysis of the thoracic structure
subjected to impact loadings
p0256 H77-27690
CBASH LAHDIHG
Life support of space ereus after forced landing
on ground or water — Russian book
p0146 A77-25325
Mathematical simulation for crashvorthy aircraft
seat design
[AIAA PAPER 77-1250] p0291 A77-44338
CBASBES
HT CRASH LAUDING




Quantitative histochenical determination of
creatine kinase activity in nanogram amounts of
rat myocardium
p0021 A77-11162
Some parameters of phosphocreatine metabolism in












HT STBDCTOBAL DESIGH CBITEBIA -
CBITICAL FLICKER FDSIOI
Practical utility of critical flicker fusion
frequency measurements to assessment of mental
workload
[DLB-FB-76-67] p0237 H77-25781
On the practical utility of critical flicker




Analog processing of vestibular nystagmus for
on-line cross-correlation data analysis
p0172 A77-27556
CBOSSTiLK
Separation of speech fcom interfering speech by
means of harmonic selection
pOOOH A77-10139
CBIOGEHIC BQOIPHBRT
System for and method of freezing biological tissue
[HASA-CASE-SSC-12173-1] p0257 U77-27693
CBYSTAL STBOCTORB
The microscopic and crystalline structure,
•icrohardness, and mineral saturation of the
bony tissue in man after prolonged space flight
p0263 A77-41065
CRYST&LLIRITY











Isolation and identification of the conidial
germination factor of Nearospora crassa
p0067 A77-16672
Performance of fungi in low temperature and
hypersaline environments
p0139 A77-24176
Dependence of the species composition of a mixed
culture of microalgae on illumination and supply
rate of nutrients
p0149 A77-26118
Problems in the development of human engineering
biological life support systems Bnssian book
p0177 477-28267
Blectrophoresis for biological production
p0120 H77-17687
COSOLATIVE DAHA6E
A study of the cumulative effects of repeated
exposures to radial accelerations
p0138 A77-24172
COBTISS-8BIGHT BILItABI AIBCBAPT




Seduction of flight fatigue by a pulsating seat
cushion * .
p0095 A77-19375
Pulsating seat cushion evaluation
p0327 A77-II99HO
A seat cushion to provide realistic acceleration
cues for aircraft simulator pilots




D BLUE GBEEH ALGAE
CIBEB8ETICS
A cybernetic approach to the origin of the genetic
coding mechanism. I - Methodological principles.
II - Formation of the code series
p0078 A77-1789II
Hodular programming system for an integrated robot
pOOSO A77-1874*
Determination of intellectual system
artificial, natural and social intelligence models
p030» A77-H7720
Biocybernetic control in man-machine interaction
CAD-A026193] p009<l B77-15662
Biocybernetic control in man-machine interaction
[AD-J026190] p009» H77-15663
A myocybernetic control model of skeletal muscle
[HISK-220] p0233 H77-2»759
CTCLES












Cytogenetic analysis of seeds of Crepis capillaris




Preliminary results of morphological and
cytochemical studies on animals after a stay of
22 days in space flight aboard the Cosmos 605
satellite
pOOOS A77-10651
Evidence of morphological and physiological
transformation of mammalian cells by strong
magnetic fields
p0024 A77-12HOO
Hormonal regulation of the state of the lysosomal
membranes of the eye tissues
pOOIS A77-KKI67
Effect of space flight factors and elevated
temperatures on seeds of diploid and tetraploid
buckwheat
p01B6 A77-2542S
Oltrastrnctoral changes in tracheal epithelial
cells exposed to oxygen
p0324 177-49829
the response of single human cells to zero-gravity
p034"l N77-33805
CYTOPLASH
Binders of intravenously administered 65-zinc in
rat'liver cytoplasm
[IBI-33-76-02] pOIII B77-16683
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B H A Z A R D S
DARK ADAPTATION
Perceived brightness as a function of flash
duration in the peripheral visual field
p0293 A77-H1747
The effect of pre-adapting spectral stimuli on
visual response
[AD-A021312] p0032 N77-11659
An initial investigation of the effect of repeated
high intensity flashes on nan's performance of a
tracking task
[AD-A026821] p0093 N77-15660
Headlight factors and nighttime vision
[PB-262507/2] : p0236 N77-2U776
DATA ACQUISITION
Real-time detection and data acquisition system
for the left ventricular outline
p0070 A77-17361
On the digital processing of EES data
p0199 A77-31772
A computerized technique to record new components
of the electrocardiogram
p0231 A77-36721
Sampling and data gathering strategies for future
OSAF anthropometry
[AD-A0252UO] P0057 N77-12697
Real-time detection and data acquisition system
.for the left ventricular outline
p0113 N77-16700
Acquisition of quantitative physiological data and
computerized image reconstruction using a single
scan TV system
p0113 N77-16701
Contour detector and 'data acquisition system for
the left ventricular outline
[NASA-CASB-ARC-10985-1] p0121 N77-17701
Systolic time interval data acquisition system.
Specialized cardiovascular studies
[NASA-CB-151213] p0161 N77-19747
A dynamic interactive computer graphics package
for human movement studies '
P0258 N77-27706
An anthropometric survey of 500 Royal Air Force
aircrew heads, 1972
[ARC-B/H-3773] p0278 N77-28723
Response surface methodology revisited: A
commentary on research strategy
[AD-AOH32U2] ' p0337 H77-32726
DATA ADAPTIVE BVAIOATOB/BONIIOB





Oser evaluation of ride technology research
[NASA-CR-27B6] p0033 N77-11667
The anomaly data base of screworm information
[BASA-CB-151333] p0207 N77-22795
Development of an objective definition of
habitability and a habitability data base
[AD-A01H188] p0337 N77T32725
DATA BOSSES














Descriptive communication structure metrics: A
preliminary logical and empirical analysis
[AD-A030512J p0155 B77-18738
DATA HANA6BBENT









NT VOICE DATA PROCESSING
Calculating relaxation length from measurement data
—— on biological shielding materials for
nuclear reactors
p0008 A77-11309
A system of remote utilization of a computer
daring the processing of biological data
p002« A77-12379
Analysis of the problem of synchronizing the
operation of different devices during the
conversion and storage of digital
electrocardiogram data
p0024 A77-12381
Computer processing of echbcardiographic.images
p0070 A77-17355
Processing and display techniques for Doppler flow
signals •— in blood flov measurement
p0070 A77-17358
Digital image processing of vascular angiograas
p0071 A77-17362
Comparison of human information processing
performance with DOT and stroke alphabetic
characters
[AP-A021099] p0036 N77-11686
Computer processing of echocardioqraphic images
p0112 N77-16691
Processing and display techniques for Doppler flov
signals
P0113 N77-16695
Nuclear cardiograph and scintigraphy
p0115 N77-16712
Conditions for improving visual information
processing
[AD-A030425] • p0157 B77-18751
Conditions for improving visual information
processing
[AD-A029898] p0157 N77-18752









Study and development of techniques for automatic
control of remote manipulators
[NASA-CB-152617] p0187 S77-20773
DATA PBOCESSOBS





A solid state digital data recorder for monitoring
anthropomorphic dummy impact environments
[PB-251036/7] p0028 N77-10795




nechanism of atrloventricnlar conduction - Study
on an analogue
p010<4 A77-21583
5T segment distortions by high-side frequency
filtration in direct-writing EC6 recorders
p0173 A77-27565
A-62
SUBJECT IBDBI DBCOBPBBSSIOm SICEBBSS
A computerized technlqoe to record new components
of the electrocardiogram
p0231 A77r36721
A nev practical lead system for vector
magnetocardiography
P0231 A77-36723
Recording and processing of electroencephalograms:
Description of techniques
p0062 K77-13649
Static evaloation of air cushion deployment
effects on the memory retention of the solid
state digital recorder system
[PB-259006/5] p0158 N77-18756
DATA BETBIBVAL
Formatting and organization of a human engineering
standard
p01<!5 A77-25074
Computer storage and retrieval of coronary trees
p0114 N77-16706
DATA SABPIIBG




Analysis of the problem of synchronizing the
operation of different devices during the




Beal-tine detection and data acgnisition system
for the left ventricular outline
p0070 A77-17361
Hethods and nev approaches to the calculation of
physiological paraaeters by videodensitometry
p0079 A77-18286
Screwworm Eradication Data System (SEDS)
applications program documentation, part 2
CHASA-CB-1«786S] p0209 H77-2371«
Screvvorm Eradication Data System (SEDS)
operational manual, part 3
(KAS»-CH-1<|7866] p0209 H77-23715
DATA TBABSBISSIOB
Apparatus for transmitting physiological data
p0150 A77-26570
Microprocessor application for numerical ECG
encoding and transmission
p0230 A77-36719
Potential of real-time orthographic ultrasonic















The effect of different volume rates of artificial
blood circulation on the heaodynamics of an
organism reanimated after death from asphyxia
p0039 A77-13188
Resuscitation after asphyiia-induced prolonged
clinical death by the artificial circulation
technique of S. S. Brinkhonenko
pOIOS A77-21710
Beuropathology and cause of death in D.S. naval
aircraft accidents
pom B77-17726
Fatal helicopter accidents in the Dnited Kingdom
p012» H77-17728
Soentgenographic evaloation in fatal aircraft
accidents
p0125 H77-17729
The cause of death resulting from transfusion
resistant shock. Part 2: Potassium








BT X BAY FIOOBBSCEBCB
DBCIBBTEB RATES




Individual differences in pilot performance
p0166 477-266117
Pulse rate difference as a function of information
reduction in a combined manual and decision task
p0167 A77-26653
A .heuristic finite-state model of the human driver
in a car-following situation
p0199 A77-31729
Pilot interaction with automated airborne decision
making systems
C»ASA-CB-1«92I|0] p0056 S77-12695
Human resources as engineering design caiteria
[AD-A021676] p0086 H77-1»7i|-|
ODA pilot study 2: Selection of an interactive
graphics control device for continuous
subjective functions applications
CAD-A031275J p0189 B77-20787
changes in behavior following changes in control
< over outcomes: A theory based on responses to
uncertainty
[AD-A033562] p0207 B77-22800
Assessment of group preferences and group
uncertainty for decision making
CAD-A033246] ' . p0208 B77-22801
DECISION TBEOBT
NT STATISTICAL DECISION THEOBI
Application of decision theory to therapeutic




Decomposition of some halogenated hydrocarbons
over a fixed bed of platinum-alumina, alumina or
molecular sieves in nuclear submarine
atmospheric regeneration system
[ASSE PAPEB 76-BBAS-2J p0095 A77-19q51
Selective enrichment and isolation of






Changes in the monosynaptic H-response of man
during altitude decompression
pOOIS A77-11107
Prevention of decompression sickness as related to
repeated extravehicular activities
pOOIS A77-11108
Dynamics of changes in the galvanic skin response
in man during altitude decompression
p0017 A77-11H29
Method of calculating the excess pressure, in human
lungs resulting from cabin decompression
p0020 A77-11Q59
Denitrogenation interruptions with air
resulting in decompression sickness
pOOV7 A77-11637
Interdependence of decompression sickness and
plasma enzymes on dive profile and vitamin, B-6
status
p0103 A77-21170
Bubble formation within decompressed hen's eggs
p010« A77-21175
Automatic control of decompression on the basis of
the impedance signal of the body
p01»6 A77-25018
Prevention of decompression sickness during
short-term flights in a depressurized cabin at
high altitudes
P01H9 A77-2611«
stabilization of gas cavitatlon nuclei by
surface-active compounds -~- decompression
sickness gas bubble formation mechanism
P0171 A77-27551
Altitude decompression sickness - Byperbaric
therapy results in 115 cases
P0296 A77-H5532
Benin, aldosterone, electrolyte, and cortlsol




The probability of decompression sickness as a
result of going oat in a pressure suit from a
spacecraft vith an atmosphere close to that on
earth[IAF PAPBB A-77-41] p0333 A77-51519
Clearance and saturation of hydrogen gas in man
with special emphasis on the brain
[AD-S025952] p0056 H77-12692
Borkshop on the treatment of decompression sickness
'[&D-H027626] pOOSB N77-r15623
The diagnostics of bone and joint changes daring
compressed air labor
[DLH-PB-76-53] p0213 H77-23745
Investigation on the saturation and clearance of
hydrogen gas in the brain and eztreaities of
•an, and investigations on bioiedical monitoring
of divers in vet-snits
[HD-&037A98] p0252 S77-26800
DBCONDITIONING













Study of netabolisB and energetics in hypogravity:







Control of muscles in carrying oat certain
voluntary movements vith one degree of freedom.
I ' Single movements
p0248 A77-39615
The' LEHRA concept - A new manipulator
laboratory mechanical arm
p0274 A77-43646
Control and trajectory optimization of a robot arm
CAD-A023669] p0036 877-11688
Comparison of the nonlinear dynamic




A Space Shuttle galley system
[IAF PAPBB 76-044] p0007 A77-10889




Effects of cold exposure and dehydration on renal
function in black-tailed prairie dogs
p0141 A77-24367
Redaction in plasma vasopressin levels of
dehydrated rats following acute stress
P0145 A77-25147
Changes in fluid balance daring prolonged





Denitrogenation interruptions with air
resulting in decompression sickness
p0047 A77-14637
DBBSITOBZTBBS
Three-dimensional reconstruction and display of
the heart, longs and circulation by multiplanar
Z-ray scanning videodensitometry
p0071 A77-17363
Hyocardial blood flow - Bcentgen videodensitometry
techniques
p0071 S77-17367
Bethods and new approaches to the calculation of
physiological parameters by videodensitometry
p0079 A77-18286
Systolic time intervals utilizing ear
densitography ^ Advantages and reliability for
stress testing
p024b A77-38468





Estimation of body density and lean body weight
from body measurements at high altitude
p010? 477-22366
DENSITY BBASQBBBEBt
NT GAHHA BAY ABSOBPTIOHBTBY
DENTAL CAICOII
Skylab oral health studies
p0339 N77-33786
DBSIISTBY
Harginal alveolar bone loss in flying personnel -
A radiographical followap study
p0321 &77-H9827
Theory of orthodontic motions
p0025 B77-10241




Electrospectroscopic method for evaluating the
interaction of radiation with DBA molecules
pOOIZ A77-11385
Activity of DBA.depolymerases in the rat spleen
after flight aboard the Cosmos 60S satellite
pOOIS A77-11»06
Effect of alpha radiation on Chlorella vulgarls at
different stages of cellular cycle
p0017 A77-1H22
Autoimmune reactions to OKA in people of different
age
p0038 A77-13150
Stabilization of coacervate systems of products of
abiogenic oxidation of low-molecular compounds
using gamma-radiation energy
p0102 A77-207&1
Influence of heavy ions on the transforming
activity of DNA
p0136 A77-241S8
Effect of space factors on Sscherlchia coll B/r
cells
p0139 A77-24177
Hyocardial Fenlgen-DNA levels and capillary
/ vascularizatlon in hypoxia-exposed rats
P0201 A77-32178
Influence of irradiation anfl space flight factors
of nucleic acids and deoxyribonucleoproteln in
liver and spleen of rat
tIAF PAPBB 77-265] p0333 A77-51585
The isolation and purification of protein





Design and development of the Irvin •Bitefinder*
Automatic Parachute Blpcord Belease
P0327 A77-49944
DBPOLABI2ATION
Integrated testing of an electrochenlcal
. depolarized C02 concentrator /EDC/ and a Bosch
C02 reduction subsystem /BBS/ in spaceborne
oxygen reclamation system




Bass spectroscopic analysis of polyether and












Parametric study and preliminary evaluation of
reverse osmosis for seawater desalination
COBSL-M-S231 ] p0236 877-25770
DESCENT
NT' PAUCBUTB DZSCBHt
SUBJECT IIDEZ DZBLECTBIC PBBBBABILITT
Emergency descent device
[NASA-CASB-HFS-23074-1 ] p0193 N77-21844
DESENSITIZING
Systematic desensitization of a phobia for flying
vith the use of suggestion
p0197 A77-30887
DESBBTS
On methods of detection of extraterrestrial life
p0138 477-211175
DESISH ABALTSIS
Snap-in compressible bioaedical electrode
C»ASS-C«SE-(!SC-1«623-1] p0277 B77-28717
The LEBBA concept: A nev manipulator
p0285 B77-29762
Designing robots for industrial environments
economic factors and vulnerability
p0287 N77-29778
Design and control of a manipulator for tetraplegics
p0288 N77-29785
Analysis and design of a proto-type
triple-axis-common-pivct-aro-wrist to be.















Development of an advanced combined iodine
dispenser/detector for spacecraft nater
supplies









Diabetes and flight personnel
p0203 A77-32368
Development of automated analytical capability for
the early detection of diabetes mellitns
[HASA-CB-151204] p0121 B77-17700
DIAGNOSIS
On the expert diagnostic value of physiological
parameters for objective monitoring of a pilot's
condition in flight.
P0015 A77-11404
Bedical screening of flight personnel in certain
types of chronic' diseases of the myocardium
p0020 A77-11461
Abnormal patterns and physiological variations in
magnetocardiograms
p0022 A77-11708
Three-dimensional imaging of the myocardium vith
isotopes
P0072 A77-17369
Non-Invasive mechanical methods in cardiology and
cardiovascular dynamics; Proceedings.of the
Fourth lorld Congress on Ballistocardiography
and Cardiovascular Dynamics, Amsterdam,
Betherlands, April 11-16, 197S
pOIOS A77-22857
Computer analysis of arteriograms
pOltl A77-24738
Effect of positive acceleration /»gz/ on
electrocardiogram of subjects with
vasoregnlatory abnormality
p0170 A77-27049
A statistical approach to rhythm diagnosis of
cardiograms
p0179 A77-28849
A statistical approach to rhythm diagnosis of
cardiograms
p0231 A77-36722
Effect of evaporative surface cooling on
thermographic assessment of burn depth
p0271 A77-42239
Left precordial isopotential napping during supine
exercise
p0271 A77-42394
•Cross-sectional echocardiography in the diagnosis
of congenital heart disease - Identification of
the relation of the ventricles and great arteries
P0271 A77-4239S
Exercise testing in the diagnosis of coronary
heart disease - A perspective
p0275 A77-43723
Diagnosis of myocardial infarction - Bistorical
notes from the Soviet Onion and the United states
P0275 A77-43725
Evaluation and interpretation of the ERG /2nd
revised edition/ German book
P0275 A77-43876
Polarcardiographic criteria for infarction
evaluated by angiocardiography
P0294 A77-44920
Screening capabilities of the lead I
electrocardiogram
p0294 A77-44921
An abnormal early diastolic impedance waveform - A
predictor of poor prognosis in the cardiac patient
p0300 A77-46593
The electrocardiographic response to naximal
treadmill exercise of asymptomatic men vith left
bundle branch block
p0300 A77-46594
The exercise electrocardiogram in diagnosis
' p0321 A77-49182
Local features in the lung of healthy subjects and
in pulmonary pathology
p0322 A77-49438
Radiation exposure of the Italian population due
to medical diagnostic examinations in 1974
[ISS-P-75/13] pOOSS H77-12683
( Electron spin resonance of lyophilized blood sample
for cancer diagnosis
[ISS-P-75/17] p0055 B77-12685
Diagnostic oltrasound: 'A review of clinical
applications and the state of the art of
commercial and experimental systems
[PB-258237/7] . p0121 B77-17703
Bapid bacteriological diagnosis systems on
physical basis, noting splenic fever proof
[BSVG-FBST-76-15] p0153 B77-18726










Diaphragmatic contraction and the gradient of
alveolar expansion In the lateral posture
P0292 A77-44716
Diaphragmatic function during, immersion
p0299 A77-45913
The contraction prolonging action of 9-anthroic
acid (ANCA) on the isolated rat diaphragm and




[BASA-CASE-ABC-11058-1] . p0091 877-15641
DIASTOLE .
Ejection pressure and the diastolic left
ventricular pressure-volume relation
p027Q &77-42182
origination of Kprqtkov sounds at diastole —
brachial artery mechanical model
p0295 A77-4S041
An abnormal early diastolic impedance waveform — A
predictor pi[ poor prognosis in the cardiac patient
• p0300 A77-46593
DIASTOIIC PBBS3QB8
Pressure-volume relations, elastic modulus, and .
contractile behaviour of the hypertrophies left
ventricle of rats with Goldblatt II hypertension
p0273 A77-42993
DIELECTRIC PBRHBABILITT '
Slectrospectroscopic method for evaluating the





Effects of chronic hypoxia and dietary restriction
on myocardial enzyme activities
pO.006 A77-10800
Diagnostic significance of free anino acid content
in the blood plasma daring dietary protein
deficiency in nan
p0018 177-11441
Exercise, dietary obesity, and growth in the rat
p0104 A77-21577
Metabolic processes in hypokinetic and
rehabilitated sen
p0137 477-24164
Dietary requirements of subjects exposed to
hyperbaric He-02 conditions - Effects of various
levels of vitamin supplenentation
p0172 477-27560






Existence and nature of band solutions to generic
chemotactic transport equations for bacteria
and the unicellular organisms
p0242 A77-37958
Prediction and analysis of cosmonauts' pulse rate
by the method of extrapolation modeling in the












Diffusion capacity of human lungs during the
combined action of hypokinesia and hypoxia
p0228 A77-35793
Inert gas transfer in the body: Experimental
study and perfusion/diffusion modeling of
transcntaneous and gas cavity exchange rates
v p0307 N77-30712













Activity of the digestive system during 09-day
antiorthostatic human hypokinesia
pOO«5 A77-14179
A histochemical study of the digestive organs of
mice following flight aboard cosmos-605
p0264 A77-41070





Dynamic radionnclide determination of regional
left ventricular vail motion.using a new digital
imaging device
p0115 N77-16714
Hen control concept of anthropomorpbic manipulators
p0288 B77-29787
DIGITAL DATA
Analysis of the problem of synchronizing the
operation of different devices during the.
conversion and storage of digital
electrocardiogram data
p002» A77-12381
A solid state digital data recorder for monitoring
anthropomorphic dummy impact environments
[PB-254036/7] p0028 N77-10795
Static evaluation of air cushion deployment
effects on the memory retention of the solid
state digital recorder system
[PB-259006/S] p0158 N77-187S6
DIGITAL FIltBBS
On the digital processing of BEG data
p0199 477-31772
DIGITAL SIHOLATIOH
Studies of the electrocardiogram using realistic
cardiac and torso models
p0223 A77-35450
Mathematical simulation for crashworthy aircraft
seat design
[AIAA PAPEB 77-1250] p0291 477-94338
Discrete time modeling of heavy transport plane
pilot behavior workloads during landing
[OHBB4, TP NO. 1977-57] .p029<l 477-44963
Survey of computer software for the human
engineering systems simulation facility
[AD-A028301] p0118 B77-16741
DIGITAL SISTBHS
Beal-time digital echocardiography using turst
analog sampling
pOOSO A77-18736
Data compression f,or storing and transmitting
ECG'S/VCG'S
p0230 A77-36717
proximity sensor technology for manipulator end
effectors hand mounted IB device to detect
nearby objects'
P0275 477-43648
Digital image processing of vascular angiograms
p0114 B77-16702
DIGITAL TBCBH1QOBS
Digital image processing of vascular angiograms
,p0071 477-17362
Dynamic radionnclide determination of regional
left ventricular wall motion using a ne» digital
imaging device
p0072.477-17370
Visual performance and image coding
p0143 477-24696




0 ANALOG TO DIGITAL COHVBBTEBS
DiaBISIOBAL HBASOBEHBNT
iBegional myocardial shape and dimensions of the













Effect of hematocrit on electcocardlographic
potentials and dipole moment of the pig
p0198 477-31046
DIPOLBS


















BI CABBOH BOBOIIDE POISOBlHG
NT CATABACTS
NT COBOSAB1 iBTEEt DISEASE


















Accepting passengers afflicted with communicable
diseases on passenger airlines
p0202 A77-32360

















Readability of approach charts as a function of
visual acuity, luminance, and printing fornat
p0001 A77-10051
' Visibility of traffic control devices - Catering
for the real observer
pOOOS A77-10273
Optimization of crev effectiveness in future




Processing and display techniques for Doppler flow
signals in blood flow neasarenent
p0070 A77-17358
Presentation of information to pilots0
 p0101 A77-2060<4
Analysis of color and its effectiveness in
display devices
pOIOS A77-22739
Use of human engineering standards in design
p0115 A77-25072
Formatting and organization of a human engineering
standard
p01«5 A77-2507K
Haitipie images as a function of LEDs viewed
during vibration
P01D5 A77-25075
Color coding of information on electronic displays
TV monitors
p016« A77-26632
A method and data for video monitor sizing
human CBT viewing requirements
p0161 A77-26633
Absolute judgment for one- and two-dimensional
stimuli embedded in Gaussian noise
p0201 A77-32205
Glare.recovery of various colors with respect to a
two-dimensional tracking task
p0230 A77-36557
The provision and use of information on Air
Traffic Control displays. I
p0230 A77-36561
Human factors analysis of symbology for ECU display
p02»1 A77-37H6K
A high resolution vision system for aircraft and
trainers
p02«1 A77-37466
Use of a nonvisnal display for improving the
manual control of an unstable system
p02«<l A77-38122
A kinesthetic-tactual display concept for
helicopter-pilot workload reduction
[ABS 77-33-22] p0249 A77-40062
Human performance and photometric measurement of
electrooptical displays
p0293 A7?-«<1772
Disorienting effects of aircraft catapult
launchings. Ill - Cockpit displays and piloting
performance
p032a A77-49826
Effect of virtual image projection distance on the
accommodative response of the eye
P0325 A77-H9830
A computer program for the use of sensitivity
analysis in display evaluation
[NASA-CB-145060] p0027 N77-10793
Development of a prototype experimental plan to
evaluate stabilized optical viewing devices. 2:
Inflight measures of airsickness potential
[AD-A025155] p0058 H77-1270«
BKG and nltrasonoscope display
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10991-2] p0088 H77-15619
Hunan' factors of dot matrix displays
[AD-A02624S] . p0090 N77-1S6«0
An analysis of environmental and perceptual
determinants of display legibility underwater
[AD-A026035] p0093 N77-1565S
acquirements for color in television displays
[AD-A026747] „ P0093 H77-1S656
Tutorial: Developmental highlights and present
applications of cardiac ultrasound
P0112 N77-16686
processing and display techniques for Doppler flow
signals
P0113 H77-16695
An apparatus for evaluating pilot preference of
electronic display information and formats
[ADrA028723] p0126 N77-17742
Human performance evaluation of matrix displays:
.Literature and technology review
[AD-A029932] p0157 H77-18750
Determining the utility of expanded pitch scale
and flightpath angle as display parameters
[AD-A031990] p0188 877-20779
ODA pilot study 2: Selection of an interactive
graphics control device for continuous
subjective functions applications
[AD-A031275] P0189 S77-20787
An auditory-r-visual interaction model for
monitoring Arny oaterlel/information displays
[AD-A033865] p0215 N77-23757
Bar^h orbital teleoperatbr visual system
evaluation program
[NASA-CB-150287] p0238 N77-25788
The effect of virtual image projection distance on
the accommodative response of the eye
[AD-A036136] p0238 N77-25790
A human factors evaluation of a vertical-scale
.instrument display system for the OV-1D aircraft
[AD-A036050] p0239 S77-25797
A psychophysical analysis of complex integrated
displays
[AD-A039260] p0278 B77-28727
A visually-coupled airborne systems Simulator
(VCASS): An approach .to visual simulation
[1D-A039999] p0312 N77-30752
A review of the literature on the legibility of















Improved waste water vapor compression
distillation technology for Spacelab















DIOBHAL VABIATIONS SUBJECT IHDBI
DIOBI1L ViBIiTIOIS
The diurnal variation of neutral hepatic fructose
1,6-diphosphatase in partially inbred
populations of rats and in ontbred populations
of Bicrotns aontanus
p0007 A77-10990
Henral control of glycogen content and its diurnal
rhythm in monse pineal cell
p0270 A77-II2181
DIVIH6 (ONDBBBATEB)
Interdependence of decompression sickness and
plasma enzynes on dive profile and vitanin B-6
statns
p0103 A77-21170
Effects of grout h, diving history, and high
altitude on blood oxygen capacity in harbor seals
p0267 A77-11815
Improved theraal protection and revarm procedares
for cold water divers
[&D-&02U213] p0032 H77-11660
Clearance and satoration of hydrogen gas in nan
with special emphasis on the brain
[AD-A025952] p0056 N77-12692
Workshop on the treatment of decompression sickness
[AD-A0276261 p0088 N77-15623
Quantification of heat loss from various routes in
•an dwelling in a wet/dry hyperbaric environment
[AD-A027592] p0088 H77-1562<l
An analysis of environmental and perceptual
determinants of display legibility underwater
[HD-A0260351 p0093 H77-15655
First article acceptance portable recompression
system Dixie Nan of ac taring Company
[AD-A028354] p0118 N77-16743
Modified collins pedal-mode ergometer:
Development and medical tests[AD-A028355] p0157 B77-18747
Human factors and diving equipment design
CAD-A040110] p0281 S77-287149
HK 12 SSDS air mode technical evaluation T/S 283
CAD-A039607J . p0316 H77-31788









NT DSER HANOALS (COBPUTSB PBOGB4BS)
DOGS
Evaluation of the compatibility' of . materials in
contact with blood
[PB-257219/6] pOOBI N77-14739
Begional myocardial shape and dimensions of the
working isolated canine left ventricle
p0113 N77-16699









Dltrasonic Doppler cardiograph; in the medical •
control system
pOOIH A77-11399
Doppler instrumentation for measuring blood
velocity and flow
p0070 A77-17356
Applications of Doppler ultrasound in clinical
vascular disease
p0070 A77- 17357
Processing and display techniques for Doppler flow
signals • — in blood flow measurement
•'• • p0070 A77-17358
Direct calibration of a totally implantable pulsed
Doppler ultrasonic blood flovmeter
p0221 A77-3«31«
Ooppler instrumentation for measuring blood
velocity and flow
p0112 H77-16693
Applications of Doppler ultrasound in clinical
vascular disease
p0113 N77-1669B






NT THBESHOLD DETECTOBS (DOSIBETBBS)
Atlas of nuclear emulsion micrographs from
personnel dosimeters of manned space missions
[NASA-CB-1B9aa6] p0117 N77-16727
Badiofreqnency radiation dosimetry handbook
[AD-A030874] p0186 N77-2076a














Circuit for automatically zeroing aortic flow base
line from electromagnetic flowmeter
p0221 A77-31313
DHOIB AIBCBAFT
SMBT siaalatlon of a remotely piloted









Survivorship and life expectancy of Drosophila
melanogaster populations in abnormal
oxygen-normal pressure regimes
pOO»7 A77-14632
Effects of temperature on the.life span, vitality
and fine structure of Drosophila nelanogaster
P0066 477-16662













NT ANTIIRFECTIVES AND AHTIB4CTBBI4LS
NT ANTIBADIATiOR DBDGS
NT ATBOPINE . •>














Influence of socially used drugs on vision and
vision performance
[AD-4030587] p0187 B77-20770
Influence.of piracetam on protein synthesis and
energy metabolism, in the rat brain
[BBL-1976-3] p0209 N77-23716
Protein metabolism in the rat cerebral cortex In
vivo and.in vitro as affected by the acquisition
. enhancing drag piracetam
p0209 N77-23717
Effect of the acquisition enhancing orng piracetam









Anthropometric test dummy, model 825-50 operation .
- and service manual
[PB-25838H/7] p0126 B77-17740
Anthroponetric test donBy, aodel 825-50, design,
development and performance
[PB-257 179/2] p0157 B77-18749
Performance evaluation of the HHTSA advanced S
series 50th percentile anthropomorphic dummy.
Volume 2: Accelerator sled test data
[PB-263650/1] p0215 H77-23758





Relations of the hydroxyproline concentration in
the lungs to the long weight, the silica and
alnminnm concentrations, and the dust dose,
after repeated intratracheal coal dust
application in a long-term test with rats
p002H 177-12288
Design, development, fabrication and testing of a


















Dynamic control characteristics and brain-electric
regulation of the vigilance of nan during the
performance of control tasks German book
. p0131 A77-23547
Hew method of'artificial notion synthesis and
application to locomotion robots and manipulators
p014» A77-24830
Dynamic control of space cabin environmental
parameters
p0264 A77-41073
Controlling the motion of a biped walking apparatus
- p0295 A77-45031
Application of a postulate based control theory
for an artificial arm
p0288 B77-29783





Impact loads produced by human motion. Part 1:
background and experimental investigation[PB-264950/7] p0280 B77-28739
DIB ABIC HODELS ,--
Two-dimensional linear model's of biped walking
pOOSO A77-U866
A dynamic model for regulation of external
respiration under physical load
p0076 A77-17880
Adequacy of modeling the dyDaHies of flight
vehicle motion taking into account
human-operator characteristics
p0178 A77-28735
Constructing formal models of the activity of the
human operator in a control system loop
p0178 A77-28738
Plane linear models of biped locomotion .
p0181 A77-30066




Artificial softness sensing - an automatic






Corrections for the dynamic behavior of the human
operator in man-in-the-loop automatic control
systems
p0079 477-18509
A prediction of response of the head and neck of
OS adult military population to dynamic -impact
acceleration from selected dynamic test subjects
[AD-A025785] . p0057 B77-12702
Effect of load, speed, and configuration on the
electronyographic activities of the skeletal
muscles
p0062 B77-13647
Human dynamic orientation model applied to motion
simulation
£RASA-CB-1«9862] p0161 H77-19754
The dynamic function of selected muscles of the
forearm: An electronyographical and
cinematographical analysis
p0277 S77-28718
PROBBTHBOS 2: A user oriented program for human
crash dynamics
[PB-269305/9] . p03Q9 B77-33866
DIBABIC STABILITY
BT AIRCBAFI STABILITY
HT COBTBOL STABILITY . i •
HT- ttO9 STABILITY
BT H07EBIBG STABILITY - > -. - • '
BT BOTIOH STABILITY - - -
Stability and stabilization of programmed
movements of a robot manipulator
•p0081 A77-189«9
DYBAHIC STBOCTORAL AHALYSIS










BT SEHICIBCULAR CABALS • '
BT VESTIBDLES
Formation of additional nerve connections of ttte
common carotid artery . . .
p0265 A77-41224
EAH PRBSSOHB TEST
Evaluation of 7-51 and BAR. (trademark) earplugs
for use in flight
[»D-i0381lq] p0280 B77-28741
BAB PROTECTORS
Possibilities and limits concerning the
applicability of the intracochlear. interference,
effect for personal acoustic protection
p<M81 A77-29970
Active noise reduction by means of aerial acoustic
interference within the framework of personal '
acoustic protection
p0181 A77-29971
Evaluation, of speech processing systems.
Evaluation of electronic/active hearing
protectors for use in underground coal mines
[PB-256786/5] p0086 B77-14749
The attenuation efficiency score: A measure of
overall hearing protective efficiency of hearing
protectors
p0184 H77-2Q741
Evaluation of T-S1 and BAR (trademark) earplugs
for use In .flight
[AD-A038414] p0280 H77-287Q1
A reaj.-ear field method for the measurement of the
noise attenuation of insert-type hearing
protectors
[PB^ 267419/OJ p0317 H77-31798
Boise induced hearing loss. Boise evaluation.
The use of hearing protectors
[HTHP-DJ p03«7 H77-33852
EARFBOIBS
Evaluation of lightweight headsets for space
shuttle application
i-69
BABTB ATHOSPBEBB SUBJECT IIDBI
[HASA-CR-151265] p0235 N77-24769
A real-ear field method for the measurement of the




HT INNER RADIATION BELT
HT PRIMITIVE EARIH ATBOSPHEHE
The probability of decompression sickness as a
result of going oat in a pressure suit from a
spacecraft with an atmosphere close to that on
earth
C I A F PAPEB A-77-IH] p0333 A77-51519
EAETB OBBITS
Earth orbital teleoperator manipulator system
evaluation program[NASA-CR-150286] p0238 H77-25787
Earth orbital teleoperator visual system









HT COSHOS SATELLITES '•
HT COSHOS 782 SATELLITE
NT INTEBCOSHOS SATELLITES
BABTB SOBFACB
• Average latitudinal variation in ultraviolet




Echocardiographic measurement of cardiac output
using the mitral valve and aortic root echo
p0007 A77-11048
The posterior aortic wall echocardiogram - Its
relationship to left atrial volume change
p0007 A77-110«9
Ultrasonic Doppler cardiography in the medical .
control system
pOOm A77-11399
Ventricular dimensions measured noninvasively by
echocardiography in the awake dog
p0069 A77-16784





Potential of real-time orthographic ultrasonic
imaging for cardiovascular diagnosis
p0069 A77-1735H
Computer processing of echocardiographic images
p0070 A77-17355
Assessment of left ventricular ejection fraction
by radionuclide angiography - Comparison to
echocardiography and serial measurements in
patients with myocardial infarction
p0072 A77-17372
The Stanford-Ames portable echocardioscope - A
case study in technology transfer
p0072 A77-17373
A comparison of real-time, two-dimensional
echocardiography and cineangiography in
detecting left ventricular asynergy
p0079 A77-185«8
Seal-time digital echocardlograpby using burst
analog sampling
pOOBO A77-18736
Maximal instantaneous mitral valve velocities
measured with a digital echocardiographic
tracking system
p0106 A77-219U8
Echocardiographic assessment of left ventricular
function in coronary arterial disease
p0108 A77-22747
The echocardiophone - A new means for observing
spatial movement of the heart
p020« A77-32397
Pathophysiologic assessment of hypertensive heart
disease with echocardiography
p0222 A77-35401
Hitral-septal separation - New echocardiographic
index of left ventricular function
p0230 A77-36600
The value and limitations of echocardiography in
recording mitral valve vegetations
p02«5 A77-38H67
Ultrasound stud; of dynamic behaviour of left
ventricle in genetic asymmetric septal hypertrophy
p02«7 A77-39301
Echocardiographic diagnosis of left anterior
descending coronary artery disease
p0262 A77-10672
Cross-sectional echocardiography. in the diagnosis
of congenital heart disease - Identification of
the relation of the ventricles and great arteries
p0271 A77-12395
Echocardiographic assessment of a normal adult
aging population
p0271 A77-B2396
Echocardiographic measurement of right ventricular
•all thickness - A nev application of snbxiphoid
echocardiography
p0271 A77-02397
Pitfalls and limitations of H-mode echocardiography
p0275 A77-*»175
Hitral valve closure index - Bchocardiographic
index of severity of mitral stenosis
p0297 A77-15593
P wave analysis in ischaevic heart disease - An
echocardiographic, haemodynamic, and
angiqgraphic assessment '• '
p0297 A77-1I5595
Bchocardiographic features of combined membranous
subaortic stenosis and acquired calcific aortic
valvnlopatby
p0300 A77-16595
Clinical manifestations of mitral annulns
calcification, with emphasis on its
echocardiographic features
p0301 A77-D6596
Cardiovascular imaging and image processing:
Theory and practice, 1975
[BASA-CH-1U9387] pOIII N77-16685
Tutorial: Developmental highlights and present




Computer processing of echocardiographic images
p0112 H77-16691
The Stanford-Ames portable echocardioscope: A
case study in technology transfer
p0116 H77-16718
Commercializing the echocardioscope: A case study
in biomedical technology transfer
p0116 H77-16719
ECHOES





Ecopsychiatric aspects of a first human space colony
[AIAA PAPEB 77-550] p0200 A77-32068
. Evolutionary biology. Volume 9 Book
- p0226 A?7-357«2
1
 Ecological aspects of respiratory physiology and
hereditary variations in reactivity
p0322 A77-«9»37
Speculations on the consequences to biology of
space shuttle-associated increases in global
DV-B radiation
[HASA-TH-I-73200] p0153 H77-1872B




Designing robots for industrial environments —
economic factors and vulnerability
p0287 S77-29778
BCOSISTBHS
Three basic levels of the organization of life on
earth
p0218 A77-39791
On the habitability of Bars: An approach to
planetary ecosynthesis
[BASi-SP-aiU] p0060 177-12718
Studies of the isotope chemistry of molecular
oxygen.in biological systems
1-70
SUBJECT I1DBI ELBCIBXC STIBOLI
P0060 N77-13634
Assessment of. the -impact of increased solar
ultraviolet radiation upon marine ecosystems
[NASA-CB-151201] p0120 N77-17695
EDEBA
Changes in transthoracic electrical impedance at
high altitude





NT SPACE FLIGHT TBAISING
Some aspects of the clinical training of aviation
physicians'
p0320 A77-48461
Shy Han Explores[BASA-EP-125] p0090 H77-15637
Edacation as a factor.in the selection of air
traffic controller trainees[AD-A031880/8] p0118 H77-16738
Academic attrition fron Navy technical training
class A school courses
[TAEG-H7] p0314 H77-31780
Flexilevel adaptive testing paradigm: Validation
in technical training[AD-A042977] p0336 B77-32718
EBG (BLBCTBOEBCEPBALOGB1BS)
D ELBCTBOENCEPHALOGBAPBT.
EFFBCIITE PERCEIVED HOISB LEVELS
Influence of a precursor noise on the global
action potential consecutive to an impulse noise
in the Guinea pig
tisL-B-ns/75] poo28 m-neup








Effect of transverse accelerations on the motor
function of the stomach
p0011 A77-11376
Time parameters of simple motor reaction as
indicators of the functional state of the human
brain
p0077 A77-17886
Hotor activity of mice in a magnetic field of
varying strength
p0148 A77-26112
Effect of elimination of carotid sinus receptors
on changes in efferent sympathetic activity
under acute hypoxic hypoxia
p0225 A77-35737
BFPLOBHTS
The use of a behavioral response system in the
OSF/NASA tdxicity screening test method
p0328 A77-50627
BFFOBT




Bubble formation within decompressed hen's eggs
p0104 A77-21175
BJBCTIOH INJOBIRS
A three dimensional large displacement transient




Seduction of flight fatigue by a pulsating seat
cushion
p0095 177-19375
Pulsating seat cushion evaluation
p0327 A77-49940
Human performance under acceleration: Actuation
of ejection seat lower firing control
[AD-A025373] p0085 877-14786
Crevmans retention system for protection against ,
high speed ejection up to 600 knots
[AD-A036898] p02»0 H77-25798
ELASTIC BBSDIBG
Femur-bending properties as influenced by gravity.














Performance of an elastqdynamic pump - Cardiac model
p0195 A77-30631
BLBCTBIC ABCS
Evaluation of the potential retinal hazards from






Percutaneous multiple electrode connector, design
parameters and fabrication (biomedlcal)
[HASA-CB-144859] p0161 H77-197U8













Functional relation between the spectrum of
atmospheric electrical discharges and biological
activity of living organisms
p0323 A77-49468
Electric discharge for treatment of trace
contaminants
' [HASA-CASE-ABC-10975-1] . p0235 B77-21771
BLBCTBIC FIELDS
Effect of electric fields of various intensities
and with frequencies common in industry on the
balance and metabolism of copper, molybdenum and

















Data on the change of human EEG rhythms under the
action of electric stimuli /electric sleep/
. p0039 A77-13187
Hatare of tendoo reflex Achilles and B-reflex
in man
pOOQI A77-14175
Effect of muscle electrostimnlation treatment on
orthostatic tolerance in man
p0049 A77-14807
. changes in the protein fractions of human skeletal
/solens/ muscle subjected to hypokinesia and
possibility ot preventing these changes by means
of a special set of exercises
pOlOO A77-20127
Adaptation of vestibalar responses to galvanic
stimulation of the labyrinths
p0146 A77-2b»17
Effect of electrostimulation of the hypothalamns
and limbic structures on vestibule-somatic
reflexes
p0149 A77-26117
Evoked responses of visual cortex under
stimulation of hypothalamic formations
1-71
BLECTBICAL CONDUCTIVITY SOBJECT INDEX
p0150 A77-26569
Bioelectric control of human movements
p020« A77-32879
The nature of hemodynamic shifts in
ocienting-search reactions induced by
hypothalamic stimulation
p0225 477-35735
An evaluation of the effectiveness of muscle
electrostiBulation in preventing ,
hypokinesla-induced disorders in nan
p0228 A77-35788
Some observations on temporal coding of color
vision - Psychophysical results
p0305 A77-47874
Beoodvnaoics in the case of confining nociceptive
stimulation with stinnlation of the amygdaloid
complex after acting upon the sensorimotor
Tegion of the cortex
p0329 A77-50746
The vocabulary of brain potentials: Inferring
. cognitive events fron brain potentials in
operational settings
[AD-A029452] p0155 H77-18737
Evaluation of effectiveness of muscular
electrostimulation for the prevention of
disorders related to prolonged restriction of





'Changes in transthoracic electrical impedance at
high altitude
*P0101 A77-20368
A model study of stroke values calculated from
impedance and their relation to the waveform of
blood flow
p0322 A77-49275
An electrode system for tetrapolar electrical
impedance plethysmography of the finger
p0334 A77-51616
ELECTRICAL HBSSDBBHBNT











HT ALTERNATING CDBBBNT •
NT ATHOSPBERIC ELECTBICITT
BIBCTBO-OPTICS
An electrooptical sensor for cardiac sound and
vibrations
p0106 A77-21949










Exercise in an hypoxic environment as a screening
test for ischaemic heart disease
p0003 A77-10068
Comparative characterixation of electrocardiograms
in flight personnel with normal and excessive.
Height under moderate hypoxia
p0016 A77-11016
Analysis of the problem of synchronizing the
operation of different devices during the
conversion and storage of digital
electrocardiogram data
p0024 A77-12381
Changes in the heart rate and cardiac rhythm upon
exposure to flight stress
P0038 A77-13074
Investigation of the latent structure of cardiac
rhythm dispersion in the human operator
pOOUS A77-1"»178
Acquired bundle branch block and its response to
exercise testing in asymptomatic aircrevmen - A
review with case reports
p0048 A77-14639
Quantitative analysis of exercise
electrocardiograms and left ventricular
angiocardiograms in patients vith abnormal QES
complexes- at rest
P0079 A77-18516
Thallinm-201 myocardial perfnsion imaging at rest
and during exercise - Comparative sensitivity to
electrocardiography in coronary artery disease
p0079 A77-18547
Angiographic findings ID asymptomatic aircrewmen
with electrocardiographic abnormalities
p0095 A77-19365
Experimental study of nyocardial infarction
through the use of body surface isopotentlal
maps - Ligation of the anterior descending
branch of the left coronary artery
p0099 A77-19549
Origin of body surface QBS and T wave potentials
from epicaraial potential distributions in the
intact chimpanzee
pOlOl A77-21300
A Sipole plus gnadrupole lead system for human
electrocardiography
p0104 A77-21581
Interaction of oscillators - Effect of sinusoidal
stretching of the sinoatrial node on nodal rhythm
p0104 A77-21582
Bechanisn of atrioventricnlar conduction - study
on an analogue •
p010» A77-21583
The electrocardiographic image surface revisited
image torso configuration of'homogeneous
isotropic conductors
pOIOS A77-2158U
Deasnring device for Bis-bnndle analysis at the
heart
P0131 A77-23621
Arrhythmias documented by 24 hour continuous
electrocardiograpbic monitoring in 50 male
medical students without apparent heart disease
pOISO A77-26241
Transient asymptomatic S-T segment depression
during daily activity
pOISO 477-26212
Effect of positive acceleration /+gz/ on
electrocardiogram of subjects vith
vasor.egnlatory abnormality
p0170 A77-27049
ST segment distortions by high-side frequency
filtration in direct-vriting ECG recorders
p0173 A77-27565
The use of Pescador*.s 'third precordial lead* in
monitoring.latent cardiopathological attitudes
in air force personnel
p0174 A77-277.52
A statistical approach to rhythm diagnosis of
cardiograms
p0179 A77-28849
Experimental production of manifest and concealed
ventricular rhythms in man
p0195 A77-30300
Effect of hematocrit on electrocardiographic
potentials and dipole moment of the pig
p0198 A77-31046
Clinical value of quantitative analysis of ST
slope during exercise ECG
p0206 A77-33285
Comparative orthostatic responses - Standing vs.
head-up tilt
p021S A77-34058
Clinical-functional notes on the behavior of the
cardiocircnlatory apparatus of members of a
high-altitude mountain-climbing expedition
p0220 A77-34070
Studies of the electrocardiogram using realistic
cardiac and torso models
p0223 A77-35450
Electrocardiograph examination of the crew of the
second Salynt-<) expedition
p0227 A77-35779
Data compression for storing and transmitting
BCG«s/vCG«s
p0230 A77-36717
The origin and characterization of the primary





Microprocessor application for numerical ECG
encoding and transaission
p0230 477-36719
A computerized technique to record new components
of the electrocardiogram
' . • • ' • p0231 &77-36721
A statistical approach to rhythm diagnosis of
cardiograns
p0231 A77-36722
Diagnostic accuracy of noninvasive nyocardial
imaging for coronary artery disease - An
electrocardiographic and angiographic correlation
p0262 A77-a0671
Left precordial isopotential mapping daring supine
exercise
p0271 177-42394
Evaluation and interpretation of the EKG /2nd
revised edition/ Gerian book
p0275 A77-43876
Trends in computer-processed electrocardiograms;
Proceedings of the Rorking Conference,
Amsterdam, Netherlands, November 3-5, 1976
p0292 A77-44695
Polarcardiographic criteria for infarction
evaluated by angiocardiography
p0294 A77-44920
Screening capabilities of the lead I
electrocardiogran
p0294 A77-44921
Genesis of body surface potential distribution in
right bundle branch block
p0294 A77-44922
Multiple condnction defects with Markedly
prolonged ventricular depolarization in
cardionyopathy
p0294 A77-44923
Coronary heart disease index based on longitudinal
electrocardiography
p0297 A77-4S538
Removal of AC interference fro'm the
electrocardiogram
p0297 A77-45596
A study of the human heart as a multiple dipole
source. IV - Left ventricular hypertrophy in the
presence of right bundle branch block
p0300 A77-U6549
Ah abnormal early diastolic impedance waveform - A
predictor of poor prognosis in the cardiac patient
p0300 A77-46593
The electrocardiographic response to maximal
treadmill exercise of asymptomatic men with left
bundle branch block
p0300 A77-46S94
Distortion of non-invasive cardiac pulse curves -
A capillary-damped pick-up and a calibration
unit for apex cardiograms and other pulse curves
• p0320 A77-4S418
The exercise electrocardiograi in diagnosis
p0321 A77-49182
The functional state of the cardiovascular system
vith sinocarotid reflex
p0323 A77-49445
Continuous ECG lonitoring on civil air crevs
during flight operations
p0325 A77-49838
Changes in clinical cardiologic measurements
associated with high «G sub z stress
p0029 H77-11645
. EKG and nltrasonoscope display
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10994-2] p0088 H77-15619
Electrographic examination of the crew on the
second expedition of Salynt-4
p0211 1177-23725




Oxygen electrocatalysts for life support systems
[ASHE PAP1B 76-EHAS-37] p0098 A77-19485
BIECTBOCBEBICAI CB11S





Analytical notes - Electrochemical method for
early detection and monitoring of coliforms
p0007 A77-10988
BLBCTBOCOBDOCTIVITY
Pulse technique for determining the
electrbcondnctivity of brain tissue
p0044 A77-14169
ELECTBODEBBAL BESPOHSE
0 GALVAHIC SKIH BESPOHSE
BLBCTBODBS
IT. ISPLAHTBD ELECTRODES (BIOLOGY)
HT IOH SELECTIVE ELECTRODES
Determination of oxygen tension by measurement of
net charge transport
p0023 A77-12245
An electrode system for tetrapolar electrical
impedance plethysaography of the finger
P0334 A77-51616
Feasibility of a fetal measurement electrode system
[HASA-CB-151175] p0154 H77-18729
Development and clinical evaluation of blood gas
sensors for continuous monitoring (adult and
neonate)
[PB-258798/8] p0192 H77-21839







Beyond averaging - The use of discriminant
functions to recognize event related potentials
elicited by single auditory stimuli
p0023 A77-11749
Activity of neuronal populations of human
snbcortical structures during sleep
p0023 A77-11750
Data on the change of human EBG rhythms under the
action of electric stimuli /electric sleep/
p0039 A77-13187
Bioelectrical activity of the brain during
prolonged hypokinesia in the antiorthostatic
position
p0042 A77-1415S
Characterization of the transitory state from
vakefnlness to somnolence from EEG data
P0042 A77-14156
Bovement as an active factor in the organization
of sleep
p0042 A77-14157
Local and spatial variations of the
alpha-component in the EEG of human operators
daring task performance
p0043 A77-14164
Slow electrical processes as indicator of the
dynamics of functional state in the deep
structures of the brain
p0044 A77-14170
Effect of hyperventilation on light-induced
depression of the alpha rhythm of EEG
p0076 A77-17879
Spikes of spindle and beta waves in response to
significant signals in the EEG of individuals
with practically no alpha rhythm
p0076 A77-17883
Amine repletion in the reserpinized cat - Effect
upon PGO waves and BEB sleep
Ponto-Genito-Occipital waves
pOlOO A77-19944
The scalp topography of human somatosensory and
auditory evoked potentials
p0100 A77-19945
Latency of the steady state visual evoked potential
pOlOO A77-19946
The scalp topography of human visual evoked
potentials
p0106 A77-21900
Dynamic control characteristics and brain-electric
regulation of the .vigilance of man during the
performance of control tasks German book
p0131 A77-23547
Electrical activity of the layers of an isolated
cortex when falling asleep and in various stages
of sleep
p0149 A77-26224
On the digital processing of EEG data
P0199 A77-31772
Changes in BEG rhythms in man during switching on




BLECTBOLOBIBBSCBBT LAHPS SO EJECT IHDEX.
EEC correlates of the quality of work of an
operator during different functional states
p0265 A77-41153
Effects of noise on sleep of babies prenatal
aircraft noise effects
p0268 A77-11875
Cardiac output during sleep at altitude
p0269 477-12137
Event-related brain potentials - comparison
between children and adults
p0272 A77-»2HUn
EEC correlates of signal rate, time in task and
individual differences in reaction tine during a
five-stage sustained attention task
p0301 A77-U6602
Stress response and stress tolerance in fighter
pilots during 6 G manoeuvers
p0031 H77-11653
Automated electroencephalography system and
electroencephalographic correlates of space
motion sickness, part 2 sleep characteristics
[N8SA-CE-151106] pOOStt H77-12680
Bemispheric .asymmetry of perceptual and
electroencephalic responses to speech stimuli
p0061 H77-13639
Human EEG response to certain rhythmic patterned
auditory stimuli. Kith possible relations to EEG
lateral asymmetry measures and EEG correlates of
chanting
p0061 N77-13645
Recording and processing of electroencephalograms:
Description of techniques
p0062 H77-136»9
Biocybernetic control in man-machine interaction
[AD-A026193] p009» 1177-15662
Biocybernetic control in man-machine interaction
[AD-A02619K] p009» H77-15663
Automated electroencephalography system and
electroencephalographic correlates of space
•otion sickness, part 3
[NASA-CB-151210] p0160 N77-19716
The design, construction, and iaplenentation of a
simulated pilot's task to be used in the study
of the effects of EEG biofeedback
CAD-A03588«] p0237 N77-25782
Stress detection utilizing the electroencephalogram
[AD-A039168] p0310 N77-30711
Dissection and analysis of electroencephalograms





Electrolytic urine pretreatment for potable
water recovery in space environaent
[ A S H E PAPEB 76-ENAS-19] p0097 A77-19170
Oxygen electrocatalysts .for life support systems
[ A S H E PAPER 76-ENAS-37] p0098 A77-19U85
Formation of amino acids from elemental carbon by
contact glo» discharge electrolysis
p0169 A77-26983
Development status of a preprototype vater
electrolysis system —- generating oxygen for
• life support system
[ASHE PAPER 77-ESAS-31] p0303 A77-U6875
Bemoval of contaminant gases from an electrolytic
urine pretreatment process in spacecraft
life support systems
[ASHE PAPEB 77-ESAS-61] p030» A77-Q6899
Electrolytic pretreatment unit gaseous effluent
conditioning
[NASA-CB-151101] p0033 H77-11671




Effects of head-down tilt on fluid and electrolyte
balance
P0002 A77-10058
Effect of nerobol on the fluid-electrolyte
metabolism and function of kidneys in man during
120-day hypokinesia
p0018 177-114110
Effects of snbfornical organ extracts on
salt-vater balance in the rat
p0075 A77-17586
Fluid and electrolyte shifts during bed rest with
isometric and isotonic exercise
p0130 A77-23123
Fluid and electrolyte shifts in women during +Gz
acceleration after 15 days' bed rest
P0130 A77-23121
Benal osaoregulatory function during simulated
space flight
P0138 A77-2U169
Benal electrolyte circadian rhythms - Independence




Recurrent heat exposure - Effects on levels of
plasma and urinary sodium and potassium in
resting and exercising men
p0218 A77-31052
An experimental study of the link between
pulmonary blood flow, fluid-electrolyte
metabolism, and orthostatic reactions in man
P02.28 A77-35789
Hucopolysaccharides and collagen in tissues of
hypokinetic rats
p026« A77-II1071
The electrolyte content in the blood of animals
and transport of potassium-ion erythrocytes
under a constant magnetic field
p026"» A77-M1075
Effect of hypovolemia, infusion, and oral
rehydration on plasma electrolytes, SDH, renin
activity, and *G/z/ tolerance
p0295 A77-U5526
Alterations in brain electrolytes during
acceleration in Bice
p0296 A77-45528
On the possibilities of prediction of differences
in radiation resistance of individuals
[IAF PAPBB 77-250] p0332 A77-51498






NT ION EXCHANGE HEHBBANE ELECTBOLYTBS
The collection, analysis, and comparison of human
sensible perspiration between sedentary and
conditioned male Caucasians as to the variation
in selected electrolyte composition
p0053 N77-12669
BIECTBOBAGBETIC ABSOBPTIOB
Long-wavelength analysis of plane wave irradiation
of an ellipsoidal nodel of man
pOIOS A77-22770
Long-wavelength electromagnetic power absorption
in ellipsoidal models of man and animals
p0108 A77-22771
Internal EB field and absorbed power density in
human torsos induced by 1-500-RHz EH waves
p0324 A77-49504
Induced EH field and absorbed power density inside
human torsos by 1 to 500 HBz SB waves
[PB-254247/0] p0027 B77-10789
Measurement of BF power-absorption in biological





Induced EH field and absorbed power density inside
human torsos by 1 to 500 HBz EN waves
[PB-251217/0] p0027 B77.-10789
Non ionising electromagnetic fields: Environmental





The origin and characterization of the primary















NT DECIdETEB WAVES .
NT GABBA BATS
NT LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATION)




NT SHORT RAVE RADIATION
NT THERMAL BMJIITIOH
NT OLTRAVIOLBT BADIATION
Biological risks stemming from the electromagnetic
environijent in aerospace activities
p0079 A77-18474
Sanguine/seafarer extremely lov frequency
electromagnetic fields: Effect of long-term
exposure on soil arthropods in nature
[AD-A027513] p0086 B77-15611
OSAF exposure standards for
radiofrequency/microwave hazards control
p0183 N77-20739
Radiofrequency radiation dosimetry handbook
[AD-A030874] p0186 N77-20764
Sources and biological effects of nonionizing
electroMagnetic radiation
[AD-A032367] p0192 N77-21841
Thermal responses to high-frequency
electromagnetic radiation fields
[AD-A032179] p0207 N77-22798
Biological effects of electromagnetic waves.
Selected papers of the OSNC/OBSI annual meeting,
volume 1
[PB-268094/0] P0335 N77-32712
Biological effects of electromagnetic waves.














Evaluation of the electromechanical properties of








The effect of centrifugal- force on the neck
nystagmus of pigeons
p0011 A77-11373
Bimical and vegetative components of emotional state
pOOlll A77-14154
Vibrational tonic reflex and postural position
p0044 A77-14174
Interaction of lung volume and chemical drive on
respiratory muscle IBG and respiratory timing
p01B1 A77-24366
Theruoregnlatory responses in animals in a
helium-oxygen atmosphere under elevated pressure
p0146 A77-25345
Interaction of the regulatory systems for
muscle-contraction tbermogenesis and external
respiration
p0150 A77-26225
Bioelectric control of human movements
p020H A77-32879
study of mechanical activity of skeletal muscles
of dogs in vivo
p0228 A77-35791
Control of muscles in carrying out certain
voluntary movements with one degree of freedom.
I - Single movements
p0248 A77-39615
Basealar control during some voluntary motions
with one degree of freedom. II - Bultiple motions
p0319 &77-48320
Effect of load, speed,-and configuration on the
electromyographic activities of the skeletal
muscles
p0062 N77-13647
The dynamic function of selected muscles of the









The human coronary microcircnlation - An electron
microscopic study
pOISO A77-29650
Computer synthesis of high resolution electron
micrographs
p0200 A77-31912
Dltrastructural changes in tracheal epithelial
cells exposed to oxygen
p0324 A77-49829
Electron microscope investigations of the effect
of five-day weightlessness simulation on the
development of the frog embryo (Bana temporarla)
vestibnlar organ
CDLR-FB-76-66J p0236 S77-25771
Electron microscope investigations of the effect
of five-day weightlessness simulation on the




The effect of free radical process inhibitors on
the dark- and photo-induced electron
paramagnetic resonance signals of melanoprotein
grannies of the pigmented epithelium of the eye
pOOIS A77-1I1U62
\ Electron spin resonance of lyophilized blood sample
-™ for cancer diagnosis
[ISS-P-75/17] p0055 N77-12685
Free radicals in biological energy conversion:
EPR studies of model systems
[COO-908-50] p0207 N77-22796






D ELECTBON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE
ELECTBON TOBES
NT CAHEBA IDBES
NT CATHODE BAI TOBES
ELBCTBOBABCOSIS
Changes in EEG rhythms in man during*switching on






Human factors analysis of symbology for BC8 display
p0241 A77-3746B
ELECTRONIC EQOIPBBNT
NT ELECTBONIC RECORDING SYSTEHS
NT BDBY LASERS




Inexpensive technique to record respiration during
flight
p0143 A77-24511
ST segment distortions by high-side frequency





Objective and automated measurement of dynamic
vision functions
pOOO* A77-101U8
Aspects of optimizing rotation tests in
electronystagmography
p0020 A77-11456





Electrophysiological correlates of optokinetic and
reversed postoptoklnetic nystagmus in the rabbit
p0181 A77-30005
Hethod of photoelectric nystagmography . . •
, , p0262 A77-H0738
ELECTBOPBOBBSIS
Separation methods in space biology
p0083 H77-1U078
Immunological aspects in space experiments and the
possibilities of cell separation by
continuous-flow electrophoresis
p0083 B77-11081
Preliminary stody of a general-purpose
floating-zone electrophoresis facility for
Spacelab
p0083 H77-14083
Continuous-flow electrophoretic separator for
biologicals
p0083 H77-1»08»
Bioprocessing: Prospects for space electrophoresis
p0119 H77-17685
Electrophoretic separation of human kidney cells
at zero gravity
p0119 H77-17686
Electrophoresis for biological production
p0120 B77-17687
ELEC1BOPHOTOHBTBY.




A preamplifier for electrophysiological
investigations
p0038 A77-13154
Electrophyslology of the hippocampus
p0039 A77-13156
Automatic control of decompression on the basis of




The organization of human vision for pattern
detection and recognition
p0295 A77-45478
A computer controlled method for determining the
fields of visual system neurons
p0321 A77-19273
ELBCIBOPLBTH1SB06BAPBT
Changes in transthoracic electrical impedance at
high altitude
, p0101 A77-20368
Effect of high-altitude exposure for 10 days on
stroke volume and cardiac output
p0217 A77-34046
Effects of noise on sleep of babies prenatal
aircraft noise effects
.p0268 A77-41875
Mechanisms for the formation of rheoophthalograms
and electroplethysmograms of the eye
p0329 A77-50745
BLBCTBOBBTIHOGBAPBX
The scalp topography of human visual evoked
potentials
p0106 A77-21900
Bhodopsln content and electroretinographic
sensitivity.in light-damaged rat retina .
.p0248 A77-39371.
Increment spectral sensitivities of the primate

















Screwworm Eradication Data System (SBDS)
preprocessor program documentation, part 1
[HASA-CB-147864] p0209 H77-23713
Screvworm Eradication Data System (SEDS)
applications program documentation, part 2
[HASA-CB-147865] . p0209 H77-23714
Screwnora Eradication Data System (SEDS)
operational manual, part 3
[8ASA-CB-117866] p0209 877-23715
ELLIPSOIDS
Long-wavelength analysis of plane wave irradiation
of an ellipsoidal model of man
pOIOS A77-22770
Long-wavelength electromagnetic power absorption
in ellipsoidal models of man and animals
p0108 A77-22771
BHBBTOLOGT
Gravity and embryonic development
p0133 A77-2U136
BBBBIOS
Localization of the lactate dehydrogenase /LOB/
and of the acid phosphatase /AP/ in liver cells
of embryos and chickens irradiated with gamma rays
p0132 A77-23768
BBBBSZBCIBS
Physicians and airline medical emergencies
p0219 A77-31065
BHBBGHJCI. LIFE SOSTAIBIH6 SISTBHS
The Arctic personnel ambulatory anti-exposure system
p0327 A77-49939
Design and development of the Irvin 'Hitefinder'
Automatic Parachute Bipcord Belease
p0327 A77-«99IH




[SASi-CASE-BFS-2307l)-1 J p0193 H77-21844










Cognitive activity 'of man during adaptation to
short-term weightlessness
pOOOS 477-11360
aimical and vegetative components of emotional state
pOOHI A77^1415«
Experimental psycnophysiology in space
investigations Bnssian book
• p0081 A77-18953
Analysis of the human voice as a method of
controlling emotional state - Achievements and
goals
• • ' p0103 A77-21169
Psychological aspects of cardiac arrhythmia
p0199 A77-31550
Effect of emotional stress on some self-regulatory
processes of higher nervous activity . '
• . p0223 A77-35534









The development of a biological specimen holding
facility for spaceflight '
[ASBE PAPBB 76-BBAS-16] p0097 A77-19467
Conceptual design of a biological specimen holding
' facility — Life Science Laboratory for Space
Shuttle












SUBJECT IIDEZ BRTIROHBBRT SIROLATIOR
Characteristics of the morphological responses of
the viscera and endocrine glands of dogs
subjected to gamma irradiation for 6 years
p0011 A77-11378
Effect of lesion of the medial eninence of
therBoregulation
p0205 177-32998
The fnnctional state of the
hypothalamns-pituitary-adrenal cortex system as
a criterion for setting a standard for microvave
radiation
p0331 477-50922
Endocrine-metabolic effects in short-doration,










Actions of cholinergic agonist and antagonists on
the adrenocortical response- of basal, hypoxic,
and hypercapnic rats
p0219 A77-34062
Studies in nenroendocrine pharmacology
[HASA-CB-153278] p0251 H77-26795
KHD01TBPB




Portable transfer device for deternining the
static endurance of rats
p0228 A77-35792





Reasurement of HP power-absorption in biological
specimens (10 to 100 HBz)
[PB-263101/8] p0234 H77-24765
EBBBGT COBSDBSTIOH




HT SOLAS BHEBGI CORVBBSIOR
The palirrhotrophic origin of energy metabolism
chesiosBOtic precursor to phototropism in
estaarine cellular organises
p0078 A77-17895





Energy requirements of a biosphere in outer
planets
p0168 A77-26668
The roles of body Bass and gravity in determining
the energy requirements of hoaoiotherBS
p0298 177-45855
Pace and grade related to the oxygen and energy




Analogies between respiration and a light-driven
proton pump as sources of energy for active
glntamate transport in Halobacterinm halobium
p0171 A77-27360
Otilization and restoration of energy sources




Stndy with a inlti-threshold BZB-particle










RT LIHEAB EBBBGI TBiHSFBB (LET)
Light energy transdoction by the purple negbrane
of halophilic bacteria; Proceedings of the
Sy»posin«, San Francisco, Calif., June 6, 1976
P0246 A77-38903
Light energy transdnction by the purple aenbrane
of halophilic bacteria - Introduction
p0246 A77-38904
BB6IIB C01IBOI









Evolutionary biology. Voluie 9 Book
-> p0226 A77-35742
EITIBOIBBIt BTttCtS
Effects of psychosocial stimuli on plasna renin
activity in rats
p0006 A77-10799
Cellular and aolecnlar aspects of adaptation
p0017 A77-11430
Vision and acgnisition: Fundamentals of human
visual performance, environmental influences and
applications in instrumental optics Book
P0041 A77-13850
Influence of heredity and environmental factors on
the development of physical working capacity in
Ban
pOIOS 477-21709
Lung elasticity and airvay dynamics in Peruvian
natives to hign altitude
, p0140 A77-24361
Semi-auto manipulator control systems and their
dynamic analysis with computer
p0144 A77-24831
Effect of 30 months in a locked environment on the
Bicrobial flora of dogs
p0218 A77-34057
Aeroaedical considerations for flight operations
frOB high-elevation airfields
p0244 A77-38044
Ecological aspects of respiratory physiology and
hereditary variations in reactivity
p0322 A77-49437
Biological effect of fire suppression by nitrogen
pressnrization in enclosed environments
p0328 477-50630
Rean skin temperature weighted with both ratios of
heat transfer coefficient and body surface area
human body-environment interactions
p0331 A77-51215
Occupational hazards of missile operations with
special regard to the hydrazine propellants
v . . p0184 B77-20744
Bedical aspects of army aviation and airborne and
ground operations affecting health and





Biochemical effects of environmental pollutants
-— Book
p0248 A77-39400
Inefficiency of sanitation measures aboard






OS .Air Force environmental and occupational health
program •
p0184 H77-20743





HT SPACE ERVIBOHBEHT SIHBLATIOH
HT RBIGBTLESSHBSS SIBOLATIOR
•-77
BBVIBOHHBBT SIHOLATOBS SUBJECT IIDBI
BIVIBOBBEHT SIBOLATOBS
Spacecraft contamination modeling




Decomposition of some halogenated hydrocarbons
over a fixed bed of platinum-alumina, alumina or
molecular sieves --- in nuclear submarine
atmospheric regeneration system
[ASHE PAPBB 76-EKAS-2] p0095 S77-19U51
Development of a water quality monitor for
spacecraft application
[ASBB PAPER 76-EBAS-10] p0096 A77-19461
The development of a positive isolation disconnect
for fluid Shuttle Environmental Control/Life
Support subsysteas maintenance
[ASBE PAPBB 76TBBAS-12] p0096 A77-19463
Environmental parameters of shuttle support for
life sciences experiments
[ASHE PAPEB 76-B8AS-2H] p0098 A77-19H74
Characteristics of changes in the bod; state of
dogs during failure of the environmental control
system in a sealed chamber
p01«8 A77-26113




Dynamic analysis environmental control systems the
•EASY' nay
[ A S H E PAPEB 77-BSAS-6] p0301 A77-H68»7
Development of a three-nan preprototype C02
collection subsystem for spacecraft application
[ASHE PAPEB 77-BHAS-19] p0301 A77-H6860
The Spacelab Environmental Control/Life Support
subsystem
[ASHE PAPBB 77-EBAS-2M] p0302 A77-H6865
A Representative Shuttle Environmental Control
System
[ A S H E PAPEB 77-BBAS-25] p0302 A77-B6866
The development and testing of a regenerable CO2
and humidity control system for Shuttle
[ A S H E PAPEB 77-EHAS-27] p0302 A77-»6868
Investigation of low temperature carbon monoxide
oxidation catalysts for Spacelab atmosphere
control
[ A S H E PAPEB 77-BHAS-28] p0302 A77-H6869
Space station prototype advanced life support
system hardware testing
[ A S H E PAPBB 77-EBAS-32] p0303 A77-B6873
Space construction base support requirements for
environmental control and life support systems
[ A S H E PAPBB 77-EBAS-HU] p0303 A77-H6885
EC1SS consumables analysis: ALT captive/active 1
and captive/active 3 space shuttle orbiters
[HASA-TB-X-7U75U] p0259 H77-27709
A preliminary investigation of the Environmental
Control and Life Support Subsystem (EC/LSS) for
the space construction base manufacturing nodules
[NASA-TB-78123] p0288 H77-29788
BHVIBOBBESTAL BBGIBBBBIH6





Investigation of the biological properties of
type-A cl. perfringens released in persons







»T COLD »EATRBB TBSTS
HT COBBOSIOH TBSTS
BT DBDBBiATBB TBSTS
The use of a behavioral response system ia the





BT HIGH ALTITUDE BBTIBOBBBBTS
BT HIGH GRAVITY EBVIBOBHENTS
BT BISH THHPBBATDBB BBVIBOSBBRTS
BT IBBEB BADIATIOB BELT
HI JDPITEB ATHOSPBBBB









The influence of environmental factors on task .





Effect of penetrating radiation on skeletal
muscles of rats in weightlessness
p0002 A77-10061
Effects of psychosocial stimuli on plasma renin
activity in rats
P0006 A77-10799
Effects of chronic hypoxia and dietary restriction
on myocardial enzyme activities
pOOOe 477-10800
The diurnal variation of neutral hepatic fructose
1,6-diphosphatase in partially inbred,
populations of rats and in outbred populations
of Hicrotns montanns
P0007 A77-10990
Study of phosphatase activity in the.bone tissue
and blood serum during 90-day hypokinesia
p0011 A77-11370
Change in state characteristics of the
parasympathetic nervous system during
hypokinesia in rabbits
pOOIQ .A77-11«03
Activity of DBA depolymerases in the rat spleen
after flight aboard the Cosmos 60S satellite
pOOIb .A77-li»Ob
Protein fractions and their enzyme activity in the
rat myocardium after a 22-day space flight
p0020 A77-11»b<l
Quantitative histochenical determination of
creatine kinase activity in nanogram amounts of
rat myocardium
p0021 A77-11162
Activity of the digestive system during V9-day
antiorthostatic human hypokinesia
pOO<!5 A77-'1«179
Interactions between diverse proteinoids and
microspheres in simulation of primordial evolution
p0075 A77-17598
Changes in the protein fractions of human skeletal
/soleus/ muscle, subjected to hypokinesia and
possibility of preventing these changes by means
of a special set of exercises
pOlOO A77-20127
Effect of increased pressures of oxygen, nitrogen,
and helium on activity of a Ha-K-Bg ATPase of
beef brain
pOIOH A77-21173
Effect of routine treadmill testing on the serai
enzymes
p0106 A77-21963
Superoxide dismntase./SOD/ activity in hypoxic
mammalian systems
p0130 A77-23127
Localization of the lactate dehydrogenase /IDS/
and of the acid phosphatase /AP/ in liver cells
of embryos and chickens irradiated with gamma rays
p0132 A77-23768
Comparison of isocitrate dehydrogenase activity,
pyrnvate kinase activity, and polyphenol content
in physiologically different pine callus tissue
PQ199 A77-317«3
Growth of Klebsiella aerogenes on xylitol -
Implications for bacterial enzyme evolution
p020S A77-33120
Cholinesterase histochemistry and the structural
organization of the heart conduction system
p022Q A77-3S600
Changes in monoamine oxidase activity and in the
temperature dependence of oxidative disamination
of serotonin in the brain during hibernation
P0229 A77-36093
Proton traoslocation by ATPase and bacteriofhodopsin
p02»6 A77-38908
Effects of hyperoxia on glutathione rednctase.





Effect of hypovolemia, infusion, and oral
rehydration on plasma electrolytes, ADR, renin
activity, and +6/z/ tolerance
p0295 A77-U5526
Selective indnction of liver drag-metabolizing
enzymes in rats exposed to a 21 1T» He-o2
environment
p0296 A77-»5535
Recurrent heat exposure - Enzymatic responses in
resting and exercising men
p0299 A77-15915
The effect of prolonged space flight on liver
enzyme activities and on lipogenesis in adipose
tissue of rats
[IAF PAPEB 77-267] p0333 477-51507










Serum myocardial enzymes after »Gz acceleration
p0102 S77-2116H
Interdependence of decompression sickness and
plasna enzymes on dive profile and vitamin B-6
status
p0103 A77-21170
Involvement of cAHP-dependent protein kinase in
the'regulation of heart contractile force
P0301 A77-17251
Effects of acceleration on selected serum enzymes
[AD-A02596S] p0056 H77-12691
Enzyme Technical and renewable resources
[PB-259615/3] p018<4 N77-20750
Enzyne applications in the vapor phase and on
electrically conducting surfaces
[PB-261710/8] p0208 H77-2280«
Preparation and evaluation of immobilized single
and multiple enzyme systems
[PB-26U898/8] p0255 1177-27683
EPICABDIOB
Origin of body surface QES and T wave potentials
• from epicardial potential distributions in the
intact chimpanzee
p010<l A77-21300








Sensitivity to adrenocorticotropin during
adaptation to increased muscular activity
p0205 A77-32997
The effect of some catecholamines on pulmonary
circulation
p0263 A77-U0883




The effect of free radical process inhibitors on
the dark- and photo-induced electron
paramagnetic resonance signals of melanoprotein
grannies of the pigrented epithelium of the eye
pOO«5 A77-W62
Some quantitative effects of long-term
fractionated irradiation in the seminiferous
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Development of a proposed flammability standard
for commercial transport flight attendant uniforms




Visual light flash observations on Skylab 1
p03«0 H77-33794
FLASH BLIHDEBSS
Some principles for the recovery of central vision
after temporary blindness
pboie A77-1THH
Becent developments in PLZT electrooptic shutters
—- Lanthanum-modified Lead Zirconate-Titanate
for nuclear flash goggles
pOOTt A77-TI529
Protection from retinal burns and flashblindness *
due to atomic flash
p0059 H77-12711
Glare recovery of a two dimensional tracking task
with respect to various colors
[AD-A026759] p0093 H77-15661
'Bole of nuclear stars in the light flashes '





Investigation on a passenger ride-comfort
improvement system with limited control surface
actuator performance for a flexible aircraft
[HLB-TB-75100-0] p0156 H77-18705
FLICEBB
Two-band model of heterochromatic flicker
p0295 A77-H5021




0 CBITICii. FLICKER FOSIOS
PLIGHT ALTITODE
Cosmic radiation doses at aircraft altitudes
p0117 S77-16729
FLIGHT CL01HIIG
Double knit aramid flight suits for aircrewmen
p0327 A77-H9938
QSAFSM1 evaluation of the Sierra Lightweight Helmet
P0327 A77-19952
Development of.a proposed flammability standard
for commercial transport flight attendant uniforms
A-85
FLIGHT COHPDTBBS SUBJECT IBDBI
. [AD-A033740/2]
 P0188 N77-20776A comparative,evaluation of the APH-6D, HGO-35/P(low pressure), HGD-35/P (high pressure), VTAS 2






Psychological aspects of spatial orientation
problems in pilots
p0261 J77-40658
Aviator performance during day and night terrain
flight[AD-A03H898] p0235 B77-24773
FLIGHT COHTBOL
HT AUTOMATIC LAHDISG COHTBOL
HT POIBTIHG COBTBOl ST.STBHS
Synthesis of a functional model of homeostasis of
the pilot-aircraft system
p0177 A77-28728
Han-machine control system with quasi-steady
quality of control of rapid periodic notion of a
modern airplane
p0178 A77-28733
Adequacy of modeling the dynamics of flight
vehicle motion taking.into account
human-operator characteristics
p0178 A77-28735
Functional for evaluating performance of a
piloting task
P0178 A77-28736
Nan in the control system of flight vehicles
/Ergonomics/ Russian book
p0180 A77-29960
Some psychophysiological aspects of flight in
formation
p0212 477-37790
A new head-up control display:
nedico-physiological considerations[HASA-TT-F-17387] p0091 B77-156<»2
FLIGHT CBBBS
ST SPACECBESS
Effects of rapid round trips against time
displacement on adrenal cortical-medullary
circadian rhythms
p0003 A77-10065
Psychomotor test performance and sleep patterns of
aircrew flying transmeridional routes
pOOOS A77-10600
Study of the dynamics of mental working capacity
in flight personnel with hypertensive disease
for prognosis of their occupational activity
p0010 A77-11363
Evaluation of the state of the cardiovascular
systems of helicopter flightcrews
p0016 A77-11021
Hegglin's syndrome in flight personnel with
atherosclerotic coronary cardiosclerosis and its
clinical evaluation
p0019 A77-11QI15
Hedical screening of flight personnel in certain
types of chronic diseases of the myocardium
p0020 A77-11161
Changes in the heart rate and cardiac rhythn upon
exposure to flight stress
p0038 A77-1307*
Optimization of crew effectiveness in future
cockpit design - Bioaedical implications
pOOH7 A77-1H63H
Acquired bundle branch block and its response to
exercise testing in asynptomatic aircrewnen - A
review with case reports
pOOUS A77-1H639
Angiographic findings in asymptomatic aircrevmen
with electrocardiograpbic abnormalities
p0095 A77-19365
Cockpit thermal conditions and crew skin
temperatures measured in flight
pOIOI A77-2M7«
coronary risk factors in flying personnel - A
progress report
p01«3 A77-21510
Instructional systems development - A new approach
to flight-crew proficiency
pOIIH A77-21856
Performance in a 12-hour, 300-rad profile
p0172 A77-27561
Systematic desensitization of a phobia for flying
with the use of suggestion
p0197 A77-30887
Hedical waivers - An extension of the pilot's career
p0197 A77-30888
Variations of certain ocular system parameters as
a function of fatigue resulting from long-haul
flights
P0202 A77-323S2
Training of the yestibnlar analyzer and ways of
evaluating its efficacy
P020II A77-32»00
Cambodian airlift physiological effects on
flight crews
p0219 A77-3106H
A study of PFT /parasall/ .in air training command
— Parachute Familiarization Training
P0230 A77-36558
Spirometric assessment of potential respiratory
impairment in general aviation airmen
p02U3 A77-38035
Thermal data from helicopters operating in a
sub-arctic'environnent
p0270 A77-021UO
Ten-year survey of altitude chamber reactions
using the FAA training chanter flight profiles
p0296 A77-45531
Operational requirements for aircrew antiexposnre
suits.in the O.S. Navy
p0326 A77-«9937
Crev behavior in accident causation pilot as
information processor
p0329 A77-50752
Previous disease in aircrew killed in flying
accidents
p0329 A77-50755
SAINT II documentation manual
CAD-A024286] p0036 B77-11689
Aerom'edical review of oxygen requirements of OS
Army aviators
[AD-A02»726] pOOSS B77-12688
Aircrew protective clothing and devices system
(fighter/attack aircraft)
[AD-A031566] p0188 077-20780
Sea based aircraft habitability criteria
[AD-A035341] p0239 B77-25796
Survey 'report of the sleep time on the Hoscow route
[HASA-TT-P-17530] p0259 H77-27707
Specimen size-roils for aircrew headgear based on
an analysis of the head measurements of 2000
Boyal Air Force aircrew
[ABC-B/B-377I1J p0279 D77-28735




Bednction of flight fatigue by a pulsating seat
cushion
p009S A77-1937S
Operational fatigue on the part of helicopter pilots
p0171 A77-27757
Variations of certain ocular system parameters as
a function of fatigue resulting froi long-haul
flights
j>0202 A77-32352
Physiological changes in the pilots of ship
helicopters
p0205 A77-32971
Characteristics in the atmosphere of long-range
transport aircraft cabins effects on aircrew
fatigue
p0243 A77-38031
survey report of the sleep time on the Hoscow route
[HASA-TT-F-17530J p02S9 B77-27707
FLIGHT F1TBESS
study of the dynamics of mental working capacity
in flight personnel with hypertensive disease
for prognosis of their occupational activity
P0010.A77-11363
Hegglin's syndrome in flight personnel with
atherosclerotic coronary cardiosclerosis and its
clinical evaluation
p0019 A77-111H5
Effect of psychophysiological self-adjustment on
flight training
p0019 A77-11HB7
Hedical screening of flight personnel in certain
types of chronic diseases of the myocardium.
p0020 A77-11Q61
A-86
SUBJECT IHDBX PLIGHT STBBSS
Evaluation of the vorking capacity of a pilot
during flight duty
p0037 A77-13072
Perspectives of using decompression of the lover
half of the body in the practice of aviation
physical examination
/ p0048 A77-14679
Redical support daring the period of retraining
for a new aviation technique
p O l O O A77-20222
Vestibnlar stability of flying personnel afflicted
with diseases of the gastrointestinal tract
p0101 477-20223
Maximal aerobic power in women cadets at the U.S.
Air Force Academy
p0142 A77-24508
Impairment of flying efficiency in anancastic pilots
p0143 A77-24509
Coronary risk factors in flying personnel - A
progress report
p01«3 A77-24510
Cardiovascular ailments as cause of grounding of
aviation personnel - Etiopathogenesis and
'prevention
p0174 A77-27751
The use of Pescador's 'third precordial lead1 in
monitoring latent cardiopathological attitudes
in air force personnel
p017« A77-27752
Arterial hypertension, anti-hypertensive drugs and
flight personnel
p0203 A77-32364
Diabetes and flight personnel
• P0203 A77-32368
A method for evaluating the functional condition
of a pilot using chronometric simple motor
reaction indices
p021»2 A77-37791
Organization and operation of civil aviation
medicine in the Soviet Onion
p0270 A77-42144
The ability to endure Coriolis force and some
guestions of vestibular choice
p0331 A77-50923
Repeated examination in a lov-pressure chamber of
pilots Kith reduced ability to endure hypozia
p0331 A77-50924
Flight fitness and pliant contact lenses
p0059 H77-12714
Athletic endurance training: Advantage for space
flights? The significance of physical fitness
for selection and training of Spacelab crews
p0160 N77-19740
FLIGHT BAZABDS
Eye protection, protective devices and visual aids
p0058 H77-12709





An analysis of the effect of a flight director on
pilot performance in a helicopter hovering task[AD-AQ25680] p0057 H77-12701





A human factors evaluation of a vertical-scale
instrument display system for the OV-1D aircraft
[AD-A036050] p0239 N77-25797




Determining the utility of expanded pitch scale
and flightpath angle as display parameters
[AD-A031990] p0188 H77-20779
'LIGHT PLASS
Quantitative determination of the control capacity
of air traffic control working areas as a human
engineering problem
[DGLH PAPBB 76-161] p0066 A77-16548
'LI6HT SAFBTT ''
The pilot and the airplane: Aviation ergonomics
Russian book
p0131 A77-23546
The significance of a psychophysiological norm for
flying time for the medical safeguarding of
flights
p0320 A77-»8«63
Design and development of the irvin "Hitefinder*
Automatic Parachute Bipcord Release
p0327 A77-49944
The place and role of medical services in flight
safety study of the organization and means used
in the French Air Forces
P0122 1177-17713
FLIGHT SIHOLATIOH
Study of in-flight vorking capability of pilots
during simulated motion sickness
p0013 A77-11392
The cardiovascular system during hypokinesia of
varying duration and intensity
p0048 A77-1M802
Theory and practice in flight simulation;
Proceedings of the Third Symposium, London,
England, April 8, 1976
pOIOl A77-20722
A life sciences Spacelab mission simulation
[AAS 75-258] p0230"A77-36553
Discrete time modeling.of heavy transport plane
pilot behavior workloads during landing
[OHBBA, TP HO. 1977-57] p0294 877-44963
Advanced simulation in undergraduate pilot
training: An overviev
[AD-A030224] p0158 H77-18755
Research on integration of visual and motion cues
for flight simulation and ride quality
investigation
[NASA-CB-153249] p0238 H77-25785





Individual differences in pilot performance
p0166 A77-266H7
The next step toward total simulation for
transitioning air carrier pilots
[&IA4 EAPEB 77-1253] p0291 A77-44341
Keeping up on the ground —— flight simulators
P0305 A77-47877
Feasibility of implementing specific performance
measurement tecbnignes
[&D-A025945] p0058 H77-12705
Integration of visual and motion cues for flight
simulator requirements and ride gnality
investigation /
[NASA-CB-149667] p0155 H77-187UO
Human dynamic orientation model applied to motion
simulation
[NASA-CB-149862] p0161 B77-19754
Development and evaluation of pretraining as an
adjunct to a pilot training study
[AD-J031801] . p0190 N77-20790
OSAF pilot proficiency: An analysis of actual .and
simulated flight data
[4D-A032296] p0193 H77-21850
A visually-coupled airborne systems simulator
(VCASS): An approach to visual simulation
[&D-A039999] p0312 H77-30752
A seat cushion to provide realistic acceleration
cues for aircraft simulator pilots
[HASA-CASE-LAH-12149-1] p0315 N77-31787
A comparative evaluation of the APH-6D, HGOr35/P
(low pressure). HGD-35/P (high pressure), 7TAS 2
and VTAS 3 Heltiet Systems' on the dynamic flight
simulator
^AD-AOIOS^T] p0316 S77-31794
The effects of system and environmental factors
upon experienced pilot performance.in the
advanced simulator for pilot training
[AD-A043195] p0336 H77-32717
Engineering and geographic constraints of a six
degree of freedom synergistic platform motion
system
[AD-A043194] p0338 S77-32728
Jestibular-visual interactions in flight simulators
[HASA-CB-155200] . p0346 B77-33847:
FLIGBT STBBSS
Study of in-flight working capability of pilots
during simulated motion sickness
p0013 A77-11392
On the expert diagnostic value of physiological
parameters for objective monitoring of a pilot's
1-87
PLIGHT STBBSS (BIOLOGY) SUBJECT IBDBI
condition in flight
pOOIS A77-11HOU
Subjective stress assessment - A nev, sinple
method to deternine pilot workload
p02Hi| A77-380B3
FLIGHT STBBSS (BIOLOGT)
BT SPACE PLIGHT STRESS
Effects of rapid round trips against tine
displacement on adrenal cortical-aeanllary
citcadian rhythms
p0003 A77-10065
Psychonotor test performance and sleep patterns of
aircrew flying transmeridional routes
pOOOS A77-10600
Changes in the nonosynaptic H-response of Ban
dating altitude decompression
p0015 A77-11Q07
Methods for studying the tolerance of pilots to
inflight acceleration
p0016 A77-11117
Evaluation of the state of the cardiovascular
systems of helicopter flightcrevs
p0016 A77-11121
Changes in the heart rate and cardiac rhythn upon
exposure to flight stress
p0038 A77-1307*
Postflight changes in heart rate and arterial
pressure in pilots
p0038 A77-13075
Sone possibilities of using the Sechenov effect of
increasing working capacity to improve the
functional state of the organism daring notion
sickness
. p0038 A77-13153
The influence of mild hypozia on the vestibnlar
system
p0067 A77-16715
Foundations of aviation and space medicine
Russian book
p0099 A77-199H3
Impairment of flying efficiency in anancastlc pilots
pOU3 A77-21509
Inexpensive technique to record respiration daring
flight
p01«3 A77-2H511
Prevention of decompression sickness daring
short-tern flights in a depressurized cabin at
high altitudes
p01H9 A77-26114
Stress responses of pilots flying high-performance
aircraft during aerial combat maneuvers
p0196 A77-30876
Thyroid pathology in aviation flight personnel
p0203 A77-32365
Concerning 16 cases of mjocardial infarction among
passengers
p0203 A77-32366
The release of mobilization polrcythenia in
flight environment
p0203 A77-32369
Training of the vestibular analyzer and ways of
evaluating its efficacy
p020» A77-32400
Hunan amino acid excretion daring and following an
extended airborne alert
p0218 A77-31051
Catecholamine excretion in T-37 flight training
p0218 A77-3B053
Diurnal rhythms of visual accommodation and blink




Functional shifts in parachute jumps by beginning
and experienced parachutists
p0261 A77-40656
Protracted radiation-stressed primate performance
p0269 A77-42133
Ten-year survey of altitude chamber reactions
using the PAA training chamber flight profiles
p0296 A77-H5531
Evaluation of the hazards of sickle trait in
aviation
P0297 A77-45537
Development of a standardized measurement and BDP
evaluation program for ergonomic data and flight
data. Part 1: Technical principles. Part 2:
Evaluation computer program
[HBB-OFB-1231] P0125 B77-17732
Principles of aviation and space medicine
[SASA-TT-P-17511] pOISI B77-18734
Systems analysis of physiological performance






Airborne testing of three antimotion sickness
preparations
p0047 A77-11638
continuous ECG monitoring on civil air crews
during flight operations
p032S 677-09838
Subjective response.to combined noise and
vibration daring flight of a large twin-jet
airplane '
[BASA-TH-X-3406] p0027 1177-10790
Evaluation of the BAF P/Q oxygen aask with the
OSAF BGO-2A/P flying helmet
[AD-A032393] p0193 B77-218H8
OSAF pilot proficiency: An analysis of actual and
simulated flight data
[AD-A032296] p0193 H77-21850
ECLSS consumables analysis: ALT captive/active 1
and captive/active 3. space shuttle orbiters
[BASA-TH-X-7075U] p0259'B77-27709
FLIGHT TIBB
The significance of a psychophysiological norm for




BT SPACE FLIGHT TBAIBIBG
Some .personality characteristics of pilot.trainees
with different levels of achievement '
p0119 A77-26116
Catecholamine excretion in T-37 flight training
p0218 A77-34053
Crew training and support activities
[GPO-75-981] ' p003i( B77-11678
Successful trnasfer of adaptation environments in
navy flight training
p0159 B77-19733
OSAF pilot proficiency: An analysis of actual and
simulated flight data
[AD-A032296] p0193 H77-21850
Long-term retention of flying skills: An
annotated bibliography
[AD-A036114] p0238 B77-2S791
A-6B systems approach to training, phase 1
[AD-A037168] p02S3 B77-26803
B-2 C systems approach to training. Phase 1
C&D-403626Q] p0281 B77-28748
A visually-coupled airborne systems Simulator
(VCASS): An approach to visual simulation
[AD-4039999] p0312 B77-30752
Feasibility study to predict combat effectiveness
for selected military roles: Fighter pilot
effectiveness
[SD-i011650] p031S B77-31782
The effects of system and environmental factors
upon experienced pilot pecfocnance in the
advanced simulator for pilot training
[AD-A00319S] p0336 B77-32717
Engineering and geographic constraints of a six




A review of.methods for estimation of aeroaconstic
loads on flight vehicle surface, volume 2
[AD-A042783] p0337 B77-32720
FLOOD PBBDICTIOBS
.The effects of variations in turbidity on cycles

























Doppler instronentation for measuring blood
velocity and flow
p0070 A77-17356
Procedare for continuoas-flov respirator flovrate
determination
[PB-252694/5] p0028 N77-10797




Doppler instrumentation for measuring blood
velocity and flow
p0070 A77-17356
Applications of Doppler ultrasound in clinical
vascular disease
p0070 A77-17357
Processing and display techniques for Doppler flov
signals in blood flow measurement
p0070 A77-17358
Dltrasonic detection of cardiovascular flow
disturbances
p0074 A77-17542
Circuit for automatically zeroing aortic flow base
line from electromagnetic flonmeter
p0221 A77-34313
Direct calibration of a totally implantable poised
Doppler ultrasonic blood flowmeter
p0221 A77-34314
FLUID BOOHDHBIES
NT LIQOTD-VAPOB IHTEBFACES j
FLOID DYBARICS
Fluid dynamics of blood cells and applications to
hemodialysis
[PB-2683146/H] p0336 H77-32713
?luid dynamics of blood cells and applications to
hemodialysis
.[PB-268420/7] . p0336 H77-32714
FLOID FILTBBS
Dynamic membrane hyperfiltration wash water recovery
[ASHE PiPEB 77-EHAS-21] p0301 A77-46862




















HT X BAT FLOOBESCEHCE
FLOOBIDBS
Screening study to identify phase change coolants





Analog enhancement of radiographic images
p0066 A77-16658
Tumor localization and beam monitoring -
Electroflnorctomography
• p0129 A77-23321
Computerized X-ray reconstruction tomography in
stereometric analysis of cardiovascular dynamics
p0144 A77-24737
Computerized tomography using video recorded
fluoroscopic images
p0150 A77-26244
A physical comparison of a flnoroscopic CAT system
and the EHI head scanner Computerized Axial
lomograms
P0200 A77-31914
Computer measurement and representation of the
heart in two and three dimensions
/ p0114 H77-1670<4
FLUX (BATE) . . .
Inert gas transfer in the body: Experimental
study and perfusion/diffusion modeling of














Vestibular responsiveness of flight personnel
during investigation by the RKOK method —•
combined centrifugal rotation/head movement
technique
p0078 A77-17949
Investigation of the function of external
respiration in flying personnel
p0146 A77-25629
nutrition hygiene for flying personnel in
prolonged flights
p0147 A77-26101
Drepanocytosis and flight personnel
p0203 A77-32362
Arterial hypertension, anti-hypertensive drugs and
flight personnel
p0203 A77-32364
Thyroid pathology in aviation flight personnel
p0203 A77-32365
Diabetes and flight personnel
p0203 A77-32368
Pnenmothorax and aviation personnel
p0220 A77-34074
Marginal alveolar bone loss in flying personnel -







Food sanitation and air safety
p0003 A77-10066
'storage stability and improvement of intermediate
moisture foods, phase 3
[BASA-CB-151004] p0027 N77-10792
Blue-green algal (anabaena flos-aqnae) protein as
human food
p0086 B77-1S609
Storage stability and improvement of intermediate
moisture foods, phase 4
[HASA-CB-151147] . p0091 H77-15645




Determination of the adhesion properties of
foodstuffs
p0012 A77-11384
Altitude tolerance in rats in relation to
carbohydrates and fats in their diet
p0219 A77-34060








Interaction between local and reflex influences on
human forearm skin blood flow
p0067 A77-16776
Effect of ambient temperature on the thermal




Some experimental aspects of research on the
bionechani.es of knees and forearms
p0300 A77-16555
The behaviour of skin temperature profiles in the
forearm of a node resting subject at air








applications: Anti-Ig autoantibody and








Plant production in experimental streams. A






Glycine and alanine synthesis from formaldehyde
and hydroxylamine in the field of ultrasound waves
abiogenesis mechanism
p0077 A77-17890
The sterilizing action of a gaseous formol: Use
of a chamber equipped tilth a ventilation system
[NASA-TT-F-17513] p0083 N77-11731
FOHHAT








A Gunflint-type microbiota from the Duck Creek
dolomite, Western Australia
p0175 A77-27775




Visual processing of repetitive images
p0113 A77-21699
FOTEi
Color vision in the peripheral retina. I -
Spectral sensitivity. II - Rue and saturation
p0108 A77-22396
A quantum fluctuation model for foveal color
thresholds
p0198 A77-31123
A measure of foveal sensitivity in an expanded
field of visual attention
[HD-A026010] p0092 N77-15651
stereo acuity and reconnaissance. Phase 2:





Effect of sustained *G sub z acceleration on
cardiac output and fractionation of cardiac
output in awake miniatnre svine
p0030 B77-11650
FRAGDENTATION
Laboratory examination of unidentified suspected
tissue fragments found at aircraft sites
p0329 A77-50751
FRANCE
The place and role of medical services in flight
safety study of .the organization and neans used
in the French Air Forces
p0122 N77-17713
FREE FALL
Design and development of the Irvin "Hitefinder1
Automatic Parachute Ripcord Release
p0327 A77-U991U
Investigation of the effect of free fall on the
vestibnlar organ and of its post-flight
readaptation as part of the shuttle program: A
contribution to basic vestibular physiology and
to the problem of space sickness
p0159 N77-19732
FREE RADICALS
The effect of free radical process inhibitors on
the dark- and photo-induced electron
paramagnetic resonance signals of melanoprotein
granules of the pig men ted epithelium of the eye
pOOIS A77-11162
Free radicals in biological energy conversion:
EPR studies of model systems
[COO-908-50] p0207 N77-22796
FREEZING
Food and neaical sample freezer kit concept for
Shuttle
[ASHE PAPER 77-ENAS-23] p0302 A77-16861
System for and method of freezing biological tissue
[NASA-CJSB-GSC-12173-1] p0257 N77-27693
FBEON
Effects of contaminated supply air on purity of
breathing oxygen generated by fluomine
[AD-A035715] p0237 N77-257»0
FREQUENCIES





NT VEBY HIGH FREQUENCIES
FREQUENCY HEASOHEHBNT
Practical utility of critical flicker fusion
frequency measurements to assessment of mental
workload
[DLR-PB-76-67] • p0237 N77-25781
On the practical utility of critical flicker








Electron microscope investigations of the effect
of five-day weightlessness simulation on the
development of the .frog embryo (Rana teaporaria)
vestibnlar. organ
[DLB-FB-76-66] p0236 N77-25771
Electron microscope investigations of the effect
of five-day weightlessness simulation on the










Facility and a method for evaluation of thermal
protection --- from fuel fires
p0017 A77-11633
FUEL TANKS
An evaluation of a fuel-soluble organoboron
biocide for control of sulfate-reducing bacteria











NT NODULATION TBANSFEB FUNCTION
NT PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS
NT TRAN5FEB FUNCTIONS
NT REIGHTING FUNCTIONS •
Notes on the computation of the generalized zeta










Performance of fangi in low temperature and
hypersaline environments
p0139 A77-24176








0 HEASOBING 1NSTBOBENTS .
6AL1CTOSB
The metabolism of carbohydrates by extremely
halophilic bacteria.- Identification of




Dynamics of changes in the galvanic skin response
in man during altitude decompression
p0017 177-11429
Adaptation of vestibnlar responses to galvanic
stimulation of the labyrinths
p0146 A77-25417
6ABBA BADIATIOB
0 G A B B A RATS
GiBBA BIT ABSOBPTIOBETBI
* Bone mineral measurement: Experiment B078
p0340 N77-33800 '
GiBBA BITS
Characteristics of the morphological responses of
the viscera and endocrine glands of dogs
subjected to gamna irradiation for 6 years
p0011 A77-11378
The effect of the chronic action of saall dosages
of ionizing radiation on the excretion of
gaseous metabolites among white rats
p0011 A77-11379
Clinical course of radiation damage at high
altitudes
P0049 A77-14810
Formation of amino acids by cobalt-60 irradiation
of hydrogen .cyanide solutions
P0077 A77-17891
Formation of biologically relevant carbozylic
acids during the gamma irradiation of acetic acid
p0077 A77-17892
Stabilization of coacervate systems of products of
abiogenic oxidation of low-molecular compounds
using gamma-radiation energy
p0102 A77-20741
State of spermatogenesis in rats flown aboard the
biosatellite Cosmos-690
p0103 A77-21167
Discussion of the combined effect of
weightlessness and ionizing radiation on the
mammalian body - Morphological data
p0103 A77-21171
localization of the lactate debydrogenase /LDB/
and of the acid phosphatase /AP/ in liver cells
of embryos and chickens.irradiated with gaama rays
• . p0132 A77-23768
Irradiation-of bio-objects aboard the Cosmos 690
biosatellite
p0134 A77-24146
Investigation of radiation sensitivity in mammals
under long"duration weightlessness
p0135 A77-24147
Effect of irradiation in the space environment on
the blood-forming system in rats
p0135 A77-24148
Cytogenetic analysis of seeds of Crepis capillaris
/!/ Rallr. exposed on board the earth artificial
satellite Cosmos 613
p0135 A77-24152
State of hemopoiesis during irradiation simulating
radiation exposure in prolonged space flight
p0149 A77-26115
Oltrasensitivity of Drosophila mutants to ionizing
radiation
p0262 A77-40795
The effect of gamma-radiation on the ammonia
excretion of white mice
p0265 A77-41081
Separative processes in spleen and peripheral
blood after the outset of continuous irradiation
[IAF PAPEB 77-266] p0333 A77-51506
Potential radiological impact of airborne releases
and direct gamma radiation to individuals living
near inactive uranium mill tailings piles
[PB-258166/8] •; p0121 N77-17705
Cesium-137 whole-body content in a normal New
Bexico population




Synaptic contacts in the vestibular ganglion of
the eighth cranial nerve of the frog
^ p0041 A77-13792
GABBEBTS
Temperature control system for water-perfused suits
p0201 A77-.32181
Development of a proposed flanmability standard





Ose of a GL-5118 gas analyzer to measure the
amount of oxygen consumption under conditions of
increased pressure of the gaseous median
p0329 A77-507SO
The sterilizing action of a gaseous foraol: Ose •
of a chamber equipped with a ventilation system •
[SASA-TT-F-17S13] p0083 N77-14731
Evaluation of non-polarographic blood gas sensors
[PB-259766/4] p0186 N77-20766
Development and clinical evaluation of blood gas
sensors for continuous monitoring (adult and'
neonate) •
[PB-258798/8] p0192 B77-21839
Toxic hazards tests for vehicles and other equipment
[AD-A040542] p0312 N77-31766
GAS CBBOHATOGBiPBY
Investigation of the composition of volatile
compounds in sweat and urine in man
pOOlO A77-11365
The use of n-pentane as a tracer gas for the




NT CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTBATION
Influence of hyperoxia on the characteristics of
external respiration, cardiovascular system, and
gas composition of blood
p0013 A77-11393
The possibility of flash fires in toxicity tests
p0225 A77-35669
Effect of carbon monoxide on Swiss albino Bice
p0225 A77-35670
Effect of sulfur dioxide on Swiss albino mice
p0225 A77-35672
GAS DBBSItY
Human tolerance to Be, Be, and N2 at respiratory
gas densities equivalent to He-02 breathing at
depths to 1200, 2000, 3000,.4000, and 5000 feet
of sea water /Predictive Studies III/
p0325 A77-49834
GAS DISSOCIATION . . .
The influence of the position of the oxygen
dissociation curve on oxygen-dependent functions
of the isolated perfused rat.liver. II - studies
at different levels of hypoxla induced by
decrease of blood flow rate
p0004 A77-10223
GAS EVOLUTION
Effect of cupric bromide on the intensity of
release of gaseous substances from a waste
disinfection facility.
p0017 A77-11424
Labeled Belease..- An experiment in radiorespirometry




Pulmonary gas exchange in acute mountain sickness
pOOOl A77-10052
A-91
GAS PLOW SUBJECT INDEX
Anaerobic threshold and maximal aerobic power for
three nodes of exercise
pOOOS A77-11099
Hodel of an ecological system closed relative to
gas exchange with a periodical!; operating
autqtrophic unit. II - Stability of periodic
cycles '
p0009 A77-11357
Effect of systematic gravity exposures on external
respiration during prolonged immersion
pOOIS A77-11037
The search for life on Bars - Viking 1976 gas
changes as indicators of biological activity
v p0078 877-17899
Ventilatory and gas exchange dynamics in response
to sinusoidal work
p0111 A77-2U368
A computational model of pulmonary gas transport
incorporating effective diffusion
p0168 A77-26917
Blood flo« and ventilation in the optimization of
lung gas exchange
p0222 A77-3H632
Investigation on the saturation and clearance of
hydrogen gas in the brain and extremities of
nan, and investigations on biomedical monitoring




Stabilization of gas cavitation nuclei by
surface-active compounds decompression





Evaluation of a spacecraft nitrogen generator[NASA-CR-137930] p0034 H77-11672
Effects of contaminated supply air on purity of
breathing oxygen generated by fluorine
[AD-A0357I15] p0237 H77-25780
Evaluation of a spacecraft nitrogen generator
[NASA-CB-151983] p0238 N77-25789
Aero'medical evaluation of the army molecular sieve
oxygen generator AHSOG systems
[AD-A039855] p0312 N77-3075U
GAS GIANT PLANETS
NT N E P T U N E (PLANET)
NT O R A N O S ( P L A N E T )
chemical evolution of the giant planets Book
p0167 A77-2665i(
GAS BIITOBES
NT A L V E O L A R AIB
NT EXPIRED AIR
Monitoring complex trace-gas mixtures by long-path
laser absorption spectrometry in long
duration manned mission closed environments
[ASBE PAPER 76-EHAS-8] p0096 A77-19459
Possibility of the radiation protection of the
genetic apparatus of the animals and nan by
means of a gaseous hypoxic mixture /GGS-10/ at
lov doses of radiation
p0262 A77-40790
Effect of breathing helium-oxygen on static long





Effect of increased pressures of oxygen, nitrogen,
and helium on activity of a Ha-K-Hg ATPase of
beef brain
p010« A77-21173
.Thernoregnlatory responses in animals in a
helium-oxygen atmosphere under elevated pressure
p01»6 A77-253K5
6AS SPECTROSCOPI
Ronitoring complex trace-gas mixtures by long-path
laser absorption spectrometry --- in long
duration manned mission closed environments
[ASHE PAPER 76-EBAS-8] p0096 A77-W59
613 TBAHSPOBT
Oxygen transport during early altitude
acclimatization - A perspective study
P0222 A77-35H11
The application of path analysis to the study of
interrelations among components of the oxygen
transport system in man
P0307 877-30711
Inert gas transfer in the body: Experimental
study and perfusion/dlffnsion modeling of






A computational model of pulmonary gas transport
incorporating effective diffusion
p0168 A77-26917
Diffusion capacity of the human lungs under the





























Vestibalar stability of flying personnel afflicted
vith diseases of the gastrointestinal tract
pOIOI A77-20223






The biological evaluation of poly (vinyl




Rorth assessments of approach to landing for
general aviation and air carrier pilots
p0199 A77-31588
Spirometric assessment of potential respiratory
impairment in general aviation airmen
P02U3 A77-38035
Post-mortem blood alcohol in general aviation pilots
P0297 A77-H5539
GEIBBIL DIIABICS BILITiBI AIBCBAFI
0 BILIT4EI &IBCRAFT
GBNBTIC CODE
A cybernetic approach to the origin of the genetic
coding mechanism. I - Rethodological principles.
II - Formation of the code series
p0078 A77-1789U
A speculation on the.origin of protein synthesis
p0175 A77-27773
Hovel prebiotic systems - Rncleotide
oligomerlzatlon in surfactant entrapped vater
pools
p0221 A77-34I451
Nearest-neighbor doublets in protein-coding
regions of BS2 RNA — collphage virus
p0221 A77-3»452
QB1ETICS
NT GERETIC CODE '
NT BOTATIONS
Solution to a gene divergence problem under
arbitrary stable nacleotide transition
probabilities
p0099 A77-19719
Growth of Klebsiella aerogenes on xylltol -









najor gene analysis: An alternative approach to





Bypokinesia and macroscopic changes in seminal
vesicles
p0010 A77-11367
Effect of the 22-day space flight factors on the
state of sei glands and reproductive function of
rats
p0020 A77-11II55
Some quantitative effects of long-tern








Variation in stable carbon isotopes in organic


















Limitation on the nse of the horizontal clinostat
as a gravity compensator in plant geotropism
experiments
p0066 A77-16663
Considerations of geotropisa.in plants
p0132 A77-21132
Gravitation and the living organism Russian book
p0266 A77-H1652






Development of aviation accident pathology in the
Federal Bepnblic of Germany
p0122 H77-17712
Reports from the German meteorological service.
Volume 18, no. 112: The weather dependent yield





Isolation and identification of the conidial
gemination factor of Seurospora crassa
p0067 477-16672
Effect of space flight factors and elevated















Glare recovery of various colors with respect to a
• two-dimensional tracking task
p0230 A77-36557
Experimental study of vision dimming in an-animal
p0059 H77-r12716
An initial investigation of the effect of repeated
high intensity flashes on man's performance of a
tracking task
[AD-A02682II] p0093 H77-15660
Glare recovery of a tvo dimensional tracking task
with respect to various colors
[AD-A026759] p0093 H77-15661
Headlight factors and nighttime vision
1




Occupational Exposure to Fibrous Glass: A Symposium
[PB-258869/7] p0185 H77-20758
GLAOCOHA '
Intra-ocnlar pressure normalization apparatus
[HASA-CASE-LEl-12955-1] p0309 H77-30736
Intra-ocular pressure normalization technique and
equipment










Anti-Ig antoantibody and complenent-nediated
destruction of neoplastic cells
[HASA-CB-151206] p0153 H77-1872H
GLOSBBDLDS
Mechanisms responsible for decreased glomerular
filtration in hibernation and hypothermia
p0176 iTJ-27930
GLOVES
Alnminized firemen's (fire proximity) handwear: A
comparative study of dexterity characteristics
[AD-A027211] p0092 H77-15653
GLOR DISCHABGES
Formation of amino acids from elemental carbon by
contact glow discharge electrolysis
p0169 A77-26983




A role for glucose in hypothermic hamsters
p0069 A77-17300
Splanchnic blood flow, 02 consumption, removal of
lactate, and output of glucose in Highlanders
p0298 A77-45908




Light-induced glntamate transport in Balobacterium
halobinm envelope vesicles. II - Evidence that
the driving force is a light-dependent sodium
gradient
p0006 A77-10701
Analogies between respiration and a light-driven
proton pump as sources of energy for active
glutanate transport in Halobacterlui halobioi
p0171 477-27360
GLICIBB
Glycine and alanlne synthesis from formaldehyde




Hascle giycogen repletion after high-intensity
intermittent exercise
p0139 A77-243SS
Changes in tissue giycogen stores of rats under
acute and chronic hypoxia and their relationship
to hypoxia tolerance
p0197 A77-3088B
Heural control of giycogen content and Its diurnal




Glycogen, lactate, and aIanine changes in muscle .
fiber types daring graded exercise
P0299 A77-15912
Effect of space flight factors on glycogen
metabolic system and on ionic composition of rat
skeletal muscle





Effects of chronic hypozia and dietary restriction
on myocardial enzyme activities
p0006 A77-10800
The diurnal variation of neutral hepatic fructose
1,6-diphosphatase in partially inbred
populations of rats and in outbred populations
of nicrotns nontanus
p0007 A77-10990
Some aspects of energy metabolism in human blood
erythrocytes under hypokinesia and during space
flights
p0325 477-19831




Recent developments' in PLZT electrooptic shutters
lanthanum-modified Lead Zlrconate-Titanate
for nuclear flash goggles
p0071 A77-17529
The objective evaluation of aircrew protective
breathing equipment. I - Oxygen mask/goggles
combinations. II - Follface masks and hoods
p0326 A77-19927
Development of a helmet-mounted PLZT thermal/flash
protection system polycrystalline Lead
Zirconate Titanate ceramics
p0327 477-19913
Reduction of target detectability by laser
protective materials
[AD-A020383:) p0035 H77-11682
Visual aids and eye protection for the aviator
[AGASD-CP-191] p0058 H77-12708
protection from retinal burns and flashblindness
due to atomic flash
p0059 H77-12711
OSAP aviator classes. HGU-1/P: History and
present state of development
p0059 H77-12712
Vision tiith the AN/PVS-5 night vision goggle
p0059 H77-12715
visual evaluation of smoke-protective devices
CAD-A03 1193/0] pOIIS N77-16737
In-flight performance Kith night vision goggles
during reduced illumination
[AD-A031991] . p0208 H77-22805
Development of a helmet-mounted PLZT thermal/flash












Hysteresis binocular grating perception - Contrast
effects
p0272 A77-12870
Temporal studies with flashed gratings -





Cerebellum and gravity Russian book on
nenrophysiology
p0131 A77-23500
Interaction of the analyzers during orientation





Higher plant, metabolism and ..energetics in
hypogravity: Amino acid metabolism in higher
. plants .- • . - •
[N4S4-CH-155198] .
 :. . . p031b N77-33810
GBAVITATIOSAL EFFECTS , . •
, Effect of body position relative to the gravity
vector on Hater balance
pOOIS A77-11111
Effect of systematic gravity exposures on external
respiration during prolonged immersion
• pOOIS A77-11137
Limitation on the use of the.horizontal clinostat
as a gravity compensator —.in plant geotropisi
experiments
• . . p0066 A77-16663
morphology of Arabidopsis grown under chronic
centrifngation and on the clinostat
pOO'66 A77-1b66l>
Cerebellum and gravity Russian book on
neurophysiology
P0131 A77-23SOO
Life sciences and space research XIV; Proceedings
of the Open Meeting of the (forking Group on
Space Biology, Hay 29-June 7, 1975, and
Symposia* on Gravitational Physiology, Varna,
Bulgaria, nay 30, 31, 1975
p0132 A77-21130
Considerations of geotropism in plants
p0132 A77-21132
Hormones and the growth of plants in response to
gravity
p0132 .477^ 21133
The evolutionary role of gravity
p0132 477-21131
Height and'Shape gravitational effects' on
biological evolution >
P0133 477-21135
Gravity and embryonic development
p0133 A77-2H136
Ocular accommodative changes in humans induced by
positional changes with respect to gravity
p0168 477-26723




second-generation rats chronically exposed to 2
g centrifngation
p0172 A77-27553
Biological research in space
p0178 A77-28763
Femur-bending properties as influenced by gravity.
I - Ultimate, load and moment for 3-G rats .
p0197.A77-30882
Gravitation and the living organism Russian book
p0266 A77-11652
Effects of increased gravity force on nutations of
sunflower hypocotyls
p0273 A77-H3016
Femur-bending properties as influenced by gravity.
II ' Ultimate load, moment, and stress for 3-G
. mice . ' ' .
p0296 477-15531
Thernoregulatory., responses of unanesthetized rats
exposed to gravitational fields of 1 to 1 G
• ' p0298 »77-«5738
Effects of gravitational and magnetic fields on
transplanted neuroblastoma vascnlarlty
p0298 477-115789
The roles of body mass and gravity in determining
the energy requirements of homoiotherns
p02S8 477-15855
Femoral development in chronically centrifnged rats
p0325 A77-B9832
Space biosynthesis systems
[HASA-CH-151166] . pOIII N77-16679
Gravity and the cell: Intracellnlar structures
and Stokes sedimentation
p0119 H77-17681
Effects of high G on pilot muscle strength .
available far aircraft control operation'
[AD-A027802] . • p0126 N77-17738
Effects on body size and composition of chronic
, exposure to altered gravity —- centrifnging
stress in mammals
[BAS&-CB-1U980U] ' p0161 H77r197<»9




Problems of space biology, Volume 33: Gravity
and the body
tHASi-TT-F-17526] p0233 S77-24757
Effects of background gravity stimuli on
gravity-controlled behavior
[HASA-CB-153HOII] p0307 H77-30709
The response of spine musculature during *G sab z
acceleration
p0307 877-30713
Experiment 0131. Buaan vestibalar facetion
p0339 H77-33791
The effects of prolonged exposure to
weightlessness on pastoral equilibrium
p0339 B77-33792
Study of metabolism and energetics in hypogravity:













HT AIB TBAFPIC COHTBOl
BT BADAB APPBOACB COHTBOL
GBOOBD CBBBS
Exposure of airport workers to radiation from
shipments of radioactive materials. A review of





On the usefulness of the Bales group interview in
the study of some behavioral types -— social
interactions
p0220 A77-30072
Crew behavior in accident causation pilot as
information processor
p0329 A77-50752
Style of group interaction, anonymity, and group
performance as deterninants of egocentric
perceptions
[AD-A030198] . p0187 H77-20772
Assessment of group preferences and group













Influence of the peak pressure and duration of
impulse noise (gun fire) on the hearing of the
guinea fig
[ISL-B-109/75] . p0028 H77-11639
Influence of a precursor noise on the global
action potential consecutive to an impulse noise
in the Guinea pig
[ISL-B-115/75] p0028 B77-11640
GOLF OF CALIFOBHIA (HBXICO)




Studies of the isotope chemistry of molecular
oxygen in biological systems
pOOeo H77-1363H
GOLFS
BT GOLF OF CALIPOBBIA (HBXICO)
HT GOLF OF BEXICO
60IS <OBDR1RCX)
The effect of virtual iiage projection distance on







Gynecological considerations on the participation








On the habitability of Rars: An approach to
planetary ecosynthesis
[BSS1-SP-411I] pOOSO B77-12718
Conceptualization of habitability expressions for
the habitability data base
[AD-A029661] p0158 H77.-187S7
Sea based aircraft habitability criteria
[AD-A035311] p0239 H77-25796
Concepts for the generation, communication, and
evaluation of habitability criteria
[AD-AOB1187] p0337 H77-32724
Developnent of an objective definition of
habitability and a habitability data base
[AD-A001188] p0337 H77-32725
HiBIIOiTIOH (LBABHIHG)
Hotion sickness incidence: Exploratory studies of
habitnation, pitch and roll, and the refinement
of a mathematical model
[AD-&02«709) pOOSS H77-12689
UIB








Decomposition of some halogenated hydrocarbons
over a fixed bed of platinum-alumina, alumina or
molecular sieves in nuclear submarine
atmospheric regeneration system









Light-induced membrane potential and pH gradient
in Halobacterioa halobium envelope vesicles
p0006 A77-10703
Light-induced glntanate transport in Balobacterinm
halobinm envelope vesicles. II - Evidence that
the driving force is a light-dependent sodium
gradient
^ P0006 A77-1070*
Existence of electrogenic hydrogen ion/sodium ion
antiport in Ralobacterium halobium cell envelope
vesicles
P0067 A77r1667«
Passive potassium ion permeability of
Balobacteriam halobium cell envelope membranes
P007H A77-17569
The BetabolisD of carbohydrates by extremely
haiophilic bacteria - Identification of
galactonic acid as a product of galactose
metabolism
p007U A77-1758Q
Analogies between respiration and a light-driven
proton pump as sources of energy for active
glutamate transport in Balobacterinm halobinm
P0171 A77-27360
Light energy, transduction by the purple membrane
of haiophilic bacteria; Proceedings of the
Symposium, San Francisco, Calif., June'6, 1976
p02«6 A77-38903
Light energy transdnction by the purple membrane
of haiophilic bacteria - Introduction
P0246 A77-38904




HIND (ABATOHI) SUBJECT IBDEI
. The photochemical cycle of bacteriorhodopsin
p02U6 A77-38906
Photochemical and chemical studies on tbe
chromophoce of bacteriorhodopsin
p0206 A77-38907
Light-dependent cation gradients and electrical
potential in Halobacterium halobinn cell
envelope vesicles
p02Q7 177-38910
Light-activated amino acid transport in
Balobacterium halobinn envelope vesicles
p02Q7 A77-38911




Effect of anbient tenperatnre on the thermal
profile of the human fcream, hand, and fingers
p0102 477-20875
Design for a three-fingered hand robotic and
prosthetic applications
p027» A77-H3607
Circulatory and local muscle response to static
nntnal work
p0282 H77-29736





NT OSEB BABOALS (COHPDTEB FBOGBARS)
Assessment of a prototype human resources data
handbook for systems engineering
[AD-A039269] p0278 B77-28726








Voice controlled adaptive manipulator and mobility
systems for the severely handicapped
p0288 B77-29784
Design and control of a manipulator for tetraplegics
p0288 H77-29785
HABGABS








Evaluation of the effect of impact accelerations





Separation of speech from interfering speech.by
leans of harmonic selection
pOOOH A77-10139
Contrast increment detection of the square-wave
third harmonic - Some support for the hypothesis
of independent spatial-frequency channels
p0171 A77-27237



















Current aspects of occupational chemical
• carcinogenesis
p0308 B77-30718
Evaluation of class 2 biological cabinets
p0309 B77-30728
Criteria for a recommended standard: Occupational
exposure to allyl chloride
[PB-267071/9J p031» B77-31778




The scalp topography of human sonatosensory and
auditory evoked potentials
pOlOO A77-199&5
The scalp topography of human visual evoked
potentials
p0106 A77-21900
Ocular accommodative changes in hnnans induced by
positional changes with respect to gravity
p0168 A77-26723
numerical prediction of head/neck response to
shock-impact -
p0272 A77-B2567
A model for analytic investigation of
three-dimensional head-spine dynamics
[AD-A025911] • p0055 1177-12686
A prediction of response of the head and neck of
DS adult military population to dynamic impact
acceleration from selected dynamic test subjects
[AD-A025785] p0057 B77-12702
A three dimensional large displacement transient
analysis of the human spine and torso ---
evaluating ejection injuries
p0116 B77-16723
Head injury pathology and its clinical; safety and
administrative significance
p012<l H77-17725
Numerical prediction of head/neck response to
shock-impact
[AD-A03Q683] p023Q B77-24763
An anthropooetric survey of 500 Boyal Air Force
aircrew heads, 1972
[AHC-B/H-3773] p0278 B77-28723
Specimen size-rolls for aircrew headgear based on
an analysis of the head measurements of 2000
Boyal Air Force aircrew
[ABC^B/H-3770} p0279 H77-28735
One-size slush-molded polyvinyl chloride cover for
the.Bavy male service combination cap frame
[AD-A039508] p0312 B77-307S3
Safety helmet performance investigation, volume 2
[PB-2675S3/6] p0312 877-30756
HEAD BOTEBEBT
Effects of head-down tilt on fluid and electrolyte
balance
p0002, A77-10058
Eye movements occurring during head turns aboard
artificial gravity stations
i pOOOS A77-113S1
Head restraint enhances visual monitoring
performance
p0052 A77-15617
Eye motion during whole-body vertical vibration .
P0067 A77-16750
Dynamics of tbe eye and head during an eleaent of
visual search ,
P0073 A77-17H39
Vestibnlar responsiveness of flight personnel
during.investigation by the BKOK method
combined centrifugal rotation/head movement
technique
. . p0078 A77-179»9
An indirect method of measuring perceived distance
from familiar size
p0099 A77-19673
An indirect measure of perceived distance from
oculomotor cues
P0107 A77-22108
Bye-position aftereffects of backward head tilt
manifested by illusory visual direction
p0107 A77-22150
Bechanism of bead and neck response to -6/x/
impact acceleration - A math modeling approach
p0172 A77-27558
Optokinetic motion sickness - Continuous head
movements attenuate the visual induction of




SUBJECT I1DBX HE1BT DISEASES
Coordination of the head and eyes in pursuit of
predictable and randon target notion
p0297 477-1(5536
Control strategies in the eye-head coordination
system
p0300 A77-46446
& free head-movement pupillometer system
[AD-A025900] pOOS7 H77-12698
Dynamics of the eye and head vhen switching visual
attention between two tasks
[AD-A031825] p0193 N77-21849
BEAD-OP DISPLAYS
The VTAS/helmet interface Visual Target
Acquisition Set
p0327 A77-49941
A nev head-up control display:
Fledico-physiological considerations
[HASA-TT-P-17387] p0091 N77-15642
Determining the utility of expanded pitch scale










The role of Shuttle in Health Care Systems
development for space stations





Impact of radar irradiation on human systems
pOOOS A77-10250
Proton-tissue dose buildup factors
p007» &77-17565
Biological risks stemming from the electromagnetic
environment in aerospace activities
p0079 A77-18474
Radiation risk on earth and in space Russian
book
p0130 A77-23496
Occupational radiation exposure at light water
cooled power reactors, 1969-1975
[PB-257054/7] p0085 N77-147UO
Principles of aviation and space medicine
[NASA-TT-F-17511] p0154 N77-18734
Radiation protection: 1975. Annual EPA review of
radiation protection activities
[PB-259655/9] p0186 N77-20761
Recommendations on guidance for technic to reduce
unnecessary exposure from X-ray studies in
federal health care facilities
[PB-259866/2] p0186 N77-20765
Exposure of airport workers to radiation from
shipments of radioactive materials. A review of
studies conducted at six major airports[PB-259784/7] p0187 H77-20768





Concepts in health evaluation of commercial and
industrial chemicals
p0308 N77-30719
Environmental Health concerns in natural and
nan-made environments
p0308 H77-3072U
Biological effects of electromagnetic waves.






Asymptotic behavior of temporary threshold shift
and recovery from 24- and 48-hour noise exposures
p0196 A77-30878
Theoretical aspects of some sensory-acoustical and
bio-acoustical experiments
p0204 A77-32468
Evaluation of speech processing systems.
Evaluation of electronic/active hearing
protectors for use in underground coal mines
[PB-256786/5] p0086 H77-14749
Effect of number and rhythm of shot noise (weapon
shots) on the hearing of guinea pigs
[ISL-B-133/75] p0120 H77-17696
The attenuation efficiency score: A measure of







HT CARDIAC VENTRICLES '
HT EPICARDIUR
NT HYOCABDIDH
Cholinesterase histochemistry and the structural
organization of the heart conduction system
p0224 A77-35600
EKG and ultrasonoscope display
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10994-2] p0088 B77-15619
Hicrofiber materials for growth of intimal linings
in circulatory assist devices
[PB-257846/6] p0089 N77-15629
Three-dimensional reconstruction and display of
the heart, lungs and circulation by mnltiplanar
X-ray scanning videodensitometry
p0114 N77-16705
Interaction between the heart and the vascular
system: A circuit approach
p0256 877-27687
Determination of cardiac size from chest




HT CORONARY AHTBBY. DISEASE
Exercise in an hypoxic environment as a screening
test for ischaemic heart disease
pOOOS A77-10068
Hegglin's syndrome in flight personnel with
atherosclerotic coronary cardiosclerosis and its
clinical evaluation
t pOOIS A77-11445
Hedical screening of flight personnel in certain
types of chronic diseases of the myocardium
p0020 A77-11461
Abnormal patterns and physiological variations in
magnetocardiograms
p0022 A77-11708
Hagnetic field produced by a current dipole
for magnetocardiography
p0022 A77-M709
Visual determination of generators of the
magnetocardiogram —•- magnetic dipole arrow maps




Long-term adaptation of the heart to high-level
stress
p0038 A77-13155
Acquired bundle branch block and its response to
exercise testing in asymptomatic aircrewmen - A
review, with case reports
p0048 A77-14639
Physical activity and coronary heart disease;
Proceedings of the Third Paavo Nurmi Symposium,
Helsinki, Finland, September 18-20, 1975
pOOSI A7.7-11958
Adaptation of the heart to increased load and
cardiac insufficiency —• Russian book
p0065 A77-16400
Non-invasive mechanical methods in cardiology and
cardiovascular dynamics; Proceedings of the
Fourth Sorid congress on Ballistocardiography
and Cardiovascular Dynamics, Amsterdam,
Netherlands, April 14-16, 1975
pOIOS A77-22857
Transient asymptomatic S-T segment depression
during daily activity
pOtSO A77-26242
Cardiovascular ailments as cause of grounding of
aviation personnel - Etiopathogenesis and
prevention
p017« A77-27751
Clinical value of quantitative analysis of SI
slope during exercise ECG
p0206 A77-33285
A-97
HEABT FOBCTION SDBJBCI IIDBX
Pathophysiclogic assessment of hypertensive heart
disease vith echocardiography
p0222 A77-35401
Pathology of the heart in sadden cardiac death
p0222 A77-35402
Neural and psychologic mechanisms and the problem
of sudden cardiac death
p0222 A77-35404
Hitral-septal separation - New echocardiographic
index of left ventricular function
p0230 477-36600
Clinical medicine review - Three unique
presentations of ischemic heart disease
p0243 A77-380U1
Treatise on aeromedical evacuation. I -
Administration and some medical considerations.
II - Some surgical considerations
p02<»3 &77-38012
Pulmonary valve fluttering in subpnlmonic
ventricular septal defect
p02S5 A77-381166
The value and limitations of echocardiography in
recording mitral valve vegetations
p0245 A77-381I67
Postexercise systolic tine intervals in the
midsystolic click syndrome
p02«5 A77-38741
Oltrasound study of dynamic behaviour of left
ventricle in genetic asymmetric septal hypertrophy
p0247 A77-39341
Development of SHE hypertension and cardiac
hypertrophy daring prolonged beta blockade -—
in Spontaneously Hypertensive Bats
p0270 A77-II2185
left precordial isopotential napping during supine
exercise
p0271 A77-42394
Cross-sectional echocardiography in the diagnosis
of congenital heart disease - Identification of
the relation of the ventricles and great arteries
p0271 A77-02395
Echocardiographic measurement of right ventricular
vail thickness - A new application of subxiphoid
echocardiography
p0271 A77-42397
Collaborative DS-DSSB study on the prevalence of
dyslipoproteinemias and ischemic heart disease
in American and Soviet populations
p0275 A77-4372U
Diagnosis of myocardial infarction - Historical
notes from the Soviet Onion and the United States
p027S A77-43725
Evaluation and interpretation of the EKG /2nd
revised edition/ German book
p0275 A77-43876
Pitfalls and limitations of N-mode echocardiography
p0275-A77-44175
Calcium kinetics in the aorta of spontaneously
hypertensive rats
p0291 A77-44424
Right and left ventricular compliance in the
hereditary cardiomyopathy of the Syrian hamster
p0291 A77-44425
Screening capabilities.of the lead I
electrocardiogram
p029» A77-H4921
Genesis of body surface potential distribution in
right bundle branch block
p0294 A77-44922
Multiple conduction defects with markedly
prolonged ventricular depolarization in
cardiomyopathy . .
p0294 A77-44923
Hitral valve closure index - Echocardiographic
index of severity of mitral stenosis
p0297 A77-Q5593
A study of the human heart as a multiple dipole
source. IV - Left ventricular hypertrophy in the
presence of right bundle branch block
p0300 A77-46549
An abnormal early diastolic impedance vaveform - A
predictor of poor prognosis in the cardiac patient
p0300 A77-46593
The electrocardiographic response to maximal
treadmill exercise of asymptomatic men with left
bundle branch block
p0300 A77-46594
Echocardiographic features of combined membranous
subaortic stenosis and acquired calcific aortic
valvulopathy
p0300 A77-46595
Clinical manifestations of mitral annulus
calcification, with emphasis on its
echocardiographic features
p0301 A77-46596
The exercise electrocardiogram in diagnosis
p0321 A77-II9182
Continuous-ECG monitoring on civil air crevs
during flight operations
• p032S A77-49838
Sarcoid and the heart - An aeromedical risk
. p0330 A77-50758
Dltrasondcardiographic norms of the left
ventricle, the mitral valve, and the
interchambkr septum among children of special
age groups
p0081> H77-14734
Applications of Doppler ultrasound in clinical
vascular disease
P0113 177-16694
<Histology in aircr;«; accident reconstruction
p0123 H77-17718
Beview of health maintenance program findings,
1960-1974
p0308 B77-30721
Behavior patterns and coronary heart disease
p0308 B77-30722
BBABT POICTIOB
Cardiac output daring human sleep
pOOOl A77-1005«
The effect of impact accelerations on the heart
and hemodynamics of rats
pOOII A77-11372
Ultrasonic Doppler cardiography in the medical
control system
pOOIt 477-11399
Changes.in the heart rate and cardiac rhythm upon
exposure to flight stress
p0038 A77-13074
Long-term adaptation of the heart to high-level
stress
P0038 A77-131bb
The heart in slow motion
p0039 A77VI3337
Cardiovascular responses.in man to a stream ot
cold air
pOOOO 177-13508
Investigation of the characteristics of a
seismocardiographic transducer
pOOSO A77-14817
Cardiorespiratory decondltioning with static and
dynamic leg exercise during bed rest
p0068 A77-16781
Begional myocardial shape and dimensions of the
working isolated canine left ventricle
p0070 A77-17360
Clinical applications of a quantitative analysis
of regional left ventricular wall motion
P0071 A77-17364
Clinical application of a light-pen computer
system for quantitative angiography
p0071 A77-17365
Quantitative analysis of regional myocardial
performance in coronary artery disease
P0071 &77-17366
Haclear cardiography and scintigraphy
pp071 A77-17368
Dynamic radionoclide determination of regional
left ventricular wall motion using a new digital
Imaging device
p0072 A77-17370
Positron emission reconstruction tomography for
the.assessment of regional myocardial metabolism
by the administration of substrates labeled with
cyclotron produced radionuclides
p0072 A77r17371
The stimulation of cardiac prostaglandin
production by blood- plasma and its relationship
to the regulation of coronary flow in isolated
isovolnmic rabbit hearts
p007<! A77-17566
Effect of anxiety on human heart action under
reduced motor activity /hypokinesia/
p0075 A77-17877
The response of healthy men to treadmill exercise
p0079 477-18549
Besuscitation after asphyxia-induced prolonged
clinical death by the artificial circulation
A-98
SUBJECT IHDBX HBABT fi«B
technique of S. S. Brinkhonenko
p0105 A77-21710
Perception of binary acoustic events associated -
nith the first heart sound ..
_ p0106 A77-21752
Maximal instantaneoas mitral valve velocities
measured vith a digital echocardiographic i,
tracking system
•, . . . p0106 A77r219<48
Echocardiographic assessment of left ventricular
function in coronary arterial disease
, p0108 A77-227B7
Cardiac responses to moderate training in rats
, p&IIIO A77-243611
Studies on heat output from the hands of frostbite
subjects
p0171 A77-27552
Functions of selected biochemical systems from the
exercised-trained dog heart
p0176 A77-27931
Harmonic analysis of pseadoperiodic signals of
biological origin
pOISO A77-29622
Performance of an elastodynamic pump - Cardiac model
p0195 A77-30631
Effect of high-altitude exposure for 10 days on
stroke volume and cardiac output
p0217 A77-34046
Clinical-functional notes on the behavior.of the
cardiocircnlatory apparatus of members of a
high-altitude mountain-climbing expedition
p0220 A77-34070
Oxygen transport during early altitude-. .
acclimatization - A perspective study
p0222 A77-35411
Reserve capacity of the cardiovascular system
• among hyperreactive people under conditions of
hypoxia
. . p0223 A77-3554U
Cardiac response to functional stress of rats
adapted to physical stress
p022» A77-35550
Httral-septal separation - Rev echocardiographic
index of left ventricular function
p0230 A77-36600
Prototype development of the cardiac synchronized
augmented pulsation pressure concept —-7
nodified suit for acceleration protection
p02U1 A77-37378
Left ventricular function during-lover body
negative pressure
p0243 A77-38036
Hyocardial imaging yith thallium-201 at rest and
" 'during exercise - Comparison vith coronary
arteriography and resting and stress
electrocardiography
p0245 A77-38539
Ejection pressure and the diastolic left
ventricular pressure-volume relation
p0270 A77-42182
Interaction of aortic pressure and left
ventricular end-diastblic pressure in the dog
p0271 A77-i)2187
Pressure-volume relations, elastic modulus, and
contractile behaviour of the hypertrophied left
ventricle of rats vith Goldblatt II hypertension
p0273 A77-42993
Pitfalls and limitations of B-mode echocardiography
p0275 A77-4II175
Involvement of cAHP-dependent protein'kinase In
the regulation of heart contractile force,
p0304 A77-H7251
A model study of stroke values calculated from
impedance and their relation to the vaveforo of
blood flov . . < - . - •
p0322 A77-49275
Some problems in cardiac electrokvmography
p0323 A77-494B6
Energetics of the heart daring hypothermia
p0329 A77-507U7
Estimate of the perceptive load by variability of
rate of heartbeat
[AD-A042U95] p0335 H77-32709
Effect of prolonged space flight on cardiac
function and dimensions
p03<f2 M77-33815
Lover body negative pressure device
p03»3 877-33821
HBABI IHPLABT1TI08






Drag effects on heart rate and heart rate
variability during a prolonged reaction task
pOOOS A77-10271
Changes in the heart rate and cardiac rhythm upon
exposure to flight stress
P0038 A77-13071
Postflight changes in heart rate and arterial
pressure in pilots
P0038 A77-13075
Investigation of the latent structure of cardiac
rhythm dispersion in the human operator
P00145 A77-1U178
Changes in the central and peripheral circulation
and acid-base balance of blood in dogs daring
tilt tests
P0019 A77-14806
Heart rate-left ventricular ejection time
relations - Variations during postural change
and cardiovascular challenges
P0073 A77-17428
Effects of beta blockade and atropinisation on
plasma-catecholamine concentration daring exercise
P0071 A77-17581
Interaction, of oscillators - Effect of sinusoidal
stretching of the sinoatrial node on nodal rhythm
pOIOt A77-21582
Perceived exertion of absolute vork daring a
military physical training program
P0107 A77-22364
Heart rate and ventilation in relation to venous
potassium ion concentration, osmolality, pH,
PC02, P02, orthophosphate concentration, and
lactate concentration at transition from rest to
exercise in athletes and non-athletes
pOIOT A77-22365
Heasnring device for Bis-bandle analysis at the
heart
p0131 A77-23621
Changes in orthostatic tolerance in man at an
altitude of 3500 meters
p0142 A77-24505
Arrhythmias documented by 21 hour continuous
electrocardiographic monitoring in 50 male
medical students vithont apparent heart disease
pOISO A77-26241
Effects of simultaneous dynamic and static vork on
heart-rate and oxygen consumption
p0166 A77-26651
. A heart rate index for assessing heat stress
p0167 A77-26652
Honinvasive determination of cardiac output by a
modified acetylene .rebreathing procedure
utilizing mass spectrometer measurements
p0172 A77-27555
Experimental production of manifest and concealed
ventricular rhythms in man
p0195 A77-30300
Study of the variability of heart rhytha daring a
piloting task on helicopter
p0203 A77-32367
Increased responsiveness of heart rate to
B-adrenergic stimulation in cold-adapted rats
, p0218 A77-31055
Comparative orthostatic responses - Standing vs.
head-up tilt
p0219'A77-34058
Bole of studying the heart-beat freguency vhen
evaluating the functional state of human operators
p0223 477-35533
Effect of stimulation of different regions of the
hypothalamns oh the rhythm of cardiac activity
p0225 A77-35736
Evaluation of pulse rate dynamics in members of
• the second Salyat-4 crev at rest and during
in-flight functional tests
p0227 A77-35782
Prediction and analysis of the .heart rate of
cosmonauts by the method of extrapolation
modelling in the class of differential equations
. p0227 A77-35783
Determination of pulse rate variations caused by a
stimulus r— heart.response.to acoustic stimuli
»-99
BE1BT VALVBS SBBJECI INDEX
p0261 Vn-40660
A portable heart rate distribution recorder for
studying daily physical activity
P0261 A77-40661
Recovery from exercise at varying work loads -
Tine course of responses of heart rate and
systolic intervals
p0320 A77-Q8H17
Transient physiological responses to step changes
in work rate
p0061 H77-13643
The effect of ambient temperature on metabolism
and heart rate in resting albino rats
[NASA-TT-P-17393] p0120 N77-17692
Added airway resistance and endurance in intensive
exercise
[AD-A028290] p0122 H77-17708
Feasibility of a fetal measurement electrode system
[NASA-CR-151175] p015<l N77-18729
The influence of environmental factors on task
load and driving behavior. A preliminary
investigation
[IZF-1976-7] p0191 N77-2183II
Computer identification of premature ventricular
contractions in electrocardiograms




Echocardiographic measurement of cardiac output
using the mitral valve and aortic root echo
. . . p0007 A77-11048
Maximal instantaneous mitral valve velocities
measured with a digital echocardiographic
tracking system
<,, p0106 A77-21948
Aortic origin of innocent murmurs
p0206 A77-33274
Ultra 1-sep.tal separation - New echocardiographic
index of left ventricular function
p0230 A77-36600
Pulmonary valve fluttering in snbpnlmonic
ventricular septal defect
p0245 A77-38466
the value and limitations of echocardiography in
• recording mitral valve vegetations
p0245 A77-38467
Postexercise systolic time.intervals in the
midsystolic click syndrome
p02»5 A77-387H1
Pitfalls and limitations of H-mode echocardiography
p0275 A77-44175
Mitral valve closure.index - Echocardiographic
index of severity of mitral stenosis
p0297 A77-4S593
Clinical manifestations of mitral annulus
calcification, vith emphasis on its
echocardiographic features
p0301 A77-46596
The role of potassium in the control of the




The time of adaptation of flying personnel to
subtropical clinates
p0011 A77-11377
Effect of heat acclimatization on introvascular
responses to acute heat stress in man
1
 pOOHO A77-13703
Simple reaction time daring exercise, heat
exposure, and heat acclimation
p0046 A77-14630
Effects of temperature on the life span, vitality
and fine structure of Drosophila nelanogaster
P0066 A77-16662
Thermal regulation in;tats daring combined heat
and cold adaptation
p0081 A77-19003
Plnia shifts daring thermal stress with and
without fluid replacement
p0140 A77-24362
CAMP in temperature- and ADB-regulating centers
after thermal stress cyclic Adenosine
• RonoPhosphate in AntiBiaretic Hormone centers
p0140 A77-24363
A heart rate index for assessing heat stress
p0167 A77-26652
Effects of adaptation to work in beat on rectal
temperature evolution during recovery
pOIBO A77-29776
Effects of plasma ascorbic acid levels on heat
acclimatization in man
p0217 A77-3U045
Recurrent heat exposure - Effects on levels of
plasma and urinary sodium and potassium in
resting and exercising men
p0218 A77-34052
Carbohydrate and fat metabolism of unacclimatized
men during and after submaximal exercise in cool
and hot environments
p0262 A77-40662
Skin blood flow and sweating changes following
exercise training and heat acclimation
p0293 A77-44721
Recurrent heat exposure - Enzymatic responses, in
resting and exercising men
p0299 A77-4S91S
Exercise and heat orthostatism and the effect of
heat acclimation and physical fitness
p0325 A77-49833
BEAT COSDDCTIOH




NT TUBE HEAT EXCHANGERS
BEAT GB1BBAHOB
Bole of ketone bodies in nonshivering
thermogenesis in cold-acclimated rats
p(M40 A77-2U35B
BEAT BEASOBEBEHT
Calorimetry of- the human body in a hermetic
enclosure
p0019 A77-11442
Calibration of a multimode microwave exposure
chamber
pOOSI A77-15429
Bespiratory heat loss and pulmonary function









A fusible heat sink concept for extravehicular
activity'/EVA/ thermal control
[ASHE PAPEB 76-BNAS-6I1] p0098 A77-19505
BEAT TOLEBAHCB
Heasnrement.of change in plasma volume during beat
exposure and exercise
pOOOl A77-10053
Tolerance to tsz acceleration.of pilots with a
tendency toward hypotensive responses under hot
climate conditions
pOOia A77-11435
Calorimetry of the human body.in a hermetic
enclosure
p0019 i77-11tM2
Beat stress in an aircraft cockpit during ground
standby . .
p02H3 A77-38038
Colonlc heating patterns and the variation of
thermal resistance among rats
p0292 A77-44718
Current approaches to resolving the physiological
heat stress problems.imposed by chemical
protective clothing systems
[AD-A026003] p0085 H77-1«7<)1
Performance of a maintenance task in a high
temperature environment
CAD-A028798] . p0122 H77-17709
BEAT TBABSFBB
NT CONDOCTIVE BEAT TRANSFER
NT CONVBCTIVB BEAT TRANSFER
NT BADIATIVB BEAT TBAHSFBB
Heat exchange between the organism and environment
under conditions of weightlessness - Methodical
approach
p0138 A77-24173






Experimental study of convective heat transfer
coefficient for tie human body in water
p0130 A77-23426
Theoretical prerequisites for the development of
artificially heated clothing
p0197 177-30925
Convective and radiative heat transfer
coefficients for the human body
p0267 477-417(18
Bean skin temperature weighted with both ratios of




BT CONDDCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
HT CONVECTIVE BEAT TRANSFER
»T HEAT TRANSFER
HT BADIATIVE HEAT TBAHSFEF
HEATIIG
KT BADIO FREQUENCY HEATIHG
HEAT116 BQDIPBEBT
Army Life-Support Power Source System (ALPSS) for
environmental control of casualty holding and
evacuation bag
[AD-A031214] p0189 B77-20788
HEAVY COSB1C BIT PRIBABIBS
0 HEAVY NOCLEI
0 PRIMARY COSMIC R A Y S
HEAVY ELEHENTS
NT A M B R I C I U B 241
NT PLUTOBIUM 239 }




Toxicology of metals, volume 2
[PB-268324/1] p0336 H77-32715 '.
HBAVI IOHS
Study with a multi-threshold'HZE-particle
dosimeter using plastic detectors .in Apollo
Biostack experiment
p0136 A77-24154
Lesional effects of primary cosmic heavy ions on
cat brain
p0136 A77-24155
The Biostack as an approach to high LET research
Linear Energy Transfer
p0136 A77-24156
Influence of heavy ions on the transforming
activity of DBA
p0136 A77-241S8'
Relative biological effectiveness /BBE/ of heavy




Comparative study of lesions in the nervous system




Development anomalies in biological systems of





An analysis of the effect of a flight director on
pilot performance in a helicopter hovering task
[AD-A025680] p0057 N77-12701
HELICOPTEB DBSIGB '•
A kinesthetic-tactnal display concept for
helicopter-pilot workload reduction
[AHS 77-33-22] p0249 A77-40062
HELICOPTER PBEPOBBAICE .
Helicopter night low-level navigation. 1 - ' ,
Checkpoint identification
p0168 A77-26864





HBUCOPTBB Till BOTOBS '
Clarification of a fatal helicopter ground




Evaluation of the state of the cardiovascular
systems of helicopter flightcrevs
P0016 A77-11421
Operational fatigue on the part of helicopter pilots
p0174 A77-27757
Study of the variability of heart rhythm during a
piloting task on helicopter
P0203 A77-32367
Physiological changes in the pilots of ship
helicopters • ' '
P0205 A77-32971
Thermal data from helicopters operating in a
sub-arctic environment
'p0270 A77-42140
Aeromedical review of oxygen requirements of US
Army aviators
[AD-A024726] p0055 N77-12688
Analysis of phase 2A of FE 43.8
.[AD-A025823] . p0063 B77-13659
Fatal helicopter accidents in the United Kingdom
p0124 N77-17728
A comparison of red and white cockpit lighting
under quasi-operational conditions
[AD-A031277] p0188 B77-20781
In-flight performance with night vision goggles
daring reduced illumination
[AD-A031991] p0208 B77-22805
A study using infra red thermography of clothing
assemblies for use by personnel working beneath •
operating helicopters
[AD-A03S966] . p0253 N77-26805
Human factors considerations in new generation
Army aircraft systems
[AD-A037992] ' PP253 N77-26806
Measurement of aviator visual performance and
workload during helicopter operations
tAD-A035757] . p0316 B77-31790
investigation of inside light reflection problem
on the Flat Plate Canopy (FPC) for model 209
AH-IS helicopter ;
[AD-A041332] ' p0348 H77-33858
The maximum detection range and the maximum




Effect of increased pressures of oxygen, nitrogen,




Thermoregnlatory responses in animals in a
helium-oxygen atmosphere under elevated pressure .
P0146 A77-25345
Some indicators of natural immunity in rabbits
following exposure to increased pressure for 10
days
p0149 A77-26.120
Dietary requirements of subjects exposed to
hyperbaric Be-02 conditions - Effects of various
levels of vitamin supplementation
p0172 A77-27560
Changes in plasma glucose, FFA, corticbsterone,
and thyroxine in He-o2-induced hypothermia
:
 , p0217 A77-34043
- Effect of breathing helium-oxygen on static lung
volumes and lung recoil in normal man
p0267 A77-41818
Selective induction of liver drug-metabolizing
enzymes in rats exposed to a 21 ATA He-02
.environment
p0296 A77-45535
Human tolerance to He, He, and 82 at respiratory
gas densities equivalent to He-02 breathing at
depths to 1200, 2000, 3000, 4000, and SOOO feet
of sea water /predictive Studies in/
p032S A77-49834
HE1BEIS
The VTAS/helmet interface Visual Target
Acquisition Set
p0327 A77-49941
Human compatibility testing of the BAF P/Q oxygen
mask with the OSAF HGD-2A/P fiying helmet
p0327 A77-49942
Development of a helmet-mounted PLZT thermal/flash





OSAFSAH evaluation of the Sierra Lightweight Helmet
p0327 A77-H9952
The helmet protects the aviator's head - or does.it
p0328 A77-50660
Integration of aviators eye protection and visual
aids
p0059 N77-12710
Considerations in developing test methods for
protective headgear[PB-258322/7] p0188 H77-20778
Bass spectroscopic analysis of polyether and
polyurethane foam plastics degeneration in the
SPH-1 helmet[AD-A036U47;j p0281 877-28744
Safety helmet performance investigation, volume 2
[PB-267553/6] p0312 H77-30756
A comparative evaluation of the APH-6D, BGO-35/P(low pressure) , HGO-35/P (high pressure) , VTAS 2




The changes in henatocrit, hemoglobin, plasma
volume and proteins during and after different
types of exercise
p0180 A77-29778
Effect of hematocrit on electrocardiographic
potentials and dipole moment of the pig
p0198 A77-31046
BEHATOLOGT
Development of reticulocytosis in the peripheral
blood during exposure to a constant magnetic field
p0011 A77-11380
Abnormal hemoglobins capable of inducing
pathological manifestations in hypoxia. I
p0202 A77-32353
Theoretical analysis of altitude tolerance and
hemoglobin function
p0218 A77-34054
. Hydroxyproline-containing protein adsorbed on to
cellular elements of whole human blood
p0221 A77-34399
Evaluation of the hazards of sickle trait in'
aviation
p0297 A77-I45537
Bematologic responses to carbon monoxide and
altitude - A comparative study
p0299 A77-45916
Hematology and immunology studies
p0341 N77-33808
BBBJTOPOIBSIS '
State of hemopoiesis during irradiation simulating
radiation exposure in prolonged space flight
p01<!9 A77-26115
Bemopoiesis in dogs whose bone marrow was shielded




Hemopoietic organs of mice during hypokinesis
p0016 A77-11413
Effect of irradiation in the space environment on
the blood-forming system in rats
p0135 A77r24148
HBSODYBiBIC BESPOHSES
The effect of different regimes of motor activity
on the adaptation of man to high altitude
p0011 A77-11371
The effect of impact accelerations on the heart
and hemodynamics of rats
p0011 A77-11372
State of vascular regulation and regional
hemodynamics in Soyuz-12 and Soyuz-13
crewmembers before and after flight
p0012 A77-11388
Influence of hyperbxia on the characteristics of
external respiration, cardiovascular system, and
gas composition of blood
p0013 A77-11393
Clinicophysiological studies.of pilots with first
stage hypertension
p0014 A77-11398
Preliminary results of medical studies during the
flight of the second expedition of the Salyut 4
orbital station
p0019 A77-11450
Orthostatic tolerance of cosmonauts after 30- and
63-day flights onboard the orbital base Salyut-4
p0019 A77-111151
Postflight changes in heart rate and arterial
pressure in pilots
p0038 A77-13075
The effect of different volume rates of artificial
blood circulation on the hemodynamics of an
organism reanimated after death from asphyxia
p0039 A77-1318B
Effect of heat acclimatization on intravascnlar
responses to acute heat stress in man
x
 P0040 A77-13703
Instrumentation for the rhesus monkey as a
cardiovascular analog for man during air-combat
maneuvering acceleration
pOO«6 A77-14627
Effects of water immersion on renal hemodynamics
in normal man
p0048 A77-14747
Effect of prolonged hypokinesis on the P02
dynamics in the rat brain tissues during
orthostatic and antlorthostatic tests
p0049 A77-14804
Changes in the central and peripheral circulation
and acid-base balance,of blood in dogs during
tilt tests
p0049 177-14806
Clinical course of radiation damage at high
altitudes
: pOO«9 A77-14810
Estimate of capillary vessel performance during
acceleration -•— cardiovascular system
centrifuging tests
pOOSI A77-14903
Interaction between local and reflex influences on
human forearm skin blood flow
p0067 A77-16776
Alterations in the coronary circulation of man
following ascent to 3,100 m altitude
p0068 A77-16777
Heart rate-left ventricular ejection time
relations - Variations during postural change
and cardiovascular challenges
. p0073 A77-17428
Arterial pressure 'tracking' in the circulatory
system
pOIOS A77-21648
Antiorthostatic test as a model to study
antigravity mechanisms of the cardiovascular
system ,
P0137 A77-24163
Cardiac output during physical exercises following
real and simulated space flight
p0137 A77-2416S
Hypergravitation and sympatho-adrenergic reactivity
p0138 A77-24171
New aspects of the study of the respiratory
function of the blood during adaptation to hypoxia
pOISO A77-26270
The role of chemoreceptors in the adaptation of an
organism to hypoxia
p0150 A77-26271
Reserve capacity of the cardiovascular system
among hyperreactive people under conditions of
hypoxia
• - p0223 A77-355U4
Cardiac response to functional stress of rats
adapted to physical stress
p0224 A77-35550
The nature of hemodynamic shifts in
orienting-search reactions induced by
hypothalamic stimulation
p0225 A77-3S735
Changes in hemodynamics and phasal structure of
the cardiac cycle in the crev members of the
Salyut-4 second expedition
P0227 A77-35780
Dynamics of the venous circulation in cosmonauts
of the Salyut-4 station '
p0227 A77-3S781
An experimental study of the link between
pulmonary blood flow, fluid-electrolyte
metabolism, and orthostatic reactions in man
p0228 A77-3578.9
Left ventricular function during lower body
negative pressure
p02»3 A77-38036
Characterization of regional circulation and




SUBJECT IBDBI HIGH ALTITODB BBBATBISG
circulation studies daring LBNP aboard the orbital
station Salyut-4
p0264 A77-41067
Changes in the orthostatic stability of cosmonauts
after space flights of 2 to 63 days' duration
p0264 A77-41068
Evaluation of the compatibility of naterials in
contact with blood
[PB-257219/6] p0084 N77-U739
Bemodynamic studies of the 'legs under weightlessness
p0342 N77-33811
HBHODTNiBICS
Echocardiographic measurement of cardiac output
using the mitral valve and aortic root echo
p0007 177-110118
The posterior aortic wall echocardiogram - Its
relationship to left atrial volume change
p0007 477-11019
Changes in central and peripheral hemodynamics,
using prolonged antiorthostatic hypokinesia to
simulate weightlessness
p0020 A77-1HIS7
Genesis of vestibule-vegetative disorders under
veightlessness conditions
p0021 A77-11466
Quantitative three-dimensional dynamic imaging of
structure and function of the cardiopulmonary
and circulatory systens in all regions of the body
p0070 A77-17359
Functional topography of the dominant hemisphere
/from data on the dynamics of regional cerebral
circulation/
p0075 A77-1787.6
Fluid mechanical effects in the cardiovascular
. system due to vibrational stresses experienced
in spaceflight
[AIAA Sites 77-319] p0079 A77-18241
Hethods and new approaches to the calculation of
physiological parameters by videodensitonetry '
p0079 A77-18286
Besuscitation after asphyxia-indaced prolonged
clinical death by the artificial circulation
technique of S. S. Brinkhonenko
pOIOS A77-21710
Study of space perception functioning during
simulation of certain space flight factors
p0137 A77-21167
Remodynamics of healthy.individuals under various
regimes of lower body negative pressure
p0118 177-26111
Fluid dynamics in bioengineering blood flow in
cardiovascular system
p0217 A77-33916
Effect of elimination 'of carotid sinus receptors
on changes.in efferent sympathetic activity
under acute hypoxic hypoxia
p0225 A77-35737
Dynamics of intracerebral blood flow in the course
of work activities in workers at computer centers
p0226 A77-35739
Regulation of hemodynanics in the presence of
oxygen deficiency in blood and tissues
p0226 A77-357HO
Pulmonary valve flattering in sabpalaonic
ventricular septal defect
p0245 A77-38466
The effect of some catecholamines on pulmonary
circulation
p0263 477-40883
Skin blood flow and sweating changes following
exercise training and beat acclimation
p0293 A77-44721
P wave analysis in ischaemic heart disease - An
echocardiograpbic, baemodynamic, and „_
angiographic assessment
. p0297 A77-45595
Splanchnic blood flow, 02 consumption, reaoval of
lactate, and output of glucose in Highlanders
p0298 677-95908
Some problems in cardiac electrokymography
p0323 A77-49446
Hechanisms for the formation of rheoophthalograms
and electroplethysiograms of the eye
p0329 A77-50745
Bemodynaiics in the case of combining nociceptive .
stimulation with stimulation of the amygdaloid
complex after acting upon the sensorimotor
region of the cortex
p0329 A77-50746
Changes in hemodynamics and phasic structure of
the cardiac cycle in the crew on the second
expedition of Salyut-4
p0211 N77-23726






Development of reticnlocytosis in the peripheral
blood during exposure to a constant magnetic field
p0011 A77-11380
Fluid shifts during thermal stress with and
without fluid replacement
p01l»0 A77-24362
The changes in hematocrit, hemoglobin, plasma
volume and proteins daring and after different
types of exercise
p0180 A77-29778
Abnormal hemoglobins capable of inducing
pathological manifestations in hypoxia. I
p0202 477-32353
Abnormal hemoglobins that may produce pathological
manifestations in hypoxia. II
p0204 A77-32373
Influence of temperature on hemoglobin-ligand
. interaction in whole blood
p0321 A77-49263
BEBOBBHA6ES




Effect of heparin-induced free fatty acid
elevation on myocardial oxygen consumption in nan
p0320 A77-48481
HEHBDITY.
Influence of heredity and environmental factors on
the development of physical working capacity in
man
pOIOS A77-21709
Bight and left ventricular compliance in the












Hntagenicity testing of some nitrofnran
derivatives and some chlorinated hydrocarbons
[HBL-1975-22] p0026 N77-10784
HBOBISTIC BBtBODS
A heuristic model for the human vergence eye
movement system
p0106 A77-21947
A two-dimensional model for the cochlea. II - The
heuristic approach and numerical results
p0145 A77-25170
A heuristic finite-state model of the human driver
in a car-following situation
p0199 A77-31729
aiBEBHJTIOB
Hechanisms responsible for decreased glomernlar
filtration in hibernation and hypothermia
p0176 A77-27930
Thermoregnlation during entrance into hibernation
p0221 A77-34285
Changes in monoamine oxidase activity and in the
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anthropomorphic dumiy iipact environients
[PB-254036/7] p0028 H77-10795
Anthropooetric test duny, lodel 825-50, design,
developient and performance
[PB-257179/2] p0157 H77-18749
Guidebook on anthropomorphic test dn»y usage
[PB-268904/0] p0349 S77-33865
IHPACT TOtBBlBCES
Tolerance and response of the knee-feinr-pelvis








A review of implant telemetry systeis
p0075 177-17585
Vapor cycle energy systei for iiplantable
circulatory assist devices
[PB-257751/8] p0089 B77-15631
Fabrication of iiplantable artificial heart .
devices and components
[PB-257845/8] p0089 H77-15632




Pulse technigue for determining the
electrocondoctivity of brain tissue
p0044 177-14169
Slow electrical processes as indicator of the
dynaiics of functional state in the deep
structures of the brain
p0044 177-14170
Origin of body surface QBS and T wave potentials
from eplcardial potential distributions in the
intact chimpanzee
p0104 177-21300
The nature of hemodynamic shifts in
orienting-search reactions induced by
hypothalanic stimulation
P0225 177-3S735
Effect of stimulation of hypothalamic structures
upon the hypothalamic self-stimulation reaction
p0294 177-44933
Ihe developnent of chronic insertable oxygen
electrodes
[1D-1024633] p0031 B77-11657
Percutaneous multiple electrode connector, design
parameters and fabrication (biomedical)
[B1S»-CB-14»859] p0161 B77-19748
Bnlti-electrode time-multiplex telemetry
[1D-1034134] .-. p0214 B77-23748
IBPOISB 6EEBB1TOBS
Percutaneous connector device :
[S1S1-C1SB-KSC-10849-1] p0084 H77-14738
II-FLISBT HOBITOBIB6
AutoBicrobic System - One step farther
bacterial monitor for nan on long space missions
P0222 177-35310
Development of a prototype experimental plan to
evaluate stabilized optical viewing devices. 2:
. Inflight measures of airsickness potential
[1D-1025455] p0058 B77-12704
In-flight evaluation of hand-held optically
stabilized target acquisition devices
p0060 B77-12717
Experiment H133. Sleep nonitoring on Skylalr
p0340 B77-33793
Biochemical responses of the Skylab crewnen: In
overview
p0341 B77-33803
A.I.e. in-flight blood collection system
p0344 S77-33825
Body temperature.measuring system (B171)
p0344 [177-33828
Bardware report for experiment B133, sleep
•onitoring on Skylab
P0344 B77-33829










Bitral-septal separation - Hew echocardiographic







Designing robots for industrial environments
economic factors and vulnerability
p0287 B77-29778
IIDDSTBI1L SirBTI




Occupational radiation exposure at light water
cooled power reactors, 1969-1975
[PB-257054/7] p0085 B77-14740
1 measurement of BF field intensities in the
immediate vicinity of an PH broadcast station
antenna
[PB-257698/1] p0090 B77-15634
Banna! of respiratory protection against airborne
radioactive materials
[PB-258052/0] p0090 R77-1563S
OS Air Force environmental and occupational health
program
P0184 177-20743
Occupational Exposure to Fibrous Glass: i Symposium
[PB-258869/7] p0185 B77-20758






SUBJECT INDEX INORGANIC COHPOONDS
Sulfur dioxide
[PB-266160/1] p0283 N77-297B5
Health and safety guide for plumbing, heating, and
air conditioning contractors
[PB-266Q09/2] p0289 N77-29796
Proceedings of The Annual Conference of NASA
Clinic Directors, Environmental Health
Officials, and medical program advisors
[RASl-TH-7«8«8] p0307 B77-30715
Current aspects of occupational chemical
carcinogenesis
\ p0308 N77-30718





Impact of noise control at the workplace. Volumes
1 and 2, appendices A-G and volume 3, appendices
H and I (econometric simulation)
[PB-268231/8] p0336 1177-32716
Translations on USSR science and technology










Inertia forces in robots and manipulators
p0286 N77-29761
IHEBTIA BOBESTS








Transportation in commercial aircraft of
passengers having contagions diseases
pOOOS A77-10067
Detection of microbial infection in blood and
antibiotic determinations
[NASA-CASB-GSC-12045-1] p015« N77-18733






NT AIR BAG RESTRAINT DEVICES
Personal flotation devices research, phase 1
[AD-A037221] p0254 H77-26810





Biomedical computing Technology Information




Characteristics of streams of speech information
in the internal and external communication
system of an airship
p0178 A77-28737
Absolute judgment for one- and two-dimensional
stimnli embedded in Gaussian noise
p0201 A77-32205
Studies in interactive communication. II - The
effects of four communication modes on the




Information processing of dot matrix displays
[AD-A036668] p0279 N77-28731
INFOBBATION STSTBHS
Biomedical computing Technology Information
Center: An international resource for
technology sharing
[IABA-SH-210/93] p0258 177-27701




A measure of foveal sensitivity in an expanded
field of visual attention
[AD-A026010] 'p0092 N77-15654
Information and control issues of
adaptable-programmable assembly systems for







\ Proximity sensor technology for manipulator end










Duration of whole-body vibration exposure - Its
effect on comfort
pOOOS A77-10341
Some effects of infrasound on task performance
p0139 A77-20310
INGBSflON (BIOLOGY)
Renal electrolyte circadian rhythms - Independence







The luminance difference threshold as a contrast




Sonatosensory motion after-effect following








Development of an advanced combined iodine
dispenser/detector —- for spacecraft water
supplies















An evaluation of the 1974 and 1975 restraint systems
IPB-25.8585/9] p0157 N77-187*8
Application of the response probability density
function technique to biodynamic models





Role of nuclear stars in the light flashes




The role of inorganic phosphate in oxygen transport
[AD-&038769] p0283 N77-29741
i-121
INORGANIC FBBOXIDBS SOBJECT IBDEI
INOBGANIC PBBOXIDES
NT HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
















Topics in programmable automation for
materials handling, inspection, and assembly
p0287 N77-29779
INSPIBATIOH











Circuit for automatically zeroing aortic flow base





NT AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL
A scoring system for the quantitative evaluation




Life Sciences Laboratories for the Shuttle/Spacelab







Effect of training on the response of plasma
glucagon to exercise
p0299 A77-H5911
Development of automated analytical capability for
the early detection of diabetes mellitus
[NASA-CB-15120<(] p0121 H77-17700
INTEGRATORS
A portable heart rate distribution recorder for





Determination of intellectual system
artificial, natural and social intelligence models
p0304 A77-117720






On the usefulness of the Bales group interview in





Development and validation of an equation for
predicting the comprehensibility of teztnral
material
[AD-A040755] ' ,p0288 N77-29789
A review of the literature on the legibility of







Interaction between the heart and the vascular





Summary and outlook for collaboration in space







Stabilization of gas cavitation nuclei by
surface-active compounds -— decompression
sickness gas bubble formation mechanism
p0171 A77-27551
IBTERFBBBNCE
Possibilities and limits concerning the
applicability of the intracochlear interference
effect for personal acoustic protection
p0181 A77-29970
Active noise reduction by means of aerial acoustic









The contribution of the EOKOCONTROL Institute of
Air Navigation Services towards standardising











NT PIOBEEB 10 SPACE PBOBE
BT VIKING LANDEB SPACECRAFT
ISTBRSTELLAB CBBMISTBY
Theoretical interstellar and prebiotic organic
chemistry - A tentative methodology
p0077 A77-1788B
where life begins organic seeding of primitive
earth from interstellar and protostellar clouds
p0198 A77-31261
IBTEHSTELLAB HATTER
Primitive grain clumps and organic compounds in
carbonaceous chondrites
p0023 A77-11997




On interposition of an inverted intestinal segment
in extensive resections of the small intestine
pOnil A77r27759
Intestinal autoflora of test subjects during a
six-nonth bioengineering experiment
P0228 A77-35786
Colonic heating patterns and the variation of
thermal resistance among rats
P0292 A77-4H718
Intestinal autoflora of test subjects in the




The effect of alcoholic intoxication upon
calorically Induced oculogyral illusion
p0198 A77-3102H
' Effects of alcohol on human accommodation
p0219 A77-31059





Induction powered biological radiosonde for
measuring intracranial pressnre[NASA-CASE-ABC-11120-1] p0213 B77-23743
IBTBAOCOLAB PBESSUBB
Intra-ocular pressnre normalization apparatus
[HASA-CASE-LE8-12955-1] p0309 N77-30736
Intra-ocular pressnre normalization technique and
equipment
[NASA-CASE-LE»-12723-1] p0310 N77-30737
The dependence of intraocular pressurejand central
artery collapse) pressure upon weightlessness.




Study of in-flight working capability of pilots
during simulated motion sickness
p0013 A77-11392
Experimental psychophysiology in space
investigations Bussian book
p0081 A77-18953
Payload crew activity planning integration. Task



















Development of an advanced combined iodine
dispenser/detector for spacecraft water
supplies
[ A S H E PAPEB 77-BNAS-30] p0302 A77-H6871
Advanced combined iodine dispenser and detector
for microorganism annihilation in potable
water
[BASA-CB-151214] p0161 N77-19753
IOH BE A US
Potential biomedical applications of ion bc-am
technology
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-1018] p0037 A77-13007




Heart rate and ventilation in relation to venous
potassium ion concentration, osmolality, pH,
PC02, P02, orthophosphate concentration, and
lactate concentration at transition from rest to





Potential biomedical applications of ion beam
technology
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-1018] p0037 A77-13007
108 EXCH1HGE BBBBBAHE BLECTBOIYTES
Light-induced membrane potential and pH gradient
in Halobacterium -halobium envelope vesicles
p0006 A77-10703
Light-induced glntamate transport in Halobacterina
halobium envelope vesicles. II - Evidence that
.the driving force is a light-dependent sodium
gradient
p0006 A77-1070B
Existence of electrogenic hydrogen ion/sodiuo ion
antiport in Halobacterium halobinm cell envelope
vesicles
p0067 A77-1667I1
Passive potassium ion permeability of
Balobacterinm halobium cell envelope membranes
p007« A77-17569
Light-dependent cation gradients and electrical




Physicochemical properties of a liquid ion





Fluorescein angiography and light microscopy




Comparative study of lesions in the nervous system




Physico-chemical properties of a liquid ion













NT GAHHA BAYS •
HT PBIBABY COSHIC BAYS
NT SOLAB COSBIC BAYS
HT OLTBAVIOLET BADIATION
Badiation risk on earth and in space • —.— Bussian
book
p0130 A77-23496
Diochenical changes in rats flown on board the
Cosmos 690 biosatellite
P0135 A77r2«149
nutation and inactivation of mammalian cells by
various ionising radiations
p0229 A77-36189
Dltrasensitivity of Drosophila mutants to,ionizing
radiation
p0262 A77-U0795
Badiation exposure of the Italian population due
to medical diagnostic examinations in 1974
[ISS-P-7S/13] pOOSS H77-12683
Sterilization by ionizing radiation
[HASA-TT-F-17511] p0086 H77-15610
Ground-based dosinetry support for experiment AB002
[HASA-CB-1512B5] p0190 H77-21822
















HT X BAY IBBADIATIOH
Plasma and tissue lipid changes in rats irradiated
in cosmic space
[IAF PAPBB 77-263] p0333 A77-51503
Effects of CTB. irradiation on the mechanical
properties of structural materials
[OBHL7TH-5624] p0233 H77-24761




HT TOXICITY AND SAFETY HAZABD
ISCHBBIA.
Exercise in an hypoxic environment as a screening
test for ischaenic heart disease
p0003 A77-10068
Transient asymptomatic S-T segment depression
during daily activity
A-123
ISIHG HODB1 SUBJECT INDEX
p0150 A77-26242
Coronary heart disease: Clinical, angiographic,
and pathologic profiles Book
p0206 A77-33571
Clinical medicine review - Three unique
presentations of ischemic heart disease
p0243 A77-38041
K-42 exchange during myocardial ischemia
p0270 A77-42183
Autoradiographic measurement of regional blood
flow in normal and ischemic myocardium
p0270 177-02184
Collaborative DS-DSSR stud; on the prevalence of
dyslipoproteinemias and ischenic heart disease
in American and Soviet populations
p0275 A77-43724
Studies of correlation between progression of
coronary artery disease, as assessed by coronary
arteriography, left ventricular end-diastollc
pressure, ejection fraction, and enployability
p0297 A77-45594




Ischaemic heart disease - A problem in aircraft
accident reconstruction
p0330 A77-50759
Therapeutic and diagnostic capabilities of








Effect of 30 months in a locked environment on the
nicrobial flora of dogs
p0218 A77-34057
Bioprocessing development: Immune/cellular
applications: Anti-Ig autoantibod; and
complement-mediated destruction of neoplastic
cells
[NASA-CB-151207] p0153 H77-18725
























Labeled Release - An experiment in radiorespirometry




Radiation exposure of the Italian population due



















The diagnostics of bone and joint changes during
compressed air labor
[DLB-FB-76-53] p0213 N77-23745
Experimental investigations on changes of the bone
and joint structure,in animals after exposure to
hypobaric environments
[DLB-FB-76-54] ,p0213 N77-237U6






Assessment of group preferences and group





Pioneer 10 and 11 Jovian encounters.- Radiation
dose and biological lethality
p0135 A77-24151
Life on the second sun tbermophilic life
possibility on Jupiter atmosphere
p0167 A77-26660
Possibility of growth of airborne microbes in
, outer planetary atmospheres
p0167 A77-26662
Life in extreme environments - Biological water
requirements extraterrestrial environments
p0168 A77-26664
Biology on the outer planets — life possibility
in atmospheres and moons
p0168 A77-26669
Organic synthesis in a simulated Jovian atmosphere








Variation in stable carbon isotopes in organic




Becent developments in PLZT electrooptic shutters
Lanthanum-modified Lead Zirconate-Titanate
for nuclear flash goggles
p0074 A77-17529
KETONBS
Role of ketone bodies in nonshivering
thermogenesis in cold-acclimated rats
pOIUO A77-2U358
KIDHBIS





Kinematic capability in the SVDS
[NASA-CB-151360] - p021« N77-23753
KINESTHBSIA
A kinesthetic-tactnal display concept for
helicopter-pilot workload reduction






Growth of Klebsiella aerogenes on xylitol -
Implications for bacterial enzyme evolution
p0205 A77-33120
A-124
SUBJECT 1HDEX LBABBING IBBOHI
KHBE (AH&TOHY)
Some experimental aspects of research on the














HT HASHED ORBITAL LABOBATOBIES
NT HANNED ORBITAL BESEABCB LABOBATOBIES
NT SPACE LABOBATOBIES
LABORATORY EQDIPHEHT
Hicrovave exposure facility: Hnltiple animal
exposure at equal power density
[AD-A024939] p0053 N77-12667





State of the labyrinth tonic reflexes of position
during the administration of trace elements to
rabbits /copper, manganese, and cobalt/
p0011 177-11375
Effect of psychotropic drugs on some indices of
the vestibuiar function
p0017 A77-11428
Besponse of the vestibular apparatus to prolonged
caloric stimulation of the labyrinths
p0146 A77-25416
Adaptation of vestibular responses to galvanic
stimulation of the labyrinths
p0146 A77-25417
labyrinth ana cerebial-spinal fluid pressure




Heart rate and ventilation in relation to venous
potassium ion concentration, osmolality, pB,
PC02, P02, orthophosphate concentration, and
lactate concentration at transition from rest to
exercise in athletes and non-athletes
p0107 A77-22365
Arterial lactate responses in dogs made apneic or
breathing nitrogen
p0129 477-23419
pH effects on lactate and excess lactate in
relation to O2 deficit in hypoxic dogs
p0130 177-23420
Splanchnic blood flow, 02 consumption, removal of
lactate, and output of glucose in highlanders
p0298 A77-45908
Slycogen, lactate, and alanine changes in muscle
fiber types during graded exercise
p0299 A77-45912
LAKES















ST AUTORATIC LANDING CONTEOL
NT INSTBOBENT LANDING SYSTEMS
Readability of approach charts as a function of







Limited vocabulary natural language dialogue
p0321 A77-49222
LANGUAGES
NT LISP (PBOGBARBIBG LANGUAGE)
NT PBOGBARBING LANGUAGES
Verbal fluency and the language-bound effect
(AD-A040830] p0315 H77-31781
LABVAB
The anomaly data base of screwworm information
tNASA-CB-151333] p0207 H77-22795
LASEB APPLICATIONS
The heart in slow motion
p0039.477-13337
Honitoring complex trace-gas mixtures by long-path
laser absorption spectrometry in long
duration manned mission closed environments
[ASHE P4PEB 76-ENAS-8] p0096 477-19159
Bethods and means of extending the capabilities of




Histopathology of retinal lesions produced by
long-term laser 'exposure
P0296 A77-U5529
Laser-protection eyewear: An evaluation procedure
[AD-A027826] p0126 H77-17737




Hedical aspects of lasers and laser safety probleas
p0117 N77-16733
USER BABGE FINDBBS










NT AIBCB4FT LAUNCHING DEVICES
LADICHIBG PADS
Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in






Hedico-legal probleas of flight accidents
investigation
P0123 .N77-17715
Legal aspects of flying accidents investigation
disaster victims identification
p0123 H77-17716
Clarification of a fatal helicopter ground
accident through forensic medical methods
p012« H77-17727
LEAD (RETAL)










HT TBAHSFEE OF TBAIBIHG
LEABNIIG HACBIHBS
Learning algorithm using an adaptive net for
control of an unknown object
pOlOO 477-20161
LBABNIHG THEOBY
Learning process and nonlinear behavior of human
operators in stabilizing unstable systems
; p0320 477-48491
Coding systems and the comprehension of
instructional materials
4-125
LBD (DIODES) SOBJBCT IHDEX
[AD-A026361] p0090 H77-15638
LBD (DIODES)
0 LIGHT EMITTING DIODES
LEG (ABATOHY)
NT KNEE ( A H A T O M Y )
Investigation of reflex excitability of
motonenrons for two types of cyclic bunan motion
pOO«i4 477-14176
Procedural selection, construction, design, and
. application possibility, in the case of a
measuring device for the human physiological
study of the biomechanics of the lover extremity
Gernan book
p0131 A77-23550
Effects of hyperoxia on leg blood flov and
netabolisn during exercise
p0176 A77-27927
Actuator device for artificial leg
[BASA-CASE-HFS-23225-1] p008<( N77-KI735
Rotational joint assenbly for the prosthetic leg
[BASA-CASB-KSC-11001-1] p0311 H77-307II9
Bemodynamic studies of the legs under weightlessness
p03<!2 H77-33811
Automatic blood pressure measuring system (H091)
p03l|3 B77-33822
Tolerance and response of the knee-femur-pelyis
complex to axial impact
[PB-269059/2] p03»9 H77-33861
LEGAL LIABILITY
Recent experiment/advances in aviation pathology
[AGARD-CP-190] p0122 N77-17710






0 LUSAR M O D U L E
LENGTH
Is perceived length affected by interactions
between orientation detectors visual




DSAF aviator classes. BGU-1/P: History and






Effect of lesion of the medial eminence of
therderegulation
p0205 A77-32998
Bistopathology of retinal lesions produced by
long-term laser exposure
p0296 A77-45529
Comparative study of lesions in the nervous system




Pioneer 10 and 11 Jovian encounters - Radiation




Study of the effect ot an DBF electromagnetic
field on the blood cells of animals in ontogenesis
p0266 977-11U16
Development of a differential unite cell count
system: Terminal progress report
[PB-26836V7] p0310 B77-3074U
LEVEL (QOABTITY)








The puzzle of the Martian soil
p0022 A77-11Q80
Life beyond the earth Viking biology experiments
p0022 A77-11550
General constraints on the Viking biology
investigation
p0078 A77-17896
The pyrolytic release experiment - Measurement of
carbon assimilation on Viking Lander Mission
p0078 A77-17897
Labeled Release - An experiment in radiorespirometry
for Viking Mars Program life detection
experiments
p0078 A77-17B98
The search for life on Mars - Viking 1976 gas
changes as indicators of biological activity
, p0078 A77-17899
LIFE SCIENCES . .
BT BXTBATEBRBSTBIAL LIFE
BT BOLECULAB BIOLOGY
The development of a biological specimen holding
facility for spaceflight
[ASMS PAPER 76-EBAS-16] p0097 A77-19167
Organise support for life sciences spacelab
experiments
[ASMS PAPEB 76-BNAS-17] p009,7 ,A77^19»68
Life Sciences Laboratories for the Shuttle/Spacelab
[ASME PAPER 76-EBAS-28] p0098 A77-19H77
Conceptual design of a biological specimen holding
facility Life Science Laboratory for Space
Shuttle
[ASHE PAPEB 76-ENAS-30) P0098 A77-19179
Planning for life sciences research in.space
[ASME PAPER 76-BNAS-52] p0098 A77-19193
Biological and medical applications of the Spacelab
p0102 A77-20977
A life sciences Spacelab mission simulation
[AAS 75-258] p0230 A77-36553
A model for a non-chemical form of life r
crystalline physiology
• p0273 A77-13007
Life-science experiment in the Spacelab.
preliminary program ASSESS II
P0295 A77-<15»63
Chlorophyll derivatives in modern soils in
relation to the problem of the chemical
evolution and origin of life on earth
p0319 A77-1803B
On the possible uniqueness of intelligent life in
the universe
tNASA-TT-F-17217] p002» H77-10799.
Definition study for spacelab experiments in the
field of medical fundamentals and.research
techniques
[BHFT-FB-S-76-15] p021« B77-237H7
Definition study for spacelab experiments in the
field of basic medicine and process engineering
[ESA-TT-391] p0283 B77-29740
LIFE SPAI
Survivorship and life expectancy of Drosophila
melanogaster populations in abnormal
oxygen-normal pressure.regimes
pOOH7 A77-1B632
Effects of temperature on the life span, vitality
and fine structure of Drosophila melanogaster
p0066 A77-16662
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
BT CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
NT EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS
NT POBTABLE LIFE SUPPOBT SYSTEMS
control of mineral nutrition of higher plants in
biological life support systems
p0009 A77-11356
Investigating the possibility of using the
transpiration moisture condensate of sweet
potato for plant cultivation in biological life
support systems
pOOSO A77-H181S
Life support system with autonomous control
employing plant photosynthesis
pOOSI A77-15B90
The development of a positive isolation disconnect
for fluid Shuttle Environmental Control/Lite
Support subsystems maintenance
[ASBB PAPEB 76-EBAS-12] p0096 677-19163
A mature Bosch C02 redaction technology for
long-duration space missions
[ASME PAPEB 76-EBAS-11] p0097 A77-19»65
Organism support for life sciences spacelab
experiments
[ASHE PAPBB 76-EBAS-17) p0097 A77-19Q68
Development of a preliminary design of a method to
measure the effectiveness of virus exclusion
during water process reclamation at zero-G
[ASHE PAPBB 76-EBAS-32] p009.8 A77-19980
A-126
SUBJECT I1DBZ LIHBS (AIATOHI)
Oxygen electrocatalysts foe life support systems
[ASBE PAPBB 76-BBAS-37] p0098 A77-19485
I fusible heat sink concept for extravehicular
activity /EV»/ thermal control
[ASBB PAPEB 76-EBAS-64] p0098 A77-19505
Life support of space crews after forced landing
on ground or water Bussian book
p0146 A77-25325
Shuttle era waste collection .
p0147 A7 7-26 052
Problems in the development of human engineering
biological life support systens Russian book
p0177 A77-28267
Shuttle suit shovs advances on Apollo
astronaut pressure suit and extravehicular life
support systens for orbiter
p0292 A77-44576
Sustaining life in a space colony
p0295 A77-45229
Development of a three-man preprototype CO2
collection snbsysten for spacecraft application[ASBE PAPBB 77-BBAS-19] p0301 A77-46860
The Spacelab Environmental Control/Life Support
Snbsysten[ASNE PAPEB 77-ENAS-24] p0302 A77-46865
Developnent of a three-nan preprototype
Independent Air Bevitalization Subsystem /IABS/
[ A S B B PSPBB 77-EBAS-31] p0303 A77-46872
Space station prototype advanced life support
system hardware testing
[ A S H E PAPBB 77-BBAS-32] p0303 A77-46873
Developnent status of a preprototype water
electrolysis system generating oxygen for
life support system
(ASBE PAPEB 77-EHAS-3U] p0303 A77-46875
Preliminary design of a preprototype Rater Quality
Bonitor for spacecraft
[ASBB PAPBB 77-BHAS-36] p0303 A77-46877
Hollow fiber membranes for advanced life support
systems permeable capillaries for medical
filtration .[SSHE PAPEB 77-BBAS-43] p0303 A77-46884
Space construction base support requirements for
environmental control and life support systems[ASBE PAPEB 77-BHAS-44] p0303 A77-46885
Determination of faceplate carbon-dioxide
concentration levels of self-contained breathing
apparatus
[PB-25269S/2] p0028 N77-10796
Procedure for continuous-flow respirator flowrate
determination[PB-252694/5] p0028 H77-10797
An improved cooling system for removing metabolic
heat from an hermetically sealed spacesnit
[BASA-CASH-ABC-11059-1] p0085 H77-14743
Advanced combined iodine dispenser and detector
for microorganism.annihilation in potable
water
CNASA-CB-1S1214] p0161 N77-197S3
Breathing oxygen: Purity of oxygen generated by a
fluomine-based system(AD-A030851) p0189 H77-20784
Aviator's breathing oxygen parity[AD-A030879] p0189 1177-20785
Army life-Support Power Source System (ALPSS) for
environmental control of casualty holding and
evacuation bag
[AD7A031214] p0189 B77-20788
Bciss'consumables analysis: ALT captive/active 1
and captive/active 3 space shuttle orbiters
[HASA-TH-X-74754] p0259 H77-27709
A preliminary investigation of the Environmental
Control and Life Support Subsystem (EC/LSS) for
the space construction base manufacturing nodules
[HASA-TB-78123] p0288 H77-29788
LIGABDS
Influence of temperature on hemoglobin-ligand




after light-dark phase shift in monkeys
p0104 A77-21576
Bole of Cerenkov radiation in the eye-flashes
observed by Apollo astronauts
p0135 A77-24153
Temporal characteristics of the human visual
system as revealed by reaction time to double
pulses of light
p0198 A77-31125
Bhodopsin content and electroretinographic
sensitivity in light-damaged rat retina
p0248 A77-39371






Some principles for the recovery of central vision
after temporary blindness
p0016 A77-11414
Threshold time of visual recognition and level of
light adaptation
pOODI A77-14151
Interaction between photoreceptors of the retina
in vertebrates and their functional role
p0075 A77-17637
The phasic character of color sensitivity of the
visual analyzer
pOOSI A77-19001
Experimental investigation of the psychic-related
and the light-reflective additive properties of
the pupillary regulation system without feedback
German book
p0101 A77-20425
Long-lasting afterimages caused by neural adaptation
p0273 A77-42871
Transient responses to shifts of angle of
illumination in retinal neurons
p0061 H77-13642
LIGHT AIBCHAFT
Botivation in light aviation pilots /results of an
inquiry carried oat on 600 subjects/. I - Hatnre
of the motivation and causes of loss of motivation
p0202 A77-32356
Motivation in light aviation pilots /results of an
inquiry carried out on 600 subjects/. II -











BT X BAT FLUORESCENCE
116HT BBIZTIK DIODES
Multiple images as a function of LEDs viewed
during vibration
P01M5 A77-25075
Human performance evaluation of matrix displays:
Literature and technology review *
[AD-A029932] p0157 B77-18750
LIGBT BODOLATIOB
HI OLTBASOBIC LIGBT BODOLATIOB
LIGBT TBAISBISSIOB
Investigation of inside light reflection problem
on the Plat Plate Canopy (PPC) for model 209
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[PB-211] p0289 N77-29791
HAHDALS
NT DSE8 BANOALS (COHPOTER PROGRAMS)
BANOPACTORING
NT SPACE BANOFACTORING
Information and control issues of adaptable,
programmable assembly systems for manufacturing
and teleoperator applications
p0270 A77-03613
Commercializing the echocardioscope: A case study
in biomedical technology transfer
p0116 N77-16719
Biomedical technology transfer: A manufacturer's
viewpoint
p0116 N77-16720
Information and control issues of
adaptable-programmable assembly systems for





NT CENTRAL HERVOOS STSTEB STIBOLANTS




Biological productivity in the Nexican Pacific-
coastal waters
[BHFT-PB-H-76-02] p012.1 N77-17697
The effect of colonization by animal and plant
organisms on asphalt structures in sea water
[BLL-CB-THANS-69tt6-(9022.D9) ] p0233 N77-2»75i|
BABIRB BHVIBORBBBTS
Assessment of the impact of increased solar,
ultraviolet radiation upon marine ecosystems
[NASA-CH-151201] p0120 N77-17695
BABKBT BBSBABCH
Barket study: Rhole blood analyzer
CNASA-CH-153251] p0237 N77-2S775
Harket study: 3-D eyetracker
[NASA-CR-153253] p0238 N77-25783






Bars as a habitable environment Bussian book
p0218 A77-39676




Effect of extreme factors on micro-organisms used
for the control of the effectiveness of




NT VIKING LANDER SPACECBAPT
NT VIKING BARS PBOGBAB
BABS SDBFACB
Life beyond the earth Viking biology experiments
p0022 A77-11550
Possible surface reactions on Bars - Implications
for Viking biology results
p0266 A77-IH639
BABS SURFACE SABPLBS
The puzzle of the Martian soil
p0022 A77-1HI80
The search for life.on Bars - Viking 1976 gas
changes as indicators of biological activity
p0078 A77-17899
Methodology for back-contamination risk assessment
for a nars sample return mission
[NASA-CB-153251] p0210 N77-25799
BASKIHG
Time of recognition, threshold time of display,




A brief experiment to compare the wearing
properties of two versions of the c3-mask
[IZF-1976-13) p0215 N77-23755
Optical properties and visual effects of face masks
[AD-A038197] p0280 N77-28742
BASS DISTRIBUTION
Anthropometric assessment of the.mass distribution
characteristics of the living hnman body
p0165 A77-26641
Calculation of the deposition of polydisperse
aerosols in the glass models of the upper human
airvays. Description of the computer program






Noninvasive determination of cardiac output by a
modified acetylene rebreathing procedure





NBL's central atmosphere monitor program
[AD-A03577U] p0239 N77-25795
BATCBBD FILTBBS
Implementation of a method to detect the single
AT 130.















A comparison of relative tozicity rankings by some
small-scale laboratory tests
p0225 A77-35665
Comparison of animal responses to the combustion
products generated by tvo test procedures, the
OSF/NASA methodology and the FAA/CAHI system
p0328 A77-50631







NT ANALOG SIMULATION '
NT DIGITAL SIBOLATIOB
A model of the physiological thermoregulation system
p0013 A77-11391
A mathematical model of the human temperature
regulatory system - Transient cold exposure
response
p0023 A77-12244
Bathematical models for the growth, dynamics and •
diffusion of populations in biophysics,
biochemistry and microbiology
p0065 A77-16394
Long-wavelength analysis of plane vave irradiation
of an ellipsoidal model of man
,p0108 A77-22770
Long-wavelength electromagnetic power absorption.
in ellipsoidal models of man and animals
p0108 A77-22771
Introduction to the study of a mathematical model
of a pilot
. [ONEBA, IP NO. 1976-118] pOKtl A77-24125
A two-dimensional model for the cochlea. II - The
heuristic approach and numerical results
p01«5 A77-25170
An experimental validation of mathematical
simulation of human thermoregnlation
p01«5 A77-25217
Computerized accommodated percentage evaluation -
Beview and prospectus Rente Carlo model for
aircraft design -analysis
p0163 A77-26630
A computational model of pulmonary gas transport
incorporating effective diffusion
p0168 A77-26917
Spacecraft contamination modeling[IIAA PAPEB 77-739] p02U8 A77-39509
Engineering models of the human thermoregnlatory
system - A review
p0268 A77-41950
Bathematical simulation for crashworthy aircraft
seat design[ A I A A PAPEB 77-1250] p0291 A77-44338
Developments in mathematical models of human pilot
behaviour /The Twentieth Lanchester Remorial
Lecture/
p0305 A77-47878
Predictive model of the auditory process as
related to communication systems
[AD-A02«300] p0031 N77-11656
Analysis of multiple frequency food processing
system[AD-A026768] p0091 N77-15646
flathematical modelling methods in radio biology
p0111 N77-16678
The significant parameters affecting the modelling
of target acquisition of ground combat targets
from tactical helicopters
[AD-A028853] p0125 N77-17733
Investigation on a passenger ride-comfort
improvement system with limited control surface
actuator performance for a flexible aircraft
[NLB-TB-75140-0J p0156 H77-18715
Control of thermal balance by a liquid circulating
garment based on a mathematical representation
of the human thermoregnlatory system
[NASA-TB-X-58190] p0162 N77-19756
Hodeling the effects of environmental factors on
human control and information processing
[AD-A030585] p0188 N77-20782
Performance measures of human tracking utilizing ,
PID modeling and a closed loop error metric.
[AD-A031092] p0189 N77-20783
A myocybernetic control model of skeletal muscle '
[iISK-220] p0233 N77-24759
The development, maintenance, and mathematical
description of tracking behavior in man and the
rhesus monkey
[AD-A038006] p0252 H77-26802
Interaction between the heart and the vascular
system: A circuit approach
p0256 N77-27687
Application of the response probability density !
function technigne to biodynamic models
predicting injuries from air blasts
[1D-AOI10020] p0257 H77-27695
Critical review and analysis of performance models
applicable to manmachine systems evaluation
[AD-A038597] p0259 N77-27713
System modeling and simulation: Application of a
research methodology and test I
p0279 877-28733
Stochastic modelling of remotely manned systems '
p0284 N77-29752
Development and application of functional manning^






Notes on the computation of the generalized zeta '
and digamma functions with programs and tables ;
[AD-A025131] p0058 1177-12707
BATBII BETBODS '
Comparison of human information processing I




0 MATRIX HETHODS '
BAZIROH LIKELIHOOD BSTIBATES
Bidge and Bayes identification for the qnasilinear
human controller in compensatory tracking
pOOOl A77-10,123
A maximum likelihood approach for identifying
human operator remnant in a tracking task '
p0024 A77-12409
BBASOBE AND INTEGBATIOH
NT HEIGHTING FUNCTIONS '
HEASOBEBBNT













NT LASEB BANGE FINDEBS
NT RASS SPECTBOBETBBS :
NT BECHANOGBABS
NT OCDLOHETEBS








NT TBBBSBOLO DETECTORS (DOSIRBTEBS)





 HBCHiSICAL DEVICES SUBJECT IBDBX
Automatic blood pressure measuring systea (B091)
P0343 H77-33822







Evaluation of toe motion of a mechanical arm
p02Q4 A77-38188
Hicrofiber materials for growth of intimal linings
in circulator; assist devices
[PB-257846/6] p0089 N77-15629
Fabrication of implantable artificial heart
devices and components
[PB-2578115/8] p0089 H77-15632
Locking mechanism for orthopedic braces
[NASA-CASB-GSC-12082-2] p0257 N77-27694
HECHiHICAL DBIVBS
The LBHBA concept - A new manipulator
laboratory mechanical arm
p0274 A77-43646




Analysis and design of a proto-type
triple-ajcis-common-pivot-arm-wrlst to be







Investigation of mechanical activity of canine








Effects of CTB irradiation on the mechanical
properties of structural materials




The effect of impact accelerations on the heart
and hemodynamics of rats
p0011 A77-11372
BBCHAH068ABS
Investigation of mechanical activity of canine
skeletal muscles in vivo
p0212 N77-23737
BBDICiL BLBCTBOSICS
Requirements concerning biotelemetry systems vith
examples regarding the application
[D6LB PAPEB 76-123] p0037 A77-12980
A preamplifier for electrophysiological
investigations
p0038 A77-13154
Objective techniques for investigation of human
vision
pOOUS A77-14180
The Stanford-Ames portable echocardioscope - A
case study in technology transfer
p0072 A77-17373
The user's viev of commercially available medical
technology
p0072 A77-17374
A dipole plus qnadrupole lead system for human
electrocardiography
p0104 A77-21581
Maximal instantaneous mitral valve velocities
measured vith a digital echocardiographic
tracking system
P0106 A77-21948
An electrooptical sensor for cardiac sound and
vibrations
p0106 A77-21949
Beasuring device for His-bundle analysis at the
heart
P0131 A77-23621
Inexpensive technique to record respiration daring
flight
P01I43 A77-24511
Computerized X-ray reconstruction tomography in
stereometric analysis of cardiovascular dynamics
p0111 A77-24737
Arrhythmias documented by 24 hour continuous
electrocardiographic monitoring in 50 male
medical students without apparent heart disease
p0150 A77-26241
ST segment distortions by high-side frequency
filtration in direct-vriting BCG recorders
p0173 A77-2756S
Electronic high speed sector scan ultrasonic
tomography improved in directivity by using
signal processing technique
P0198 A77-31037
The echocardiophone - A new means for observing
spatial movement of the heart
p020« A77-32397
Clinical value of quantitative analysis of ST
slope during exercise —•- ECG
•> p0206 A77-33285
Circuit for automatically zeroing aortic tlow base
line from electromagnetic flovmeter
P0221 A77-34313
Computer-based system for analysis of respiratory
responses to exercise
p0268 A77-11821
Sew trends in phonocardiograph modulators
p0274 A77-4332S
, Bemoval of AC interference from the
electrocardiogram
p0297 A77-«5596
'An acoustic transducer for application in
kinetocardiography
p0321 A77-49274
Some problems in cardiac electrokymography
p0323 A77-49446
BBDICAL EQOIPBEST





AutoBicrobic System - One step farther
bacterial monitor for man on long space missions
p0222 A77-35310
Boliov fiber membranes for advanced life support
systems permeable capillaries for medical
filtration
[ASBE PAPEB 77-ENAS-43] p0303 A77-M6884
Emergency medical kits aboard aircraft
p0326 A77-D9840
Efficiency of the oxygen mask delivery system at
the OSAF hyperbaric center
p0326 A77-49928





Diagnostic ultrasound: A review of clinical
applications and the state of the art of
commercial and experimental systems
[PB-258237/7] p012.1 N77-17703
A bonescrew for intrasternal infusions
. [BBL-1976-9] p0192 N77-21836
Development and clinical evaluation of blood gas
sensors for'continuous*monitoring (adult and
neonate)
[PB-258798/8] p0192 N77-21B39
Questions of uniqueness and resolution in
reconstruction of 2-D and 3-D objects from their
• projections for medical diagnosis
p0213 N77-23701
• Barket study: Whole blood analyzer
[NASA-CB-1S32SI1] p0237 N77-2S775
A cervix-to-rectnm measuring device in a radiation





Snap-in compressible biomedlcal electrode
CB&SA-CASB-SSC--U623-1] p0277 H77-28717
Evaluation of class 2 biological cabinets
p0309 N77-30728
Development of a differential white cell count
system: Terminal progress report
[PB-26836V7] p0310 H77-30714
A-136
SUBJECT IBDBZ HBITAL PEBFOBHABCB
Feasibility study on the design of a probe for
rectal cancer detection
[HASA-CB-155043] p0335 B77-32708




A portable oxygen system foe aeromedieal
crewmembers. An evalnation
. [AD-A027373] p0092 H77-15648
The place and role of ledical services in flight
safety study of the organization and Beans nsed




















Potential biomedical applications of ion beam
technology
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-1018] p0037 A77-13007
Biological and medical applications of the Spacelab
p0102 A77-20977
DSSB Academy of Bedical Sciences
[JPES-68310] p0056 B77-12693
Havy-wide Workshop on High Pressure Bionedical
Besearch
[AD-A031993] p0192 H77-21838
Definition study for Spacelab experiments in the
field of medical fundamentals and research
techniques
[BHFT-FB-W-76-15] p0214 H77-23717
Research activities in application of physics and
engineering to nedical science and problens
[THO-BFI-PB-5] p0237 H77-25778
Definition study for Spacelab experiments in the
field of basic medicine and process engineering
[ESA-TT-391] p0283 H77-29740
Translation on OSSB science and technology
bionedical sciences, no. 9
. [JPBS-69899] p0346 H77-338<I1
Translations on DSSB science and technology
biomedical sciences, no. 10
[JPHS-69924] p0346 877-33842
HBDICAL SEB7ICBS
The role of Shuttle in Health Care Systems
development for space stations
[ASBE PAPEB 76-EHAS-29] p0098 A77-19478
Tvo years of routine patient movement in the
U.S.A. /Jan. 1971-Dec. 1975/ Bedical airlift
service regulations review
p0219 A77-34063
Physicians and airline Medical emergencies
p0219 A77-34065
necessary nedical and paramedical measures for an
airport catastrophe
p0263. A77-40949
STABPAHC Interim Evalnation Beport, Hay 1975 -
April 1976
[HASA-CB-151126] p0062 H77-13648
International Conference on Remote Emergency
Hedical Services
[HASA-CR-151154] p0088 B77-15620






Identification of 180 million years old, probably
unchanged melanine




Dynamic membrane hyperfiltration wash water recovery
[ASBE PAPEB 77-EHAS-21 ] p0301 A77-46862
Hollow fiber membranes for advanced life support
systems permeable capillaries for medical
filtration
[ASHB PAPEB 77-BH&S-43] p0303 A77-46884





HT IOH BXCHABGE BEHBBABE ELECTBOLYTES
HT HBBBRABE STRUCTOHES
Hormonal regulation of the state of the lysosomal
membranes of the eye tissues '
pOOqj A77-14467
Synthesis of phospholipids and membranes in
prebiotic conditions '
p014S A77-24998
Light energy transdnction by the purple membrane
of halophilic bacteria; Proceedings of the
Symposium, San Francisco, Calif.,'Jane 6, 1976
p0246 A77-38903
Light energy transdnction by the purple membrane I
of halophilic bacteria - Introduction
p0246 A77-38904
The photochemical cycle of bacteriorhodopsin >
p0246 A77-38906
Conformational changes in bacteriorhodopsin '
accompanying ionophore activity i
p0247 A77-38909
Light energy conservation processes in
Halobacterinm halobium cells
p0247 A77-38912
Hodel for some nonthermal effects of radio and
microwave fields on biological membranes
p0324 A77-49S03
Potassium permeability in the transverse tubule
system and latency relaxation: A study of ,
excitation-contraction coupling '
p0255 H77-27685




Data on the change of human EEG rhythms under the
action of electric stimuli /electric sleep/ '
p0039 A77-13187
Hemory and the functional state of the brain
p0042 A77-14160
Herve-specific proteins and their possible
physiological functions
p0222 A77-34631
Coding systems and the comprehension of i
instructional materials
[AD-A026361) p0090 H77-15638
Verbal fluency and the language-bound effect '
. [AD-A040830] p0315 B77-31781
BEII1L HEALTH :




Drug effects on heart rate and heart rate |
variability during a prolonged reaction task '
pOOOS A77-10274
Study of the dynamics of mental working capacity
in flight personnel with hypertensive disease '
for prognosis of their occupational activity
pOOlO A77-11363
General and local changes in the bloelectrical '
activity of the brain during mental activity
p0042 A77-14158
Bemory and the functional state of the brain
pOOD2 A77-11160
Stressful mental activity and the regulatory state
in the cardiovascular system !
p0043 A77-14162
Electronic device for studying high-speed reactions
— arrythmic pulse generator for mental fatigue
studies
p0151 A77-26571
Circadian rhythms in aviation medicine
p0169 A77-27000
Dynamics of intracerebral blood flow in the course
of work activities in workers at computer centers
p0226 A77-35739
Developments in mathematical models of human pilot
behaviour /The Twentieth Lanchester Bemorial
A-137
BEHTAL STBESS SUBJECT IHDEI
Lecture/
p0305 A77T47878
A study of the effect of controlled exercise on
performance daring stressful conditions
[SD-A026350] p0088 N77-15625
The effects of varying noise and task complexity
on performance
. p0117 H77-16731







Vulcanism, mercury-sensitized photo-reactions and





The effect of auditory and visual presentation of





The effect of the chronic action of small dosages
of ionizing radiation on the excretion of
gaseous metabolites among vhite rats
p0011 A77-11379
The effects of hyperoiia and hypokinesia on the
formation and excretion of gaseous metabolites
among rats
p0012 A77-1.1381
Circadian rhythms of the activity of the
synpatho-adrenal system in the healthy man
pOlOO A77-20126
study of the biochemical indicators of chronic
irradiation in rats
p0135 A77-21150
Urinary catecholamine excretion on induction to
high altitude /3,658 m/ by air and road
p0217 A77-3UOU7
Character of catecholamine excretion by pilots
after completing simulator training flights
p022i; A77-35517
The effect of gamma-radiation on the ammonia
excretion of vhite mice
p0265 A77-01081
An improved cooling system for removing metabolic
heat from an hermetically sealed spacesuit
[NASA-CASE-ABC-11059-1] p0085 N77-147S3
Endocrine-metabolic effects in short-duration,




















Formation.of the cholinergic activity of blood in
the human body - Distant action of acetylcholine
' pOOIS A77-14177
The palirrhotrophic origin of energy metabolism
—- chemiosmotic precursor to phototropism in
estnarine cellular organisms
p0078 A77-17895
Thermoregulatory heat production in man -
Prediction equation based on skin and core
temperatures
p0176 A77-27926
Effects of hyperoxia on leg blood flo» and
metabolism during exercise
p0176 A77-27927
Cardiovascular, respiratory, and metabolic
adjustments to exercise in dogs
p0176 A77-27928
Theoretical prerequisites for the development of
artificially heated clothing
p<)197 A77-30925
. Derangements of myocardial metabolism preceding
onset of ventricular fibrillation after coronary
occlusion
p0222 A77-35403
The metabolic adaptation of an organism to muscle
activity of increasing intensity
p0294 A77-4U935
Utilization and restoration of energy sources
during muscle activity in conditions of
steady-state metabolism
p029Q A77-44936
The roles of body mass and gravity in determining
the energy requirements of homoiotherns
p0298 A77-S5855
Borphological and histochemical indices of
compensatory adaptations in organs in response
to oxygen insufficiency
p0323 A77-U9«<»lt
Study of metabolic response variation to an
acoustic aggression metabolic recuperation
after sonic boom N vave exposure
[ISL-H-120/75] p0028 N77-11611
The effect of ambient temperature on metabolism
and heart rate in resting albino rats
[NASA-TT-P-17393] p0120 N77-17692
Some specific effects of hypobaric hypoxia on
cellular metabolism
[AD-A028928] p0122 B77-177U6
copper metabolism (compared to zinc metabolism)
[IBI-133-76-07] p0191 N77-21829
Effect of the acquisition enhancing drug piracetam
on rat cerebral energy metabolism. Comparison
with naftidrofuryl and methamphetamine
p0210 N77-23718
Results of metabolic studies on the crev of the
second expedition of the Salynt-1 orbital station
p0211 N77-23730
Process for control of cell division
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10773-3] p0236 N77-25769
A metabolic rate prediction model for manual
materials handling jobs
p0281 N77-297U9
The investigation of metabolic and cardiovascular
responses to fatiguing static effort
[AD-A03797S] p0313 N77-31769
Toxicology of metals, volume 2
[PB-268321/1J p0336 N77-32715
Bed cell'metabolism studies on Skylab
p0301 N77-33807
Besults of Skylab medical experiment
H171-metabolic activity
p03Q3 N77-33816




Higher plant netabolism and energetics in































Geomycology fungal biosolubilization and
accumulation of metals
p0139 A77-24179









Origin of organic compounds on the primitive earth
and in meteorites
p0168 A77-26911
Acid-labile aiino acid precursors in the Nucchison
meteorite. I - Chromatogiaphic fractionation. II
* A search for peptides and amino acyl amides
p0175 A77-27769
HBTBOBOlOGICAl CBABTS
Probabilistic approach to external clond dose







A comment on methanogenic bacteria and the
primitive ecology
pOBOO A77-46100
Bio-gas production from alligator weeds
[NASA-CB-149809] p0158 N77-19729




Interaction between methyl mercury and radiation
effects on nervous systems
[PB-265873/0] p0278 H77-28728
BETHYLEHE BIDE
Dependence of the vital staining of brain cortex
tissues on the nature of their blood supply
pOOBO A77-18924
BEIICO










Bathematical models for the growth, dynamics and
diffusion of populations in biophysics,
biochemistry and microbiology
p0065 A77-16390
Isolation and identification of the conidial
germination factor of Neurospora crassa
p0067 A77-16672
The metabolism of carbohydrates by extremely
halophilic bacteria - Identification of
galactonic acid as a product of galactose
metabolism
p007« A77-1758H
flicrobiology studies in the Space Shuttle
[ASHE PAPER 76-ENAS-23] p0097 A77-19473
Bicrobial life at low temperatures
extraterrestrial life possibilities
p0167 A77-26661
Effect of 30 months in a locked environment on the
microbial flora of dogs
p0218 A77-34057
AntoBicrobic System - One step farther
bacterial monitor for man on- long space missions
p0222 A77-35310
Cell biology experiments conducted in space
p0242 A77-37953
Bicrobiological profiles of the Viking spacecraft
p0242 A77-37950




dicroflora associated with beets daring their
growth in prolonged hydroponic cultivation
p0264 A77-41077
ASTP chemical and microbiological analysis of
potable water
[NASA-TB-X-58192] p0034 877-11675
Algal metabolite influence on bloom sequence in
eutrophied freshwater ponds
[PB-258445/6] p0153 N77-187>7
Application of luciferase assay for ATP to
antimicrobial drug susceptibility ,
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12039-1] p0207 N77-22794
Translations on USSR science and technology:







The microscopic and crystalline structure,
microhardness, and mineral saturation of the















Effect of cnpric bromide on the.intensity of >
release of gaseous substances from a vaste
disinfection facility
p0017 A77-11U21
Hygiene evaluation of experimental samples of the
antimicrobial underclothing containing
hexachlorophene for space flight
pOOSO A77-14816
Effect of extreme factors on micro-organisms used >
for the control of the effectiveness of
sterilization in Martian environment
conditions ,
p0138 A77-2017H
On methods of detection of extraterrestrial life
p0138 A77-24175
On micro-organisms of the stratosphere
p0139 A77-24178
Possibility of growth of airborne microbes in
outer planetary atmospheres
P0167 A77-26662
A Gnnflint-type microbiota from the Duck Creek
dolomite, western Australia
p0175 A77-2777S
Limitations to growth of microorganisms on Oranusj
Neptune, and Titan
p0181 A77-29997
Intestinal autoflora of test subjects during a
six-month bioengineering experiment
p0228 A77-3S786
Bicrobiological profiles of the viking spacecraft •
P0242 A77-37954
Bicroflora associated with beets during'their
growth in prolonged hydroponic cultivation
p026H A77-41077
Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in
and on interplanetary space vehicle.components
CNASA-CR-I49658] p0119 N77-17676
Bygrophorns (limacinm) hypothejas fr. in
•ycorrhizal synthesis with pine (pinus
silvestris 1.) in pure cultures on agar <
[NAS»rTT-F-17396] p0120 N77-17693
Interrelationships between certain microorganisms
and some aspects of sediment-water nutrient
exchange in two bayou estuaries, phase 1 and 2 ,
[PB-259538/7] p0158 H77-19730
Advanced combine'd iodine dispenser and detector
for microorganism annihilation in potable
water
[NASA-CR-151214] p0161 N77-19753
Selective enrichment and isolation of





Determination of antimicrobial susceptibilities of
infected urines without isolation
[NASA-CASB-GSC-120116-1] p0252 H77-26797
Skylab environmental and crew microbiology studies
p0339 N77-33788
BICBOPBOCESSOBS





Development of a differential white cell count





The assembly of large structures in space
radio astronomy telescope and microwave antenna
' p0286 H77-29770
BICBOIAVB ATTEHOATIOf




RF radiation hazards - An engineering status review
p0199 A77-31767
Studies on the hematologic effects of long-term,
low-dose microwave exposure
p0243 A77-38037
On microwave-induced hearing sensation
p0245 A77-38320
Study of the effect of an OHF electromagnetic
field on the blood cells of animals in ontogenesis
p0266 A77-41416
The functional state of the
hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal cortex system as





Microwave exposure facility: Multiple animal
exposure at egnal power density
[AD-A024939] p0053 N77-12667




The combined effect of nltrashort-wave irradiation
and hyperoxia on animals
p0261 A77-40657








Impact of radar irradiation on human systems
pOOOS A77-10250
Hodel for some nonthermal effects of radio and
microwave fields on biological membranes
p0324 A77-49503
First results of an investigation of the effects
of microwave radiation with low power density on
the behavior of rats
[HBL-1974-15] p0025 "77-10778
Bibliography of reported biological phenomena
(effects) and clinical manifestations attributed
to microwave and radio-frequency radiation,
supplement no. 8
[AD-A029430] p0185 H77-20756
Biological effects of electromagnetic waves.
Selected papers of the OSHC/OBSI annual meeting,
volume 1
[PB-268094/0] p033S B77-32712
Biological effects of electromagnetic waves.





Education as a factor In the selection of air
. traffic controller trainees
[AD-A031880/8] p0118 177-16738
RIDDLE BIB
Holographic Investigation of stapes footplate
movements ' :
p0197 A77-30949
Effects of rate and direction of air pressure
changes on tympanometry
p0060 B77-13638
Response of guinea pig ears to pure tones, speech,
and other complex waveforms imparted




Bound window tear in aviators —- middle ear






Human factor's considerations in new generation
Army aircraft systems
[AD-A037992] p0253 1177-26806
Bethodology for identifying and quantifying the




Diabetes and flight personnel
p0203 A77-32368
Fractures of the spine In flight - The role of









Cambodian airlift —-•physiological effects on
flight crews
p0219 A77-34064
The place and role of medical services in flight
. safety study of the organization and means used




An auditory-visual interaction model for
monitoring Army materiel/information displays
[AD-A033865] p0215 H77-23757
Bedical aspects of army aviation and airborne and
ground operations affecting health and
efficiency of the soldiers
[AD-A039804] p0310 B77-30738
Academic attrition from Navy technical training
class A school courses
[TAEG-47] p0314 1177-31780
BILITABT PSICBIATBT
0 MILITARY PSICBOLOGI I
BILIMBT PSICBOLOGI






Instructional systems development - A new approach
to flight-crew .proficiency
p0144 A77-248S6
Double knit aramid flight suits for aircrewmen
p0327 A77-49938
The VTAS/belmet Interface Visual Target
Acquisition Set
p0327 A77-49941
Human compatibility testing of the BAF P/Q oxygen
mask with the OSAF BGO-2A/P flying helmet
p0327 A77-49942
Development of aircraft accident investigation
program at the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology
P0122 B77-17711
BILITABT VEHICLES
Toxic hazards tests for vehicles and other equipment
[AD-A040542] p0312 H77-31766
A proposal for evaluating human exposure to carbon
monoxide contamination In military vehicles
[AD-A040799] p0313 B77-31767
A-140
SUBJECT UDEX HOLBCOLA8 BIOLOGY
BISEEBL HETABOLISB
Stndy of phosphatase activity in the bone tissue
ana blood serum during 90-day hypokinesia
p0011 477-11370
State of osseous tissue under conditions of
hypokinesia and weightlessness, and the effect
of thyrocalcitonin
p0012 A77-11387
Hineral and nitrogen metabolic studies on Skylab
flights and comparison vith effects of earth
long-tern recumbency
p0133 A77-2U1U1'
Effect of electric fields of various intensities
and with frequencies common in industry on the
balance and metabolism of copper, molybdenum and
iron in laboratory animals
' p0299 A77-H5920
(lethod and system for in vivo measurement of bone
tissue using a tvo level energy source
[HASA-CASE-BSC-14276-1]- ' pOOSU N77-11737








Control of mineral nutrition of higher plants in
biological life support systems
p0009 A77-11356




Design, development, fabrication and testing of a
portable self-contained respirable dust mass
monitor
[PB-2511503/6] p0035 F77-11681
Evaluation of speech processing systems.
Evaluation of electronic/active hearing





A portable personal cooling system for mine rescue
operations




Occupational hazards of missile operations with
special regard to the hydrazine propellants
p018i» H77-20744
BISSIOB PLiBBIBG
Shuttle crev training revision needed
p0022 A77-11546
The possibilities of Spacelab for solving medical
problems
p0022 A77-11589
Organism support for life sciences spacelab
experiments . .
[ASBE PAPEB 76-BBAS-17] p0097 A77-19168
The role of Shuttle in Health Care Systems
development for space stations
[ASBE PAPEB 76-BNAS-29] p0098 A77-19»78
Planning for biomedical research in space - The
visiting research scientist
[ASBE PAPEB 76-ENAS-67] p0098 A77-19508
Biological and medical applications of the Spacelab
p0102 A77-20977
A life sciences Spacelab mission simulation
[ A A S 75-258] p0230 A77-36553
Payload cre« activity planning integration. Task
2: Inflight operations and training for payloads
[SASA-CB-151187] P0155 H77-18739
Space mission training: A necessary element in
planning and training for Shuttle Spacelab
Bissions
p0159 N77-19735




Synaptic contacts in the vestibnlar ganglion of
the eighth cranial nerve of the frog
p0011 A77-13792
Functions of selected biochemical systems from the
exercised-trained dog heart
p0176 A77-27931
The effect of acute.hypothermia on the composition




The effect of a long-time Influence of a constant
and alternating 1000-oersted magnetic field on
mitotic activity
p0013 A77-11396
























NT OLTBASONIC LIGHT BODOLATIOB
BODOLATIOB TBABSFEB FOBCTIOB














Photokeratography using moire techniques
p0052 A77-16052
801STORE COITEBI
Correction of vater content and solute
concentration in blood during hemoconcentration
p0218 A77-3401I8
Total body vater and lean body mass estimated by
ethanol dilution
P0267 A77-<H813
Storage stability and improvement of intermediate
moisture foods, phase 3
[HASl-CB-15100<t] P0027 H77-10792
Storage stability and improvement of intermediate
moisture foods, phase 4
[BASA-CB-1511tt7] p0091 B77-15615




D BANNED OBBITAL LABOBATOBIES
HOLEGOLAB BIOLO6T
Effect of hydrocortisone and adrenocorticotropin
on the conformational state of proteins in the
brain and muscles
pOOOS A77-10661
Electrospectroscopic method for evaluating the
interaction of radiation with DBA molecules
p0012 A77-11385
Cellular and molecular aspects of adaptation
p0017 A77-11«30
Biology and physics of proteins
' p0038 A77-131U7
Bolecnlar biophysics ~- Bussian book
p007S A77-17722
Solution to a gene divergence problem under
arbitrary stable nncleotide transition .
probabilities
A-101
BOLECOLAB BORDS SUBJECT IBDBZ
p0099 A77-19749
Prebiotic molecules and interstellar grain clamps
p0169 A77^26980
Chemical evolution - Effect of high energy radiation
p0175 A77-27770
Evolutionary biology. Volume 9 --- Book
p0226 A77-35712





Microorganisms as producers of hydrogen
[HASA-TT-P-17131J p0025 N77-10776















Amino acid spectrum of human blood plasma during
space flight and in antiorthostatic hypokinesia
p0136 A77-24160
Prebiotic molecules and interstellar grain clumps
p0169 477-26980
BOLEC0LAB STBOCTOBE
Photoreceptor membrane carbohydrate on the
intradiscal surface of retinal rod disks
P0022 A77-11176
The retina under neutron assault rhodopsin
molecular structure by neutron diffraction
p0065 A77-16200
On the origin of biological chirality via natural
beta-decay
p0273 A77-43005
Aqueous artefacts: The riddle of bound vater
[AD-A02l|6<t3] • p0032 N77-11663
BOLBCDLBS
Bioprocesslng development: Immune/cellular
applications: Anti-Ig antoantibody and








NT BOBEBTS OP INEBTIA
BOBEBTS OF IBEBTIA
Anthropometric assessment of the mass distribution
characteristics of the living human body
p0165 A77-26611
HOHI10BS
Failure detection by pilots during automatic
landing - nodels and experiments
p0101 A77-20442
Color coding of information on electronic displays
—•- TV monitors '
p016» A77-26632
A method and data for video monitor sizing /





The development, maintenance, and mathematical
description of tracking behavior in man and the
rhesus monkey[AD-A038006] p0252 N77-26802
BOBOCOLAB VISION
Characteristics ot the monocular estimation of the
orientation of a line by the right and left eye
and their possible nenrophysiological mechanisms
p0039 A77-13189
Belation between the size of visual image and its '
estimation
pOOH<! A77-14172









Computerized accommodated percentage evaluation -




Self-rated moods of humans at 1300 m pretreated
with placebo or acetazolamide plus staging .
p0103 A77-21168
BOBL
0 BANNED OBBITAL BBSBABCB LABOBATOBIES
aOEPHOLOSICAL INDBIBS
Horphological and histochemical indices of





The neural control of skeletal muscle fiber type
P0087 N77-15613
aOBTALITI
Interdependence of decompression sickness and
plasma enzymes on dive profile and vitamin B-6
status
p0103 A77-21170
Cause of death in aircraft.accidents - Drowning
vs. traumatic Injuries
P0329 A77-507S3






Negative aftereffects in visual perception
P0052 A77-15B08
Somatosensory motion after-effect following
earth-horizontal rotation about the z-axis - A
new illusion
p02»2-A77-38033




. Perceptual analysis of moving patterns
pOOUS A77-10566
The perception of moving targets
P0069 A77-17079
Depth perception through motion -•— Book
p0075 A77-17772
An indirect method of measuring perceived distance
from familiar size
P0099 A7V-19673
Experiments on the locus of induced motion
p01«7 A77-26074
Visual information for object identity in apparent
movement
P0173 A77-27598
The analytical research on the apparent movement
perception - Psychophysical consideration. I
p0179 A77-28977
The analytical research on apparent movement
perception - Psychophysical consideration. II
p0180 A77-28978
Intramodal and intermodal transfer of movement
information
pOI.95 A77-30099
Is the method for 'perception time* measurement
adequate -•— optical tracking
P0266 A77-41230
Is the discrimination of motion-path length unique
P0319 A77-U8023
Integration of visual and motion cues for flight
simulator requirements and ride quality
investigation
[NASA-CB-1U9667] p0155 N77-18740
Besearch on integration of visual and motion cues




Clinical applications of a quantitative analysis





Biophysical analysis of the action of Coriolis
acceleration on the vestibnlar analyzer
pOOOS A77-10652
Study of in-flight working capability of pilots
daring simulated motion sickness
p0013 A77-11392
Genesis of vestibule-vegetative disorders under
weightlessness conditions
p0021 A77-11466
Some possibilities of nsing the Sechenov effect of
increasing working capacity to improve the
functional state of the organism during motion
sickness
p0038 A77-13153
Btiopathogenesis of motion sickness
p0040 A77-13586
Comparison of susceptibility to notion sickness
during rotation at 30 rpm in the
earth-horizontal, 10 deg head-up, and 10 deg
head-down positions
p0103 A77-21166
The prevention of motion sickness in orbital flight
p0133 A77-24140
Optokinetic motion sickness - Continuous head
movements attenuate the visual induction of
apparent self-rotation and symptoms of motion
sickness
p0173 A77-27562
notion sickness snceptibility and related
behavioral characteristics in men and women
p0196 A77-30879
Labyrinth and cerebral—'spinal fluid pressure
changes In guinea pigs and monkeys during
simulated zero 6
' p0197 A77-30885
notion sickness - An evolutionary hypothesis
p0266 A77-41640
Some psychological correlates of motion sickness
susceptibility
p0268 A77-42131
Automated electroencephalography system and
electroencephalographic correlates of space
notion sickness, part 2 sleep characteristics[NASA-CB-151106] • pOOSU N77-12680(lotion sickness incidence: Exploratory studies of
habituation, pitch and roll, and the refinement
of a mathematical nodel[AD-A024709] pOOSS H77-12689
Development of a prototype experimental plan to
evaluate stabilized optical viewing devices. 2:
Inflight measures of airsickness potential[AD-A025»55] .. p0058 N77-12704
Successful trnasfer of adaptation environnents in
navy flight training
p0159 N77-19733
Experimental investigations on motion sickness
susceptibility
p0159 N77-19734
Automated electroencephalography system and
electroencephalographic correlates of space
motion sickness, part 3
[NASA-CB-151210] P0160 B77-197»6
Visual counteraction of nanseogenic and




Prevention of experimental notion sickness by
scopolaiine absorbed through the skin
p0003 A77-10064
Effect of psychotropic drugs on sone indices of
the vestibnlar function
p0017 A77-11428
Airborne testing of three antinotion sickness
preparations
p0047 A77-14638
Evaluation of a new antinauseant drug for the
prevention of motion sickness
p0325 A77-49837
HOTIOI S1101AIOBS
Validation study of three-dimensional crash victim
simulator for pedestrian-vehicle impact
p0063 N77-13653
Successful trnasfer of adaptation environments in
navy flight training
p0159 H77-19733
Hunan dynamic orientation model applied to motion
simulation
[HASA-CB-H19862] p0161 N77-197S4
Validation of the Passenger Bide Quality Apparatus
(PBQA) for simulation of aircraft notions for
ride-quality research
[NASA-CB-151892] p0315 N77-31785
Engineering and geographic constraints of a six







Control and stability problems of renote orbital
capture
p027<l A77-43644
Controlling the motion of a biped walking apparatus
p029S A77-45031
BOTIVATIOH
Motivation in light aviation pilots /results of an
inquiry carried out on 600 subjects/. I - Nature
of the motivation and causes of loss of motivation
p0202 A77-32356
Hotivation in light aviation pilots /results of an
inquiry carried out on 600 subjects/. II -








Restraint systems safety devices in motor
vehicles
[PB-261119/2] p0194 N77-21851
Vehicle eye referencing data
[PB-262821/2] p0239 N77^25792
Safety helmet performance investigation, volume 2
tPB-267553/6] p0312 S77-30756
Tolerance and response of the knee-femnr-pelvis
complex to axial impact
CPB-269059/2] p0349 N77-33864
BOONTAIN INHABITANTS
Causes of high blood 02 affinity of animals living
•^  at high altitude
p0139 A77-24356
Lung elasticity and airway dynamics in Peruvian
natives to high altitude
p0140 A77-24361
Ventilatory response to hypoxia in intact cats
living at 3,850 m
p0292 A77-44719
Splanchnic blood flow, O2 consumption, removal of





0 BODOLA1IOH TBANSFEB FUNCTION
HDCOOS
Effects of exercise and eucapnic hyperventilation
on bronchial clearance in nan
P0292 A77-44717
BOLTILAYBB INSOLATION k
Thermal conductance of space suit insulations,









Effect of hydrocortisone and adrenocorticotropin
on the conformational state of proteins in the
brain and muscles
pOOOS 477-10661
Bnscle glycogen repletion after high-intensity
internittent exercise
p0139 A77-24355
Eegional measurement of body nitrogen
[NASA-CH-151200] p0154 N77-18732
The effects of prolonged spaceflight on the
regional distribution of fluid, nuscle and fat:
Biostereometric results from Skylab
A-143
HDSCOLAB FATIGOE SUBJECT IHDBI
p0159 H77-19738
The dynamic function of selected muscles of the
forearm: An electromyographical and
cineoatographical analysis
p0277 H77-28718
The response of spine musculature during *G sub z
acceleration
P0307 S77-30713
Investigate methods for measuring muscle and bone
mass changes in astronauts and animals which
occur during space flight
[NASA-CB-151518] p0345 H77-33837
HDSCOLAB FATIGDB
Characteristics of fatigue among people of
different occupations
P0017 477-11425
Sensitivity to adrenocorticotropin daring
adaptation to increased muscular activity
p0205 A77-32997
Effects of fatiguing isometric and isotonic
exercise on.resisted and nnresisted reaction
time components
p0261 177-40659
Investigation of mechanical activity of canine
skeletal nnscles in vivo
p0212 N77-23737
BOSCOLAB FOHCTIOH
Effect of penetrating radiation on skeletal
muscles of rats in weightlessness
P0002 A77-10061
Anaerobic threshold and maximal aerobic poirer for
three nodes of exercise
pOOOB A77-11099
Effect of transverse accelerations on the actor
function of the stonach
p0011 A77-11376
State of the human motor system during exposure
for many days to a nitrogen-oxygen environment
at pressures of up to 5 atm
p0015 A77-11409
Recovery of muscular functions in rats after
prolonged hypokinesia
p0016 A77-11412
Intracellnlar buffering of heart and skeletal
muscles during the onset of hypercapnia
p0023 A77-11892
Biology and physics of proteins
p0038 A77-13147
A moisture-sensitive transducer for measuring
respiration rate during muscular activity
p0100 A77-20128
Working capacity of skeletal muscles and
energetics of muscular work
p0105 A77-21649
Some parameters of phosphocreatine metabolism in
man during increased and decreased energy
expenditures
p0148 A77-26109
Interaction of the regulatory systems for
muscle-contraction thernogenesis and external
respiration
pOISO A77-26225
The physiological significance of exercise
hyperthermia
p0205 A77-32999
Chemical thernoregnlation and muscular
thermogenesis during high-altitude adaptation
p0205 A77-33000
Adaptations to endurance training at three
intensities of exercise
p0218 A77-34049
Regulation of hemodynamics in the presence of
oxygen deficiency in blood and tissues
p0226 A77-35740
Study of mechanical activity of skeletal muscles
of dogs in vivo
p0228 A77-35791
Effect of dioxane on the functional condition of
the central nervous system of rats -— toxic
component of spacecraft cabin atmosphere
p0228 477-35794.
Past motor units are not preferentially activated
in rapid voluntary contractions in man
p0248 A77-3936S
Control of muscles in carrying out certain
voluntary movements .vita one degree of freedom.
I - Single movements
p0248 477-39615
Contracting polymer structures - New energy
converters
p0248 477-39802
Capillary supply of skeletal muscle fibers in
untrained and endurance-trained men
p0271 477-42188
Hodeiing of the thermophysical processes
accompanying muscle contraction in humans
p0275 A77-44001
The metabolic adaptation of an organism to muscle
activity of increasing intensity
p0294 477-44935
Utilization and restoration of energy sources
during muscle activity in conditions of
steady-state metabolism
p0294 A77-44936
Glycogen, lactate, and alanine changes in muscle
fiber types during graded exercise
p0299 A77-45912
Hnscnlar control during some voluntary motions
with one degree of freedom. II - Hnltiple motions
p0319 477-48320
Bespiration efficiency of athletes engaged in
muscular activity of different intensity
' p0323 477-49441
Influence of water temperature on thermal,
circulatory and respiratory responses to
muscular work
p0326 A77-49923
The effect of prolonged hypokinesis on the heart
nnscle of rats
[HAS1-TT-F-17332] p0083 H77-14729
4 non-equilibrium thermodynamic theory of muscle
tension development
p0213 877-23742
Potassium permeability in the transverse tubule
system and latency relaxation: A study of
excitation-contraction coupling
p02S5 B77-27685
Changes in the Achilles tendon reflexes following
Skylab missions
p0340 B77-33795






Effects of high G on pilot muscle strength
available for aircraft control operation
[AD-4027802] p0126 B77-17738
HOSCOLAH tOBOS
State of the . labyrinth tonic reflexes of position
during the administration of trace elements to
rabbits /copper, manganese, and cobalt/
p0011 477-11375
Antitissnlar antibodies and complement in
hypokinesia
pODIO 477-11402
Tibrational tonic reflex and postural position
p0044 477-14174
Effect of anscle electrostlmnlation treatment on
orthostatic tolerance in Ban
p0049 477-14807
on the mechanisms of changes in skeletal muscles
in the weightless environment
p0134 477-24143
Effect of space-flight factors on skeletal muscles
in rats
P0147 477-26104
Evaluation of effectiveness of muscular
electrostlmnlation for the prevention of
disorders related to prolonged restriction of •












Effect of penetrating radiation on skeletal





Pathophysiology of long-term hypokinesia
pOOlO 877-11368
Effect of a 22-day space flight on the metabolism
of skeletal muscle tissue in rats
p0018 A77-11434
Intracellalar baffering of heart and skeletal
muscles daring the onset of hypercapnia
p0023 477-11892
Hovenent as an active factor in the organization
of sleep
p0042 477-14157
Vibrational tonic reflei and postural position
p0044 A77-14174
Changes in the protein fractions of human skeletal
/soleus/ nosole subjected to hypokinesia and
possibility of preventing these changes by means
of a special set of exercises
p0100 A77-20127
Working capacity of skeletal muscles and
energetics of muscular work
p0105 477-21649
On the nechanisns of changes in skeletal muscles
in the weightless environment
p0134 477-24143
Space flight effect npon the bioenergetics of the
skeletal nnscles in rats
p0136 A77-24161
Combined effect of space flight and radiation on
skeletal muscles of rats
p0142 A77-24503
Effect of space flight on skeletal bones in rats
/light- and electron-microscopic investigation/
p0147 A77-26103
Effect of space-flight factors on skeletal muscles
in rats
p0147 477-26104
Effect of electrostimnlation of the hypothalamns





An evaluation of the effectiveness of Basele
electrostimulation in preventing
hypokinesia-inanced disorders in man
p0228 A77-35788
Study of lechanical activity of skeletal muscles
of dogs in vivo
p0228 477-35791
Control of nnscles in carrying out certain
voluntary movements with one degree of freedom.
I - Single movements
p0248 477-39615
Capillary supply of skeletal muscle fibers in
untrained and endurance-trained men
p0271 477-42188
Effect of space flight factors on glycogen
metabolic system and on ionic composition of rat
skeletal muscle
[IAP P4PBH 77-264] p0333 A77-51504
A model for analytic investigation of
three-dimensional head-spine dynamics
[AD-A025911] p0055 S77-12686
The microclrculatory basis of functional hyperemia
in striated mnscle
p0061 877-13644
Effect of load, speed, and configuration on the
electromyographic activities of the skeletal
muscles
p0062 H77-13647
The neural control of skeletal mnscle fiber type
p0087 H77-15613
Benrotrophic control of mammalian skeletal mnscle:
The role of snbmechanical threshold bioelectric
activity
p0087 B77-15614
Investigation of mechanical activity of canine
skeletal muscles in vivo
p0212 H77-23737
A myocybernetic control model of skeletal mnscle
[8ISK-220J p0233 H77-24759




Solution to a gene divergence problem under
arbitrary stable nncleotide transition
probabilities
p0099 A77-19749
Growth of Klensiella aerogenes on xylitol -
Implications for bacterial enzyme evolution
P0205 A77-33120
Batation and inactivation of manoalian cells by
various ionising radiations
p0229 A77-36189
Dltrasensitivity of Orosophila mutants to ionizing
radiation
p0262 477-40795
Butagenicity testing of some nitrofnran
derivatives and soae chlorinated hydrocarbons
[BBI-1975-22] p0026 H77-10784
BIOCABDIAt 1HPABCTIOH
Hegglin's syndrome in flight personnel with
atherosclerotic coronary cardiosclerosis and its
clinical evaluation
p0019 A77-11445
Assessment of left ventricular ejection fraction
by radionnclide angiography - Comparison to
echocardiography and serial measurements in
patients with myocardial infarction
p0072 A77-17372
Effect of anxiety on human heart action under
reduced motor activity /hypokinesia/
p0075 A77-17877
Experimental study of myocardial infarction
through the use of body surface isopotential
maps - Ligation of the anterior descending
branch of the left coronary artery
p0099 A77-19549
Serum myocardial enzymes after »Gz acceleration
p0102 A77-21164
Concerning 46 cases of myocardial infarction among
passengers
p0203 A77-32366
Significance and treatment of nocturnal angina
preceding nyocardial infarction
P0222 A77-34643
The combined effect of ultrashort-wave irradiation
and hyperoxia on animals
p0261 477-40657
Exercise testing in the diagnosis of coronary
heart disease - A perspective
P0275 477-43723
Diagnosis of myocardial infarction - Historical
notes from the Soviet Dnion and the United states
P0275 477-43725
Polarcardiographic criteria for infarction
evaluated by angiocardiography
p0294 477-44920
three-dimensional imaging of the myocardium with
isotopes
p0115 N77-16713
The role of technetlum-99m stannons pyrophosphate
in myocardial imaging to recognize, localize and
identify extension of acute myocardial
infarction in patients
pOIIS N77-16716
Assessment of left ventricular ejection fraction
by radionnclide angiography. comparison to
echocardiography and serial measurements in
patients with myocardial infarction
p0116 B77-16717
The asymptomatic silent nyocacaial infarction ana
its significance as possible aircraft accident
cause
p0123 H77-17719
Therapeutic and diagnostic capabilities of
ultrasound in ischemic and infarcted myocardium
[PB-262085/4] p0207 H77-22799
aiocaRDiaa
Effects of chronic hypoxia and dietary restriction
on myocardial enzyme activities
pOOOS 477-10800
Quantitative evaluation of nltrastrnctnral changes
in the myocardium of the rat during prolonged
hypokinesia
pOOIB 477-11439
Protein fractions and their enzyme activity in the
rat myocardium after a 22-day space flight
p0020 477-11454
Bedical screening of flight personnel in certain
types of chronic diseases of the myocardium
p0020 477-11461
Quantitative histochemical determination of




BIOELECTRIC POTENTIALS SOBJBCI INDEX
Intracellular buffering of heart and skeletal
muscles during the onset of hypercapnia
p0023 A77-11892
Heart biochemical responses 14 days after »Gz
acceleration
pOO«6 A77-U631
Left ventricular effects on right ventricular
developed pressure
p0068 A77-16782
Regional myocardial shape and dimensions of the
working isolated canine left ventricle
p0070 A77-17360
Quantitative analysis of regional oyocardial
performance.in coronary artery disease
0^071 A77-17366
Hyocardial blood flow - Boentgen videodensitoaetry
techniques
p0071 A77-17367
Nuclear cardiography and scintigraphy
p0071 A77-17368
Three-dimensional imaging of the myocardium with
isotopes
p0072 A77-17369
Positron emission reconstruction tomography for
the assessment of regional myocardial metabolism
by the administration of substrates labeled with
cyclotron produced radionuclides
p0072 A77-17371
Thallinm-201 myocardial perfusion imaging at rest
and during exercise - Comparative sensitivity to
electrocardiography in coronary artery disease
p0079 A77-18517
Cardiac responses to moderate training in rats
p01<(0 A77-24364
The human coronary microcircnlation - An electron
microscopic study
p0180 A77-29650
Ryocardial Feulgen-DNA levels and capillary
vascnlarization in hypoxia-ezposed rats
p0201 A77-32178
Derangements of myocardial metabolism preceding
onset of ventricular fibrillation after coronary
occlusion
p0222 A77-35103
Studies of the electrocardiogram using realistic
cardiac and torso models
p0223 A77-35050
The effect of acute hypothermia on the composition
of mitochondria lipids of the nyocardia of
warm-blooded animals
p0229 A77-36094
Ryocardial imaging vith thallinm-201 at rest and
during exercise - Comparison with coronary
arteriography and resting and stress
electrocardiography
p0215 A77-38539
Ultrasound study of dynamic behaviour of left
ventricle in genetic asymmetric septa 1 hypertrophy
p02«7 A77-39341
Diagnostic accuracy of noninvasive myocardial
imaging for coronary artery disease - An
electrocardiographic and angiographic correlation
p0262 A77-10671
K-42 exchange during myocardial.ischemia
p0270 A77-42183
Autoradiographic measurement of regional blood
flow in normal and ischemic myocardium
p0270 A77-12184
Effect of heparin-induced free fatty acid
elevation on myocardial oxygen consumption in man
p0320 A77-48H81
Some problems in cardiac electrokympgraphy
p0323 A77-49446
coronary flow and nyocardial biochenical responses
to high sustained *G sub z acceleration
p0030 N77-11649
The effect of prolonged hypokinesis on the heart
muscle of rats
[NASA-TT-F-17332i p0083 N77-14729
Quantitative analysis of regional myocardial
performance.in coronary artery disease
[BP-20] p0114 H77-16709
nyocardial blood flow: Boentgen videodensitometry
techniques
p0115 H77-16710
Three-dimensional imaging of the myocardium vith
isotopes
p0115 H77-16713
Positron emission reconstruction tomography for
the assessment of regional nyocardial metabolism




Investigation of reflex excitability of
motonenrons for tvo types of cyclic human motion
p0044 A77-1I4176
Fast motor units are not preferentially activated












HT VIKING BABS PBOGBAH
Planning for life sciences research in space
[ASHE PAPEB 76-BNAS-52] p0098 A77-19493
Ergononics technology
p0242 A77-37962
Cardiovascular instrumentation for spaceflight
[HASA-CE-151935] p01S4 N77-1B730
8ASA firefighters breathing system program report
[HASA-TN-D-8497] p023S N77-24772
Proceedings of The Annual Conference of RASA
Clinic Directors, Environmental Health
Officials, and medical program advisors
[NASA-TB-74848J p0307 N77-30715



















The effect of auditory and visual presentation of
navigational messages on message retention
[PB-256599/2] p0058 N77-12706
NiVI
The Navy's human factors test and evaluation
manual - BFTEBAN
p0163 A77-26631
Neucopathology and cause of death In 0*S. Naval
aircraft accidents
p012M N77-17726
Successful trnasfer of adaptation environments in
navy flight training
pOISS N77-19733
Mavy-lide Rorkshop on High Pressure Bionedical
• Besearch
[AD-A031993] . p0192 N77-21838
Human factors programs in Navy systems acquisition
[AD-A037775] p0253 N77-26807
Low-temperature handiear vith improved dexterity
CAD-A037535] p025« B77-26811
E-2 C systems approach to training. Phase 1
[AD-A036264] p0281 NT7-28748
Bethodology for identifying and quantifying the











Hechanism of head and neck response to -G/x/
impact acceleration - A math modeling approach
p0172 A77-27558
Rnmerical prediction of head/neck response to
shock-impact
p0272 A77-42567
A prediction of response of the head and neck of
OS adult military population to dynamic impact
acceleration from selected dynamic test subjects
[AD-A025785] • - , p0057 H77-12702














Saccoidosis - A revie» of some features of
importance in aviation medicine
p0330 A77-50757
Sarcoid and the heart - An aeromedical risk
p0330 A77-50758
Anti-Ig aatoantibody and complement-mediated
destruction of neoplastic cells
[NASA-CB-151206] p0153 H77-18721
HBPTOHE (P1AHET)
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HT SYMPATHETIC HEBVOOS SYSTEH
HT SYRAPSES
NT THALAHOS
Evolution of the neurons in vertebrates
p0039 A77-13334
Comparative study of lesions in the nervous system
related to heavy ions - Accelerator and
'stratospheric flight research >
p0298'A77-«580<t
Interaction between methyl mercury and radiation
effects on nervous systems
[PB-265873/0] p0278 N77-28728
•BTHZBLAHDS
Research activities in application of physics and
engineering to medical science and problems




Descriptive communication structure metrics: A
preliminary logical and empirical analysis
[AD-A030512] p0155 R77-18738
RBTiOBK SYBTBBSIS
Generalized work characteristics of the human
operator as a basis for synthesis of aan-machine
control systems
p0178 A77-287UO





Spinal cord thermosensitivity and sorting of
neural signals in cold-exposed rats
p01tO A77-21357









[NASA-CASE-KSC-10819-1 ] pOOSI N77-1I1738
HEOBOLOGI
Investigating the mechanisms of nenrohnmoral
regulation
p0038 A77-13152
Bepresentation of functional hierarchies of
movement in the brain
p0073 A77-17U38
. Some psychonenrological requirements in in-flight
evaluations of the.functional state of cosmonauts
p0261 A77-U1069
Heuropathology and cause of death in D.S. Haval
aircraft accidents
p0121 H77-17726
Studies in nenroendocrine pharmacology
[NASA-CB-153278J p02S1 H77-26795
HEOROHOSCDLAB TBAHSHISStOI
Left ventricular effects on right .ventricular
developed pressure
P0068 A77-16782
Afferent control of voluntary movements
Bussian book on cerebellum function
p(M79 A77-28900
Bioelectric control of human movements
p02i>n A77-32879
Cholinesterase histochenistry and the structural
organization of the heart conduction system
p022« A77-35600
Fast motor units are not preferentially activated
in rapid voluntary contractions in man
p0208 A77-39365
Effect of postsynaptic factors on presynaptic
nerve endings /functional feedbacks in the
synapse/
P0322 A77-49370
The effect of 1.6 GHz radiation on
nenrotransmitters in discrete areas of the rat
brain
[AD-A023677] p0032 B77-11662





Activity of neuronal populations of human
snbcortical structures during sleep
p0023 A77-11750
Evolution of the neurons in vertebrates
p0039 A77-1333U
Investigation of reflex excitability of
motonenrons for t«o types of cyclic human motion
pOOU<l A77-1M76
Computer simulation of brainstem respiratory
activity
p0068 A77-16783
Dependence of the vital staining of brain cortex
tissues on the nature of their blood supply
P0080 A77-1892H
Evoked responses of visual cortex under
stimulation of hypothalamic formations
pOISO A77-26569
Energetics of nerve cells and their oxygen supply
p0226 A77-35768
The effect of decimeter waves on central cerebral
structures
p0263 A77-10882
A computer controlled sethod for determining the
fields of visual system neurons
p0321 A77-49273
The response to sound of identified
reticulo—spinal cells
p005« H77-12677
Transient responses to shifts of angle of




Changes in the monosynaptic H-response of nan
during altitude decompression
p0015 A77-11407
Characteristics of the monocular estimation of the
orientation of a line by the right and left eye
and their possible neorophysiological mechanisms
p0039 477-13189
Evolution of the neurons in vertebrates
p0039 A77-13331
Etiopathogenesis of motion sickness
pOOlO A77-13586
Synaptic contacts in the vestibnlar ganglion of
the eighth cranial nerve of the frog
p0011 A77-13792
Pulse technique for determining the
electrocondnctivity of brain tissue
pOOII A77-14169
Slow electrical processes as indicator of the
dynamics of functional state in the deep
structures of the brain
p0044 A77-14170
Negative aftereffects in visual perception
p0052 A77-15808
Responses of Furkinje cells in rabbit nodulus and
uvula to natural vestibnlar and visual stimuli
p0072 A77-17399
Hystagmic modulation of nenronal activity in
rabbit cerebellar flocculus
p0072 A77-17400
Cerebellum and gravity •— Russian book on
neurophysiology
P0131 A77-23500
Speed-accuracy tradeoff, in visual detection -
Applications of neural counting and timing
p0171 A77-27235
The tilt illusion - Repulsion and attraction
effects in the oblique meridian
p0180 A77-29782
Nerve-specific proteins and their' possible
physiological functions
p0222 A77-31631
Neural and psychologic mechanisms and the problem
of sudden cardiac death
p0222 A77-3510K
•Reciprocal' relations between spindles of sensory
and associative areas of the cerebral cortex
p022» A77-35599
Energetics of nerve cells and their oxygen supply
p0226 A77-35768
Photo- and stereographic methods for studying the
disk of the optic nerve
p0261 A77-40655
Formation of additional nerve connections of the
common carotid artery
p0265 A77-41224
Neural control of glycogen content and its diurnal
rhythm in mouse pineal cell
p0270 A77-42181
Circulation of cortical and thalamic neuronal
activity in wakefulness and in sleep
p0295 A77-U5H82
Duration of paradoxical sleep episodes - A
quantitative and pattern analysis of reticalar
multi-unit activity in the cat
p0295 A77-45483
Cerebellar dynamics - The mossy fiber input
nenrophysiological model
p0321 A77-49272
Effect of postsynaptic factors on presynaptic
nerve endings /functional feedbacks in the
synapse/
p0322 A77-19370
Hechanisms of neurogenic vasodilation
p0322 A77-19371
Origins of serotonin innervation of forebrain,
structures
p0334 A77-51617
DRB Aviation Medical Research Unit reports.
Volume 5: 1974 - 1976 reflex movements of
the eye
CDHB-DR-225] p0053 S77-12671
Neurophysiology and road safety: Contribution of
the frontal lobes to visual orienting
p0053 H77-12672





Isolation and identification of the conidial
germination factor of Neurospora crassa
p0067 A77-16672




Neurotrophic control of mammalian skeletal muscle:




Don ionising electromagnetic fields: Environmental
factors in relation to military personnel
p0117 N77-16732
IE01BOS ACTITATIOB ANALYSIS .
Extended automated separation techniques in
destructive neutron activation analysis:
Application to various biological materials,
including human tissues and blood
determining trace elements
[IBI-133-76-11] pOIII 177-16684
Comparative.investigation of trace elements in
human blood neutron activation analysis
[IBI-133-76-10] p0213 N77-237H1.
HBOTBOH DIFPBACTIOI
The retina under neutron assault rhodopsin









Performance decrement during prolonged night driving
[IZP-1976-1<I] p021l| H77-23750
RIGHT FllGBTS (AIBCBAFT)
Helicopter night low-level navigation. I -
Checkpoint identification
p0168 A77-26864
Pilot factors considerations in see-to-land
[AD-A030789] p0162 N77-19759




Vision with the AH/PVS-5 night vision goggle
p0059 N77-12715
In-flight performance with night vision goggles
during reduced,illumination
[AD-A031991] p0208 177-22805
Headlight factors and nighttime vision
[PB-262507/2] p0236 N77-2B776
IITHIC OXIDE
Studies of the effects of NO, NO2, and S02 and of





Butagenlcity testing of some nitrofuran
derivatives and some chlorinated hydrocarbons
[HBI-1975-22] p0026 H77-10784
•ITBOGER
Effect of increased pressures of oxygen, nitrogen,
and helium on activity of a Na-K-Hg ATPase of
beef brain
p0104 A77-21173
Arterial lactate responses in dogs made apneic or
breathing nitrogen
p0129 A77-23H19
Effects of high 02 and S2-02 pressures on the
physical performance of deer mice - Preliminary
studies '
p0196 A77-30880
Biological effect of fire suppression by nitrogen
pressnrizatlon in enclosed environments
p0328 A77-S0630
Electrolytic pretreatment unit gaseous effluent
conditioning
[NASA-CB-151101] p0033 "77-11671
Evaluation of a spacecraft nitrogen generator
[RASA-CB-137930] p0034 1177-11672
Inequality betveen inspired and expired gaseous
nitrogen in man: Fact or technical artifact?
p0061 177-13640
A-118
SUBJECT IIDBI BOCLEAB BROLSIOBS
Begional measurement of body nitrogen
[NASA-CB-151200] p015il B77-18732












Effect of nitrogen dioxide on Swiss albino nice
p0225 A77-35673
Stodies of the effects of NO, R02, and S02 and of
their combined effects on rats
p0271 A77-42405
BITBOGEB HBTAB01ISB
Serai area and amino nitrogen changes vith
exercise duration
p0074 A77-17580
aineral and nitrogen metabolic studies on skylab
flights and comparison with effects of earth . .
long-tern recumbency
p0133 177-2*111.1
Indicators of nitrogen, carbohydrate and lipid
metabolism in nan daring prolonged stay under
hyperbaric conditions
p0148 A77-26110
Results of studies of the metabolic processes in
crew meBbers of the second mission of the
Salynt-4 orbital station
p0227 A77-35784
Hicroorganisms as producers of hydrogen
[HASA-TT-P-17131] p0025 H77-10776











Effects of sound on the vestibular system
[AD-A025969] ' p0056 H77-12690
Critical bandwidth of the loudness discomfort










Bow good are work noise standards
p0105 A77-21599
Noise induced hearing loss. Noise evaluation.
The use of hearing protectors
[HTNF-4] p0347 B77-33852
BOISE POLIDTIOI
Bow good are work noise standards
pOIOS A77-21599
Some effects of infrasoand on task performance
p0139 A77-24310
Evalnation of safe exposure guidelines for
moderate and high intensity continuous noise
[AD-A034605] p0234 B77-24764
BOISE PBOP1GATIOI
Noise and vibration ride comfort criteria
[NASA-TH-X-73975] p0027 H77-10791
BOISB BEDOCTION
Possibilities and limits concerning the <
applicability of the intracochlear.interference
effect for personal acoustic protection
p0181 A77-29970
Active noise reduction by means of aerial acoustic
interference within the framework of personal
acoustic protection
p0181 A77-29971
Arousal from sleep - The physiological and
subjective effects of a 15 dB/A/ redaction in
aircraft flyover noise
p0269 A77-42134
JPL noise control program
p0308 N77-30723
A trade-off analysis design tool. Aircraft
interior noise-motion/passenger satisfaction model
[NASA-CB-154807] p0311 H7/-30750
A real-rear field method for the measurement of the
noise attenuation of insert-type hearing
. protectors
[PB-267419/0] p0317 H77-31798
Impact of noise control at the workplace. Volumes
1 and 2, appendices A-G and volume 3, appendices
B and I (econometric simulation)
(PB-268231/8] p0336 B77-32716
BOISE SPBCtBA
The origin and characterization of the primary






Asymptotic behavior of temporary threshold shift
and recovery from 24- and 48-hour noise exposures
p0196 A77-30878
BOISB TOLBBANCE
Combined tracking and monitoring performance over
seven hours under noise
p0166 A77-26648
Asymptotic behavior of temporary threshold shift
and recovery from 24- and 48-hour noise exposures
p0196 677-30878
Effect of aircraft noise on the human organism
p0205 £77-32970
The effects of varying noise and task complexity
on performance
p0117 177-1673*
Economic impact analysis of proposed noise control
regulation
[PB-2S8841/6] p0185 N77-20759





The haman eye, an instrument for nondestructive
testing
p0195 A77-30133
Tissue characterization with ultrasound
CPB-267397/8] p0311 N77-30745
BOBBQOXLIBBIOB tBBBBODTBABICS




A nonlinear model for the spatial characteristics









Hetabolic and cardiovascular responses to
norepinephrine in trained and nontrained human
subjects
P0140 A77-24359
Thyroid cold acclimation influences on
norepinephrine metabolism in brown fat
P0270 A77-4218




Rorkshop on the treatment of decompression sickness
[AD-A027626] p0088 N77-1S623
BOSB IIBKOBT)
An analysis of the contribution of small airways







Atlas of nuclear emulsion micrographs from
A-149
BOCIEAB EXPLOSION EFFECT SOBJECT IBDBI '
personnel dosimeters of Banned space lissions[NASA-CB-1II9446] p0117 H77-16727
BDCLBAB EIPLOSIOB EFFECT
Recent developments in PLZT electiooptic shatters
lanthanum-modified Lead Zirconate-Titanate
for nuclear flash goggles
' • " p0074 A77-17529
BDCLEAB EXPLOSIONS
' Development of a helmet-mounted PLZT thermal/flash





HT PIOUS ' •
NT POSITRONS
BOCLEiB BADIATIOB
NT G A H B A BATS
BOCLBAB BBACTOBS
NT LIGHT RATES BEEEDEB BEACTOBS
Calculating relaxation length from measurement data




Calculating relaxation length from measurement data









Performance in a 12-hour, 300-rad profile
p0172 A77-27561
BOCLBASB
Activity of DBA depolymerases in the rat spleea















Formation of nncleoside S'-polyphosphates under
potentially prebiological conditions
pOO«0 A77-13517
• Prebiotic condensation reactions in an aqueous
•ediun - A review of condensing agents
p0077 A77-17893







Prebiotic condensation reactions in an aqueous
medium - A review of condensing agents
p0077 A77-17893
' Solution to a gene divergence problem under
.arbitrary stable nncleotide transition
probabilities
p0099 A77-19749
Bovel prebiotic systems - Nucleotide
oligomerization in surfactant entrapped water
pools
p0221 A77-34451
Involvement of cAHP-dependent protein kinase in





BT CJEBOH 13 -.
NT CBSION 137













NT FINITE DIFFBBEBCE THEOBY
BT FINITE ELEHENT HETBOD
NT HONTE CABLO RETROD




Algorithms for combined and supervisor robot and
manipulator control
p0144 A77-24B32
A state space model for sensorimotor control and
learning
[AD-A026960] p0093 N77-1S657
Automated chest X-ray analysis
[LA-OR-77-532] p0347 B77-33851
BOTATION










Dependence of the species composition of a nixed
culture of microalgae on illumination and supply
rate of nutrients
p0149 A77-26118
Interrelationships between certain microorganisms
and some aspects of sediment-water nutrient
exchange in two bayou estuaries, phase 1 and 2
[PB-259538/7] pOISB B77-19730
BOTBITIOB




Dietary requirements of subjects exposed to
hyperbaric He-02 conditions - Effects of various
levels of vitamin supplementation
p0172 A77-27560
A closed life-support system for space colonies





Effect of centrifugal force on nystagmus during
angular accelerations
pOOBI A77-19002
Induction of illusory self-rotation and nystagmus
by a rotating soond-fieZd
p0142 A77-24S06
Response of the vestibnlar apparatus to prolonged
caloric stimulation of the labyrinths
p01M6 A77-25416
Electrophysiological correlates of optokinetic and
reversed postoptokinetic nystagmus in the rabbit
pOISI A77-3000S
Effects of alcohol on human accommodation
p0219 A77-34059
The curvature of oblique saccades
p0221 A77-34454
Hethod .of photoelectric nystagmography
p0262 A77-40738
OBESITY
Comparative characterization of electrocardiograms
in flight personnel with normal and excessive
weight under moderate hypoxia
p0016 A77-11416
Exercise, dietary obesity, and growth in the rat
p0104 &77-21577
Estimations of body composition by various methods
p0296 A77-45527
i-1SO








characteristics of fatigue among people of
different occupations
p0017 177-111125
Studies of correlation between progression of
coronary artery disease, as assessed by coronary
arteriography, left ventricular end-diastolic
pressure, ejection fraction, and employabillty
p0297 A77-45594
OCEAROGBAPHT
An overview of underwater remotely manned Systems
and sub-systems
p0287 H77-29773




Mechanisms for the formation of rheoophthalograms
and electroplethysmograms of the eye
p0329 A77-50745
OCULO6BAVIC ILIDSIOBS




Objective and automates measurement of dynamic
vision functions
p0004 A77-10118
Objective techniques for investigation of human
vision
p0045 A77-14180
Exploration of an oculometer-based model of pilot
workload
[NASA-CE-145153] p0234 N77-24767
Market study: 3-D eyetracker
[HASA-CB-153253] p0238 N77-25783
OCOLOBOTOB BEEVES
The contrcl of the conjugated horizontal eye
movements - Investigations concerning the
saccadic system and the fixation system of the
human oculomotor German book
p0067 A77-16725
Nystagmic modulation of neuronal activity in
rabbit cerebellar flocculus
p0072 A77-17400
Adaptation to visual and proprioceptive
rearrangement - Origin of the differential
effectiveness of active and passive movements
p0107 A77-22149
Variations of certain ocular system parameters as
a function of fatigue .resulting from long-haul
flights
p0202 A77-32352
The vestibular system for eye movement control
p0054 N77-12674
Plasticity in the adult vestibulo-ocalar reflex arc
p0054 H77-12675
An adaptive neural model compatible with plastic
changes induced in the human vestibnlo-ocnlar
reflex by prolonged optical reversal of vision
p0054 H77-12676
OHIO
The as Environmental Protection Agency National
Pollutant Discharge Elinination System (NPDES)
p0308 H77-30725
OS-LIHB PBOGBAHBIH6









Lower body negative pressure device
p0343 H77-33821


















Atmospheric analyzer, carbon monoxide monitor and
toluene diisocyanate monitor
p0345 H77-33834








Study of the effect of an DBF electromagnetic .
field on the blood cells of animals in ontogenesis
p0266 A77-41416




Modular programming system for an integrated robot
pOOSO &77-1870H




Occupational hazards of missile operations with
special regard to the hydrazine propellents
p0184 B77-20744
occupational health hazards associated with
aircraft shelter operations ' . •,
P0184 B77-20746
OPBBiTOB PBBFOBBABCE
Effect of positive longitudinal acceleration on
the transmission properties of a human operator
p0009 A77-11359
Evaluation and application of the quantitative
indices of the quality of operator work in
spacecraft control
p0016 A77-11418
Characteristics of fatigue among people of
different occupations
p0017 A77-11425
Study of subjective evaluations of the normal
state of operators in a long-term tracking
procedure
p0019 A77-114H8
A maximum likelihood approach for identifying
human operator remnant in a tracking task •
p0024 A77-12449
Effect of low-level hypoxia on the performance
quality of a human operator
p0037 A77-13042
Functional states of the human operator during
monotonous work
p0043 A77-14163
Local .and spatial variations of the
alpha-component in the BEG of human operators
during task performance
p0043 A77-14164
Investigation of the latent structure of 'cardiac
rhythn dispersion in the human operator
p0045 A77-14178
Solving the optimal attention allocation problem
in manual control
p0065 A77-16192
Corrections for the dynamic behavior of the human
operator in man-in-the-loop automatic control
systems •
p0079 A77-18504
The human operator in manual preview tracking /an
experiment and its modeling via optimal control/
p0095 A77-19381
An adaptive finite state model of the honan operator
p0106 A77-22104




OPERATORS (PBBSOBBBL) SUBJECT IBDBI
Some effects of infrasonnd on task performance
p0139 1177-24310
Broadbent and Gregory revisited - Vigilance and
statistical decision in human
auditory/visual tasks
p0145 A77-25073
Assessing operator task loading - A function
analytic approach nan machine interface
effectiveness
p0164 (177-26635
The development of S&HHIB for computer aided work
place and vork task design System for Aiding
Ban-Machine Interaction Evaluation
p0164 A77-26637
Hunan engineering design deficiencies and related
operator errors in naval air veapons systems
p0165 A77-26644
Conbined tracking and monitoring perfor nance over
seven hours nnder noise
p0166 A77-26648
Errors in flight in relation to human factors
predisposed or decisive in a psychological
setting - Relationships between
productive-rational thought and pre-logical or
primitive thought in connection vith flight
activity
p0174 477-27758
Dichotomy in the dynamics of man-machine systems
p0177 A77-28726
Improving the quality of Ban-machine control
systems by introducing an auxiliary signal
p0177 A77-28730
Constructing formal models of the activity of the
human operator in a control system loop
p0178 A77-28738
Generalized work characteristics of the human .
operator as a basis for synthesis of man-machine
control systems
p0178 A77-28740
Some nev control theoretic models for human
operator display monitoring
p0179 A77-28847
The effects of deviate internal representations in
the optimal model of the human operator
p0179 A77-28850
A phase plane approach to study the adaptive
nature of a human performing a tracking task
p0179 A77-28851,
Ban in.the control system of flight vehicles
/Ergonomics/ Russian book
pOIBO A77729960Identification of a parametric model of the.human
operator in closed-loop control tasks
p0181 A77-30000
A heuristic finite-state model of the human driver
in a car-following situation
p0199 477-31729
Bole of studying the heart-beat freguency when
evaluating the functional state of human operators
p0223 A77-35533
The provision and use of information on Air
Traffic control displays. I
p0230 A77-36564
Performance measures of human tracking utilizing
FID modeling and a closed loop error metric
p0241 A77-37465
Psychopharmacology in aviation and astronautics
p0263 A77-41064
EEG correlates of the quality of Dork of an
operator during different functional states
p0265 A77-41153
Human performance and transmissibility under
sinusoidal and mixed vertical vibration
p0266 A77-41456
An investigation of snpervlsory control of remote
manipulation
p027» A77-43642
Learning process and nonlinear behavior of human
operators in stabilizing unstable systems
p0320 A77-48491
The human operator in the search situation -—
pattern recognition problems
p0324 A77-49673
SAINT .II documentation manual
[AD-A024286] p0036 H77-11689
Feasibility of implementing specific performance
measurement techniques
IAD-A025945] . p0058 B77-12705
The effects of driver comfort on vehicle speed
[AD-A026348] p0094 077-15664
Human factors research and the development of a
manned systems applications science: The
systems sampling problem and a solution
tAD-A029417] p0126 B77-17739
A review of methodological factors in performance
assessments of time-varying aircraft noise effects
— with annotated bibliography
[SASA-CB-2789] p0161 H77-19752
A laboratory test to measure theodolite operator
bias
[176-1516/101] . p0193 H77-21846
Banned system design using operator measures and
criteria
[AD-A032687] p0209 B77-22807
Applications of human performance reliability
evaluation concepts and demonstration guidelines
[AD-A037632] p0254 B77-26809
The human controller in car following
p0284 S77-29753





Fuzzy sets for man-machine Interaction
p0073 A77-17437
Psychopathology of air traffic controllers and
radar operators
p0220 A77-34071
Experiment design for pilot identification in
compensatory tracking tasks
p0025 B77-10380
Human factors in design
[BBDA-76-45] p0027 B77-10794
Performance of an observer in real time
reconnaissance remotely piloted vehicles
[BST6-FB8T-76-5J pOt56 S77-18713
Psychological problems of air traffic controllers
and radar operators
p0183 B77-20736
Psychopathology of air traffic controllers and
radar operators
p0183 N77-20738





Stereocarotid angiography of the ophthalmic artery
pOISO A77-26267
Direct and indirect ophthalmoscopy for a more
accurate baseline evaluation in aircrew members
p0173 A77-27566
Variations of certain ocular system parameters as
a function of fatigue resulting from long-haul
flights
p0202 A77-32352
The T.B.O. test and small anomaly angle strabismus
cases - Selection of navigation personnel —
binocular vision eye examinations
p0202 477-32358
Method of photoelectric nystagmogcaphy
p0262 A77-M0738
Mechanisms for the formation of rheoophthalograms
and electroplethysmograms of the eye
p0329 A77-5074S
Flight fitness and pliant-contact lenses
p0059 S77-12714







gas photoresolntion of amino acids the origin of
optical activity in life
p0180 A77-29925
OPTICAL COBBBCTIOI PROCBDDBB
An adaptive neural model compatible with plastic
changes induced in the human vestibulo-ocnlar
reflex by prolonged optical reversal of vision
p0054 177-12676
Concerning flight and the correction of presbyopia
p0059 B77-12713
Intermediate visual acuity of presbyopic
individuals with and without distance and
»-152
SUBJECT IHDBX OPTIRAL COBTBOL
bifocal lens corrections ,
[AD-A038538/5] p0257 B77-27696
OPTICAL DATA PBOCBSSIHS
Analog enhancement of radiographic images
p0066 A77-1665B
Computational techniques In visual systems. Pact
1: The overall design
.[AD-A038846] p0258 H77-27703
Digital color image processing and psychophysics
»itbin the framework of a human visual model
[AD-A039007] P0283 R77-29742
OPTICAL DBIS1TI











Rater system virus detection
[HASA-CASE-HSC-16098-1] p0233 H77-24755
OPTICAL PILTBBS




Perceptual analysis of moving patterns
p0045 A77-14566
Bight hemispheric sensitivity for the BcColloagh
effect false color illusion after fixation
on grating
p0075 A77-17847
Bodel for a three-dimensional optical illusion
p0099 A77-19674
Eve-position aftereffects of backward head tilt
. manifested by illusory visual direction
p0107 A77-22150
Optokinetic motion sickness - Continuous head
movements attenuate the visual induction of
apparent self-rotation and symptoms of motion
sickness
p0173 A77-27562
The tilt illusion - Bepnlsion and attraction
effects in the oblique meridian '
pOISO A77-29782
The assessment of motor control in sighting
dominance nsing an illusion decrement procedure
p0198 A77-31023
The effect of alcoholic intoxication upon
calorically induced ocnlogyral illusion
p0198 A77-31024
Illusory displacement of a moving trace nith
respect to the grid during oscilloscope motion
p0229 A77-35919
Is perceived length affected by interactions
between orientation detectors -— visual
illusion from randomly orientated shapes
p0272 A77-42869
Inhibition betveen channels selective to contour


















Psvchophysiological characteristics of astronaut
vision as a function of viewing aid parameters
p0178 A77-28731
OPTICAL BICBOSCOPBS
?loorescein angiography and light microscopy







Optical properties and visual effects of face masks
[AD.-A038197] p0280 877-28742
OPTICAL BAB6B FISDBBS
BT L&SBB BAR6B PIHDEES
OPTICAL 3CAHHBBS
Questions of uniqueness and resolution in
reconstruction of 2-0 and 3-0 objects from their
projections for medical diagnosis
p0213 H77-23741




D OPTICAL RBASDBIRG IRSTBDBEHTS
OPTICAL SPBCIBOB
D LI6BT (VISIBLE BADIATIOH)
OPTICAL TBACKIB9
Study of subjective evaluations of the normal
state of operators in a long-term tracking
procedure
P0019 A77-11448
A maximum likelihood approach for identifying
human operator remnant in a tracking task
p0021( A77-124tt9
Characteristics of the monocular estimation of the
orientation of a line by the right and left eye
and their possible neurophysiological mechanisms
p0039 A77-13189
A property of the control system for the tracking
movements of the human eye
pOO<H A77-1U152
Local and spatial variations of the
alpha-component in the BBS of human operators
during task performance
p0043 A77-14164
The control of the conjugated horizontal eye
movements - Investigations concerning the
'saccadic system and the fixation system of the-
human oculomotor German book
p0067 A77-16725
A phase plane approach to study the adaptive
nature of a human performing a tracking task
p0179 A77-28851
Degradation of human performance brought on by
hypoxia - Tests on Hycergoline chemoprotection
p0202 A77-32354
Is the method for 'perception time' measurement
adequate optical tracking •
p0266 A77-41230
Investigation and evaluation of a Zero input
Tracking Analyzer (ZITA)
[AD-A025431] p0057 877-12700
Dynamic visual acuity in fatigued pilots
[AD-A027663] p0064 H77-13661
Blare recovery of a two dimensional tracking task
with respect to various colors
[AD-A026759] p0093 H77-15661
Application of tracking tasks in ergonomic studies
CPB-23] p0288 H77-29790




Bethod of photoelectric nystagmography
p0262 A77-40738
OPTIBAL CORTBOL
Solving the optimal attention allocation problem
in manual control
p0065 A77-16192
The human operator in manual preview tracking /an
experiment and its modeling via optimal control/
p0095 A77-19381
Learning algorithm nsing an adaptive net for
control of an unknown object
pOlOO A77-20161
Stabilization of a biped walking machine
; pOIOI A77-20401
Dichotomy 'in the dynamics of .man-machine systems
p0177 A77-28726
Improving the quality of man-machine control
systems by introducing an auxiliary signal
p0177 A77-28730
Adequacy of modeling .the dynamics of flight





Constructing formal models of the activity of the
human operator in a control system loop
p0178 A77-28738
Some applications of the process approach to the
study of nan-machine systems
p0178 A77-28711
The effects of deviate internal representations in
the optinal model of the h u m a n operator
p0179 A77-28850
Parametric optimization in the problem of
two-legged walking
p0205 A77-33216
Stabilization of biped walking apparatus
p021M A77-38276
Parametric optimization in the problem of biped
locomotion
p0274 A77-U3279
Application .of optimal and adaptive algorithm
control to the system robot-manipulator in
cosmic space
[IAF PAPEB 77-ST-02] p0333 A77-51567





A computerized approach for the assessment and
evaluation of job performance aids
p0166 A77-26650
Characteristics of streams of speech information
in the internal and external communication
system of an airship
p0178 A77-28737
The analytical research on apparent movement





An automated miniaturized Baploscope for testing
binocular visual function
pOOOl A77-10117
Objective and automated measurement of dynamic
vision functions
pOOO« A77-10118
A portable filter anomaloscope for color
vision examination
pOOOU A77-10119
Diurnal rhythms of visual accommodation and blink
responses - Implication for flight-deck visual
standards '
p02«3 A77-38039
Photo- and stereographic methods for studying the
disk of the optic nerve
p0261 A77-10655
Prevention of visual anxiety and proficiency
problems in the senior air transport pilot
p0326 A77-19839
OBAL HYGIENE
Skylab oral health studies
p0339 N77-33786
OBBITAL SSSBHB1T
Vehicle/manipulator/packaging interaction - A
synergistic approach to large erectable space
system design
[AIAA 77-39Q] p01t7 A77-257U6
Space tug spacecraft/module exchanger (on-orbit
servicer)
J30286 H77-29768
The assembly of large structures in space
radio astronomy telescope and microwave antenna
p0286 N77-29770
OBBITAL BBNDE2VODS














Theoretical interstellar and prebiotic organic
chemistry - A tentative methodology
p0077 A77-V/88B
Organic synthesis in a simulated Jovian atmosphere
of the planet Jupiter
p(M68 A77-26670



















Primitive grain clumps and organic compounds in
carbonaceous chondrites
p0023 A77-11997






Variation in stable carbon isotopes in organic




Oxime therapy and oxime blood levels in rats:
Dependence on the dose of the orgahophosphate
[HBL-1976-7] p0251 N77-26791
Selective enrichment and isolation of
microorganisms on ethyl 5-diisopropyl aminoethyl
methylphosphonthioate (VI)
[CL-1975-27] . p02S1 N77-267S3
OBGANISHS
Organism support for life sciences spacelab
experiments
[ASHE PAPEB 76-ENAS-17] p0097 A77-19168
Trace elements and the panspermia hypotheses
modal concentration comparison between
terrestrial organisms and'sea water
p0108 A77-22707
Three basic levels of the organization of life on
earth
p02«8 A77-39791
Functional relation between the spectrum of
atmospheric electrical discharges and biological
















A miniature implantable ultrasonic echosonometer
[NASA-CASE-ABC-11035-1] p0088 N77-15621
Fifty year dose commitment to various organs and
tissues from inhalation of xe-133
[CONF-760H14-1] p0121 N77-17702
TIMED: A computer program for calculating
cumulated activity of a radionnclide in the






SUBJECT IBDEI OIIDATIOB-BEDOCTI01 BBACTIOBS
OBTHOPEDICS
Procedural selection, construction, design, and
application possibility in the case of a
measuring device for the hanan physiological
study of the biomechanics of the lover extremity
German book
p0131 A77-23550
Potential biomcdical applications of ion beam
technology
.[HASA-TH-X-73512] p0031 H77-11655
Locking mechanism for orthopedic braces
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12082-2] p0257 H77-27694
OBTBOST1TIC TOLBBAICE
Effects of head-down tilt on fluid and electrolyte
balance
p0002 A77-10058
Antiorthostatic hypokinesia as a method of
weightlessness simulation
p0002 A77-10062
Adaptation of the cardiovascular system to
negative stressful acceleration during repeated
antiorthostatic exposures
pOOlO A77-11361
Human cardiovascular responses.to orthostatic
tests after highland adaptation
pOOIS 477-11438
Orthostatic tolerance of.cosmonauts after 30- and
63-day flights onboard the orbital base Salyut-4
p0019 477-11451
The cardiovascular system during hypokinesia of
varying duration and intensity
p0048 477-14802
Hypokinetic tolerance of persons adapted to high
altitudes
p0049 &77-14803
Effect of prolonged hypokinesis on the- P02
dynamics in the rat brain tissues during
orthostatic and antiorthostatic tests
pOOD9 477-14804
Effect of orthostatic and antiorthostatic
hypokinesia on taste sensitivity in men
p0049 477-14805
Changes in the central and peripheral circulation
and acid-base balance of blood in dogs during
tilt tests
p0049 477-14806
Effect of muscle electrostimulation treatment on
orthostatic tolerance in man
p0049 477-14807
Physiological effects induced by antiorthostatic
hypokinesia
p0133 A77-24139
Amino acid spectrum of human blood plasma during
space flight and in antiorthostatic hypokinesia
p0136 A77-24160
Antiorthostatic test as a model to stndy
antigravity mechanisms of the cardiovascular
system
p0137 A77-24163
Reversal of bedrest-induced orthostatic
intolerance by lower body negative pressure and
saline
p0142 A77-24504
Changes in orthostatic tolerance in man at an
altitude of 3500 meters
p0142 A77-21505
changes in fluid balance daring prolonged
hypokinesia with antiorthostatic postnre
p0148 477-26107
Comparative orthostatic responses - Standing vs.
head-up tilt
p0219 477-34058
An experimental stndy of the link between
pulmonary blood flow, fluid-electrolyte
metabolism, and orthostatic reactions in man
p0228 477-35789
Circulation studies during LBNP aboard the orbital
station Salyut-4
p0264 477-41067
Changes in the orthostatic stability of cosmonauts
after space flights of 2 to 63 days' duration
p0264 477-41068
Cardiovascular reaction during orthostatic tests
and resistance to vestibnlar stimuli in man
p0264 477-41072
Fastigial nucleus and orthostatic reflex in cat
and monkey
p0270 A77-42186
Exercise and heat, orthostatism and the effect of
heat acclimation and physical fitness
p0325 477-49833





Lower body negative pressure: Third manned Skylab
mission
p0341 H77-33809




Bole of P-C02 oscillations and chemoreceptors in
ventilatory response to inhaled and infused C02
p0204 477-32600
OSCILLATORS
NT CATHODE BAT TOBES
NT RELAXATION OSCILLATOBS
Interaction of oscillators - Effect of sinusoidal
stretching of the sinoatrial node on nodal rhythm
p0104 177-21582
OSCILLOSCOPES
Illusory displacement of a moving trace with
respect to the grid during oscilloscope motion
p0229 477-35919
OSHOSIS
The palirrhotrophic origin of energy metabolism
chemiosootic precursor to phototropisn in
estnarine cellular organisms
p0078 A77-1789S
Renal osmoregnlatory function during simulated
space flight
p0138 477-24169
Light-activated amino acid transport in
Halobacterinm halobinm envelope vesicles
p0247 477-38911
Parametric stndy and preliminary evaluation of





On the interaction of otolithic and cnpnlar
sensations
P0172 477-27554
Function of the otolithic apparatus of cosmonauts
following space flight
P0265 477-41082
Development of methodologies for vestibnlar
experimentation with man and animals
[NASA-CB-151444] p0255 B77-27680
OTOLOGY















Changes in nonoamine oxidase activity and.in the
temperature dependence of oxidative disamination
of serotonin in the brain during hibernation
p0229 477-36093
Effects of experimental hypogravity on peroxidase
and ceil wall constituents in the dwarf marigold
p0298 A77-45839
OXIDATIOI
Design, fabrication and testing of a spacecraft
vet oxidation system including trash
pulverization studies
[4SHE P4PBB 76-BSAS-15] p0097 A77-19466
Stabilization of coacervate systems of products of








Development and testing of a vet oxidation waste




NT A L U H I N O M OXIDES
NT CALCIUM OXIDES
NT C A R B O N DIOXIDE
HT CABBON HOHOXIDB
NT HYDROGEN PEROXIDE






NT O X Y G E N ISOTOPES
NT OZONE
Reassessment of roles of oxygen and ultraviolet
light in Precambrian evolution
p0073 A77-17M90
Oxygen electrocatalysts for life support systems
[ A S H E PAPER 76-ENAS-37] p0098 A77-19485
Arterial lactate responses in dogs made apneic or
breathing nitrogen
p0129 A77-23K19
Electrolytic pretreatment unit gaseous effluent
conditioning
[NASA-CR-151101] p0033 N77-11671
An axisymmetric harmonic mixed-bonndary-value
problem
[NPL-BAC-67] p0111 S77-16682
Effects of contaminated supply air on purity of
breathing oxygen generated by fluoiine
[AD-A035745] p0237 N77-25780
The role of inorganic phosphate in oxygen transport
[AD-A038769] p0283 N77-29741
The application of path analysis to the study of
interrelations among components of the oxygen
transport system in man
p0307 N77-30711
Aeromedical evaluation of the army molecular sieve
oxygen generator AHSOG systems
[AD-A039855] p0312 N77-3075U
OIIGBN AHAIYZEBS
Rechanisms of oxygen evolution
[COO-3326-49] p0190 N77-21823
OIIGBN BREATHING
Intracerebral oxygen and carbon dioxide tensions
in the rhesus monkey
pOOOl A77-10055
The preparation of.calcium superoxide for air
breathing and scrubbing applications
[ASBE PAPER 76-EN1S-1] p0095 A77-19453
Thermoregnlatory responses in animals in a
helium-oxygen atmosphere under elevated pressure
p01«6 A77-25315
Prevention of decompression sickness during
short-tern flights in a depressurized cabin at
high altitudes
p01«9 A77-26114
Functional state and work capacity in man
breathing oxygen without excess pressure at
great heights
p022K A77-355U5
Lung recoil and gas trapping during oxygen
breathing at low lung volumes
p0293 A77-H4722
oltrastrnctnral changes in tracheal epithelial
cells exposed to oxygen
p032» A77-H9829
Efficiency of the oxygen mask delivery system at
the DSAF hyperbaric center
p0326 A77-49928
Biomedical aspects of oxygen regulator
performance. 2: Dynamic characteristics
[AD-A026504] p0091 N77-15647
A portable oxygen system for aerooedical
crewnembers. An evaluation
(AD-A027373] p0092 N77-15648
Respiratory heat loss and pulmonary function
during cold-gas breathing at high pressures
IAD-A030315] p0185 S77-20755
Breathing oxygen: Purity of oxygen generated by a
fluomine-based system
[AD-A030851] . p0189 N77-20784
Aviator's breathing oxygen purity
[AD-A030879] p0189 N77-20785
The effects of increased oxygen concentrations and
acceleration forces on the mechanical properties
of the lungs
p0256 N77-27686
Aeromedical evaluation of the army molecular sieve
oxygen generator AHSOG systems
[AD-A039855] p0312 N77-307SM
OXTGBI COHSUHBTION
The influence of the position of the oxygen
dissociation curve on oxygen-dependent functions
of the isolated perfused rat liver. II - Studies
at different levels of hypoxia induced by
decrease of blood flow rate
pOOOl A77-10223
Effects of beta blockade and atropinisation on
plasma catecholamine concentration during exercise
p007<4 A77-17581
Space flight effect upon the bioenergetics of the
skeletal muscles in rats
p0136 A77-24161
Bypoxia-indnced metabolic and core temperature
changes in the squirrel monkey
p0141 A77-21365
. Maximal aerobic power in women cadets at the U.S.
Air Force Academy
p01M2 A77-24508
New aspects of the study of the respiratory
function of the blood during adaptation to hypoxia
p0150 A77-26270
The role of chemoreceptors in the adaptation of an
organism to hypoxia
pOISO A77-26271
Effects of simultaneous dynamic and static work on
heart-rate and oxygen consumption
p0166 A77-26651
Comparison of isocitrate dehydrogenase activity,
pyruvate kinase activity, and polyphenol content
in physiologically different pine callus tissue
p0199 A77-31743
Role of small mass in the interpretation of
maximum oxygen consumption
p0203 A77-32363
Thermoregulation during entrance into hibernation
p0221 A77-34285
Energetics of nerve cells and their oxygen supply
. p0226 A77-3S768
Validity and reliability of pedometers in habitual
activity research
pl>262 A77-40664
Dynamic control of'space cabin environmental
parameters
pl)26l» A77-41073
Splanchnic blood flow, 02 consumption, removal of
lactate, and output of glucose in highlanders
p0298 A77-i!b90»
Effect of heparin-indnced free fatty acid
elevation on myocardial oxygen consumption in man
p0320 A77-484B1
Influence of temperature on hemoglobin-ligand
interaction in whole blood
p0321 A77-49263
Tissue respiration features in white rats
exhibiting high and low resistance to hvpoxia
p0323 A77-QS443
Energetics of the heart during hypothermia
p0329 A77-50747
Use of a GL-5118 gas analyzer to measure the
amount of oxygen consumption under conditions of
increased pressure of the gaseous medium
p0329 A77-50750
Metabolic responses to exercise in three thermal
environments
p0331 A77-50764
On the possibilities of prediction of differences
in radiation resistance of individuals
[IAF PAPER 77-250] p0332 A77-51498
Pace and grade related to the oxygen and energy
requirements, and the mechanics of treadmill
running
p0256 N77-27689








Fluorescein angiography and light microscopy
4-156
SUBJECT IRDBX OZORB
studies of retinas irradiated by ozjgen nuclei
p0218 A77-34056
Relative biological effectiveness /EBB/ of heavy
ions /O *8/ for producing retinal lesions
p0219 A77-34061
OZTGER ISOIOPBS
Studies of the isotope chemistry of BOlecular
oxygen in biological systems
p0060 H77-136311
0X16BB RISKS
The objective evaluation of aircrew protective
breathing equipment. I - Oxygen mask/goggles
combinations. II - Fullface masks and hoods
p0326 A77-49927
Efficiency of the oxygen Bask delivery system at
the OSAF hyperbaric center
p0326 A77-49928
The use of n-pentane as a tracer gas for the
quantitative evaluation of aircrew protective
breathing equipment
p0326 A77-49929
Bnoan compatibility testing of the RAF P/Q oxygen
•ask Kith the DSAF H60-21/P flying helmet
p0327 A77-49942
A portable oxygen system for aeromedical
crevBembers. An evaluation
[AD-A027373] p0092 H77-15648
visual evaluation of smoke-protective devices
[AD-A031U93/0] p0118 H77-16737
Human compatibility testing of a
pressure-breathing, mask, BBO-12/P
[AD-A027823] p0126 B77-17736
Evaluation of the BAF P/Q oxygen mask vith the
OSAF BGO-2A/P flying helmet
[AD-A032393] p0193 B77-2181I8
0X1681 HBTABOIISH
Oxygen transport during early altitude
acclimatization - A perspective study
p0222 A77-35411
Changes in energy consumption rate and respiratory
functions of athletes subjected to thermal stress
p0323 A77-49442
Retabolic responses to exercise in three thermal
environments
p0331 A77-50764
Retabolic rates in five animal populations after
long-tern exposure to sangnine/sea-farer ELF
Electromagnetic fields in nature
[AD-A024955] p0053 H77-12668




The effect of B20/H2 and C02/CO ratios on the
reduction of carbon dioxide in the Bosch process
spacecraft oxygen regeneration
[ASBE PAPEB 76-BBAS-7] p0096 A77-19458
A mature Bosch C02 reduction technology for
long-duration space missions
[ASHE PASEB 76-BRAS-14] p0097 A77-19465
Integrated testing of an electrochemical
depolarized C02 concentrator /EDC/ and a Bosch
C02 reduction subsystem /BBS/ in spaceborne
oxygen reclamation system
[ASRE PAPEB 76-EBAS-35] p0098 A77-19483
Development status of a preprototype vater
electrolysis system generating oxygen for
life support system
[ A S R E PAPBB 77-BRAS-34] p0303 177-46875
Technology advancement of the static feed vater
electrolysis process
[HASA-CB-151934] p0155 N77-18741




Aeromedical review of oxygen requirements of OS
Army aviators
[AD-A024726] p0055 B77-12688




Technology transfer from space to earth - The HASA
Firefighter's Breathing System
[ASHE PAPEB 76-EHAS-54] p0098 A77-19495
Studies with the OSF/RASA toxicity screening test
method - Exercise (heels and oxygen replenishment
p0225 A77-35668
Development status of a preprototype water
electrolysis system generating oxygen for
life support system
[ASRE PAPEB 77-EHAS-34] p0303 A77-M6875




0 OXYGEN SOPPLI EQOIPRBHT
OXIGBB TERSIOR
BT HIPOXBRIA
Intracerebral oxygen and carbon dioxide tensions
in the rhesus monkey
P0001 A77-10055
Influence of hyperoxia on the characteristics of
external respiration, cardiovascular system, and
gas composition of blood
p0013 A77-11393
Determination of oxygen tension by measurement of
net charge transport
p0023 A77-12245
'Effect of low-level hypoxia on the performance
quality of a human operator
p0037 A77-13042
Effect of prolonged hypokinesis on the PO2
dynamics in the rat brain tissues during
orthostatic and autiorthostatic tests
p0049 A77-14804
Influence of sex and age on the susceptibility of
mice to oxygen poisoning
p0104 A77-21172
Effect of increased pressures of oxygen, nitrogen,
and helium on activity of a Ha-K-Hg ATPase of
beef brain
p0104 A77-21173
Heart rate and ventilation.in relation to venous
potassium ion concentration, osmolality, pB,
PC02, PO2, orthophosphate concentration, and
lactate concentration at transition froa rest to
exercise in athletes and non-athletes
p0107 A77-22365
Pathophysiological mechanisms of the effect of
hyperoxia on the function of the lungs in Ban
p0146 A77-25424
Effects of high O2 and B2-O2 pressures on the
physical performance of deer mice - Preliminary
studies
p0196 A77-30880
Changes in local brain tissue P02 and
electrocortical activity of nnanesthetized
rabbits under high oxygen pressure
p0197 A77-30883
Begnlation of hemodynamics in the presence of
oxygen deficiency in blood and tissues
p0226 A77-35740
Bheographic study of the cardiovascular system of
man during a lengthy exposure to a hyperbaric
atmosphere
p0228 A77-35787
Efficiency of main physiological reactions of
brain adaptation to hypoxia
p0241 A77-37594
Local oxygen tension and spike activity of the
cerebral grey matter of the rat and its response
to short intervals of O2 deficiency or C02 excess
P0304 A77-H7750






Ronocarboxylic acids 'from oxidation of acyclic
isoprenoid alkanes by' Rycobacterinm fortuitnm
p0006 A77-10705
Studies of the isotope chemistry of molecular
oxygen in biological systems
p0060 H77-13634
OIIBBHOGLOBIB




Biochemical effects of environmental pollutants
Book
p0248 AY7-39400
Effects of atmospheric pollutants on human
physiologic function
[PB-265846/6] p0278 B77-28729
P RIVES SUBJECT INDEX
P BAfBS





Human engineering design deficiencies and related









Functional state of the liver-pancreas system
during exposure to low transverse accelerations
p0017 A77-11127
PABACHOTB DESCENT
A study of PFT /parasail/ in air training command
Parachute Familiarization Training
p0230 A77-36558
Functional shifts in parachute jumps by beginning
and experienced parachutists
p0261 A77-H0656
Design and development of the Irvin 'Hiteflnder'











Design and control of a manipulator for tetraplogics
p0288 H77-29785




NT ELECTBOH PABAHAGNE TIC RESONANCE
PABARBTEBIZATIOH
Time domain and time series models for human
activity in compensatory tracking experiments
[NAL-TH-50] pOOSS N77-1«7qu
PABATBTBOID 6LAID
The control of calcium metabolism by parathyroid
hormone, calcitonin and vitamin D
[NASA-CR-151325] p0190 N77-21826
PARKINSON DISEASE
Slow electrical processes as indicator of the
dynamics of functional state in the deep





Effects of high 02 and B2-02 pressures on the




















BT PBIRABY COSBIC BATS
NT PBOTONS




Transportation in commercial aircraft of
passengers having contagious diseases
p0003 A77-10067
Functional for evaluating performance of a
piloting task
p0178 A77-28736
Accepting passengers afflicted with communicable
diseases on passenger airlines
p0202 A77-32360
Inefficiency of sanitation measures aboard
commercial aircraft - Environmental pollution
and disease
P0270 A77-42112
Validation of the Passenger Bide Quality Apparatus




Concerning IE cases of myocardial infarction among
passengers
p0203 A77-32366
Physicians and airline medical emergencies
p0219 A77-31065
Investigation on a passenger ride-comfort
improvement system vith limited control surface
actuator performance for a flexible aircraft
[NlB-TR-7b1»0-U] P0156 N77-187U5
Bide quality judgements as a function of
environmental, personality, and ride spectra
correlates
[NASA-CB-152626] p0187 N77-20770
Human factors in design of passenger seats for
commercial aircraft: A reviev
[NASA-CB-152627] p0188 H77-20775
Influence of the journey's time of day on the de-
and resynchronization of the 21-hour rhythn of
body temperature after transatlantic flights
[DLB-FB-77-10] pOSIO N77-30710
A trade-off analysis design tool. Aircraft
interior noise-motion/passenger satisfaction model
[N&SA-CB-15U807J p0311 N77-30750
PATHOGBNBSIS
Rorphological effects in rats after a 22-day space
flight
p0017 A77-11133
Etiopathogenesis of motion sickness
pOOUO A77-13S86
Cardiovascular ailments as cause of grounding of




Pulmonary gas exchange in acute mountain sickness
pOOOl A77-10052
Pathophysiology of long-term hypokinesia
pOOlO A77-11368
Antitissnlar antibodies and complement in
hypokinesia
pOOia A77-11B02
On the expert diagnostic value of physiological
parameters for objective monitoring of a pilot's
condition in flight
pOOIS A77-11104
Pathomorphological changes in rat organs in the
case of chronic inhalation of a
polyethylsiloxane fluid
p0020 A77-11Q60
Abnormal hemoglobins capable of inducing
pathological manifestations in hypoxia. I
p0202 A77-32353
Abnormal hemoglobins that may produce pathological
manifestations in nypoxia. II
p020« A77-32373
Effect of a 22-day space flight on rat lymph organs
p0227 A77-35785
Bight and left ventricular compliance in the
hereditary cardiomyopathy of the Syrian hamster
p0291 A77-a442S
Local features in the lung of healthy subjects and
in pulmonary pathology
p0322 A77-09138
Sarcoidosis - A reviev of some features of
importance in aviation medicine
P0330 A77-50757
Studies on the relation betveen carboxyhemoglobln
concentration and toxicity -— for aircraft
4-158
SUBJECT IIDBX PBBFOBBAICB PBBDICTIOH
accident victims
p0330 477-50761
Special aspects of aviation occupational and
environmental medicine
[AGARD-CP-202] p0183 H77-20735
Statistical analysis of the pathology of air
traffic control-radar operators: Their





Two years of routine patient movement in the
O.S.A. /Jan. 1971-Dec. 1975/ medical airlift
service regulations review
p0219 A77-3H063
Treatise on aeromedical evacuation. I -
Administration and some medical considerations.




Vision and acquisition: Fundamentals of human
visual performance, environmental influences and
applications in instrumental optics Book
pOOtl A77-13850
Human recognition of different types of acoustic
signals emitted by monkeys /Cebus capncinns/
p0042 A77-1IM61
Time of recognition, threshold time of display,
and masking duration of patterns
pOO<U A77-1H171
The cost of categorization in visual search -
Incomplete processing of targets and field items
pOOSI A77-15616
Visual echoes - The perception of repetition in
quasi-random patterns
p0129 A77-23291
Cortical potentials associated with the detection
of visual events
p0170 A77-27056
Form identification in peripheral vision
p0170 A77-27065
Visual pattern recognition by assignment of
invariant features and feat'ure-relations
p0170 A77-27066
visual information for object identity in apparent
movement
p0173 A77-27598
Pattern recognition and control in manipulation
p0179 A77-28818
Detection and discrimination of simple and complex
patterns at low spatial frequencies visual
waveform perception
p0272 A77-42868
Trends in computer-processed electrocardiograms;
• Proceedings o f ' t he Working Conference,
Amsterdam, Netherlands, November 3-5, 1976
p0292 A77-M695
The organization of human vision for pattern
detection and recognition
p0295 A77-»5<178
The human operator in the search situation
pattern recognition problems
p032t A77-»9673
Cognitive pretraining of the T-37 overhead traffic
pattern[AD-A026118] p0090 H77-15639
A measure of foveal sensitivity in an expanded
field of visual attention[AD-A026010] p0092 N77-15650
The scaling problem in visual pattern recognition
[AD-A035290] p0239 N77-25793
System integration of pattern recognition,
adaptive aided, upper limb prostheses
p0288 N77-29782
Behavior patterns and coronary heart disease
p0308 H77-30722
A spatial frequency analysis model for predicting
human performance at visual pattern matching tasks[AD-A011649] p03»8 N77-33859
PATTBBN BBGISTBATION
Negative aftereffects in visual perception
p0052 A77-15808
pmoiDs
Payload influences on technology development and
utilization of the Space Shuttle extravehicular
mobility unit
CASHE PAEEB 76-E»is-62] p0098 1177-19503
Spacelab and its utilization for biomedical
experiments
p0131 A77-24145
A life sciences Spacelab mission simulation
[AAS 75-258] p0230 A77-36553
Payload crev activity planning integration. Task
2: Inflight operations and training for payloads
[NASA-CB-151187] p0155 H77-18739
PCI1 TBLBHBTBY













Besponse to comments on thermal polypeptides
pOOtO A7V-13518
Prebiotic condensation reactions in an aqueous
medium - A review of condensing agents
p0077 A77-17893
Cell-free systems of polypeptide biosynthesis and
approaches to the evolution of translation
apparatus
pOOSO A77-18897
Clays as possible catalysts for peptide formation
in the prebiotic era
p0175 A77-27772
Antibodies to the entire synthetic gastrin




















Human perception of telecommunications
responsiveness
pOOSI A77-1520U




Time .parameters of simple motor reaction as
indicators of the functional state of the human
brain ^
p0077 A77-17886
Microinterval analysis of the interaction of a
pair of short mechanical stimuli in the sSin
analyzer '
p0077 A77-17887
Electronic device for studying high-speed reactions
arrythnic poise generator for mental fatigue
studies
p0151 S77-26571




Banipnlator system performance measurement
p0285 H77-29763
PEHFOBBAHCE PBEDICTIOI
HT PBEDICTIOH AHALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Some personality characteristics of pilot trainees
with different levels of achievement
p0149 A77-26116
The feasibility of short interval time estimation
as a methodology to forecast human performance
of a specified task
[AD-6026757] p0093 B77-1S659
i-159
PBBFOBRANCB TBSTS SUBJECT INDBI
PBRFOBBANCB TESTS
The Navy's human factors test and evaluation
manual - HFTEHAN
p0163 A77-26631


















Changes in central and peripheral hemodynamics,
using prolonged antiorthostatic hypokinesia to
simulate weightlessness
p0020 A77-11457
Seasonal changes in the functional activity of
peripheral blood lymphocytes in nan
p0013 A77-11165
Changes in the central and peripheral circulation
and acid-base balance of blood in dogs during
tilt tests
pOO<!9 A77-14806
Interaction between local and reflex influences on
human forearm skin blood flow
p0067 A77-16776
Variation of forearm, hand, and finger blood flow
indices with ambient temperature
p0172 A77-27559
Effects of hyperozia on leg blood flow and
metabolism during exercise
p0176 A77-27927
Cold-induced vasodilatation and peripheral blood
flow under local cold stress in man at altitude
p02<42 A77-38032
Studies on the hematologic effects of long-term,
•low-dose microwave exposure
p02Q3 A77-38037
Features of the cerebral and peripheral blood
circulation in healthy people of different ages
p0265 A77-B1154
Separative processes in spleen and peripheral
blood after the outset of continuous irradiation
[IAF PAPEB 77-266] p0333 A77-51506
PBBIPHBBAL EQOIPBBNT (COBPUTEBS)




Peripheral visual acuity and refractive error -
Evidence for 'two visual systems'
p0099 A77-19675
Visual field contraction during G stress at 13,
45, and 65 deg seatback angles
p01«1 A77-2H501
Form identification in .peripheral vision
p0170 A77-27065
Perceived brightness as a function of flash




Potassium permeability in the transverse tubule







Some personality characteristics of pilot trainees
with different levels of achievement
p01«9 A77-26116
PERSONALITY TBSTS
Some psychoneurological requirements in in-flight
evaluations of the functional state of cosmonauts
p026U A77-11069
Some psychological correlates of motion sickness
susceptibility
p0268 A77-42131
Bide quality judgements as a function of

















Personnel protection aspects of Z-ray diffraction
apparatus
[BH»L-SA-56»tt] p(H88 H77-20777
A study using infra red thermography of clothing
assemblies for nse by personnel working beneath
operating helicopters
[AD-A035966] p0253 N77-26805
Beview of health maintenance program findings,
1960-1970
p0308 N77-30721
HASA Langley physical examination program
p0308 877-30726
Annual health examination program, Ames Beseafch
Center
p0309 877-30727
Development and application of functional manning





Feasibility study to predict combat effectiveness




Academic attrition from Navy technical training
class A school courses
£TABG-47] p031Q N77-31780
PEBSONIEL PBOPOLSION 3YSTBHS
0 SELF HANBOVBBING ONUS
PEBSONIEL SELECTION
HT PILOT SELECTION
Athletic endurance training - Advantage for space
flight: The significance of physical fitness for
selection and training of Spacelab crews
P0172 A77-27557
Psychic aspects and problems in the selection of
personnel selectors
p017« A77^27753
On characterological selection - Doctrinal,
deontological, and practical problems -— in
personnel selection
p0220 A77-34073
Evaluation and disposition of Army helicopter
aviators with finger amputations
p0330 A77-50756
Sarcoid and the heart - An aeromedical risk
p0330 A77-50758
'Investigation and evaluation of a zero Input
Tracking Analyzer (ZITA)
[AD-A025431] p0057 H77-12700
An investigation of time-sharing ability as a
factor in complex performance -—psychometrics
for personnel selection
[AD-A031881/6] p0125 H77-17730
Psychometric characteristics of astronauts
[AD-A039228] p03«7 N77-33855
PBBSPIBATION
Evaporation of sweat from sedentary man in humid
environments
p0218 A77-3QObO
Skin blood flow and sweating changes following
exercise training and heat acclimation
p0293 A77-44721
The collection, analysis, and comparison of human
sensible perspiration between sedentary and
conditioned male Caucasians as to the variation
in selected electrolyte composition
p0053 577-12669
A-160
SUBJECT IBDBI PBOTOGBSPHIC BEASOBBBENT
PH
pH effects on lactate and excess lactatc in
relation to 02 deficit in hypoxic dogs
p0130 A77-23420
PH FACTOR
Light-induced membrane potential and pH gradient
in Halobacterium halobium envelope vesicles
p0006 A77-10703
PBABHSCOLOGY
Prevention of experimental motion sickness by
scopolanine absorbed through the skin
p0003 A77-10064
Drag effects on heart rate and heart rate
variability during a prolonged reaction task
pOOOS A77-1027U
Radioprotective effect of mexamin and cystamin on
animals exposed to hypokinesia and ionizing
radiation
p O O l O A77-11366
Degradation of human performance brought on by
bypoxia - Tests on Hycergoline cheaoprotection
p0202 A77-3235U
Actions of cholinergic agonist and antagonists on
the adrenocortical response of basal, hypoxic,
and hypercapnic rats
p0219 A77-3U062
•Reciprocal* relations between spindles of sensory
and associative areas of the cerebral cortex
p0224 A77-35599
Psychopharmacology in aviation and astronautics
p0263 A7 7-41064
Development of SHE hypertension and cardiac
hypertrophy during prolonged beta blockade
in Spontaneously Hypertensive Sats
p0270 A77-42185
Hechanisos of nearogenic vasodilation
p0322 A77-49371
Evaluation of a new antinauseant drug for the
prevention of motion sickness
p0325 A77-49837









Transient circadian internal desynchronization
after light-dark phase shift in monkeys
p0104 A77-21576
Two mechanisms of rephasal of circadian rhythms in
response to a 180 deg phase shift /simulated








Comparison of isocitrate dehydrogenase activity,
pyruvate kinase activity,' and polyphenol content
in physiologically different pine callus tissue
p0199 A77-317H3
PHILOSOPHY.




NT FEAR OF FLUNG
PHOHOABTBBIOGHAPHY
Origination of Korotkov sounds at diastole






Perception of binary acoustic events associated
Kith the first heart sound
p0106 A77-21752
Nev trends in phonocardiograph modulators
p0274 A77-13325
Distortion of non-invasive cardiac pulse curves -
A capillary-danped pick-up and a calibration
anit for apex cardiograms and other pulse curves
p0320 A77-48418
PHOBIA








Formation of nncleoside S'-polyphosphates under
potentially prebiological conditions
pOOtO A77-/I3517
cAHP in temperature- and ADH-regnlating centers
after thermal stress '•— cyclic Adenosine
HonoPhosphate in AntiDinretic Hormone centers
pOI.10 A77-24363
The role of mineral surfaces in the origin of life
p0273 A77-13006
The role of inorganic phosphate in oxygen transport
[4D-A038769] p0283 N77-29741
PHOSPROEIC ACID
















Potassium and phosphorus content and Ca-45
inclusion in bones ana teeth of rats after a
22-day space flight aboard the biosatellite
Cosmos 60S
p0148 A77-26105
Some parameters of phosphocreatine metabolise in
man during increased and decreased energy
expenditures
pOIQB A77-26109









Tnlcanism, mercury-sensitized photo-reactions and
abiogenetic synthesis - A theoretical treatment
p0077 A77-17889
Chemical evolution of photosynthesis
pOOSO A77-1889B
Volcanic processes and synthesis of simple organic
compounds on primitive earth
p0175 A77-27771
The photochemical cycle of bacteriorhodopsin
p0246 A77-38906
Photochemical and chemical studies on the
chromophore of bacteriorhodopsin
P0246 A77-38907






Stereo acuity and reconnaissance. Phase 2:
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Atlas of nuclear emulsion aicrographs from





Photoreceptor membrane carbohydrate on the
intradiscal surface of retinal rod disks
v p0022 A77-11476
Interaction between photoreceptors of the retina
in vertebrates and their functional role
p0075 A77-17637
Mechanism and role of involuntary saccadic eye
movements in the visual process
p0076 A77-17878
The phasic character of color sensitivity of the
visual analyzer
p0081 A77-19001
Seasonal and daily rhythms of the color-perceiving
function of the visual analyzer in healthy people
p0223 A77-35539
Increment spectral sensitivities of the primate







Light-induced membrane potential and pH gradient
in Halobacterium halobinm envelope vesicles
pOOOS A77-10703
Light-induced glutaaate transport in Halobacterium
halobinm envelope vesicles. II - Evidence that
the driving force is a light-dependent sodium
gradient
p0006 A77-10704
Functional interdependence of the visual and
auditory analyzers during extremal stimulation
p0010 A77-11362
Effect of hyperventilation on light-induced
depression of the alpha rhythm of EEC
p0076 A77-17879
The phasic character of color sensitivity of the
visual analyzer
p0081 A77-19001
Color vision in the peripheral retina. I -
Spectral sensitivity. II - Hue and saturation
p0108 A77-22396
Increment spectral sensitivities of the primate
late receptor potential and b-vave —- in
retinal color processing
p0272 A77-42866
visual capacities of the ovl monkey /Aotus
trivirgatns/. I - Spectral sensitivity and color
vision. II - Spatial contrast sensitivity
p0272 A77-42867
Evaluation of single-pigment shift model of
anomalous trichromacy
p0322 A77-49308
Photo-initiated processes in vision
[COO-1627-31] p0161 H77-19751
PHOTOSYNTHESIS
Investigation of the physiological activity of
Chlorella vulgar is' following an exposure to
space flight factors aboard the Salyut orbital
station
p0009 A77-11355
Model of an ecological system closed relative to
gas exchange with a periodically operating
antotrophic unit; II - Stability of periodic
cycles
p0009 A77-11357
Life support system with autonomous control
employing plant photosynthesis
p0051 A77-15490
Chemical evolution of photosynthesis
pOOSO A77-18898
A hypothesis of the evolution of biological energy
transducers — ADP 0V photoexcitation and ATP
phosphorylation in primitive photosynthesis
pOOBO A77-18899
Energy requirements of a biosphere in .outer
planets
p0168 A77-26668
Hechanlsms of oxygen evolution
[COO-3326-19] . p0190 N77-21823
Free radicals in biological energy conversion:










Perspectives of using decompression of the lover
half of the body in the practice of aviation
physical examination
p0048 A77-14679
Medical support during the period of retraining
for a new aviation technique
pOlOO A77-20222
Bedical waivers - An extension of the pilot's career
p0197 A77-30888
PHYSICAL BIBBCISE
Heasurement of change in plasma volume during heat
exposure and exercise
pOOOl A77-10053
Bedical experiment R-171 - Results from the second
manned Skylab mission
pOOOl A77-10056
Exercise in an hypoxic environment as a screening
test for ischaemic heart disease
p0003 A77-10068
Anaerobic threshold and maximal aerobic power for
three modes of exercise
pOOOB A77-11099
Dorking capacity of man during stay at high
altitudes
pOOlO A77-11364
State of the human motor system during exposure
for many days to a nitrogen-oxygen environment
at pressures of up to 5 atm
pOOIS A77-11409
Cardiorespiratory responses of cosmonauts to
graded physical work after 30- and 63-day
flights aboard the orbital base Salyut-4
p0019 A77-114S2
Long-term adaptation of the heart to high-level
stress
p0038 A77-13155
Simple reaction time during exercise, heat
exposure, and heat acclimation
p0046 A77-14630
Acquired bundle branch block and its response to
exercise testing in asymptomatic aircrewmen - A
review with case reports
pOO«8 A77-14639
Physical activity and coronary heart disease;
Proceedings of the Third Paavo Nnrmi Symposium,
Helsinki, Finland, September 18-20, 1975
pOOSI A77-14958
Cardiorespiratory deconditioning with static and
dynamic leg exercise daring bed rest
p0068 477-16781
Serum urea and amino nitrogen changes with
exercise duration
p0074 A77-17S80
Effects of beta blockade and atropinisation on
plasma catecholamine concentration during exercise
p0074 A77-17581
A dynamic model for regulation of external
respiration under physical load
p0076 A77-17880
1-162
SUBJECT INDEX PHTSIC1L EIEBCISE COHTD
Quantitative analysis of exercise
electrocardiograms and left ventricular
angiocardiograms in patients with abnormal QBS
complexes at rest
p0079 A77-18546
Thallium-201 myocardial perfusion imaging at rest
and daring exercise - Comparative sensitivity to
electrocardiography in coronary artery disease
p0079 A77-18547
The response of healthy men to treadmill exercise
p0079 A77-18549
Changes in the protein fractions of human skeletal
/soleus/ muscle subjected to hypokinesia and
possibility of preventing these changes by means
of a special set of exercises
p0100 A77-20127
Exercise, dietary obesity, and growth in the rat
pOIOt A77-21577
Effect of routine treadmill testing on the serum
enzymes
p0106 A77-21963
Heart rate and ventilation in relation to venous
potassium ion concentration, osmolality, pH,
PC02, P02, orthophosphate concentration, and
lactate concentration at transition from rest to
exercise in athletes and non-athletes
p0107 A77-22365
Fluid and electrolyte shifts during bed rest with
isometric and isotonic exercise
p0130 A77-23423
Cardiac output during physical exercises following
real ana simulated space flight
p0137 A77-24168
Huscle glycogen repletion after high-intensity
intermittent exercise
p0139 A77-2U355
Some parameters of phosphocreatine metabolism in
man during increased and decreased energy
expenditures
p01<!8 A77-26109
Transient asymptomatic S-T segment depression
during daily activity
p0150 A77-26212
Cardio-pulmonary correlates of subjective fatigue
p0163 177-26627
Life sciences in space flight ronndtable - How
good is exercise for astronauts
p0169 A77-26936
A study of systolic time intervals during
uninterrupted exercise
p0170 A77-2701I8
Effect of positive acceleration /»gz/ on
electrocardiogram of subjects with
vasoregnlatory abnormality
p0170 A77-27019
Athletic endurance training - Advantage for space
flight: The significance of physical fitness for
selection and training of Spacelab crews
p0172 A77-27557
Responses to temperate, cold, and hot environments
and the effect of physical training
p(M73 A77-27563
Effects of hyperoxia on leg blood flow and
metabolism during exercise
p0176 A77-27927
Cardiovascular, respiratory, and metabolic
adjustments to exercise in dogs
p0176 A77-27928
Comparative study of cardiovascular function and
ventricular premature complexes in smokers and
nonsmokers daring maximal treadmill exercise
p0180 A77-296H9
The changes in hematocrit, hemoglobin, plasma
volume and proteins during and after different
types of exercise
p0180 A77-29778
Effect of acute hypoxia on the hormonal response
to exercise
p0201 A77-32179
Sensitivity to adrenocorticotropin during
adaptation to increased muscular activity
p0205 A77-32997
The physiological significance of exercise
byperthermia
;p0205 A.77-32999
New practical treadnill protocol for clinical use
p0206 A77-33275
Clinical value of quantitative analysis of ST
slope during exercise ECG
p0206 A77-33285
Correction of water content and solute
concentration in blood during hemoconcentration
p0218 A77-34048
Adaptations to endurance training at three
intensities of exercise
p0218 A77-34049
Recurrent heat exposure - Effects on levels of
plasma and urinary sodium and potassium in
resting and exercising men
p0218 A77-31052
Cardiac response to functional stress of rats
adapted to physical stress
p0221 A77-35550
An evaluation of the effectiveness of muscle
electrostinnlation in preventing
hypokinesia-induced disorders in man
p0228 A77-35788
Systolic time intervals utilizing ear
densitography - Advantages and reliability for
stress testing
p0245 A77-38168
Postexercise systolic time intervals in the
midsystolic click syndrome
p0215 A77-38711
Effects of fatiguing isometric and isotonic
exercise on resisted and unresisted reaction
time components
p0261 A77-40659
Carbohydrate and fat metabolism of nnacclimatized
men during and after submaximal exercise in cool
and hot environments
p0262 A77-40662
Exercise effects on the time of reactions to
auditory stimuli
p0262 A77-40663
Validity and reliability of pedometers in habitual
activity research
p0262 A77-B0664
Respiratory mechanics during speech in the course
of static physical exercise
P0264 A77-41074
Turnover of fibrinogen, plasminogen, and
prothrombin during exercise in man
P0267 A77-U1816
Dynamic and steady-state respiratory responses to
bicycle exercise
p0268 A77-41820
Computer-based system for analysis of respiratory
responses to exercise
p0268 A77-41821
Left precordial isopotential mapping during supine
exercise
p0271 A77-42394
Exercise testing in the diagnosis of coronary
heart disease - A perspective
p0275 A77-43723
Effects of exercise and eucapnic hyperventilation
on bronchial clearance in man
p0292 A77-44717
Effects of exercise on fluid exchange and body
composition in man during 14-day bed rest
p0292 A77-44720
Skin blood flow and sweating changes following
exercise training and heat acclimation
p0293 A77-0<I721
The metabolic adaptation of an organism to.muscle
activity of increasing intensity
p0294 A77-44935
Glycogen, lactate, and alanine changes in muscle
fiber types during graded exercise
p0299 A77-45912
Effect of training on the response of plasma .
glucagon to exercise
P0299 A77-45914
Recurrent heat exposure - Enzymatic responses in
resting and exercising men
p0299 A77-45915
The electrocardiographic response to maximal
treadmill exercise of asymptomatic men with left
bundle branch block
p0300 A77-46594
Recovery from exercise at varying work loads -
Time course of responses of heart rate and
systolic intervals
P0320 A77-48417
The exercise electrocardiogram in diagnosis
p0321 A77-49182
A-163
PHYSICAL FITNESS SUBJECT IBDEI
Respiration efficiency of athletes engaged in
muscular activity of different intensity
p0323 A77-49HU1
Changes in energy consumption rate and respiratory
functions of athletes subjected to thermal stress
p0323 A77-49442
Exercise and heat orthostatism and the effect of
heat acclimation and physical fitness
p0325 A77-49833
Influence of water temperatote on thernal,
circulatory and respiratory responses to
muscular work
p0326 A77-49923
Cardiorespiratory responses to exercise after bed
rest in aen and women
p0328 A77-50444
Metabolic responses to exercise in three thermal
environments
p0331 A77-50764
A study of the effect of controlled exercise on
performance during stressful conditions
[AD-A026350] p0088 1177-15625
Added airway resistance and endurance in intensive
exercise
[AD-&028290] p0122 H77-17708
Evaluation of effectiveness of muscular
electrostinulation for the prevention of
disorders related to prolonged restriction of
motor activity in nan
p0212 H77-23734
Circadian variations in responses of trained and
untrained men 'to snbmaximal exercise
p0256 H77-27688
Study of optimal training protocols and devices
for developing and maintaining physical fitness




Skylab t| crew observations
p0338 B77-33783








Responses of external respiration to »8 Gz
overload for different training level of testees
p0021 A77-11065
Cardiorespiratory deconditioning with static and
dynamic leg exercise daring bed rest
p0068 A77-16781
On the mechanisDS of changes in skeletal muscles
in the weightless environment
p013i| A77-24143
Muscle glycogen repletion after high-intensity
intermittent exercise
p<M39 A77-24355
Hetabolic and cardiovascular responses to
norepinephrine in trained and nontrained hn>an
subjects
p0140 A77-24359
Cardiac responses to moderate training in rats
p0140 A77-24364
Maximal aerobic power in women cadets at the O.S.
Air Force Academy
p0142 A77-24508
Athletic endurance training - Advantage for space
flight: The significance of physical fitness for
selection and ^ training of Spacelab crews
p0172 A77-27557
Functions of selected biochemical systems from the
exercised-trained dog heart
p0176 A77-27931
Prediction of maximal aerobic power in man
p0180 A77-29777
Psycho-physiological assessment of
acceleration-induced changes in various seat
configurations
p0243 A77-38040
Assessment of maximal aerobic power in
specifically trained athletes
p0267 477-41814
Thermoregulatory responses daring competitive
marathon running
p0268 A77-41819
Capillary supply of skeletal muscle fibers in
untrained and endurance-trained men
p0271 A77-42188
Effect of training on the response of plasma
glucagon to exercise
p0299 A77-45914
Exercise and heat orthostatism and the effect of
heat acclimation and physical fitness
P0325 477-49833
Athletic endurance training: Advantage for space
flights? The significance of physical fitness
for selection and training of Spacelab crews
p0160 H77-19740
Space .age health care delivery
p0160 N77-19744
Study of optimal training protocols and devices
for developing and maintaining physical fitness
in females prior to and during space flight
[HASA-CE-1512H6] p0256 1177-27692
PBISICAL PROPERTIES
Physicocbemical properties of a liquid ion




A moisture-sensitive transducer for measuring
respiration rate during muscular activity
pOlOO A77-20128
lorking capacity of skeletal muscles and
energetics of muscular work
pOIOS A77-21649
Influence of heredity and environmental factors on
the development of physical working capacity in
man
p0105 A77-21709
Perceived exertion of absolute work during a
military physical training program
p0107 A77-22364
Ventilatory and gas exchange dynamics in response
to sinusoidal work
p01«1 A77-24368
Effects of simultaneous dynamic and static work on
heart-rate and oxygen consumption
p0166 A77-26651
Combined effects of breathing resistance and
hyperoxia on aerobic work tolerance
p0177 A77-27933
Effects of adaptation to work in heat on rectal
temperature evolution during recovery
P0180 A77-29776
Crew efficiency on first exposure to zero-gravity
p0340 B77-33797
PBISICIAIS
Physicians and airline medical emergencies
p0219 A77-3406S




Chemical thermoregnlation and muscular
thermogenesis daring high-altitude adaptation
p0205 A77-33000
PHYSIOLOGICAL ACCELEHATIOB
Effect of hypovolemla, infusion, and oral
rehydration on gradual onset +Gz acceleration
tolerance
[IAF PAPEB 76-039] p0007 A77-10888
Effect of transverse.accelerations on the motor
function of the stomach
p0011 A77-11376
PHYSIOLOSIC1L DBFBBSBS






Preliminary results of morphological and
cytochemical studies on animals after a stay of
22 days in space flight aboard the Cosmos 605
satellite
pOOOS A77-10651
The effects of hyperoxia and hypokinesia on the
formation and excretion of gaseous metabolites
among rats
p0012 A77-11381
Possibility of prolonged stay In water by means ot
a 'dry* immersion method
pOOlO A77-11401
1-16*
SUBJECT IHDEI PBYSIOLOGICAL BESPOgSES
State of the human motor system daring exposure
for many days to a nitrogen-oxygen environment
at pressures of np to 5 atm
p0015 A77-11409
Dependence of human body weight loss on space
flight duration
p0016 A77-1K115
Functional state of the liver-pancreas system
during exposure to low transverse accelerations
p0017 A77-11427
Airborne testing of three antinotion sickness
preparations
pOOQ7 A77-14638
Thermal regulation in rats during combined heat
and cold adaptation
p0081 A77-19003
Decent advances on bioneteorology and practical
applications of natural and simulated altitude
clinate; International Congress, Ancona, Italy,.
September 5-9, 1976, Preprints. Parts 1 6 2
' p0102 A77-21136
State of spermatogenesis in rats flown aboard the
biosatellite Cosmos-690
p0103 A77-21167
Discussion of the combined effect of
weightlessness and ionizing radiation on the
mammalian body - Horphological data
p0103 A77-21171
Physiological effects of sustained acceleration
p0133 A77-21137
Effect of antiorthostatic bed rest on the human body
p0137 A77-24165
Studies on heat output from the hands of frostbite
subjects
p0171 A77-27552
fledical and physiological problems posed by
supersonic transport aircraft
p0175 A77-27760
Physiological changes in the pilots of ship
helicopters
p0205 A77-32971
Two years of routine patient movenent in the
O.S.I. /Jan. 19714-Dec. 1975/ medical airlift
service regulations review
p0219 A77-31I063
Cambodian airlift physiological effects on
flight crews
p0219 A77-3<106t
Some physiological effects of alternation between
zero gravity and one gravity
p0229 A77-35817
Aeromedical considerations for flight operations
from high-elevation airfields
p02»« A77-38044
The effect of gamma-radiation on the ammonia
excretion of white mice
p0265 A77-41081
Effect of electric fields of various intensities
and with frequencies common in industry on the
balance and metabolism of copper, molybdenum and
iron in laboratory animals
p0299 A77-45920
The functional state of an organism subjected to
general low-frequency vibrations and impact
acceleration
p0320 A77-18B62
Benin, aldosterone, electrolyte, and cortisol
responses to hypoxic decompression
p0321 A77-49261
Sarcoidosis - A review of some features of
importance in aviation medicine
p0330 A77-50757
Experimental investigations on motion sickness
susceptibility
p0159 H77-19734
Problems of space biology. Volume 33: Gravity
and the body
[HASA-TT-F-17526] p0233 N77-24757
Studies in nenroendocrine pharmacology
[HASA-CH-153278] p0251 B77-26795
Effects of atmospheric pollutants on human
physiologic function
[PB-265846/6] p0278 H77-28729
Effects of background gravity stimuli on
gravity-controlled behavior
[NASA-CB-153404] p0307 N77-30709
Skylab crew health: Crew surgeon's report
p0339 F77-33785
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTOBS
Human factors and flight deck design
pOOII A77-13829
Comparison of isocitrate dehydrogenase activity,
pyrnvate kinase activity, and polyphenol content
in physiologically different pine callus tissue
P0199 A77-31743
Physiological parameters in space settlement design
[AIAA PAPEB 77-519] p0200 A77-32067
Developments in mathematical models of human pilot
behaviour /The Twentieth Lanchester Hemorial
Lecture/
p0305 A77-4787B
Lung capacities of healthy subjects of different
ages
-p0322 A77-49439
A new head-up control display:
Hedico-physiological considerations
[HASA-TT-F-17387] p0091 877-15642
Space age research and medicine: A study of




Besponses of the autonomic nervous system during
acclimatization to high altitude in man
p0002 A77-10060
Effects of rapid round trips against time
displacement on adrenal cortical-medullary
circadian rhythms
p0003 A77-1U065
Cerebellar pressor response in the dog
pOOOS A77-11100
Characteristics of the morphological responses of
the viscera and endocrine glands of dogs
subjected to gamma irradiation for 6'years
pOOII A77-11378
changes in the monosynaptic B-response of man
during altitude decompression
pOOIS A77-11107
A mathematical model of the human temperature
regulatory system - Transient cold exposure
response
p0023 A77-12244
Long-term adaptation of the heart to high-level
stress
p0038 A77-13155
The problem of adaptive bioregulation of human
physiological functions and its clinical
significance
p0043 A77-14166
Effects of the frequency content in complex air
shock waves on lung injuries in rabbits
p0046 A77-14626
Heart biochemical responses 14 days after *Gz
acceleration
p0016 A77-14631
Denitrogenation interruptions with air
resulting in decompression sickness
pOO»7 A77-14637
Some problems of space medicine physiological
changes in weightless state
pOOIS A77-11801
The cardiovascular system during hypokinesia of
varying duration and intensity
p0048 A77-14802
Hypokinetic tolerance of persons adapted to high
altitudes
p0049 A77-11803
Dependence of the biological effect of radiation
on the area of irradiated body surface
p0049 A77-14809
Besponses of Pnrkinje cells in rabbit nodulus and
uvula to natural vestibular and visual stimuli
p0072 A77-17399
The .response of healthy men to treadmill exercise
p0079 A77-18S49
Foundations of aviation and space medicine
Bussian book
p0099 A77-19943
Brief human vacuum exposure in relation to space
rescue operations
p0102 A77-20978
Serum myocardial enzymes after »Gz acceleration
p0102 A77-21164
How good are work noise standards
pOIOS A77-21599
Heart rate and ventilation in relation to venous
potassium ion concentration, osmolality, pB,
»-165
PHYSIOLOGICAL BESPOBSBS COBID SUBJECT IHDEX
PC02, P02, orthophosphate concentration, and
• lactate concentration at transition from rest to
exercise in athletes and non-athletes
pOlb? A77-22365
Circadian rhythms in step-input pursuit tracking
p0109 A77-22859
The role of brief hjpocapnia in the ventilator;
response to C02 with hypoxia
p0129 A77-23288
Physiological effects induced by antiorthostatic
bypokinesia
p0133 A77-24139
Body composition changes in men and women after
2-3 weeks of bed rest
p0136 A77-21162
Deconditioning during prolonged immersion and '
possible countermeasures
p0137 A77-2<4166
Muscle glycogen repletion after high-intensity
intermittent exercise
p0139 A77-24335
Cardiac responses to moderate training in rats
p01«0 A77-24364
Hypoxia-induced metabolic and core temperature
changes in the squirrel monkey
p01<!1 A77-21365
Ventilatory and gas exchange dynamics in response
to sinusoidal work
p0111 A77-24368
Effective temperature scale useful for hypo- and
hyperbaric environments
pOHI2 A77-24502
Peversal of bedrest-induced orthostatic
intolerance by lower body negative pressure and
saline
p01U2 A77-2H504
Cardiovascular responses of men and women to lower
body negative pressure
p01«2 A77-21507
Two mechanisms of rephasal of circadian rhythms in
response to a 180 deg phase shift /simulated
12-hr tile zone change/
p0146 A77-25300
flotor activity of mice in a magnetic field of
varying strength
p01«8 A77-26112
Resonance effect of vibration on living structure
of various organizational levels
p01<!9'A77- 26119
Effect of acceleration growth rate on the response
of the external respiratory system
p01U9 A77-26121
Cardio-pnlmonary correlates of subjective fatigue
.p0163 A77-26627
A heart rate index for assessing heat stress
p0167 A77-26652
Circadian rhythms in aviation medicine
p0169 A77-27000
Speed-accuracy tradeoff.in visual detection -
Applications of neural counting and timing
p0171 A77-27235
nicrovascnlar pressure responses of
second-generation rats chronically exposed to 2
g centrifngation
p0172 A77-27553
Responses to temperate/ cold, and hot environnents
and the effect of physical training
p0173 A77-27563
On interposition of an inverted intestinal segment
in extensive resections of the small intestine
p0174 A77-27759
Stress responses of pilots flying high-performance
aircraft during aerial combat maneuvers
p0196 A77-30876
Hyocardial Feulgen-DRA levels and capillary
vascnlarization in hypoxia-exposed rats
p0201 A77-32178
Effect of acute hypoxia on the hormonal response
to exercise
p0201 A77-32179
The release of mobilization polycythemia in
flight environment .
p0203 A77-32369
Bole of P-C02 oscillations and chemoreceptors in
ventilatory response to inhaled and infused CO2
p020» A77-32600 •
Increased responsiveness of heart rate to
B-adrenergic stimulation in cold-adapted rats
p0218 A77-34055
Results of clinical examinations of cosmonauts >
after a 63-day flight
p0227 A77-35778
Electrocardiograph examination of the crew of the
second Salyut-U expedition
p0227 A77-35779
Evaluation of pulse rate dynamics in members of
the second Salyut-4 crew at rest and during
in-flight functional tests
p<>227 A77-3S782'
The sensitivity of animals to central nervous
system stimulants
p0228 A77-35790
Prototype development of the cardiac synchronized
augmented pulsation pressure concept
modified suit for acceleration protection
p02t1 A77-37378
Efficiency of main physiological reactions of
brain adaptation to hypoxia
p02t1 A77-3759M
Some psychophysiological aspects of flight in
formation
p0212 A 77-37790
Effects of three kinds of hypoxias on vigilance
performance
p0212 A77-38031
Cold-induced vasodilatation and peripheral blood
flow under local cold stress in man at altitude
p02«2 A77-38032
Diurnal rhythms of visual accommodation and blink
responses - Implication for flight-deck visual
standards
p02«3 A77-38039
Histological and histochemical studies of the
neurosecretory system of the hypothalamus and
the thyroid gland in stress situations
p0245 A77-38892
Functional shifts in parachute jumps by beginning
.and experienced parachutists
p0261 A77-406S6
Determination of pulse rate variations caused by a
stimulus heart response to acoustic stimuli
p0261 A77-U0660
Exercise effects on the time of reactions to
auditory stimuli
p0262 A77-U0663
Cabin materials, their combustion properties and
the nature of noxious and toxic gases in fires -
The assessment of the human survival response
during aircraft accidents
p0263 A77-»091»5
The microscopic and crystalline structure,
microhardness, Und mineral saturation of the
bony tissue in man after prolonged space flight
p0263 A77-01065
Hncopolysaccharides and collagen in tissues of
hypokinetic rats
p0260 A77-41071
Cardiovascular reaction during orthostatic tests
and resistance to vestibular stimuli in man
p026H A77-11072
Respiratory mechanics during speech in the course
of static physical exercise
p026Q A77-4107U
Heterophilic antibodies and supplementary activity
of the blood serum in mice following flight
aboard Cosaos-605
p0265 A77-41078
Study of the diurnal periodic characteristics of
the physiological functions for evaluating the
state of the regulatory systems of organisms
during extreme effects
p026b A77-41151
Dynamic and steady-state respiratory responses to
bicycle exercise
p0268 A77-41820
Voluntary eye movements and alcohol
p0269 A77-02135
Accidental hypothermia -.An experimental study of
practical rewarming methods
p0269 A77-M2138
Fastigial nucleus and orthostatic reflex in cat
and monkey
p0270 A77-B2186
Effects of exercise on fluid exchange and body
composition in man during 14-day bed rest
,p0292 A77-q4720
Selective induction of liver drug-metabolizing
enzymes in rats exposed to a 21 ATA He-02
A-166
SUBJECT UDBX PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS
environment
P0296 177-45535
The electrocardiographic response to maximal
treadmill exercise of asymptomatic men with left
handle branch block
p0300 177-46594
nltradian rhythns in urine flow in waking humans
p0305 177-47796
Hormonal changes under altitude stress
p0319 177-47991
Recovery from exercise at varying work loads -
Tine coarse of responses of heart rate and
systolic intervals
p0320 177-48417
A computer controlled method for determining the
fields of visual system neurons
p0321 A77-49273
The relationship between physiological parameters
and perfornance in a compensatory tracking test
to determine aptitude
P0326 177-49924
Cardiorespiratory responses to exercise after bed
rest in Ben and women
p0328 177-50444
The use of a behavioral response system in the
DSP/RASA toxicity screening test method
p0328 A77-50627
Comparison of animal responses to the combustion
products generated by two test procedures, the
OSF/SSSA methodology and the FA1/CAHI systea
P0328 177-50631
Variation in animal response to different toxicants
p0328 A77-50636
A review of available 1C/50/ data on toxic
gases encountered in fires'
P0328 A77-50638
The functional state of the
hypothalamns-pitnitary-adrenal cortex system as
a criterion foe setting a standard for microwave
radiation
p0331 A77-50922
Problems of rehabilitation and recovery of altered
physiological fanetions after space flight[IIP PIPIB 77-253] P0332 177-51499
Study of metabolic response, variation to an
acoustic aggression metabolic recuperation
after sonic boom 8 wave exposure
[ISL-E-120/75] p0028 H77-11641
Cardiovascular, renal and respiratory effects of
high intensity, intermediate duration, low
frequency vibration
[AD-A025098] p0032 H77-11664
The response to sound of identified
reticnlo-spinal cells
P0054 H77-12677
Human subjective and reflex responses to
sinusoidal vertical acceleration
p0054 N77-12679
1 model for analytic Investigation of
three-dimensional head-spine dynamics
[1D-1025911] p0055 N77-126B6
Effectf; of sound on the vestibalar system[1D-A025969] p0056 N77-12690
Experimental study of vision dimming in an animal
p0059 H77-12716
Human physiological response to hyperhydration in
a hot environment
p0062 H77-13646
Investigation of the effect of free fall on the
vestibnlar organ and of its post-flight
readaptation as part of the shuttle program: A
contribution to basic vestibalar physiology and
to the problem of space sickness
p0159 H77-19732
Response of guinea pig ears to pure tones, speech,
and other complex waveforms imparted
acoustically and by ossicuiar chain coupled
piezoelectric type transducers
p0255 N77-27679
Circulatory and local muscle response to static
mutual work
p0282 H77-29736
Systems analysis of physiological performance
related to stresses such as those experienced in
high performance aircraft[ID-1038187] p0314 H77-31773
Biomedical results from Skylab
[H1S1-SP-377] p0338 "77-33780
Skylab 2 crew observations and summary
p0338 H77-33784
Skylab crew health: Crew surgeon's report
p0339 877-33785
Skylab experiment H131: Botating little chair
p0344 H77-33830







NT BIB PRESSURE TEST
HI BLECTEONYSTAGBOGRAPHY
HI VBSTIBUL18 TESTS
Exercise in an hypoxic environment as a screening
test for ischaemic heart disease
p0003 177-10068
Ihe Soynz-lpollo experimental flight - Preliminary
results of medico-biological research carried
out during flight of Soynz-19
p0010 A77-11369
The effect of centrifugal force on the neck
nystagmus of pigeons
pOOII A77-11373
Adrenal function in man during exposure to a
hyperbaric environment for many days /B2-02, 5
atm/
p0015 177^11410
Becovery of muscular functions in rats after
prolonged hypokinesia
p0016 177-11412
Bemopoietic organs of mice during hypokinesis
p0016 A77-11413
Aspects of optimizing rotation tests in
electronystagmography
p0020 177-11456
Besponses of external respiration to +8 Gx
overload for different training level ox testees
p0021 177-11465
Orinary catecholamine excretion on acute.induction
to high altitude /3,658 D/
p0040 177-13701
Investigation of the auditory function during
transversally directed acceleration
p0041 177-14153
1 technique for extracting blood samples from nice
in fire toxicity tests
P0095 177-19371
Reduction of flight fatigue by a pulsating seat
cushion
P0095 A77-19375
Exercise, dietary obesity, and growth in the rat
p0104 177-21577
Effect of routine treadmill testing on the serum
enzymes
p0106 A77-21963
Perceived exertion of absolute work daring a
military physical training program
p0107 A77-22364
Fluid and electrolyte shifts in women during +Gz
acceleration after 15 days' bed rest
p0130 A77-23424
Evaluation of the toxicity of combustion products
p0141 A77-24453
Changes in fluid balance during prolonged
hypokinesia with antiorthostatic posture
p01«8 177-26107
Hemodynamics of healthy individuals under various
regimes of lower body negative pressure
p0148 177-26111
Characteristics of changes in the body state of
dogs during failure of the environmental control
system in a sealed chamber
p0148 177-26113
Some indicators of natural immunity in rabbits
following exposure to Increased pressure for 10
days
p0149 177-26120
Ipparatus for transmitting physiological data
p0150 177-26570
Ocular accommodative changes in humans induced by
positional changes with respect to gravity
p0168 177-26723





Form identification in peripheral vision
p0170 A77-27065
Prediction of maximal aerobic power in nan
p0180 A77-29777
Rev practical treadmill protocol for clinical use
p0206 A77-33275
Parameters for assessing vibration-induced
cardiovascular responses in awake dogs
p0217 A77-340U2
Portable transfer device for determining the
static endurance of rats
p0228 A77-35792
A method for evaluating the functional condition
of a pilot using chronometric simple motor
reaction Indices
p0242 A77-37791
The effect of experimentally-induced generalized
convulsions on the cycle of wakefnlness and sleep
p0262 A77-10881
Characteri2ation of regional circulation and
vasomotor regulation after a two-month space
flight
p0263 A77-41066
Circulation studies during LBHP aboard the orbital
station Salyut-4
p0261 A77-U1067
Changes in the orthostatic stability of cosmonauts
after space flights of 2 to 63 days' duration
p026<! A77-11068
Assessment of maximal aerobic power in
specifically trained athletes
p0267 A77-«181I|
Turnover of fibrinogen, plasminogen, and
prothrombin during exercise in man
p0267 A77-i>1816
Limits on Va/Q distributions from analysis of
experimental inert gas elimination
ventilation-perfusion ratios
p0267 A77-1H817
Thetmoregulatory responses during competitive
marathon running
p0268 A77-41819
Effect of bedrest on circadian rhythms of plasma
renin, aldosterone, and cortisol
p0269 A77-42139
Echocardiographic assessment of a normal adult
aging population
p0271 A77-»2396
Life-science experiment in the Spacelab
preliminary program ASSESS II
p0295 A77-H5H63
Cerebellar dynamics - The mossy fiber input
nenrophysiological model
p0321 A77-49272
Laboratory examination of unidentified suspected
tissue fragments found at aircraft sites
p0329 A77-50751
The ability to endure Coriolis force and some
questions of vestibular choice
p0331 A77-50923
Some results of biological investigations aboard
the biosatellite Cosmos-782
[IAF PAPEB 77-262] p0332 A77-51502
PHTSIOLOGI






Procedural selection, construction, design, and
application possibility in the case of a
measuring device for the human physiological
study of the biomechanics of the lover extrenity
German book
p<M31 A77-23550
Principles of biodynamics. Volume 3:
Physiological mechanisms in the manual




Acquisition of quantitative physiological data and
computerized image reconstruction using a single
scan TV system
' p<M13 N77-16701
Estimate of the perceptive load by variability of
• rate of heartbeat
[AD-AOM2495] p0335 H77-32709
PBYTOTHOIS
Investigating the possibility of using the
transpiration moisture condensate of sweet
potato for plant cultivation in biological life
support systems
pOOSO A77-1481S
Life support system vith autonomous control
employing plant photosynthesis
pOOSI A77715190
Morphology of Arabidopsis grown under chronic
centrifngation and on the clinostat
p0066 A77-16664
Dependence of the species composition of a mixed













Investigation of the latent structure of cardiac
rhythm dispersion in the human operator
pOOOS A77-1U178
Post-mortem blood alcohol in general aviation pilots
p0297 A77-HSS39
Correlation of occurrence of aircraft accidents
with biorhythmlc criticality and cycle phase in
D.S. Air Force, O.S. Any, and civil aviation
pilots
p0330 A77-S0763




Beadability of approach charts as a function of
visual acuity, luminance, and printing format
pOOOl A77-10051,
Study of in-flight working capability of pilots
during simulated motion sickness ,
p0013 A77-11392
Some principles for the recovery of central vision
after temporary blindness
p0016 A77-1111U
Hethods for studying the tolerance of pilots to
inflight acceleration
p0016 A77-11Q17
Evaluation of the state of the cardiovascular
systems of helicopter flightcrews
p0016 A77-11U21
Tolerance to *Gz acceleration of pilots with a
tendency toward hypotensive responses under hot
climate conditions
pOOIB A77-11135
Begglin's syndrome in flight personnel with
atherosclerotic coronary cardiosclerosis and its
clinical evaluation
p0019 A77-114II5
Hedical screening of flight personnel in certain
types of chronic diseases of the •yocardinn
p0020 A77-TU61
Evaluation of the working capacity of a pilot
during flight duty
p0037 A77-13072
Optimization of crew effectiveness in future
cockpit design - Bionedical implications
pOO«7 A77-1<I63«
Significance of the nonverbal characteristics of a
speech signal in evaluating the psychophysical
state of a pilot
pOOSO A77-10811
The influence of mild hypoxia on the vestibnlar
system
p0067 A77-167US
Vestibular responsiveness of flight personnel
during investigation by the NKOK method
combined centrifugal rotation/head movement
technique
p0078 A77-179B9
Presentation of information to pilots
pOIOI A77-2060H
Consideration of certain ergonomic factors daring
the simulation of pilot behavior
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1976-83] p0102 A77-20864
A-168
SUBJECT IHOEX PILOT PEBFOBHABCE COSTD
The pilot and the airplane: Aviation ergononics
Enssian book
p0131 A77-235B6
Intcodaction to the study of a mathematical model
of a pilot
[OHBBA, IP HO. 1976-118] p0141 A77-24125
Impairment of flying efficiency in anancastic pilots
p01«t3 A77-24509
Prevention of decompression sickness daring
short-tern flights in a depressnrized cabin at
high altitudes
p01t9 A77-26114
Some personality characteristics of pilot trainees
vith different levels of achievement
p0149 A77-26116
Functional anthropometry - The CC method and its
application human body landmark recording in
Cartesian Coordinates
p0165 A77-26639
Individual differences in pilot performance
p0166 A77-266*7
Errors in flight in 'relation to human factors
predisposed or decisive in a psychological
setting - Relationships between
productive-rational thought and pre-logical or
primitive thought in connection with flight
activity
p0174 A77-27758
Critical 11 minutes safety precautions during
takeoff and approach/landing for SAC
p0177 A77-28101
Synthesis of a functional model of honeostasis of
the pilot-aircraft system
p0177 A77-28728
Ban-machine control system vith quasi-steady
quality of control of rapid periodic motion of a
modern airplane
p0178 A77-28733
Adequacy of modeling the dynamics of flight
vehicle motion taking into account
human-operator characteristics
p0178 A77-28735
Functional for evaluating performance of a -
piloting task
p0178 A77-28736
Tvo principles for the design of aviation
man-machine control systems
p0178 A77-28739
Some applications of the process approach to the
study of man-machine systems
p0178 A77-287«1
Sorth assessments of approach to landing for
general aviation and air carrier pilots
p0199 A77-31S88
Training of the vestibular analyzer and ways of
evaluating its efficacy
p020» A77-32100
Physiological changes in the pilots of ship
helicopters
p0205 A77-32971
Tolerance of pilots vith ulcers to moderate
degrees of hypozia
p0205 A77-32972
Complexities of human factors in aviation
approach and landing accidents
p0219 A77-3*066
Some psychbphysiological aspects of flight in
formation
p02«2 A77-37790
A method for evaluating the functional condition
of a pilot using chronometric simple motor
reaction indices
,p02*2 A77-37791
Subjective stress assessment - A nev, simple
method to determine pilot vorkload
P0244 A77-38043
Correlation of general aviation accidents vith the
biorhythm theory
p02a« A77-38306
Influence of acute hypozia on direct reaction time
p02«6 A77-38894
A kinesthetic-tactnal display concept for
helicopter-pilot vorkload reduction
[AHS 77-33-22] p02»9 A77-H0062
Psychological aspects of spatial orientation
problems in pilots
p0261 A77-40658
A survey of piloting factors in fized-ving V/STOL
aircraft
[AIAA 77-1107] p027« A77-43177
Discrete time modeling of heavy transport plane
pilot behavior vorkloads during landing
[ONERS, TP HO. 1977-57] p029<l A77-B4963
Developments in mathematical models of human pilot
behaviour /The Tventieth Lanchester Nemorial
Lecture/
p0305 A77-Q7878
The significance of a psychophysiological norm for
flying time for the medical safeguarding of
flights
p0320 A77-18U63
Disorienting effects of aircraft catapult
launchings. Ill - Cockpit displays and piloting
performance
p032» A77-49826
Crev behavior in accident causation pilot as
information processor
p0329 A77-50752
Evaluation and disposition of Army helicopter
aviators with finger amputations
p0330 A77-S0756
Sarcoid and the heart - An aeromedical risk
p0330 A77-50758
Experiment design for pilot identification in
compensatory tracking tasks
p0025 H77-10380
Pilot vorkload and fatigue: A critical survey of
concepts and assessment techniques
[HASA-TB-D-8365] p003<! H77-1167*
Influence of pilot incapacitation on low speed and
hovering flight
[AD-A023728] p0035 H77-11684
An analysis of the effect of a flight director on
pilot performance in a helicopter hovering task
[AD-A025680] p0057 H77-12701
Test plot evaluation of a reclined cockpit seat as
an aid to G tolerance and performance
[AD-A02578II] p0058 H77-12703
Concerning flight and the correction of presbyopia
p0059 H77-12713
Pilot's tracking behaviour under additional vorkload
[VTH-199] p0063 H77-13657
A scoring system for the quantitative evaluation
of pilot performance during Hicrowave Landing
System (HLS) approaches
[AD-A025782J p006« H77-13660
Dynamic visual acuity in fatigued pilots
[AD-A027663] p006U H77-13661
Discrete time modelling of human pilot behaviour
p006H H77-13971
Time domain and time series models for human
activity in compensatory tracking experiments
[HAL-TH-50] pOOBS 877-1H7JU
Human performance under acceleration: Actuation
of ejection seat lover firing control
[AD-A025373] pOOBS H77-1U7«6
Effort involved in single and tvo-axis manual
control systems
[HLB-TB-75060-D] p0118 B77-16739
Histology in aircraft accident reconstruction
p0123 877-17718
The asymptomatic silent myocardial infarction and
its significance as possible aircraft accident
cause
p0123 H77-17719
lexicological aspects in the investigation of
flight accidents
p012« H77-17722
Development of a standardized measurement and EDP
evaluation program for ergqnomic data and flight
data. Part 1: Technical principles. Part 2:
Evaluation computer program
[HBB-OPE-1231] p0125 H77-17732
Effects of high G on pilot muscle strength
available for aircraft control operation
[AD-A027802] p0126 877-17738
An apparatus for evaluating pilot preference of
electronic display information and formats
[AD-A028723] p0126 877-17712
Human pilot describing function, remnant and
associated information for pitch attitude
control: Besnlts from in-flight and
ground-based tracking experiments
[BLB-TB-75062-0] p0156 B77-18744




PILOT SELECTION SUBJECT IRDBX
Advanced simulation in undergraduate pilot
training: An overviev
[AD-A030221] p0158 H77-.18755
Raman dynamic orientation nodel applied to notion
simulation
[HASA-CS-119862] p0161 N77-19754
Modeling the effects of environmental factors on
human control and information processing
[AD-A030585] p0188 H77-20782
Analysis of pilot-aircraft performance and
reliability via the application of nan-machine
models
p0209 H77-22817
An automated measurement technique for evaluating
pilot skill \
[AD-A033920] p0215 H77-23756
Exploration of an ocnloneter-based nodel of pilot
vorkload
CNASA-CR-145153] p023» N77-24767
Aviator performance during da; and night terrain
flight
[AD-A03H898] . p0235 N77-24773
The design, construction, and implementation of a
simulated pilot's task to be used in the study
of the effects of EEG biofeedback
[AD-A03588U] p0237 H77-25782
Effects of direct side force control on pilot
tracking performance
[AD-A036083] p025<l H77-26812
The peacetime evaluation of the pilot skill factor
in air-to-air combat
[AD-A039880] p0289 N77-29792
Evaluation of stress on a pilot during
agricultural flights based on physiological
studies
[NASA-TT-F-174II5] p0307 N77-30711
Dissection and analysis of electroencephalograms
of subjects doing a simulated pilot's task
[AD-A039925] p0314 N77-31777
Pilot modeling for manned simulation. Volume 2:
Program PIBBP user manual
[ A D - & O H 0 0 1 6 ] ' p0316 H77-31789
The effects of system and environmental factors
upon experienced pilot performance in the
advanced simnlator for pilot training
[AD-A043195] p0336 N77-32717
PILOT SELECTION
Evaluation of the rate of acoustic reception of
radiotelegraph signals in psychological
selection of candidates for pilot training
p0013 A77-11394
Medical support daring the period of retraining
for a nev aviation technique
p0100 A77-20222
Investigation of the function of external
'respiration in flying personnel
p01K6 A77-25629
Direct and indirect ophthalmoscopy for a more
accurate baseline evaluation in aircrev members
p0173 A77-27566
The T.N.O. test and snail anomaly angle strabismus
cases - Selection of navigation personnel
binocular vision eye examinations
p0202 A77-32358
On the selection of pilots for high-speed aircraft
p0203 A77-32361
Previous disease in aircrev killed in flying
accidents
p0329 A77-50755




Evaluation of the rate of acoustic reception of
radiotelegraph signals in psychological
selection of candidates for pilot training
p0013 A77-11394
Effect of psychophysiological self-adjustment on
flight training
p0019 A77-11IW7
The contribution of the BDBOCONTBOL Institute of
Air Navigation Services towards standardising
the training of controllers
p0011 A77-1QOU9
Failure detection by pilots during automatic
/ landing - Models and experiments
p0101 &77-201B2
'* Dse of the.human centrifuge in training military
pilots to execute anti-G maneuvers
p017U A77-27755
Catecholanine excretion in T-37 flight training
p0218 A77-3M053
Dynamics of carbohydrate metabolism in pilots
learning nev aviational techniques
P0221 A77-35516
Character of catecholamine excretion by pilots
after completing simulator training flights
p022U A77-35517
A study of PPT /parasail/ in air training command
Parachute Familiarization Training
p0230 A77-36558
The next step tovard total simulation for
transitioning air carrier pilots
[AIAA PAPER 77-1253] p0291 A77-4<I3U1
Ten-year survey of altitude chamber reactions
using the FAS training chamber flight profiles
p0296 A77-45531
Utilization of human centrifuge for training
military pilots in the execution of protective
straining maneuvers
p0030 N77-11651
Enhancement of human effectiveness in system
design, training, and operation: July 1971 -
June 1975
[AD-A0239141] p0036 N77-11687
Continuation versus.recurrent pilot training
[AD-A025846/7J p0086 N77-14748
Cognitive pretraining of the T-37 overhead traffic
pattern
[AD-A026118] p0090 B77-15639
Development and evaluation of pretraining as an
adjunct to a pilot training study
[AD-A031801) p0190 877-20790
OS&F pilot proficiency: An analysis of actual and
simulated flight data
[AD-A032296] p0193 N77-21850







Bemotely piloted aircraft in the civil environment
p0286 N77-29772
PILOTS
Bepeated examination in a lov-pressnre chamber'of
pilots with reduced ability to endure hypoiia
p0331 A77-50924
Feasibility study to predict combat effectiveness





Acquired bundle branch block and its response to
exercise testing in asymptomatic aircrevnen - A
reviev vith case reports
pOOQB A77-14639
Stress responses of pilots flying high-performance
aircraft during aerial combat maneuvers
p0196 A77-30876
Betention of selected physiological indicators in
pilots in the course of agricultural flights
tNASA-IT-F-17««1] p03<16 H77-3384S
PINEAL GLAND
Neural control of glycogen content and its diurnal
rhythm in mouse pineal cell
p0270 A77-U2181
PIOHEEB ? SPACE PBOBB
D PIONEEB 10 SPACE PBOBE
PIONEBB 6 SPACE PBOBB
0 PIONEBB 11 SPACE PBOBE
PIOHEEB SPACB PBOBES
NT PIOHEEB 10 SPACB PBOBE
NT PIONEEB 11 SPACB PBOBE
PIONBEB 10 SPACB PBOBB
Pioneer 10 and 11 Jovian encounters - Badiation
dose and biological lethality
pOISS A77-21151
PIOHBEB 11 SPACE PBOBB'









Determining the utility of expanded pitch scale
and flightpath angle as display parameters
[AD-A031990] p0188 H77-20779
PITCH ARGLBS





Studies on the nature of plasma growth'hormone
p0006 A77-10700
PLAHE RITES
Long-wavelength analysis of plane wave irradiation





Chemical evolution of the giant planets Book
p0167 A77-26651
Ion molecule plasma chemistry in reducing
planetary atmospheres
p0167 A77-26659
possibility of growth of airborne microbes in
outer planetary atmospheres
p0167 A77-26662
Biology on the outer planets life possibility
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RT NEPTOHE (PLAHET)
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PLABItTOH
The effects of variations In turbidity, on cycles




























Control of mineral nutrition of higher plants in
biological life support systems
p0009 A77-11356
Investigation of the biological effect of
vibration on plants
p0019 A77-114M3
Investigating the possibility of using the
transpiration moisture condensate of sweet
potato for plant cultivation in biological life
support systems
pOObO A77-14815
Limitation on the use of the horizontal clinostat
as a gravity compensator -— in plant geotropism
experiments
, p0066 A77-16663
Horphology of Arabidopsls grown under chronic
centrifngation and on the clinostat
p0066 A77-16664
Considerations of geotcopism in plants
p0132 A77-2B132
Hormones and the growth of plants in response to
grayity
p0132 A77-24133
On methods of detection of extraterrestrial life
p0138 A77-24175
Effect of space flight factors and elevated
temperatures on seeds of diploid and tetraploid
buckwheat
p0116 A77-25425
Evolutionary biology. Volume 9 — Book
p0226 A77-35742
affects of Increased gravity force on nutations of
sunflower hypocotyls
p0273 A77-43016
Effects of experimental hypogravity on peroxidase
and cell wall constituents in the dwarf marigold
p0298 477-15839
The effects of variations in turbidity on cycles
of planktonic and benthic organisms in flood
control reservoirs
[PB-256555/»] p0083 H77-1B733
Specifications for and preliminary design of a
plant growth chamber for orbital experimental
experiments
[HASA-TH-X-73189] p0111 N77-16681
Bio-gas production ffon alligator weeds
[RAS1-CB-1B9809] p0158 R77-19729
Plants in the gravitational world
[RASA-TT-F-17528] p018<t H77-20718
Beports from the German meteorological service.
Volume 18, no. 142: The weather dependent yield
of some shortliving food plants
[ISBR-3-88148-125-7] p0335 N77-32707
Study of metabolism and energetics in hypogravity:
Degenerative effects of prolonged hypogravity
[HASA-CB-155199] p0345 N77-33839
Higher plant metabolism and energetics in
















Plasticity in the adult vestibnlo-ocnlar reflex arc
pOOSt R77-12675
An adaptive neural model compatible with plastic
changes induced in the human vestibnlo-ocnlar








Toxicity of plastic combustion products.
Toxicological methodologies to assess the
relative hazards of thermal decomposition







Hydroxyproline-containing protein adsorbed on to
cellular elements of whole human blood
p0221 A77-34399







Cardiovascular responses of men and women to lower
body negative pressure
p0142 A77-24507
Thermal problems in plethysmography and
pressure/volume recording
p0196 A77-30877
An electrode system for tetrapolar electrical
impedance plethysmography of the finger
p0334 A77-51616
PLSS








Review of radiochemical methods for Pu-239





On the possibility of osing cephalography in
aviation medical examination pneumatic
pressure test of vestibnlar equilibrium
p0037 A77-13073






Results of an impedance pneumography study
P0014 A77-11BOO
PHBOBOTBOBAX '
A case of spontaneous pnenmothorax caused by rapid
decompression at actual or simulated altitude
p0220 A77-34069




POUT HATCBIH6 BBTBOD (HATHEHATICS)
D BOONDABY VALDE PROBLEMS
POINTIHG COBTBOl SYSTEMS
Saccadic eye movements during changes in fixation
to stimuli at different distances
p0171 A77-27236
POISORS











Becent developments in PLZT electrooptic shutters
Lanthanum-modified Lead Zirconate-Titanate
for nuclear flash goggles
p0074 A77-17529
POLICIES
The OS Environmental Protection Agency National
pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
p0308 H77-30725










Analytical notes - Electrochemical method for
early detection and monitoring of coliforms
p0007 A77-10988
Development of a preliminary design of a method to
measure the effectiveness of virus exclusion
during water process reclamation at zero-G
[ASHB PAPEB 76-ENAS-32] p0098 A77-19480
Preliminary design of a preprototype iater Quality
Monitor for spacecraft
[ASHE PAPER 77-ENAS-36] p0303 A77-46877
Design, development, fabrication and testing of a








The use of a behavioral response system in the
OSF/HASA toxicity screening test method
p0328 177-50627
POLICITBBBIA
Protective effect of hypoxia on oxygen toxicity -
Possible mechanisms
p0197 A77-30886




Mass spectroscopic analysis of polyether and




Comparison of animal responses to the combustion
products generated by tvo test procedures, the
DSF/NASA methodology and the FAA/CAHI system
p0328 A77-50631
POLYMEBIC FILMS




Functional colloidal particles for immunoresearch
p0066 A77-16660
Organic synthesis in a simulated Jovian atmosphere
of the planet Jupiter
p0168 A77-26670
Clays as possible catalysts for peptide formation
in the prebiotic era
p0175 A77-27772
Novel prebiotic systems - Nncleotide








Age-related changes in the mucopolysaccharide
content in human coronary-artery walls
P0324 A77-49472
POLYOBBTHASB FOAM
Bass spectroscopic analysis of polyether and







One-size slush-molded polyvinyl chloride cover for
the Navy male service combination cap frame
[AD-A039508] p0312 N77-30753
PONDS




Mathematical models for the growth, dynamics and




Three basic levels of the organization of life on
4-172






A portable filter anomaloscope for color
vision exanination
pOOO« A77-10149
The development of a portable non-invasive system
for analysing human movement
p0165 A77-26643
Portable transfer device for determining the
static endurance of rats
p0228 A77-35792
A portable heart rate distribution recorder for
studying daily physical activity
p0261 A77-10661
A portable personal cooling system for mine rescue
operations
[ASBE PAPEB 77-Enss-53] poaoit A77-1689M
First article acceptance portable recompression
system Dixie Manufacturing Company
CAD-A028354] p0118 N77-16743
A portable device for determining static endurance
of rats
p0212 N77-23738
The development of portable coolers for the liquid
conditioned suit
[ABC-CP-1330] p0279 H77-28731
POETABLE LIPS SOPPOBT STSTEBS
Development of a prototype regenerable carbon
dioxide absorber for portable life support systems
for astronaut EVA
[ASBE PAPEB 77-EHAS-5H] p030« A77-46895
Hollow fiber membrane systems for advanced life
support systems
[NASA-CB-151149] p0091 H77-15643
Biomedical aspects of oxygen regulator
performance. 2:' Dynamic characteristics
[AD-S026504] . p0091 H77-156H7





Screening study to identify phase change coolants
for portable life support systems
[AD-A03850U] p0280 N77-28737
POSITIOB (LOCiTIOH)
The assessment of position of stationary targets
perceived during saccadic eye movement
p O O O U A77-10224
Adaptation to visual and proprioceptive
rearrangement - Origin of the differential
effectiveness of active and passive movements
p0107 A77-22149
POSITIOB EBBOBS




Positron emission reconstruction tomography for
the assessment of regional myocardial metabolism




norphological effects in rats after a 22-day space
flight
p0017 A77-11433
Postflight changes in heart rate and arterial
pressure in pilots
p0038 A77-13075
Desalts of clinical examinations of cosmonauts
after a 63-day flight
p0227 A77-35778
Beterophilic antibodies and supplementary activity
of the blood serum in alee following flight
aboard Cosmos-605
p0265 A77-81078
Problems of rehabilitation and recovery of altered
physiological functions after space flight
[IAF PAPEB 77-253] p0332 A77-5U99
POST DBS
vibrational tonic reflex and postural position
pOO«« A77-14174
Heart rate-left ventricular ejection time
relations - Variations during postural change
and cardiovascular challenges
p0073 A77-17428
Characteristics of postural self-regulation in
complex spatial environments and after-effects
of weightlessness
p0138 A77-21H70
The development of a portable non-invasive system
for analysing human movement
p016S A77-26643
Influence of body position on dynamic compliance
in young subjects pulmonary ventilation
P0217 A77-340B4
Comparative orthostatic responses - Standing vs.
head-up tilt
pp219 A77-34058
Diaphragmatic contraction and the gradient of
alveolar expansion in the lateral posture
p0292 A77-44716
Visual counteraction of nanseogenic and
disorienting effects of some whole-body motions:
A proposed mechanism
[AD-A038767] p0313 H77-31771
The effects of prolonged exposure to





Conditioning of water regenerated from
water-containing wastes during space flight
p0013 A77-11390
Search for a urine preservative as related to the
oxidative-catalytic method of water regeneration
p0019 M7-11444
Evaluation of the quality of reclaimed water on
the basis of total organic carbon content
pOOSO vn-14814
Electrolytic urine pretreatment for potable
water recovery in space environment
[ASBE BAPEB 76-EH&S-19] p0097 VI7-19470
Begenerative Life Support Evaluation
[ASHE PAPEB 77-ENAS-35] p0303 A77-46876
iSTP chemical and microbiological analysis of
potable water
[NASA-TH-X-58192] p0031 S77-11675
.Advanced contained iodine dispenser and detector





An attempt to disrupt the diurnal periodicity of
the excretion of potassium in the urine
p0012 A7V-11383
Passive potassium ion permeability of
Halobacterinm halobinm cell envelope membranes
p0074 A77-17S69
Potassium and phosphorus content and Ca-45
inclusion in bones and teeth of rats after a
22-day space flight aboard the biosatelllte
Cosmos 605
p0148 A77-26105
The electrolyte content in the blood of animals
and transport of potassium-ion erythrocytes
under a constant magnetic field
p026«t A77-0107S
The cause of death resulting from transfusion
resistant shock. Part 2: Potassium
intoxication as a possible cause of death
[BBL-1976-5] p0191 N77-21833
Potassium permeability in the transverse tubule
system and latency relaxation: A study of
excitation-contraction coupling
p025S S77-27685
The role of potassium in the control of the
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POBEB SPEC7BA SUBJECT IBDBI
POBEE SPBCIBA
Tbe origin and characterization of the primary








Reassessment of roles of oxygen and ultraviolet
light in Precambrian evolution
p0073 A77-17H90
Variation in stable carbon isotopes in organic
matter from the Gnnflint Iron Formation
Precambrian rock analysis
p0143 A77-24618








Influence of a precursor noise on the global
action potential consecutive to an impulse noise
in the Guinea pig
[ISL-H-115/753 p0028 N77-11640
PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Theoretical aspects of the problen of predicting
the state of the human organism during space
flight
p0020 A77-11453
Prediction and analysis of the heart rate of
cosmonauts by the method of extrapolation
modelling in the class of differential eguations
p0227 A77-35783
Changes in behavior following changes in control
over outcomes: A theory based on responses to
uncertainty
[AD-A033562] p0207 B77-22800
Prediction and analysis of cosmonauts' pulse rate
by the method of extrapolation modeling in the
class of differential equations
p0211 N77-23729
Numerical prediction of head/neck response to
shock-impact
[AD-A034683] p0234H77-24763
Application of the response probability density
function technique to biodynanic models
predicting injuries from air blasts
[AD-A040020] p0257 N77-27695












Development and evaluation of pretraining as an
adjunct to a pilot training study[AD-A031801] p0190 N77-20790
PBESBIOPIA
Prevention of visual anxiety and proficiency
problems in the senior air transport pilot
p0326 A77-49839
Concerning flight and the correction of presbyopia
p0059 N77-12713
Intermediate visual acuity of presbyopic
individuals with and without distance and




Search for a urine preservative as related to the
oxidative-catalytic nethod of vater regeneration
p0019 A77-11444
Storage stability and improvement of intermediate
















NT BIDDLB BAB PBBSSQBB
NT OXYGEN TENSION




Human compatibility testing of a






A seat cushion to 'provide realistic acceleration
cues for aircraft simulator pilots
[NASA-CASB-liB-12149-1) p0315 N77-317B7
PBBSSOBB EFFECTS
Influence of inflation and atelectasis on the
hypoxic pressor response in isolated dog lung
lobes
pOOUO A77-13507
Effects of the frequency content in coiplex air
shock vaves on lung injuries in rabbits
p0046 A77-14626
Some indicators of natural immunity in rabbits
following exposure to increased pressure for 10
days
p0149 A77-26120
Characteristics in the atmosphere of long-range
transport aircraft cabins -— effects on aircrew
fatigue
p02<(3 A77-38034
Left ventricular function during lower body
negative pressure
p0243 &77-38036
Human tolerance to Be, He, and N2 at respiratory
gas densities equivalent to He-02 breathing at
depths to 1200, 2000, 3000, 4000, and SOOO feet
of sea vater /Predictive Studies III/
p0325 A77-49834
The probability of decompression sickness as a
result of going out in a pressure suit from a
spacecraft with an atmosphere close to that on
earth




Labyrinth and cerebral-spinal fluid pressure
.changes in guinea pigs and monkeys during
simulated zero G
p0197 A77-30885




Prototype development of the cardiac synchronized
augmented pulsation pressure concept
modified suit for acceleration protection
p0241 A77-37378
PBBSSOBB HBDOCTIOB
Perspectives of using decompression of the lower
half of the body in the practice of aviation
physical examination
p0048 177-14679
Bubble fcreation within decompressed hen's eggs
p0104 477-21175
Hedical and physiological problems posed by
supersonic transport aircraft
p0175 A77-27760
A case of spontaneous pnenmothorax caused by rapid
decompression at actual or simulated altitude
. p0220 477-34069
Functional state and vork capacity in nan





An analysis of the contribution of small airways
to lower airway resistance
p0277 N77-28720
Oxygen regulator performance during decompression
[AD-A038415} p0289 N77-29793
PBESSDBE REGULATORS





Prototype development of the cardiac synchronized
augmented pulsation pressure concept
modified suit for acceleration protection
p02l»1 A77-37378
The probability of decompression sickness as a
result of going out in a pressure suit from a
spacecraft with an atmosphere close to that on
earth
[ IAF P A P E B A-77-M1] p0333 A77-51519
A walking boot assembly
[NASA-CASE-ABC-11101-1] p0085 N77-14742
Effects of G-induced stress on pulmonary circulation
[AD-AOU0109] p0314 H77-31775
PBBTRBATHBNT
Removal of contaminant gases from an electrolytic
urine pretreatment process in spacecraft
life support systems




NT SOLAR COSMIC BAYS




N T H U M A N BEINGS
NT MONKEYS
PBIBITIVE EABTB ATROSPBEBE
Reassessment of roles of oxygen and ultraviolet
light in Precambrian evolution
p0073 A77-17190
Vulcanism, mercury-sensitized photo-reactions and
abiogenetic synthesis - A theoretical treatment
p0077 A77-17889
Origin of organic compounds on the primitive earth
and in meteorites
p0168 A77-26911
Volcanic processes and synthesis of simple organic
compounds on primitive earth
p0175 A77-27771
The role of sulphur in chemical evolution
p0300 A77-16399




D GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
PROBABILITY DENSITY PONCTICIS
Application of the response probability density
function technigne to biodynanic models
predicting injuries from air blasts
[AD-A040020] p0257 N77-27695
PROBLEM SOLVING
Diversity ofvresponse patterns in a simple
repetitive uniform task
p0166 A77-266M9
Studies in interactive communication. II - The
effects of four communication modes on the
linguistic performance of teams during
cooperative problem solving
p020» A77-32451
Limited vocabulary natural language dialogue
p0321 A77-U9222




NT FINITE ELEHENT BETHOD
NT OPTICAL COBBECTION PROCEDURE
PROCESSORS (COBPDTBBS)
0 C E N T R A L PROCESSING UNITS
PRODUCT DEVELOPHEIT
Use of human engineering standards in design
p0145 A77-25072
The development of chronic insertable oxygen
electrodes
[AD-A024633] p0031 N77-116S7
Storage stability and improvement of intermediate
moisture foods, phase 4
[NSSA-CB-151HI7] p0091 N77-15645
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
Designing robots for industrial environments
economic factors and vulnerability
P0287 N77-29778
PRODUCTION BiNSGBHENT








NT COBPDTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
PBOGBABBING LANGUAGES
NT LISP (PROGRABHING LANGUAGE)
Hodular programming system for an integrated robot
pOOSO A77-18744




NT APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
NT NASA PBOGRABS
NT SKYLAB PROGRAR
NT U.S.S.B. SPACE PROGRAM
PBOJECT MANAGEMENT
Continuing research in the development of
interactive man-computer systems for
engineering-construction projects
[PB-252927/9] , p0035 N77-11679





Planning for life sciences research in space
[ASHE PAPER 76-ENAS-52] p0098 A77-19493
PROJECTS
NT APOLLO PROJECT
HT APOLLO SOIUZ TEST PROJECT
PBONE POSITION
Effect of body position relative to the gravity
vector on water balance
pOOIS A77-11411
PBOPBLLANT STORAGE
Occupational hazards of missile operations with
special regard to the hydrazine propellants
pOISd N77-20744
PROPHYLAXIS
Prevention of decompression sickness as related to
repeated extravehicular activities
pOOIS A77-11408
Prophylaxis for disturbances of. external breathing
in immersion
p0095 A77-19151
The blood coagulation system during a 12-day
immersion in water and the prophylactic role of




Adaptation to visual and proprioceptive
rearrangement - Origin of the differential
effectiveness of active and passive movements
p0107 A77-22149
Cerebellum and gravity Russian book on
nenrophysiology
p0131 A77-23500
Afferent control of voluntary movements
Russian book on cerebellum function
p0179 A77-28900
Proprioceptive influence on auditory function
p0223 A77-35536
Antisomatogyral illusion. —.— perceived motion
reversal after bodily rotation
' p0325 A77-49836
The proprioceptive contour as a linearizer of the
eye movement system
p0331 A77-50806




The stimulation of cardiac prostaglandin
production by blood plasma and its relationship
A-175
PROSTHETIC DEVICES SOBJSCI IHDBI




Potential biomedical applications of ion bean
technology
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-1018] p0037 A77-13007
Design for a three-fingered hand —- robotic and
prosthetic applications
pOJ14 m-436»7
Int.erfacial biophysics of materials in contact
nith blood
[PB-253117/6] p0026 B77-10787
Actuator device for artificial leg
[BASA-CASE-HFS-23225-1] pOOBU 177-14735
Development of improved materials for axtraoral
maxillofacial prosthesis
[PB-257860/7] pQ089 H77-15630
Development of inproved materials for extraoral
nazillofacial prostheses
[PB-258002/5] p0089 S77-15633
Hierarchical intelligent control of a prosthetic arm
[PB-258049/6] p0121 B77-17704
Evaluation of naterials for their thromboembolic
and blood effects
[PB-259118/8] p0186 N77-20760
System integration of pattern recognition,
adaptive aided, upper linb prostheses
p0288 S77-29782
Application of a postulate based control theory
for an artificial arm
p0288 077-29783









HT THEE DAI. PBOTECTIOR
Crewmans retention system for protection against






Calorimetry of the human body in a hermetic
enclosure
p0019 A77-11442
Telemetry for biophysical experimental data from
swimming probands
p0037 A77-12984
Effectiveness of four water-cooled undergarments
and a water-cooled cap in reducing heat stress
p0046 A77-14628
Facility and a method for evaluation of thermal
protection from fuel fires
p0047 A77-14633
Theoretical prerequisites for the development of
artificially heated clothing
p0197 A77-30925
Operational regnirements for aircre* antlexposure
suits in the O.S. Bavy
p0326 A77-49937
The Arctic personnel ambulatory anti-exposure system
p0327 A77-49939
Development of a helmet-mounted PL2T thermal/flash
protection system --- Polycrystalline tead
Zirconate Titanate ceramics
p0327 A77-49943
Effectiveness of four water cooled undergarments
and a water cooled cap in reducing heat stress
[AD-A025216] p0057 N77-12696
Current approaches to resolving the physiological
heat stress problems imposed by chemical
protective clothing systems
[AD-A026003] p0085 B77-14741
Aluainized firemen's (fire proximity) handwear: A
comparative study of dexterity characteristics
[AD-A027211] p0092 N77-15653
Visual evaluation of smoke-protective devices
[AD-A031493/0] p0118 H77-16737
Control of thermal balance by a liquid circulating
garment based on a mathematical representation
of the human thermoregulatory system
[SiSi-TH-I-58190] p0162 B77-19756
Considerations in developing test methods for
protective headgear
[PB-258322/7] p0188 N77-20778
Aircrew protective clothing and devices system
(fighter/attack aircraft)
[AD-A031566] P0188 B77-20780
Physiological testing of white phosphorous
protective clothing
[AD-A033027] p0208 H77-22806
A study using infra red thecnography of clothing







Effect of accelerations, additional weight stress,
and hypoklnesia on protein metabolism in the
Japanese quail /Cotnrnix cotnrnix japonica/. I -
Effect on muscle composition .' .
p0009 A77-11353
Some characteristics of the 'metabolism of proteins
and rlbonncleic acids.in the central nervous
system of rats in space flight.aboard the Cosmos
60S satellite
p0017 A77-11132
Effect of a 22-day space flight on the metabolism
of skeletal muscle tisane in rats
p0018 A77-11B31
Diagnostic significance of free amino acid content
in the blood plasma daring dietary protein
deficiency in man
P0018 A77-11»ai
Protein fractions and their enzyme activity in the
rat myocardium after a 22-day space flight
p0020 A77-11451
Biology and physics of proteins
p0038 A77-131»7
Changes in the protein fractions of human skeletal
/soleus/ muscle subjected to hyppkinesia and
possibility of preventing these changes by means
of a special set of exercises
pOlOO A77-20127
Metabolic processes in hypoklnetic and
rehabilitated men
p0137 A77-2»16»
Influence of accelerations, additional weight load
and hypokinesia on protein catabolism in the
Japanese quail /cotnrnix coturnlx japonica/
pOIIS A77-26106
Results of studies of the metabolic processes in
crew members of the second mission of the
Salyut-4 orbital station
p0227 A77-3S784
The effect of prolonged space flight on liver
enzyme activities and on lipogenesis in adipose
tissue of rats
[IA? PAPBB 77-267) p0333 A77-51S07
influence of piracetam on protein synthesis and
energy metabolism in the rat brain
[HBL-1976-3] p0209 N77-23716
Protein metabolism in the rat cerebral cortex in




Besponse to comments on thermal polypeptides
pOO«0 A77-1351B
Interactions between diverse protelnoids and




















SUBJECT IIDEI PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
Effect of hydrocortisone and adrenocorticotropin
on the ccnformational state of proteins in the
brain and muscles
' pOOOS 477-10661
A specnlation on the origin of protein synthesis
p0175 A77-27773
The changes in hematocrit, hemoglobin, plasma
volume and proteins during and after different
types of exercise
p0180 177-29778
Rydroxyproline-containing protein adsorbed on to
cellular elements of whole human blood
p0221 477-34399
nerve-specific proteins and their possible
physiological functions
p0222 477-34631
Antibodies to the entire synthetic gastrin
molecule in the blood of healthy humans
p0263 477-40884
Effects of hyperozia on glutathione reductase
activity, membrane proteins, and esterases of
rabbit erythrocytes
p0270 A77-42141
Interfacial biophysics of materials in contact
with blood
[PB-253117/6] p0026 H77-10787
Blue-green algal (anabaena flos-aguae) protein as
imnan food
p0086 H77-15609
Energy, protein, mineral and water content of food
items[AD-A026756] p0092 B77-15651
An EPS study of It-Bay irradiated serum
metallo-proteins
[ISS-P-76/1] p0233 B77-24756
The isolation and purification of protein
fractions involved in E. Coli DBA replication
p0254 B77-27678
PBOTHBOHBIN
Turnover of fibrioogen, plasminogen, and
prothrombin dnring exercise in man
p0267 177-41816
PBOTOBIOLOGY
Interactions between diverse proteinoids and
microspheres in simulation of primordial evolution
p0075 A77-17598
PBOTOH IBB1DIATIOB
Proton-tissue dose buildup factors
p0074 477-17565
Hemopoiesis in dogs whose bone marrow was shielded




proton translocation by ATPase and bacteriorhodopsin
p0246 477-38908
PHOTOTYPES
Space station prototype advanced life support
system hardware testing





Errors in flight in relation to human factors
predisposed or decisive in a psychological
setting - Relationships between
productive-rational thought and pre-logical or
primitive thought in connection with flight
activity
p0174 A77-27758




Simultaneous three-channel signal detection -
Performance and criterion as a function of order
of report auditory perception tasks
pOOOB A77-11166
Evaluation of the rate of acoustic reception of
radiotelegraph signals in psychological
selection of candidates for pilot training
p0013 A77-11394
Beyond averaging - The use of discriminant
functions to recognize event related potentials
elicited by single auditory stimuli
p0023 177-11719
Principle of the invariance of the human auditory
analyzer relative to scale change during the
discrimination of tonal-impulse signals
p0039 477-13190
Significance of the nonverbal characteristics of a
speech signal in evaluating the psychophysical
state of a pilot
pOOSO 477-14811
The acoustic reflex threshold for impulses
p0076 A77-27814
Signal detection in psyehoaconstics
p0201 A77-32188
Critical bandwidth of the londness discomfort
level and the acoustic reflex
p0060 N77-13637
A review of methodological factors in performance
assessments of time-varying aircraft noise effects
with annotated bibliography
[H1S1-CB-2789] p0161 B77-19752
The effect of the acoustic reflex on the






Effects of psychosocial stimuli on plasma renin
activity in rats
p0006 477-10799
Induction of illusory self-rotation and nystagmus
by a rotating sound-field
p0142 477-24506
Circadian rhythms in aviation medicine
p0169 477-27000
Ecopsychiatric aspects of a first human space colony
QAIAA PAPEB 77-550] p0200 A77-32068
Special aspects of aviation occupational and
environmental medicine
[AGABD-CP-202] p01b3 H77-20735
Psychopathology of air traffic controllers and
radar operators
P0183 B77-20738
changes in behavior following changes in control
over outcomes: A theory based on responses to
uncertainty
CAD-A033562] p0207 B77-22800
Model of aircraft noise adaptation
[HAS1-TB-74052] p0311 B77-30747
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTOBS
Human factors and flight deck design
p0041 A77-13829
Functional states of the human operator dnring
monotonous work
p0043 477-14163
Behavioral control as a tool in evaluating the
functional state of cosmonauts in flight
pOOttB A77-14640
Self-rated moods of humans at 4300 m pretreated
with placebo or acetazolamide pins staging
p0103 477-21168
Some personality characteristics of pilot trainees
with different levels of achievement
p0149 477-26116
Psychic aspects and problems in the selection of
personnel selectors
p0174 477-27753
Errors in flight in relation to human factors
predisposed or decisive in a psychological
setting - Relationships between
productive-rational thought and pre-logical or
primitive thought in connection with flight
activity
p0174 477-27758
Psychological aspects of Cardiac arrhythmia
p0199 477-31550
Motivation in light aviation pilots /results of an
inquiry carried out on 600 subjects/. I - nature
of the motivation and causes of loss of motivation
p0202 477-32356
Botivation in light aviation pilots /results of an
inquiry carried out on 600 subjects/. II -
Relationships between motivation and types of
aeronautical activity
p0202 477-32357
Psychopatholoqy of air traffic controllers and
radar operators
p0220 477-34071
On characterological selection - Doctrinal,




PSYCHOLOGICAL IHDBIBS SOBJBCT IBDEI
Heural and psychologic mechanisms and the problem
of sudden cardiac death
p0222 A77-35404
Reserve capacity of the cardiovascular system
among hyperreactive people under conditions of
hypoiia
p0223 A77-35544
Some psycbophysiological aspects of flight in
formation
p02<42 A77-37790
Psychology of interplanetary flight
p0246 A77-38899
Psychological aspects of spatial orientation
problems in pilots
p0261 A77-40658
Psychological issues in manned spaceflight
p0267 A77-41787
Some psychological correlates of motion sickness
susceptibility
p0268 A77-42131
Developments in mathematical models of human pilot
behaviour /The Twentieth Lanchester Hemorial
Lecture/
p0305 A77-47878
Problems of ecological psychology during prolonged
stay in sealed chambers
[ IAF PAPER 77-2UH1 p0332 A77-51495
Psychometric characteristics of astronauts
p0160 N77-19741
Psychological problems of air traffic controllers
and radar operators
p0183 H77-20736





Does prior knowledge facilitate the detection of
visual targets in random noise
p0065 A77-16358
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS
Psychologic and psychophysiologic response to 105
• days of social isolation
p0002 A77-10063
Changes of the parameters of human attention under
the influence of a decrease in motor activity
/hypokinesia/
pOIOI A77-20327
On the interaction of otolithic and cupular
sensations ,
p0172 A77-27554
A method for evaluating the functional condition
of a pilot using chronometric simple motor
reaction indices
p0242 A77-37791
Some psychonenrological reguirements in in-flight
evaluations of the functional state of cosmonauts
p026<t A77-I41069
Psychometric characteristics of astronauts
p0160 N77-19741









The psycho-pathology of the student pilot and




Some psychoneorological requirements in in-flight
evaluations of the functional state of cosmonauts
p026U A77-41069
An investigation of time-sharing ability as a
factor in complex performance psychometrics
for personnel selection
[AD-A031881/6] p0125 N77-17730
Psychometric characteristics of astronauts
p0160 H77-19741
Practical utility of critical flicker fusion
frequency measurements to assessment of Dental
workload
[DLH-FB-76-67] p0237 H77-25781
On the practical utility of critical flicker
fusion frequency measurements to the assessment
of mental workload
[ESA-TT-398] p0284 N77-29747
Analysis of human factors engineering experiments:
Characteristics, results, and applications
[AD-A038184] p0289 N77-29794




Psychomotor test performance and sleep patterns of
aircrew flying transmeridional routes
pOOOS A77-10600
Representation of functional hierarchies of
movement in the brain
p0073 A77-17438
Circadian rhythms in step-input pursuit tracking
p0109 A77-22859
Impairment of flying efficiency in anancastic pilots
p0143 A77-24509
Intranodal and intermodal transfer of movement
information
p0195 A77-30099
Influence of acute hypoiia on direct reaction time
p0246 A77-3B894
Emotional stress and an astronaut's work capacity
p0247 A77-3891II
Biomedical aspects of the mastering of outer space
with the aid of remotely controlled devices
for planetary rover operator training
[IAP PAPEB 77-242] p0332 A77-51493
S2 probability and CNV (Contingent Negative
Variation) signal detection task and
selective reaction time task
[IZP-1975-11] p0033 H77-11668









The perception of moving targets
p0069 A77-17079
Individual variability in human response to
whole-body vibration
p0073 A77-17440
Beflection of the biological significance of a
stimulus in the amplitude dynamics of evoked
potentials in nan
p0076 A77-17884
Peripheral visual acuity and refractive error -
Evidence for 'two visual systems'
p0099 A77-19675
Speed-accuracy tradeoff in visual detection -
Applications of neural counting and timing
P0171 A77-27235
The analytical research on the apparent movement
perception - Psychophysical consideration. I
p0179 A77-28977
The analytical research on apparent movement
perception - Psychophysical consideration. II
p0180.A77-28978
Psychophysical experiments on spatial summation at
threshold level of the human peripheral retina
p.0273 A77-42873
The organization of human vision for pattern
detection and recognition
p0295 A77-45478
Some observations on temporal coding of color
vision - Psychophysical results
p030S A77-47874
Evaluation of single-pigment shift model of
anomalous trichromacy
p0322 A77-49308
Conditions for improving visual information
processing
[AD-A029898] p0157 H77-18752
A psychophysical analysis of complex integrated
displays
[AD-A039260] p0278 H77-28727
Digital color image .processing and psychophysics




Psychologic and psychophysiologic response to 105
days of social isolation
i-178
SUBJECT ISDBZ P0LBOS1BY FUICTIOBS
p0002 177-10063
Cognitive activity of nan daring adaptation to
short-term weightlessness
p0009 A77-11360
Functional interdependence of the visual and
auditory analyzers during extremal stimulation
pOOlO 177-11362
Effect of psychophysiological self-adjustment on
flight training
p0019 A77-11447
General and local changes in the bioelectrical
activity of the brain daring mental activity
p0012 177-14158
Arousing environmental stresses can improve
performance, vhatever people say
' ' ' p0047 A77-14636
Functional topography of the dominant hemisphere
/from data on the dynamics of regional cerebral
circulation/
" p0075 177-17876
Spikes of spindle and•beta waves in response to
significant signals in the EBG of individuals
with practically no alpha rhythm
p0076 177-17883
Experimental psychophysiology in space
investigations Russian book
p0081 177-18953
Medical support during the period of retraining
for a new aviation technique
p0100 177-20222
Experimental investigation of the psychic-related
and the light-reflective additive properties of
the pupillary regulation systen without feedback
German book
p0101 177-20425
Impairment of flying efficiency in anancastic pilots
p01«3. 177-24509
Psychophysiological characteristics of astronaut
vision as a function of viewing aid parameters
p0178 177-28731
Psychological aspects of cardiac arrhythmia
p0199 177-31550
Dynamics of intracerebral blood flow in the course
of work activities in workers at computer centers
p0226 177-35739
Some psychophysiological aspects of flight in
formati on
p02«2 177-37790
' Psycho-physiclogical assessment of
acceleration-induced changes in various seat
configurations
p0243 177-38040
Some psychological correlates of motion sickness
susceptibility
p0268 177-42131
The role of structural redundancy in the
perception of visual targets
p0293 177-44744
The significance of a psychophysiological norm for
flying time for the medical safeguarding of
flights
p0320 177-48463
A measure of foveal sensitivity in an expanded
field of visual attention
[1D-1026010] p0092 H77-15654
PSYCHOSES




Psychopathology of air traffic controllers and
radar operators
p0220 177-34071
Survey report of the sleep tine on the Hoscow route
CN1S1-TT-F-17530] p0259 H77-27707
PUBLIC HEALTH
Transportation in commercial aircraft of
passengers having contagious diseases
p0003 177-10067
Accepting passengers afflicted with communicable
diseases on passenger airlines
p0202 177-32360
ST1BPABC Interim Evaluation Report, Hay 1975 -
ipril 1976
tNASl-CB-151126] p0062 H77-13648
Space age health care delivery
p0160 B77-19744




Belating spatial distributions of pollutants to
health effects
[COO-2874-1] p0257 B77-27698






Cyclic hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstrlction induced








Quantitative three-dimensional dynamic imaging of
structure and function of the cardiopulmonary
and circulatory systems in all regions of the body
p0070 177-17359
Dependency of hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction
on temperature
p0130 177-23422
Automatic control of decompression on the basis of
the impedance signal of the body
p0146 177-25418
•Cardio-pulmonary correlates of subjective fatigue
p0163 177-26627
Noninvasive determination of cardiac output by a
modified acetylene rebreathing procedure
utilizing mass spectrometer measurements
p0172 177-27555
Bechanical response of pulmonary artery under
aerobic and hypoxic conditions
p0176 177-27932
Blood flow and ventilation in the optimization of
lung gas exchange
p0222 177-34632
In experimental study of the link between
pulmonary blood flow, fluid-electrolyte
metabolism, and orthostatic reactions 'in man
p0228 177-35789
The effect of some catecholamines on pulmonary
circulation
p0263 177-40883
Baroreflex sensitivity and cardiopnlmonary blood
volume in normotensive and hypertensive patients
p0272 177-42413
Pitfalls ana limitations of R-moae echocardiography
p0275 177-44175
Functional changes in the respiratory system of
dogs in the case of alveolar hypoxia with
hypercapnia
p0329 177-50749
Quantitative three-dimensional dynamic imaging of
structure and function of the cardiopnlmonary
and circulatory systems in all regions of the body
p0113 H77-16697









Pulmonary gas exchange in acute mountain sickness
p0001 177-10052
Cardiovascular and pulmonary dynamics by
quantitative imaging
p0006 177-10709
Bethod of calculating the excess pressure in human
lungs resulting from cabin decompression
p0020 177-11459
1 dynamic model for regulation of external
respiration under physical load
p0076 177-17880
Pathophysiological mechanisms of the effect of
hyperoxia on the function of the lungs in man
p0146 177-25424
Investigation of the function of external
respiration in flying personnel
p0146 177-25629
1-179
POLBOHABT LBSIOBS SUBJECT IHDBX
A compatational model of pulmonary gas transport
. incorporating effective diffusion
p0168 A77-26917
Changes in lung mechanics indnced by acute
isocapnic hypoxia
p0176 A77-27929
Extension of pulmonary 02 tolerance in man at 2
ATA by intermittent 02 exposure
p0201 A77-32180
Influence of body position on dynamic compliance
in young subjects pulmonary ventilation
p0217 A77-3B044
Lung recoil and gas trapping during oxygen
breathing at low lung volumes
p0293 A77-U4722
Effect of hyperbaric oxygen exposure on pulmonary
clearance of 5-hydroxytryptamine
p0299 A77-U5910
Lung capacities of healthy subjects of different
ages
P0322 A77-H9W9
Transient physiological responses to step changes1
in work rate
p0061 H77-136113
Quantitative three-dimensional dynamic imaging of
structure and function of the cardiopnlmonary
and circulatory systems in all regions of the body
p0113 H77-16697
Respiratory heat loss and pulmonary function
during ccld-gas breathing at high pressures
[AD-A030315] p0185 H77-20755
Fast response CO/SF6 pulmonary function analyzer
for continuous diffusion capacity measurement
[PB-258867/1] p0186 H77-20762
The effects of increased oxygen concentrations and
acceleration forces on the mechanical properties
of the lungs
p0256 N77-27686
An analysis of the contribution of small airways
to lover airway resistance
p0277 H77-28720
Effects of G-indnced stress on pulmonary circulation
[AD-AOU0109] p031» H77-31775




Effects of the frequency content in complex air
shock waves on lung injuries in rabbits
pOO»6 A77-14626




Perceived brightness as a function of flash
duration in the peripheral visual field
p0293 A77-147B7
POISE BATE
Pulse rate difference.as a function of.information
reduction in a combined manual and decision task
p0167 A77-26653
Determination.of pulse rate variations caused by a
stimulus -— heart response to acoustic stimuli
p0261 A77-40660
Evaluation of pulse rate dynamics in members of
the second crew of Salyat-1 at rest and during
inflight performance of functional tests
p0211 H77-23728
Prediction and analysis of cosmonauts' pulse rate
by the method of extrapolation modeling in the





Temporal characteristics of the human visual







Performance of an elastodynamic pump - Cardiac model
p0195 A77-30631
POPIL10BETBT
Experimental investigation of the psychic-related
and the light-reflective additive properties of
. the pupillary regulation system without feedback
German book
p0101 A77-20025
A free head-movement pupillometer system
[AD-A025900] p0057 H77-12698
Heasuring pupillary and visual temporal functions





Circadian rhythms in step-input pursuit tracking
.p0109 A77-22859
Combined tracking and monitoring performance over





Interdependence of decompression sickness and








The pyrolytic release experiment - Beasnrement of
carbon assimilation -— on viking Lander flission
p0078 A77-17897
A method for comparative testing of smoke toxicity
p0225 A77-35663
Studies with the OSF/NASA toxicity screening test
method - Exercise wheels and oxygen replenishment
PP225 A77-3S668
Effect of carbon monoxide on Swiss albino mice
p022S A77-35670
Effect of sulfur dioxide on Swiss albino mice
p0225 A77-35672
Effect of nitrogen dioxide on Swiss albino mice
p022b A77-3b673
The use of a behavioral response system in the
OSF/HASA toxicity screening test method
p0328 A77-50627
Effect of ammonia on Swiss albino mice
p0328 A77-50635
Variation in animal response to different toxicants
p0328 A77-50636
A review of available LC/50/ data on toxic
















Evaluation and application of the quantitative
indices of the quality of operator work in
spacecraft control
p0016 A77-11H18
Storage stability and improvement of intermediate
moisture foods, phase 3
[HASA-CB-15100H] p0027 H77-10792
The attenuation efficiency score: A measure of
overall hearing protective efficiency of hearing
protectors
p018«l B77-20701
Considerations in developing test methods for
protective headgear
[PB-258322/7] p0188 H77-20778
Experimental designs and psychometric techniques
for the stud; of ride quality
[PB-268584/0] p0338 H77-3272S
QOAITITAtlVB ABALISIS
Quantitative analysis of exercise
electrocardiograms and left ventricular
angiocardiograms in patients with abnormal QBS
A-180
SUBJECT IHDBX BADIATIOH DOSAGE
complexes at rest
p0079 A77-18546
A scoring system for the quantitative evaluation






Electrospectroscopic method fox evaluating the





Human-computer interaction in multitask situations
p0199 A77-31587
BiDAB AP9BOACB COSTBOL




Impact of radar irradiation on human systems
pOOOS A77-10250







Methodology for evaluation of image enhancement












The technology of miniature acoustic element arrays
p0112 H77-16687
BADABSCOPBS
Illusory displacement of a moving trace with
respect to the grid during oscilloscope motion'
p0229 A77-35919


















Effect of penetrating radiation on skeletal
muscles of rats in weightlessness
p0002 A77-10061
Localization of the lactate dehydrogenase /LDB/
and of the acid phosphatase /AP/ in liver cells
of eibryos and chickens irradiated with gamma rays
p0132 A77-23768
Lesional effects of primary cosmic heavy ions on
rat brain
p0136 A77-21155
Development anomalies in biological systems of
animals due to heavy nuclei of cosmic radiation
p0169 A77-26937
Effect of combined heat and radiation on microbial
destruction
p0245 A77-38450
Comparative study of lesions in the nervous system
related to heavy ions - Accelerator and
stratospheric flight research
. • p0298 A77-45804
Evaluation of the potential retinal hazards from





HT THRESHOLD DBTECTOBS (DOSIBETEBS)
BADIATIOS DOSA6B
Average latitudinal variation in ultraviolet
radiation at the earth's surface -— biological
sensitivity and dosage
p0007 A77-10991
The effect of the chronic action of small dosages
of ionizing radiation on the excretion of
gaseous metabolites among white rats
pOOII 177-11379
Calibration of a multimode microwave exposure
chamber
pOOSI A77-15429
Proton-tissue dose buildup factors
p0071 A77-17565
Biological risks stemming from the electromagnetic
environment in aerospace activities
p0079 A77-18474
State of spernatogenesis in rats flown aboard the
biosatellite Cosmos-690
pOIOS S77-21167
Discussion of the combined effect of
weightlessness and ionizing radiation on the
nammalian body - Borphological data
p0103 A77-21171
Pioneer 10 and 11 Jovian encounters - Badiation
dose and biological lethality
P0135 A77-24151
Study with a multi-threshold HZE-particle
dosimeter using plastic detectors in Apollo
Biostack experiment
P0136 A77-24154
The Biostack as an approach to high LET research
:— Linear Energy Transfer
p0136 477-24156
Some.quantitative effects of long-term
fractionated irradiation in the seoiniferous
epithelium in Dice
P0229 A77-36176
Hemopoiesis in dogs whose bone marrow was shielded
during administration of proton irradiation, in '
lethal doses
P0264 A77-01076
Bistopatbology of retinal lesions produced by
long-term laser exposure
p0296 A77-15529
Separative processes in spleen and peripheral
blood after the outset of continuous irradiation
[IAP :PAPBB 77-266] p0333 A77-51506
Badiation exposure of the Italian population One
to medical diagnostic examinations in 1974
[ISS-P-75/13] p0055 B77-12683
Adjoint Bonte Carlo generated radiation response
functions for the B-1 aircraft
[AD-A025756] pOOSS 877-12687
Occupational radiation exposure at light water
cooled power reactors, 1969-1975
[PB-257054/7] pOOBS H77-147UO
sterilization by ionizing radiation
C"&s»-TT-p-1751'»] P0086 H77-15610
Cosmic radiation doses at aircraft altitudes
p<M17 B77-16729
Fifty year dose commitment to various organs and
tissues from inhalation of Is-133
[COHPV760444-1] p0121 H77-17702
Potential radiological impact of airborne releases
.and direct gamma radiation to individuals living
near inactive uranium mill tailings piles
[PB-258166/8] p0121 B77-17705
DSAF exposure standards for
radiofreqnency/microwave hazards control
p0183 H77-20739
Becommendations on guidance for technlc to reduce
unnecessary exposure from I-ray studies in
federal health care facilities
[PB-259866/2] p0186 B77-20765
Exposure of airport workers to radiation fro*
shipments of radioactive materials. A review of
studies conducted at six major airports
[PB-25978H/7J p0187 H77-20768
A-181
RADIATION EFFECTS SUBJECT IHDEI
Ground-based dosimetry snppoct for experiment AR002[SASA-CR-151245] p0190 H77-21822
Probabilistic approach to external cloud dose
calculations using onsite meteorological data
[BNWL-SA-5816] p0191 N77-21828
Ovary doses resulting from three I-ray diagnoses
genetically significant dosage
[IHI-190-76-01] p0191 B77-21830
Potential sources for the radiation treatment of
food
C8HBL-2095] p023» N77-24762
Cesium-137 vhole-body content in a normal New
Mexico population
[LA-OR-76-2097] p0252 B77-26798
TIMED: A computer program for calculating
cumulated activity of a radionnclide in the
organs of tie human body at a given time, t,
after deposition
COHNL-CSD-TM-17] p0257 H77-27699







Impact of radar irradiation on human systems
pOOOS A77-10250
Formation of biologically relevant carboxylic
acids during the gamma irradiation of acetic acid
p0077 A77-17892
Stabilization of coacervate systems of products of
abiogenic oxidation of low-molecular compounds
using gamma-radiation energy
p0102 A77-207H1
Long-wavelength electromagnetic power absorption
in ellipsoidal models of man and animals
p0108 A77-22771
Biochemical changes in rats flown on board the
Cosmos 690 biosatellite ''
p0135 A77-2»1»9
Study of the biochemical indicators of chronic
irradiation in rats
p0135 A77-2<1150
State of hemopoiesis daring irradiation simulating
radiation exposure in prolonged space flight
p01«9 A77-26115
Chemical evolution - Effect of high energy radiation
p0175 A77-27770
Blood complement in response to experimental
ultrasonic.irradiation
p022« A77-35591
A study on evaluation of the thermal radiation
effect - Rean radiant temperature weighted vith
the absorption factor —- hnman temperature
perception in closed spaces
p0230 A77-36223
Studies on the hematologic effects of long-term,
low-dose microwave exposure
p02»3 A77-38037
On microwave-induced hearing sensation
p02«5 A77-38320
The combined effect of nltrashort-wave irradiation
and hyperoxia on animals
p0261 A77-1I0657
The effect of decimeter waves on central cerebral
structures
p0263 A77-10882
The effect of gamma-radiation on the ammonia
excretion of white mice
p0265 A77-Q1081
Hodel for some nonthermal effects of radio and
microwave fields on biological membranes
p032« A7.7-49503
First results of an investigation of the effects
of microwave radiation with low power density on
the behavior of rats
[NBL-197H-15] p0025 N77-10778
Experiments aboard biosatellites Kosmos-690 and
Kosmos-782 biological effect of solar and
galactic radiation •
[NASA-TT-F-17215] p0026 N77-10782
The effect of 1.6 GHz radiation on
nenrotransmitters in discrete areas of the rat
bra in
[AD-A023677] p0032 H77-11662
Hetabolic rates in five animal populations after
long-term exposure to sanguine/sea-farer ELF
Electromagnetic fields in nature
[AD-A02U955] p0053 H77-12668
Bibliography, of reported biological phenomena "
(effects) and clinical manifestations attributed
to microwave and radio-frequency radiation,
supplement number 7 .
[AD-A025351] p0062 S77-136SO
Sterilization by ionizing radiation • ' • .
[NASA-TT-F-175111] • p0086 B77-15610
Role of.nuclear stars in the light flashes
observed on Skylab 1, visual sensations-
[AD-A028733] • p0122 B77r17707
Bibliography of reported biological phenomena
(effects) and clinical manifestations attributed
to microwave and radio-frequency radiation,
supplement no. 8 •
[AD-A029130] . p0185 1177-20756
Pulp effects of neodyminm laser: A preliminary
report , . .
CAD-A029676] pOIBS B77-20757
Radiofreqnency radiation dosimetry handbook
[AD-A030871] p0186 R77-20764
The biological effects of ionizing radiation: Ah
overview
[PB-262453/il] p0132 N77-21812
Symposiam on Biological Effects and Measurement .of
Light Sources
[PB-261167/1] • p0207 B77-22797
Thermal responses to high-frequency
electromagnetic radiation fields
[AD-A032179] p0207 N77-22798
Action of radiations on some biological model
systems
[COO-3009-25] • p0210 177-23719
Interaction between methyl mercury and radiation
effects on nervous systems
[PB-265873/0] p0278 N77-28728
Biological effects of electromagnetic-waves.






Radiation risk on earth and in space Russian
book
p0130 A77-23Q96
Medical and physiological problems posed by .
supersonic transport aircraft
p0175 A77-27760




A measurement of EF field intensities in the
immediate vicinity of an FH broadcast station
antenna
[PB-257698/1] p0090 N77-1563*
Bioeffects research in the determination of laser
hazards
p0183 N77-207HO
Spectral irradiance of several ultraviolet
sources, July - September 1976
[AD-A031276] p0187 N77-20769
Sources and biological effects o£ nonionizing
electromagnetic radiation
[AD-A032367] p0192 B77-2-18H1
Measurement of EF power-absorption in biological







Dependence of the biological effect of radiation
on the area of irradiated body surface
p0049 A77-14809
Cytogenetic analysis of seeds of crepis capillaris
/L/ iallr. exposed on board the earth artificial
satellite Cosmos 613
p0135 &77-2I1152
Rhodopsin content and electroretinographic
sensitivity in light-damaged rat retina
p02«8 177-3937.1-
Bemopoiesis in dogs whose bone marrow .was shielded,




SUBJECT IBDBI BADIO RAVBS
BAPXATXOI I8TENSITT
0 BADIANT FLUX DENSITY
BA0XATIOB BEASDBBBBNT
A measurement of BF field intensities in the
iaaediate vicinity of an FB broadcast station
antenna
[PB-257698/1] . p0090 H77-15634
Heasnrement of radiation eiposnre received by







RT TBBESBOLD DSTBCTOBS (DOSIBBTEBS)
BADIATIOR BBDICIBB
NT BADIOBIOLOGY
Hedical aspects of lasers and laser safety problems
p0117 1177-16733








Badioprotective effect of mexanin and cystamin on
animals exposed to hypokinesia and ionizing
radiation
pOOlO A77-11366
Badiation risk on earth and in space —- Russian
book
p0130 A77-23B96
Summary and outlook for collaboration in space
biology and ledicine Intercosnos program
p0179 A77-28898
Possibility of the radiation protection of the
genetic apparatus of the animals and nan by
means of a gaseous hypoxic mixture /GGS-10/ at
low doses of radiation
p0262 A77-40790
Hanaal of respiratory protection against airborne
radioactive materials
[PB-258052/0] p0090 N77-15635
Laser-protection eyewear: An evaluation procedure
[AD-A027826] p0126 H77-17737
Badiation protection: 1975. Annual EPA reviev of
radiation protection activities
[PB-259655/9] p0186 H77-20761






Calculating relaxation length from measurement data
--- on biological shielding materials for
nuclear reactors
pOOOS A77-11309
Bemopoiesis in dogs whose bone marrow was shielded
during administration of proton irradiation, in
lethal doses
p026« A77-11076
Adjoint Honte Carlo generated radiation response
functions for the B-1 aircraft
[AD-A025.756] p0055 R77-12687




Direct simulation of a radiobiological survival
experiment
p0017 A77-11«26
Clinical coarse of radiation damage at high
altitudes /
pOO«9 A77-14810
Performance in a 12-hour, 300-rad profile
p0172 A77-27561





Computer based electron beam treatment planning
p0060 H77-13635
A cervix-to-tectum measuring device in a radiation
applicator for use in tbe treatment of cervical
cancer
[RASA-CASE-GSC-12081-2] p0252 N77-26796





Investigation of radiation sensitivity in manuals
under long duration weightlessness
p0135 A77-21117
Performance in a 12-hour, 300-rad profile
p0172 A77-27561
BF radiation hazards - An engineering status review
p0199 A77-31767
On the possibilities of prediction of differences
in radiation resistance of individuals
[IAF PAPEB 77-250] p0332 A77-51398
.Sterilization by ionizing radiation
[BASA-TT-F-17511] p0086 H77-15610
BADIATITE HEAT TBAISFEB
Convective and radiative heat transfer
coefficients for the hnnan body
P0267 A77-11748
BADIATIWB TBABSFEB














NT VEET HIGH PBEQOEBCIES
BF radiation hazards - An engineering status review
p0199 A77-31767
Hodel for some nonthernal effects of radio and
microwave fields on biological membranes
p032M A77-"»9503
Bibliography of reported biological phenomena
(effects) and clinical manifestations attributed
to microwave and radio-frequency radiation,
supplement number 7
[AD-A02535H] p0062 N77-13650
Bibliography of reported biological phenomena
(effects) and clinical manifestations attributed
to microwave and radio-frequency radiation,
supplement no. 8
[AD-A029030] p0185 R77-20756
Measurement of RP power-absorption in biological
specimens (10 to 100 HHz)
[PB-263101/8] p023« N77-24765
A review of current and proposed standards for
occupational exposures to radio-frequency energy
P0309 N77-30731
BADIO FBBQOBBCT BEATING










Evaluation of the rate of acoustic reception of
radiotelegraph signals in psychological
selection of candidates for pilot training
p0013 A77-11390
BADIO TELEBETBI







A measurement of BF field intensities in the






RADIOACTIVE COHTAHIHABTS SUBJECT IHDBI
HT IOHG HAVE BADIATION
NT BICHOSAVB EMISSION
HT HICROHAVES
RT SHORT WAVE RADIATION
Badlofrequency radiation dosimetry handbook
[AD-A030874] p0186 N77-20764
RADIOACTIVE COHTiHIHAHTS
Beviev of radiochenical methods for Pu-239
detection in environmental and biological samples
[ISS-S-75/12] p0054 H77-12682
Health implications of the risks connected vith
the use of anericiam 241 for lightning protection
metabolism and pathological effects, and
radioprotection
[ISS-R-75/16] p0055 H77-12684
Methodology for back-contamination risk assessment
for a Bars sample retnrn mission









Haclear cardiography and scintigraphy
p0071 A77-17368
Three-dimensional imaging of the myocardium with
isotopes
p0072 A77-17369
Dynamic radionuclide determination of regional
left ventricular vail motion using a new digital
imaging device
p0072 A77-17370
Dynamic radionnclide determination of regional
left ventricular vail motion using a new digital
imaging device
p0115 H77-1671B
Positron emission reconstruction tomography for
the assessment of regional myocardial metabolism
by the administration of substrates labeled vith
cyclotron produced radionnclides
p0115 N77-16715
Assessment of left ventricular ejection fraction
by radionnclide angiography. Comparison to
echocardiography and serial measurements in
patients vith myocardial infarction
p0116 H77-16717
Probabilistic approach to external cloud dose
calculations using onsite meteorological data
[BHWL-SA-5816] p0191 H77-21828
TIRED: A computer program for calculating
cumulated activity of a radionnclide in the




Manual of respiratory protection against airborne
radioactive materials
[PB-258052/0] p0090 N77-15635
Exposure of airport vorkers to radiation from
shipments of radioactive materials. A reviev of





Measurement of radiation exposure received by




Characteristics of the morphological responses of
the viscera and endocrine glands of dogs
subjected to gamma irradiation for 6 years
p0011 A77-11378
The effect of the chronic action of small dosages
of ionizing radiation on the excretion of
gaseous metabolites among vhite rats
pOOII A77-11379
Electrospectroscopic method for evaluating the
interaction of radiation vith DBA molecules
p0012 A77-11385
Coronary vessels of the rabbit following single
irradiation of the heart area vith a dose of
2400 rad
p0016 A77-11420
Effect of alpha radiation on Chlorella vnlgaris at
different stages of cellular cycle
p0017 A77-11H22
A system of remote utilization of a computer
during the processing of biological data
p0024 A77-12379
Proton-tissue dose buildup factors
p0074 177-17565
Long-vavelength electromagnetic power absorption
in ellipsoidal models of man and animals
pOIOS A77-22771
Tumor localization and beam monitoring -
Electrofluorotomography
p0129 A77-23321
Life sciences and space research XIV; Proceedings
of the Open Meeting of the Working Group on
Space Biology, Hay 29-June 7, 1975, and
Symposium on Gravitational Physiology, Varna,
Bulgaria,'Hay 30, 31, 1975
p0132 A77-24130
Irradiation of bio-objects aboard the Cosmos 690
biosatellite
p0134 A77-24146
Investigation of radiation sensitivity in mammals
under long duration veightlessness
p0135 A77-24147
Effect of irradiation in the space environment on
the blood-forming system in rats
p0135 A77-24148
Study of the biochemical indicators of chronic
irradiation in rats
p0135 A77-24150
' The Biostack as an approach to high LET research
Linear Energy Transfer
p0136 A77-21156
Influence of heavy ions on the transforming
activity of DNA
p0136 A77-2U158
combined effect of space flight and radiation on
skeletal muscles of rats
p0142 A77-2H503
Biological research in space
p0178 A77-28763
Summary and outlook for collaboration in space
biology and medicine Intercosmos program
p0179 A77-28898
Some quantitative effects of long-term
fractionated irradiation in the seminiferous
epithelium in mice
p0229 A77-36176
Possibility of the radiation protection of the
genetic apparatus of the animals and man by
means of a gaseous hypoxic mixture /GGS-10/ at
lov doses of radiation
p0262 A77-40790
Dltrasensitivity of Drosophila mutants to ionizing
radiation
p0262 A77-00795
Study of the effect of an DBF electromagnetic
field on the blood cells of animals in ontogenesis
p0266 A77-41416
Radiobiological results from the bacillus subtilis
Biostack experiments vithin the Apollo and the
ASTP space flights
p0298 A77-45763
The functional state of the
hypothalamns-pituitary-adrenal cortex system as
a criterion for setting a standard for microwave
radiation
p0331 A77-50922
On the possibilities of prediction of differences
in radiation resistance of individuals
[IAF PAPER 77-250] p0332 A77-51498
Plasma and tissue lipid changes in rats irradiated
in cosmic space
[IAP PAPBB 77-263] p0333 A77-51503 .
Influence of irradiation and space flight factors
of nucleic acids and deoxyribonncleoprotein In
liver and spleen of rat
[IAP PAPBH 77-265) p0333 A77-51505
Experiments aboard biosatellites Kosmos-690 and
Kosmos-782 — biological effect of solar and
galactic radiation
[HASA-TT-P-17215] p0026 H77-10782
Bibliography of reported biological phenomena
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^ pl)07U A77-17529
SHUTTLE OB6ITBBS











Harmonic analysis of pseudoperiodic signals of
biological origin
pOIBO A77-29622
The origin and characterization of the primary*
signal, noise, and interference sources in the
high frequency electrocardiogram
p0230 A77-36718
The detection and analysis of point processes in
biological signals
p0231 A77-36720
A computerized technique to record new components
,- of the electrocardiogram
p0231 A77-36721




Signal detection in psychoaconstics
p0201 A77r32188
The detection and analysis of point processes in
biological signals
p0231 A77-36720
stimulus presentation rate in vigilance
p0245 A77-38307
32 probability and CNV (Contingent Negative
Variation) signal detection task ana
selective reaction time task
[IZF-1975-11] p0033 N77-11668
SIGNAL DISTORTION
A nonlinear model for the spatial characteristics
of the human visual system
pOISO A77-26275
Distortion of non-invasive cardiac pulse carves -
A capillary-damped pick-up and a calibration
unit for apex cardiograms and other pulse carves
p0320 A77-48I418
SIGNAL ENCODING
Visual performance and image coding
p0143 A77-21696




Visual processing of repetitive images
P0143 A77-2Q699
Electronic high speed sector scan ultrasonic
tomography improved in directivity by using
signal processing technique
P0198 A77-31037
On the digital processing of BEG data
p0199 A77-31772
Data compression for storing and transmitting
ECG's/VCG's
p0230 477-36717
A computerized technique to record nev components
of the electrocardiogram
p0231 A77-36721
Proximity sensor technology for manipulator end
effectors hand mounted IB device to detect
nearby objects
p027S A77-03618
Recording and processing of electroencephalograms:
Description of techniques
p0062 (77-13649
SIGNAL 10 BOISE RATIOS
Results of an impedance pneusography study
pOOII 177-1140D
Threshold vision and light quanta - A thread













Spirometric assessment of potential respiratory






Development of improved materials for extraoral
maxillofacial prostheses
[PB-258002/5] , p0089 N77-15633
SILICONS RUBBER






Pathomorphological changes in rat organs in the













NT SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
NT WEIGHTLESSNESS SIHDLATION
















The effect of increased acceleration on the
vibratory behavior 06 a sitting subject[DGLR PAPER 76-212] p0065 A77-16527
Visual field contraction during G stress at 13,
45, and 65 deg seatback angles
p0141 A77-24501
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)
Beal-tine detection and data acquisition system
for the left ventricular outline
i p0113 N77-16700
SIZE DETEBBINATION
Relation between the size of visual image and its
estimation
p0044 A77-14172
A method and data for video monitor sizing
human CRT viewing requirements
p0164 A77-26633
Perceived size and distance as a perceptual
conflict between two processing modes
p0319 A77-48025
Single plane angiography: Current applications
and limitations
p0113 N77-16698
Determination of cardiac size from chest






Response of the fibroblasts of granulation tissue
in regenerating skin to chronical hypozia
p0014 A77-11397
Interaction between local and reflex influences on
human forearm skin blood flow
p0067 A77-16776
Microinterval analysis of the interaction of a
pair of short mechanical stimuli in the skin
analyzer
p0077 A77-17887
Variations in evaporation and body temperatures
during sleep in man
p<)130 A77-23421
Skin blood flow and sweating changes following




Percutaneous multiple electrode connector, design
parameters and fabrication (biomedical)
CNASA-CB-144859] p0161 N77-19748
Epicardial potentials derived from skin potential
measurements
[TH-76-E-64] p0192 N77-21837
Low-temperature handwear with improved dexterity
[AD-A037535] . p0254 B77-26811
SKIN TEMPERATURE (BIOLOGY)
Quantitative value of skin thernoreceptor firing
in thermoregulation mechanisms from data on
• unanestbetized animals
p0041 A77-13791
Interaction between local and reflex influences on
human forearm skin blood flow.
p0067 A77-16776
Effect of ambient temperature on the thermal
profile of the human forearm, hand, and fingers
p0102 A77-20875
Cockpit thermal conditions and crew skin
temperatures measured in flight
p0104 A77-21174
Thermoregnlatory heat production in man -
Prediction equation based on skin and core
temperatures.
p0176 A77-27926
Temperature control system for water-perfused suits
p0201 A77-32181
Effect of evaporative surface cooling on
thermographic assessment of burn depth
p0271 A77-42239
Mean skin temperature weighted with both ratios of
heat transfer coefficient and body surface area
human body-environment interactions
P0331 A77-51215
Thermistor holder for skin temperature measurements
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10855-1] p0026 N77-10780
The behaviour of skin temperature profiles in the
forearm of a nude resting subject at air
temperatures from 24 C to 34 C
[REPT-69] p0054 N77-r12681




In vitro, immunology Skylab experiment
[AIAA 74-1252] pOl>79 A77-18538
Biomedical results of the Skylab Program
p(M32 A77-2U131
Life sciences in space flight ronndtable - How




The effects of prolonged spaceflight on the
regional distribution of flnid, muscle and fat:
Biostereometric results from Skylab
p0159 N77-19738
Biomedical results from Skylab





Skylab crew health: Crew surgeon's report
p0339 N77-33785
Skylab oral health studies
p0339 N77-33786
Analysis of the Skylab flight crew health
stabilization program
p0339 N77-33787
Skylab environmental and crew microbiology studies.
p0339 N77-33788
A-199
SKTLAB 2 SUBJECT IBDBI
Radiological protection and medical dosimetry for
the Sky lab crewmen
p0339 H77-33789
Toxicological aspects of the Skylab program
p0339 N77-33790
Experiment B131. Human vestibnlar function
p0339 H77-33791
The effects of prolonged exposure to
weightlessness on postural egnilibrinm
p0339 B77-33792
Experiment 11133. Sleep monitoring on Skylab
p0340 B77-33793
Tisnal light flash observations on Skylab <l
p03HO B77-33794
Changes in the Achilles tendon reflexes following
Skylab missions
p03<!0 B77-33795 .
Task and work performance on Skylab missions 2, 3,
and 1: Time and motion study: Experiment B151
p03<W B77-33796
Crew efficiency on first exposure to zero-gravity
p0300 F77-33797
Mineral and nitrogen .metabolic studies, experiment
H07.1 :
p03BO B77-33798
Physiological mass measurements in Skylab
p03<IO H77-33799
Bone mineral measurement: Experiment B078
p03l|0 F77-33800
Muscular deconditioning and its prevention in
space flight
p03<!1 H77-33801
Biostereometric analysis of body form
p03«1 H77-33802
Biochemical responses of the.Skylab crewmen: An
overview
p03»1 H77-33803
Cytogenetic studies of blood, experiment H111
p0311 N77-3380Q




Bed cell metabolism studies on Skylab
p03<!1 H77-33807
Hematology and immunology studies
p03l!1 H77-33808
Vectprcardiographic results from Skylab medical
experiment H092: Lower body negative pressure
p03B2 H77-33810.
Results of Skylab medical experiment
!!171-metabolic activity
p03Q3 B77-33816
Pulmonary function evaluation daring and following
Skylab space flights
p03»3 H77-33817
Determination of cardiac size from chest
roentgenograns following Skylab missions
p0313 B77-33819
Hardware report for experiment H133, sleep
monitoring on Skylab -
p03«« H77-33829
Skylab experiment B131: Rotating little chair
p034« B77-33830




Skylab 2 crew observations and summary
p0338 R77-3378*
SKILAB 3
Hedical experiment B-171 - Eesolts from the second
manned Skylab mission
pOOOl A77-10056




Bole of nuclear stars.in the light flashes
observed on Skylab 1 visual sensations
[AD-A028733] ' p0122 B77-17707












Cardiac output daring huaan sleep
pOOOl &77-1005*
Central nervous regulation of body temperature
daring sleep
p0003 A77-10113
Psychoaotor test performance and sleep patterns of
aircrew flying transmeridional routes
( pOOOS A77-10600
- Activity of neuronal populations of human
subcortical structures daring sleep
p0023 A77-11750
Data on the change of human BEG rhythms under.the
action of electric stimuli /electric sleep/
p0039 .A77-13187
Characterization of the transitory state from
wakefulness to somnolence from BEG data
P0012 A77-14156
Bovement as an active factor in the organization
of .sleep
pOO»2 A77-14157
Amine repletion in the reserpinized cat - Effect
upon PGO waves and REH sleep -—
Ponto-Genito-Occipital waves
pOlOO A77-19S44
Variations in evaporation and body temperatures
during sleep in nan
p0130 A77-23421
Electrical activity of the layers of an isolated
cortex when falling asleep and in various stages
of sleep
p01«9 A77-2622"
Changes in EEG rhythms in man during switching on
and off of the current daring an
electrotherapeutic sleep session
p0200 S77-32002
The effect of experimentally-induced generalized
convulsions on the cycle of wakefulness and sleep
p0262 A77-II0881
Effects of noise on sleep of babies prenatal
aircraft noise effects
p0268 A77-it1875
Arousal from sleep - The physiological and





Cardiac output during sleep at altitude
* p0269 A77-82137
Circulation of cortical and thalamic, nenronal
activity in wakefulness and in sleep
p0295 A77-45182
Duration of paradoxical sleep episodes - A
quantitative and pattern analysis of reticular
malti-unit activity in the cat
p02»5 A77-W5083
Automated electroencephalography system and
electroencephalographic correlates of space
motion sickness, part 2 sleep characteristics
[BASA-CH-151106] pOOSH B77-12680
Experiment B133. Sleep monitoring on Skylab
p0310 H77-33793




Dynamic visual acuity in fatigued pilots
[AD-A027663] p0064 B77-13661
Some effects of sleep deprivation on tracking
performance in static and dynamic environments
[AD-A033331/0] p018S B77-207S3





A method for comparative testing of smoke toxicity
P0225 A77-35663
visual evaluation of smoke-protective devices
[AD-A031493/0] p0118 B77-16737
SSO (HAIBOTEBIBG OUTS)
D SBLP HAHEDVEBIHG OBITS
SOCIAL FACTOBS
The rise in neuropsychiatric ailments in the armed
forces
1-200
SUBJECT IIDEI SOVIET SPACECRAFT
. p0220 A77-34067
Determination of intellectual system
artificial, natural and social intelligence Models
p0304 477-47720
social ISOLATIOH
Psychologic and psychophysiologic response to 105
days of social isolation
00002 A77-10063
Adaptation to an 8-h shift in living rontine by
members of a socially isolated community
p0051 477-15524
Ecopsychiatric aspects of a first human space colony
[ A I A A PAPEH 77-550] p0200 A77-32068
social PSTCHIATBT
On the asefnlness of the Bales group interview in










Investigate methods for measuring muscle and bone
•ass changes in astronauts and animals which





Artificial softness sensing - an automatic




U COilPDTEB SISTERS PBOGBARS
SOIL SCIEBCB
The puzzle of the Rartian soil
p0022 A77-11480
Chlorophyll derivatives in aodern soils in
relation to the problem of the chemical
evolution and origin of life on earth
p0319 A77-48034
SOILS
Selective enrichment and isolation of






Active processes on the sun and in the biosphere
p0204 A77-32866
SOLAB COSRIC BATS
Experiments aboard biosatellites Kosmos-690 and




cheiical evolution of photosynthesis
pOOBO 477-18898
SOLAB PLABBS
Active processes on the sun and in the biosphere
p0204 477-32866
SOLAB BADIATI01
RT SOLAB COSHIC BATS
Average latitudinal variation in ultraviolet
radiation at the earth's surface biological
sensitivity and dosage
p0007 A77-10991
Assessment of the impact of increased solar








Human factors of dot matrix displays
[AD-A0262IH1] P0090 R77-15640
Static evaluation of air cushion deployment
effects on the memory retention of the solid





Physicochemical purification of the gas-vapor
phase formed during dessication of solid vaste
from human vital activity
P0019 A77-11449
SOLITABT RAVES
Biology and physics of proteins
P0038 A77-13147
Existence and nature of band solutions to generic
chesotactic transport equations for bacteria











Radical and physiological problems posed by
supersonic transport aircraft
p0175 A77-27760
Study of metabolic response variation to, an
acoustic aggression metabolic recuperation




C02. removal from submarines atmosphere by IB-4S -
Feasibility study











Induction of illusory self-rotation and nystagmus
by a rotating sound-field
p0142 477-21506
SOOHD GBHEBATOBS
On microvave-indnced hearing sensation
p0245 A77-38320
Study of metabolic response variation to an
acoustic aggression metabolic recuperation
after sonic boom H nave exposure
[ISL-B-120/75] p0028 H77-11641
SOOID LOCALIZATIOR







Active noise reduction by means of aerial acoustic
interference •ithin the framenork of personal
acoustic protection
p0181 A77-29971
Influence of the peak pressure and duration of









The attenuation efficiency score: 4 measure of









HT COSROS 782 SATELLITE
IT IRTEBCOSHOS SATELLITES
HT SALTOT SPACE STATIOR
A-201




State of vascular regulation and regional
hemodynanics in Soynz-12 and Sojuz-13




Space construction base support requirements for
environmental control and life support systems
[ A S H E P A P E R 77-EHAS-4*] p0303 A77-46885
A preliminary investigation of the Environmental
Control and Life Support Subsystem (EC/LSS) for





Physiological parameters in space settlement design
[ A I A A PAPER 77-519] p0200 A77-32067
Ecopsychiatric aspects of a first human space colony
[ A I A A P A P E R 77-550] p0200 A77-32068
Sustaining life in a space colony
p0295 A77-45229
A closed life-support system for space colonies
[ A S H E PAPER 77-EHAS-18] p0301 A77-16859
Rater and waste water reclamation in a 21st
century space colony
[ A S H E PAPER 77-EHAS-Q7] p0301 A77-46888
SPACE COHHOIICATIOH
HT E X T R A T E R B E S T B I A L COHHOSICATION
HI SPACECBAFT COHHOHICATIOH
Behavioral control as a tool in evaluating the






Changes in central and peripheral hemodynamics,
using prolonged antiorthostatic hypokinesia to
simulate weightlessness
p0020 A77-11457
Horphology of Arabidopsis grown under chronic
centrifngation and on the clinostat
p0066 A77-16664
Physiological effects induced by antiorthostatic
hypokinesia
p0133 A77-24139
Study of space perception functioning during
simulation of certain space flight factors
p0137 A77-24167
Renal osmoregnlatory function during simulated
space flight
p0138 A77-24169
Hotor activity of mice in a magnetic field of
varying strength
p0148 A77-26112
Combined effect of flight factors •— on human
organism
p0197 A77-30968
Effect of dioxane on the functional condition of
the central nervous system of rats toxic
component of spacecraft cabin atnospbere
p0228 A77-3579U
A life sciences Spacelab mission simulation
[AAS 75-258] p0230 A77-36553
Protracted radiation-stressed primate performance
p0269 A77-42133
Effects of experimental hypogravity on. peroxidase
and cell wall constituents in the dwarf marigold
p0298 A77-U5839
SPACE EBECTABLE STRUCTURES
Vehicle/manipulator/packaging interaction - A
synergistic approach to large erectable space.
system design
[AIAA 77-398] p01«7 A77-25746
The assembly of large structures in space
radio astronomy telescope and microwave antenna
p0286 H77-29770
SPACE EXPLOBATIOB
HT VIKIHG HABS PBOGBAH
Biomedical aspects of the mastering of outer space
with the aid of remotely controlled devices
for planetary rover operator training
[IAF PAPEB 77-242] p0332 A77-51493
Bhy Han Explores
[HASA-BP-125] p0090 H77-15637




NT HASHED SPACE FLIGBT
HT VIKISG HABS PROGRAH
Cytogenetic analysis of seeds of Crepis capillaris




Determination of the adhesion properties of
foodstuffs
p0012 A77-11384
Evaluation of the quality of reclaimed water on
the basis of total organic carbon content
pOOSO A77-14814
Food and medical sample freezer kit concept for
Shuttle
[ASHE PAPEB 77-EHAS-23] p0302 A77-46864
skylab 4 crew, observations
p0338 H77-33783
SPACE FLIGBT STBBSS
Bedical experiment H-171 - Results from the second
manned skylab mission
pOOOl A77-10056
Free amino acids in human blood plasma during
space flights '
p0002 A77-100S7
Effects of head-down tilt on fluid and electrolyte
balance
p0002 A77-10056
Effect of penetrating radiation on skeletal
muscles of rats in weightlessness
p0002 A77-T10061
Antiorthostatic hypokinesia as a method of
weightlessness simulation
p0002 A77-10062
Preliminary results of morphological and
cytochemical studies on animals after a stay of
22 days in space flight aboard the Cosmos 605
satellite
pOOOS A77-10651
Investigation of the physiological activity of
Chlorella valgaris 'following an exposure to
space flight factors aboard the salynt orbital
station
p0009 A77-11355
Cognitive activity of man during adaptation to
short-term .weightlessness
pOOOS A77-11360
Pathophysiology of long-term hypokinesia
p0010 A77-11368
The Soynz-Apollp experimental flight - Preliminary
results of medico-biological research carried
out during flight of sbynz-19
p0010 A77-11369
An attempt to disrupt the diurnal periodicity of
the excretion of potassium in the urine
pOOl2 A77-11383
state of osseous tissue under conditions of
hypokinesia and weightlessness, and the effect
of thyrocalcitonin
p0012 A77-11387
state of vascular regulation and regional
hemodynamics in Soynz-12 and Soynz-13
crewmembers before and after flight
p0012 A77-11388
Results of exposure of mammalian cell cultures
aboard an earth satellite
P0013 A77-11395
The effect of a long-time influence of a constant
and alternating 1000-oersted magnetic field, on
mitotic activity
p0013 A77-11396
Antitissular antibodies and complement in
hypokinesia
p001« A77-11402
Change in state characteristics of the
parasympathetic nervous system during
hypokinesia in rabbits
pOOIQ A77-11403
Bat experiment on a 22-day flight on the
biosatellite Cosmos 605 /Objectives and methods/
p0015 A77-11105
Activity of DBA depolymerases in the rat spleen
after flight aboard the Cosmos 605 satellite
pOOIS A71-11H06
A-202
SUBJECT IHDBZ SF1C8 FLIGHT SIBESS COHID
Recovery of muscular functions in rats after
prolonged hypokinesia
p0016 A77-11412
Henopoietic organs of mice daring hypokinesis
p0016 A77-11413
Dependence of hnaan body Height loss on space
flight duration
p0016 A77-11«I15
Effect of alpha radiation on Chlorella vnlgaris at
different stages of cellular cycle
p0017 177-111122
Some characteristics of the metabolism of proteins
and ribonucleic acids in the central nervous
. sys t em of rats in space flight aboard the Cosmos
£05 satellite
p0017 A77-11432
Borphological effects in rats after a 22-day space
flight
p0017 A77-11433
Effect of a 22-day space flight on the metabolism
of skeletal muscle tissue in rats
pOOIB A77-11434
Some responses of man to prolonged centripetal
accelerations /+Gz/ of small values
p0018 A77-11436
Effect of systematic gravity exposures on external
respiration daring prolonged immersion
p0018 A77-11U37
Hainan cardiovascular responses to orthostatic
tests after highland adaptation
p0018 A77-11I438
Quantitative evaluation of ultrastructnral changes
in the myocardium of the rat during prolonged
bypokinesia
p0018A77-11439 .
Effect of nerobol on the fluid-electrolyte
metabolism and function of kidneys in man during
120-day hypokinesia
p0018 A77-1T440
Diagnostic significance of free amino acid content ,
in the blood plasma during dietary protein
deficiency in man
p0018 A77-11441
Combined effect of hypokinesis and elevated oxygen '
content on animal resistance to carbon monoxide
p0019 A77-1.1446
Preliminary results of medical studies during the
flight of the second expedition of the Salyut 4
orbital station
p0019 A77-11450
Orthostatic tolerance of cosmonauts after 30- and
63-day flights onboard the orbital base Salyut-4
p0019 A77-11451
Cardiorespiratory responses of cosmonauts to
graded physical work after 30- and 63-day
flights aboard the orbital base Salyut-4
p0019 A77-11452
Theoretical aspects of the problem of predicting
the state of the human organism during space
flight
p0020 A77-11453
Protein fractions and their enzyme activity in the
rat myocardium after a 22-day space flight
p0020 A77-11454
Effect of the 22-day space flight factors on the
state of sex glands and reproductive function of
rats
p0020 A77-11455
Quantitative histochemical determination of
creatine kinase activity in nanogram amounts of
rat myocardium
p0021 A77-11462
Effect of orotic acid on weight dynamics in .rats
subjected to restrained motor activity
p0021 A77-11463
Effect of blood redistribution in the human
organism on the perception of body position in
space
p0021 A77-1146II
Responses of external respiration to +8 Gx
overload for different training level of testees
p0021 A77-11465
Genesis of vestibule-vegetative disorders under
weightlessness conditions
p0021 A77-11466 .
Adaptation of the organism to weightlessness
p0040 A77-13587
Ergonomics and space medicine
p0046 A77-14582
Some problems of space medicine —- physiological
changes in weightless state
p0048 A77-14801
Fluid mechanical effects in the cardiovascular
system due to.vibrational stresses experienced
in spaceflight
[AIAA PAPER 77-319] p0079 A77-18241
In vitro immunology Skylab experiment
[AISA 71-1252] p0079 A77-18538
Gynecological considerations on the participation
of females in future space flights
pOOSO A77-18763
Experimental psychophysiology in space
investigations Bnssian book
p0081 A77-18953
Foundations of aviation and space medicine
Russian book
p0099 A77-19943
Analysis of the human voice as a method of
controlling emotional state - Achievements and
goals
p0103 A77-21169
Cerebellum and gravity Russian book on
nenrophysiology
p0131 A77-23500
Life sciences and space research XIV; Proceedings
of the Open fleeting of the Working Group on
Space Biology, Bay 29-Jnne 7, 1975, and
Symposium on Gravitational Physiology, Varna,
Bulgaria, Bay 30, 31, 1975
p0132 A77-24130
Biomedical results of the Skylab Program
p0132 A77-24131
Physiological effects of sustained acceleration
p0133 A77-24137
Physiological changes associated with long-term
increases in acceleration
p0133 A77-24138
The prevention of motion sickness in orbital flight
p0133 A77-24140
On the mechanisms of changes in skeletal muscles
in the weightless environment
pO131 &77-24143
Results of medical investigations carried out on
board the Salyut orbital stations
p0134 477^24144
Effect of irradiation in the space environment on
the blood-forming system in rats
p0135 A77-24148
Amino acid spectrum of human blood plasma during
space flight and in antiorthostatic hypokinesia
p0136 A77-24160
Space flight effect upon the bioenergetics of the
skeletal muscles in rats
p0136 A77-24161
Dec'onditioning during prolonged immersion and
possible conntermeasures
p0137 A77-24166
Cardiac output daring physical exercises following
real and simulated space flight
p0137 A77-24168
Heat exchange between the organism and environment
under conditions of weightlessness - Bethodical
approach
p0138 A77-24173
Combined effect of space flight and radiation on
skeletal muscles of rats
p0142 A77-24503
Effect of space flight factors and elevated
temperatures on seeds of diploid and tetraplpid
buckwheat
P0146 A77-25425
Long-term space flights and human habitat
p0147 A77-26102
Effect of space flight on skeletal bones in rats
/light- and electron-microscopic investigation/
p0147 A77-26103
Effect of space-flight factors on skeletal muscles
in rats
p0147 A77-26104
Potassium and phosphorus content and Ca-45
inclusion in bones and teeth of rats after a
22-day space flight aboard the biosatellite
Cosmos 605
P0148 A77-26105
State of hemopoiesis during irradiation simulating
radiation exposure in prolonged space flight
p0149 A77-26115
A-203
SPACE FLIGHT TRSISIHG SOBJECT ISDBI
The current status of nan's response to the space
environment
p0169 A77-26935
Nicrovascular pressure responses of
second-generation rats chronically exposed to 2
g centrifugation
p0172 A77-27553
Athletic endurance training - Advantage for space
flight: The significance of physical fitness for
selection and training of Spacelab crevs
p0172 A77-27557
Femur-bending properties as influenced by gravity.
I - ultimate load and moment for 3-G rats
p0197 A77-30882
Combined effect of flight factors on human
organism
p0197 A77-30968
Aerospace Medical Association, Annual Scientific
fleeting, 48th, Las Vegas, Rev., Hay 9-12, 1977,
Preprints
p0206 A77-33320
The current status of space biorhythmology
p0226 A77-35776
Results of clinical examinations of cosmonauts
after a 63-day flight
p0227 A77-35778
Electrocardiograph examination of the crev of the
second Salyut-1 expedition
p0227 A77-35779
Changes in henodynamics and phasal structure of
the cardiac cycle in the crev members of the
Salynt-4 second expedition
p0227 A77-35780
Dynamics of the venous circulation in cosmonauts
of the Salyut-1 station
p0227 177-35781
Evaluation of pulse rate dynamics in members of
the second Salyut-4 crev at rest and during
in-flight functional tests
p0227 A77-35782
Prediction and analysis of the heart rate of
cosmonauts by the method of extrapolation
modelling in the class of differential equations
p0227 A77-35.783
Results of studies of the metabolic processes in
crev members of the second mission of the
Salyut-4 orbital station
p0227 A77-35784
Effect of a 22-day space flight on rat lymph organs
p0227 A77-35785
Biology and medicine —- space environment effects
on organisms
p0229 A77-36182
Psychology of interplanetary flight
p0246 A77-38899
Emotional stress and an astronaut's vork capacity
p0247 A77-3891II
The microscopic and crystalline structure,
microhardness, and mineral saturation of the
bony tissue in man after prolonged space flight
p0263 A77-41065
Characterization of regional circulation and
vasonotor regulation after a tvo-month space
flight
p0263 A77-41066
Circulation studies during LBNP aboard the orbital
station Salynt-4
p026U A77r»1067
Changes in the orthostatic stability of cosmonauts
after space flights of 2 to 63 days' duration
p0264 A77-41068
Some psychoneurological requirements in in-flight
evaluations of the functional state of cosmonauts
p026<l A77-41069
A histochemical study of the digestive organs of
mice following flight aboard Cosmos-605
p0264 A77-B1070
Heterophilic antibodies and supplementary activity
of the blood serum in mice following flight
aboard Cosnos-605
p0265 A77-41078
Function of the otolithic apparatus of cosmonauts
following space flight
p0265 A77-41082
Psychological issues in manned spaceflight
p0267 A77-41787
Alterations in brain electrolytes during
acceleration in mice
p0296 A77-45528
Behavioral analyses of killifish exposed to
weightlessness in the Apollo-Soyuz test project
p0296 A77-45530
Femur-bending properties as influenced by gravity.
II - Ultimate load, moment, and stress for 3-6
mice
p0296 A77-45534
Definition of a two-primate biological facility
for Spacelab
p0298 A77-45796
Comparative study of lesions in the nervous system
related to heavy ions - Accelerator and
stratospheric flight research
p0298 A77-45804
Current problems in space biorhythmology
Russian book
p0329 A77-50686
Problems of ecological psychology during prolonged
.stay in sealed chambers
[IAF PAPEB 77-244] p0332 A77-5149S
Problems of rehabilitation and recovery of altered
physiological- functions after space flight
[IAF PAPEB 77-253] p0332 A77-51499
Beaction of the adrenal cortex and medulla to
prolonged space flight in Ristar rats
[IAF PAPEB 77-261] p0332 A77-51501
Effect of space flight factors on glycogen
metabolic system and on ionic composition of rat
skeletal muscle
[IAF PAPEB 77-264] J>0333 A77-51504
Influence of irradiation and space flight factors
of nucleic acids and deoxyribonncleoprotein in
liver and spleen of rat
[IAF PAPEB 77-265] p0333 A77-51505
The effect of prolonged space flight on liver
enzyme activities and on lipogenesis in adipose
tissue of rats
[IAF PAPEB 77-267] p0333 A77-51507
Second expedition of the Salynt-4 orbital station.
Certain results and tasks of medical research
[HASA-TT-F-17223] p0026 H77-10783
Cardiovascular instrumentation for spaceflight
[HASA-CB-151935] p0154 B77-1873U
Space age research and medicine: A study of
dynamic aao.in his environment
p0191 H77-21827
Effects of 22-day space flight on lymphatic organs
of rats
p0211 H77-23731
Biomedical results from Skylab
[HASA-SP-377] p0338 N77-33780
Biostereometric analysis of body form
p0341 H77-33802
SPACE FLIGHT TB&IKBG
Human factors in man-machine systems
[DGLB PAPBB 76-160] p0066 A77-16S80
Life sciences in space flight roundtable - Bov
good is exercise for astronauts
p0169 A77-26936
SPACE LABOBATOBIES
NT MANNED OBBITAL LABOBATOBIES
HI MANNED ORBITAL BESEABCR LABOBATOBIBS
Ricrobiology studies in the Space Shuttle
[ASBE PAPBB 76-BHAS-23] p0097 A77-19473
Definition of a two-primate biological facility
for Spacelab
p0298 A77-45796




The development of a positive isolation disconnect
for fluid Shuttle Environmental Control/Life
Support subsystems maintenance
[ASBE PAPEB 76-BNAS-12] p0096 A77-19463
Beaote servicing of free-flying spacecraft
p0286 N77-29765
On-orbit serviceable satellite design
p0286 S77-29766
Orbital servicing, and remotely manned systems
p0286 H77-29767
Space tug spacecraft/module exchanger (on-orbit
servicer)
p0286 B77-29768
A user assessment of servicing at geostationary
orbit
' ' p0286 177-29769
SPACE BABQpACTUBXBG
Separation methods in space biology
1-20«
SOB.JBCT IBDEI SPACE SHUTTLES
p0083 R77-14078
Immunological aspects in space experiments and the
possibilities of cell separation by
continuous-flow electrophoresis
p0083 H77-14081
Detailed results of ASTP experiment HA-011
biological processing facility in space
p0083 H77-14082
Preliminary study of a general-purpose




Planning for bionedical research in space - The
visiting research scientist
[ASHE PAPBB 76-BBAS-61] p0098 A77-19508
Space mission training: A necessary element in









Effect of blood redistribution in the human
organism on the perception of body position in
space
p0021 A77-11464
Bivalrons texture stereograis binocular fusion
explained by spatial-freqaency-tnned channels
p0023 A77-11999
slant perception and binocular brightness
differences - Some aftereffects of viewing
apparent and objective surface slants
• p0065 A77-16359
The influence of nild hypoxia on the vestibalar
system
p0067 A77-16745
Depth perception through motion Book
p0075 A77-17772
An indirect method of measuring perceived distance
from familiar size
p0099 A77-19673
Model for a three-dimensional optical illusion
p0099 A77-19674
An indirect measure of perceived distance from
oculomotor cues
p0107 A77-22148
Adaptation,to visual and proprioceptlve
rearrangement - origin of the differential
effectiveness of active and passive movements
p0107 A77-22149
Study of space perception functioning daring
simulation of certain space flight factors
p0137 A77-24167
visual detection of aperiodic spatial stimuli by
probability summation among narrowband channels
P0221 A77-34453
Patterns of reflection of motionless spatial
objects on the retina in binocular vision
p022» A77-35595
Function of the otolithic apparatus of cosmonauts
following space flight
p0265 A77-41082
Hysteresis binocular grating perception - Contrast
effects
p0272 477-42870
Accuracy of eye position information for motor
control "*
p0305 A77-47873
Stereopsis with and without monocular contours
p0305 A77-47875
Perceived size and distance as a perceptual
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Bioprocessing: Prospects for space electrophoresis
p0119 S77-1768S
Electrophoresis for biological production
p0120 H77-17687








A Space Shuttle galley system
[IAF PAPEB 76-044] p0007 A77-10889
Food and medical sample freezer kit concept for
Shuttle
[ASHE PAPEB 77-ERAS-23] p0302 A77-46864
SPACE BEHDEZVOOS
HT OBBITAL BESDEZVOOS
SPACE SELF HAHBOVBBIHG OBITS
0 SELF BAREOVEBIHG DHITS
SPACE SBOtTIE OBBITBBS
Shuttle crew training revision needed
p0022 A77-11546
Environmental parameters of shuttle support for
life sciences experiments
[ASHE PAPEB 76-BHAS-24] p0098 A77-19474
Shuttle remote manipulator system workstation.-
Ban-machine engineering
p0163 877-26628
Shuttle suit shows advances on Apollo
astronaut pressure suit and extravehicular life
support systems for orbiter
p0292 A77-44576
C02 and humidity removal system for extended
Shuttle missions - C02, B20, and trace
contaminant equilibrium testing
CASHE PAPEB 77-B»AS-4] p0301 A77-46844
Food and medical sample freezer kit concept for
Shuttle
[ASHE PAPEB 77-BRAS-23] p0302 A77-46864
A Bepresentative Shuttle Environmental Control
System
[ASHE PAPEB 77-BRAS-25] p0302 A77-46866
laste management for Shuttle
[ASBE PAPEB 77-EHAS-26] p0302 A77-46867
ECLSS consumables analysis: ALT captive/active 1
and captive/active 3 space shuttle orbiters
[HASA-TH-X-74754] . p0259 H77-27709
Bemote servicing of free-faying spacecraft
p0286 H77-29765
SPACE SHUTTLES
A Space Shuttle galley system
[IAF PAPEB 76-01*4] pOOOT A77-10889
Shuttle manipulator design reviewed
p0023 A77-11899
The development of a positive isolation disconnect
for fluid Shuttle Environmental Control/Life
Support subsystems maintenance
[ASHE PAPEB 76-EHAS-12] p0096 A77-19463
The development of a biological specimen holding
facility for spacefllght
[ASHE PAPEB 76-EHAS-16] p0097 A77-19467
Bicrobiology studies in the Space Shuttle
[ASRE PAPBB 76-ERAS-23] p0097 A77-19473
Life Sciences Laboratories for the Shnttle/Spacelab
[ASHE PAPSB 76-BRAS-28] p0098 A77-19477
The role.of Shuttle in Health Care Systems
development for space stations
[ASHE P&PBB 76-BHAS-29) p0098 A77-19478
Conceptual design of a biological specimen holding
facility r:— life Science Laboratory for Space
Shuttle
[ASBE PAPEB 76-BRAS-30] p0098 A77-19479
Payload influences on technology development and
utilization of the Space Shuttle extravehicular
mobility unit
[ASBE PAPEB 76-BRAS-62] p0098 A77-19503
Shuttle era waste collection
pOUt7 A77-260S2
Aerospace benefits to engineering anthropometry
applications
p0164 A77-26638
Control and stability problems of remote orbital
capture
p0274 A77-43644
Ihe.development and testing of a regenerable CO2
and humidity control system for Shuttle
[ASHE PAPEB 77-BHAS-27] p0302 A77-46868
A-205
SPACE STATIONS SOBJECT IBDEX
Bioprocessing in space
[NASA-TH-X-7«157] p0025 N77-10777
Crew training and support activities
[GPO-75-98U] . . P0031 N77-11678
Specifications for and preliminary design of a
plant growth chamber for orbital experimental
experiments
[BASA-TH-X-73189] p0111 N77-16681
Speculations on the consequences to biology of
space shuttle-associated increases in global
UV-B radiation
[NASA-TH-X-73200] P<>153 N77-18728
Recent advances in space medicine
[SGSBD-CP-203] p0159 H77-19731
Investigation of the effect of free fall on the
vestibular organ and of its post-flight
readaptation as part of the shuttle program: A
contribution to basic vestibular physiology and
to the problem of space sickness
p0159 H77-19732
Feasibility study of automatic control of crew
contort in the shuttle Extravehicular nobility
Onlt' liquid cooled garment regulator
[NASA-CB-151230] p0162 N77-19755
'Evaluation of lightweight headsets for space
shuttle application
[HASA-C8-151265] p0235 N77-2H769




HI SALTOT SPACE STATION
NT SKTLAB 2
NT SKTLAB 3
NT SKYLAB It :
Eye movements occurring daring head turns aboard
artificial gravity stations
pOOOB A77-11351
Experimental study of the constituents of space
wash water
[ A S H B . P A P E R 76-ENAS-11] p0096 A77-19U62
The role of Shuttle in Bcalth Care Systems
development for space stations
[ A S H E PAPEB 76-BNAS-29] p0098 A77-19U78
Development of a three-man preprototype CO2
collection subsystem for spacecraft application
[ A S H E PAPEH 77-BNAS-19] p0301 A77-<16860
Space station prototype advanced life support
system hardware testing
[ASHE PAPEH 77-ENAS-32J p0303 A77-06873
Space construction base support requirements for
environmental control and life support systems
[ A S H E PAPEB 77-BNAS-1U] p0303 A77-46885
SPACE SDITS
Calorimetry of the human body, in a hermetic
enclosure
p0019 A77-11<ltt2
Hygiene evaluation of experimental samples of the
antimicrobial underclothing containing
hexachlorophene for space flight
pOOSO A77-1H816
Shuttle suit shows advances on Apollo
astronaut pressure salt and extravehicular life •
support systems for orbiter
p0292 A77-H1I576
The probability of decompression sickness as a
result of going out in a pressure suit from a
spacecraft with an atmosphere close to that on
earth
[IAF PAPEB A-77-11] p0333 A77-51519
Development and fabrication of an advanced liquid
cooling garment
[NASA-CB-137974] P0031 N77-11673
An improved cooling system for removing metabolic
heat from an hermetically sealed spacesuit
, [NASA-CASB-ABC-11059-1] p0085 N77-H7U3
Spacesnit mobility joints
[NASA-CASE-ABC-11058-1] p0091 H77-156»1
Thermal conductance of space suit insulations,
thermal micrometeroid garments, and other
insulations
[NASA-CB-151165] p0117 N77-16735
Feasibility study of automatic control of crew
comfort in the shuttle Extravehicular nobility
,. Dnit -•— .liquid cooled garment regulator
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The assembly of large structures In space
radio astronomy telescope and microwave antenna
p0286 N77-29770
SPACBCBAFT
Ecology and thermal inactlvation of microbes in
and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[BASA-CB-119658] p0119 N77-17676
SPACBCBAFT CABIN ATHOSPBEBBS
Possible ways of solving the problem of
•biological compatibility1 of crew members in
long term space flights
p0013 A77-11389
Effect of cupric bromide on the intensity of
release of gaseous substances from a waste
disinfection facility
p0017 A77-1142B
Physicochemical purification of the gas-vapor
phase formed daring dessication of solid waste
from human vital activity
p0019 A77-11QB9
Dependence of blood carboxyhemoglobin level and
expired carbon monoxide content in testees upon
the CO concentration in,the sealed-chamber
atmosphere
pOOSO A77-1U813
The effect of B20/B2 and C02/CO ratios on the
reduction of carbon dioxide in the Bosch process
spacecraft oxygen regeneration
[ASHE PAPEB 76-EHAS-7] p0096 A77-19U58
Characteristics of changes in the body state of
dogs during failure of the environmental control
system in a sealed chamber
pOIMB A77-26113
Effect of dioxane on the functional condition of
the central nervous system of rats toxic
component of spacecraft cabin atmosphere
p0228 A77-3S79Q
Dynamic control of space cabin environmental
parameters
p026« A77-»1073
Development of a three-man preprototype CO2
collection subsystem for spacecraft application
[ASHE PAPBB 77-EBAS-19] p0301 A77-46860
The development and testing of a regenerable C02
and humidity control system for Shuttle
[ASHE PAPEB 77-ENAS-27] p0302 A77-H6868
investigation of low temperature carbon monoxide
oxidation catalysts for Spacelab atmosphere
control
[ASRE PAPEB 77-ENAS-28] ' p0302 A77-«6869
Development of a three-man preprototype
Independent Air Bevitalization Subsystem /IABS/
[ASHE PAPEH 77-BNAS-31] p0303 A77-16872
Space station prototype advanced life support
system hardware testing ,
[ASHB PAPBB 77-ENAS-32] p0303 A77-«6873
Begenerative Life Support Evaluation
[ASHE PAPBB 77-ENAS-35] p0303 A77-H6876
A study of the crew metabolic contribution into
the space cabin atmosphere daring space flights
[IAF PAPEB 77-283] p0332 A77-51»9»
Evaluation of a spacecraft nitrogen generator
[NASA-CB-137930] p003« N77-11672
Specifications for and preliminary design of a
plant growth chamber for orbital experimental
experiments
[NASA-TH-I-73189] pOlli B77-16681
Technology advancement of the static feed water
electrolysis process
[NASA-CB-151934] pOISS 877-187*1
Begenerable device for scrubbing breathable air of






Space mission training: A necessary element in
planning and training for Shuttle Spacelab
Hissions
p0159 H77-19735




Excretion dynamics and composition of human wastes
as derived f rom one-year experimental results
pOOSO A77-14812
SPACECRAFT COHHUBICATIOH
A case study evaluation of a satellite video






Investigation of the composition of volatile
compounds in sweat and urine in man
p0010 A77-11365
Possible ways of solving the problem of
•biological compatibility1 of crew members in
long term space flights
p0013 A77-11389
Effect of cnpric bromide on the intensity of
release of gaseous substances from a waste
disinfection facility
p0017 A77-11424
Bactericidal effect of hydrogen peroxide on
spacecraft isolates
p0074 A77-17571
Microbiology studies in the Space Shuttle
[ASHE PAPER 76-ENAS-23] p0097 A77-19473
Microbiological profiles of the Viking spacecraft
p0242 A77-37954
Spacecraft contamination modeling
[ A T A A PAPER 77-739] p0248 A77-39S09
X study of the crew metabolic contribution into
the space cabin atmosphere during space flights
[IAF PAPER 77-243] p0332 A77-51494
Methodology for back-contamination risk assessment
for a Mars sample return mission
[NASA-CH-153251] p0240 N77-25799
SPACECRAFT COHTBOI
Evaluation and application of the quantitative
indices of the quality of operator work in
spacecraft control
p0016 A77-11418





Shuttle manipulator design reviewed
p0023 A77-11899
The development of a biological specimen holding
facility for spaceflight
T A S H E PAPER 76-ENAS-16] p0097 A77-19467
Aerospace benefits to engineering anthropometry
applications
p016!t A77-26638
A Bepresentative shuttle Environmental Control
System
[ A S M E PAPER 77-BNAS-25] p0302 A77-46866
H u m a n engineering: Crew systems tool for Spacelab
design
p0159 H77-19737
Remote servicing of free-flying spacecraft
•vy p0286 H77-29765
SPACECRAFT EBVIROBHEBTS
Development of a water quality Bonitor for
spacecraft application
[ A S H E PAPER 76-EHAS-10] p0096 A77-19461
The development of a positive isolation disconnect
for fluid Shuttle Environmental Control/Life
Support subsystems maintenance
[ASHE PAPEB 76-EBAS-12] p0096 A77-19463
A mature Bosch CO2 reduction technology -— for
long-duration space missions
[ A S H E PAPER 76-ENAS-HI] p0097 &77-19465
Environmental parameters of shuttle support for
life sciences experiments
[ A S M E PAPER 76-ENAS-24] p0098 A77-19474
Radiation risk on earth and in space Russian
book
p0130 A77-23496
Shuttle era waste collection
p0147 A77-260S2
Problems in the development of human engineering
biological life support systems Russian book
p0177 A77-28267
Some physiological effects of alternation between
zero gravity and one gravity
p0229 A77-35817
Improved waste water vapor compression
distillation technology for Spacelab
[ASHE PAPEB 77-EBAS-20] p0301 A77-46861
Dynamic membrane hyperfiltration wash water recovery
[ASHE PAPER 77-EBAS-21] p0301 A77-46862
The Spacelab Environmental Control/Life Support
Subsystem ' :
[ASHE PAPEB 77-EBAS-24] p0302 A77-46865
A Bepresentative Shuttle Environmental Control
System
[ASHE PAPER 77-EHASr25] p0302 A77-46866
Waste management for Shuttle
[ASHE PAPEB 77-EBAS-26] p0302 A77-46867
Preliminary design of a preprototype Hater Quality
Honitor for spacecraft
[ASHE PAPER 77-ENAS-36] p0303 A77-46877
Removal of contaminant gases from, an electrolytic
urine pretreatment process in spacecraft
life support systems
[ASME PAPEB 77-ENAS-61 ] p0304 A77-46899
Some aspects of energy metabolism in human blood
erythrpcytes under hypokinesia and during space
flights
' p032S A77-49831
Definition study for Spacelab experiments .in the
field of medical fundamentals and research
techniques
[BMFT-FB-S-76-15] p0214 877-237(17 \
Definition study for Spacelab experiments in the
field of basic medicine and process engineering
[ESA-TT-391] p0283 H77-29740
Hater vapor diffusion membrane development
[NASA-CB-152037] p0315 H77-31786
SPACECRAFT 1BSTBOHBHTS




On-orbit serviceable satellite design
p0286 N77-29766




Kinematic capability in the SVDS
[HASA-CB-151360] p0214 B77-237S3








Evaluation of a spacecraft nitrogen generator
[NASA-CB-1S1983] p0238 H77-25789
SPACECBAFT BADIATOBS





Dormant and resistant stages of procaryotic cells
p0167 A77-26663
Effect of combined heat and radiation on nicrobial
' destruction : '
p0245 A77-38450
SPACBCHEiS
State of vascular regulation and regional
hemodynamlcs in Soyuz-12 and Soyuz-13
crewmeobers before and after flight.
. p0012 177-11388
Possible ways of solving the.problem of
•biological compatibility* of crew members in
long term space flights ' . ..
p0013 A77-T11389'
Shuttle crew training revision needed
p0022 A77-11516
Athletic endurance training - Advantage for space
flight: The significance of physical fitness for




Desalts of studies of the metabolic processes in
crew members of the second mission of the.
Salyut-4 orbital station
p0227 A77-35784
Psychological issues in manned spaceflight
p0267 A77-41787
A study of the crew metabolic contribution into
the space cabin atmosphere daring space flights
[IIP PiPBH 77-243] p0332 A77-51494
Crew training and support activities
[GPO-75-984] p0034 R77-11678
'Payload crew activity planning integration. Task
2: Inflight operations and training for payloads[HASA-CB-151187] p0155 R77-18739
Human engineering: Crew systems tool for Spacelab
design
p0159 H77-19737
Experimental basis for the ase of hypnotics by
aerospace crews
p0160 R77-19743
Biomedical results from Skylab[RASA-SP-377] p033B R77-33780
Flight control experiences
p0338 H77-33782
Skylab 4 crew observations
p0338 H77-33783
Skylab 2 crew observations and summary
p0338 H77-33784
Skylab crew health: Crew surgeon's report
p0339 H77-33785
Skylab oral health studies
p0339 H77-33786
Analysis of tbe Skylab flight crew health
stabilization program
P0339 H77-33787
Skylab environmental and crew microbiology stadias
p0339 N77-33788
Radiological protection and. medical dosimetry for
the Skylab crewmen
p0339 H77-33789
lexicological aspects of the Skylab program
p0339 R77-33790
Experiment H131. Human vestibular function
p0339 S77-33791
The effects of prolonged exposure to
weightlessness on postural equilibrium
p0339 H77-33792
Experiment 11133. Sleep monitoring on Skylab
p03ilO H77-33793
Visual light flash observations on Skylab 1
p0340 R77-33794
Changes in the Achilles tendon reflexes following
Skylab missions
p0340 H77-33795
Crew efficiency on first exposure to zero-gravity
p03<IO R77-33797
Bineral and nitrogen metabolic studies, experiment
H071 r1
p0340 S77-33798
Physiological mass measurements in Skylab
p03<IO R77-33799
Bone mineral measurement: Experiment H078
p0340 R77-33800
flascular decooditio&ing and its prevention in
space flight
p0341 H77-33801
Biostereometric analysis of body form
p0341 R77-33802
Biochemical responses of the Skylab crewmen: An
overview
p0341 R77-33803




Red cell metabolism studies on Skylab
p03<M H77-33807
Bematology and immunology studies
p03«1 R77-33808
Vectorcardiographic results from Skylab medical
experiment 8092: Lower body negative pressure
p0342 N77-33810
SPiCBIAB
The possibilities of Spacelab for solving medical
problems
p0022 A77-11589
The development of a biological specimen holding
facility for spaceflight
[ASHE PAPEB 76-BNAS-16] p0097 A77-19467
Organism support for life sciences spacelab
experiments
[ASBE PAPBB 76-BHAS-17] p0097 A77-19468
Environmental parameters of shuttle support tor
life sciences experiments
[ASHB PAPBB 76-EBAS-24] p0098 A77-19474
Life Sciences Laboratories for the Shuttle/spacelafi
[1SBE PAPBE 76-EHAS-28] p0098 177-19477
Conceptual design of a biological specimen holding
facility Life Science Laboratory for Space
Shuttle
[ASHE PAPBB 76-ENAS-30] p0098 A77-19479
Biological and medical applications of the Spacelab
P0102 A77-20977
Spacelab and its utilization for bionedical
experiments
P0134 A77-24145
A life sciences Spacelab mission simulation
[AAS 75-2.58) p0230 A77-36553
Life-science experiment in the Spacelab
preliminary program ASSESS II
p0295 A77-45463
Definition of a two-primate biological facility
for Spacelab
p0298 A77-45796
Improved waste water vapor compression
distillation technology for Spacelab
[ASBB PAPEB 77-EBAS-20] p0301 A77r46861
Ihe Spacelab Environmental Control/Life Support
Subsystem
[ASBB PAPBB 77-BRAS-24] p0302 A77-4686S
Investigation of low temperature carbon monoxide
oxidation catalysts for Spacelab atmosphere
control
[ASBB PAPEB 77-ERAS-28] p0302 A77-46869
Begenerative Life Support Evaluation
[ASBB PAPEB 77-EHAS-35] p0303 A77-46876
Preliminary study of a general-purpose
floating-zone electrophoresls facility for
Spacelab
p0083 877-14083.
Becent advances in space medicine
[A6ABD-CP-203] p0159 B77-19731
Space mission training: A necessary element in
planning and training for Shuttle Spacelab
Bissions
p0159 R77-1S735
Human engineering: Crew systems tool for Spacelab
design
p01S9 S77-19737
Ophthalmological requirements for Spacelab
astronaut-scientists
p0160 R77-19739
Athletic endurance training: Advantage for space
flights? The significance of physical fitness
for selection and training of Spacelab crews
p0160 H77-19740
Definition study for Spacelab experiments in the
field of medical fundamentals and research
techniques
tBSFT-JB-i-76-ISJ i 50214 B77-237tt7
Study on incubators and holding units for cells
and tissues, plants and low vertebrates. Volume
1: study report — for spacelab biological
experiments
[ESA-CB(P)-943-VOL-1] p0282 R77-29730
Study on incubators and holding units for cells
and tissues, plants and low vertebrates. Volume
2: Drawings
[ESA-CB(P)-943-VOL-2] p0282 R77-29731
Definition study for Spacelab experiments In the
field of basic medicine and process engineering
[ESA-TT-391J p0283 R77-29740
The dependence of intraocular pressure and central
artery collapse pressure upon weightlessness.
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Discrimination of spatial and temporal intervals
defined by three light flashes - Effects of





& spatial frequency analysis model for predicting
hanan performance at visual pattern Batching tasks[AD-A041649] p03<!8 H77-33859
SPATIAL FILTBBIBG
Rivalroas texture stereograns binocalar fusion
explained by spatial-freqnency-tuned channels
p0023 477-11999
A nonlinear model for the spatial characteristics







Aathematieal nodels for the growth, dynamics and
















Existence and nature of band solutions to generic
chemotactic transport equations for bacteria
and the unicellular organisms
p0242 A77-37958





Blectrospectroscopic method for evaluating the









Analysis of the human voice as a method of
controlling emotional state - Achievements and
goals
p0103 A77-21169
Respiratory mechanics during speech in the course





Identification of vowels excerpted from /!/ and
/r/ contexts
p0004 A77-10138
Separation of speech from interfering speech by
means of harmonic selection
p0004 A77-10139
Significance of the nonverbal characteristics of a
speech signal in evaluating the psychophysical
state of a pilot
pOOSO A77-14811
Bearing under stress. II - Effect of
hyperventilation and hypercapnia on speech
discrimination
p0103 A77-21165
Hemispheric asymmetry of perceptual and
electroencephalic responses to speech stimuli
PQ061 H77-13639
features of the speech signal during the
cumulative actions of coriolis accelerations[BAE-OB-TBAHS-1909] p0235 B77-24770
Analysis of languages for man-machine voice
communication[AD-A035564] p0239 877-25794
The effect of the acoustic reflex on the





The effects of driver comfort on vehicle speed












Antisouatogyral illusion -— perceived motion




Spinal cord thermosensitivity and sorting of
neural signals in cold-exposed rats
pOIIO A77-24357
Thermoregulatory behaviour after repetitive
cooling of the preoptic area and of the spinal
cord in the rat
p0221 A77-34284




Fractures of the spine in flight - The role of
Gz/plns/ accelerations - Concerning two recent
observations
p0203 A77-32372
A three dimensional large .displacement transient




Activity of DBA depolynerases in the rat spleen
after flight aboard the Cosmos 60S satellite
pOOIS A77-11406
Effect of a 22-day space flight on rat lymph organs
p0227 A77-3578S
Influence of irradiation and space flight factors
of nucleic acids and deoxyribonncleoprotein in
liver and spleen of rat
[IAP PAPEB 77-265] p0333 A77-51505
Separative processes in spleen and peripheral
blood after the outset of continuous irradiation
[IAF PAPBB 77-266] p0333 A77-51506
Bapid bacteriological diagnosis systems .on
physical basis, noting splenic fever proof
[BBYG-FB«T-76-15] P<"53 H77-18726
SPOBBS
Joint inflight biomedical experiments performed
during the ASTP spaceflight bacteriological
experiments
[IAF PAPBB 76-031] p0006 477-10887
Dormant and resistant stages of procaryotic cells
p0167 477-26663
SPOTTBBIB6
Potential biomedical applications of ion beam
technology
t&IAA PAPEB 76-1018] p0037 A77-13007
SQBABB BATES
Contrast increment detection of the square-wave
third harmonic - Sone support for the hypothesis













HT TBBBE AXIS STABILIZATIOH
Development of a prototype experimental plan to
evaluate stabilized optical viewing devices. 2:
Inflight measures of airsickness potential[AD-A025455] p0058 H77-12704
A-209
STABILIZERS (AGENTS) SOBJECT IIDEI
In-flight evaluation of hand-held optically
stabilized target acquisition devices.
p0060 H77-12717
STABILIZERS (AGENTS)
Stabilization of gas cavitation nuclei by
surface-active compounds decompression
sickness gas bubble formation mechanism
p0171 A77-27551
STAIHING
Dependence of the vital staining of brain cortei
tissues on the nature of their blood supply
pOOBO A77-18924
Automated single-slide staining device
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11619-1] p0251 H77-27677
STANDARDIZATIOB
The contribution of the EOBOCONTBOL Institute of
Air navigation Services towards standardising
the training of controllers
pOOQI A77-11019
STAHDAHDS
Use of human engineering standards in design
p0115 A77-25072
Formatting and organization of a human engineering
standard
p O I H S A77-2507M
The rating and measuring of road roughness
comparing road user comfort experience
[VTI-83-A] p0155 N77-18712
DSAF exposure standards for
radiofreguency/microwave hazards control
p0183 N77-20739
Economic impact analysis of proposed noise control
regulation
[PB-258811/6]
 P0185 N77-20759Information processing of dot matrix displays
[AD-A036668] p0279 N77-28731
A review of current and proposed standards for
occupational exposures to radio-freguency energy
p0309 H77-30731
Development and application of functional manning
standards in the National Aeronautics and Space
and Space Administration
p0309 N77-30733
Criteria for a recommended standard: Occupational
exposure to allyl chloride
[PB-267071/9] p031U H77-31778
Impact of noise control at the workplace. Volumes
1 and 2, appendices A-G and volume 3, appendices





Some effects of sleep deprivation on tracking
performance in static and dynamic environments '
[AD-A033331/0] p0185 H77-20753
STATIC LOADS
Bespiratory mechanics during'speech in the course
of static physical exercise
p026« S77-11071
STATIC TESTS




NT CBEW BOBK STATIONS
NT SALY0T SPACE STATION
NT SPACE STATIONS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
NT PBOBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS
NT BEGBESSION ANALYSIS
NT STATISTICAL DECISION THEOBY
NT STATISTICAL TESTS
•Investigation of the latent structure of cardiac
rhythm dispersion in the human operator
pOOIS A77-14178
Hunan perception of telecommunications
responsiveness
p0051 A77-15204
Computerized accommodated percentage evaluation -
Beviev and prospectus •. Bonte Carlo model for
aircraft design analysis
p0163 A77-26630
A statistical approach to rhythm 'diagnosis of
cardiograms
p0231 A77-36722
Some thoughts on improving experiments in
hunan factors studies
p0244 A77-38302
Assessment of maximal aerobic power in
specifically trained athletes
p0267 A77-41811
Estimations of body composition by various methods
p0296 A77-»bb27
Comparison of the nonlinear dynamic
characteristics of Barber S-2 and ASF ride
control freight tracks
[NASA-CB-150113] p0063 N77-13655
Statistical evaluation of control inputs and eye
movements in the use of instruments clusters
during aircraft landing
[NASAT-CB-119165] p011.7 B77-16736
A statistical analysis of seat belt effectiveness
in 1973-1975 model cars involved in tovavay
crashes. Volume 1
[PBr258512/0] p0126 N77-17711
Statistical analysis of the pathology of air
traffic control-radar .operators: Their





Broadbent and Gregory revisited - Vigilance and


















Bonocarboxylic acids from oxidation of acyclic





Photo- and stereographic methods for studying the
disk of the optic nerve
p0261 A77-Q0655
Stereo acuity and reconnaissance. Phase 2:






Bivalrons texture stereograms binocular fusion
explained by spatial-frequency-tnned channels
p0023 A77-11999
The T.N.O. test and small anomaly angle strabismus
cases - Selection of navigation personnel
binocular vision eye examinations
p0202 &77-3235B







Effect of extreme factors on micro-organisms used
for the control of the effectiveness of
sterilization in Bartian environment
conditions
p0138 A77-21171
Sterilization by ionizing radiation
[NASA-TT-F-17511] p0086 H77-15610




Seduction in inspiratory activity in response to
sternal vibration
p0229 A77-36198
A bonescre* for intrasternal infusions
[BBL-1976-9] p0192 B77-21836
A-210 .




Effect 'of nerobol on the fluid-electrolyte





FT CENTBAL NEHVOOS SYSTEM STIMULANTS
NT N O B A D B E N A L I N E
NT NOBEPIBEPHBIHE
Drug effects on heart rate and heart rate










Cardiovascular reaction during orthostatic tests
and resistance to vestibnlar stimuli in man
p0264 A77-111072
SIIBLING CTCLE





The detection and analysis of point processes in
biological signals
•p0231 A77-36720
Stochastic modelling of remotely manned systems
p0284 N77-29752
STOKES TBBOBBB (VECTOB CALCOLOS)




Effect of transverse accelerations on the motor
function of the stomach
p0011 A77-11376
STOBAGB




Storage stability and improvement of intermediate.
moistare foods, phase 3 ,
[SASA-CB-151004] p0027 N77-10792
Storage stability and improvement of intermediate





K Space Shuttle galley system













Joint inflight biomedical experiments performed
during the ASTP spaceflight bacteriological
experiments
[I»F PAPEB 76-031] p0006 A77-10887
Ground-based dosimetry support for experiment AB002
[NASA-CR-151245] p0190 N77-21822
STBBSS (BIOLOGY)
Cellular and molecular aspects of adaptation
p0017 A77-11130
Seduction in plasma vasopressin levels of
dehydrated rats following acute stress
p0145 A77-25117
Beserve capacity of the cardiovascular system




NT ACCELEBATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
NT CBNTBIFDGING STBESS
Pulmonary gas exchange.in acute mountain sickness
pOOOl A77-10052
Plasma angiotensin II levels in hypoxic and
hypovolemic stress in unanesthetized rabbits
p0007 A77-11097
Long-term adaptation of the heart to high-level
stress
p003B A77-13155
Effect of heat acclimatization on intravascnlar
responses to acute heat stress in nan
pOOlO A77-13703
Effectiveness of four water-cooled undergarments
and a water-cooled cap in reducing heat stress
p0046 A77-14628
Arousing environmental stresses can improve
performance, whatever people say'
p0047 A77-11636
Cardio-pnlmonary correlates of subjective fatigue
p0163 A77-26627
& heart rate index for assessing heat stress
p0167 A77-26652
Prediction of maximal aerobic power in man
pOIBO A77-29777
New practical treadmill protocol for clinical nse
p0206 A77-33275
Parameters for assessing vibration-induced
cardiovascular responses in awake dogs
p0217 A77-31012
Physiological substantiation .of the permissible
magnitudes of external resistance to breathing
p0223 A77-35537
Cardiac response to functional stress of rats
adapted to physical stress
p0221 A77-3S550
Subjective stress assessment - A new, sinple
method to determine pilot workload
p0211 A77-38013
Systolic time intervals utilizing ear
densitography - Advantages and reliability for
stress testing
p024S A77-38468
Bistological and histochemical studies of the
nenrosecretory system of the hypothalamns and
the thyroid gland in stress situations
p0215 A77-38892
Study of the diurnal periodic characteristics of
the physiological functions for evaluating the
state of the regulatory systems of organisms
during extreme effects
p0265 A77-41151
EEG correlates of the quality of work of an
operator during different functional states
p0265 A77-111S3
Effect of cold and epinephrine on glucose kinetics
in dogs
p0299 &77-15909
Some experimental aspects of research on the
biomechanics of knees and forearms
p0300 A77-46555
Hormonal changes under altitude stress
p0319 A77-17991
Changes in energy consumption rate and respiratory
functions of athletes subjected to thermal stress
p0323 A77-49142
Motion sickness incidence: Exploratory studies of
habituation, pitch and roll, and the refinement
of a mathematical model
[AD-A021709] p0055 N77-12689
Quantification of heat loss from various routes in
man dwelling in a wet/dry hyperbaric environment
[AD-A027S92] p0088 N77-15624
Dse of Kirlian photography in fatigue assessment
(AD-A026319] p0088 N77-15626
Detection and prevention of G-indnced regional
atelectasis, edema, and hypoperfnsion
[AD-A026238] p0089 N77-1S628
Endocrine-metabolic effects in short-duration,"
high-workload missions: Feasibility study
[AD-A030524] pOISS N77-18736
Stress in air traffic controllers: Effects of
ABTS-3
[AD-A034752/6] p0190 B77-21824




STBESS (PSYCHOLOGY) SUBJECT IBDBI
Evaluation of stress on a pilot daring
agricultural flights based on physiological
studies
[NASA-TT.-F-17445] p0307 B77-30714
Stress detection utilizing the electroencephalogram
[AD-A039168] . p0310 N77-30741
Evaluation of non-invasive physiologic measurement
techniques
[AD-R01H2M2] p0313 N77-31768
Response of the cardiovascular system to vibration
and combined stresses
[AD-A039000] p0346 N77-33848
Reurophysiological estimates of human performance
capabilities in aerospace systems
[AD-A038208] p03Q7 N.77-33849
Psychometric characteristics of astronauts
rAD-A039228] p0347 H77-33855
STBB3S (PSICBOI06Y)
Psychologic and psychophysiologic response to 105
days of social isolation
p0002 A77-10063
Stressful mental activity and the regulatory state
in the cardiovascular system
pOO«3 A77-14162
Significance of the nonverbal characteristics of a
speech signal in evaluating the psychophysical
state of a pilot
pOOSO A77-14811
Dynamic control characteristics and brain-electric
regulation of the vigilance of man during the
performance of control tasks •— Gernan book
p0131 A77-23547
Impairment of flying efficiency in anancastic pilots
p0113 A77-24509
Generalized work characteristics of the human
operator as a basis for synthesis of man-machine
control systems
p0178 A77-28740
Human amino acid excretion during and following an
extended airborne alert
p0218 A77-34051
Catecholamine excretion in T-37 flight training
p0218 A77-34053
Complexities of human factors in aviation
approach and landing accidents
p0219 A77-34066
Effect of emotional stress on some self-regulatory
processes of higher nervous activity
p0223 A77-35534
Subjective stress assessment - A new, simple
method to determine pilot workload
p0244 A77-38043
Emotional stress and an astronaut1s work capacity
p0247 A77-38914
Effect of emotional stress on recognition of
visual patterns
• p0325 A77-49835
Previous disease in!aircrew killed in flying
accidents
p0329 A77-50755
Problems of ecological psychology during prolonged
stay in sealed chambers
[HP PSPEH 77-241] p0332 A77-51495
Protection of the cardiopnlmonary systems against
the.injurious effects of acceleration
[AD-A027715] p0088 N77-15622
A study of the effect of controlled exercise on
performance during stressful conditions
[AD-A026350] p0088 877-15625
Statistical analysis of the pathology of air
traffic control-radar operators: Their
relationship to work related stress
p0183 H77-20737
Intellectual performance under stress
[AD-A038196] p0280 H77-28743
STBESS ANALYSIS
Finite element stress analysis of the human left
ventricle whose irregular shape is developed
from single plane cineangiocardiogram
:




Otilization of human centrifuge for training




Correlation of occurrence of aircraft accidents










The microcirculatory basis of functional hyperemia
in striated muscle I
p0061 N77-13644
STBOBOSCOPES
Safe use of the.P-3 strobe lamp
[AD-A024036] p0032 N77-11658
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
NT D Y N A M I C STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
NT MATRIX BETHODS
STRUCTURAL DBSIGB
Development of an objective definition of
habitability and a habitability data base
[AD-A041188] p0337 N77-32725
STRUCTURAL DESIGN CBITBBIA
statistical concepts in design
[AD-A025750] pOOS7 N77-12699
ahole body vibration: A mechanical and
physiological study of working postures and
drivers' seats
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-1891] p0258 N77-27705
Concepts for the generation, communication, and
evaluation of habitability criteria
[AD-A041187] p0337 N77-32724
STBDCTDBAL DYNAHICS





Impact loads produced by human motion. Part 1:




Noise and vibration ride comfort criteria
p0291 A77-44454
Pulsating seat cushion evaluation
p0327 A77-49940
STUDENTS
Academic attrition from Navy technical training





C02 removal from submarines atmosphere by IB-US -
Feasibility study
[ASSE PAPER 76-ENAS-4] p0096 A77-194S6
NRL's central atmosphere monitor program
[AD-A035774] p0239 N77-25795





Experimental study of convective heat transfer
coefficient for the human body in water
pt)130 A77-23426
Cardiovascular and renal effects of head-out water
immersion in man - Application of the model in
the assessment of volume homeostasis
p0199 A77-31736
The blood coagulation system during a 12-day
immersion in water and the prophylactic role of
rotation in a centrifuge
p0265 A77-41079
Cause of death in aircraft accidents - Drowning
S vs. traumatic injuries
p0329 A77-50753
SUBMERGING
Possibility of prolonged stay in water by means of
a 'dry' immersion method
p0014 A77-11401
Effect of systematic gravity exposures on external
respiration during prolonged immersion
pOOIS A77-11437





Prophylaxis for disturbances of external breathing
in immersion
p0095 A77-19451
Deconditioning daring prolonged immersion and
possible conntermeasnres
p0137 A77-24166
Effects of water immersion on long volumes -
Implications for body composition analysis
p0299 A77-45911
Diaphragmatic function daring immersion
p0299 A77-15913
Neutral buoyancy: One possible tool for man's

















The diurnal variation of neutral hepatic fructose
1,6-diphosphatase in partially inbred




Systematic desensitization of a phobia for flying





HK 12 SSDS air node technical evaluation T/S 283
[AD-A039607] p0316 H77-31788
Evaluation of JIB: A one-atmosphere diving suit
[AD-A039608] p0316 H77-31792
SULFATBS
An evaluation of a fuel-soluble organoboron
biocide for control of salfate-reducing bacteria













Effect of sulfur dioxide on Swiss albino mice
p0225 A77-35672
Studies of the effects of HO, H02, and S02 and of



















Effect of body position relative to the gravity
vector on water balance
p0015 A77-11411




HT CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SISTERS
HT BHEBGEHCY LIFE SUSTAINING SISTERS
HT LIFE SOPPOBT SISTBBS '
HT PORTABLE LIFE SOPPOBT SISTBBS
Experiment support system




Locking mechanism for orthopedic braces
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12082-2] p0257 H77-2769I1
SOBFACE GEOBETBI
The electrocardiographic image surface revisited










[AIAA PAPEB 77-739] p0248 477-39509
Besponse surface methodology revisited: A
commentary on research strategy
[AD-A043242] p0337 H77-32726
SOHFACE HEACTIOHS
The possible role of solid surface area in
condensation reactions daring chemical evolution
- Beevaluation
p0099 A77-19750
Possible surface reactions on Bars - Implications
for Viking biology results
p0266 A77-41639
SOBFACE BOOGBRESS
Potential biomedical applications of ion beam
technology
[AIAA PAPEB 76-1018] p0037 A77-13007
The rating, and measuring of road roughness















Experimental designs and psychometric techniques
for the study of ride quality
[PB-268584/0] p0338 B77-32729
SOBFACE BATES
Hovel prebiotic systems - Nucleotide




Intra-ocular pressure normalization apparatus
[HASA-CASB-LEH-12955-1] p0309 B77-30736




Direct simulation of a radiobiological survival
experiment
PQ017 A77-11426
Survivorship and life expectancy of Drosophila
melanogaster populations in abnormal
oxygen-normal pressure regimes
p0047 A77-14632
A role for glucose in hypothermic hamsters
p0069 A77-17300
Life support of space crews after forced landing
on ground or water Bussian book
p0146 177-25325
SBEAT
Investigation of the composition of volatile







Ventricular pathology in swine at high sustained
+G sub z
p0029 R77-11646
Effect of sustained +G sub z acceleration on
cardiac output and fractionation of cardiac










Symbiosis and the origin of life
p0273 A77-13008
Hygrophorus (limacium) hypothejus fr. in
nycorrhizal synthesis with pine (pinus





Effects of psychosocial stinuli on plasma renin
activity in rats
p0006 A77-10799
Change in state characteristics of the
parasympathetic nervous system during
hypokinesia.in rabbits
p0014 A77-11403
Bow the brain organizes the fast responses of the
cardiovascular system
p0205 A77-32996
Effect of elimination of carotid sinus receptors
on changes in efferent sympathetic activity





Acquired bundle branch block and its response to
exercise testing in asymptomatic aircrevmen - A
review with case reports
p0048 A77-14639
STBPTOB5
D SIGBS ARD SIBPTOBS
STBAPSES
Synaptic contacts in the vestibnlar ganglion of
the eighth cranial nerve of the frog
pOO<J1 A77-13792
Bature of tendon reflex Achilles and H-reflex
in man
pOOII A77-14175
Effect of postsynaptic factors- on presynaptic




Analysis of the problem of synchronizing the
operation of different devices during the






0 SIGSS ARD SIBPTOBS
SYRTBBTIC FIBEBS
RT GLASS FIBEBS







Semi-auto manipulator control systems and their




The Navy's human factors test and evaluation
manual - RFTEBAN
p0163 A77-26631
Assessing operator task loading - A function
analytic approach man machine interface
effectiveness
p016« A77-26635
An investigation of supervisory control of remote
manipulation
p0274 A77-43642
The objective evaluation of aircrew protective
breathing equipment. I - Oxygen nask/goggles
combinations. II - Fnllface masks and hoods
p0326 A77-49927
Efficiency of the oxygen mask delivery system at
the OSAF hyperbaric center • •
p0326 A77-49928
The use of n-pentane as a tracer gas for the
quantitative evaluation of aircrew protective
breathing equipment
p0326 A77-49929
ECLSS consumables analysis: ALT captive/active 1
and captive/active 3 space shuttle orbiters
[HASA-TB-I-74754] p0259 B7V-27709
SISTER FAILOHBS
Characteristics of changes in the body state of
dogs during failure of the environmental control
system in a sealed chamber
. p01<48 A77-26113
SISTBRS ASALYSIS
Bodels to aid user measurement of a computer network
pOOSI A77-15203
Some applications of the process approach to the
study of man-machine systems
p0178 A77-287«1
Three basic levels of •the organization of life on
earth
p0248 A77-39791
Human factors research and the development of a
manned systems applications science: The
systems sampling problem and a solution
[AD-A029417] p0126 B77-17739
A-6E systems approach to training, phase 1
IAD-A037U68] p0253 877-26803
Human factors programs in Bavy systems acquisition
[AD-A037775] •' p0253 B77-26B07
The OS Environmental Protection Agency Rational
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
p0308 B77-30725





BT COBPOTEB SYSTERS DESIGB •
Development of a preliminary design of a method to
measure the effectiveness of virus exclusion
during water process reclamation at zero-G
[ASBE PAPEB 76-EBAS-32) p0098 A77-19480
Vehicle/manipulator/packaging interaction - A
synergistic approach to large erectable space
system design
[AIAA 77-394] p0147 A77-25746.
Human factors applications in airport air traffic
control
p0166 A77-26646
The human element in sociotechnical systems
p0221 A77-34118
Engineering models of the human thermoregnlatory
system - A review
p0268 177-41950
Dynamic membrane hyperfiltration wash water recovery
[ASBE PAPEB 77-EHAS-21] p0301 A77-46862
Development status of a preprototype water
electrolysis system —• generating oxygen for
life support system
[ASBE FAPEB 77-EBAS-34] p0303 A77-46875.
Determination of intellectual system .
artificial, natural and social intelligence models
p0304 A77-47720
Potential design alternatives and analysis of
system response variables, characteristic of
undersea manipulators with force feedback
[AD-A027435] p0092 B77-1S6SO
Assessment of a prototype human resources data
* handbook for systems engineering
 :
[AD-A039269] p0278 R77-28726
System integration of pattern recognition,
adaptive aided, upper limb prostheses
p0288 R77-29782
Biomechanics and anthropometry for cockpit and
equipment design
[AD-A037020] p0317 B77-31797
A.I.e. in-flight blood collection system
p0344 N77-33825
A-214
SOBJECT IHDBX TASK COBPLBZITT
STSIBBS STABILITY
Learning process and nonlinear behavior of human
operators in stabilizing unstable systems
p0320 A77-48<I91
SISTOLE
Dynamic radionnclide detemination of regional
left ventricular vail motion using a new digital
imaging device
p0072 A77-17370
A study of systolic tiae intervals daring
uninterrupted exercise
p0170 A77-27(W8
Systolic tire intervals utilizing ear
densitography - Advantages and reliability for
stress testing
p02Q5 A77-38M68
Postexercise systolic tine intervals in the
•idsystolic click syndrome
p02145 A77-387111
Ultrasound study of dynamic behaviour of left
ventricle in genetic asymmetric septal hypertrophy
p0247 A77-39341
Recovery from exercise at varying work loads -
Time course of responses of heart rate and
systolic intervals
p0320 A77-U8<I17




Pressure-volume relations, elastic modulus, and
contractile behaviour of the hypertrophied left




Average latitudinal variation in ultraviolet




Characteristics of the monocular estimation of the
orientation of a line by the right and left eye
and their possible neurophysiological mechanisms
p0039 A77-13189
TACTILE DISCBIBIBATIOB
Nicrointerval analysis of the interaction of a
pair of short mechanical stimuli in the skin
analyzer
p0077 A77-17887
Some studies on the subjective doubling of low
frequency whole-body vibrations
p0195 A77-30299
A kinesthetic-tactnal display concept for
helicopter-pilot workload reduction
[AHS 77-33-22] . p02*9 A77-10062
A tactile paging system for deaf-blind people,
phase 2
[NASA-C8-15199<t] p0214 B77-23751
Artificial softness sensing - an automatic
apparatus for measuring viscoelasticity
p0287 H77-29781
TAIL BOTOBS
BT BELICOPTBB TAIL BOTOBS
TAKEOFF
Critical 11 minutes safety precautions during
takeoff and approach/landing for SAC
p0177 A77-28101
TAKBOFF SISTBBS
0 AIBCRAFT LAOBCBIBG DEVICES
TABUS (COHTAIIBBS)
HT FUEL T A N K S
TARGET ACQUISITION.
Reaction time and accuracy of the saccadic eye
movements of normal subjects in a moving-target
task
pOOae A77-10629
Does prior knowledge facilitate the detection of
visual targets in random noise
p0065 A77-16358
The control of the conjugated horizontal eye
movements - Investigations concerning the
saccadic system and the fixation system of the
human oculomotor —- German book
p0067 A77-16725
Adaptation to visual and proprioceptive
rearrangement - Origin of the differential
effectiveness of active and passive movements
p0107 A77-22149
The analytical research on the apparent movement
perception •- Psychophysical consideration. I
p0179 A77-28977
The VTAS/helmet interface Visual Target
Acquisition Set
p0327 A77-B99S1
Computerized analysis of eye movements during
static display visual.search
[AD-A024100] p0035 H77-11680
Target detection in rapidly-changing visual
sequences
[AD-A02378U] p0035 N77-1168S
In-flight evaluation of hand-held optically
stabilized target acquisition devices
p0060 B77-12717
The significant parameters affecting the modelling
of target acquisition of ground combat targets
from tactical helicopters
[AD-A028853] p012S H77-17733
Target acquisition performance with an airborne
television system. Part 1: Flight profile, .
lens size, and visibility
[AD-A030050] p0189 H77-20789
TAB6BT HBCOGBITIOB
Visual conspicnity, visual search and fixation
tendencies of the eye
p0129 A77-23290
Saccadic eye movements during changes in fixation
to stimuli at different distances
p0171. A77-27236
Control strategies in the eye-head coordination
system
p0300 A77-U6ia6
Reduction of target detectability by laser
protective materials
CAD-A024383] p0035 H77-116B2
The significant parameters affecting the modelling
of target acquisition of ground combat targets
from tactical helicopters
[AD-A028853] p0125 H77-17733
Results of field experiments concerning visibility
of objects
[DLB-IB-553-77/3] p0338 B77-32730
The maximum detection range and the maximum





Analysis of phase 2A of PE 43.8
[AD-A025823] p0063 H77-T3659
TASK COBPLBIITI
Stressful mental activity and the regulatory state
in the cardiovascular system
p0043 A77-14162
Some effects of.infrasonnd on task performance
p0139 A77-2t310
Human factors applications in airport air traffic
control
p0166 477-26616
Diversity of response patterns in a simple
repetitive uniform task
p0166 A77-26649
Buman-compnter interaction in multitask situations
p0199 A77-31587
Information and control issues of adaptable,
programmable assembly systems for manufacturing
and teleoperator applications
p027i| A77-03643
Control theory measures of tracking as indices of
attention allocation strategies
p0291 A77-OII538
Discrete time modeling of heavy transport plane
pilot behavior workloads during landing
[OBEBA, IP BO. 1977-57] p029<! A77-OH963
The effects of varying noise and task complexity
on performance
p0117 B77-16734
An investigation of time-sharing ability as a




mnltiple-task-performance responses to different










The feasibility of short interval tine estimation
as a methodology to forecast human performance
of a specified task
[AD-A026757] p0093 H77-15659
Task components and demands as factors in
dual-task performance
[AD-A038634] p0284 ,N77-29748
Task and work performance on Skylab missions 2, 3,
and 1: Time and motion study: Experiment H151
p0340 H77-33796
TASIB
Effect of orthostatic and antiorthostatic





The role of technetiam-99m stannous pyrophosphate
in myocardial imaging to recognize, localize and




Trends in computer-processed electrocardiograms;
Proceedings of the Working Conference,






Developmental highlights and present applications
of cardiac ultrasound
p0069 A77-17352
Payload Influences on technology development and
utilization of the Space Shuttle extravehicular
mobility unit
[ A S H E PAPEB 76-ENAS-62] p0098 A77-19503
(ISAF aviator classes. HGU-4/P: History and
present state of development
p0059 B77-12712
A tradeoff study of determine the optimum approach
to a wash/rinse capability to support future
space flight
[NASA-CB-151155] p0091 N77-15644
current status of space biorhythmology
p0210 N77-23722




The Stanford-Ames portable echocardioscope - A
case study in technology transfer
p0072 A77-17373
Technology transfer from space to.earth - The H A S A
Firefighter's Breathing System
t A S H B PUPEB 76-BHAS-54] p0098 A77-19495
Aerospace benefits to engineering anthropometry
applications
p0164 A77-26638
The Stanford-Ames portable echocardioscope: A
case study in technology transfer
p0116 H77-16718
Commercializing the echocardioscope: A case study
in biomedical technology transfer
p0116 H77-16719




Potential biomedical applications of ion bean
technology
[AIAA PAPBB 76-1018] p0037 A77-13007
Payload influences on technology development aad
utilization of the Space Shuttle extravehicular
mobility unit
[ASHE PAPEB 76-ENAS-62] p0098 A77-19503
Ergonomics technology
p0242 A77-37962
An acoustic transducer for application in
kinetocardlography
p0321 A77-49274
STABPAHC Interim Evaluation Report, Ray 1975 -
April 1976
[HASA-CB-151126] p0062 B77rl3648
Becent advances in space medicine
[AGABD-CP-203] p0159 B77-19731
Evaluation of lightweight headsets for space
shuttle application
[HASA-CB-151265] p0235 B77-24769
Remotely piloted aircraft in the civil environment
p0286 B77-29772
Industrial robots in Europe - market, applications
and developments
P0287.H77-29777































Robots and manipulator systems; Proceedings of the
Second Conference on Bemotely Banned systems,
Los Angeles, Calif., Jane 9-11, 197S
p027« A77-43641
An investigation of supervisory control of remote
manipulation
p027« A77-136H2
Information and control issues of adaptable,
programmable assembly systems for manufacturing
and teleoperator applications
p0271 A77-43643
Control and stability problems of remote orbital
capture
p027« A77-«36»n
The LBBBA concept - A new manipulator
laboratory mechanical arm
p0274 A77-43646
Design for a three-fingered hand robotic, and
prosthetic applications .
P0270 A77-43647
Biomedical aspects of the mastering of outer space
with the aid of remotely controlled devices ---
for planetary rover operator training
[IAF PAPBB 77-242] p0332 A77-51493
Proto-Flight Manipulator Arm (P-FRA)
[NASA-CB-150277] p0235 N77-24768
Earth orbital teleoperator mobility system
evaluation program
[HASA-CB-150285] p0238 N77-25786
Barth orbital teleoperator manipulator system
evaluation program
[BASA-CB-150286] p0238 B77-25787
Earth orbital teleoperator visual system
evaluation program
[NASA-CB-150287] p0238 B77-25788
The 2nd conference on Bemotely Banned Systems
(BBS) : Technology and applications
[NASA-CB-148013] p0284 B77-29750
Location and acquisition of objects in
unpredictable locations a teleoperator
system with a computer for manipulator control
p028S R77-297S6




Information and control issues of
adaptable-programmable assembly systems, for















The response of fluocoscopic image intensifier-TV
systems
p0067 177-16668
Performance of an observer in real time
reconnaissance remotely piloted vehicles
[B«VG-FBiT-76-5] p0156 N77-18743
Target acquisition performance with an airborne
television system. Part 1: Flight profile,
lens size, and visibility
[AD-A030050] p0189 N77-20789
TV requirements for manipulation in space
p0285 N77-29757




















A fusible heat sink concept for extravehicular
activity /EVA/ thermal control
[ A S H B PAPEB 76-ENAS-64] p0098 A77-19505
Temperature control system for water-perfused suits
p0201 A77-32181




Effect of ambient temperature on the thermal
profile of the hnaan forearm, hand, and fingers
p0102 A77-20875
Cockpit thermal conditions and crev skin
temperatures measured in flight
p0104 A77-2117U
Effect of space flight factors and elevated
temperatures on seeds of diploid and tetraploid
buckwheat
p0146 A77-25425
A heart rate index for assessing heat stress
p0167 A77-26652
Variation of forearm, hand, and finger blood flow
indices with ambient temperature
p0172 A77-27559
Besponses to temperate, cold, and hot environments
and the effect of physical training
p0173 A77-27563
Effects of body temperature on ventilatory
response to hypoxia and breathing pattern in man
p0201 A77-32177
A study on evaluation of the thermal radiation
effect - Mean radiant temperature weighted vith
the absorption factor human temperature
perception in closed spaces
p0230 A77-36223
Characteristics in the atmosphere of long-range
transport aircraft cabins effects on aircrew
fatigue
p02»3 A77-38034
Heat stress in an aircraft cockpit during ground
standby
p0243 A77-38038
Effect of combined heat and radiation on iicrobial
destruction
p0245 A77-38450
Influence of temperature on hemoglobin-ligand
interaction in whole blood
p0321 A77-49263
Changes in energy consumption rate and respiratory
functions of athletes subjected to thermal stress
p0323 A77-49442
Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in






Body temperature measuring system (H171)
p0344 N77-33828
TBHPBBATOBE PHOFILES
Effect of ambient temperature on the thermal
profile of the human forearm, hand, and fingers
p0102 A77-20875
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Vibrational tonic reflex and postural position
p0044 A77-14174






Helicopter night low-level navigation. I -
Checkpoint identification
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Calibration of a mnltimode microwave exposure
chamber
pOOSI A77-15429
Studies with the .OSF/NASA toxicity screening test .
method - Exercise wheels and oxygen replenishment
P0225 A77-35668
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Facility and a-method for evaluation of thermal
protection —— from fuel fires
pOOU7 A77-14633
Portable transfer device, for determining the
static endurance of rats
p0228 A77-35792







Development and validation of an equation tor
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Visual processing of repetitive images
p0143 A77-24699
TRALABOS
Circulation of cortical and thalamic neuronal
activity in vakefnlness and in sleep
p0295 A77-45482






Thallium-201 nyocardial perfnsion imaging at rest
and during exercise - Comparative sensitivity to
electrocardiography in coronary artery disease
p0079 A77-18517
Hyocardial imaging with thallium-201 at rest and
during exercise - Comparison with coronary
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THERAPY }
NT C H E M O T H E R A P Y
BT BADIATIOH THEBAPI
Application of decision theory to therapeutic
tests, an extension of the model of Colton )
[SASA-TT-P-16775] p0190 B77-21825
Oxime therapy and oxime blood levels in rats:
Dependence on the dose of the organophosphate
[HBL-1976-7] p0251 N77-26791
THBBBAL COBFOBT
Effectiveness of four water-cooled undergarments
and a water-cooled cap in reducing heat stress
p0046 A77-14628
Evaluation of a face cooling device integrated
with the standard HGO-type OSAF flight helnet
p0047 A77-14635




Hodeling of the thermophysical processes
accompanying muscle contraction in humans
p0275 A77-44001
Thermal conductance of space suit insulations,








fletabolic responses to exercise in three thermal
environments
p0331 A77-50764
nean skin temperature weighted with both ratios of
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Facility and a method for evaluation of thermal
protection —- from fuel fires
p0047A77-14633
Evaluation of a face cooling device integrated
with the standard HGD-type OSAF flight helmet
pOO»7 A77-14635
Operational requirements for aircrew antiexposure
suits in the D.S. Navy
p0326 A77-49937
• The Arctic personnel ambulatory anti-exposure system
P0327 477-49939
Improved thermal protection and rewarm procedures
for cold water divers
[AD-A024213] p0032 H77-11660
Effectiveness of four water cooled undergarments
and a water cooled cap in reducing heat stress
. [AD-A02S216] p0057 N77-12696
TBBBBAL BADIAtlOH • .
A study on evaluation of the thermal radiation
effect - dean radiant temperature weighted with
the absorption factor human temperature
perception in closed spaces
p0230 A77-36223
Development of a helmet-mounted PLZT thermal/flash




Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in
and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[NASA-CB-H9658] p0119 N7.7-17676
THBBBAL STRESSES •
Fluid shifts during thermal stress with and
without fluid replacement
p0140 A77-24362
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Life on the second sun -~ thermophilic life
possibility on Jupiter atmosphere
p0167 A77-26660
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Quantitative value of skin thermoreceptor firing
in thermoregulation mechanisms from data on
nnanesthetized animals
p0041 A77-13791
Significance of vascular thermoreception in the
mechanism of regulating cold-induced shivering
p0224 A77-35548
IHBBHOBEGOLATIOi
Central nervous regulation of body temperature
during sleep
PP003 A77^10113
A model of the physiological thermoregulation system
pp013 A77-11391
Calorimetry of the human body in a hermetic
enclosure
p0019 A77-11.4U2
A mathematical model of the human temperature
regulatory system - Transient cold exposure
response
P0023 A77-12244
Quantitative value of skin thermoreceptor firing
in thermoregulation mechanisms from data on
nnanesthetized animals .
pOO«1 i77r13791
Effect of altitude exposure on thermoregulatory
response of man to cola • "
p0068 A77-16779
Thermal regulation in rats during combined heat
and cold adaptation
pOOSl A77-19003
Effects of acceleration on thermoregulatory
responses of unanesthetized rats
p0130 A77-23425
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Heat exchange between the organism and environment
under conditions of weightlessness - Methodical
approach
• ' • ' p0138 177-24173
cAHP in temperature- and ADH-regalating centers
after thermal stress cyclic Adenoslne
HonoFhosphate in AntiDiaretic Hormone centers
• :. p0140 477-24363
Effective temperature scale usefnl foe hypo- and
hyperbaric environments
, p0142 A77-24502
An experimental validation of mathematical
simulation of human thermoregulation
p0145 A77-25217
Thermoregnlatory responses in animals in a
helium-oxygen atmosphere under elevated pressure
p0146 A77-25345
Interaction of the regulatory systems for
muscle-contraction thermogenesis and external
respiration
p0150 A77-26225
Variation of forearm, hand, and finger blood flow
indices with ambient temperature
p0172 A77-27559
Thermoregnlatory heat production in man -
Prediction equation based on skin and core
temperatures
p0176 A77-27926





Effect of lesion of the medial eminence of
thermoregnlation
p0205 A77-32998
The physiological significance of exercise
hyperthemia
p0205 A77-32999
chetfical thermoregalation and muscular
thermogenesis daring high-altitude adaptation
p0205 A77-33000
Changes in plasma glucose, FFA, corticosterone,
and thyroxine in He-02-induced hypothermia
p0217 A77-34043
Evaporation of sweat from sedentary man in humid
environments
p0218 A77-34050
Thermoregnlatory behaviour after repetitive
cooling of the preoptic area and of the spinal
cord in the rat
p0221 A77-34284
Thermoregnlation during entrance into hibernation
p0221 A77-34285
Significance of vascular thermoreception in the
mechanism of regulating cold-induced shivering
p0224 A77-35518
Tissue and cell resistance in rats adapted to
hypoxia, deep hypothermia, and hypercapnia
p0224 A77-35519
Convective and radiative heat transfer
coefficients for the human body
p0267 A77-41748
Thermoregalatory responses during competitive
marathon running
p0268 A77-41819
Engineering models of the human thermoregnlatory
system - A review
p0268 A77-41950
Hodeling of the thernophysical processes
accompanying muscle contraction in humans
p0275 A77-44001-
Colonic heating patterns and the variation of
thermal resistance among rats .
p0292 A77-HIJ718
Thermoregalatory responses of nnanesthetized rats
exposed to gravitational fields of 1 to 4 G
p0298 A77-45738
Influence of water temperature on thermal,
circulatory and respiratory responses to
moscolar work
p0326 A77-49923
Hetabolic responses to exercise in three thermal
environments
p0331 A77-50764
Cholinergic systems in brain mediating
thermoregnlatory function: A review.
[AD-A026948] p0089 H77-15627
Feasibility study of automatic control of crew
comfort in the shuttle Extravehicular Nobility
Dnit liquid cooled garment regulator
[HASA-CB-151230] p0162 H77-T9755
Control of thermal balance by a liquid circulating
garment based on a mathematical representation
of the human thermoregulatory system
[HASA-TH-X-58190] • p0162 H77-19756








Begional myocardial shape and dimensions of the
working isolated canine left ventricle
p0113 H77-16699
THOBAI
changes in transthoracic electrical impedance at
high altitude
p0101 A77-20368
Dynamic analysis of the thoracic structure





Stabilization of a biped walking machine
P0101 A77-20itOi
Stabilization of biped walking apparatus
p02U4 A77-38276
THBBB DIBBlSIOHAt HOTIOB
Functional anthropometry - The cc method and.its
application hanan body landmark recording in
Cartesian Coordinates
p0165 A77-26639
Harket study: 3-D eyetracker
[NASA-CB-153253] p0238 H77-25783
THBESBOLD DETECTOBS (DO5IBETBBS)
Study with a multi-threshold HZE-particle




Influence of auditory fatigue on masked pore-tone .
thresholds
p0004 A77-10137
Threshold tine of visual recognition and level of
light adaptation
p0041 A77-14151
Time of recognition, threshold time of display,
and masking duration of patterns
p0041 A77-14171
The phasic character of color sensitivity of the
visual analyzer
pOOSI A77-19001
Threshold vision and light quanta - A thread
through the history of visual science
p0170 A77-27064
Color vision from rod and long-wave cone
interactions - Conditions in which rods
contribute to multicolored images
p0171 A77-27234
The acoustic reflex threshold for impulses
p0176 A77-27814
A quantum fluctuation model for foveal color
thresholds
p0198 A77-31123
A model of threshold vision incorporating
inhoBogeneity of the visual field
. p0198 A77-31124
Temporal characteristics of the human visual
system as revealed by reaction time to double ,
pulses of light
p0198 A77-31125
Visual detection of aperiodic spatial stimuli by
, probability summation among narrowband channels
p0221 A77-34453
The luminance difference threshold as a contrast
threshold - Evidence for inhibitory interactions
in spatial summation
p0248 A77-39834
Behavioral threshold and rhodopsin content as a
function of vitamin A deprivation in the rat
: p0272 A77-42865
Psychopnysical experiments on spatial summation at
threshold level of the human peripheral retina
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p0273 A77-42873
Inhibition between, channels selective to contour .




Effect of a 22-day space flight on cat lymph organs
. . P0227 A77-35785
TBTBOID GLAHD
Thyroid pathology in aviation flight personnel
. . p0203 A77-32365
H1stological and histochemical studies of the
neurosecretory system of the hypothalamus and
the thyroid gland in stress sitnations
p0245 A77-38892
Prolonged weightlessness effect on postflight
plasma thyroid hormones
p0269 A77-42132
Thyroid cold acclimation influences on
norepinephcine metabolism in brown fat
p0270 A77-42180
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,HT PEBCEPTOAL TIBB COBSTABT
TIHB DBPBHDIRCB
Duration of whole-body vibration exposure - Its
effect on comfort
pOOOS A77-10341
The effects of 3 hoars of vertical vibration at 5
Rz on the performance of some tasks[BAE-TBr76011] . p0156 H77-18746
TIHB DXSCBIHIB1TIOB
'Discrinination of spatial and tenporal intervals
defined by three light flashes - Effects of




Hulti-electrode time-multiplex telemetry[AD-A034134] p0214 H77-23748
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Temporal studies with flashed gratings -




Time domain and time series models for human
activity in compensatory tracking experiments
[HAL-TB-50] pOOBS N77-14744
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Impact of radar irradiation on human systems
pOOOS A77-10250
Study of phosphatas/9 activity in the bone tissue
and blood serum during 90-day.bypokinesia
p0011 &77-U370
State of osseous tissue under conditions of
hypokinesia and weightlessness, and the effect
of thyrocalcitonin
p0012 A77-11387
Pulse technique for determining the
electroconductivity of brain tissue
p004<l A77-1U169
Proton-tissue dose buildup factors
p007M A77-17565
Dependence of the vital staining of brain cortex
tissues on the nature of their blood supply
p O O B O A77-18921!
Interaction of oscillators - Effect of sinusoidal
stretching of the sinoatrial node on nodal rhythm
pOlOU A77-21582
Long-wavelength electromagnetic power .absorption
in ellipsoidal models of man and animals
pOIOS A77-22771
Hucopolysaccharides and collagen in tissues of
hypokinetic rats
p026«t A77-11071
Tissue respiration features in white rats
exhibiting high and low resistance to hypoxia
p0323 A77-U9UU3
Laboratory examination of unidentified suspected
tissue fragments found at aircraft sites
p0329 A77-50754
Potential biomedical applications of ion beam
technology
[HASA-TH-I-73512] p0031 N77-116SS
Hethod and system for in vivo measurement of bone
tissue using a two level energy source
[BASA-CASE-HSC-1Q276-1] p0084 H77-1M737
Bicrofiber. materials for growth of intimal linings
in circulatory assist devices
[PB-257846/6] p0089 B77-15629
An axisymmetric harmonic mixed-boundary-valne
problem
[BPL-HAC-67] p0111 877-16682
Extended automated separation techniques.in
destructive neutron activation analysis:
Application to various biological materials,
including human tissues and -blood
determining trace elements
[IBI-133-76-11]. pOIII H77-1668M
Survey of cell biology experiments in reduced
gravity
p<M19 H77-17683
Fifty year dose commitment to various organs and
tissues from inhalation of Xe-133
CCOHP-760444-1] p0121 H77-17702
System for and method of freezing biological tissue
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12173-1] p0257 877-27693
Tissue characterization with ultrasound
[PB-267397/8] p0311 H77-30745
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Comparative study of cardiovascular function and
ventricular premature complexes in smokers and











Protection of the cardiopnlmonary systems .against
the injurious effects of acceleration
[AD-A038014J p0313 N77-31772
Effects of G-indnced stress on pulmonary circulation
[AD-A040109] p0314 N77-31775
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Effect of orthostatlc and antiorthostatic













The effect of the torso boundaries on the
magnetocardiogram
p0022 A77-11710
The electrocardiographic image surface revisited
image torso configuration of homogeneous
isotropic conductors
p0105 A77-2158U
Rotational motion of an astronaut's trunk body
attitude change by arm and leg motions in
weightlessness
p0328 A77-50308
A three dimensional large displacement transient










NT CARBON HONOXIDE POISOBIBG
TOXIC HAZARDS
Food sanitation and air safety
p0003 A77-10066
Investigation of the composition of volatile
compounds in sweat and urine in man
p0010 A77-11365
Combined effect of hypokinesis and elevated oxygen
content on animal resistance to carbon monoxide
p0019 A77-11446
Pathomorphological changes in rat organs in the
case of chronic inhalation of a
polyethylsiloxane fluid
p0020 A77-11B60
nonitoring complex trace-gas mixtures by long-path
laser absorption spectrometry in long
duration manned mission closed environments( A S U S PAPBB 76-ENAS-8] p0096 A77-19»59
Occupational hazards of missile operations with
special .regard to the hydrazine propellants
p0184 N77-207IU
Influence of altered gaseous environments on long
metabolism
[AD-A037977] p0252 N77-26801
Inorganic arsenic[PB-266182/5] p0283 B77-297B4
Sulfur dioxide[PB-266160/1] p0283 B77-297(15





Toxic hazards tests for vehicles and other equipment
[AD-A040502] p0312 H77-31766
A proposal for evaluating human exposure to carbon
monoxide contamination in military vehicles
[AD-AOM0799] p0313 U77-31767




NT CABBON BONOXIDE POISONING
A technique for extracting blood samples from nice
in fire toxicity tests
p0095 A77-19371
Evaluation of the toxicity of combustion products
p01»1 A77-2i|<!53
Acute combined effects of HCN and CO, .with special
reference to a theoretical consideration of
acute combined effects on the basis of the blood
cyanide and COHb analyses
pOUl A77-2K055
A method for comparative testing of smoke toxicity
p0225 A77-35663'
A comparison of relative toxicity-rankings by some
small-scale laboratory tests
p0225 477-35665
Studies with the OSF/HASA toxicity screening test
method - Exercise wheels and oxygen replenishment
P0225 A77-35668
The possibility of flash fires in toxicity tests
p022b A77-35669
Effect of carbon monoxide on Swiss albino Bice
p0225 A77-35670
Effect of sulfur dioxide on Swiss albino mice
p0225 A77-35672
Effect of nitrogen dioxide on Swiss albino mice
p0225 A77-35673
Effect of dioxane on the functional condition of
the.central nervous system of rats toxic
component of spacecraft cabin atmosphere
p0228 A77-35794
The use of a behavioral response system in the .
OSF/NASA .toxicity screening test method
. p0328 A77-50627
Biological effect of fire suppression .by nitrogen
pressnrization .in enclosed environments !
p0328 A77-50630
Comparison of animal responses to the combustion
products generated by two test procedures, the
DSF/NASA methodology and the FAA/CAHI system
. p0328 A77-50631
. Effect of ammonia on Swiss albino mice
'p0328 A77-50635
Variation in animal response to different toxicants
p0328 A77-50636
A review of available LC/50/ data on toxic •
gases encountered in fires •
p0328 A77-50638




Toxicity of plastic combustion products. : • . ' .
Toxicological methodologies to assess the
relative hazards of thermal decomposition
products from polymeric materials
[PB-267233/5] . p0310 B77-30713
Criteria for a recommended standard: Occupational
exposure to allyl chloride
[PB-267071/9] , p031« B77-31778
TOXICIII AND SAFETY BAZABD
Systems for animal exposure in full-scale fire tests
p022« A77-35662
Cabin materials, their combustion properties and
the nature of noxious and toxic gases in fires -
The assessment of the human survival response
during aircraft accidents
P0263 A77-40945
Toxicological aspects in the investigation of
flight accidents -
• p012H B77-17722
Occupational health hazards associated with.
aircraft shelter operations
• p018Q B77-20746
Effect of dioxane on functional state of the rat's
central nervous system
p0213 B77-237BO
Toxicological and skin corrosion testing of
selected hazardous materials ' '
[PB-260975/Q] p0278 B77-28725
Criteria for a recommended standard: Occupational
exposure to acetylene •
[PB-267068/5] p031« B77-31779
loxicolbgical aspects of the Skylab program
' •' • p0339 H77-33790
TOIICOLOGI :
Systems for animal exposure in full-scale fire tests
p0224 477-35662
A bibliography of published information on
combustion toxicology,
p0225 177-35674
Biochemical effects of environmental pollutants
Book
p0248 A77-39100
Fire Injuries and the pathology and neuropatholog;
of single acute exposures to combustion products
- Pathology and nenropathology of aircraft fire
victims
p0263 A77-«09H2
Interaction between,methyl mercury and radiation
effects on nervous systems
[PB-265873/0] p0278 177-28728
Concepts in health evaluation of commercial, and
industrial chemicals
p0308 177-30719
Toxicology of metals, volume 2
CPB-268321/1] p0336 B77-3271S
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TRACE CORTARINANTS
Monitoring complex trace-gas niztares by long-path
laser absorption spectronetry in long
duration manned mission closed environments
[ A S M E PAPER 76-BNAS-8] p0096 A77-19159
Breathing oxygen: Parity.of oxygen generated by a
fluomine-based system
[AD-A030851] p0189 N77-2078<l
Electric discharge for treatment of trace
contaminants
[NASA-CASB-ABC-10975-1] p0235 N77-2<»771




State of the labyrinth tonic reflexes of position
during the administration of trace elements to
rabbits /copper, manganese, and cobalt/
p0011 A77-11375
Trace elements and the panspermia hypotheses
modal concentration comparison between
terrestrial organisms and sea water
p0108 A77-22707
The use of n-pentane as a tracer gas for the
quantitative evaluation of aircrew protective
breathing equipment
p0326 A77-119929
Extended automated separation techniques in
destructive neutron activation analysis:
Application to various biological materials,
including human tissues and blood
determining trace elements
[IRI-133-76-11] p0111 H77-1668Q
Comparative investigation.of trace elements in
human blood neutron activation analysis
[IRI-133-76-10] p0213 N77-237UI1
TRACHEA
Ultrastructural changes in tracheal epithelial
cells exposed to oxygen
p032» A77-«9829
TRACKING (POSITION)
NT COMPENSATORY T R A C K I N G
HT OPTICAL TEACHING
HI PDBSDIT TRACKING
solving the optimal attention allocation problem
in manual control
p0065 A77-16192
The human operator in manual preview tracking /an
experiment and its modeling via optimal control/
p0095 A77-19381
Identification of a parametric model of the human
operator in closed-loop control tasks
p0181 A77-30000
Glare recovery of various colors with respect to a
tvo-dimensional tracking task
p0230 A77-36557
Performance measures of human tracking utilizing
FID modeling and a closed loop error metric
p02«1 A77-37465
Control theory measures of tracking as indices of
attention allocation strategies
p0291 A77-UU538
coordination of the head and eyes in pursuit of
predictable and random target motion
p0297 A77-H5536
Some effects of sleep deprivation on tracking
performance in static.and dynamic environments
[AD-A033331/0] p018S N77-20753
Performance measures of human tracking utilizing
PID modeling and a closed loop error metric
[AD-A031092] p0189 N77-20783
A dual-loop model of the human controller in
single-axis tracking tasks
[NASA-TS-732Q9] p02S9 N77-27708
A phase plane approach to study the adaptive





Human resources as engineering design criteria
[AD-A024676] p0086 N77-m7»7
A tradeoff study of determine the optimum approach
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Visibility of traffic control devices - Catering
for the real observer
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The contribution of the EOBOCONTROL Institute of
Air Navigation Services towards standardising
the training of controllers
pOOII A77-1IKM9
' A high resolution vision system for aircraft, and
trainers
P0211 A77-37166
Biomedical aspects of the mastering of outer space
with the aid of remotely controlled devices
for planetary rover operator training
[IAF PAPBB :77-2H2] p0332 A77-51<193






NT SPACECBAFT CABIN SIMULATORS
Instructional systems development - A new approach
to flight-crew proficiency
pOIIU A77-2Q856
Keeping up on the ground flight simulators
p0305 A77-U7877
Neutral buoyancy: .One possible tool for man's
training in a simulated zero-g environment
/ p0159 B77-19736




Control and stability problems of remote orbital
capture
. . p0271 A77-036<I<1
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Influence of the journey's time of day on the de-.
and resynchronization of the 21-honr rhythm of
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NT BODDLATION TRANSFER FUNCTION
Proceedings and findings of the 1976 workshop on
Bide Quality passenger acceptance .of
transportation systems
[NASA-CP-2006] . p0259 N77-27710




The next step toward total simulation for
transitloning air carrier pilots
[AIAA PAPER 77-1253] p0291 A77-«l<l31t1.
Keeping up on the ground flight simulators
p030S A77-«7877
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Transient circadian internal desynchronization
after light-dark phase shift is monkeys
p010» A77-21S76
Transient asymptomatic S-T segment depression
Soring daily activity
pOISO A77-26212
Transient responses to shifts of angle of
illumination in retinal nearons
p0061 N77-136<I2
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Investigating the possibility of using the
transpiration moisture condensate of sweet




Characteristics in the atmosphere of long-range
transport aircraft cabins effects on aircrew
fatigue
p02<13 A77-38034
Subjective response to combined noise and









Light-induced glutamate transport in Halobacterium
halobium envelope vesicles. II'- Evidence that
the driving force is a light-dependent sodium
gradient
p0006 A77-10704
Determination'of oxygen tension by neasnrement of
net charge transport.
p0023 177-12215
Analogies between respiration and a light-driven
proton pump as sources of energy for active
glntamate transport in Halobacterinm halobinn
p0171 A77-27360
TBAHSPOBT VEHICLES
Proceedings and findings of the 1976 Workshop on
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Effect of transverse.accelerations on the motor
function of the stomach
pOOII A77-11376
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The response of healthy men to treadmill exercise
p0079 A77-18519
New practical treadmill protocol for clinical use
P0206 A77-33275
Studies with the OSF/NASA toxicity screening test
method - Exercise wheels and oxygen replenishment
p0225 A77-3566B
Validity and reliability of pedometers in habitual
activity research
P0262 A77-4066<1
Pace and grade related to the oxygen and energy
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Tumor localization and beam monitoring -
Electrofluorotomography
p0129 A77-23321
Effects .of gravitational and magnetic fields on
transplanted nenroblastona vascnlarity
p0298 A77-45789




Tuning properties of cochlear hair cells
p0248 A77-39372
TBBBIDITI
The effects of variations in turbidity on cycles















Organization and operation of civil aviation
medicine in the Soviet Onion
p0270 A77-42144
Equipment for the cosmonaut
[HASA-TT-F-17275] p0033 H77-11670
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waveform perception
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Interaction of the analyzers during orientation
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Objective and automated measurement of dynamic
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Intramodal and intermodal transfer of movement
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notion sickness - An evolutionary hypothesis
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waveform perception
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Temporal studies with flashed gratings -
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The organization of human vision for'pattern
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Neurophysiology and road safety: Contribution of
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Color inputs to orientation detectors in the human
visual system
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Conditions for improving visual information
processing
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Photo-initiated processes in vision
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Vivo
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human tracking performance
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molecular structure by neutron diffraction
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Light energy transduction by the purple membrane
of halophilic bacteria; Proceedings of the
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Experimental investigation of the psychic-related
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Shuttle era waste collection
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water-containing wastes during space flight
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Electrolytic urine pretreatnent for potable
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Improved waste water vapor compression
distillation technology for Spacelab
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Several methods for concentrating bacteria in
fluid samples
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electrolysis system generating oxygen for
life support system
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Aqueous artefacts: The riddle of bound water
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A sorption method for the reclamation of water for
the personal hygiene of cosmonauts
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Conditioning of water regenerated from
water-containing wastes during space flight
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Evaluation of the quality of reclaimed water on
the basis of total organic carbon content
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Development of a water quality monitor for
spacecraft application
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Preliminary design of a preprototype Bater Quality
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Evaluation of the quality of reclaimed water on
the.basis of total organic carbon content
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The effect of B20/H2 and C02/CO ratios on the
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Hash water reclamation technology for advanced
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Conditioning of water regenerated from
water-containing wastes -— during space flight
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Development of an advan'ced combined iodine
dispenser/detector for spacecraft water
supplies
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Rash water reclamation technology for advanced
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The origin and characterization of the primary
signal, noise, and interference sources in the
high frequency electrocardiogram
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The detection and analysis of point processes in
biological signals
p0231 A77-36720
Detection and discrimination of simple and complex
patterns at low spatial frequencies visual
waveform perception
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Distortion of non-invasive cardiac pulse carves -
A capillary-damped pick-up and a calibration
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A model study of stroke values calculated from
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Physiological mass measurements in Skylab
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WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS
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Medical experiment H-171 - Besults from the second
manned Skylab mission
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Effect of penetrating radiation on skeletal
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Cognitive .activity of man during adaptation to
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Determination of the adhesion properties of
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Visual field contraction during G stress at 13,
45, and 65 deg seatback angles
p0141 A77-24501
Changes in clinical cardiologic measurements
associated with high +G sub z stress
p0029 B77-11615
GILLIO, A. A.
Summary report of ARBL Bemotely Piloted Vehicle
(BPV) system simulation study 4 results
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GILBOBB, G. C..




A kinesthetic-tactnal display concept for
helicopter-pilot workload reduction
[AHS 77-33-22] p0249 A77-40062
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QXBBBL, It. S.
Psychological aspects of cardiac arrhythmia
p0199 177-31550
GIIDLBH, J. B.




The search foe life on Bars * viking 1976 gas
changes as indicators of biological activity
p0078 177-17899
GIHSBOBG, B. V.
Dependence of the biological effect of radiation
on the area of irradiated body surface
p0049 177-14809
Bemopoiesis in dogs whose bone marrow was shielded




Effect of accelerations, additional weight stress,
and hypoXinesia on protein metabolism in the
Japanese quail /Coturnix cotarniz japonica/. I -
Effect on muscle composition
p0009 177-11353
6IB1BDOL1, B. ».
Effects of water immersion on long volumes -
Iiplications for body composition analysis
p0299 177-45911
GITBLZOI, I. I.
Life support system with autonomous control
employing plant photosynthesis
p0051 177-15190
Problems in the development of human engineering
biological life support systems.
P0177 177-28267




Kinetic chemolnminescence characteristics of
animal and human blood serum
p0226 177-35741
GLADE, B.
Femur-bending properties as influenced by gravity.
I - Ultimate load and moment for 3-G rats
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6L1DXLKIB, a. B.




Centrifuge assessment of a reclining seat
p0030 H77-11648
GL1SBB, 2. B.
Bibliography of reported biological phenomena(effects) and clinical manifestations attributed
to microwave and radio-frequency radiation,
supplement number 7
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Some results of an analysis of the rotation of toe
• human body in space
p0299 177-46380
6L12KOV1, V. a.
Prevention of decompression sickness as related to
repeated extravehicular activities
p0015 177-11408
Prevention of decompression sickness during




The cost of categorization in visual search -
Incomplete processing of targets and field items
pOOSI 117-15616
CLICK, D. D.
Development of a prototype experimental plan to
evaluate stabilized optical viewing devices. 2:
Inflight measures of airsickness potential
[lD-1025455) pOOSB B77-12704
In-flight evaluation of hand-held optically
stabilized target acquisition devices
p0060 H77-12717




Clinical manifestations of mitral annulus




Responses, to temperate, cold, and hot environments
and the effect of physical training
p0173 177-27563
GLIRBB, J. 1.




Psychopharmacology in aviation and astronautics
p0263 177-41064
GLO1ZB1CB, 8. I.




Parametric study and preliminary evaluation of
reverse osmosis for seawater desalination
[OBBl-TH-5231] ' p0236 S77-25770
GLOH14IC, B.
Hew method of artificial motion synthesis and
application to locomotion robots and'manipulators
p0144 177-24830
GLOSBKO, 1. 1. .




Fast motor units are not preferentially activated
in rapid.voluntary contractions in man
p0248 177-39365
60D01BD, J. D.
Evaluation of the compatibility of materials in
contact with blood
[PB-257219/6] p0084 S77-14739
GOB0H1BD, ». J. 1.
Non-invasive mechanical methods in cardiology and
cardiovascular dynamics; Proceedings of the
Fourth DorId Congress on Ballistocardiography
and Cardiovascular Dynamics, Imsterdam,
Netherlands, Ipril 14-16, 1975
P0108 177-22857
6OBBBBS, B. F.
Subjective stress assessment - 1 new, simple
method to determine.pilot workload
p0244 177-38043
GOBIBBS, K. S,.




Circuit for automatically zeroing aortic flow base
line from electromagnetic flowmeter ,
p0221 177-34313
COFF, G. D.
The scalp topography of human somatosensory and
auditory evoked potentials
! pOlOO 177-19945




1 study using infra red thermography of clothing




The scalp topography of hnman somatosensory and
auditory evoked potentials
pOlOO 177-19945
The scalp topography of hnman visual evoked
potentials
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PBBSOHAl ADTHOB IHDBZ . SOBSH, t. f.
p0106 A77-21900
GOGEI, B. C.
An indirect method of measuring perceived distance
from familiar size
p0099 477-19673




Microorganisms as producers of hydrogen
[HASA-TT-F-17131] p0025 H77-10776
GOLABD, I. 6.
Functional state of the liver-pancreas system
during exposure to lov transverse accelerations
p0017 A77-11427
Activity of the digestive system during 19-day
antiorthostatic human hypokinesia
p0045 &77-14179
















Current approaches to resolving the physiological




Dynamic membrane hyperfiltration wash water recovery
[ASHE PAPBB 77-EHAS-21] p0301 A77-46862
G01DSTEII, B. B.




Influence of acute hypozia on direct reaction time
p0246 A77-38894
GOLEGO, ». B.
Dichotomy in the dynamics of man-machine systems
p0177 A77-28726
GOLIKOVA, B. t.




Operational requirements for aircrew antiexposore
suits in the D.S. Navy
p0326 A77-49937
GOLOVKIB, 1. G.
Physiological substantiation of the permissible
magnitudes of external resistance to breathing
p0223 A77-35537
The probability of decompression sickness as a
result of going oat in a pressure suit fron a
spacecraft with an atmosphere close to that on
earth
[IAF PAPEB A-77-41] p0333 A77-51519
GOLDS, D. H.




Electrocardiograph examination of the crew of the
second Salyut-4 expedition
p0227 A77-35779
Electrographic examination of the crew on the
second expedition of Salyut-4
p0211 B77-23725
GOLOBETS, B. 1.








Comparison of human information processing




Effect of emotional stress on some self-regulatory
processes of higher nervous activity
p0223 A77-35534
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Color vision in the peripheral retina. I -
Spectral sensitivity. II - Hue and saturation
pOIOS A77-22396
GOBDOB, B. 6.
A mathematical model of the human temperature








Response of the yestibular apparatus to prolonged
caloric stimulation of the labyrinths
p0146 A77-25416
Adaptation of vestibnlar responses to galvanic
stimulation of the labyrinths
p01«6 A77-25417
GOBIACHEVA, I. I.
A histochemical study of the digestive organs of
mice following flight aboard cosBos-605
p0264 A77-41070
GOB1ACHET, T. 1.
The effect of impact accelerations on the heart
and hemodynamics of rats
pOOII A77-11372
GOBLIH, B.
Echocardlographlc diagnosis of left anterior
descending coronary artery disease
p0262 A77-40672
GOBODIBSKII. S. B.




Effect of space flight on skeletal bones In'rats
/light- and electron-microscopic investigation/
p0147 A77-26103
GOBSH, L..T.
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A study of the ere* metabolic contribution into
the space cabin atmosphere during space flights
[IAF PAPEB 77-2M3] p0332 A77-51U91
GOBTHAKEB, 6. C.
The influence of the position of the oxygen
dissociation curve on oxygen-dependent functions
of the isolated perfused rat liver. II - Studies
at different levels of hypoxia induced by
decrease of blood flow rate
pOOOtt A77-10223
GOTT, V. L.




Effect of increased pressures of oxygen, nitrogen,




Hyocardial imaging with thallinm-201 at rest and
during exercise - Comparison with coronary
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roentgenograms following Skylab missions
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Headlight factors and nighttime vision
[PB-262507/2] p0236 U77-2H776
GBAHAB, 6.
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. [AD-A037U6B] p0253 S77-26803
GBABifl, B.
visual detection of aperiodic spatial stimuli by
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p0221 A77-3M453
GBABAR, T.
Effects of hyperoxia on leg blood flow and
metabolism during exercise
p0176 A77-27927
GBAH1R, T. P., JB.
Methods and new approaches to the calculation of
physiological parameters by videodensitometry
p0079 A77-18286
GBAHIAK, B.
Echocardiographic features of combined membranous




Dependence of the biological effect of radiation
on the area of irradiated body surface
p0009 A77-14809
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Development anomalies in biological systems of
animals due to heavy nuclei of cosmic radiation
P0169 A77-26937
6BAVB3, B. C.
Skylab environmental and crew microbiology studies
p0339 H77-33788
GBil, D. B.
Implanted energy conversion system •
[PB-257888/8] p0090 H77-15636
GBAI, G. i.
Pulmonary gas exchange in acute mountain sickness
pOOOl 477-10052
Benin, aldosterone, electrolyte, and cortisol
responses to hypoxic decompression
p0321 A77-49261
GBAY, B.
The effects of 3 hours of vertical vibration at 5
Hz on the performance of some tasks
[BAB-TB-76011] p0156 B77-18746
GBAI, I. B.
The effects of system and environmental factors
upon experienced pilot performance in the
advanced simulator for pilot training
[AD-A043195] p0336 B77-32717
GHAIBIB1, a.
Prevention of experimental motion sickness by
scopolamine absorbed through the skin
p0003 A77-10064
Airborne testing of three antimotion sickness
preparations
P0047 A77-14638
Comparison of susceptibility to notion sickness
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earth-horizontal, 10 deg head-up, and 10 deg
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p0103 A77-21166
The.prevention of motion sickness in orbital flight
p0133 A77-2H110
Some physiological effects of alternation between
zero gravity and one gravity
p0229 A77-35817
Somatosensory motion, after-effect following
'earth-horizontal rotation about the Z-axis - A
new illusion
p02«2 A77-38033
Evaluation of .a new antinauseant drug for the
prevention of motion sickness
P0325 A77-09837
Successful trnasfer of adaptation environments in
navy flight training
p0159 H77-19733
Experiment R131. Human vestibular function
p0339 H77-33791
GBBCO, S.
Beview of radiochemical methods for Pn-239
detection in environmental and biological samples
[ISS-B-75/12] pOOSI H77-12682
Health implications of the risks connected with
the use of americium 241 for lightning protection
[ISS-B-75/16] pOOSS B77-12684
GBBBR, A. E. S.
Average latitudinal variation in ultraviolet
radiation at the earth's surface
p0007 A77-10991
GBEBB, B. D.
Monitoring complex trace-gas mixtures by long-path
laser absorption spectrometry
[ASBE PAPEB 76'-BRAS-8] p0096 A77-19459
GBEB1, B. K.
Academic attrition from Navy technical training .
class A school courses
[TABG-47] p031« 877-31780
GBBBH, P. S.
Potential of. real-time..orthographic ultrasonic
imaging for cardiovascular diagnosis
p0069 A77-173S4
Potential of real-time orthographic ultrasonic
imaging for cardiovascular diagnosis
p0112 H77-16690
Development of high-resolution ultrasonic imaging




Hetabolic rates in five.animal populations after
long-term exposure to sangnine/sea-farer ELF
Electromagnetic fields in nature
[lD-i024955] p0053 N77-12668
Sanguine/seafarer extremely low frequency
electromagnetic fields: Effect of long-term
exposure on soil arthropods in nature
CAD-A027513] p0086 B77-15611
GBEBIB, F. H.
measurement of BF power-absorption in biological
specimens (10 tos100 RBz)
B-38
PBBSONAL 10TBOB IHDEI GBIBBBBG, B.
[PB-263101/8] p0234 N77-24765
GBRBBB, K. H.
Workshop on the treatment of decompression sickness
[AD-A027626] p0088 H77-15623
GBBBHLBAF, a. B.
Effect of hypovolemia, infusion, and oral
rehydration on gradnal onset +Gz acceleration
tolerance
[IAF PAPEB 76-039] p0007 A77-10888
Cardiorespiratory deconditioning vith static and
dynamic leg exercise during bed rest
p0068 A77-16781
Fluid and electrolyte shifts daring bed rest vith
isonetric and isotonic exercise
p0130 A77-23423
Fluid and electrolyte shifts in vomen during *Gz




Effects of exercise on fluid exchange and body
conposition in Ban during 14-day bed rest
p0292 A77-44720
Effect of hypovolemia, infusion, and oral
'rehydration on plasma electrolytes, ADB, renin
activity, and *6/z/ tolerance
p0295 A77-45526
Cardiorespiratory responses to exercise after bed
rest in men and women
p0328 A77-50444
Thermistor holder for skin temperature measurements
[BaSA-CASB-ABC-10855-1] p0026 H77-10780
GB8BBIEAF, J. F.
Development of high-resolution ultrasonic imaging
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Dynamic nembrane hyperfiltration wash water recovery
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Presentation of information to pilots
p0101 A77-20604
6BBGOBI, T. J.
Bemotely piloted aircraft in the civil environment
p0286 H77-29772
GBBGOBI, 1. D.
' Evidence of morphological and physiological




Stabilization studies on human interferon
[PB-264824/4] p0278 N77-28724
6BESSAHG, B. V.
Low visibility landing pilot modeling experiment
and data, phase 1[AD-A025885] p0063 H77-136S8
GBBSTI, B.
The assessment of position of stationary targets
perceived during saccadic eye movement
p0004 477-10224
Coordination of the head and eyes in pursuit of
predictable and random target motion
p0297 A77-45536
GBIBFABB, B.








Duration of whole-body vibration exposure - Its
effect on comfort
pOOOS A77T10341
Eye motion during whole-body vertical vibration
p0067 A77-16750
The evaluation of human exposure to helicopter
vibration .
p0198 A77-31027
The use of an intensity matching technique to
evaluate human response to whole-body vibration
p0266 A77-41457
The evaluation of discomfort prodnced by multiple
frequency whole-body vibration
p0266 A77-41458










Cross-sectional echocardiography in the diagnosis
of congenital heart disease - Identification of




Effect of prolonged space flight on cardiac
function and dimensions
p0342 H77-33815
GBIFFITH, L. S. C.
Thallinm-201 myocardial perfusion imaging at rest
and during exercise - Comparative sensitivity to
electrocardiography in coronary artery disease
p0079 A77-18547
GBIFFITH, i. B.
Implanted energy conversion system
[PB-257888/8] p0090 B77-15636
GBIGOBEV, A. I.
Effect of nerobol on the fluid-electrolyte
metabolism and function of kidneys in man during
120-day hypokinesia
p0018 A77-11440
Deconditioning during prolonged immersion and
possible countermeasares
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Clinical course of radiation damage.at high
altitudes
p0049 A77-14810
Investigation of radiation sensitivity in mammals
under long duration weightlessness
p013b A77-24147
Summary and outlook for collaboration in space
biology and.medicine
p0179 A77-28898
Plasma and tissue lipid changes in rats irradiated
in cosmic space
[IAF PAPEB 77-263] p0333 A77-51503
Influence of irradiation and space flight factors
of nucleic acids and deoxyribonncleoprotein in
liver and spleen of rat
[IAF PAPEB 77-265] p0333 A77-51505
GBIGOBEfA, L. P.




The microscopic and crystalline structure,
nicrohardness, and mineral saturation of the
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Studies on the nature of plasma growth hormone
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GBISBASOV, V. B.
Investigation of the auditory function Anting
transversally directed acceleration
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The tine of adaptation of flying personnel to
subtropical climates
p0011 A77-11377
Comparative characterization of electrocardiograms
in flight personnel vith normal and excessive
weight under moderate hypoxia
p0016 A77-11416
GBIISIOK, B. I.
Effect of orotic acid on weight dynamics in rats
snbjected to restrained motor activity
p0021 A77-11463
BROPF, S. D.
Development and validation of an equation for










Alterations in the coronary circalation of man
following ascent to 3,100 m altitude
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Bypergravitation and sympatho-adrenergic reactivity
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Study on incubators and holding nnits for cells
and tissues, plants and low vertebrates. Volume
1: Study report
[BSA-CB(P)-943-VOl-1] p0282 H77-29730
Study on incubators and holding units for cells




Body composition changes in men and women after
2-3 weeks of bed rest
p0136 A77-24162
6BBBBBT, B. 1.
Fire injuries and the pathology and nenropathology
of single acute exposures to combustion products




The effects of system and environmental factors
upon experienced pilot performance in the
advanced simulator for pilot training
[AD-A043195] p0336 S77-32717
60AITIBBI, D. B.
Trace elements and the panspernia hypotheses•
p0108 A77-22707
eOAltlBBOTTI, T.
Investigation of the effect of free fall on the
vestibnlar 'organ and of its post-flight
readaptation as part of the shuttle program: A
contribution to basic vestibnlar physiology and
to the problem of space sickness
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GOIBDO. B.




Crewuans retention system for protection against
high speed ejection up to 600 knots
[AD-1036898] p0240 H77-25798
GDBBBKO, T. V.
Some problems.in cardiac electrokymography
p0323 A77-49446
GOBDBSE1, a.
Performance of an observer in real time
reconnaissance
[BHVG-FBHT-76-5] p0156 B77-18743
GOEDBI, F. B., JB.
Antisomatogyral illusion
p0325> A77-49836
Development of a prototype experimental plan to
evaluate stabilized optical viewing devices. 2:
Inflight measures of airsickness potential
CAD-A025455] pOOSS H77-12704
Visual counteraction of nauseogenic and




A method and data for video monitor sizing
p0164 A77-26633
GOBV, A. A,
Prediction and analysis of the heart rate of
cosmonauts by the method of extrapolation
modelling.in the class of differential equations
p0227 A77-35783
GDI2TOB. D.
Beurophysiology and road safety: Contribution of
the frontal lobes to visual orienting
pOOS3 B77-12672
GUS, D. B.
Advanced simulation in undergraduate pilot
training: An overview \
[AD-A030224] p0158 B77-18755
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Army Life-Support Power Source System (ALPSS) for
environmental control of casualty holding and
evacuation bag
[&D-A031211] p0189 B77-20788
GOPT&, 3. S. l
Prediction of maximal aerobic power in man
p0180 A77-29777
GOPfA, P. R.




Begnlation of hemodynamics in the presence of
oxygen deficiency in blood and tissues
p0226 A77-35740
GOBPIBKEL, V. 8.
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GOBoySICII. B. B.
The Soynz-Apollo experimental flight - Preliminary
results of medico-biological research carried,
out during flight of Soynz-19
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Preliminary results of nedical studies during the
flight of the second expedition of the Salynt 4
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Some problems of space medicine
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Physicochemical purification of the gas-vapor
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p0019 A77-11449
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Features of the cerebral and peripheral blood
circulation in healthy people of different ages
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A statistical approach to rhythm diagnosis of
cardiograms
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Prediction and analysis of cosmonauts' pulse rate
by the method of extrapolation modeling in the
class of differential equations
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Photo-initiated processes in vision
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from the isolated guinea pig heart during




Color coding of information on electronic displays
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Requirements concerning biotelemetry systems with
examples regarding the application
[DGIB PAPEB 76-123] p0037 A77-12980
BilHBS, B. F.
Effect of hypovol'emia, infusion, and oral
rehydration on gradual onset »Gz acceleration
tolerance
[IAF PAPEB 76-039] p0007 A77-10888
Effect of hypovolemia, infusion, and oral
rehydration on plasma electrolytes, ADH, renin
activity, and *G/z/ tolerance
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ATA by intermittent 02 exposure
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A nonlinear model for the spatial characteristics
of the human visual system
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HALL, C. J.
Effect of heat acclimatization on intravascnlar
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Technology advancement of the electrochemical C02
concentrating process
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Physical activity and coronary heart disease;
Proceedings of the Third Paavo Hurmi Symposium,
Helsinki, Finland, September 18-20, 1975
pOOSI A77-14958
BALTOBSOB, H. O.




Finite element stress analysis of the human left
ventricle whose irregular shape is developed
from single plane cineangiocardiogram
p0331 A77-51260
BABILTOB, G. R.
Hyocardial imaging with thalliam-201 at rest and
during exercise - Comparison with coronary




Effects of cold exposure and dehydration on renal
function in black-tailed prairie dogs
p0141 A77-24367
HiHILIOl, B. W., JB.
Human tolerance to He, He, and B2 at respiratory
gas densities equivalent to He-o2 breathing at
depths to 1200, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000 feet
of sea water /Predictive Studies III/
p0325 A77-49834
BABLIB, B. I,
Effect .of sustained +G sab z acceleration on
cardiac output and fractionation of cardiac
output in awake miniature swine
p0030 B77-11650
Cardiovascular, renal and respiratory effects of
high intensity, intermediate duration, low
frequency vibration
[AD-A025098] p0032 H77-11664
Cardiovascular, renal and respiratory effects of




Thyroid, cold acclimation influences on
norepinephrine metabolism in brown fat
p0270 A77-42180
BABOLSEI, tf «.
Thyroid cold acclimation Influences on
norepinephrine metabolism in brown fat
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BABDLBB, S.
Skylab oral health studies
p0339 B77-33786
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P. .I.e. in-flight blood collection system
p03UH H77-33825
BAHHOB. J. P.
oxygen transport daring early altitude
acclimatization - A perspective study
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BKHSBH, D. R.
Flezilevel adaptive testing paradigm: Validation
in technical training
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A progress report on VISIONS: Bepresentation and
control in the construction of visual models
[AD-A028329] p0118 H77-167K2
BAUSON, B. S.
Dormant and resistant stages of procaryotic cells
p0167 A77-26663
BAHSOR, S.
Is the discrimination of notion-path length unique
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HAHSSON, J. B.
whole body vibration: A mechanical and




Formation of amino acids from elemental carbon by
contact glow discharge electrolysis
p0169 A77-26983
BUBAIABBIE, 6.




Interaction between methyl mercury and radiation
effects on nervons systems[PB-265873/0] p0278 H77-28728
BABDIB, J.. B.
Potential radiological, impact of airborne releases
and direct gamma radiation to individuals living
near inactive uranium mill tailings piles[PB-258166/8] p0121 H77-17705
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Flexilevel adaptive testing paradigm: Validation
in technical training
[AD-A042977] p0336 B77-32718
BABBIS, 3. O., JB.
Becent developments in PLZT electrooptic shutters
p007» A77-17529
Development of a helmet-mounted PLZT thermal/flash
protection system
p0327 A77-49943
Protection from retinal burns and flashblindness
due to atomic flash
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Computerized X-ray reconstruction tomography in
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Effects of chronic hypoxia and dietary restriction
on myocardial enzyme activities
p0006 A77-10800
BABBISOB, D. C,
Cardiovascular imaging and inage processing:
Theory and practice - 1975; Proceedings of the
Conference, Stanford University, Stanford,
Calif., July 10-12, 1975
p0069 A77-17351
Computer processing of echocardiographic images
p0070 A77-17355
The user's view of commercially available medical
technology
P0072 A77-17371
Cardiovascular imaging and image processing:
Theory and practice, 1975
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Computer processing of echocardiographic images
p0112 H77-16691
HABBISOH, 6. A.
Oltrastrnctural changes in tracheal epithelial
cells exposed to oxygen
p0324 A77-19829
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Heasnrement of change.in plasma volume during heat
exposure and exercise
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Effect of heat acclimatization on intravascnlar
responses to acute heat stress in man
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Buman amino acid excretion during and following an
extended airborne alert
p0218 A77-31051
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Computer identification of prematare ventricular
contractions in electrocardiograms
[AD-A035285] p0237 B77-25779
The scaling problem in visual pattern recognition
CAD-A035290] p0239 H77-25793
Implementation of a method to detect the single
visual evoked response
[AD-A039756] p0314 B77-31776
AIB FOBCE BADIOLOGICAL BEALTB LIB.,
BBIGHT-PAfTEBSOB AFB, OBIO.
A review of current and proposed standards for




AIB FOBCB STSTBIS COHHAHD, BBOOKS MB, TBX.
OSAP aviator classes. HGO-4/P: History and
present state of development
p0059 B77-12712
AIB POBCB WBAPORS 1KB., KBTLABD APB, B. HBI.
Adjoint nonte Carlo generated radiation response
functions for the B-1 aircraft
[AD-A025756] pOOSS B77-12687
ALBBBTA UBIV., EDBOiTOB.
Analysis of multiple frequency food processing
system
[AD-A026768] p0091 H77-156U&
ALCOBH STATE DHIV., IOBHAB, HISS.
Bio-gas production from alligator veeds
[BASA-CB-149809] pOlbS 877-19729
ABBBICAB HOSBOB OF HATOBAL BISTOBI, HEI IOBK.
Space age research ana medicine: A study of
dynamic man in his environment
p0191 H77-21827
AHBBIBD PDBLISBIBG CO. PVT. LTD., BBR DELHI (IBDIA).
Bussian literature on aviation, space and
high-altitude biology and medicine: A
bibliography. Volume 2
[BASA-TT-F-16119] p0233 877-2*758
ABICOB COBP., 1EXIBGTOR, BASS.
Hollow fiber membranes for advanced life support
systems
[ASHE PAPEB 77-ESAS-43) p0303 A77-468B4
AIACAPi SCIEBCES, IBC., SABTA BABBABA, CALIF.
Aircrew training requirements for
nap-of-the-earth flight
[AD-A030420] p0158 877-18754
ABDBOS, IBC., BEBKBLBI, CALIF.
Past response.CO/SF6 pulmonary function analyzer
for continuous diffusion capacity measurement
[PB-258867/1 ] p0186 877-20762
APPLIED PSYCHOLOGICAL SBBYICES, IAIBE, PA.
Applications of human performance reliability
evaluation concepts and demonstration guidelines
[AD-A037632] p0251 B77-26809
Development and validation of an. equation for
predicting the comprehensibility of textural
material
[AD-A010755] .p02B8 877-29789
ABGOBBE BATIOBAL LAB., ILL.





ABIZOBA STATE OBIV., TBBPE.




Beurotrophic control of mammalian skeletal
muscle: The role of sabmechanical threshold
bioelectric activity
p0087 H77-1561H
Free radicals in biological energy conversion:
EPB studies of model systems
(COO-908-50] p0207 B77-22796
ABBED FOBCBS IBST. OF PATHOLOGY, H&SHISGTOH, D. C.
Development of aircraft accident investigation
program at the Armed Forces Institute of
Pathology
p0122 B77-17711
Procedures for identification of mass disaster
victims
00123 S77-17717
Correlation of occurrence of aircraft accidents
with biorhythnic criticality and cycle phase
p0123 B77-17720
The.intucpertatlon of precentage saturation of
carbon•monoxide in aircraft-accident
fatalities with thermal injury
p0123 B77-17721
accident reconstruction-from analysis of injuries
p012l( B77-17724
ABHBD FOBCBS BADIOBIOLOGT BESEABCB IBS!., BETBBSDA,
BD.
Hicrovave .exposure facility: Multiple animal
exposure at equal power density
[AD-A02«939] p0053 B77-12667
ABBY ABBOBBDICAL BBSBABCB LAB., FOBt BOCRBB, ALA.
Aeromedical review of oxygen requirements of OS
Army aviators
[AD-A024726] pOOSS 877-12688
Vision with the AB/PVS-5 night vision goggle
p0059 B77-12715
In-flight evaluation of hand-held optically
stabilized target acquisition devices
p0060 B77-12717
Dynamic visual acoity in fatigued pilots
[AD-A027663] p0064 077-13661
Some specific effects of hypobaric hypoxia on
cellular metabolism
[AD-A028928] p0122 B77-17706
Bead injury .pathology and its clinical, safety
and administrative significance
C-2
COBPOBATB SOURCE INDEX BOEIBG COBPOTBB SERVICES, IBC., SEATTLE, RASH.
p0124 N77-17725
The attenuation efficiency score: A measure of
overall hearing protective efficiency of
hearing protectors
p018<l H77-20741
In-flight performance with'night vision.goggles
during reduced illumination
[AD-A031991] p0208 N77-22805
Aviator performance during day and night terrain
flight
[AD-A034898] p0235. H77-24773
Bass spectroscopic analysis of polyether and
polyurethane foam plastics degeneration in the
SPH-1 helmet
[AD-A036447] p0281 H77-28744
Hedical aspects of army aviation and airborne
and ground operations affecting health and
efficiency of the soldiers
[AD-A039804] p0310 N77-30738
Aeronedical evaluation of the army molecular
sieve oxygen generator AHSOG systems
CAD-A039855] ) p0312 N77-3075»
Measurement of aviator visual performance and
workload during helicopter operations
[AD-A035757] p0316 N77-31790
ABBY AIB BOBILITY BESEABCH ARD DEVBLOPBBRT LAB.,
ROFFETT FIELD, CALIF.
A kinesthetic-tactual display concept for
helicopter-pilot workload reduction
[AHS 77-33-221 p02<49 A77-40062
ABBY COHBIHED ABBS COBBAT DEVBLOPBBBTS ACTIVITY,
POET LEAVERBOBTH. KABS.
Analysis of phase 2A of FE 43.8
[AD-A02S823] . p0063 N77-13659
ABBI COBSTBOCTIOB EB6IBEEBIBG BBSEAHCH LAB.,
CBAHFAIGH, ILL.
Conceptualization of habitability expressions
for the habitability data base
[AD-A029661] p0158 H77-18757
Concepts for the generation, communication, and
evaluation of habitability criteria ,
[AD-AOII1187] p0337 R77-32724
Development of an objective definition of
habitability and a habitability data base
[AD-A041188] p0337 R77-32725
ABUT ELBCTROBICS COBBABD, FOBT HOHHOOTH, I. J.
A kinesthetic-tactual display concept for
helicopter-pilot workload redaction
[ABS 77-33-22] p0249 A77-40062
ABIT BHVIROBBERTAL BTGIEBE AGBRCY, ABEBDEBR PBOVIRG
GBODBD, HD.
Spectral irradiance of several ultraviolet
sources, July - September 1976
[AD-A0312761 p0187 H77-20769
Evaluation of the potential retinal hazards from
optical radiation generated by electric
welding and cutting .ARCS
[AD-A043023:) p0335 R77-32710
ABBI IRST. OF DBRTAL 8BSEABCH, WASBIRGTOR,•D. C.
Pulp effects of neodymium laser: A preliminary '
report
[AD-A029676] p0185 R77-20757
ABBY BATERIEL COBBAND, TBXARKARA, TEX.
A free head-movement pupillometer system
[AD-A025900] p0057 R77-12698
A study of the effect of controlled exercise on
performance daring stressful conditions
[AD-A026350] p0088 H77-15625
Use of Kirlian photography in fatigue assessment
[HD-A026349] p0088 H77-15626
The effects of driver comfort on vehicle speed
[AD-A026348] p0094 877-15664
ABBT BEDICAL IRTBLLIGEHCB AHD IRFOBBATIOH AGENCY,
RASHIRGTOR, D. C.
Estimate of the perceptive load by variability
of rate of heartbeat
[AD-A0424951 p0335 B77-32709




ABBY BESEABCB IRST. OF EBVIBO1HEHTAL BEDICIBE,
RATICK, BASS.
Effectiveness of four water cooled undergarments
and a water cooled cap in reducing heat stress
[AD-A025216] p0057 R77-12696
Current approaches to resolving the
physiological heat stress problems imposed by
chemical protective clothing systems
[AD-A026003] pOOBS R77-14741
ABBY TEST ARD BVALOATIOR COBRABD, ABEBDEEB PHOVIIG
GROUHD, HD.
Toxic'hazards tests for vehicles and other
equipment
[AD-A040542] p0312 R77-31766
ASTOB OHIV., BIBRIBGBAB (EBGLABD).
Human reliability in complex systems: •An overview
[NCSB-B-10] p0311 R77-30748
ATOBIC.RBAPORS BESEABCH BSTABLISHBERT, ALDBBBASTOB
(BBGLABD) .
Cosmic radiation doses at aircraft altitudes
p0117 B77-16729
AOGERKLIRIK DBS ZBBTBALKBAHKEHBAOSBS, BREBBR (iEST
GEBBABY).
The dependence of intraocular pressure and
central artery.collapse pressure upon
weightlessness, flethodical approach to
experiments during Spacelab flight
p0335 877-32711
B
BATTBLLB PACIFIC BOBTBRBSI LABS., HICHLABD, IASB.
Begional measurement of body nitrogen
[HASA-CB-151200] p0150 R77-18732
Personnel protection aspects of x-ray
diffraction apparatus
[BRRL-SA-564a] p0188 R77-20777
Probabilistic approach to external cloud dose .
calculations using onsite meteorological data
[BRWL-SA-5816] . p0191 B77-21828
Potential sources for the radiation treatment of
food
. [BSWL-2095] p0234 H77-24762
Investigate methods for measuring muscle and
bone mass changes in astronauts and animals
which occur during space flight
[RASA-CB-151518] p0345 R77-33837
BAILOB OHIT,, HOUSTOH, TBX.
. An automated miniaturized Baploscope for testing
binocular visual function
p0004 A77-10147




destruction of neoplastic cells
[RASA-CB-151206] p0153 B77-1872M
Bibprocessing1development: Immane/cellular
applications: Anti-Ig autoantibody and





BECKBAR IBSTBDBBBTS, IBC., FOLLBBTOB, CALIF.
Feasibility of a fetal measurement electrode
system
[BASA-CR-151175] pOI54 H77-18729
BEBKBLEY SCIERTIFIC TBARSLATIOR SEBVICE, CALIF.
Phenomena associated with ultrasonic propagation
in biological systems: Baraful ultrasonic
effects
rOCBl-TBARS-11116] p0233 B77-24760
BIO IHHOVAB, IBC., STOBB LAKE, IOIA.
Influence of zero-G on*single-cell systems and
zero-G ferienter design concepts
p0120 R77-17689
BOBIRG AEBOSPACB CO., SEATTLE, RASB.
Stereo acuity and reconnaissance. Phase 2:
Development of a Foveal-Parafoveal
chromostereopsis test
[AD-A043258] p0337 H77-32719
BOEIBG CO., BOOSTOB, TEX.
Several methods for concentrating bacteria in
fluid samples
[RASA-CB-144830J p0083 R77-14730
BOEIBG CO., SEATTLE, RASB.
Bioprocessing in space
[HASA-TB-X-711157] p0025 R77-10777
BOBIRG CO., RICBITA, KABS.
Oser evaluation of ride technology research
[RASA-CB-2746] p0033 177-11667
BOBIBG COBPDTEB SERVICES, IBC., SEATTLE, RASH.




BOLT, BBBABBK, ADD BEIBAB, IHC., COBPOBATB SOOBCB I1DBZ
BOLT, BBBANBK, ABD BBRHAB, IHC., CAHBBIDGE, BASS.
Economic impact analysis of proposed noise
control regulation
[PB-258811/6] p0185 N77-20759
Modeling the effects of environmental factors on
h u m a n control and information processing
[AD-A030585] p0188 N77-20782
Critical review and analysis of performance
models applicable to manoachine systems
evaluation
[AD-H038597] p0259 H77-27713
Impact of noise control at the workplace.
Volumes 1 and 2, appendices A-G and volume 3,
appendices H and I (econometric simulation)
[PB-268231/81 p0336 N77-32716
A review of methods for estimation of
aeroacoustic loads on flight vehicle surface,
volume 2
[ A D - A O M 2 7 8 3 ] p0337 N77-32720
BOOZ-ALLEB APPLIED BBSBABCB, IHC., BBTBBSDA, BD.
Application of the response probability density
function technique to biodynamic models
[AD-A01I0020] p0257 N77-27695
BOSTOB BBIV., BASS.
Effects of head-down tilt on fluid 'and
electrolyte balance
p0002 A77-10058
•Limitations to growth of microorganisms on
Oranns, Neptune, and Titan
p0181 A77-29997
Comparative ortbostatic responses - Standing vs.
head-up tilt
p0219 A77-34058
BRAHDEIS 0»IV., BALTHAB, BASS.
optokinetic motion sickness - Continuous head
movements attenuate the visual induction of
apparent self-rotation and symptoms of motion
sickness
p0173 A77-27562
Limitations to growth of microorganisms on
Oranns, Neptune, and Titan
p0181 A77-29997
Sonatosensory motion after-effect following




nonocarbozylic acids from oxidation of acyclic
isoprenoid alkanes by Bycobacterinm fortuitnm
p0006 A77-10705
BRITISB AIBCBAFT COBP. (OPBBATING) LTD., BBISTOL
(ENGLAND).
Preliminary study of a general-purpose
floating-zone electrophoresis facility for
Spacelab
p0083 N77-1U083
BBITISH LIBBABY LEIDIB6 DIV. , BOSTOB SPA (EBGLABD)
The effect of colonization by animal and plant
organisms on asphalt structures in sea water
[BLL-CE-TBANS-69»6-(9022.09)] p0233 N77-21751
BBOOKB ABBT BBDICAL CBNTBB, FOB! SAB HOUSTON, TBI.
Boentgenographic evaluation in fatal aircraft
accidents
p0125 H77-17729
BUNDBSFOBSCHOBGSANSTALT FDBB FISCBBBBI, BABBDBG
(REST GBBBABI) .
Biological productivity in the Mexican Pacific
coastal•waters
[BHFT-FB-H-76T02] p0121 N77-17697
BONKEB-BAHO COBP., RBSTLAKB VILLAGE, CALIF.
Pilot factors considerations in see-to-land
[AD-A030789] p0162 N77-19759
BURBAO OF BIHBS, PITTSBOEGB, PA.
A portable personal cooling system for mine
rescue operations
[ASBE PAPEB 77-ENAS-53] p030« A77-<46891
BtJHBAO OF BADIOLOGICAL BEALTB, BOCKTILLB, BD.
The biological effects of ionizing radiation:
An overview
tPB-262«53/»] p0192 N77-2181(2
Symposium on Biological Effects and Beasnrement
of Light Sources
[PB-261167/1] p0207 N77-22797
Biological effects of electromagnetic waves.
Selected papers.of the OSHC/ORSI annual
meeting, volume 1
CPB-26809»/0] p0335 B77-32712
Biological effects of electromagnetic waves.
Selected papers of the OSHC/ORSI Annual
fleeting, volume 2
[PB-268095/7] P03K7 N77-33853
CALIFOBNIA INST. OF TECB., PASADBNA.
Functional colloidal particles for immunoresearch
pOQ66 A77-16660
Isolation and identification of the conidlal
germination factor of Neurospora crassa
p0067 A77-16672
Life in extreme environments - Biological water
requirements
p0168 A77-2666H
CALIFOBBIA SCHOOL OF PBOFBSSIOBAL PSTCBOLOGT, PBBS1O.




Objective and automated measurement of dynamic
vision functions
pOOOa A77-10118
Possibility of growth of airborne microbes in
outer planetary atmospheres
p0167 A77-26662
nearest-neighbor doublets in protein-coding
regions of HS2 BBA
p0221 A77-3HU52
Effects of growth, diving history, and high
altitude on blood oxygen capacity in harbor
seals
p0267 A77-1I1815
Body composition changes in monkeys during*
long-term exposure to high acceleration fields
p0298 A77-ab799
Questions of uniqueness and resolution in
reconstruction of 2-D and 3-D objects from
their projections
p0213 H77-23701
Human behavior in institutional fires and its
design implications
[NBS-GCB-77-93] p03<17 N77-33854
CALIFOBII& OBIV., BBBKELE1. LAtBBBCB BBBKBLET LAB.




Cardiorespiratory deconditioning wich static and
dynamic leg exercise during bed rest
' . p0068 A77-16781
Effects of exercise on fluid exchange and body
composition in man during Itt-day bed rest
p0292 A77-UM720
Thermoregulatory responses of nnanesthetized
rats exposed to gravitational fields of 1 to 1 G
p0298 A77-«5738
Body composition changes in monkeys during
long-term exposure to high acceleration fields
p0298 A77-15799
The roles of body lass and gravity in
determining the energy requirements of
hoaoiotherms
p0298 A77-15855
Cardiorespiratory responses to exercise after
bed rest in men and women
p0328 A77-50Q«S
Modification of os calcis bone mineral profiles
during bedrest
[ NASA-CB-151121] p0237 B77-25776
Systems analysis of physiological performance
related to stresses such as those experienced
in high performance aircraft
[AD-A038187] p031» N77-31773
Higher plant metabolism and energetics in
hypogravity: Anino acid metabolism.in higher
plants
[NASA-CB-155198] p03«5 N77-33800
CALIFOBBIA ONIV., LA JOLLA.
Analog enhancement of radiographic images
p0066 A77-166S8
A computer program for the localization of small
areas in roentgenological images
p0067 A77-1S667
The response of flnoroscopic image
intensifler-TV systems
p0067 A77-16668
Origin of organic compounds on the primitive
earth and in meteorites
p0168 t77-26911
C-H
COBPOBATE SOOBCE IHDBI CITIL SEBVICE CO-HISSIOI,
A physical comparison of a fluotoscopic CAT
system and the EHI head scanner
p0200 A77-3191«
Effects of growth, diving history, and high
altitude on blood oxygen capacity in harbor
seals
p0267 A77-41815
Event-related brain potentials - Comparison
between children and adnlts
p0272 A77-U2<I<I«
visual evoked potentials and selective attention
to points in space
p0293 477-1117116
CALIFOBNIA OHIV., LOS AHGELES.
Ocular accommodative changes in hnnans induced
by positional changes with respect to gravity
p0168 A77-26723
Hunan EEG response to certain rhythmic patterned
auditory stimuli, with possible relations to
EEG lateral asymmetry measures and EEG
correlates of chanting
P0061 H77-136U5
An analysis of brain systems involved in
initiation of movement
p0086 H77-15612
Biocybernetic control in man-machine interaction
[AD-A026193] p0091 N77-15662
Biocybernetic control in man-machine interaction
[AD-A026191] p009H N77-15663
System integration of pattern recognition,
adaptive aided, upper limb prostheses
p0288 H77-29782
Neurophysiolqgical estimates of human
performance capabilities in aerospace systems
[AD-A038208] p03«7 N77-33819
CALIFOBNI& OHIV., SAD DIEGO.
Acquisition of quantitative physiological data
and computerized image reconstruction using a
single scan TV system
p0113 B77-16701
Assessment of left ventricular ejection fraction
* by radionnclide angiography. Comparison to
echocardiography and serial measurements in
patients with myocardial infarction
P0116 H77-16717
CALIFORNIA OHIV., SAB FBAHCISCO.
The photochemical cycle of bacteriorhodopsin
p02«6 A77-38906
Light energy conservation processes in
Balobacterinm halobinm cells
p02«7 A77-38912
The role of inorganic phosphate in oxygen
.transport
[AD-A038769] p0283 H77-29711
CALSPAN COBP., BOFFALO, B. T.
Interfacial biophysics of materials in contact
with blood
[PB-253117/6] p0026 B77-10787
Development of a front passenger aspirator air
bag system for small cars
[PB-259008/1] p0162 H77-19757
Automobile consumer information crash test
program, volume 2
[PB-262111/21 p0208 H77-22802
Performance evaluation of the NHTSA advanced S
series 50th percentile anthropomorphic dummy.
Volume 2: Accelerator sled test data[PB-263650/4] p0215 N77-23758
Performance evaluation of the HHTSA advanced S
series 50th percentile anthropomorphic dummy.
Volume 1: Technical report
[PB-262672/9] p0236 N77-2»777
E-2 C systems approach to training. Phase 1
[AD-A03626*] p0281 H77-28718
CABIOH BESBABCe 6BOOP, IHC., iBSTLAKE VILLAGE, CALIF.
Analysis of human factors engineering
experiments: Characteristics, results, and
applications
[AD-A03818U] p0289 H77-29791
Response surface methodology revisited: A
commentary on research strategy
[AD-AO<132«2] P0337 H77-32726
CABBEGIE-gBLLOS 0«IV., PITTSBOBGB, PI.
An application of siener analysis to human
visual psychophysical response
p0033 H77-11669
Analysis of languages for man-machine voice
communication
[AD-A03556a] p0239 H77-25794
Dorking papers in acquisition of knowledge for
image understanding
£AD-A037769] p0259 B77-27712
CATHOLIC OHIV. OF AHBBICA, BASBIBGTOB, D. C.
Coronary heart disease index based on
longitudinal electrocardiography
p0297 A77-II5538
Behavior patterns and coronary heart disease
p0308 H77-30722
CE1TBAL LAB. FOB BADIOLOGICAL PBOTECTIOB, NABSAfl
(POLARD).
Comparative investigation of trace elements in
human blood
[IHI-133-76-10] P0213 N77-2371*
CEBTBE DE BECBEBCBES DB HBDECINB AEBOBADTIQOE,
PABIS (FBARCE).
The place and role of medical services in flight
safety study of the organization and means
used in the French Air Forces
p0122 N77-17713
CEBTBE DE BECHEHCHES 00 SEBVICB DE SABTE DBS
ABHEES, CLABABT (FBABCE) .
Experimental study of vision dinning in an animal
p0059 B77-12716
CBBTBB PBINCIPAL D'EXPBBTISBS HEDICALES DO
PEBSOBBEL BAVIGABT, PABIS (FBABCE).
Concerning flight and the correction of presbyopia
p0059 N77-12713
CEBTBO DI SIODI B BICEBCBB DI HEDICIBA ABBOBA01ICA
E SPAZIALB, BOBB (ITALI) .
Utilization of human centrifuge for training
military pilots in the execution of protective
straining maneuvers
p0030 B77-11651
Legal aspects of flying accidents investigation
disaster victims identification
p0123 N77-17716
CHEHICAL LAB. B70-TBO, BIJSBIKO (BBTHEBLAHDS).
Selective enrichment and isolation of
microorganisms on ethyl S-diisopropyl
aminoethyl methylphosphonthioate (VI)
[CL-1975-27] p0251 B77-26793
CBILDBBBS HOSPITAL HBDICAL CBHTBB OP BOBTHEBB
CALIF., OAKLABD.
The stimulation of cardiac prostaglandin
production by blood plasma and its
relationship to the regulation of coronary''
flow in isolated isovolnmic rabbit hearts
p0071 A77-17566
CIBCIBBATI OBIV., OBIO.
Bead restraint enhances visual monitoring
performance
P0052 A77-15617
Biodynamics of deformable human body notion
p0025 B77-10260
Experiment design for pilot identification in
compensatory tracking tasks
p0025 B77-10380
Numerical prediction of head/neck response to
shock-impact
[AD-A030683] p023« B77-2H763
CIVIL AEBOHBDICAL IHST., OKLAHOHA CITI, OKLA.
Aviation medicine translations: Annotated
bibliography of recently translated material, 9
[ AD-A031U92/2] p0116 877-16726
Visual evaluation of smoke-protective devices
[AD-A031H93/0] p0118 H77-16737
Education as a factor in the selection of air
traffic controller trainees
[AD-A031880/8] pOl18 B77-16738
An investigation of time-sharing ability as a




differept alterations of the wake-sleep cycle
[AD-A033889/7] p0185 B77-20752
Some effects of sleep deprivation on tracking
performance in static and dynamic environments
[AD-A033331/0] p0185 B77-20753
Stress in air traffic controllers: Effects of
ABTS-3
[AD-A034752/6] p0190 N77-2182H
Intermediate visual acuity of presbyopic
individuals with and without distance and
bifocal lens corrections
[AD-A038538/5] p0257 N77-27696
CIVIL SEBVICE COBHISSIOB, BASHIBGTOB, D.C.
Disability retirement p0309 N77-30729
C-5
CLABKSOR COIL. OF TECHNOLOGY. COBPOBATB SOOBCB IBDBI
nedical suitability for Federal employment
\ p0309 N77-30730
CLABKSOR COIL. OF TECHNOLOGY, POTSDAH, R.Y.
An improved human display model for occupant
crash simulation programs
[AD-A026719] p0092 B77-15652




Hajor gene analysis: An alternative approach to
the stody of the genetics of human behavior
p0033 H77-11665
I Dynamic analysis of the thoracic structure
subjected to impact loadings
p0256 H77-27690
COLORBIA DRIV., HER TOES.
Human performance capabilities
[AD-A031l»62] p021U R77-23751
CORRITTEE OR SCIENCE AND TECBKOLOGT (0. S. BOOSE).
Crev training and support activities
[6PO-75-98H] p003» H77-11678
COBSAT LABS., CLABKSBOBG, HD.




Solving the optimal attention allocation problem
in manual control
'p0065 A77-16192
Some new control theoretic models for human
operator display monitoring
p0179 A77-288U7
Theory of orthodontic motions
p0025 R77-10241
Analysis of pilot-aircraft performance and
reliability via the application of man-machine
models
p0209 R77-22817
A non-equilibrium thermodynamic theory of muscle
tension development
p0213 H77-237<i2
COPENHAGEN URIV. (DBRRABK) .
Electrolytes and thermoregulation
p0200 A77-31911
COBRGLL DRIV., ITBACA, R. I.
Light-induced glntamate transport in
Halobacteriuu halobinm envelope vesicles. II -
Evidence that the driving force is a
light-dependent sodium gradient
p0006 A77-10701
Light-dependent cation gradients and electrical
potential in Halobacteriun halobium cell
envelope vesicles
p02U7 477-38910
Light-activated anino acid transport in
Ralobacterinm halobium envelope vesicles
p0217 A77-38911
D
DABCOH INTBBR THAINIBG CERTBB, TEZABKABA, TEX.
The feasibility of short interval tiae
estimation as a methodology to forecast human
performance of a specified task
[AD-A026757] p0093 H77-15659
An initial investigation of the effect of
repeated high intensity flashes on man's
performance of a tracking task
[HD-A02682H] p0093 H77-15660
Glare recovery of a two dimensional tracking
task with respect to various colors
(AD-A026759] ' p0093 R77-15661
Perfornance of'a maintenance task in a high
temperature environment
[AD-A028798] p0122 R77-17709
DABTHOOTB COLL., BAHOVEB, B.B.
Computer based electron beam treatment planning
p0060 H77-13635
The thyroid and environmental stress in mammals
[NASA-CB-151»62] p0255 R77-27681
DAITOII DRIV., OBIO.
Evaluation of safe exposure guidelines for
moderate and high intensity continuous noise
[AD-A034605] p023q H77-24764
DftYTOB OBIT. BESE&BCB IBS!., OBIO.
Bibmechanics and anthropometry for cockpit and
equipment design
[HD-A037020J p0317 B77-31797
DBCISIOB SCI8RCB, IRC., SAR DIEGO, CALIF.
A computer program for the use of sensitivity
analysis in display evaluation
[BASA-CB-115060] p0027 N77-10793
DECIS10RS ARD DESIGRS, IRC., BCLBAR, VA.
Assessment of group preferences and group
uncertainty for decision making
[ AD-A033246] p0208 N77-22801
DEFENCE ABD CIVIL IBST. OF BRVIROHHERTAL HEDICIRS,
DORHSVIBR (OBTABIO).
Airborne testing of three antimotion sickness
preparations
pOOB7 A77-14638
DEFESCE BESEABCH BOABD, OTTA8A (ONTARIO).
DBS Aviation Hedical Research Dnit reports.
Volume 5: 197<! - 1976
[DBB-DB-225] p0053 N77-12671
Reurophysiology and road safety: Contribution
of the frontal lobes to visual orienting
p0053 B77-12672
Color inputs to orientation detectors in the
human visual system
p0053 B77-12673
The vestibular system for eye movement control
pOOSt R77-12674
Plasticity in the adult vestibnlo-ocular reflex
arc
pOOSM H77-12675
An adaptive neural model compatible with plastic
changes induced in the human vestibnlo-ocolar
reflex by prolonged optical reversal of vision
p0051 N77-12676
The response to sound of identified
reticnlo-spinal cells
.'. pOOSI H77-12677
Subjective detection of vertical acceleration:
A velocity dependent response? >
pOOSQ S77-12678
Hasan subjective and reflex responses to
sinusoidal vertical acceleration
pOOSt B77-12679
DBFBHSE DOCOHEHT&TIOH CENTEB, ALEIAHDBI&, VA.
Performance measurements
[AD-A029850] P0157 B77-18753
DEFENSE STSTEHS HABAGEHENT SCBOOL, FOBT BBLVOIB. VA.
Human factors considerations in new generation
Army aircraft systems
[AD-A037992] p0253 B77-26806,
Human factors programs in Navy systems acquisition
[AD-A037775] p0253 B77-26807
DEPAETBENT OF TBE RAVI, RASHIBGTOB, D. C.
•on ionising electromagnetic fields:
Environmental factors in relation to military
personnel p0117 H77-16732
OESBATICS, IRC.', STATE COLLEGE, PA.
A statistical study of grab sampling in a closed
environment
[AD-A036666] p0281 B77-287l»b
DEOISCHE FOBSCBBRGS- OND VBBSOCBSARSTALT FOBH LOFT-
DRD BAOI1PAHBT, BAD GODESBEBG (WEST GBBHABT) .
Neutral buoyancy: one possible tool for man's
training in a simulated zero-g environment
p0159 B77-19736
Athletic endurance training: Advantage for
space flights? The significance of physical
fitness for selection and training of Spacelab
crews
p0160 N77-19740
The diagnostics of bone.and joint changes during
compressed air labor
[DLB-FB-76-53] p0213 R77-23715
Experimental investigations on changes of the
bone and joint structure in animals after
exposure to hypobaric environments
[DLB-FB-76-51] p0213 N77-237»6
Electron microscope investigations of the effect
of five-day weightlessness simulation on the
development of the frog embryo (Sana
temporaria).vestibular organ
CDLR-FB-76-66] p0236 R77-25771
Influence of the journey's time of day on the
de- and resynchconization of the 21-hour
rhythm of body temperature after transatlantic
flights
[DLB-FB-77-10] p0310 H77-307IIO
DEDISCBE FOBSCBOBGS- OBD TBBSOCHSARSTALT FOBB LOFT-
DRD BADHFABBT, BBORSilCK (REST GBBBART).
Practical utility of critical flicker fusion




COHPOBATB SOOBCE IIDBX FLOBIDA OUT. ,
DBOTSCBE PORSCHOIIGS- OND TERSOCHSABSTALT FDEB LOFT-
DID BAOHFAHBT, BAHBORG (WEST GERBABY.).
Psychological selection of astronaut-scientists
(payload specialists)
p0160 H77-19742
DEOTSCBE FOBSCBONGS- OBD VBRSOCHSABSTALT FOEB 10FT-
OHO RAORFABRT, OBEBPFAFFEIBOFEB (REST GEBHABT).
Results of field experiments concerning
visibility of objects
[DLB-IB-553-77/3] p0338 B77-32730
The maximum detection range and the maximum
recognition distance when observing ground
, targets from helicopters
[D1B-IB-553-76/3 ] p03*8 N77-33861
Some test results on the visibility of obstacle
and hazard beacons
[DLB-IB-553-76/5] p03»8 H77-33862
DEOTSCBEB BETTBBDIBHST, OFFEBBACH it HAIB (iEST
GEBBAST).
Beports from the German meteorological service.
Volume 18, no. 112: The weather dependent
yield of sone shortliving food plants
CISBN-3-88148-125-7] p0335 N77-32707
DORHIBB-STSTEB 6.B.B.B., FEIEDEICHSHAFEB (REST
GERSAHY).
Definition study for Spacelab experiments in the
field of medical fundamentals and research
techniques
[BMFT-FB-W-76-15] _ P0211 N77-23747
Study on incubators and holding units for cells
and tissues, plants and lov vertebrates.
Volume 1: Study report
[ESA-CB (P) -913-VOL-1 ] p0282 H77-29730
Study on incubators and holding units for cells
and tissues, plants and low vertebrates.
Volume 2: Drawings
[ ESA-CB (P)-9<l3-VOL-2] p0282 N77-29731
DBAPBB (CBAELES STARK) LAB., INC., CAHBHIDGE, HASS.
Information and control issues of
adaptable-programmable assembly systems for
manufacturing and teleoperator applications
p0287 N77-29780
DBBXEL OBIT., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Existence and nature of band solutions to
generic chemotactic transport equations
p02«2 A77-37958
DUKE OBIT., DORBAH, N. C.
Dynamic cardiac imaging using a phased-array
transducer system
p0112 N77-16692
Computer storage and retrieval of coronary trees
p0111 N77-16706
BDGBIOOD ARSBHAL, ABBRDBBB PEOTIHG GBOOND, BD.
Cholinergic systems in brain mediating
thermoregulatory function: A review
[AD-A0269«8] p0089 N77-15627
Added airway resistance and endurance in
intensive exercise
[AD-A028290] p0122 N77-17708
Concepts in health evaluation of commercial and
industrial chemicals
p0308 N77-30719
EEC BBSBABCH IHST., OSLO (IOBRAT).
Stress response and stress tolerance in fighter
pilots during 6 G nanoeavers
p0031 1177-11653
Clearance and saturation of hydrogen gas in man
with special emphasis on the brain
[AD-A025952] p0056 H77-12692
Investigation on the saturation and clearance of
hydrogen gas in the brain and extremities of
man, and investigations on biomedical
monitoring of divers in wet-suits
[AD-A037U98] p0252 1177-26800
EHRABDEL COLL., BOSTOH, BASS.
Role of nuclear stars in the light flashes
observed on skylab 1
[AD-A028733] p0122 1177-17707
EHERGY RESBABCH CORP., DABBORT, COBB.
Development of a prototype regenerable carbon
dioxide absorber for portable life support
systems
[ASHE PAPBB 77-ENAS-5B] p0301 A77-16895
Development of a prototype regenerable carbon
dioxide absorber '
[HASA-CB-137919] p003U B77-11677
EBEBGI STSTBBS COBP., HASHOA, B. B.
Army Life-Support Power Source System (ALPSS)
for environmental control of casualty holding
and evacuation bag
[AD-A0312KI] p0189 H77-20788
EBSCO, ISC., SPRIBGFIELD, TA.
Experimental designs and psychometric techniques
for the study of ride quality
[PB-26858VO] p0338 B77-32729
BBVIBOBHENTAL PEOTECTI08 AGEBCI, iASHIHGTOB, D. C.
Recommendations on guidance for technic to
reduce unnecessary exposure from X-ray studies
in federal health care facilities
[PB-259866/2] p0186 B77-20765
EBASHUS OHIV., ROTTEEDAB (BBTBEBLABDS) .
Real-time detection and data acquisition system
for the left ventricular outline
p0070 A77-17361
The technology of miniature acoust;'.c element
arrays
p0112 H77-16687
EBHO BADHFAHBTTBCBHIK G.B.B.B., BBEHEB (BEST
SERHABY).
Human engineering: Crew systems tool for
Spacelab design
p0159 877-19737
ESSEX COBP., ALEXAHDBIA, TA.
A method and data for video monitor sizing
p0164 A77-26633
ESSEX CORP., BOHISTILLE, ALA,
Earth orbital teleoperator mobility system
evaluation program
[HASA-CB-150285] p0238 N77-25786
Earth orbital teleoperator manipulator system
evaluation program
[NASA-CB-150286] p0238 B77-25787
Earth orbital teleoperator visual system
evaluation program
[HASA-CB-150287] p0238 B77-25788
nanipulator system performance measurement
p0285 B77-29763
EOROCOHTBOL AGBRCI, BBOSSELS (BELGIOB).
Statistical analysis of the pathology of air
traffic control-radar operators: Their
relationship to work related stress
p0183 H77-20737
EOEOPEAH SPACE AGEBCT, PARIS (FRAHCE).
Discrete time modelling of human pilot behaviour
, p0061 S77-13971
Electron microscope investigations of the effect
of five-day weightlessness simulation on the
development of the frog embryo (rana
temporaria) vestibnlar organ
[ESA-TT-397] ' p0282 B77-29/32
Definition study.for Spacelab experiments in the
field of basic medicine and process engineering
[ESA-TT-391] p0283 B77-29740
On the practical utility of critical flicker
fusion frequency measurements to the
assessment of mental workload
[ESA-TT-398] p028« B77-29747
FBDEHAL A7IATIOB ADHIHI5TEATIOB, OKLAHOHA CITI, OKLA.
Comparison of animal responses to the combustion
products generated by two test procedures, the
OSF/BASA methodology and the FAA/CABI system
p0328 A77-50631
FEDERAL HIGHWAI ADHIHISTBATIOB, 8ASHIHGTOB, D.C.
The effect of auditory and visual presentation
of navigational messages on message retention
[PB-256599/2] p0058 B77-12706
FBBBEHTATIOB DESIG8, IHC., BBTBLEBEB, PA.
Space biosynthesis systems
[SASA-CB-151166] pOIII B77-16679
Some questions of space bioengineering
p0120 N77-17688
FLOBIDA TBCBBOLOGICAL OUT., OBLABDO.
A closed life-support system for space colonies
[ASHE PAPEB 77-EBAS-18] p0301 A77-16859
FLORIDA OUT., GAIBESVILLE.
Average latitudinal variation in ultraviolet
radiation at the earth's surface
p0007 A77-10991
Interrelationships between certain
microorganisms and some aspects of
sediment-water nutrient exchange in two bayou
estuaries, phase 1 and 2
C-7
FOOD AHD DBDS ADBIRISTBATIOR, COBPOBATB SOOBCB IHDBX
[PB-259538/7] p0158 N77-19730
Style of group interaction, anonymity, and group
performance as determinants of egocentric
perceptions
' [AD-A030lt98] p0187 N77-20772
An analysis of the contribution of snail airways
to lower airway resistance
p0277 N77-28720
FOOD AND DBOS ADHIRISTBATIOH, CIRCIRRATI, OHIO.
Ecology and thermal inactivation of Microbes in
and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[NASA-CH-1lt9658] p0119 S77-17676
FOOD ANU DBDG ADHIRISTBATIOR, BOCKVILLE, BD.
Diagnostic ultrasoand: A review of clinical
Applications and the state of the art of
commercial and experinental systems
[PB-258237/7] p0121 N77-17703
FOBDRAH OHIV., HER lOBIt.
Task and work performance on Skylab missions 2,
3, and 4: Time and motion study: Experiment
H151
p03UO H77-33796
FOBSCH0RGSIRSTITOT FOEB AHTBBOPOTBCHBIK, HBCKBBHBIH
(IEST GBBHARY) .
Application of tracking tasks in ergonomic studies
[FB-23] p0288 S77-29790
Linear models for nan as controller
[FB-2U] . p0289 N77-29791
FRAHKFOBD AESEHAL, PHILADELPHIA. PA.
Reduction of target detectability by laser
protective materials
CAD-A02<I383 ] p0035 N77-11682
GABD, IRC., RILES, ILL.
Study of removal of ammonia from urine vapor by
dual catalyst
[HASA-CB-151930] p0083 R77-14732
GCA COBP., BBDFOBD, HASS.
Design, development, fabrication and testing of
a portable self-contained respirable dust mass
monitor
[PB-251503/6] p0035 H77-11681
GEREBAL E1ECTBIC CO., HODSTOH, TEX.
Space shuttle life sciences requirements
development and documentation
[HASA-CR-151529] p03»S H77-33838
GEREBAL ELECTBIC CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Continuous-flow electrophoretic separator for
biologicals
p0083 N77-14084
Electrophoresis for biological production
p0120 R77-17687
GEBEBAL BLECTBIC CO., SCBEHECTADY, I. I.
Development and evaluation of an ultrasonic
imaging system
[PB-252561/6] p0027 R77-10788
GBDBHAR ABBOSPACE CORP., BETHPAGE, H.I.
Crewnans retention system for protection against
high speed ejection op to 600 knots
[AD-A036898] p02tO M77-25798
A-6E systems approach to training, phase 1
[ A D - A 0 3 7 U 6 8 ] p0253 H77-26803
H
HAHILTOH STANDABD, BABTFOBD, COHR.
Portable breathing system
[HASA-CASE-HSC-16182-1] p0193 R77-218H7
HAHILTOH STARDABD, VIRDSOB LOCKS, COBR.
A Representative Shuttle Environmental control
System
[ A S H E PAPBB 77-ERAS-25] p0302 A77-I16866
The development and testing of a regenerable C02
and humidity control system for Shuttle
[ASHE PAPEB 77-ENAS-27] p0302 A77-Q6868
Begenerative Life Support Evaluation
[ A S H E PAPEB 77-ERAS-35] p0303 A77-U6876
Hollow fiber membranes for advanced life support
systems
[ A S H E PAPEB 77-ERAS-Q3] p0303 A77-1688U
Begenerable device for scrubbing breathable air
of C02 and moisture without special heat
exchanger equipment
[RASA-CASE-HSC-111771-1] p0337 R77-32722
HAHILTOR STA8DAHD DIT., UNITED AIBCBAFT COBP.,
8TRDSOB LOCKS, CORR.
Hollow fiber membrane systems for advanced life
support systems
[HASA-CB-151119] p0091 S77-15613
HABDIR-SIHHORS ONIT., ABILBRE, TEX.
Response of selected'microorganisms to
experimental planetary environments
[ NASA-CB-.153912] p02SS N77-27682
HABDIHG COLL., SEABCI, ABK.
Study of optimal training protocols and devices
for developing and maintaining physical
fitness in females prior to and during space
flight
[HASA-CB-1512U6] p0256 R77-27692
HAEVAED COLL. OBSEBVATOBT, CAHBBIDGE, HASS.
Limitations to growth of microorganisms on
Uranus, Neptune, and Titan
p0181 A77-29997
HABVABD HBDICAL SCHOOL, BOSTOH, HASS.
The control of calcium metabolism by parathyroid
hormone, calcitonin and vitamin D
[HASA-CB-151325] p0190 R77-21826
HAB7ABD OBIV., CAHBBIDGB, BASS.
A Gunflint-type microbiota from the Duck Creek
dolomite. Western Australia
P0175 A77-27775
Exposure of airport workers to radiation from
shipments of radioactive materials. A review
of studies conducted at six major airports
[PB-25978U/7] p0187 H77-20768
HASKIHS LABS., BE8 HAVER, CORR.




Effects of experimental hypogravity on
peroxidase and cell wall constituents in the
dwarf marigold
p0298 A77-«5839
Quantification of heat loss from various routes
in man dwelling in a wet/dry hyperbaric
environment
[AD-A027592] p0088 H77-15624
Alga growth potential of waste water effluents
in Hawaiian receiving waters
[PB-265172/7] p0277 H77-28715
Study of metabolism and energetics in
hypogravity: Degenerative effects of.
prolonged hypogravity
[HASi-CB-155199] pOSIS H77-33B39
HEBBBR OBI?., JEBOSALEH (ISBABLI.
.Action of radiations on some biological model
systems
[COO-3009-25] p0210 H77-23719
BBIDELBBBG DRIV. (REST GBBHART).
Design and control of a manipulator for
tetraplegics
P0288 R77-29785
HERLBTT-PACKABD CO., 8ALTHAH, HASS.
Biomedical technology transfer: A
manufacturer 's viewpoint
p0116 R77-16720
HOBBHHBIH OBIV., STOCTGABI (REST GBBHART) .
Bapid bacteriological diagnosis systems on
physical basis, noting splenic fever proof
[BHVG-PBST-76-15] p0153 H77-18726
HOHEIRELL, IRC., HIRRBAPOLIS, BIBB.
Dynamic contrast requirements
[AD-A023973] p0035 R77-11683
Exploration of an ocnlometer-based model of
pilot workload
[HASA-CB-115153] p023"» R77-24767
Headlight factors and nighttime vision
[PB-262507/2) p0236 R77-21776
Color coding effects on human performance: An
annotated bibliography
[AD-A039318] p0279 R77-28732
HOPITAL BBGIH, ST. BARDB (FBABCB).
Biological studies of cosmic radiation
p0117 R77-16730
Badiobiological problems of high altitude
flights (below 25 km)
p0117 R77-16731
HOBIZOHS BESEABCH, IRC., CLBVBLAHD. OBIO.
Screening study to identify phase change
coolants for portable life support systems
[AD-A038504] p0280 H77-28737
HOOSTOR ORI*.. TEX.
Origin of organic compounds on the primitive
. earth and in meteorites
p0168 A77-26911
C-8
CORPORATE SOOBCB IBDKI IH3TITOIE FOB PBRCEPTIOB BVO-TIO,
Comparison of isocitrate dehydrogenase activity,
pyruvate kinase activity, and polyphenol
content in physiologically different pine
callus tissue
p0199 A77-31743
Development of automated analytical capability
foe the early detection of diabetes mellitns
[BASA-CR-151204] p0121 N77-17700
HOiftBD OHIV. , iASHIHGTOH, D. C.
ft cervix-to-rectum measuring device in a
radiation applicator foe use in the treatment
of cervical cancer
[HASA-CASB-GSC-12081-2] p0252 B77-26796
Locking mechanism for orthopedic braces
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12082-2] p0257 H77-2769<l
BBSHES AIRCRAFT CO., COLTER CITI, CALIF.
Hunan performance evaluation of matrix displays:
Literature and technology review
[•D-A029932] p0157 N77-18750
Analysis of human factors engineering
experiments: Characteristics, results, and
applications
[AD-A0381811 p0289 877-29791
Crev size evaluation for tactical all-weather
strike aircraft
CAD-A011675] p0316 H77-31791
HOHAH BBGIHEEBIBG LABS., ABEBDEEH PBOVIBG GBOOHD, HD.
Influence of pilot incapacitation on low speed
and hovering flight
[AD-A023728] p0035 H77-1168U
A comparison of red and white cockpit lighting
under quasi-operational conditions
[AD-A031277] p0188 H77-20781
An auditory-visual interaction model for
monitoring Army materiel/information displays
tAD-A033865] p0215 H77-23757
A human factors evaluation of a vertical-scale
instrument display system for the OV-1D aircraft
CAD-A036050] p0239 N77-25797
A proposal for evaluating hnman exposure to
carbon monoxide contanination in military
vehicles
[AD-A0110799] p0313 N77-31767
Computing internal cockpit reflections of
external point-light sources for the Hodel 209
Ah-1-s helicopter flat-plate canopy design
tAD-AOi|3120] p0338 N77-32727
A review of the literature on the legibility of
alphannmerics on electronic displays
[AD-A0140625] p03H8 N77-33856
Investigation of inside light reflection problem
on the Flat Plate Canopy (FPC) for nodel 209
AH-IS helicopter
[AD-AOH1332] p0318 H77-338S8
BORAH FACTORS RESEARCH, IDC., GOLETA, CALIF.
notion sickness incidence: Exploratory studies
of habituation, pitch and roll, and the
refinement of a mathematical model
[AD-A021709] pOOSS N77-12689
BOBAH BBSOOBCBS BESBABCB OBGABIZATIOH, ALEIA8DBIA,
FA.
Long-term retention of flying skills: An
annotated bibliography
CAD-A036111] p0238 H77-25791
IBS FEDBBAL SISTEHS DIV., OBEGO. I. I.
Program documentation for the T» BOO Crew
Station simulation programs
[AD-A0379H1] p0253 H77-26808
lit BBSEABCB IBS!., CHICAGO, ILL.
Sanguine/seafarer extremely low frequency
electromagnetic fields: Effect of long-tern
exposure on soil arthropods in nature
[AD-A027513] p0086 H77-15611
Market study: Whole blood analyzer(HASA-CR-15325H] JJ0237 H77-25775
Harket study: 3-D eyetracker
[HASA-CR-153253] p0238 H77-25783
IUIIOIS OUT., CBICAGO.
Retabolic rates in five animal populations after
long-ten exposure to sangaine/sea-farer ELF
Electromagnetic fields in nature
[AD-A024955] p0053 H77-12668
A model for analytic investigation of
three-dimensional head-spine dynamics
[AD-A025911] pOOSS H77-12686
A three dimensional large displacement transient
analysis of the hnman spine and torso
p0116 H77-16723
Health effects of occupational lead and arsenic
exposure ,
[PB-266213/8] ' p028<l R77-297T6
ILLIHOIS OHIV., OBBAHA.
Human-computer interaction in multitask situations
p0199 A77-31587
An ancient divergence among the bacteria
p0300 A77-46398
A comment on methanogenic bacteria and the
primitive ecology
p0300 A77-D6100
Enhancement of human effectiveness in system
design, training, and operation: July 1971 -
June 1975
[AD-A0239U1] p0036 B77-11687
Control and trajectory optimization of a robot arm
[AD-A023669] p0036 H77-11688




Inequality between inspired and expired gaseous
nitrogen in man: Fact or technical artifact?
p0061 H77-136UO
The vocabulary of brain potentials: Inferring
cognitive events from brain potentials in,
operational settings
[AD-&029452] p0155 H77-18737
Task components and demands as factors in
dual-task performance
[AD-A03863H] p02811 H77-297Q8
ISDIAH liST. OF TECH.', DEI DELHI.
Finite element stress analysis of the human left
ventricle whose irregular shape is developed
from single plane cineangiocardiogram
p0331 A77-51260
IBDIAHA nRIV.. BLOOBIHGTOH.
Studies in neuroendocrine pharmacology
[HASA-CR-153278] p0251 H77-26795
Pace and grade related to the oxygen and energy
requirements, and the mechanics of treadmill
running
P0256 R77-27689
The dynamic function of selected muscles of the
forearm: An electronyographical and
cinematographical analysis
p0277 H77-28718
IIDIABAPOLIS CEHTEB FOB ADTABCED BESBABCB, IHD.
Therapeutic and diagnostic capabilities of
ultrasound in ischemic and infarcted myocardina
CPB-26208S/U] . p0207 N77-22T99
IBSTIIOT FBAHCO-ALLEBAHD DB BBCBEBCBES, ST. LOOIS
(PBASCB) .
Influence of the peak pressure and duration of
impulse noise (gun fire) on the hearing of the
guinea pig
[ISL-H-109/75] p0028 H77-11639
Influence of a precursor noise on the global
action potential consecutive to an impulse
noise in the Guinea pig
[ISL-B-115/75] p0028 B77-116»0
Study of metabolic response variation to ah
acoustic aggression
[ISL-B-120/75] p0028 B77-116B1
Effect of number and rhythm of shot noise
(weapon shots) on the hearing of guinea pigs
[ISL-B-133/75] p0120 H77-17696
IBSTITOT POBB IJPOBSATIOSS7BBABBBITBIG II T8CBIIK
DID BIOLOG1B, KABLSBOHB (iESI GBBHAST).
Performance of an observer in real time
reconnaissance
[BBVG-FBST-76-S] p0156 877-18743
IISTITDTB FOB PEBCBPTIOS BVO-THO, SOBSTBBBBBG
(HETHEBLABDS)
32 probability and CBV (Contingent Negative
Variation)
[IZF-1975-11] p0033 B77-11668
The influence of environoental factors on task
load and driving behavior. A preliminary
investigation
[IZF-1976-7] p0191 B77-2183*
Advice on automation of perimetry investigation
in the Armed Forces
[IZF-1976-19] p0192 B77-21835
Performance decrement during prolonged night
driving
C-9
INSTITUTE OF APPLIED FBTSIOIOGI AJD HEDICIHB, COBPOBATB SOOBCB INDEX
[Izr-1976-IU] p021<l H77-23750
A brief experiment to compare the wearing
properties of tvo versions of the C3-mask[IZP-1976-13] p0215 H77-23755
IHSIIIOTE OF APPLIED PHTSIOLOGT AHD HEDICIHB,
SEATTLE, WASH.
Processing and display techniques for Doppler
flow signals
p0113 H77-16695
IRSTITOTB OF AVIATION HEDICIBB, FOEBSTENFELDBBOCK
(REST 6EBRAHT.) .
Development of aviation accident pathology in
the Federal Bepublic of Germany
p0122 H77-17712
Histology in aircraft accident reconstraction
./•- p0123 H77-17718
The asymptomatic silent myocardial infarction
and its significance as possible aircraft
accident cause
p0123 1177-17719
lexicological aspects in the investigation of
flight accidents
p012<l N77-17722
Clarification of a fatal helicopter ground
accident through forensic medical methods
p012* H77-17727
IHSTITUTB H. POPIR, BELGBADE (YUGOSLAVIA).
Hew control concept of anthropomorphic
manipulators
p0288 H77-29787
IRSTBOHBBT FLIGHT CEHTBB, BABDOLPB AFB. TEI.
Deteraining the utility of expanded pitch scale
and flightpath angle as display parameters
[AD-A031990] p0188 H77-20779
IRTBGBATBD SCIENCES COHP., SAHTA RONICA, CALIF.
ODA pilot study 2: Selection of an interactive
graphics control device for continuous
subjective functions applications
[AD-A031275] p0189 H77-20787
IRTBBDRIVEBSITAIB BBACTOB IHSTITOOT, DELFT
(NBTHBBLAIDS).
Binders of intravenously administered 65-zinc in
. rat liver cytoplasm
[IBI-33-76-02] p0111 N77-16683
Extended automated separation techniques in
destructive neutron activation analysis:
Application to various biological materials,
including human tissues and blood
[IBI-133-76-11] p0111 N77-1668tt
Copper metabolism (compared to zinc metabolism)
[IHI-133-76-07] . p0191 H77-21829
Ovary doses resulting from three X-ray diagnoses
[IBI-190-76-01J p0191 N77-21830
Comparative investigation of trace elements in
human blood
[IBI-133-76-10] p0213 N77-2371II
Calculation of the deposition of polydisperse
aerosols in the glass models of the upper
human airvays. Description of the computer
program
[IBI-190-76-02] p0237 H77-25777
IOBICS, IRC., BATEBTOII, BASS.
Rater vapor diffusion membrane development
rH»SA-CB-152037J p031S H77-31786
IOBA STATE OBIT. OF HOSPITALS AHD CLINICS, IOIA CITI.
Single plane angiography: Current applications
and limitations
p0113 H77-16698
IOBA OHIV., IOSA CITT.
Femur-bending properties as influenced by
gravity. I - Ultimate load and moment for 3-G
rats
p0197 A77-30882
Femur-bending properties as influenced by
gravity. II - Ultimate load, moment, and
stress for 3-G mice
p0296 A77-U553B
A study of the mechanism of the alteration of
carbon monoxide-induced lethality
p0060 H77-13636
Applications of Doppler ultrasound in clinical
vascular disease
p0113 N77-16694
I3TITOTO SOPBBIOBE DI SAHITA, BORE (ITALI).
Bevie* of radiochemical methods for Fn-239
detection in environmental and biological
samples
[ISS-B-75/12] pOOSO N77-12682
Radiation exposure of the Italian population due
to medical diagnostic examinations in 1970
[ISS-P-75/13] ' p0055 N77-12683
Health implications of the risks connected nith
the use of amerlcium 211 for lightning
protection
fISS-B-75/16] pOOSS H77-1268B
Electron spin resonance of lyophilized blood
sample
[ISS-P-75/17] pOOSS H77-12685
An EPB study of X-Bay irradiated serum
metallo-proteins
[ISS-P-76/1 ] p0233 H77-2M756
ITALIAN AIB FOBCB RBDICAL APPEAL BOABD, BOBB.
Psychopathology of air traffic controllers and
radar operators
p0183 H77-2073B
ITALIAH AIB FOBCE BBDICAL SBBTICB H. Q., BOBB.
fledico-legal problems of flight accidents
investigation
p0123 H77-17715
JET PBOPOLSIOH LAB., CALIF. IBST. OF TECH., PASADBBA.
Distribution of control decisions in remote
manipulation
p002» A77-12Q27
Functional colloidal particles for immunoresearch
p0066.A77-16660
Digital image processing of vascular, angiograms
p007.1 A77-17362
Bactericidal effect of hydrogen peroxide on
spacecraft isolates
p007M A77-17571
Pattern recognition and control in manipulation
p0179 A77-28818
A heuristic finite-state model of the human
driver in a car-following situation
p0199 A77-31729
Computer synthesis of high resolution electron
micrographs
p0200 A77-31912
, Effect of evaporative surface cooling on
thermographic assessment of burn depth
p0271 A77-U2239
Proximity sensor technology for manipulator end
effectors
p0275 A77-Q3618
Digital image processing of vascular angiograms
p011« N77-16702
Automated clinical system for chromosome analysis
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13913-1] p0161 S77-19750
Study and development of techniques for
automatic control of remote manipulators
[HASA-CB-152617] p0187 N77-20773
Planetary .quarantine
[HASA-^CB-152648] . p0190 877-21821
Bethodology for back-contamination risk
assessment for a Bars sample-return mission
[HASA-CBr153251] p02<10 S77-25799
The 2nd conference on Bemotely Banned Systems
(BIS): Technology and applications
[HASA-CB-1Q8013J p028» H77-297SO
The human controller in car following
p028<t H77-29753
Effect of hand-based sensors on manipulator
control performance
p0285 H77-29755
Interactive handling of TV and range data for
remotely controlled systems
p0285 H77-29759
Proximity sensor technology for manipulator end
effectors
p0285 H77-29760
Voice controlled adaptive manipulator and
mobility systems for the severely handicapped
p02B8 N77-29781
JPL noise control program
p0308 H77-30723





JET PBOFOLSIOB LAB., CAPE CAHAVEBAL, FLA.
Bicrobiological profiles of .the Tiklng spacecraft
p02»2 A77-3795I1
C-10
COBCOBATE SOOBCE IIDEI KEHTOCEI OUT.,
JOHHS HOPKIHS 0817., BALTIHOBB, HD.
Studies in interactive communication. II - The
effects of four communication nodes on the
linguistic performance of teams daring
cooperative problem solving
p0204 A77-32451
Predictive model of the auditory process as
related to communication systems[AD-A024300] p0031 H77-11656
Conditions for improving visual information '
processing[AD-A030425] p0157 B77-18751
Conditions for improving visual information
processing
[AD-A029898] p0157 H77-18752
JOINT PDBLICANOBS BESEABCH SBBTICB, ABIIH6TOH, TA.
On the possible anigaeness of intelligent life
in the universe
[HASA-TT-F-172117] p0028 H77-10799
• DS5B Academy of Hedical Sciences
[JPBS-68310] p0056 B77-12693
Space biology and aerospace medicine, no. 2, 1977
[JPBS-690151 p0210 H77-23721
Current status of space biorhytbmology
p0210 H77-23722
Biomedical research on the problem of artificial
gravity
p0210 H77-23723
Besults of clinical examination of cosmonauts
following a 63-day flight
p0210 N77-23724
Electrographic examination of the crew on the
second expedition of Salyut-4
p0211 B77-23725
Changes in hemodynamics and phasic structure of
the cardiac cycle in the crew on the second
expedition of Salyut-4
p0211 N77-23726
Dynamics of venous circulation in cosmonauts on
the second expedition of Salyut-4
p0211 H77-23727
Evaluation of pulse rate dynamics in members of
the second crev of Salyut-4 at rest and during
Inflight performance of functional tests
p0211 H77-23728
Prediction and analysis of cosmonauts' pulse
rate by the method of extrapolation modeling
in the class of differential equations
p0211 H77-23729
Pesnlts of metabolic studies on the crev of the
second expedition of the Salyut-4 orbital
station
p0211 B77-23730
effects of 22-day space flight on lymphatic
organs of rats
p0211 B77-23731
Intestinal autoflora of test subjects in the
course of a 6-month bioengineering experiment
p0212 H77-23732
fiheographic study of the human cardiovascular
system with exposure to high pressure for many
days . <
p0212 H77-23733
Evaluation of effectiveness of muscular
electrostimnlatioa fot the prevention of
disorders related to prolonged restriction of
motor activity in man
p0212 B77-23734





Sensitivity of bypokinetic animals to central
nervous system stimulants
p0212 H77-23736
Investigation of mechanical activity of canine
skeletal muscles in vivo
p0212 H77-23737
A portable device for determining static
endurance of rats
p0212 H77-23738
piffnsion capacity of the human lungs under the
combined effect of hypokinesia
p0213 H77-23739
Effect of dioxane on functional state of the
rat's central nervous system
pQ213 H77-23740
Translations on DSSB science and technology:
Biomedical sciences, no. 4
[JPBS-69399] p0255 B77-27684
Bole of the adrenocortical reaction to physical
load in increase in the working capacity of
the body
[HASA-TB-75026] p0257 B77-27697
Space biology and aerospace medicine, no. 3, 1977
[JPRS-69380] p0258 B77-27704
Translation on DSSB science and technology
biomedical sciences, no. 9 -
[JPBS-69899] .p0346,H77-33841
Translations on DSSB science and technology
biomedical sciences, no. 10
[JPBS-69924] p0346 B77-33842
Space Biology, and Aerospace Redicine, no. 4, 1977
[JPBS-69964] p0346 H77-33843
Translations on OSSB science and technology .
biomedical sciences, no. 12
[JPBS-70017] . p0346 H77-33844
KAD&B SCIEBCBS COBP., COLOBADO SPHIB6S, COLO.
A solid state digital data recorder for
monitoring anthropomorphic dummy impact
environments .
[PB-25U036/7] pOOZB 877-10795
Static evaluation of air cushion deployment
effects on the memory retention of the solid
state digital recorder system • , . • -
[PB-259006/5] ' p0158 B77-18756
KAHHBR (LEO) ASSOCIATES, BEDBOOD CITT, CALIF.
The effect of prolonged hypokinesis on the heart
muscle of rats
[NASA-TT-F-1.7332] p0083, H77-14729
The sterilizing action of a gaseous formol: Ose
of a chamber equipped with a ventilation system
[HASA-TT-P-17513] p0083 H77-14731
A new head-op control display:
Redico-physiological considerations
[SASA-TT-E-17387] , p0091 H77-156H2
The effect of ambient temperature on metabolism
and heart rate in resting albino rats
[HASA-TT-P-17393] p0120 B77-17692
Hygrophorns (limacinm) hypothejns fr. in
mycorrhizal synthesis with pine' (pinus
silvestris 1.) in pure cultures on agar
[BASA-TT-P-17396] p0120 B77-17693
School-seminar on CETI program (participants
report)
[HASA-TT-P-17403] p0194 H77-21852
Kosmos-782 post-flight biochemical studies of
various organs and tissues of rats[HASA-TT-PT17237] p0209 877-23712
Problems of creating biotechnical systems of
human life support
[HASA-TT-F-17533] p0234 B77-24766
Identification of 180 million years old,
probably unchanged melanine
CSASA-TH-75132) p0282 M77.-29729
Evaluation of stress on a pilot during '
agricultural flights based on physiological
studies
[HASA-TT-P-17445] p0307 B77-30710
UBOLIISKA IHSTITOTET, STOCKBOLH (SIEDBR) .
Toxicology of metals, volume.2
[PB-268324/1] p0336 S77-32715
KEBT STATE DBIV., OHIO.
Circadian variations in responses of trained and
untrained men to snbmaxlmal exercise
P0256 B77-27688
KEHTDCKI STATS OBIT., FBABKPOBT.
Survivorship and life expectancy of Drosophila




microvascnlar pressure responses of
second-generation rats chronically exposed to
2 g centrifugation
p0172 A77-27553
Parameters for assessing vibration-induced
cardiovascular responses in awake dogs
P0217 A77-34042




KBTTBBING BEBOBIAL HOSPITAL, DATTOB, OHIO. COBPOBATB SOOBCB IBDBI
The development, maintenance, and mathematical
description of tracking behavior in nan and
the rhesus monkey
[AD-A038006] p02S2 H77-26802
Effects of background gravity stimuli on
gravity-controlled behavior
[NASA-CB-153U04] p0307 N77-30709
Response of the cardiovascular system to
vibration and combined stresses
[».D-A039000] P0346 H77-33818
KBTTBBING BEHOBIAL BOSPITAl, DAYTOB, OHIO.
Exercise stress testing
p0308 H77-30720
LBBOBL SHATTDCK BOSPITAL, BOSTO1, BASS.
Heart rate-left ventricular ejection time
relations - Variations during postural change
and cardiovascular challenges
p0073 A77-17028
Recovery from exercise at varying work loads -
Time course of responses of heart rate and
systolic intervals
p0320 A77-48017
LETTBBBAN ABBI INST. OF RESEARCH, SAB PRAHCISCO,
CAlfP.
Bioeffects research in the determination of
laser hazards
p0183 H77-20740
LIFE SYSTBBS, UC.. CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Development of a three-man preprototype C02
collection subsystem for spacecraft application
[ASHE PAPEB 77-EBAS-19] p0301 A77-16860
Development of an advanced combined iodine
dispenser/detector
[ A S R E PAPER 77-BNAS-30] p0302 A77-I16871
Evaluation of a spacecraft nitrogen generator
[HASA-CB-137930.] p003« H77-11672
Technology advancement of the static feed vater
electrolysis process
[NASA-CR-151934] . p0155 B77-18741
Advanced combined iodine dispenser and detector
[SASA-CB-151211] p0161 H77-19753
Evaluation of a spacecraft nitrogen generator
[HASA-CR-151983] p0238 H77-25789
Technology advancement of the electrochemical
C02 concentrating process
[HASA-CB-151995] p0279 H77-28736
LITTLE (ABTROB D.), INC. , CAHBB1DGB, BASS.
Thermal conductance of space suit insulations,




nonocarboxylic acids from oxidation of acyclic
isoprenoid alkanes by Bycobacterinm fortnitna
p0006 A77-10705
LOCKBBBD ELECTRONICS CO., BQOSTON, TEX.
Feasibility study of automatic control of cre«
comfort in the shuttle Extravehicular Bobility
Onit
[NASA-CR-151230] p0162 H77-19755
The anonaly data base of screvworn infornation
[NASA-CB-151333] p0207 H77-22795
Kinematic capability in the SVDS
[NASA-CR-151360] p021« N77-23753
Remote manipulator system steering capability
for SVDS
[HASA-CB-151138] p0253 N77-26804
LOCKBBBD HISSIIBS AND SPACE CO., SOBBTVALB. CALIF.
Improved waste vater vapor compression
distillation technology
[ASBE PAPEB 77-BBJS-20] p0301 A77-46861
Investigation of lov temperature carbon monoxide
oxidation catalysts
[ASBE PAPSB 77-DNAS-28] p0302 A77-46869
STABPABC Interim Evaluation Report, Bay 1975 -
April 1976
[UASA-CB-151126] p0062 S77-13648






Histocompatibility antigens and the evolution of
hypersensitivity lung, diseases. (Aia and
methodology)
[PB-267133/7] p0311 N77-30746
LOS ALABOS SCIBHTIPIC LAB., N. BBI.
Cesium-137 whole-body content in a normal New
Mexico population
[LA-UB-76-2097] p0252 N77-26798
Biological effects of negative pions
[LA-DB-76-2529] p0252 B77-26799
Automated chest x-ray analysis
[LA-OB-77-532] p0347 B77-33851
LOOISVILLB OBIT., KI.
Bead restraint enhances visual monitoring
performance
p0052 A77-15617
LOVBLACB FOOIDATIOB FOB BEDICAL EDUCATION AID
BESEABCB, ALBDOOEBQOB, B. BEX.




IARBBD SISTEBS SCIENCES, INC., NOBTBBIDGB, CALIF.
Human factors research and the development of a
manned systems applications science: The
systems sampling problem and a solution
[AD-A029417] p0126 N77-17739
Assessment of a prototype human resources data
handbook for systems engineering
[AD-A039269] p0278 H77-28726
BABTI8 BABIETTA CORP., DENVBB, COLO.
Comparison of the nonlinear dynamic
characteristics of Barber 5-2 and ASF ride
control freight trucks
[NASA-CB-150113] p0063 B77-13655
A tradeoff study of determine the optimum
approach to a wash/rinse capability to support
future space flight
[NASA-CB-151155] p0091 H77-15610
Cardiovascular instrumentation for spaceflight
[NASA-CB-151935] ' pOISM B77-18730
Payload crev activity planning integration.
Task 2: Inflight operations and training for
payloads
CNASA-CB-151187) p0155 R77-18739
Proto-Flight Manipulator Arm (P-FBA)
[NASA-CB-150277]' p0235 N77-21768
Orbital servicing, and remotely manned systems
p0286 B77-29767
The assembly of large structures in space
p0286 B77-29770
BABTIB HiBIEITA LABS., BALTIHOBB, BD.
Energy requirements of a biosphere
p016B A77-26668
flechanisms of oxygen evolution
[COO-3326-Q9] p0190 N77-21823
BABILA80 OBIV., COLLEGE PARK.
Prebiotic phosphorylation of nncleosides in
formanide
p0175 A77-2777B
Possible surface reactions on Bars -
Implications for Viking biology results
p0266 A77-41639
Occupational Exposure to Fibrous Glass: A
synposiaB
[PB-258869/7] p0185 H77-20758
The causal presentation and simulation of
physical mechanisms
£ AD-A03l!19a] p0215 B77-23759
BASSACHOSBTTS INST. OF TECH., CAHBBIDGE.
Optokinetic motion sickness. - Continuous head
movements attenuate the visual indnction of
apparent self-rotation and symptoms of motion
sickness
p0173 A77-27562
Some nev control theoretic models for human
operator display monitoring
P0179 A77-28847
Limitations to growth of microorganisms on
Dranns, Heptune, and Titan
P0181 A77-29997





Integration of visual and motion cues for flight




COBPORATB SOOBCB IHDEI BIABI OBI?.,
Human dynamic orientation nodel applied to
notion simulation
[HASi-CB-119862] p0161 H77-1975"!
Research on integration of visnal and notion
cues for flight simulation and ride qnality
investigation
[&ASA-CE-1532Q9] p0238 H77-25785
Current theories of man-machine systems
p028Q N77-29751
Evaluation of class 2 biological cabinets
p0309 H77-30728
1ASSACBOSETTS OBIV., AHHEHST.
Design for a thrbe-fIngered hand
p027» A77-436tt7
B progress report on visions: Representation
and control in the.construction of visual models
[AD-A028329] p0118 H77-16742
Computational techniques in visnal systens.
Fart 1: The overall design
[AD-A038816] p0258 N77-27703
Design for a three-fingered hand
p0285 N77-29761
BAI-PIABCK-IBSTITOT FOEH BIOCBEBIB, HABTIBSBIED BBI
HOEHCHEH (IBS! GEBBABT).
Immunological aspects in space experinents and
the possibilities of cell separation by
continuous-flow electrophoresis
p0083 N77-U081
BAIO CUBIC, BOCBBSTER, Bill.
Begional nypcardial shape and dinensions of the
working isolated canine left ventricle
p0070 A77-17360
Hyocardial blood flow; Roentgen
videodensitometry techniques
p0115 N77-16710
BAIO FOOBDATIO*, BOCHBSTEE, BIHI.
Quantitative three-dinensional dynanic imaging
of structure and function of the
cardiopnlnonary and circulatory systens in all
regions of the body
p0070 A77-17359
Three-dimensional reconstruction and display of
the heart, lungs and circulation by
nultiplanar X-ray scanning videodensitonetry
p0071 A77-17363
Protection of the cardiopnlnonary systens
against the injurious effects of acceleration
[AD-A027715] p0088 H77-15622
Quantitative three-diiensional dynamic imaging
of structure and function of the
cardiopnlnonary and circulatory systens in all
regions of the body
p0113 N77-16697
Begional nyocardial shape and dinensions of the
vorking isolated canine left ventricle
p0113 H77-16699
Three-dinensional reconstruction and display of
the heart, lungs and circulation by
nnltiplanar X-ray scanning videodensitonetry
p O I I Q B77-16705
Developnent of high-resolution ultrasonic
imaging techniques for detection and clinical
assessment of cardiovascular disease
' [PB-265728/6] p0279 S77-28730
Protection of the cardiopnlmonary systens
against the injurious effects of acceleration
[AD-A038014] p0313 H77-31772
BCDOBHBtt-DOOeiAS ASTBOBAOTICS CO., HUBTIHGTOH
BEACB, CALIF.
Space construction base support requirements for
environmental control and life support systens
[ASBE PAPBB 77-EBAS-HO] p0303 A77-46885
Space tug spacecraft/nodule exchanger (on-orbit
servicer)
p0286 B77-29768
BCDORBBLL-DOOGLAS ASTEOJAOTICS CO., BICHLAHD, BASH.
Inplanted energy conversion system
[PB-257888/8] „ p0090 B77-15636
BCDOBBBLL-DOOGLaS ASTBOHAOTICS CO., St. LOOTS, BO.
Bicrobial load monitor
[NASA-CB-151172] P0111 H77-16680
Feasibility study to predict combat
effectiveness for selected nilitary roles:
Fighter pilot effectiveness
CAD-A091650J p0315 877-31782
BEDICAL BIOLOGICAL LIB. BVO-THO, BIJS1IJE
(BETBBBLABDS).
First results of an investigation of the effects
of microwave radiation vith Ion power density
on the behavior of rats
[BBI-197B-15] p0025 S77-10778
The contraction prolonging action of 9-anthroic
acid (AHCA) on the isolated rat diaphragm and
the effects of sonan on this phenonenon
[HBL-1975-25] p0025 H77-10779
Hntagenicity testing of some nitrofnran
derivatives and some chlorinated hydrocarbons
[BBL-1975-22] p0026 H77-1078*
The function of the gastrointestinal channel of
the rat during shock
[HBL-1975-16] p0026 H77-10785
Influence of piracetam on protein synthesis and
energy metabolism in the rat brain
[BBL-1976-3] p0209 H77-23716
Protein metabolism in the rat cerebral cortex in
vivo and in vitro as affected by the
acquisition enhancing drug piracetan
?0209 H77-23717
Effect of the acquisition enhancing drug
piracetan on rat cerebral energy metabolism.
Comparison with naftidrofnryl and
methamphetamine
p0210 H77-23718
Acquisition and activity in aged rats
[BBL-1976-tt] p0251 H77-26789
Isolation of antibody forming cells by using
cluster formation in combination with velocity
sedimentation
[HBL-1976-6] p0251 B77-26790
Ozime therapy and oxime blood levels in rats:
Dependence on the dose of the organophosphate
[BBL-1976-7] p0251 H77-26791
In vitro evaluation of sone latent
radioprotective conponnds
[BBL-1976-11] p0251 H77-26792
BEDICAL BIOLOGICAL LAB. BVO-TBO, THE HAGOB
(SETHEBLABDS) .
Toxic properties of CH and CS
[BBL-1976-1H] p0191 N77-21832
The cause of death resulting fron transfusion
resistant shock. Part 2: Potassium
intoxication as a possible cause of death
[BBL-1976-5] p0191 H77-21833
A bonescrew for intrasternal infusions
.[BBL-1976-9] p0192 H77-21836
BEDICAL COLL. OF OHIO, (OLKDO.
Clinical applications of a quantitative analysis
of regional lift ventricular wall notion
p011<l S77-16707
BBDICAL COLL. OF HSC08SIH, BILRAOKEE.
Stabilization studies on human interferon
[PB-26482V«] p0278 H77-2872H
BBDICAL PHISICS I1SI. OTBECBI (BETBBBLABDS}.
Research activities in application of physics
and engineering to nedical science and problems
[THO-BFI-PB-5] p0237 S77-25778
BEHPHIS STATE OBIT., TEBB.
Flexilevel adaptive testing paradigm:




Development of a standardized measurement and
BDP evaluation program for ergonomic data and
fligh- data. Part 1: Technical principles.
Part 2: Evaluation computer program
[BBB-OFE-1231] p0125 H77-17732
BBTBODIST HOSPITAL, BOOSTOH, TEX.
Antonated electroencephalography system and
electroencephalographic correlates of space
motion sickness, part 2
[HASA-CB-151106] p005» N77-T2680
Automated electroencephalography system and
electroencephalographic correlates of space
notion sickness, part 3
[HASA-CB-151210] . p0160 H77-197H6
Snap-in compressible bionedical electrode
CHASA-CASE-BSC-1U623-1] p0277 B77-28717
BIABI OBIT., COBAL GABLES, FLA.
Response to comments on thermal polypeptides
pOOHO A77-13518
BIABI OBIT., FLA.
cardiovascular and renal effects of head-out
water immersion in nan - Application of the
model in the assessment of volume honeostasls
p0199 A77-31736
BIABI OBIV., OIFOBD, OBIO.
Influence of auditory fatigue on nasked
C-13
HICHI6AB STATE OBIT., COBPOBATB SOOBCB IBDEX
pure-tone thresholds
p0004 A77-10137
Labyrinth and cerebral-spinal fluid pressure
changes in guinea pigs and monkeys during
simulated zero G
p0197 A77-30885
Effects of sound on the vestibular system
[AD-A025969] p0056 B77-12690
BICHIGAB STATE OBIT., BAST LABSIHG.
Induced EH field and absorbed pover density
inside human torsos by 1 to 500 HHz EH vaves
[PB-254247/0] p0027 1177-10789 '
Blue-green algal (anabaena flos-aquae) protein
as human food
p0086 B77-15609 .
BICHIGAH OBIT., ABB ABBOB.
Target detection.in rapidly-changing visual
sequences
[AD-A023784] p0035 N77-11685
A prediction of response of the head and neck of
OS adult military population to dynamic impact
acceleration from selected dynamic test subjects
[AD-A025785] p0057 H77-12702
Evaluation of the compatibility of materials in
contact vith blood
[PB-257219/6] p0084 H77-14739
An evaluation of the 1974 and 1975 restraint
systems
[PB-2585B5/9] ' p0157 B77-18748
Development of methodologies for vestibular
experimentation vith nan and animals
[NASA-CH-151444] p0255 B77-27680
The role of potassium in the control of the
coronary circulation: Hechanism of action and
time course
p0277 B77-28719
A psychophysical analysis of complex integrated
displays
[AD-A039260] p0278 B77-28727
Intellectual performance under stress
[AD-A038196] p0280 B77-28743
The effect of the acoustic reflex on the
perception of speech in noise
p0282 B77-29734
Circulatory and local muscle response to static
mutual vork
p0282 N77-29736
t neta,bolic rate prediction model for manual
materials handling jobs
p0284 B77-29749 •
Tolerance and response of the knee-femnr-pelvis
complex to axial impact
[PB-269059/2] p0349 H77-33864
Guidebook on anthropomorphic test dummy usage
[PB-268904/0] p0349 B77-33865
BILAB OBIT. (HALT).
Investigation of the effect of free fall on the
vestibnlar organ and of ,Lts post-flight
readaptation as part of the shuttle program:
A contribution to basic vestibular physiology
and to the problem of space sickness
p0159 H77-19732
HIBISTBT OF DBFBBCE, LOBDOB (BBGLABD).
Occupational health hazards associated vith
aircraft shelter operations
p0184 B77-20746
HIBBBAPOLIS BBDICAL BESEABCH FOUBDATIOB, IBC., BIBB.




Fluid dynamics of blood cells and applications
to hemodialysis
[PB-268346/4] p0336 B77-32713
Fluid dynamics of blood cells and applications
to henodialysis
[PB-268420/7] ' p0336 B77-32714
BIBBBSOTA OBIT., ST. PAOL.
Effect of combined heat and radiation on
aicrobial destruction
' p0245 A77-38450
Storage stability and improvement of
intermediate moisture foods, phase 3
[BASA-CB-151004] p0027 B77-10792
Storage stability and improvement of
intermediate moisture foods, phase 4
[BASA-CB-151147] p0091 B77-15645
HISSISSIPPI STATB OBIT., HISSISSIPPI STATE.
The effects of variations in turbidity on cycles




The effects of variations in turbidity on cycles




A role for glucose in hypothermia hamsters
p0069 A77-17300
Hechanisms responsible for decreased glomernlar
filtration in hibernation and hypothermia
p0176 A77-27930
The development of chronic insertable oxygen
electrodes
[AD-A024633] p0031 877-11657
Simulation of carbon dioxide concentrator
p0214 H77-23752
Bed cell metabolism studies on Skylab
p0341 B77-33807
BOOST SIBAI HEDICAL AND GB&DOATB SCHOOLS, BBi T.OHK.
Development and clinical evaluation of blood gas
sensors for continuous monitoring (adult and
neonate)
CPB-258798/8J p0192 1177-21839
HOOBT SIBAI HEDICAL CBBTBB, BIABI BBACB, FLA.
Detection and prevention of G^indnced regional
atelectasis, edema, and hypoperfusion
CAD-A026238] p0089 H77-15628




IATIOIAL ACADEHT OF SCIBHCES - BATIOIAL BESBABCB
COOBCIL, iASHIRGTON, D. C.
Optical properties and visual effects of face
masks
[AD-A038197] p0280 B77-28742
BATIOBAL ABBOBAOTICU LAB., BABGALOBB (IBDI1) .
Time domain and time series models for human
activity in compensatory tracking experiments
[HAL-TB-50] p0085 H77r14744
BATIOBAL ABBOHAOTICS ABD SPACE AOUHISTBATIOH,
BASHIHGTOB, .D. C.
Life on the second sun
p0167 A77-26660




Coronary heart disease index based on
longitudinal electrocardiography
p0297 A77-45S38
Space age health care delivery
p0160 B77-19744
Proceedings of The Annual Conference of BASA
Clinic Directors, Environmental Health
Officials, and medical program advisors
[BASA-TH-74848] p0307 H77-30715





Development.and application of functional
manning standards in the Rational Aeronautics
and Space and Space Administration
p0309 B77-30733
BATIOBAL ABBORAOTICS ABD SPACE ADHIIISTBATIOB. (BBS
BESBABCB CBBTEB, HOFFBTT FIBLD, CALIF.
Studies on the nature of plasma growth hormone
p0006 A77-10700




Light-induced membrane potential and pH gradient
in Balobacterium halobinm envelope vesicles
p0006 A77-10703
Light-induced glntamate transport in
Balobacterinm halobium envelope vesicles. II -
Evidence that the driving force is a
light-dependent sodium gradient
p0006 A77-10704
Effect of hypovolemia, infusion, and oral
rehydration on gradual onset *Gz acceleration
C-1"
COBPOBilB SOOBCE liDEX BltlOBAL ABBO810TICS AID SPACE ADHIBISTBATIOS. COBTD
tolerance
[IAF P1PEB 76-039] p0007 177-10888
Effects of temperature on the life span,
vitality and fine structure of Drosophila
melanogaster
p0066 477-16662
Existence of electrogenlc hydrogen Ion/sodium
ion antiport in Halobacterium halobinm cell
envelope vesicles
P0067 A77-16671
Cardiorespiratory deconditioning vith static and
dynamic leg exercise dnring bed rest
P0068 177-16781
Beal-time detection and data acquisition system
for the left ventricular outline
p0070 177-17361
Passive potassium ion peneability of
Ralobacterinn halobinm cell envelope membranes
p0074 177-17569
The metabolism of carbohydrates by extremely
halophilic bacteria - Identification of
galactonic acid as a product of galactose
metabolism
p007l| 177-17584
1 reviev of iiplant teleaetry systems
p0075 177-17585
Individual differences in pilot performance
p0166 177-26647
Analogies between respiration and a light-driven
proton pump as sonrces of energy for active
glataoate transport in Halobacteriui halobini
p0171 177-27360
Variation of forearm, hand, and finger blood
flov indices vith ambient temperature
p0172 177-27559
Tolerance of females to *Gz centrifugation
before and after bedrest
p0196 177-30881




Physiological parameters in space settlement
design
[1111 PIPER 77-549] p0200 177-32067
Paraneters for assessing vibration-induced
cardiovascular responses in avake dogs
p0217 177-34042
Effect of 30 months in a locked environment on
the nicrobial flora of dogs
p0218 177-34057
Systems for animal exposure in full-scale fire
tests
p0224 177-35662
Comparison of nnneric keyboard and CBT
line-labeled buttons for information access
p0241 177-37406
Diurnal rhythms of visual accommodation and
blink responses - Implication for flight-deck
visual standards
p0243 177-38039
The photochemical cycle of bacteriorhodopsin
p0246 177-38906
Light-dependent cation gradients and electrical
potential in Balobacterium halobium cell
envelope vesicles
p0247 177-38910
Light-activated amino acid transport in •
Halobacterium halobinm envelope vesicles
p0247 177-38911
Light energy conservation processes in
Halobacterinm halobium cells
p0247 177-38912
Effects of exercise on fluid exchange and body
composition in man dnring 14-day bed rest
p0292 177-44720
Effect of hypovolemia, infusion, and oral
rehydration on plasma electrolytes, 1DH, renin
activity, and *G/z/ tolerance
p0295 177-45526
1 closed life-support system for space colonies
[ASBB P1PEB 77-EB1S-18] p0301 177-46859
Development of a three-man preprototype C02
collection subsystem for spacecraft application
[ASHB PIPES 77-ESAS-19] p0301 177-46860
Bater and waste water reclamation in a 21st
century space colony
[1SHB P1PEB 77-BB1S-47] p0304 177-46888
1 portable personal cooling system for mine
rescue operations
[ASSE PAPEB 77-E8AS-53] p030« 177-1(6891
Oltrastrnctnral changes in tracheal epithelial
cells exposed to oxygen
P0324 177-49829
Cardiorespiratory responses to exercise after
bed rest in men and vomen
p0328 177-50444
Finite element stress analysis of the human left
ventricle whose irregular shape is developed
from single plane cineangiocardiogram
p0331 177-51260
In electrode system for tetrapolar electrical
impedance plethyseography of the finger
p0334 177-51616
Origins of serotonin innervatioa of forebrain
structures
p0334 177-51617
Thermistor holder for skin temperature
measurements
[B1SA-CISE-1BC-10855-1] p0026 877-10780
Pilot workload and fatigue: 1 critical survey
of concepts and assessment techniques
[H1SI-TB-D-8365] p0034 B77-11674
On the habitability of Mars: in approach to
planetary ecosynthesis
[8AS1-SP-414] p0060 877-12718
Liquid cooled brassiere and method of diagnosing
malignant tumors therewith
[BlSl-CASE-ABC-11007-1] pOOSI 877-14736
1 walking boot assembly
[B1S1-CISE-ARC-11101-1] p0085 877-14742
in improved cooling system for removing
metabolic heat from an hermetically sealed
spacesult
(S1S1-C1SE-1BC-11059-1] pOOSS H77-14743
Twelfth Innnal Conference on Manual Control
[H1S1-TH-X-73170] pOOSS H77-1U745
EKG and nltrasonoscope display
[HAS1-CASE-1BC-10994-2] p0088 877-15619




Specifications for and. preliminary design of a
plant growth chamber for orbital experimental
experiments
CBASA-TH-X-73189] p0111 H77-16681
Tutorial: angiocardiography, past and present
p0113 H77-16696
Seal-time detection and data acquisition systen
for the left ventricular outline
p0113 877-16700
Computer measurement and representation of the
heart in two and three dimensions
p0114 H77-16704
Contour detector and data acquisition system for
the left ventricular outline
[HAS1-C1SE-AHC-10985-1J- p0121 N77-17701
Speculations on the consequences to biology of
space shuttle-associated increases in global
OV-B radiation
[HlSA-TH-I-73200] p0153 877-18728
Induction powered biological radiosonde
[BASA-CASE-lBC-11120-1] p0213 877-23743




[ HASi-CASB-ABC-11100-1] p0238 877-25784
1 dual-loop model of the human controller in
single-axis tracking tasks
[H1S1-TH-73249] p0259 877-27708
Remotely piloted aircraft in the civil environment
p0286 H77-29772
Innual health examination program, Imes Research
Center
p0309 H77-30727
In improved controller arm for a remotely /
related slave arm
[B1SI-C1S1-1HC-11052-1] p0311 S77-30751
Anthropomorphic master/slave manipulator system
[BIS1-CHSE-1BC-10756-1] p0337 B77-32721
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PLIGHT BKSEABCH CBHTEB, BDilBDS, CAHF.
Tolerance of females to +Gz centrifugation
before and after bedrest
p0196 177-30881
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Application of laciferase assay foe ATP to
antimicrobial drug susceptibility
[HASA-CASE-6SC-12039-1] p0207 N77-22791
I cervix-to-rectum measuring device in a
radiation applicator for use in the treatment
of cervical cancer
, [BASA-CASE-GSC-12081-2] . p0252 H77-26796
Determination of antimicrobial susceptibilities
of infected urines without isolation
[HASA-CASE-GSC-120U6-1] p0252 877-26797
System for and method of freezing biological
tissue
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12173-1] p0257 877-27693
Locking mechanism for' orthopedic braces
rnASA-CASE-GSC-12082-2] p0257 H77-2769H
Application of firefly lociferase assay for .
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to antimicrobial
drug sensitivity testing
\ [SAS&-TH-D-8U39} , p0307 877-30710
RATIONAL ABHOHAOTICS AID SPACE ADHIRISTBATI08.
GODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CBITEB, GBBBRBBLT, BD.
Detection of microbial infection in blood and
antibiotic deterninations
[RiSArCASB-GSC-120»5-1] p015ft H77-18733
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Medical experiment H-171 - Besnlts from the
second manned Skylab mission
p0001 A77-10056
Joint inflight biomedical experiments performed
during the ASTP spaceflight
[ IAF .PAPEB 76-031] p0006 A77-10887
Shuttle remote manipulator system workstation -
Han-machine engineering
p0163 A7.7-26628
Comparison of isocitrate dehydrogenase activity,
pyruvate kinase activity, and polyphenol
content in physiologically different pine
callus tissue
p0199 A77-31743
A life sciences Spacelab mission simulation
[AAS 75-258] p0230 A77-36553
Cell biology experiments conducted in space
p02<!2 A77-37953
Prolonged weightlessness effect on .postflight
plasma thyroid hormones
p0269 A77-B2132
Behavioral analyses .of killifish exposed to
weightlessness in the Apollo-Soyuz test project
p0296 A77-B5530
CO2 and humidity removal system for extended
Shuttle missions - C02, B20, and trace
.contaminant equilibrium testing
[ASBE PAPEB 77-ESAS-t] p0301 A77-a68»«
Improved waste water vapor compression
distillation technology
[ASBE PAPBB 77-BBAS-20] p0301 A77-U6861
Food and medical sample freezer kit concept for
Shuttle
[»SHE PAPEB .77-BHAS-23] p0302 A77-I»686I>
A Representative Shuttle Environmental Control
System
[ASBB PAPBB 77-ERAS-25] p0302 A77-46866
Development of an advanced combined iodine
dispenser/detector
[ASBE PAPEB 77-BHAS-30] p0302 A77-H6871
Begenerative Life Support Evaluation
[ASHE. PAPEB 77-EBAS-35] p0303 A77-16876
Bioprocessing in space
[HASA-TVX-TI157] p0025 B77-10777
ASTP chemical and microbiological analysis of
potable water
[RASA-TH-I-58192] p003« H77-11675
Hethod. and system for in vivo measurement of




Survey of cell biology experiments in reduced
gravity • . •
p0119 B77-17683
Control of thermal balance by a liquid
circulating garment based on a mathematical
representation of the human thermoregulatory
system
[HASi-TH-X-58190] . p0162 R77-19756
Portable breathing system
[SASA-CASE-BSC-16182-1] , ' p0193 877-21847
Rater system virus detection
[SASA-CASE-HSC-16098-1] p0233 H77-21755
RASA firefighters breathing system program report
[HASA-TR-D-8197] p0235 R77-24772
ECLSS consumables analysis:. ALT captive/active
1 and captive/active 3
tNASA-TH-X-7»75»] p0259 N77-27709
Snap-in compressible biomedical electrode
tHASA-CASE-BSC-111623-1] p0277 H77-28717
TV requirements for manipulation in space
p0285 H77-29757
Lunar rover- vehicle - an implication for
rehabilitation .
p0288 077-29786
Environmental Health concerns in natural and
man-made environments
p0308 H77-30721
The Apollo-Soynz Test Project: -Medical report
[HASA-SP-U11] p0309 H77-30735
Begenerable device for scrubbing breathable air
of C02 and moisture vithont special heat
exchanger egnipment
[NASA-CASE-BSC-1H771-1J p0337 R77-32722
Biomedical results from Skylab
[HASA-SP-377] p0338, H77-33780




Skylab 1 crew observations
p0338 N77-33783
Skylab 2 crew observations and summary
p0338 S77-3378H
Skylab crew health: Crew surgeon's report
p0339 S77-33785
Skylab oral healtb studies •
p0339 877-33786
Analysis of the Skylab flight crew health
stabilization program
: • p0339 877-33787
Skylab environmental and crew microbiology studies
p0339 N77-33788
Radiological protection and medical dosimetry
for the Skylab crewmen
P0339 H77-33789
Toxicological aspects of the Skylab program
p0339 H77-33790
Experiment B131. Bnman vestibnlar function
p033» 877-33791
The effects of prolonged exposure to
weightlessness on postural egnilibrium
p0339 877-33792
Experiment H133. Sleep monitoring on Skylab
p03«0 877-33793
Visual light flash observations on Skylab 1
pOSHO B77-3379U
Changes in the Achilles tendon reflexes
following Skylab missions
p0340 877-33795
Crew efficiency on first exposure to zero-gravity
p03»0 877-33797
mineral and nitrogen metabolic studies,
experiment 11071
p03«0 H77-33798
Physiological mass measurements in Skylab
p0310 877-33799
Bone mineral measurement: Experiment B078
p0340 877-33800
Buscnlar deconditioning and its prevention in
space flight
p0341 877-33801
Biostereometric analysis of body form
p0311 .877-33802
Biochemical responses of the Skylab crewmen: An
overview
p03«1 877-33803
The response of single human cells to zero-gravity
p03«1 877-33805
Bematology and immunology studies
p03«1 877-33808
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Vectorcardiographic results from Skylab medical
experiment R092: lower bod; negative pressure
p0342 N77-33810
Hemodynamic studies of the legs under
weightlessness
p03a2 R77-33811
Anthropometric changes and fluid shifts
p0342 H77-33812
Evaluation of the electromechanical properties
of the cardiovascular system after prolonged
weightlessness
p03«2 B77-33814
Results of Skylab medical experiment
M171-metabolic activity
p0343 1177-33816
Pulmonary function evaluation during and
following Skylab space flights
p0343 H77-33817
Metabolic cost of extravehicular activities
p0343 H77-33818
Determination of cardiac size from chest
roentgenograms following Skylab missions
p0343 B77-33819
Lower body negative pressure device
• p0343 H77-33821
Automatic blood pressure measuring system (11091)
p0343 H77-33822










Body temperature measuring system (H171)
p03<|l> H77-33828
Hardware report for experiment H133, sleep
monitoring on Skylab
' p0344 H77-33829








Atmospheric analyzer, carbon monoxide monitor
and toluene diisocyanate monitor
p0345 B77-33834
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Percutaneous connector device
[BASA-CASB-KSC-10849-1] pOOBQ N77-14738
Magnetic electrical connectors for biomedical
percutaneous implants
[RASA-CASB-KSC-11030-1] p0236 H77-25772
Rotational joint assembly for the prosthetic leg
[NASA-CASB-KSC-11004-1] p0311 N77-30749
HATIORAL AERONAUTICS AHD SPACE ADBINISTRATION.
LAHGLBI EBSBABCB CBItBH, 1AHGLEI STATION, Tl.
Proton-tissue dose buildup factors
p0074 A77-17565
vibration ride comfort criteria
 s
p0164 477-26636
Noise and vibration ride comfort criteria
p0291 A77-444S4
Subjective response to combined noise and
vibration during flight of a large twin-jet
airplane
[HASA-TB-X-3406] p0027 N77-10790
Boise and vibration ride comfort criteria
tHASA-TH-X-73975] p0027 B77-10791
An experimental study for determining human




Process for control of cell division
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10773-3] p0236 B77-25769
Automated single-slide staining device
[BiSA-CASE-LAB-11649-1] p0254; B77-27677
RASA Langley physical examination program
p0308 B77-30726
Model of aircraft noise adaptation
[NASA-IH-7B052] p0311 B77-30747
A seat cushion to provide realistic acceleration
cues for aircraft simulator pilots
[BASA-CASE-LAB-12149-1] p0315 H77-317B7
RATIONAL AEBOHAOTICS ABD SPACE ADHIBISTBATIOB.
LBRIS BESEABCH CBHTBB, CLETELABD, OBIO.
Potential biomedical applications of ion beam'
technology
[AIAA PAPER 76-1018] p0037 A77-13007





The OS Environmental Protection Agency Bational
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (RPDES)
p:0308 N77-30725
Intra-ocalar pressure nornalization apparatus
[BASA-CASE-LER-12955-1] p0309 B77-30736
Intra-ocalar pressure normalization technique
and equipment
[BASA-CASE-LES-12723-1] p0310 B77-30737
RATIONAL AEBOHAOTICS ABD SPICE ADBINISTBATIOH.
HABSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTSB, HOBTSV1LLE, ALA.
A method and data for video monitor sizing
' p0164 A77-26633
Investigation of low temperature carbon monoxide
oxidation catalysts
[AS11E PAPEB 77-ENAS-28] p0302 A77-46869
Actuator device for artificial leg '
[NiSA-CASE-BFS-23225-1] p0084 N77-1473S





& preliminary investigation of the Environmental
Control and Life Support Subsystem (EC/LSS)
for the space construction base manufacturing
modules
[BASA-TB-78123] p0288 B77-29788
HATIOBAL AEBOBADTICS ABD SPACE ADHIBISTBATIOB.
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RATIONAL ABBOIAOTICS AND SPACE 1DBIBISTBATIOR.
RALLOPS STATIOB, BALLOPS ISLABD, TA.
Beview of health maintenance program findings,
1960-1974
p0308 B77-30721
RATIONAL AEBOSPACE LIB., ABSTBBDAB (RBTHEBL1RDS).
Effort involved in single and two-axis manual
control systems
[BLB-TB-75060-0] pOIIS B77-16739
Human pilot describing function, remnant and
associated information for pitch attitude
control: Besnlts from in-flight and
ground-based tracking experiments
[BLB-TB-75062-0] p0156 B77-18744
Investigation on a passenger ride-comfort
improvement system with limited control
surface actuator performance for a flexible
aircraft
[NLB-TB-75140-0] p0156 R77-18745
BATIOBAL BOBBAO OF STABDABDS, BO01DEB, COLO.
Measurement of BF power-absorption in biological
specimens (10 to 100 BBz)
[PB-263101/8] p0234 R77-24765
RATIONAL BOBEAO OF STABDABDS, (ASHIRSTOB, D. C.
Development of a proposed flammability standard
for commercial transport flight attendant
uniforms
[AD-A033740/2] p0188 R77-20776
Considerations in developing test'methods for
protective headgear
[PB-258322/7] • p0188 N77-20778
Performance evaluation of programmable robots
and manipulators
[PB-259631/0] p0189 N77-20786
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BIVBBDALE, BD.
Analysis of comfort and convenience factors in
improved restraint systems ' '
[PB-263157/0] p0235 H77-2477K




BATIOBAL IHSt. FOB OCCDPATIORAL SAFETI ADD BSA1TH,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Technology for the development of a portable
metabolic monitor
CPB-266215/3] p0283 H77-29743
Health and safety guide for planting, heating,
and air conditioning contractors
[PB-266U09/2] p0289 N77-29796
Criteria for a recommended standard:
Occupational exposure to allyl chloride
[PB-267071/9] p031Q N77-31778
Criteria for a recommended standard:
Occupational exposure to acetylene
, [PB-267068/5] , p031« N77-31779
NATIONAL INST. FOB OCCUPATIONAL SAPBTI AID BEALTH,
RORGANTOBN, I. VA.
' Determination of faceplate carbon-dioxide
concentration levels of self-contained
breathing apparatus
[PB-252695/2] p0028 N77-10796
Procedure for continuous-flow respirator
flowrate determination
[PB-25269V5] p0028 N77-10797
Procedure for testing strength of hose and
couplings
[PB-252696/0] p0028 H77-10798
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF BEALTB, BETBBSDA, RD.
Effect of prolonged space flight on cardiac
function and dimensions
P0342 H77-33815
NATIONAL PBISICAI LAB., TBDDIBGTON (ENGLAND).
An axisymmetric harmonic mixed-boundary-value
problem
[NPl-NAC-67] pOlli N77-16682
HATIOHAL BESEABCB INST. FOB BATBBBATICAL SCIEBCES,
PBBTOBIA (SOOTB AFRICA).
A myocybernetic control model of skeletal muscle
[SISK-220] p0233 N77-24759
NATIONAL SWEDISH ENTIBONBBNT PBOTECTIOB BOABD,
STOCKBOLB.
Toxicology of getals, volume 2
[PB-26832q/1] p0336 N77-32715
NATIONAL SBEDISH ROAD AND TBAFPIC BESEABCB INST.,
LIHKOBPING.
Effects of small doses of alcohol on driver
performance in emergency traffic situations
tVTI-68-A} P0125 N77-17731
The rating and measuring of road roughness
[VTI-83-AJ p0155 N77-18742
NATAL AEROSPACE BBDICAL BESEABCB LAB., BBS ORLEANS,
LA.
Nenropathology and cause of death in O.S. Naval'
aircraft accidents
p0124 N77-17726
S A V A L ABBOSPACE HBDICAL BESBABCB LAB., PBBSACOLA,
PIA.
Airborne testing of three antiiotion sickness
preparations
pOO«7 A77-11638
Some physiological effects of alternation
between zero gravity and one gravity
p0229 A77-35817
Somatosensory motion after-effect following
earth-horizontal rotation about the Z-axis - A
nev illusion
p0242 A77-38033
Evaluation of a new antinauseant drug for the
prevention of motion sickness
p0325 A77-K9837
Development of a prototype experimental plan to
evaluate stabilized optical viewing devices.
2: Inflight measures of airsickness potential
[AD-A025U55]- p0058 H77- 1270<t
Atlas of nuclear emulsion micrographs from
personnel dosimeters of manned space missions
[NASA-CB-U9I1II6] p0117 N77-16727
Successful trnasfer of adaptation environments
in navy flight training
p0159 N77-19733
visual counteraction of nanseogenic and
disorienting effects of some vhole-body
motions: A proposed mechanism :
[AD-A038767] < ' ' p0313 N77-31771
NATAL AIB DETELOPHBIT CEBTEB, IABBIBSTEB, PA.
Psycho-physiological and physio-chemical
assessment of acceleration induced changes in
humans positioned in various seatback angle
configurations
p0030 S71-116<n
Safe use of the P-3 strobe lamp
[AD-A024036] p0032 S77-116S8
The effect of pre-adapting spectral stlmall on
visual response
[AD-A02!(312] • . • . 'p0032 N77-11659
Integration of aviators'eye protection and
visual aids
1
 . '" ; ' V ' ' • P0059 H77-12710
Human performance under acceleration: Actuation
of ejection seat lover firing control
t»D-A025373] p0085 H77-1H7H6
An apparatus for evaluating pilot preference of
electronic display information and formats
[AD-A028723] . p0126 N77-17742
Aircrew protective clothing and devices system
(fighter/attack aircraft) '
[AD-A031?66] • : ' 'p0188 N77-20780
The effect of virtual image projection distance
on the accommodative response of the eye
[AD-A036136] p0238 N77-25790
A comparative evaluation of the APH-6D, B6D-3S/P
(low pressure), BGO-35/P (high pressure), TTAS
2 and TTAS 3 Belmet Systems on the dynamic
flight simulator :
[AD-A040927] • p0316 B77-3179*
NATAL BIOBBDICAL"BESBABCB LAB., OAKLAND, CALIF.
Possibility of growth of airborne .microbes in
outer planetary atmospheres
, p0167 A77r26662
HATAL COASTAL SISTBBS LAB., PANAHA CUT, .FLA.
Improved thermal protection and rewarm
procedures for cold water divers
[AD-A024213] p0032 877-11660
NATAL SBDICAL BBSBABCB AND DITBLOPHENT COHBAND,
BETBBSDA, HD. .
Bibliography of reported biological phenomena
(effects) and clinical manifestations
attributed to microwave and radio-frequency
radiation, supplement number 7
[AD-A02535B] ' ' ' p0062 S77-13650
Bibliography of reported biological phenomena
(effects) and clinical manifestations
attributed to-microwave and radio-frequency
radiation, supplement no. 8
[AD-A029H30] p0185 S71-20756
Navy-Ride Rorkshop on High Pressure Biomedical
Research •
[AD-A031993] p0192 H77-21838
NATAL HBDICAL BESBABCH IHST., BETBBSDA, BD.
Energy, protein, mineral and water content of
' food items
- [AD-A026756) p0092 N77-15651
Respiratory heat loss and pulmonary function
during cold-gas breathing at high pressures
[AD-A030315] p0185 S77-20755
Human factors and diving equipment design
[AD-A040110] . . p0281 N77-28749
HATAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, BOBTEBEI, CALIF.
The effect of continuous noise on short term
memory performance tasks
CAD-A025046] pOOS6 N77-12694
•. Investigation and evaluation of a Zero Input
Tracking Analyser (ZXTA)
. • CAD-A025H31] p0057 N77-12700
An analysis of the effect of a flight director
on pilot performance in a helicopter hovering
task
[AD-A025680] p0057 N77-12701
Pilot reported human factor cockpit
discrepancies in-naval aircraft
[AD-A026326] p0086 N77-147SO
The 'significant parameters affecting the
modelling of target acquisition of ground
combat targets from tactical helicopters
[AD-A028853] pQ125 B77-17733




COBPOBATB SOOBCB INDEX OIK BIDGB RATIONAL LAB.,
The design, construction,, and implementation of
a simulated pilot's task to be used in the
study of the effects of BEG biofeedback
[AD-A03588»J . p0237 S77-25782
Investigation of user generated cockpit
discrepancies in Naval aircraft
[AD-A03877H] p0260 877-2771*
Stress detection utilizing the
electroencephalogram
[AD-A039168] p0310 H77-307H1
Computer modeling the nenrophysiology of Vision
[AD-A039321) p0310 S77-307H2
Dissection and analysis of electroencephalograms
of subjects doing a simulated pilot's task
[AD-A039925] p031» H77-31777
Hethodology for identifying and quantifying the
criticality of human factors deficiencies in
naval aircraft cockpits
[AD-AOH0201] p0317 H77-31795
RATAL BBSEABCB LAB., WASHINGTON, D. C.
An evaluation of a fuel-soluble organoboron
biocide for control of sulfate-redncing
bacteria in shipboard fuel tanks
[AD-A02U017] p0029 H77-11643
Aviator's breathing oxygen purity
[»D-A030879] p0189 N77-20785
HBL's central atmosphere lonitor prograB
[AD-A035774] p0239 R77-25795
HAVAL TBAI1IBG ARALTSIS MO ETALOATIOR GBOOP,
OBLABDO, FLA.
Acadenic attrition fro* Navy technical training
class H school courses
[TABG-17] . p0314 S77-31780
RATAL TBAIHING BQOIPHBNT CBIIBB, OBLAIDO, PL».
Beguirements for color in television displays
[AD-A0267K7] p0093 R77-15656
RATAL DRDBBSIA CERTBB, SAH DIEGO, CALIF.
An underwater work systems package
p0287 R77-2977K
Manipulator development at the Raval Dndersea
Center
[AD-A038U09] p0289 R77-29795
RATAL WEAPONS CBRTEB, CHIRA LAKE, CALIF.
Experiments with color coding on television
[»D-JO«Ofl15] p0316-R77-31793
HAVI CLOTHIR6 ARO TEXTILE BBSBAHCH QRIT, NATICK,
MASS.
Alnninized firemen's (fire proximity) handwear:
A comparative study of dexterity characteristics
[AD-A027211] p0092 H77-15653
Physiological testing of white phosphorous
protective clothing
CAD-A033027] p0208 H77-22806
Low-temperature handvear with improved dexterity
[AD-A037535] p025« R77-26811
One-size slush-molded polyvinyl chloride cover
for the Navy male service combination cap frame
[AD-A039S08] p0312 H77-30753
Evaluation of a vortex tube cooler
[AD-A039708] p0312 R77-30755
RaTT BIPBBIBBBTAL DXTTRC ORIT, PABABA CITI, FLA.
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